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THE PUI3LIC LANDS.i.
MATTHEWS v. DRUMMOND.
Decided February 15, 192 1.

SETTLEMENT-PRETERENCE RIGcT-ADVERSE

,

CLAIM.

tOnly unoccupied and unimproved public lands are subject to settlement
and entry under the homestead laws, and one who, without the consent
I of the owner of the adjoining surveyed lands, settles upon and occupies
: unsurveyed, lands that Were erroneously or fraudulently omitted from
:'survey, and )Which, at date of said settlement, were in the possession of
; the latter, does not acquire any preference right of entry; the fact that
the initiation of the claim was peaceful and without force is immaterial.
VOGELsANG, FirstAssistant Secretary:

Edgar I. Matthews has appealed from a. decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated July 27, '1920,'which
affirmed the action of the local officers in rejecting his homestead
app'lication to enter lotsYX, 8, 10, 11, and 12, Sec. ,11 and lots 2 (erroneously described, should be lot i, Sec. 13), 5, 6, 8, and 9, Sec. 14
(158.66 acres), T. 4 S., R. 15 W.,, T. M., Gainesvillej, Florida, land
district, for conflict with allotments made to J. H. Drummond and
Lydia E. Ware, pursuant to a resurvey of the township.
'The lands involved herein are portions of a peninsula comprising
fractional Ts. 3 and 4 S., 1 15 W., situated between two arms or
branches of St. Andrews Bay, which was originally surveyed in 1847
and the plats thereof were approved May 22, 1849. The records of
the General Land Office show that all' of the lands comprising 'the
peninsula were disposed of by the -Government in accordance with
the original survey about thirty years ago.
It had been quite generally understood for some time that there,
was a larger acreage of lands on the peninsula than that shown on
the original plats. In fact the owners of the patented lands several'
times unsuccessfully applied for a resurvey with the view to having;
their titles readjusted to conform to the true conditions. ' 'The Land
Department denied their requests, giving as the reason therefor that
there were no undisposed of lands in those townships. However, an,
extension survey was made during 1914 and 1915 as a result of which
62403 -VOL 48-21-,
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it was found that the- present area of the peninsula is consider~tly
larger than that originally returned. New plats showing the additional acreage were approved November 19, 1915. Certain of the
patented lands were designated as tracts to which numbers'werq
-given. Those tracts included both lands shown upon'the original
plats and additional lands shown only upon the later plats.,,
When the new plats were filed in the local land office on March 6,
1916a large number of applications to make homestead entry were
filed by persons who alleged preference rights by virtue of settle-'
ment upon the newly surveyed lands prior to their survey. Some
of those applications conflicted not only with applications filed by
the private land owners to have their patented claims adjusted, but
also with each other and with a pending swamp claim of the State.
On December 12, 1917, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
rendered a decision in"'which an attempt was made to adjudicate
the conflicting claims. .The matter came to the Department on appeal
and on September 28, 1918 (D. 36378), a decision was rendered, which
modified the decision of the Commissioner.
In the departmental decision of September 28, 1918, it was recog]nized that the original survey of the peninsula had been erroneous or
fraudulent, in that large areas were omitted from the -survey that
should have been surveyed, but it was held with respect to the conflicting claims,'that if, as contended, the original patentees and their
Atransferees had been in possession, of the unsurveyed lands under
'color of title or claim of right, believing in good faith that said lands
belonged to them as portions of their patented claims, such possession must be held to bar any adverse claim attempted to be initiated
by settlement or'entry. In that event the owners of the patented
claims' would have the right under the provisions of section 2372,
Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of February-24, 1909 (35
''Stat., 645), to apply for the amendment of their claims. After considering the various conflicting claims, including that of Edgar I.
Matthews, it was concluded that/ the homestead applicants who al:leged prior settlement should be accorded an opportunity`of submitting proper evidence at a hearing. The matter was accordinglyEremanded to the General Land Office for the purpose of determining
after hearing, whether or not the settlement claims should be entitled
'to preference over the adjustment claims of the private land owners'
'
or the swamp land claim of the State.
It appears that the State of Florida specifically waived all claims'
that it had asserted to any of the lands involved in this case.
A hearing was held before the Clerk of the 'Circuit )Court 'at
Panama' City, Florida, and all the interested parties appeared in
' person and with counsel and witnesses and submitted a large amount
of testimony, documentary evidence and exhibits. The issue was-
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; correctly stated in the hearing notice which had previously been
Aserved by the local land office. Thereupon the register and receiver rendered a joint decision; April 24, 1920, in which they reviewed the testimony somewhat at length and from' it fodund that the
rights of those claiming through the original patentees are superior
to those of Matthews for the reason that the shore line of St.
Andrews Bay is well defined and that almost invariably the improvements of said patentees were made near the waters' edge and
that possession had 'since been maintained by the transferees them-0.
selves or through their tenants.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner set forth his findings in the following language:
,The evidence in this record shows that each of the original homestead entrymen named herein built his or her house, and established residence, on that

part of the land entered which fronted upon St. Andrews Bay, the houses having
been located from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty. yards from the water's
edge, and that some of said houses, or others built at later dates, were yet
standing in such positions and actually occupied at the date When Matthews
alleges he made settlement. All of the lands in controversy here were claimed
- * *
by Drummond and Ware.
The evidence in the record clearly shows that the parties named were in
possession of all of the lands applied for by Matthews at the date of his alleged settlement thereon, and that he knew or might have known of such possession at that time.

The action of the local officers was affirmed and the application of
Matthews was held for rejection.
- The
appeal contends that the Commissioner erred in holding that
the settler's right of Matthews was not superior to the claim of
Drummond and Ware and that the latter~mentioned parties were
entitled by virtue of the purchase of surveyed lands to secure title
to unsurveyed lands, notwithstanding the fact that it was generally'
understood that large bodies of land had been omitted from the
survey. 'A brief supportive of the appeal was submitted, in which;
particular attention was called to, certain portions of the testimony
given at the hearing, which, it is argued, conclusively establishes the
validity of the claimed settlement preference right. The cases of The
Pacific'Live Stock Company v. Armack (30 L.. D., 521), John McClennen (30 L. ID., 527), and Lee Wilson and Company v. United
States (245 U. S., 24), were cited as authority in support of the
contention that the title to lands erroneously omitted fromn a Governent survey is vested in the United States and that such unsurveyed lands, irrespective' of the claims of the abutting land owners, are subject to settlement by qualified homesteaders."
The departmental decision of September 28, 1918, disposed of all
questions other than that of the question of whether or not the homestead, applicant had by his settlement upon the lands acquired a pref-
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erenceE right of entry which defeats the right of the private land
owners to include within their holdings the lands which he-is seeking
to enter. It is, therefore, primarily a question of fact as to whether
*or not the settler invaded, the possession of prior occupants of the
lands.
1'he facts as disclosed from the testimony taken at the hearing show
that prior to, the recent survey, Matthews employed a surveyor to
;' survey the boundaries of his claim and that he then posted his claim,,
constructed a house at a cost of about $600, established residence, and
fenced, cleared and cultivated some of the land. Later his house
was burned and he constructed a new house estimated to be worth
*
approximately $2000. It was also shown that continuous residence
since November, 1911, was maintained by Matthews or by some member of his family.X
*: ' Notwithstanding the showing made by Matthews, the Commissioner has held that at the time that the settlement claim was first
asserted, the owners of the adjoining originally surveyed lands vere
in possession of the unsurveyed. areas and that they were not, there* fore, subject to settlement or entry at that time. I This Department is
of the opinion that the evidence 'sustains the Commissioner's holding
in that respect. The present claimants opposed to Matthews; have
;subnitted properly authenticated copies of the deeds showing the
unbroken series of transfers by which they deraign title and it is a
rmatter of record that the original patentees took possession of and
considered that the unsurveyed lands were portions of their claims
* and treated them as subject, to sale and transfer. It also appeals
according to a statement in'the Commissioner's decision that at the
time that the recent -survey was ordered an understanding was had
* between the Land Department'and the then owners: of the lands en-:
tered under the original survey, to the effect that titles should not
be disturbed by the extension survey, and that the areas and positions
of such tracts should remain intact,.or as nearly so as possible.
X It has been a well established principle of law ever since the United
States Supreme Court rendered its decision in Atherton v. Fowler
0(96 U. S., 513), that only unoccupied and unimproved, lands of the
United States are subject to settlement and entry under the home- stead laws, and that principle holds'true even' when the possession**
of the prior occupant was wrongful-as against the United States.
Harvey V. Holles (160 Fed., 531). Nor can the settlement qlaim be
held valid where the settler, without consent of the prior occupant,
entered and took possession of the premises' during the temporary
absence of the latter,' and- the fact that the entry was peaceful and
'without force is immaterial. Tidwell v. Chiricahua Cattle Comin
pan (5 Ariz., 365, 53 Pac., 192).. The rule has been so universally
adhered to by the courts and the decisions arerso numerous that fur-
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thler citation of; authorities in substantiation 'of it appears unnecessary.
The' decisions cited in the brief of the appellant are not in point
and are inapplicable to a situation such as that presented in this
-case. The Pacific Live Stock Company and Mc(lennen cases h'old
in effect that the Government, by the approval of a survey, does
not part title to lands erroneously omitted therefrom by the disposal
of the surveyed lands, and that it has authority to cause the erroneous;
survey to be corrected. In Lee Wilson and Company v. United
States, the court held that the riparian claimants had no legal title
to the so-called lake lands involved in that suit. Those holdings
are not in conflict with the doctrine enunciated in Atherton v. Fowler,
supra. In the case under consideration none of the parties is disputing the title of the United States. The question at issue is which
of the claimants has the superior equity to become a preferrede
claimant in acquiring title from the Government.
The Commissioner stated in his decision that when final action
shall have been taken by the Department thereupon, proper action
will be taken upon the petition of J. H. Drummond and Lydia E.
Ware in the matter of cancellation of outstanding patents and the
issuance of new patents in lieu thereof for the lands in controversy
in this case.
After careful consideration of all that has been 'presented, the,
Department finds no error in. the decision appealed from and the
same is, therefore, affirmed. The General Land Office will act upon
the adjustment application of the appellees with the view to issuing
supplemental patent upon payment of the requisite sums and fees,
as provided by section 2372, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act
of February 24, 1909 (35 Stat., 645).

HENRY W. POLLOCK.i
.Decided February 15, 1921.
MIITERAL LANDS-ACT OF JULY 17, 1914.
The act of July T17,1914, did not repeal the, provisions of the mining laws
;
.*
~and
:
after the passage of said act, lands of the open public domain containing the minerals named therein, not covered by Executive withdrawals
or reservations were subject to exploitation and location under the same
*

-L;;.

; conditions

as theretofore.

MINERAL LANDS-LAD DEFPARTMENT-CLASSIcATION.

Section 2319, Revised Statutes, proclaimed that all valuable mineral de-.
posits in the public lands were free and open to exploration-and purchase,
and classification or designation of lands as' mineral by the Land Department was not- a prerequisite to the right to make a mining location..

6
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MIINERAL LANDS-ACT or OCTOBER 2, 1917.:

subsisting mining location-antedating the act of October 2, .1917,.
which authorizes exploration for and disp6sition of potassium reserved
under the act of July 17, 1914, vested the claimant with a substantial
jproperty right andNthe beneficial ownership and control of the land, such
as to constitute a bar to the granting of a lease for the potash deposits..

A valid

MINERAL LANDS-LAND DEPARTMENT-JURISDICTIONi.

The Land Department, as a specially constituted tribunal, has jurisdiction

to determine in accordance with the facts and the appropriate law, after
due, notice and hearing, the validity or invalidity of mining locations.,
MINERAL LANDS-ACT OF JULY 17, 1914.

The term "such deposits," as used in section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914,
i X reference
has
only to those deposits that are reserved in a nonmineral
patent issued pursuant to that act And not to all deposits of the named
minerals wherever found upon the public domain.

*

VOGELSANG; First Assistant Secretary:

*

Henry W. Pollock who, on May 18, 1920, filed his application
019439 for a potash lease upon the NW. I NW. i, Sec. 33, T. 24 N., R.
44 W., 6th P. M., Alliance, Nebraska, land district, pursuant to the
act of October 2, 1917 (40 Stat., 297), has appealed from decision of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated November 18,
1920, holding his applicatiori for rejection upon the-ground that the
tract was included in the valid placer mining location of Howard
S. Blackledge and his wife. The applicant was granted thirty days
within which to show that the placer claim had been abandoned.
and 1wasKnot being held or' worked by the locators, or under their
authority. He made no such showing but instead has appealed.
.In support of his appeal Pollock contends in substance that the
asserted location of Blackledge is wholly invalid because made sub-sequenily to the date of the passage of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 /
Stat> 509), under whfch potash deposits were definitely withdrawn
from exploitation or appropriation and that therefore-lands valuable
for potash could be disposed of only under the nonmineral land laws- ,
as prescribed in said act.. It is further urged that the Department
had no jur.isdictipn to pronounce the Blackledge location valid and
that in any event, before any mineral location could properly be made
i,upon the land, it was necessary for the Department to designate the
area as mineral.
* In connection with this land and the adjoining NE. NE. J, Sec.
3,4, the following filings appear:

N

'

N

;October, 26, 1916, 018036, homestead entry of Blackledge, canceled 1920.
January 4, 1918, 018420, application for permit, Pollock and Snyder, rejected

May 24, 1918.
January 14, 1919, 018613, application for lease, Pollock, suspended February
'26, 1919.
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AMay 18, 1920,. 019439, application for lease here involved.'
January 10,,921, 020009, application for lease of NE. * NE. i, Sec. 32, Pollock,
pending.

From the records it is made to appear that when application 018420
for the Blackledge '80 acres, and other lands, was filed, and while*
- Pollock and Snyder were, by letters and telegrams, seeking early
actionf thereon, they, at the same time, held an option for a lease'
which recognized Blackledge's placer claim, which' option was not
abandoned and released by them until January 16, 1918. On March
'18, 1918, Pollock's mineral protest against Blackledge's homestead
entry was filed which led to a hearing and the;departmental decision
later mentioned.
The suggestion that this Department must designate. as mineral
any area. of the public domain before valid mining location can be
made thereon is decidedly novel. Section 2319, Revised Statutes, dedares that all valuable mineral deposits in the public lands are free6
2 and' open to exploration and purchase and the lands themselves to
occupation and purchase by citizens of the United States.
The Department is not aware of any law,, regulations or practice
requiring a mineral classification or designation by theLand Department before a mining claim can be properly located on the open
ip-ublic domain.
The Land Department, as a specially constituted tribunal, has
jurisdiction over mining locations enabling it to declare them validc as
well as invalid in accordance with the facts and the appropriate law
as found and determined by it after due notice and hearing. Clipper
Mining Company 'v. Eli Mining and Land Company (194 U. S., 220);
Cameron v. United States (252 U. S., 450); Lane v. Cameron (45
App. D. C., 404); H. H. Yard, et a1. (38 L. D., 59) ; and J. B. Nichols
and Cy Smith (46 L. D., 20).
The' main contention of counsel for appellant is founded on a
imisconception'of the scope and effect of the act of July '17, 1914,
aupra. That legislation is entitled
'An Act to provide for agricultural entry of lands withdrawn, classified, or
reported as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas or asphaltic minerals.

''

That act was partly remedial in character and enabled those who,
had, in good faith, initiated claims under the nonmineral land laws,
upon tracts subsequently withdrawn, classified, or reported as being
valuable for the mineral substances specified, to perfect their claims
and receive patent thereon, with a reservation of the minerals to
the United States. Without such saving legislation their filings and
entries in general were exposed to outright cancellation if the lands
were determined to be mineral in character. Further, the- act spe-,
cifically extended the nonmiieral land laws over lands withdrawn,

S 08i
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classified or valuable for the deposits mentioned,, provided -the nonmineral, applicant sought the land exclusive of the mineral and' the.
right to mine and remove the same..
In sections 2 and 3 thereof, Congress expressly'provided that"the
nonmineral patent under the act
:*: *: * shall contain a reservation to the United States of the deposits on
account of which the lands so patented Were withdrawn or classified or
.reported as valuable, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
the 'same, such deposits to be subject to disposal by the United 'States only
*
ro
o* shall persons'
as shall be hereafter expressly directed by law,
who have located, selected, entered, or purchased lands subsequently 'withdrawn, or classified as 'valuable for said mineral deposits, be debarred from.
the privilege of showing,. at any: time before final entry, purchase, or approval of selection or location, that the lands eitered, -selected, or located
*
That any person who has
are in fact nonmineral in character. *
in good faith, located, selected, entered, or, purchased, or any person who
shall hereafter locate, select, enter, or purchase, under the nonmineral land
laws of the United States, any lands which are subsequently withdrawn,
classified, 'or reported as being valuable for phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas,
or asphaltic minerals, may, upon application therefor, and making satisfactory
proof of compliance. with the laws under which such lands are claimed, receive a patent therefor, which patent shall contain a reservation to the United
States of ali deposits on account' of which the lands were withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuable, together with the 'right to prospect for,
, mine, and 'remove the' same.

The term "such deposits" refers only to the deposits reserved in
the #tonninerel patest and not to all deposits of~the named minerals
'wherever. found upon the public domain, as is the contention of
counsel. The general mining laws were not available or appropriate to permit the disposition of such reserved deposits., Further:
legislation was essential and so the deposits reserved in said patent
were to be subject to disposal only as therdafter expressly directed
by' law.
The' above excerpt did not work a repeal of; the provisions of the
X mining laws where such laws could otherwise operate, nor did the
act itself effect such a repeal, and no such purpose nor intent can be
'properly gathered from the language used.. After the passage of the
act, oil, potash, phosphate, and the other minerals mentioned in the
public domain, in areas not covered by Executive, withdrawals or
reservations, were subject to exploitation and location under the
same conditions and with the same facility as theretofore. The
specific repeal of the-mining laws, as to the mineral deposits mentioned was accomplished by later acts; as to potash' by the act of.
Qctober 2,1917 (40 Stat.,'297); as to phosphate, oil and gas, oil shale
and nitrate of sodium, by the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 487),
leach act expressly providing that valid claims existent at the passage,
thereof and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under
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which initiated, might be perfected under- such laws, evern including
discovery, under the last mentioned act.
There is no more room for contenIding that the surf ace act of July
17, 191:4, supra, of itself, repealed or superseded the minting; laws,
than there is for urging that the coal surface acts of March 3, 1909
(35 Stat., 844), and June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), operated to repeal
the coal land laws (sections 2347, et seq., Revised Statutes), or that
the special surface acts of August 24, 1912 (3t Stat., 496),. providinig
for certain agricultural entries and selections on oil and gas lands in
the State of Utah and of February 27,1913 (37 Stat., 687), authorizing selections by the State of Idaho of phosphate' and oil lands in' ,'
that-State, superseded the general oil and gas, and phosphate and
gas mining laws respectively in those States.
It was not the purpose or policy of legislation in 1914 to completely tie up and withhold from further exploitation or operation
the potash resources of the United States at a time when, owing to,
the outbreak of the Woild War, the importations of potash from
Germany were cut off. There has never been any general and sweep-ug Executive withdrawal of potash lands. The only 'two potash
withdrawals of limited area, made by'Executive order, were in Cali' ornia and Nevada. The result of the surface act of July 17, 19,14,
was to throw into a 'state of reservation 'only those potash deposits'
falling within the scope and operation of that portion of the act
hereinab6ve quoted, 'and so far as that act was concerned potash
deposits upon the open public domain, were still subject to location
under the general mining laws unless specifically reserved by Execu'tive order. The fact that Blackledge, on' October 26, 1916, 'made
homestead entry 018036 for the tract here involved and the adjoining forty, and that subsequently the land was claimed, reported
and'adjudicated to be valuable for. potash, did not bring the deposit
within the' reservation of said act of July,17, 1914. It is true that,
in the decision in the case of Pollock v. Blackledge the scope and
operation of the act of July 17, 1914, was not considered or discussed,
possibly for the reason that the Department deemed that the act had
no essential bearing upon the dispositionof that case. In 'the course
of the decision of October 20, 1919, the Department said:
-' ,*
* * 'Under the circumstances disclosed the Department is inclined to
the view that by his consenting to and making of placer locations in September,
1917, based on potash discoveries and the continued assertion and maintenance
of such claims, Blackledge in legal effect waived and abandoned any claim, or
rights accruing to him by reason of his homestead entry and settlement, and
that now he should not be heard before the Land Department to. assert or
maintain rights thereunder. * ' *: *In view of the foregoing and upon the'
record here presented so far as is made to appear, the placer claims initiated
September 5, 1917, are good and sufficient. The protestant, Pollock, can not
.well complain of this holding for the reason that through his agent, Snyder,
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he had actual notice ofthe placer claims and the work done thereunder and
recognized their existence in the options taken Decemiber 17, 1917, and subse' * The Department holds that' Blackquently released and abandoned. *
ledge 7by his acts with respect to the land virtually waived and abandoned'his
claim, as a homestead entryman, and that his entry therefore should be
canceled. It is so ordered. * * *

Said decision was, on March 10, 1920, adhered to on motion for
rehearing. To a certain extent the present appeal is an attempt to
reopen issues' as to the validity of Blackledge's placer claim hereto'In that proceeding this Department determined and
; 0 -:decided.
fore
adjudged, after due hearing, that the placer location antedated the
act of October 2, 1917, supra, was not barred by Blackledge's homestead'entry (which entry has since been canceled and expunged from'
the records of the Land Department), and was a good and sufficient
mining claim.
The appellant recites in his application that he makes his present
* application for a lease pursuant to rights claimed by him as a pro-,,
testant in the proceedings of Pollock v." Blackledge, and without
waiver of his rights of priority to a lease under his former applica-,
tion'to which the-present application is amendatory.
The Department does not find it necessary to pass upon the ques-d
'tion as to whether a successful mineral protestant against a homeXstead entry gains any inceptive rights- to the land which he ma'y
assert as a preferred lessee in connection with said act of 'October 2,
1917. For present considerations, it is sufficient that the Department
has found and'adjudicated that the land was included in a valid
subsisting mining location which, antedated, said leasing act of
October 2, 1917, Pollock's and Snyder's application 018420 for.a
*
prospecting permit, filed January 4, 1918, Pollock's protest of March'
'18,- 1918, his lease application 018613, filed January 14, 1919, his
present application filed May 18, 1920, and his later application filed
January 10, 1921. In its further consideration the Department finds
no reason to change its views with respect to the validity of the placer
mining claim. Said placer location vested' the claimants with a substantial property right and the beneficial ownership, possession and
controllof the land. While such claim continues to exist the Land
'Department can not, with propriety, recognize Iany other disposition
or appropriation of the land unless and until it be shown that-the
mining claim has been abandoned.
It would appear that Pollock's suspended application 018613,
covering the eighty-acre tract and his recent application 020009 for
:the NE'. it NE. i, Sec. 32, for the reasons herein set forth, should also
be rejected, unless it be shown that the placer mining claims found
to cover the land have been abandoned. It is so ordered. This
action is taken in the interest of expedition and due disposition of
the several applications.

'
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It is concluded that the Commissioner's: adjudication holding
application 019439 for rejection, in the absence of any showing of
abandonment of the placer claim, is correct and the same is hereby

*
*

affirmed.

HENRY W.
Motion for rehearing
1921

(48 L.

D.,

5),

POLLOCK.

of departmental

denied

by First

decision

of February 15.

Assistant Secretary

Finneyp

May 5, 1921.

UNITED STATES v. STATE OF NEW MEXICO (ON REHEARING).

Decided February 15, 1921.

SCHOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-DETERMINATION

OF C11ARACTER.

'The grant to New Mexico of additional school lands, sections, 2 and '32, by
section 6 of the act of June 20, 1910, took effect on January 6, 1912, the
date on which the State was admitted into the Union, and to except lands.
therefrom, on account of their known value for coal, the determination
of their character must be made as of the latter date.
0S1OOL

LAND-MINERAL LAqDS-NOTICE.

It is not essential in order to declare a tract of land to be mineral in' char:ecter that actual notice of the existence of mineral deposits be brought
home to the interested party, if the physical facts are, sufficient to charge"
the public generally with the knowledge, of the presence of minerals.
DEPAETMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND FOLLOWED.

Cases'of Warren v. State of Colorado (14 L. D., 681), and Don C. Rob6rts;
(41 L. D., 639), cited and followed.

VOGETISANG, First Assistant &Scy'etary:
"By decision of

December 6,

1919,

the Department

affirmed the

decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of Axpril
14, 1919, which found and held as the result of a hearing had on'
adverse

proceedings

instituted by the Government

Ts. 19, 20, and 21 lR.
R.

3 W.,Secs.

Sec. 2, T.

W.,

Se.

2 and 32, T.17
16 N., R.

32, T. 19 N. R.
N., R. 4 W.,Sec.

6 W., Sec. 2, T.

IR. 7 W., and Sec. 32, T.

18 N., R.

14 N., R.

that

2 W., Se.

Secs.

32,

2, T.VINT.

32, T. 15 N., R. 6 W.,
7 W., Sec. 32, T.

15 N7 .,-

7 W., claimed by the State of New

Mexico under its additional school land grant by section 6 of the
-act of'June 20,' 1910 (36 Stat., 5567
coal in

561), Were known to have been

character at the date of said act, 'which date is

given in

the

decision of the Department as that upon which the grant under the
act took effect.The

*

case is

again

before

the

Department

filed by the State of New Mexico.

on

a motion

for

rehearing

Said motion challenges the cor-
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rectness of the departmental action'complained of in taking into 'consideration for the purpdse of determfining .the State's' title to the
land involved. certain portions of United -States Geological Survey
bulletins, Nos. 285, 341, and 381, which were submitted on behalf of
the Government in evidence at the hearing had in said adverse proceedings. It is urged in the motion that said reports should not have'
been offered in evidence for the reason that they are in no sense competent legal evidence; that neither the editor nor the geologists who
submitted the data upon which said reports were based. were called
to the stand; that' the publications themselves were not authenticated inithe manner required by law ;.that the data contained in said
reports are ex parte in the sense that the publications themselves were
not cross-examinable nor verified under oath by the editor thereof or
the geologists whose data they purport to contain.
Before passing upon the points urged in the motion, the Department deems it important to again consider the question as to the date
the grant made by the act took effect and in this connection it is to be
noted that the State of New Mexico was, admitted into the Union by
the President's Proclamation of January 6, 1912 (37. Stat., 1723),
pursuant to the provisions of-joint resolution of August 21, 1911
(37 Stat. 39). By section 6 of said act of June 20, 1910, known as
the enabling act, it is providedThat in addition to sections sixteen and thirty-six, heretofore granted to the
Territory of New Mexico, sections two and thirty-two in every township in
said proposed State not otherwise appropriated at the date of the passage of
this Act are hereby granted to the said State for the support of common'schools;
and'where sections two, sixteen, thirty-two, and thirty-six, or any parts thereof,
are mineral, or have been sold, reserved, or otherwise appropriated or reserved
by or under the authority of any Act of Congress, or are wanting or fractional
in quantity, or where settlement thereon with a view to preemption or homestead, or improvement thereof With a view to desert-land entry has been made
heretofore or hereafter, and before the survey thereof in the field, the pro-visions of sections twenty-two hundred and seventy-five and twenty-two hundred and seventy-six of the Revised Statutes are hereby made applicable thereto
and to the selection 'of lands in lieu thereof to the same extent as if sections,
two and thirty-two, as well as sections sixteen and thirty-six, were mentione
'therein: * *X

The terms of the grant of said sections 2 and 32 to the State of'
'New Mexico do not differ materially from those employed by the act.
of March .3, 1875 (18 Stat., 474) known as the Colorado enabling
act, in' the grant to that State of Secs. 16 and 36, section 7 of which
act. provides:
That: sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six in every township, and Where
such' sections have been sold or 'otherwise disposed of by any act of Congress,
other lands equivalent thereto, In legal subdivisions of not more than' one
quarter section, and as contiguous as may be, are hereby 'granted to said State
for the support of common schools.
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* And by section 15 of that act it is provided -that all miineral lands
shall be excepted from the operation and grants of this act."' 'Construing said provisions the Deepartment in Warren et al. tV State of
,Colorado (14 L. D., 681, 683), said:
Colorado was admitted as a State on the first day of August, 1876, by proclaimation of the President (19 Stats., 665), and subject to the exceptions contained in the seventh and fifteenth sections, supra, the grant became effective
on that date as to all surveyed lands.

'The same rule previously announced by the Commissioner in Town'site of Silver Cliff v. Colorado (6, C. L. 0., 152), and Colorado School
Sections (16 C. L. O., 242), had been recognized and applied by the
Department in Boulder and, Buffalo Mining' Company (7 L. D., 54),
and Fleetwood Lode (12 L. D., 604).
. The Department is'of opinion that the same rule is applicable to
the grant of sections 2 and 32 made by the said act of 1910 to the;
State of New Mexico, and, that the determination of 'the character
of the said sections should be made as of January 6, 1912, the date
of the admission of New Mexico as a State, instead of Juije 20, 1910,
the date of the act. To this extent the decision of the Department
of December 6, 1919, is hereby modified.
The portions of said Geological Survey bulletins, to the admission
of which in evidence, exception is taken in' a, motion for rehearing,'
were abased upon, geological field investigation and examinations of
the land in question, including coal outcrops surrounding the same,
made from four to seven years prior to the admission of the State,
by geologists of the Geological Survey and said bulletins were published'in, respectively, the years 1906' and 1909 and 1910. Their
admission in evidence at the hearing was objected to by the State
at that time only on the asserted 'ground that the matters therein
contained were immaterial. That objection was not sustainable and
no further objection to their admissibility was interposed by'the
State until 'a motion for rehearing 'under consideration was filed.
On the other hand they were at the'hearing made the basis of crossexamination by the State of one of the Government's witnesses, and,
in a brief filed by the State in connection with its appeal from the
decision/of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, free "eference was made thereto in support of certain of the State's contentions. No evidence was adduced on behalf of the State to refute
Iany of the' matters of fact' contained in said reports. Under all
the circumstances the Department is' clearly of opinion that the por-'ti'ons of the reports now objected to were properly admitted as
evidence to establish prima facie the geological'facts therein set forth.
Some question has been raised as to whether'actual notice of the
character of the land must have been brought to the party interested.

J:,4
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This is not essential. The law in this respect is stated in'the case
of Don C. Roberts (41 L. D., 639, 641), as follows: :
The fact that an entryman who seeks a tract of public land under nonmineral
law is so inexpert as to -be unable to, determine the existence of mineral.
'upon land does -not warrant the United States in disposing of mineral lands,'
under nonmiberal laws, nor is it necessary in order to declare a tract mineral
in character that personal knowledge of the existence of the mineral deposits be brought home to the entryman. In this particular case the land
lying as it does in a region well known for its coal deposits, within a few
miles of working.mines in which the dip of the coal beds was' disclosed, was
* sufficient to charge the public generally with the knowledge of the coal character involved. Whether the entryman had- sufficiently exerted himself to
'acquire this information is immaterial. It was his duty to be familiar with
facts of common knowledge and he can not escape the consequences by pleading personal ignorance of facts.

QOther questions are raised in the motion but these' were presented
and considered when the case was before the Department on appeal.
Upon: a; careful review of 'the. case the. Department sees no reason
to disturb its previous decision' to the effect that the land was known
to be coal in character at the time the grant to the State of said
sections '-took effect which, as herein held, was on January 6, 1912,
the date of the admission of the State into the Union. The motion
for rehearing is accordingly denied.

GEORGE C. BAUER.
Decided February 17, 1921.
REPAYMEN'T-HOMESTEAD-INDIAN LANDS.
The forfeiture clause, as contained in section 9 of the act of May 30, 1908,
is a complete bar to repaymient of moneys paid for Fort Peck Indian lands
ientered- pursuant to section 8 of that act and subsequently relinquished,
except as to that class of irrigable lands specified in section 2 of said act.

-f

IEPAYMENT-HOMESTEAD-INDIAN LANDS.9
The repayment provision contained in paragraph 6, section 2, is a limitation
upon the general forfeiture clause of section 9 of the act of May 30, 1908,
and pertains exclusively to such entered lands as are found to be irrigable
by any system constructed pursuant to said act and that are thereafter
resold.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS DISTINOGUISHED.

-

Oases of William F. Earnheart (44 L. D., 3), and Virnand C. Walters (46
L. D., 282), cited and distinguished.

VOGELSANG, First Assistant Secretary:

George C. Bauer has appealed from decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office rendered August 28, 1920,, denying re-',
payment of the initial instalment of purchase money upon Fort Peck
,

a.X

t:

, .

.

.
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Indian land paid pursuantlto section 8 of the act of May 30, 1908 (35
Stat., '558), in connection with homestead entry 028040 alowed May,
16, 1914, for the NE. i, Sec. 26, T. 32 N., R. 46 E., M. M., Glasgow.
land district, Montana.,
*Charles R. Cover filed affidavit of contest against said entry May'
.:18,1916, harging entryman failed to establish or maintain residence
Xon the land, and that said entry had been wholly abandoned for more
than six months last past. The entry was thereafter canceled' upon'
relinquishment filed in the local land office June 28, 1916.
Adverse action'taken herein by the Commissioner was based upon
section 9 of the act of May 30, 1908,- supra,:providing:
That if any person taking any oath required by the homestead or desert- land

laws or the regulations thereunder, shall swear falsely in the premises,
'he shall be subject to all the pains and penalties of perjury and shall forfeit
the money which he may have paid for said land and all right and title to
- the same, and if any person making homestead Or desert-land entry shall -fail
-to comply with the law and the regulations under which his entry is made,
or shall fail to make final proof within the time prescribed by law, or shall
fail

to make all payments or any. of them required herein, he shall forfeit

all money which he may have paid on the land and all right and- title to
the same, and the entry shall be canceled.

IIt is- contended, in support of the appeal, that the. act of May

:

30, 1908, supra, makes ample provision for repayment of the initial
-

*-

i

-

purchase money paid by Bauer as well as of the instalments of:
purchase moneys paid in, other cases also pending before the De- i
partment on appeal and specifically referred to in the brief filed
.in the instant case.
Reversal of the decision below is urged upon the following ground':
That the land: after cancellation of appellant's entry was reentered and paid for in full by second entryman as the result of which
there have been placed to the credit of the Indian fund moneys in
excess~ of the lawful purchase price of the land so entered'; and,
' this being true, statutory authority for the'return of the--surplus.
money to the first entryman is found in paragraph 6 of section 2
of the act of May 30, 1908, supra, which provides as follows:
* In every case in which a forfeiture is enforced and the land and rights
of an entryman are. made the subject of resale then, after the payment of
the balance due from the entryman and the cost and charges, if any attend.ant on the forfeiture and resale, any surplus remaining out of the proceeds
of such sale shall be refunded to said entryman or his heirs.

The Department, after having carefully considered the issues
presented in the light of the contentions urged and the cases cited
in support thereof, is clearly of the opinion, as held by the Commissioner's decision on appeal herein, that paragraph 6 of section
2 of the act of May 30, 1908, supra, pertains exclusively to such

-

-
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entered lands as are found to be irrigable by any system constructed
X:-under the; provisions of said act, and thereafter resold.
The forfeiture clause, as contained in section 9 of the act of,
'May 30, 1908, supra, is' a complete bar to repayment of imoneys
-paid upon lands entered under said act, with` the exception of the
irrigable class of lands hereinbefore mentioned and specifically described in section 2 thereof. This conclusion of law, or construction'
of the act, is obviously sound, and the Department is without author-.
'ity of law to' hold otherwise. When considering the act of May 30,
1908, as a whole it is manifest that by the very wording of para;
graph 6 of section 2 thereof an exception was made in cases involving irrigable lands as distinguished from'other lands; and a limitation was placed by section .2 thereof upon the general' forfeiture
provisions of section 9, in order to make possible reimbursement
of surplus moneys, under certain circumstances, upon resale of
irrigable lands only. If' as contended upon this appeal, section 2
of said act affords authority of law for repayment upon all classes
of lands entered' under the act of 'May 30, 1908, then the forfeiture
clause as contained in section 9 thereof is meaningless. The act,
as stated, warrants no such construction.
The ruling of the Department in the case of William F. Earn-)
heart (44 L. D., 3), urged as authority for repayment in this case,
and which involved the question of repayment under the Umatilla act
of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat., 340), has no application to claims arisingo
under the, Fort Peck act of May 30, 1908, suprca.' The act of March
3,' 1885, cited, contains no forfeiture clause such as that embodied
in theact of May 30, 1908. Furtherniore, the Umatilla act 6f March'
3, 1885, supra, makes no distinction as to classes of lands entered
thereunder in so far as the right to repayment is concerned, but,
on the other hand, as distinguished from the Fort Peck act of May
30, 1908, sufpra, specifically authorizes the Departmient to repay all
moneys paid thereunder by the first entryman in the event the land
is re-entered and payments therefor made in full.
X In the case of Virnand C. Walters (46 L. D.,-282), involving Fort
Peck lands, the Department ruled that there is no authority of law
Iunder which an instalment of purchase money paid for such lands
may be returned. In so holding, however, the Department allowed
credit for moneys paid upon a portion of the entry relinquished by
Walters by applying the same to the remainder of the entry which
was held intact. In the case at bar the entry was relinquished 'in
toto,' and it is an impossibility, therefore, to adjust the claim here
presented in the same manner as in the Walters case cited.
;Repayment was properly denied, and the decision appealed from
is affirmed.
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AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE CUTTING OF TIMBER BY CORPORATIONS ORGANIZED IN. ON3E STATE AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS
IN ANOTHER.
.

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 737.]

D.EIPARTMENT OF

THE,INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

IWVshington, D. C., February 21, 1921.,
To Ci-HIEFS OF FIELD DIVISIONS:
O
Qn January 11, 1921, there became effective an act of Congress
(41 Stat., 1088), which provides as follows:
.

That section 1 of. an act entitled "An act authorizing the citizens of Colorado,
Nevada, and the Territories to fell and remove timber on: the public domain
for mining and domestic purposes," approved June 3, 1878, chapter 150, page
5588,volume 20, United States Statutes at Large, and section 8 of an act entitled
"An act to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes," approved March
3, 1891, as amended by an act approved March 3. 1891,- chapter 559, page 1093,
volume 26, United States Statutes at Large, and the several acts amendatory
thereof, be, and the same are hereby, extended so that it shall be lawful for
the Secretary of the Interior to grant permits to corporations incorporated
under a Federal law of the United States or incorporated under the laws of:
' a State or Territory of the United States, other than the State in which the
privilege is requested, said permits to confer the same rights and benefits upon
such corporations as are conferred by the aforesaid acts upon corporations-incorporated in the State in which the privilege is to be exercised: Provided,* That all such corporations shall first have complied with the laws of-that. State
so as to entitle them to do business therein; but nothing herein shall operate
to enlarge the rights of any railway company to cut timber on the public domain..

i

The cutting of timber under the provisions of this act must be done
in iconformity with the rules and regulations issued March 25, 1913,
Circulars Nos. 222 and 223 (42 L. D., 22 and 30)..
'The departmental holding in the case of Centerville Mining anrd
Milling:Compafiy rendered July 9, 1910 (39 L. D., 80), by,'reason of
the passage of said act, is no longer controlling.
-

CLAY TALLMAN,

'

Co'mmssioner.

Approved:
ALEXANDER T.

VOGELSANG,

First Assistant Secretary.
52403-voL 48-21-2.
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CLEVELAND JOHNSON (ON REHEARING).
Decided February 21,

1921.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL PRoOF-WITHDRAWAL-PATENT.
An, equitable title in land does not accrue: to a homestead claimant until he
has done all that the law and the authoritative regulations prescribe, and
one submitting final proof, after, the creation of a petroleum reserve, upon
lands entered under the 'homestead laws prior to their withdrawal, must,
unless he proves that the lands are in fact ronmineral, apply for a restricted
patent as provided by the act of July 17, 1914, or suffer cancellation of his
entry.

HOMfESTEAD ENTRY-MINEhAI LANDS-STATUTTES.
Since title to known mineral-lands can not be earned or secured under the
homestead laws, section 2302, Revised Statutes, section 3 of the act of
July 17, 1914. is applicable to entries made prior to the date of the act
where equitable title has not vested before withdrawal or discovery of
*
mineral, and said section is not void because broader than the title to the
act for the reason that it is not required that the title to an act of Con-,
gress shall indicate the scope of the statute.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PATENT-MINERAL LANDS-BURDEN OF PROOF.
An oil withdrawal is deemed prima facie evidence of the mineral character
of the land, and one who seeks to obtain 'an unrestricted pateht' under the
homestead laws for lands within a petroleum reserve created prior to
*submission of proof, must sustain the- burden 'of proving that the land,
is in fact nonmineral.
Ho~fEhSTEAD ENTRY-LAND DEPARTMENT-DURESS.

In adjudicating cases in connection with Presidential withdrawals expressly
authorized by Congress and in applying the controlling btatntes and authoiitative regulations and decisions thereunder, officials of the Land Depart-ment can not be properly charged with exercising duress or coercion agaitst
claimants.

VOGELSANG, First Assistant &ecrteary:.

Cleveland Johnson has filed a motion for rehearing in this matter
in', which the Department on April 27 1920, affirmed the decision of
*the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated November 13,
'1199 wherein the, claimant's application for the reissuance of a

patent without reservation of oil and gas deposits in lieu of, restricted
patent, No 601037 issued September 20 1917, upon his homestead
entries 020298 fpr NW. j, and 025129 'for lots 1 and 2, and W. W NE. t:1

Sec. 12, T. 7 N., R. 21 'E., M. P. M., Lewistown, Montana, land d-istrict, was denied.

It is contended on behalf of the' claimant that the Department erred
in its construction of the tsurface act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509)',and in applying wvith'retroactive effect section 3 thereof to his en-7
tries which were made prior to the date of that act and the petroleum
.(withdrawal and that it is unjust to deprive the claimant'of a fee
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patent' or require him to assume 'the burden of showing that the land
is :nonoil in character in order,,to, avoid the effect of the,,withdrawal.
Moreover, counsel argues that section 3 of said'aAt is .broader than
the title thereof and therefore is void. There is nothing of merit in
this suggestion, for there. is no requirement .that the title of- a Congressional act shall cover or indicate the scope of the measure enacted.
The provisions of the act were not applied retroactively to divest
any title or vested right of the claimant. No vested equitable title
in land accrues to a homestead claimant until aftel he has done-all
that the law and the authoritative regulations prescribe. It is well
established that a mineral'classification or a discovery of mineral'
'prior to the vesting of equitable title, defeats the homestead, claim
except where the same may be saved under the provisions of the
various surface acts. In general, title to known mineral lands can
not be earned or secured pursuant to the homestead laws. See' sectioris 2302' and 2318, Revised Statutes.
The claimant's original .entry was made April 7, 1913, and his
additional enlarged homestead entry Won April 27, 1914. By the
Presidential order of September 14, 1916, these tracts, with other
lands were included within the outboundaries of Petroleum Reserve
'No. 49; created pursuant to the apt of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847),
*as' amended. His final proof was'filed November 23, 1916.' On the
:next
day the local officers erroneously issued: final certificate' without reservation of oil or gas. On June 27, 1917; the Commissioner
granted the claimant 30 days within which to apply for a classifieation of the land as nonoil and nongas or to file his consent to an
amendment of the final certificate so as to .reserve oil- and gas or'
suffer cancellation of his entries. -On July 6, 1917, the entryman in
a letter set forth his objections to the requirements. On July 27',
1917, the, Commissioner advised the claimant directly asuto the laws
and regulations controlling. On, August 10, 1917, there 'was 'filed
the'claimant's written consent duly witnessed to an amendment of
his original entry so as 'to subject, it -to the provisions and reservations of said act of July 17, 1914, supra. Both' his entries being covered by the final' certificate, the same was thereupon noted athat,
patent would contain the reservations and' limit'atiohs of said, surf ace act as to oil and gas deposits. The final proof and entry wrere
approved on August 28, 1917, and patent No'.-601037 with reservations issued September 20, 1917, and was transmitted on September
27, 1917, to the local officers for delivery. In due course, as would
appear, the patent was' delivered to the claimant and received and
held by him for almost two years without objection. On September
18, 1919, he filed his petition for the reissuance of patent, setting up
that the oil withdrawal was without notice to him, that his waiver
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was executed by mistake, inder' false impression and through
coercion and duress, and that he was not in a position to say that
there was oil underr the land entered or that 'there was not. The
Commissioner, as before stated, on November, 13, 1919, gave the petition exhaustive consideration and denied' it. Uponl appeal- the Department, on April 27, 1920, affirmed that action in its decision now
called in question..
-The-claimant undertakes to assert' that a vested right in the land
accrued to him prior, to his final proof and entry. Such is not the
-law.: The' homestead statute expressly provides, section '2302,- Re
vised Statutes, "nor shall any mineral land be liable to entry and
settlement under its .provisions." The act of July 17, 1914, -s'npra,
provided for agricultural entries on classified or withdrawn oil lands.
The proviso in section 2 stated that any person who had entered lands
subsequently withdrawn or classified should have the privilege- of
showing at any time before final entry that the entered lands 'werein
'fact nonmineral in character. Section 3 in substance prescribed that,
any person who had theretofore entered, or should thereafter enter,.
under the nonmineral laws, any lands which were subsequently withdrawn or classified for oil or gas, might upon making application
therefor, and the submission of proper proof, receive a patent with
reservations. To facilitate the administration of said act, the regulations. of March 20,'1915 (44 L. D., 32), and the amendment of
April 28, 1916 (45 L. D., 77,'79), were promulgated. Under the prac-tice prevailing before said amendment, claimant's failure to act led
to the issuance of a restricted patent, but thereafter such failure resulted in the cancellation of the entry. The regulations state that
a -awithdrawal
will be deemed prima facies evidence of the character
of the land for the purposes of the act.' Any one asserting the contrary must sustain the burden of showing that the land is in fact nonmineral. Geological evidence and deductions and any. other facts
germane to the matter are considered in that connection. See casts'
of George W. Ozbun (45 L. D.,; 77), and James Rankine (46 L. D.,
4 and 46).
The officials of the Land tDepartment in adjudicating cases in connection with Presidential withdrawals expressly authorized by Con'gress -and in. applying the controlling statutes and authoritative
regulations and decisions thereunder, can'not be properly charged
with exercising "duress" or "coercion" against claimants. Such a
'plea on the part of counsel is uncalled for, however strongly it may
be'believed that the adverse adjudication is-erroneous.
The tracts here involved are on the Woman's Pocket Anticline, 'the
axis of which as flapped passes directly through the NE. i NE. i,
'said Sec. 12. The data, upon which the withdrawal of September
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14, 1916, was recommended were largely gathered in the field during'
the preceding summer. In' bulletin 691-F issued by the Geological:
Survey, in 1918, at page 203, et seq. the Woman's Pocket Anticline is
described. It is there stated to be a closed structure about 18 miles
long 'from northwest to southeast and little less than 'four miles wide.
It is also reported, page 204, as follows:
Looked at
accumulation,
sealed -above.
;does not seem

as* an isolated anticline it seems a very favorable one for oil
as the possible productive sands in the Colorado are covered and
Viewed in relation to its surroundings, however, the anticline
so favorable, because it has no large collecting area.

The Survey in its special report of September 13,. 1920, to this1Department, upon these 'and other, lands in the region states as follows:
The Woman's Pocket Anticline is a perfectly definite closed structure in
central Montana. The sands within the lower part of the Colorado shale which
are so productive Jin many parts of the Rocky Mountain region are sealed at
moderate depths beneath the, axis of the fold, and a few hundred feet lower,
but within easy reach of the drill, is the horizon of the Kootenai sands which
yield the high grade oil of the recently developed Cat Creek field near Mosby,
about 60 miles to the northeast. A dark oil of lower grade has also been struck
in tie Devil's Basin Anticline in See. 24, T. 11 N., R. 24 E., in rocks that under-lie the Woman's Pocket Anticline. The Devil's Basin wells are about 30 miles
northeast of the Woman's Pocket.

The Department is informed that upon this anticline exploration
by the drill has been'under way. Press reports have indicated an
0oil strike. It is, reported that in a well in Sec. 29, T. 8 N.,IR.21 E.,
drilled to a'depth of about 2500 feet, several showings of oil were
disclosed, drilling being abandoned because of bad casing prior to
midsummer 1920. Drilling was proceeding in Sec. 26 of the same I
. township at a depth' of about 1600 feet.
The well above referred to is about five miles northwest of John
-son's land and upon a tract not more favorably located than is his.
The information available instead of showing any impropriety in the
withdrawal justifies the creation of the petroleum reserve. The
claimant has called attention to no specific fact's or concrete evidence
thatWpoint to the nonmineral character 'of the land. The earnestness
of the: homesteader's contention that an unlimited patent should
issue may possibly be in direct proportion to a hope and belief that'
oil exists in the land. The Land Department is not authorized to
pass title to valuable mineral deposits under the agricultural land'.
laws.,
The case of Washburn v. Lane (258 Fed., 524, 525), decided May
5 1919, by the Court of Appeals-of the District of Columbia, is here
in point. A forest lieu selection was tendered'in 1911. In 1914i the
land was included in a petroleum reserve. The Geological Survey
reported. that the land within the reserve "is mineral land prospe&
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tivelypvaluable for deposits of oil and gas.": When the Department
'' came
to act, the fact appeared that the land was withdrawn, and
that p ma facie at least; it was mineraL 'The selector was called
0: 0 'upon!
to make a' nonmineral sho' ing or apply for surface patent.
He contended that his rights had become fixed prior -to the act of
19-14, and prior to the order of withdrawal; The court said:
The act under which appellant's entry was made: required that the land
selected should be nonmineral in character. Before final action was taken on
appellant's selection, this land .was withdrawn because of a- showing to the
satisfaction of the Department that it was mineral in character, and hence not
subject to entry. If the land was mineral land when the Department was
asked to approve the selection, it was of the same character whenf the application was filed originally, and appellant could acquire no vested rights*in' viola-'
tion of the statute. We think the case ruled by our decision in Central Pac.
'R. Co. v.'Lane,46App..
C., 372, Ann. Cas. 1918C, 1002. . There, as here, an
attempt was made to review a finding of the Department based upon evidence
that selected land was mineral in character.
It appearing that the Department has not exceeded its authority under the
law, the decree is affirmed, with costs.

So here it does not appear that' th' Department has exceeded its
authority under the law. If any error has crept in, it is one in favor'
of the claimant as the Department does not find with the record any
'waiver by the claimant as to his additional entry for the NE. i,
Sec. 12. If such waiver or electioii was not filed, the Commissioner
would have, been justified in cancelin ' the final certificate as to said
land; howeyer the limited patent was issued.
V
Counsel- also calls attention to the fact that unrestricted patents
have been issued to certain claimants for lands in the immediate
*neighborhood. In its consideration of this matter the Department'
has not overlooked that fact. The importance of 'the question involved both to the claimant and to the 'Government has been weighed
* 00
t
If in other cases unrestricted patents have been issued either inad
vertently or otherwise, that fact will not justify the issuance of an
unlimited patent in this case.
Congress has enacted the oil and gas leasing law of February 25,
;'
1920 (41 Stat., 43T), providing not only for the disposition of lands.
containing such deposits, but of the reserved deposits also in cases
like this and has therein granted recognition to certain equities in
homestead claimants situated as is Johnson, by giving to them a
preference right under section 20 of the act to apply for a prospect*iing permit. Moreover, numerous' applications for prospecting, permits 'in the vicinity and exploratory work which the Department'is
advised has been undertaken on these withdrawn lands, lends suj
port to the theory upon which the withdrawal was made, namely,
tChat atai
the lands do contain deposits of oil and gas.

*t

*'
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After mature cofisideration'of :this case, the Department finds that
no grounds are made to appear for the issuance 1of an unlimited
patent as is requested. The Commnissioner's denial of the petition
therefore, is sustained.. The decision upon appeal is 'adhered to and
the claimant's motion for rehearing is denied.;
WALES v. WILLIAMS.Decded February 24, 1921.
STOCK-H-AISING HOMiESTEAD-EQUtTABLE DIvIsIoN-CoNTIGuOUs LANDS.
Under section 8 of the act of December 29, 1916, equitable division: of
designated lands between two or more applicants entitled to preferential
rights to make additional entries is not limited to an equal division of the'
subdivisions in conflict, but all the tracts applied i for .contiguous to the
original entry of either of the parties must be taken into consideration!
STOCe-RA1SINO HOMESTEAD-,EQUITABLE DIVISIoN-INcoNTIGUos LANDS.
In making equitable division between two or more applicants entitled to.
preferential rights under section 8 of the act, of December 29,. 1916, the
area of incontiguous tractS applied for by either party is not to be computed.

First Assistant Secretary:
Fred L. Wales has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner

VOGELSANG,

of the General Land Office, dated August 4,1920, awarding to Sydney
Williams the right. to make entry under the stock-raising homestead
act for S. SW. iSec. 10, and SE. 1 SE. I, Sec. 9, T. 49 N., R. 101 W.,
6th P. M., Lander, Wyoming, land district.
The original entries of the parties each embrace 320 acres of land.
Wales applied to make an additional entry under the stock-raising
homestead act for eight 40-acre subdivisions contiguous to his original
entry, and Williams applied for four legal subdivisions of' 40 acres
''each. The two applications conflicted as to SE. i SE. i, Sec. 9, and
S. -f SW. lo, Sec. 10,

-
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The decision appealed from awarded to Wil-

liams the' riglhtto make entry for the three subdivisions last de.scribed'-and one subdivision not in conflict, and Wales's application
was held allowable' as toitile five subdivisions not in conflict. The
appeal contends that the Commissioner; erred in awarding all thee '
subdivisions in conflict to Williams.
Section 8 of the stock-raising homestead act provides that where,
designated lands are applied for by-two or more persons who are
entitled to preferential rights; to make 'additiornal entries therefor'
the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make an equitable division of the
lands among the several entrymen or patentees, apply/ing to exercise preferential rights, such divisions to be in tracts of not less than 40 acres, For other
legal subdivisions, and so made as, to equalize as 'nearlyas possible the area
,,which such entrymen or patentees will acquire by adding the tracts embraced.'
in additional entries to the lands originally held or owned by them.

'
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Under the division appealed from,, the holdings of Wales aggregate
520 acres,* while those of Williams total 480 acres.
Under the provisions of the law above quoted, the Department
' would note be warranted in taking into consideration only the sub-,
divisions in c6nflict between two or more applicants, but is bound
t6 coknsider. all the land contiguous to his original entry applied for.
by either of 'the parties.
The local officers, under date of September 13, 1920, reported that
Williams had filed a supplemental application, describing, in addition to the foursubdivisions described in his first application, 160
acres in Sec. 35, T. 45 N., R. 101 W., 6th P. M., within 20 miles of*
the land embraced in his original entry.,- As the provisions of section
8 of the 'stock-raising homestead act apply only to lands involved in
preferential claims thereunder, the area of any incontiguous tracts
'applied for will not be computed in making the equitable division
'directed by said section. The correctness of such a rule is emphasized
in the present'case, wherein it appears that the 160 acres described'
-in Williams's supplemental application have not all 'been designated
under the act; hence, it can not be determined, at this time, whether
the application here in question can be amended to the extent desired.
The decision appealed from is correct and is affirmed.

BUXTON v. BREWER.
Decided February 26, 1921.
STocx-RAIsING 1IOMESTEAD-ADDITIONAL-PREFEFIENCE RIGHT.
Where one of two claimants for the same tract of land applies to make an
additional entry of land contiguous to his patented entry, under section 5
of the act of December 29, 1916, and asserts a preference right under section, 8 of that act,- he must show that he owned and resided upon the
patented lands at the time, that he applied to make the additional and that
he Was qualified to make entry during the preference right period.

First Assistant Secretary:
On February 6, 1917, Gerald H. Buxton filed stock-raising homestead application 030866, Santa Fe land district, New Mexico, for'
the S., N.":, Sec. 25, T. 13 N., R. 23 E., N.- M. M., containing f160'
acres, as additional to his patented entry 06441 for the NW. k, Sec.:
31, T. 13 N., R. 24 F., containing 161.04 acres,'and his additional
entry 016968 under the enlarged homestead act for 'the; SW. i, Sec. 30,
same township, containing 161.24 acres. On September 20, 1917, he
filed petition for the designation of all the land above mentioned
VOGELSANG,

under the stock-raising homestead law.

'

'

,

On March 15, 1917, Andrew M. Biewer filed stock-raising homestead application 031753'for the S. j NW. I, S. i NE. I, Sec. 25, E.

0
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SW. 1, Sec. 26, T. 13 N.,jLR. 23 E.,N. M. M., 'containing 240 acres, as ad-,
ditional to his patented entries 02162 and 010139 under the enlarged
homestead act for the SW. 4, Sec. 25, and SE.4, Sec. 26, respectively,
accompanied by his petition for the designation of the land.
XAll the land was designated under the stock-raising homestead act
June 10, 1918. Thetwo applications conflict as to the S. i N. 4, Sec.,
'25. Buxton's application was allowed September 20, 1918, and on
September 24, 1918, Brewer's application was rejected as to the land
in conflict. He appealed. The Commissioner of- the General Land
Office by decision of January 31, '1920, found that the land in conflict adjoins Brewer's' patented land, whereas it only corners on
Buxton's land, and held that Btewer has a preference right of entry
provided he is qualified. under section 5 of the stock-raising homestead act, and called on him to file showing as to his qualifications.
Said decision was served on both claimants Brewer filed his showing March- 9, 1920.
Buxton appealed from the Commissioner's decision, claiming that
' Brewer is note qualified under section 5 of the act to make an additional entry, and that he -is not entitled to a preference right. Buxton;
says that he had no notice of 'any adverse claim until he received a
copy of the Commissioner's decision on March 17, 1920, anid that
since the allowance of his entry he has made valuable improvements
oion the land including fencing, ridding the land of prairie dogs,' and
has contracted for the erection of a dam. He also attacks Brewer's
good faith by a showing corroborated by several affidavits that
Brewer over three years ago stated that he did not intend to exercise
his pr6ference right as to the land in conflict. Brewer by. affidavit
denies it.
The land was designated June 10, 1918. Brewer shows that he
owned and resided upon the land covered by his, patented entry from
March 16, 1917, to November 13, 1917. Hle does not show that he
was residing on said land during the preference right period, when
the land' was subject, to entry.' Section 5 of the stock-raising"
homestead act (39 Stat., 862) provides:
That persons who have submitted final proof upon, or received patent for,
:lands of the character herein described under the homestead laws, and whoown and reside upon the land so acquired, may, subject to the provisions
of this act, make additional entry for and obtain patent to contiguous- lands
designated for entry under the provisions of this act, which, together with
the area theretofore acquired under the homestead law, shkil not exceed
six hundred and forty acres, on .proof of the expenditure required by this
act on account of permanent improvements upon the additional entry.

The land is not subject to entry, and no rights attach: under;
the act until the land is designated. The entryman must own and
reside on the land covered by his patented entry at the time he, makes
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entry and in order to be entitled to a preference right heTmust
be qualified to make entry during the preference right period.
Buxton's application was allowed September 20, 19I8, afterjthe
ninety-day preferqnce right period had expired. After, the allowance
ef his entry '*he proceeded 'to make valuable improvements. His
rights have attached, and his entry will remain intact. Brewer
-does not show that he has the qualifications of a preference right '
claimant 'under section 5 of the act. His application is rejected as
to the land in conflict.
The Commissioner's decision is reversed.
LOVINA SHADICK.
Decided February 28, 1921.
RELINQUJISHMENT-DESERT

LAND ENTRY.

An unperfected desert land entry is. personal property which, upon the death
of the entryman,; passes to the executor or administrator of the decedent's
estate, and a relinquishment executed by an executor or administrator
must be in strict accord with the rules governing the administration of
estates of deceased persons.

First Assistant Secretarg :
:
March 3, 1914, Lovina Shadick made desert land entry for lots 3,
M.;
"'4, S. f SW. &and -SW. j, Sec. I1, T. 8 S., R. 6 E., G. & S:'.
Phoenix, Arizona, land district.
February 9, 1920, relinquishment of said entry signed by Della
Lusk as sole heir 'and administratrix of the estate of Lovina Shddick,;
deceased, -was filed but by decision of May 25, 1920, the Coommissionet
of the General Land Office declined to recognize the relinquishment
as valid in then absence of approval of that action by a proper court.'
He accordingly allowed Lusk 60 'days within which to furnish such
order' or approval -of the relinquishment by the court having juris-'
diction of the decedent's estate. IAppeal from that action has brought
the case before the Department fop consideration.'
"The desert land laws do not ' by express provision declare the
method' by which an unperfected desert land entry may be com 'pleted or relinquished upon the 'death of the 'entryrnan. The right
of the entryman to make assignment' is granted and the assignee
-'is permitted to make final proof, but assignment by 'operatio ofT,
'law during the lifetime of the entryman, except in pursuance of
some voluntary act in that connection by- him, is not recognized.'
Young- v. Trumble et al. (35 L. D., 515), Evans v.'Neal (46 L. P., 82).'
However, such entry has been generally recognized as property,,
and in 13 'L. D., 49, the Department instructed the Commissioner,
of the General Land Office in part as follows:

F

VOGE'LlSANG

'While it is true that the desert land aet of March 3, 18??, does not specfically state to whom thelfee shall inure in case of an entryman's death, still the

'
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law of descent provides generally that any estate belonging to a man at tha
time of his death shall inure to his legal heirs, and it is not doubted thatV
this Department will protect the heirs of a. deceased desert-land entryman
who has complied with the law up to the time of his death; and, by comply-'
ing with the law.after his death, they. may reap the reward which he might
have procured had he lived. If a desert-land entryman has a valid entry
at the time of his death, it goes without saying that his heirs may receive
the benefit thereof by complying with law and take unto themselves' the patent.

It was further directed in, said instructions that in case the heirs
submit final proof the patent should issue to the heirs of the deceased entryMran generally, without specifically naming them. This
would seem to be a safe and proper practice even though it be held"
that such unperfected claim is property belonging to the decedent's
estate and of a character subject to administration. That such un-,
perfected entry does become an asset of the decedent's estate seems
*to admit of little question. It may be and often is valuable 'property, partially developed by considerable expenditures for material
and labor looking *toward reclamation from its arid condition.:
Such expenditures would ordinairily be for canals, reservoirs, clearing:
and breaking the land, or similar improvements which find theirvalue only in, connection with the use or ownership of the land
upon which they are placed., The law permits the entryman dur-'
ing his life to do any one -of three things in connection with: such
unperfected entry: 1. He may make the requisite annual and final
proof and obtain: patent;. 2. He may assign the claim to another
person who, if qualified, may complete the necessary improvements,'
submit final proof and obtain patent; 3. He may relinquish the entry,
whereupon the lands revert to the United 'States free from his claim.:
:
This right or interest could not be considered as real property untiI
title has been earned. Prior thereto, it is personal property and
would pass as other personal property to the executor or adminis-.
trator of the decedent's estate. No reason is perceived why suchadministrator may -not, acting by authority of and subject to ap-.
proval of a proper court, do any of the things which the entryman.
could !have done had he lived, in. connection with the entry., The
administrator is but the agent of the proper heirs or; devisees. He
acts under ibond and is responsible to them for any dereliction of
duty in the administration of the estate and proper accounting of
the proceeds. In the' absence of statutory direction it seems uInescapable 'that such property must upon death of the entryman

pass as other personal property, and hence is subject to payment
of his debts, if any. Therefore, it would- be unsafe to recognize,
-,relinquishment or assignment thereof except in strict accord with
the rules governing administration of estates of deceased persons.
But in the; matter of making final proof, it would seem to be immaterial whether such proof be submitted by an heir or by the ad-
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ministrator, for in: either event the property could still be reached
if needed for the satisfaction of debts of the decedent.
'
The right of an administrator to act with reference to such unperfected desert land entry is recognized in section 46 of the regulations
of May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 345, 873), which reads i part as follows:
If'an entryman dies before being authorized to exercise the rights conferred

i

'
-

-

by the second and third paragraphs, or after such authorization but before
She has perfected his entry, his rights will pass to those persons who would
inherit his lands according to the laws of the State wherein the entry; is
located or, if he leaves a will, to those to whom he devises such rights. Applications for the benefits of the new law may be filed, and proofs thereunder
* may be submitted either by one of the heirs in behalf of all, by a guardian
of the heirs' estate if- they themselves are minors, or by the entrymgn's
executor or administrator, acting under the supervision of the proper probate
court.

;

JIn the unpublished decision of October 5, 1912, involving an un-

perfected desert land' entry (George F. Bruington, administrator of
the estate of Marion A. Young) it was said:
It appearsvthat a court of competent jurisdiction has passed upon the right
of an administrator to sell the interest of the entryman in: the property involved
in this appeal, and has directed 'that the right of the decedent in the land in
question be sold for the benefit of his creditors and heirs.; Thus, there appears.
no reason why the Department should go behind the judgment of a court of
Competent jurisdiction, nor why, under the circumstances shown, the relin-quishment should not be accepted.

In, the case of Adah Williams, administrator of the estate of.
Joseph B. Williams in which a relinquishment'of a desert land entry
had been tendered by the administrator pursuant to an order of.

court having jurisdiction of decedent's estate, the Department in
its unpublished decision of April 17, 1912', said:
The federal statute does not provide for succession to the rights of a desert'
l
land
entryman in the event of his death. Such succession is, therefore, con
trolled by the laws of, the State in which the land embraced in the entry
is situated, and the disposition in the Land Department of cases such as this
must, therefore, in each instance, rest upon the peculiar, statute of the State
in question.

No reason being seen for disturbing the action appealed from,
it is accordingly affirmed.

ENTRIES UNDER THE STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD ACT.
INSTRUCTIONS.

:

:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., MIarch 2, 1921.

THE CoMMISSIONEIR OF THlE GENERAL LANP LOFFICE:

You have informally requested instructions as to two questions
which have arisen in connection withlthe administration of the stock-,
raising homestead act. You are advised as follows:

X
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/ 1. One who has made' an additional entry under either section 4
or 5 of the act is qualified to make an additional entry for such a
quantity of designated land within 20 miles of the original entry as,;
when added to the area formerly acquired, will not exceed approximately 640 acres.

2. The question of whether a person who has made an entry under
section 7 of the enlarged homestead act is entitled to a preferential
claim to land contiguous to the additional entry presents some didculties, but when the history :of the legislation is studied it becomes
apparent that Congress did not intend by section 8 to grant pref -

*

*

erential rights to suchlentrymen. The act of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., .
344), adding a seventh section to the enlarged homestead act, was
: enacted by 'Congress during the' pendency of the legislation which,
later became the stock'raising homestead act; and to hold that one
who makes an additional entryv for land incontiguous to his original
entry is entitled to a preferential right to land contiguous thereto
-would be to hold that he is entitled to the Right as to two separate,
and distinct tracts of land-i'and the Department is of' opinion that
.Congress did not so intend. However, one who has made an addi t
tional entry under section 3 of the enlarged homestead act, thus
adding contiguous land to his original entry and. being authorized
by the act to treat the two entries as a combined entry, is- entitled
to claim a preferential right as -to tracts contiguous to any part of
such combined entry.
ALEXANDER T. VOGELSANG,
First Alssistant Secretary.

EMMETT K. OLSQN.
Decided March 3, 1921.
COAL L ANDS-PRO.PECTING PERMIT-LEASE-PREFERENCE RIGHT.

: .

subsequent application for a lease, will not preclude the Secretary of the,
Interior from.deteimining, in his discretionary authority under the act of
February 25, 1920, that exploration is unnecessary, and proclaiming the
land subject to lease in the first Instance.
0VOGELSANG,

First Assistant Secretary:

Emmett K. Olson has appealed from a decision of the Commis.
sioner of the General Land Officq dated December 15, 1920, rejecting,
his application for a coal prospecting permit embracing S. A, W.NW. 4, Sec. 26, NE. 4ONE 4, E. 1 SE. 4, See. 27, T. 12
R.
R., 9 E.,.
S. L. M., Salt Lake City, Utah, land district, for the reason that the'
United States Geological Survey had recommended that the lands
be included in
1a leasing unit.
.
*:
': .It appears from the record that Olson first filed an'application in
thelocal office at Salt Lake. City, Utah, February 25, 1920, but not

'
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being aecording to required form, he was accorded the privilege of
filing another application, which he did on August 3, 1920. The:
second application was substantially in the, form prescribed by the
regulations of April .1, 1920, relating to coal mining leases and per-,
mits. On August 6, 1920, the application was transmitted to the
General Land Office with a statement to the effect that it was in con-,
flict with an application for lease filed by the Canmeron Coal Coinpany.
*;--- On May 17, 1920, the Cameron Coal Company filed an application(Salt Lake City 026287):, for a lease of the coal in all of the above
described tracts except NE. O NE. i, Sec. 27. All of the tracts are
embraced within-indemnity school selections, with the coal reserved
to 'the United States as provided by the act of June' 22, 1910 (360
Stat., 583).
'iOn September 11, 1920, and October 12, 1920, respectively, the
applications of the Cameron Coal Company and of Olson were
Isubmitted by the General Land Office to the Geological Survey with a
request for a report concerning the propriety and desirability of the
issuance of a coal prospecting permit.
*On November 24, 1920, the Geological Srvey reported' to the Com-'
missioner of the General Land Office that the lands lie in the well
known Book Cliffs coal 'field of north-central Utah; that the Cam-;
eron .CQal Company has an operating mine in: Sec. 35 in which the
existence and workability of at least two beds of coal about 'six feet.
in thickness and lying at moderate depths have been completely dem-',
onstrated; that the coal is of a high quality. bituminous fot which
there is a ready market; that other large mines exist within one or'
two'miles of said lands; that the fact that the Cameron Coal Company, owner of a going mine,'on adjacent lands, considers the pres7
ence, character, and quality of the coal in the 'lands in question sufficient to justify it to apply to have them defined as! a leasing block and
offered for lease,, without additional prospecting, seems to establish
convincing evidende that prospecting operations are not necessary to
.prove the existence and workability of coal of commeyrcial value. It
twas recommended -that a prospecting permit be denied and that the
lands be offered for lease.
'In the decision appealed from the 'Commissioner relied upon the
findings of the Geological Survey and concluded that under the circumstances the creation of a leasing unit is warranted, le, there-'
-fore, held the'Qlson application for rejection.
The records show that four applications have been filed embracing public coal lands' in T.- 12 S., R. 9 E. Emimett K. Olson and
Culbert L. Olson applied for coal prospecting permits (Salt Lake
.City± 025425 and 026843) and the Cameron' Coal Company and the
'Beehive Coal Company filed applications for leases (Salt Lake City,

48.]
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026287 and 6026857). l The Culberts L. Olson application included
lands which were partially in conflict with those in the leasing applications. A decision has been tendered by the Department this date
upon that application (A T76-b) and no further reference need be,
made to it herein. There was also a conflict-as to certain of the lands
between the applications of the Cameron Coal Company and the
Beehive Coal Company. -'On account of that conflict the Geological
Survey 'on Febiuary 3, 1921, recommended that the leasing'unit applied. for by the former company: be changed so as to embrace all of

Sec. 27, but to eliminate the E.

*

.

WE. 1,

Sec. 26, and the 'S. 1, Sec. 25,

which, the Survey recommended be included within the ieasihg unit
applied for- by the latter company. Thus by the change that has
been recommended all of'the lands included in the prospcting per-'
-mit application of Emmett 1K. Olson are embraced within the .pro
posed leasing units recommended by the Geological Survey at the
instance of the applications of the Cameron Coal Company and the
Beehive Coal Company.
JIn the 'appeal, the appellant sets up as assignments of error that
the: Commissioner erred :- (1) in accepting the recommendation of the
Geological Survey in favor of a subsequent applicant'for a lease,
(2) in failing 'to grant the prior applicant a hearing for the purpose of determining the propriety of issuing a prospecting permit;
and (3) in ignoring the prior application until a subsequent appli-'
cation had been filed. by another, and then in. holding that the lands,
should be included within a leasing unit without first ordering a
F

hearing upon the conflict.
The question placed at issue by the appeal is whether or not an*
application for a prospecting permit should be given preference over
a subsequent application for a lease. It seems to have been assumed,
by the appellant that, at least, the application should not have'been
denied without a hearing.
The statute law applicable to this case is found in section 2, act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437). The second proviso provides:,
That: where prospecting or exploratory work is necessary to determine ,the
area,
the Secretary of the Interior may issue to applicants qualified under this act;
prospecting permits for 'a term-of two years, for not exceeding two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres; Vand if within said period of two years thereafter,.
the permittee shows to the Secretary thatjthe land contains coal in commercial
quantities, the Dermittee shall be entitled to a lease under this act for all or
;
part of the land in his permit. '

D-.existence or workability of coal deposits in any unclaimed, undeveloped

Under this section the Secretary 'of the Interior 'issues permits to;
prospect unclaimed, undeveloped lands here prospecting or explorato0y work is necessary to determine the existence-or workability
of the coal deposits.

I
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Primarilvi the Secretary- of the Interior must determine whether
or not exploration is first necessary to ascertain whether a tract of
public, coal land should be placed within a leasing unit. -If he becomes satisfied from the evidence within his possession that'explora :
tion is, unnecessary, it is within his discretionary authority to
proclaim the land subject to lease in the first instance. The question
of priority between two applicants, one an applicant for a prospect- ing permit, the other for a lease, does not have any controlling
influence in such event. The petition of an applicant for lease, if
* favorably acted upon, merely serves, under present procedure,. to
cause the lands to be offered to the highest bidder, and the pros-.
pecting permit applicant is accorded. an opportunity, t6 become a
competitor. It is not contemplated, however, 'that the Secretary
shall abuse his discretionary authority by creating leasing units of
lands, not economically minable.
In the dase under consideration the recommendations of-the Geological Survey and of the General Land Office'are in harmony and
the:'Department finds no reason to differ from them. -Inasmuch as,
those recommendations are not contrary to any law and do not violate
any statutory right of the prospecting permit applicant, the decision
appealed from is hereby affirmed and the case is closed. .

-

ROMERO v. WIDOW OF WILLIAM T. KNOX.
Decided March 3, 1921.
$TOCK-RAIsING HoMESTEAD ENTRY-PRFrENrCE RIGHT.
The exercise of the preferential right privilege under section 8 of the act of
December 29, 1916, is limited thereby to lands contiguous to the original
*
entry and can not be extended to include lands contiguous to an additional
- entry which does not adjoin the original entry.
STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD ENTIIES-FORMER\ENTRY-EXISTINrG ENTRY,.
The terms iformer entry " and " existing entry," as used in the proviso toV
section 3, and in section 4, respectively, of the stock-raising homestead act,
mean an original or first entry, and not merely a prior entry.

VOGELSANG, First Assistant Secretary;:

-

:

**

-

Roman Romero has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner.
of the General Land Office, dated July 19, 1920, rejecting.his application to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead
act in so far as it conflicted with the prior application of William
T. Knox, and holding that he could not be allowed to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act unless. he -showed-,
the qualifications prescribed by section 5 of the act. Said decision
allowed him the alternative of applying to change the character of
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his present additional entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead
act to an original entry uLnder the stock-raising homestead, act, with'
'the privilege of amending the same to embrace such subdivisions applied for as are not in conflict with the application of Knox.
After perfecting a homestead entry for approximately 160 acres in
Sees. 4 and 5 T. 28 S., R. 62 W., 6th P.-M., Pueblo, Colorado, land
* district, Romero, on September28, '1916, made an additional entry
under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act forNW. 41 SW. , Sec.
13, N. 1 SE. =4a'nd NE. 4 SW' 1, Sec. 14, T. 28 S., R. 64 W., 6th P. M.
On August 19, 1918, he applied to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act for E. A SW. t SW. 4 $SW.2, Sec.- 13, S.
' BASE-b, SE. at SW. 4 and -W 2ASW\T 1, See. 14, T. 28 S., R. 62 W., 6th
P. M. 'The application, conficts as to E. 1 SW. I SW. 1 SW. 1, See.
13, S. A SE. , and SE. 1 SW. 4, Sec. 14, with the prior application of,
said Knox to make an, original entry under the stock-raising homestead act.
The appellant contends that the additional entry is an original
entry within the meaning of the stock-raising homestead act, and'
that he should be allowed to make an additional entry thereunder
without any further showing.
One' of the questions presented by the appeal is whether a person
holding an entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act (for
a tract incontiguous to. the land embraced in his original) is entitled
to a preferential claim under section. 8 of the stock-raising homestead act as to land contiguous to such additional entry.
The land involved was designated May 11, 1918,' effective June 4,
1918. At the date the designation of the land became effective, and
when Romero's!application was filed, sections 4 and 5 of the stockraising homestead act did not contain any provision for the making
of an additional entry of lands incontiguous 'to the original entry.
It was not until said sections were. amended by the. act of Septemher 29, 1919 (41 Stat., 287), that one could make an additional entry
within 20 miles of his original entry. Any entry made by Romero
under the stock-raising homestead act, for the 'land involved could
have been made only under the first proviso to section 3, "subject
to the requirements of law as to residence and improvements "-that
is, would have been to all intents and purposes an origina entry
under the act.
Said proviso as originally enacted read as follows:
That a former homestead entry of land of the character described in section
2 hereof shall not be a bar to the entry of a tract within a radius of twenty
miles from such former entry under the provisions of this act, subject to the
requirements of law as to residence and improvements, which together with theformer entry shall not exceed 640 acres.
52403'-VOL 48-21-3
-'
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The act'of October 2.5, 1918 (40. Stat., 1016), amended the proviso
by inserting, after imprbvements, "exyept that no residence shall
be required on such additional entry if the entryman owns and is'
residing on his entry."
'Section 4 of the act grants the right of additional entry to one
who has not' submitted final proof upon his " existing entry," and"
section 5 provides for the making of 'an additional entry by persons who own and reside upon the land already acquired under thed
* homestead law.
That the expressions'"former entry," in the proviso to section 3,
K C '0 and "existing entry," in section 4, mean a first homestead' entry, and
not a prior entry merely, clearly appears from the fact that section
4, in prescribing how an entry thereunder may be perfected, specifically refers to the earlier entry as "the original entry." In the
terminology employed in public-laifd matters, "'original entry"
* means the entry first made.
Section 8 of the stock-raising homestead act clearly limits 'the
preferential right provided for therein to lands contiguous to original entries, and does not contemplate that such right shall be extended to land contiguous'to additional entries which do not adjoin
the original entries. To hold otherwise would grant to persons in
the position of Romero a preferential claim to land adjoining two
separate bodies of land.
'Romero's application can not be allowed 'even to the extent that
it is free from conflict with Knox's application unless he shows that
he owns and resides upon his original entry, or that he so owned
and resided upon the original entry on September 29, 1919, when,
section 5 of the stock-raisinglhomestead act wasamended so as to
permit the'making of an additional entry for lands incontiguous
to the original entry. If he is unable to make such showing, he can
not make the entry applied for, but may be allowed to change the
:character of his existing entry to an original entry under,'the stock-'
; raising homestead act and amend the same to embrace such subdivisions as are free from conflict with Knox's application. The
date of such amended entry wduld'be the date of the'amendment,
and entryman could be given credit for all compliance with the pro:
visions of the stock-raising homestead act which had been performed
since the designation of the land became effective-June 4, 1918.
'The application of Knox was prior in time to that of Romero, and
the latter can not be accorded a preferential right as to any portion
'of the land involved.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

I
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FORT ASSINNIBOINE LANDS-EXTENSION
PAYMENT.
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[Circular No. 739.]
DEPARTMENwT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LANDX OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Marcho 11, 1921.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,'
HAVRE, MONTANA:
Your attention 'is, directed to Public Resolution No. 292, approved;

Jantuary 6, 1921 (41 Stat., 1086), which reads as follows:
That any persbn who has made.homestead entry under the provisions of the
* Act of Congress approved February 11,1915 -(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large,
page 807), entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to survey
the lands of the abandoned Fort Assinniboine'Military Reservation and open
the' same: to settlement," may obtain an extension of time for one year from
the anniversary of the date of entry last preceding the passage of this' Act
*withinwhich to pay all of the installment then due or any part of any preced*ing installment, where payment -has not yet been made and where an extension
of time therefor is not authorizedhby any Act of Congress by paying interest at
the rate of 5 per centum pet annum on the sums to be extended from the ma:
turity of, the unpaid installments to the expiration of the period of extension,
the interest to be paid to the receiver of the land office for the.disfrict in which
- the lands are situated, within such time as may be prescribed for' that purpose
by the Secretary of the Interior.: Provided, That any installment which becomes due within one year from the passage of this Act and for which an extension of time for payment is not otherwise authorized may also be extended
for a period of one year by paying interest thereon in advance at the said rate:
Provided further, That any payment so extended may thereafter in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior be extended for a further period of one
Xyear in like' manner: And provided further, That if commutation proof is submitted, all ,the unpaid payments must be made at that time.
SEC. 2. That the failure of any entryman to make any payment that may be
due, unless'the same be extended, or to make any payment extended either
under the provisions hereof or other Act of Congress, at or before the time to
which such payment has been extended, shall forfeit the entry and the sameshall be canceled, and any and all payments theretofore made shall be forfeited.
You will promptly serve notice on all persons whose payments are

in arrears that they will be allowed thirty days from receipt of notice
within which to pay the sums due, without interest, or, where an extension' of time in which to make such payments is not authorized"
by 'any act of Congress they may obtain an extension for one 'year
from the anniversary of the entry last preceding the pasbage of 'this
act within which to paypthe installment due on the date of such
anniversary, or any. part of any preceding installment, where paymnent thereof has not yet been made,. by paying to the receiver interest
in advance at the. rate 'of 5 per: cent per annum,. on the installment

.-
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due and unpaid,-from the maturity of the unpaid installments to the
expiration of the period of extension, and that, in the event of their,
failure, within the time allowed, to make any payment that may be
:due or to make the interest payment requisite and necessary to obtain
the extension provided for in this act, where their right to such ex-,
tension is dependent upon the provisions of this act, you will report
their entries to this office for cancellation and for forfeiture of all
payments theretofore paid.
You will note that said act provides-that in the event of any installment becoming due within one year from the passage of this act
and for which an extension of time for payment has not been otherwise authorized, the time for paying such installment may also be extended for a period of one year by paying interest thereon in advance
at the said rate of 5 per centum per annum. Advise interested parties
hereof.
You- will also note that any payment which has.been extended
under this act may thereafter at the discretion of the Secretary of
the Interior be extended for a further period of one year in like manner. IThis act further provides that: where commutation proof is submitted all of the unpaid installments must be paid at that time.
:: i-Amounts paid as interest should be noted, on the records and abstracts of moneys received with the fact that they were paid in conformity with this act.
Final certificate and patent will not issue under any entry until:
full payments have been made.
After extensions of time for payments on account of military or
naval service, further extensions may be granted under this act, and
in the granting of such further extensions you will observe the discretion given in Circular No. 647, dated Jtine 9, 1919 (47 L. D.,191),
that the period of military or naval service should not be considered
a part of the time originally allowed for the completion of the
payments.
CLAY TALLIAN,

Commisszoner.
Approved:
T. VOGELsANG,
First Assistant Secretary.

ALEXANDER

:JAMES L. TOBEY.
Decided i'March 15, 1921.

OF LENGTH.'
An original entry may be allowed under the act of February 19, 1909, as
amended by the act of July 3,i1916, for landsexceeding one and one-half
miles in extreme length, provided that they are located in as compact a
.. . \
. .
/
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body as'tile availability of the public lands, subject to entry, will permit;
but the general, rule as, to limit of length imust be~adhered to where
sufficient laffds remain subject to entry.

~PRIOR

RuLiNG E!XTENDED-CONTRARY REGULAkTIONs AME~NDED.

Rule in the case of George G. Yance' (47 L. D., 370),

extended; and all

regulations not in harmony herewith amended.

First Assistant Secretary;
On September 12~ 1919, James',L. Tobey filed homestead iapplication 026622 Lamar land -district, Colorado, under the enlarged homestead law for lots ~24, 26, and 29, Sec. .35, and lots 19, 2 2, 24, and 26,
Se.36, T. 31 S., R. 47 W., and lots 8, 14, 15, and, 20, See. 31, T. 31S.,
. 4 W.,6thP.~ M., containing 250.74 acres. The application was
rejected by the register and receiver because the land extends more:
than 1 miles in length.
*The Applicant appealed to, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office who, by decision of August 30, 1920, affirmed the~decision of
the local officers and further advised that if the Applicant- eliminates
sufficient A~rea to reduce the length the entry may he allowed., Tobey
has prosecuted his appeal to the Secretary of the Interior and the
irecord is now befor'e the Department.
* Section 1 of the enlarged .homestead act (35'Stat.,, 639), declaresthat lands entered thereunder shall be "'located' in a reasonably corn*pact body and not over one and one-half miles in ext,reme lengthi."
This Department~ can not concur in the Comnmissioner's interpreta*tion of the provisions of the enlarged homestead law applicable to
*cases like this one;.
Tobey shows in his appeal that all the lands surrounding the tracts
applied for are covered by other entries and that he, has applied for
the. only vacant land available that'is contiguous to any tract in his
aplication. It would seem, therefore, to be impossible for him to
have made ap~plication for land in a, more compact form by' elimninating any of the tracts and including others.
The limitation made in th&e original enlarged homestead act, that
the laind should snot extend more than one. and one-half miles in
extreme length was for the purpose of enforcing its further requirement that the lands covered by an entry should embrace ;contiguous
tracts and be in one " reasonably compact body." If that law had
remained uhohanged this application made under section 1 of 'tbe
original act could not be allowed in its present form. 'But after that
act had beeh in operation for more than seven years it was Ifound,
that Its general objects and purposes were in many cases being
defeated by its requirement that the entered lands should be in one
-compact body, and to overcome that hindrance and afford homelr
*seekers larger opportunity to secure thie benefits, of the~Act, Congress
in effect nullified the original provision as to compac6tness. through
VoGELSANG,
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the amendment of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 344), which by. adding
section 7 to thatCact authorized additional entries, for incontiguous
lands located within' twenty miles of the land coyered by originalentries.
Having thus in effect abandoned the requirement of. compactness,
it is reasonable- to assume that Congress did not intend Ithat the
limitation as to length made in support of compactness should con-,
tinue as-a mandatory requirement, and' particularly in cases like,
the present one where all the adjoining lands, had, already been
entered by:others. To so hold would not Only be unreasonable but
-it Mwould in effect defeat the primary purposes of the enlarged home
stead law by preventing entrymen situated like the appellant in
this case from exercising their, full right under said law.
This Department is, therefore,. of opinion that entries such- as the
one here involved should be permitted and sustained in all cases'0
where the 'entry is as compact as the availability of public lands
will permit, notwithstanding the general rule which must be still
adhered to that under other and permissible circumstances entries
must be made in a compact form and can not exceed the 'prescribed
length in cases where there are sulfficient adjacent lands subject to
entry.
This conclusion is in harmony with and is supported by *the'
decision in the case of George G. Vance (47 L. D., 370), wherein
'the'Department held that the limitation of one and one-half miles
in} extreme length does not apply to the length of the combined
areas, where an entryman makes an additional entry for contiguous
eIand and is unable to make entry in a more compact form. The
holding' here extends that rule and does away with the necessity
of entering the land tunder two applicatiohs. All regulations not in
harmony herewith are hereby amended.
' tTheCdmmissioners decision is reversed.
'

ENTRIES UNDER SECTIONS 4 AND 5 OF THE STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEAD ACT.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 740.]
:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

X

Washington, D. C., March 16, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVER5,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Your attention is invited to the following' instructions, in con'nection with the stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916

;
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(39 :Stat., 862), recently received by this office from the Secretary
:of the. Interior:
One who has made an additional entry under either section 4 or section 5 of
the act is qualified to make an additional entry for such a quantity of designated land within twenty miles of the original entry as, when' added to the.
area formerly acquired, will not exceed .approximately 640 acres.
CLAY TALMAN,
Comomissioner.
HARRIS v' COIL.
Decided March 16, 1921.
PaRrraracnC

-*:

ERIenGHTIoMnS'rAn ENTRY-CONTESTANT-MILITARY SERVICE.

The act of March 8, 1918, relieving public-land claimants from penalty for
forfeiture for failure' to perform any material acts required by law under
which the claims were asserted during the period of their military service,
suspends the running of the time within which preference right must be
exercised, where a successful contestant enters the' military service prior
to the expiration of the preference right period, without. having exercised
his right; but the time commences to run again immediately upon his dis';
0 charge.

VOGELSANG, First Assistant SecretcaryŽ.
Morris E. Coil has appealed from decision, of the Commissioner of:
the General L'and Office, dated May 25, 1920, holding for cancellation homestead entry for the W. I, Sec. 34, 'IF. 15 N., R. 29 E., M. M.
Miles City, Montana, land district.
The land above described was formerly embraced in a 'homestead
entry made by Elmer R. Stewart, which was contested by Milford
'WRBJ.4Harris, February 25, 1918, on allegation of abandonment and default in -residence, cultivation and improvements. In his contest
affidavit Harris stated his intention to make entry under the homestead law in the exercise of his preferred right if successful in the'
contest.- The conItestee defaulted and 'Harris was-notified of his
right to make application, which 'notice was received' by him May
8, 1918.
The land was entered by Mary E. Coil September 24, 1918, which
latter entry was relinquished June 11, 1919, and Morris E. Coil made,
'homestead entry thereof.
* It ~appears that. Harris entered the military service May 27, 1918,
and wls discharged therefrom February I1, 1919' He filed homestead application for the land involved October 11, 1919, stating that
he was the head of a family, unmarried and over twenty-one years .':
of age. The application' was suspended by the local officers because
of conflict with the'prior entryof Coil.'

40,
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Under date of -May 25, 1920, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held the entry of Coil for cancellation because' of the,
application of Harris under his 'claimed preferred right. of entry,
awarded' under the Stewart contest.
In support of his appeal Coil urges that Harrisawas under twenty-one years of age, when he brought the contest against' Stewart's'
entry, and would not be twenty-one years of age until October, 1920;
that the 'thirty day preference right began to run May 8, 1918, and
expired before Harris had been 'in the military service for fourteen
days,' and hence, before Harris was qualified to make homestead
entry; that the attorney for Harris endeavored to get him to make
application for entry and sent papers to him for that purpose but
Harris failed to apply, and' the said attorney then assisted Mary E.
Coil to make entry in the full belief that Harris had abandoned the
case; tflat the preferred right of Harris had fully expired; that
'appellant has established residence on the land, built a house 14
by 22 feet, a barn 20 by 18 feet, chicken house 12 by 8 feet, well 40
feet deep, broke and put in 'crop 12 acres, dug post-holes for one
mile of fence, and has material on the ground for fencing a large
portion of the tract.,
In response to the appeal it is said in behalf of Harris, that Coil
should not be allowed to claim equities on account of the improve:ments made on the land because he was informed of Harris's claim,
before making them. It is also said that Harris did not have money
enough to 'take up this matter when he was discharged from'the
army. It is admitted thati he was not twenty-one years of age when
he filed the contest, but his exact age is note stated. A certified copy
of the certificate of discharge from the military service states that
'Harris enlisted May 275 1918; that he was eighteen years of age when
'le enlisted, and that lie was discharged February 17,' 1919.
'Little need be said on the question of Harris's qualifications to
make entry. The preferred right' commenced to run on -May 8,
1918. At that time Harris Was not twenty-one years of age. He
could not have made homestead entry except upon showing that he
was the head of a family. No sho-ving- of the facts sufficient to constitute him a head of a family has been made. When he had served
fourteen days in the army he- was qualified regardless 'of minority
under section 2300, Revised Statutes, but that occurred more' than
thirty days after he received notice of his preferred right.
-Proceeding, however, upon the theory that he may have been'
qualified as head of a family, the time did not run during the period
of military service. See section 501, act of March 8, 1918 (40 Stat.,
440, 448). Also the case of Wise v. Scott (47 L. D., 301), wherein
it. was held that a preferred right is withiin the protection of said act

II
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during the period of military service, But the running of the,
preference right period was merely halted during the period of milttary service, and immediately commenced to run again when the
soldier was discharged from the service. Nineteen days of the period
had run when he entered the service and only eleven remained after,
discharge. 'It was nearly eight months before he filed his application.: Certain prior correspondence is mentioned, but neither the
date nor purport thereof can be determined from the record, and there
is nothing to indicate that Harris took timely action toward claiming
his preferred right of entry.
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
HARRIS v. COIL.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of March 16, 1921 .;
(48 L. D.;' 39), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, April
28, 1921.
FOURTH SECTION ALLOTMENT ON THE CAMP McGARRY ABAN:DONED MILITARY RESERVATION.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPAARTMENT OF THE INTERIORT.

-Washington,D. C., March 04, 1921..
ETHE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

The Department is in receipt of your letter of February 26, 1921,
in reference to three allotment applications of' the Carson City,
Nevada, series under the fourth section of the general allotment
law, with request for. instructions as to whether patent should issue
thereon as follows:
No. 502 of George Miller, )W. jSAW. ,Sec. 35.;
No. 503 of Louise Miller, E. I SW. a, Sec. 35.
No. 504 of James Miller; W. i SE. L, Sec. 35, T. 42 N., R. 25 E.,

M.

D. M.

These applications were filed August 21, 1893, by Dick Miller

for his. minor children above named, and were approved by the
- Department June 9, 1897, in regular course, apparently no question
being raised: or suggested by the record as to the legal status of
- the lands although they are embraced within the Camp MQGarry
abandoned military reservation.
Your 4question is prompted by the decision. of the Departmenti
dated August 11, 1913, in the case of Evans Sam, which held that
an allotment of. land could not be made to an Indian within the said,
abandoned military reservation, and decision of February 2, 1918,.

i*0
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in the case of Bililik Izij uv. Phelps (46 L. t., 283), which whil
not involving the direct question appears to make for a different
conclusion.
* 0'I The lands within the 'Camp M6Garry abandoned military reservation were surrendered to the :Department of the Interior March
25, 1871, for disposition at public vendue under the provisions of
the act-of February 24, 1871J(16 Stat., 430). Not having been disposed of they come under the provisions of the act of October l,
;1890 (26 Stat., 61), which provides:
That all the agricultural lands embraced within a military reservatibn in,

the State of Nevada, which have been placed under the control of the Secretary of the Interior for disposition, be disposed of under the homestead
laws, and not otherwise.

This act was supplemented by the act of August 2Y, 1916 (39 Stat.,
518), which provided that said lands should be disposed of under the
'homestead and desert land laws and not otherwise.
The case- of. Evans Sam, above referred to, involved the direct
question whether lands within the said abandoned military reserV v ation, which were then subject to disposal on1y under the act of*
*-

October 1, 1890, supra., were properly subject to appropriation under

the fourth section of the general allotment act of February 8, 1887
*; (24 Stat., 388), as amended, and it was therein held:

*

0

-

In view of this legislation, the only possible way that nonmineral land could
be validly disposed ,of in this area under the fourth section of the allotment
act of 1887 (24 Stat., 388), would be to hold that such allotment act belongs)
among "the homestead laws" referred to in the act of October 1, 1890.
:. In 32 L. D., page 19, the Department held that said act of February .8,
1887-'
"is, in 'its essential elements, a. settlement law; and that 'to make such
act effective to accomplish the purpose in view, it was doubtless intended it
should
s
be administered, so far as applicable, like any other law based upon
settlement.' Indian Lands-Allotments.
(8 L. D.,' 647). When the evident
purpose of the 'act is considered, the term" settlement' therein, must inevitably
be construed to mean practically the same it does under the homesteadilaw,
where the essential requirement is actual inhabitancy of the land to the
exclusion of a home elsewhere."
But holding that this act is a settlement law, to, be administered like any
other law based on settlement, or even that "settlement" should be construed
to mean the same as settlement in the homestead law, is far from deciding,
that this allotment act itself is one of " the homestead laws," with their explicit
requirements as to cultivation as well as residence.'

'Subsequently in the 'case of Bililik Izhi v. Phelps, supra, the
Department had occasion to construe section 31 of the 'act of June
25, 1910; (36 Stat., 855), authorizing allotments to Indians having
improvements 'or occupying or living upon lands within national
forests, in conformity with the provisions of the general allotmentlaws, and it was thereini held that national forest lands listed and
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designated as subject to entry only under the forest homestead law
of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), were not theteby excepted from
*allotment to an Indiian under the provisions of section 31. of 'the; act
,of June 25, 1910, supra; that the two acts were not inconsistent, one
with the other; on the contrary that the forest allotment act is the
concomitant of the forest homestead act, the object .in both.being the
same, that is to permit agricultural use of lands suitable for thatb
purpose, and giv Inxdians, as well as whites, the right to secure
homes upon these lands.
It was held further that, inasmuch as section 4 of the general allot4
ment law of February 8, 1887, supra, is in its essential elements a
settlement law partaking much of the nature of the homestead right
and intended to afford Indian settlers upon public lands the same
privileges of entry as white settlers, an allotment of coal lands within
a national forest was allowable and came within the purview of the
act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), which authorizes agricultural
entries and surface patents for such lands. The latter act in se&'tion 1 provides:'
That from and after the passage of this act unreserved public lands of the
United States, exclusive of Alaska, which: have been withdrawn or classified as
coal lands, or are valuable for coal, shall be subject to appropriate entry under
the homestead laws by actual settlers only * * * with a reservation to.
the United States of the coal in such lands. * * *

Here provision is made for the .entry of withdrawn or classified
coal lands " under the homestead law by actual settlers only" and
manifestly the decision proceeds upon the theory that an Indian settler claiming the right to allotment under the general allotment'
laws, is practically on the same footing with the white settler on the
public domain under the homestead law, and keeping in mind his
habits and customs and the nomadic instincts of his race, should be
treated'and dealt with in all respects as any other homestead settler
or claimant. The effect of this decision was and is to impress an
allotment on the public domain under the fourth section with the
character of an Indian homestead entry and in the administration of
the law to make one the equivalent of 'the other, which, to all intents
* and purposes, had been previously done in the case 'of Jim Crow (32
L. D., 657, 659), and broadly speaking, to accord to such Indian'allottees the privileges and benefits of the laws relating to homestead set'tlers generally upon the public domaini. In the case of Jim Crow the
Department said, first referring to the Indian homestead acts Iof
March 3, 1875
Stat., 402, 420), and July 4, 1884 (23 Stat.j 76,.96)
.

*(18

*

The general allotment act so far as it affects public lands, and the preceding
;Indian homestead provisions, are so clearly connected that they should be
construed in pari tatelia as relating to the same subject matter. The later
allotment act.but carries forward the policy of the former enactments to give
Indians a right to secure homes upon the public domain.
.
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The objects of the laws relating to Indian homesteads are the same
as those relating to Indian allotments on the public lands, the statts of. the
indian claimant' is the same under both classes, of laws, the duties and obliga-:
tions of the Government are the same. Both the legislative and the executive
branches of -the government have recognized these' similarities of purpose in
'the laws, standing of claimants thereunder, and obligations of the government.

This doctrine was reaffirmed and applied in the case of Toss
We'axta, decided'September 29, 1920 (47 L. D., 574), wherein it was stated:
The Department all along has considered Indian homesteads 'and Indian
allotments upon the public domain as being upon practically the same footing,, and Congress has recognized the similarity. An Indian allottee by virtue
of the approval of his allotment by the Secretary of the Interior, acquires
equitable title in the land but, the legal title remains in the Government.
This is equally true of an Indian homesteader under the act of :1884.

In this connection 'it is observed that in the Turtle Mountain act
of April 21, 1904 (33 Stat., 189, 195), the selections to which Indians'
are entitled thereunder, both on the i'eservation and public domain,
are characterized as "homesteads ", and in the opinion of the
Assistant Attorney General dated January 24, 1905 (19 Opinion
Assistant Attorney General, 40, 45), it is said:
*.

*

It is apparently a matter of form rather than of substance whether the
land awarded to the members of this tribe, or the claim thereto, be designated
as an "allotment" or as a "homestead." The\ purpose is to secure to eachmember land for his individual use and occupation and eventually to vest in
him the full title of such land. No condition as to residence or, improvement is imposed and in this respect the claim partakes of the nature of an
allotment rather than of a homestead.

It is, interesting and of advantage in considering this question
to go back to the original homestead act of May 20, 1862 (12 Stat.,
392), and note the development of the congressional policy relating
to Indianaallotments on the publicdomain. Under this act the right
to enter a homestead was limited to citizens of the United States,
or -those who had filed their declaration of intention to become
such. Indians were? not citizens and could not be naturalized-except by act of Congress. Elk v. Wilkins (112 U. S., 94). And no
'such authority had been generally granted at the time of the homestead act. Consequently an Indian could not originally enter a
homestead. On March 3, 186'5. (13 Stat., 541, 562), Congress ex*tended, the benefits of the homestead act of 1862, supra, to " each of
the chiefs, warriors, and heads of families " of the Stockbridge and
Munsee tribe in Wisconsin, exempting the homestead thus secured
from "any tax, levy or sale whatever," except, as therein stipulated. The, act further provided a method by which these Indians
might attain citizenship. By the act of March 3, 1875, supra, it
was declared that dany Indian or head of a family -of twenty-one
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years of age, who shall have abandoned his tribal relations, shall
be entitled to the benefits of the homestead law of May. 20, 1862,
supra, with. a provision that the title of lands thus acquired shall
not 'be subject to alienation or encumbrance for a period of five
years-from the date the patent issued therefor. The act'of JIanu- r
ary 18, 1881 (21 Stat.., 315), extends the period of nonalienation-i
as.to. the Winnebago Indians of Wisconsin making it twenty yearsinstead of five, as fixed in the act of March 3, 1875. Then came.
the act of July 4, 1884, supra, a general law which granted to. Indians, whether thev had abandoned their tribal relations or not,
rights to homesteads subject to restrictions for' twenty-five years
on alienation. United States v: Hemmer (241 U. S., 379). Sub.:
sequently Congress enacted legislation known as the general allot-.:
ment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), by section 4 thereof
authorizing the allotment of homesteads upon the public domain and X
providingThat where any Indian not residing upon a reservation
settlement upon

*

*

*

*

shall make

any lands of the United States, he shall be entitled

* * * to have the same allotted to him, or her, and to his or her children in
quantities- and manner as provided in this act for Indians residing upon
reservations.

This act,. as said by the Department in the Jim Crow case, supra,
"but carries forward the policy' of the former enactments to give
Indians a-,right to secure homes upon the public domain."True the general allotment law imposes no specific conditions
respecting residence, cultivation and improvements as in the case of
a regular -homestead by a white settler. It is required of the Indian
only that he make settlement and his right to a homestead is made
to arise from and depend upon such occupation and use of the land,
as an Indian considering his habits and customs of life,. would in the
nature of things; subject it to. In the legislative' mind the essential
thing was that the Indian evince a purpose to attach himself to the
land and conform in some measure to the habits and pursuits of
civilized life, and upon proof of this he became entitled to a' patent.
In this connection it is~ stated inxregulations of April 15, 1918 (46
L. D., 344)
While the act contains no specific requirements as to what shall constitute
settlement; it is evident that the 'Indian must definitely assert a claim to. the,

land based upon the reasonable use or occupation thereof consistent with his
mbde of life and-the character of the land and climate.

Considering the manifest policy of Congress, as revealed in the
various enactments herein discussed, to grant permanent homes to
Indians on the public domain as freely as to white people, and giving
a broad and: liberal interpretation, rather than a technical signification to the words' "homestead laws " as used in the act of, October
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1890, supra, -the Department' is convinced that a fourth section
allotment comes within the purview of those lawIs and that the lands
within the Camp McGarry, abandoned military reservation may
properly be held subject to allotment under said fouffth section.
Taken in a limited or technical sense the words " homestead laws"
are usually intended to describe the right deflued by the public land
laws as a homestead; but the homestead law must be regarded as a
'-whole, and its different sections and provisions must be so construed
as not only to harmonize with eaqh other but to carry out the obvious
purpose of the law, and the intent of Congress in its enactment.
Manifestly there is nothing in the true nature of a fourth section allotment on the public domain incompatible with the homestead la'.
On the contrary it is fully within the spirit of that law, and being
within the spirit "it is as much within the statute as if it were within
the letter."
In the absence of other objections, therefore, patent should, issue
on the three applications here involved. The decision of August 11,
1913, in the case of Evans Sam will no longer be followed.
1,

E. C. FINNET,
First Assistqnit Seoretary.
OIL PROSPECTING PERMITS IN ALASKA-PARAGRAPH (a), SECTION 10 OF THE REGULATIONS OF MARCH 11, 1920, MODIFIED.
INSTR-UCTIONS.X
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., IlVarch 28, 1921.
TH4E

COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

Section 13 of the act 'of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437, 441),
,authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to grant a' permit " to prospect for oil or gas upon not to exceed two thousand five, hundred and
sixty acres of land *
*
not withit anylknown geological struct-ure of a producing oil or gas field," with the proviso that "in the
Territory of Alaska prospecting permits not more than five in number may be granted." The proviso also grants longer periods for
beginning and completing prospecting than in the States.
-In order to encourage exploration and, development in Alaska,
provisos to section 22 of the act permit the Secretary of the Interior'
to fix rentals and royalties and to waive payment of any rentals
or royalties for not exceeding 'the first five years of any lease.
Section 27 limits an individual to holding at one time more than
three oil or gas leases "in any one State," and not more than; one
lease within the geologic structure of the same producing oil or gasleas
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field. As under the proviso to section 13 five permits may be granted
to an individual, corporation, or association in Alaska, it follow's
that upon discovery 'of oil or gas within areas so permitted, five
leases may be granted. a
In the original instructions issued under said act it vwas held
;,(section 10, paragraph (a), relating to permits in Alaska), that
a, person, association, or corporation is authorized to hold five permits at one
time in said territory, but only one permit in the'geologic structure of any one
producing oil field.

To the extent that it was suggested that any prospecting permit
could issue undbr the act, either in Alaska or elsewhere, for lands
in the geologic structure of a producing oil field, this was manifestly
error; and to correct that error, the words ".of any one producing
oil field," were stricken from the paragraph quoted, and " any one "'
substituted for "the" before "geologic structure," so that it now
reads:
a person, association, or corporation is authorized to hold filve permits at one
time in said territory, but only one permit in any one geologic structure.

As thus, amended, 'the instructions are open, to the objection that
there is no provision of law/ placing the restriction upon gas and
oil permits in Alaska contained in the last clause of the sentence just

*

quoted.

*

*

There are, with the exception of a small area near 'Katalla, noproducing structures or areas in Alaska, and with that exception, and
possibly the Yakata field, the boundaries or possible structures of
fields have not been ascertained or defined.
The evident intent of the act is to prevent monopoly, but to also
encourage development. Exceptionally liberal provision is made
with respect to Alaska.
aAs stated in the last clause of paragraph .2 of the regulations, the
granting of a prospecting permit is discretionary with the Secretary,
and this is true of the approval of assignments of permits.A
Having in mind, the intent of the, act above outlined, it 'is held that
one individual, corporation, or association may locate and obtain but
one permit in a' geologic structure of a nonproducing field, but fori
development purposes assignments to a qualified individual, corporation, or association, outside producing oil or gas fields, for not exceeding five permits in Alaska, whether contiguous or noncontiguous,
may be presented for the consideration of the Secretary of'the In-'
'teior, and his approval, if he shall find same to be in the public interest.
To thej extent of its conflict with the foregoing, section 10, parak.
graph (a) is modified'
ALBERT B. FALL,
iSecretary.
;
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WIEGMRT V.. NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY. (ON REf
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Decided March 30, 1921.
SUEvEY-LAND

DEPARTMENT-PATENT-SETTLEMENT:.

When a patentee acquiesces in an adjustment made by the Land Department incidental to the resurvey of a township, a settler who has not
acquired any vested interest in the lands affected by the resurvey is not
in a position to raise an objection that the tract shown by said resurvey
as having been patented is not, in fact, the identical tract, that was
patented.
STT.RVEY-WITHDRAWAL-SETTLEMENT.

Where lands are withdrawn from entry and disposition pending the resurvey of a township, the proviso to the act of March 3, 1909, does not
except from the operation of the statute a settlement made subsequently to
withdrawal, but the right to initiate the claim, which must conform to the
plat of resurvey, is postponed until vacation of the withdrawal order.

*

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Elizabeth'F. Wiegert has filed a motion for rehearing in the above
entitled case in which thisIDepartment'by its decision of January 27,
1921, affirmed the decision rendered 'by the General Land Office on
July 21, 1920, sustaining then action of the local office in rejecting her
homestead entry application, Lewistown 041635, for partial conflict
'with an indemnity railroad selection previously patented to the
Northern Pacific Railway Company.
The main point at issue presented by the appeal from the General
Land Office was as to the validity of a governmental resurvey by
which various claims of patentees were adjusted in such manner as
to embrace -within one of the patented claims 'certain lands upon
which the appellant had placed improvements with the expectation'
of including those lands in a homestead entry.
CThe motion raises a contention to the effect that the Government
* has np authority to make a retracement or resurvey -of lands that
haven been patented and that the Land Department 'has no jurisdiction to, adjust the boundaries' of patentees; that consequently its
action in adopting as an official survey, a resurvey which locates a,,
tract that was shown upon the original plat as an odd numbered
section, in such position as to include a portion of a tract Originally
*shown as an even numbered section, and to exclude a portion of said
odd numbered section, is invalid. it is urged that the plat shows
the so-called resurvey was neither a retracement nor a resurvey. IReference is' made to- certain court decisions cited in the Departmental
decision and it is argued that of those decisions, two only are in
point, namely Hess v. Meyer (73 Mich., 259, 41 N. W., 422) and
Washington Rock Compa'ny v. Younig (29 Utah, 108, 80 Pac., 382),
and that they sustain the contentions of the appellant.
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The motion does not raise any issue that was not considered in the,
* Departmental decision. Hess v. Meyer and Washington Rock, Com* pany v. Young were cases' involving disputes oV'er location of
boundaries between patented claims. The rights of the litigants'
had become vested prior to the'making of the resurveys and the
courts held, and correctly so, that private rights that -had already
become vested could not be disturbed by a resurvey made by govern-'
'ment or county surveyor. These decisions Iare in point in so far as
the patented lands affected by the resurvey under attack are con-0
cerned.' If the patentees had refused to acquiesce in the correctness
of that resurvey, they were privileged to resort to the' courts in order
that they might have their boundaries adjusted and their disputes
adjudicated.. But the patentees having acquiesced in the action of the
Land Department in: making the Iresurvey and the adjustments
under-it, without resort to the courts, such acquiescence amounted to
a determination that the'tract shown as the selection patented to the
Northern Pacific Railway Company on the plat of resurvey was the
tract which it selected in accordance with the plat of the original
-survey. That comppany was in a position to complain, if it was not
satisfied. But one who had never acquired 'a vested interest ineany
of the public lands affected by the resurvey had no right to object.
The determination of what lands remain to be disposed of by ':
the Government (is one of the results of the resurvey of a township
in which portions of the lands have been patented and other portions are unappropriated. It has long been the custom to cause all'
* public lands in a township' that is to be resurveyed to be withdrawn
pending the resurvey, as a protection to those who may have an intention of initiating claims to the unappropriated lands.' The Land
Department is charged with the duty of surveying the public'lands
and must primarily determine what are public lands subject to survey'and disposal under the public land laws, what lands have been
surveyed, what have been disposed of, and what are reserved, and.
its exercise of jurisdiction can not be questioned by the courts before
it has-taken final action. Kirwan v. Murphy (189 U. S., 35) . Ion the
case at bar the lands in the township that was to be resurveyed were,
withdrawn. At the date of that withdrawal the appellant had not
acquired any vested interest in public lands in that township. The
withdrawal remained in effect until the plat of resurvey was approved.
Consequently she could not bring her claim within the proviso to
the act of March 3 1909 (35 Stat., 845). -Her right to even initiate
aa claim was postponed until the vacation of the, withdrawal order,
and then any claim initiated by her must conform to the plat of
resurvey. The principles enunciated in Hess v. Meyer. and Wash-,
;
'
ington Rock Company v. Young are inapplicable to her case
*
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It is alleged in the motion that the Northern Pacific Railway Company is inclined to. recognize that the: resurvey as made is illegal:and it is suggested that much'future trouble may be avoided'in 'the
courts if an adjustment of the matter can be effected between said
company and the appellant. Inasmuch as the Land Department has
no authority to enforce the railway company to make or submit to
an exchange of lands for the benefit of the homestead 6ntry applicant, it is obvioLs that any:negotiatiohs aiming toward an adjustment
of the matter should be had between the interested parties.
The motion is, therefore, denied, and the decision adhered to.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING COAL PROSPECTING PERMITS IN
ALASKA.
[Circular

No. 744.

DEPARTAIENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington,D. C., March 30, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS ,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN ALASKA:

By act approved March 4, 1921 (41 Stat., 1363)', the act of October
. '20,1914. (38 Stat., 741), entitled, "An Act to provide for the leasing
of coal lands in'the:Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes," was
amended by adding to Section 3 thereof the following:
And providaed frirther, That where prospecting or exploratory work is necessgary to determine the existence or workability of coal deposits in any unclaimed,
undeveloped area in Alaska, the Secretary of the Interior may issue prospectihg
permits for a term of not to exceed four years, under such rules and regula* tions and conditions as to development as he may prescribe, to applicants qualified under this Act, for notto exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres,
* and if within the time specified in said permit the, permittee shows to the Secretary of the Interior that the land contains coal in commercial quantities, the
permnittee shall be entitled to a lease under this Act, for all or any part of the
land in his permit.

Under said amendment the following regulations are hereby
adopted:
1. Character of Lands.-Permits may be issued to prospect unclaimed, undeveloped areas in Alaska where prospecting or exploraatory work is necessary :to determine the existence or workability of
the coal deposits.
2. To Whom Pernits May Issue.-Permits may be issued to'any
person above the age of twenty-one, years who is a citizen of the
:United States, or to any association of such persons, or to any corpo-.
ration or municipality organized under the laws of the United States:
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,or any' State or- Territory thereof provided that a majority of the
stock of such corporation shall at all times be owned and held by citizeens of the United States.
.3. Area.-Permits may be issued for tracts of not exceeding two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres of contiguous lands in reasonably compact form.
- 4.: Rights 6onferred.-A permit will entitle the permittee to' the
'exclusive right to prospect for coal on the land described therein. In
the exercise of this right the permittee shall be authorized to remove
from the premises only such coal 'as may be necessary in order to de-,,
termine the workability and commercial value 'of the coal deposits
in the land.
5. Application for Permit.-- Applications for permits shall be filed,
in the proper district land office, and after due notice thereof on the
'records, forwarded. to the General Land Office with report of status
"of the land affected. No specific form Iof application is required and
no blanks will be furnished, but it should'cover in substance the following points:
-' (a) Applicant's name and address.(b)' Proof of citizenship, and qualification as to stock ownership,
ifa corporation.
(c) Description of land for which a permit is desired, by legal
-subdivisions, if surveyed, and by metes and bounds and such other
description as will identify the land, if unsurveyed. If unsurveyed,
a survey sufficient to identify more fully and segregate the land may
be required before permit is granted.(d) Condition of coal occurrences, so far as determined, description of workings, and outcrops of coal beds if any, and reason why
the -land is-believed to offer a favorable field: for prospecting for coal.
(e)' Detailed plan and method of conducting prospecting or exploratory operations on the land, estimated cost. of carrying out such
proposed prospecting operations and the diligence with which such
operations will be prosecuted.
(f) IA.brief statement of applicant's experience in coal 'mining
operations, if any, together with one or more references as to his
reputation and business standing.
The application must be under oath of the applicant or his attorney-in-fadt or, if a corporation, of one of its officers theretofore dulyauthorized.
(6) Form of Permit.--Onreceipt of the application, if found sufficient and thl lands subject thereto, a permit-will be issued, of which
the district land office will be advised. Permits will be in substantially the following form:
.

-

'
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UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT _____________:
SERIAL NO._.

_

C

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
COAL PROSPECTING PERMIT.
"Know All Men by These Presents, That the Secretary of the Interior, under
fand by virtue of Section 3, as amended March 4, 1921 (41 Stat., 1363), of the
Act of Congress, entitled "An Act to provide for the leasing of coal lands in the
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes," approved October 20, 1914 (38
- of the
- Stat., 741), has granted,.and does hereby grant, a permit to
exclusive right for a period of four years from date hereof to -prospect for coal
…--------_but for no other purpose, under
the followingidestribed lands:
the provisions of said act and upon the following express conditions, to wit:
1. To begin prospecting work within 90 days from date hereof and to dili-C
gently prosecute the same during the period of sueb permit in accordance with
-____----_
I -_-_-_-_-_
_ __
the following plan: __ I
2. To remove from said premises only such coal or other material as may
be necessary to prospecting work, and to keep a record of all coal mined- and* disposed of, -payment of a royalty thereon of 10 cents per ton of 2,000 pounds
to be made to the receiver of the district land office not later than during the
'calendar month succeeding that during which such coal was disposed of.
3. To afford all facilities for inspection of the prospecting work on' behalf
of the Secretary of thie Interior, and to make report on demand of all matters
pertaining to the character, progress, and results of such work.
4. To'observe such conditions as to the use and occupancy of the surface of
* the land as provided by law, in case any of said lands may be entered, or
patented with a reservation of the coal deposits to the United Slates.
Expressly reserving to the Secretary of the Interior the right to permit for
joint or several use such easements or rights of way upon, through or in theland embraced herein as may be necessary or appropriate to the working of
the same, or of other lands containing the deposits described in said act, and
the treatment and shipment of the products thereof by or under authority of
the Government, its lessees, or permittees, and for other public purposes; also
reserving to the United States the right to lease, sell or otherwise dispose
of the surface of said lands under laws hereafter enacted in so far as said:
surface isinot necessary for the use of the permittee ib prospecting hereunder,
and filrther reserving the right and authority to cancel this instrument for
failure of the permittee to comply with any of the conditions hereof, after 30
days', notice of the reasons for such cancellation.;
Valid existing rights acquired prior hereto on the lands described herein
:
,will not be adversely affected hereby.
, 19-...'Dated this
___ _day of --

'0

iSecretary of -the Interior.

:7 Leases to Permittees.-A qualified permittee who has shown,
within the period of the permit, that the land included therein con-- talins coal in commercial quantities, will be entitled to a lease for
such land, or part thereof as the permittee may desire, upon due

-

-

-
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application and publication of notice thereof. .The application for
lease should be filed in the proper district land office before the
expiration of the period of the permit.. An application for lease
under this section .should describe the land desired, and set.forth
fully, and in detail the extent and mode of occurrence of the coal
deposits as disclosed by the prospecting wotk perf6rmed under the
permit. such leases will' be granted without competitive
:on' rents and royalties to be fixed by the Secretary of the
:"and otherwise substantially in the form of lease provided
lations governing coal, land leases in Alaska, approved
1916: (45 L. D., 113).

bidding,
Interior.
in reguMay 18,

WILLIAM SPRY,

Comimissioner.
Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary-

PAYMENT OF PER DIEM TO SURVEYORS WHEN ON TRAVEL
STATUS.
REGULATIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

:Washingto'n, D. C., Apri 1, 1921.
THE HONNORABLE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

Referring to letter of the First Assistant Secretary, under date of
:March 21, 1921, in the matter of the fiodification of existing regulat
tions (paragraphs 239 and 244, 46 L. D., 513, 569, 570), so as to provide that per diem may be allowed to surveyors temporarily detailed.
to the GeneralLand Office, I have the honor to recommend amendments as follows:
:
(1). Supplemental to paragraph 239:
(a) Each surveyor will be assigned to one of the regularly organized surveying districts, and§ittached to the headquarters office of the district.
(b) No allowance will be made for subsistence while engaged at official
headquarters, nor when absent on leave.
(c) Surveyors will be placed on travel status when assigned to field duty
and will be allowed subsistence during such periods as they may. be officially
employed away from their designated, headquarters, subject to the limitations
prescribed by law and existing regulations: (1,) reimbursement fot actual and
necessary expense within prescribed limits; (2) meals furnished in a Government-maintained camp; or (3) a per diem in lieu. of subsistence, when provision therefor is made in the travel instructions.
(2) Supplemental to paragraph 244:
(a) Surveyors temporarily detailed to the District of Columbia, or, to the
headquarters office of another surveying district, by proper autbority (but not
h.i

:
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upon the application of the surveyor), will be placed upon continuOUS travel
status, and will be allowed subsistence accordingly, unless, by such authority.
the temporary detail be changed to that of a permanent transfer.

In view of the very full discussion given to the' subject in recent
conferences, it appears to be unnecessary to dwell at length on the
purpose and advisability of amending the regulations as suggested;,
*though,as a matter of record, at this time, the point of the proposed
change is to make possible a consistent, uniform and fair distinction
between travel and nontravel status of the surveyors, in harmony
with the general governmental practice.
The matter of travel status will be clearly defined under the pro-'
posed amendments,- except that a temporary detail may sometimes
merge into' that of a more or less permanent transfer, when it becomes manifest that allowance of subsistence should be terminated.
It seems to be only fair to determine the question by reference to
whether a surveyor is engaged at his own regular headquarters, or
'away therefrom, as in the field, or on temporary detail. to the Dis-'
trict of Columbia, or to the headquarters office of another surve&ina
h
'urveying
district.
WILLIAM SPRYG

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FIxNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.

PROOFS ON HOMESTEADS BY INCAPACITATED SOLDIERS-ACT OF
MARCH 1, 1921.
INSTRUCTIONS.

[Circular No. 745.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., April 2, 1921.
* REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
Your attention is directed to the act of March 1, 1921 (41 Stat.,
'1t202), which provides:
That any settler or entiryman under the homestead laws of the United States
who, after settlement application, or entry and prior to November 11, 1918,
enlisted or was actually engaged in'the United States Army, Navy, or Marine
Corps during the war with Germany, who has been honorably discharged and
because, of physical incapacities due to service is unable to return to the land,
may make proof, without further residence, improvement, or cultivation, at such

4
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time and place as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and
receive patent to the land by him so entered or settled upon:. Provided, That
no such patent shall issue prior to the survey of the land.

2. The benefits of this act extend to persons who, prior to November 11, 1918, and during the war with Germany, were actually en'gaged in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, regardless,
of the dates of their enlistments, provided they\entered the service
after making settlement upon the land claimed or after filing an allowable application for entry thereof.
3. If the land involved be unsurveyed, and- entry be not yet al* lowed, the proof may -nevertheless be submitted and, accepted, the'
current serial number being given the case; but final certificate will
not issue -unless and until ajl moneys properly due shall have been
paid and entry by the soldier shall have been allowed, according to
an approved survey.'
4. Notice of intention to submit proof must be given in the -usual
nimanner by posting and publication; and, in case of unsurveyed land,
affidavit evidence must be filed, showing posting of the notice in a
conspicuous place on the land.
5. The proof shall consist (a) of affidavit of the homesteader
(taken before any officer at any place who is authorized to administer
ooaths- and who uses an official seal) showing that he is unable to
return to the land on account of physical incapacity due to service
in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps during the war
with Germany, and describing the nature and extent of such dis:ability; (b) of the testimony of two witnesses taken in similar manner corroborating the statements in that' regard and of these witnesses
at least one must be a practicing physician; (c) of the copy of his
discharge from the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, or an affidavit
showing all the facts regarding his service and discharge. In each
-case the facts will be verified so far as possible from the records of.
.
' the War Department.
. *Where no application for entry had been filed prior to claimant's
entrance into the service and the benefits of the act are claimed on
account of settlement before the beginning of his service, the proof
must also include the affidavit of the soldier showing that he had
resided upon the land in a habitable house before his entrance into
the service, and, besides the other witnesses, there must be the testimony of two witnesses' taken in the usual manner in the county 'or
land district in which the land is, situated, showing the facts' as to
claimant's compliance with thelaw before entrance into the service.
6. Where the proof appears satisfactory and entry for the land
has already been allowed, the register and receiver will issue final
certificate, provided the proper sums are paid.' In- cases where' entry

-
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has not. yet been'allowed, all the papers will be forwarded to the.
General Land Office for consideration.
WILtTAMU SPRY,'
:: . !.

'

'

<

s

Approved:
.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
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'CASPER W. COLE.,
Decided April 2, 1921.

MILITARY SERVICE-,HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

The benefits of the act of July 28, 1917, are conferred only upon those settlers and homestead entrymen 'who 'initiated homestead claims, by filing
applications or making settlements on public land, prior to entering the military or naval service.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary':
Casper W. Cole, Lieutenant Colonel, Cavalry, United States'Army,
*
has
appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General

Land 'Office dated August 25, 1920, holding for. cancellation his homnestead entry 030467 made April 23, 1915, for the NW. t, Sec. 10CT.
26 S., R. 18.E., N. M. P. M., containingL160 acres, IRoswell land district, New Mexico.
It appears that appellant, who was a captain in the Regular Army

: . thse United States at the time entry was made, never established
of

residence on the land, made no improvements, and has not cultivated
any part of same as required by the lhomestead laws, and that considerably more than five years have elapsed since the entry was allowed.
Appellant 'bases his appeal upon the ground .that at the tiie he
made entry he was in the military service, and as he is still in that
service: he has been unable to comply with the requirements of the
homestead law, stating, however, that it is his intention to perfect
title to the claim, upon leaving the Army.
The act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), .provides, among other
things:
That any settler upon the public lands of the United States or any entryman
:whose application has been allowed or any person who has made application for
public lands, which thereafter may be 'allowed under the homestead laws, who
'after such settlement,: entry or application enlists or' is actively engaged in',e
military or naval service of the United States as a private solider officer seaman, marine, national, guardsman or member of any other organizationf for
: offense or defense, authorized by Congress * * * shall,: in the administration of the..homestead laws have hiis services therein construed to be equivalent
to all intents and purposes to residence and. cultivation for the same length:
of time upon the tract entered or settled.

o
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'It is cleai. that the benefits of said acts are conferred only upon
those settlers and- homestead enitrymen who 'initiated homestead
claims by filing applications or by making settlements on public land,,
prior to entering the military or naval service.
Construing said act the Department by instructions of August 22,
1917 (Circular 564, 46 L. D., 174, 176), ruled as follows:.
Neither this act nor any other legislation contains a provision' by which a
person who initiates' a homestead, claim, by filing application or by making
settlement on public land, after entering the Army, Navy, or Mdrine Corps, or
*other organization in the present war, may obtain credit in connection there-.
with on account of his service.,

A. soldier is entitled to credit for the period of his service in the
*recent World -War and in the Spanish American War in the matter
of residehce and cultivation required by the homestead law, and in
the event of discharge because of disability incurred in the line of
duty or wounds received, he. is entitled to credit, for the entire term:
of his enlistment. But notwithstanding the length of his service or,
.-discharge on one of the grounds indicated, he must have resided upon,
improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at least one
year. The several acts of Congress with respect to military and&naval service in the more recent wars of the United States, and
service rendered in connection with operations in Mexico, or along
* the borders thereof, all contain the proviso requiring at least one
year's residence and cultivation in connection with the entry of the
soldier or sailor.'
In the case under consideration, Colonel Cole admits that he not
only never established residence on his entry, but 'that he has only'
been on it once 'since it was made more than five years ago.
Accordingly the decision appealed from is hereby affirmed..
VALIDATION OF ENLARGED HOMESTEAD ENTRIES
MARCH 4, 1921.
i

-

ACT OF

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 746.]
DEPARTMEENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND. OFFICR,
GE

:Washington, D. C., April 4, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIvTERS,. UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES, ARIZONA,

CAILIFORNIA, COLORADO, IDAHO, kANsAS, MONTANA, NEVADA, NEW:
MEXICO, NORTH DAKOTA, OREGON, SOUTH DAKOTA, UTAH

WASH_

INGTON, AND .WYOMING:

In

order that you may be properly informed, and in view of
validated
thereby,
.
te

pending in
your offices, which may be
.entries now
rie
V
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your attention is invited to section 1 of the act of Congress approved

;March 4, 1921 (41, Stat., 1433), which reads as follows:
That all pending homestead entries made in good faith prior to January 1,
1916, under the, provisions of the enlarged homestead laws, and all rights to
enter land under said la'ws, based on settlement made thereon in good faith
before said date, and while the land was unsurveyed, by persons who, before
making such enlarged homestead entry, had acquired title to land under the
X
homestead laws, and therefore were not qualified to make an enlarged homestead entry, or such settlement, be, and the same are hereby, validated, if in all
other respects -regular, in all cases where 'the original homestead 'entry Was
for less than one hundred and sixty acres of land: Provided, That no settlement claim. shall be validated hereby where adverse claim for the land has been
initiated before the passage of this act.

WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD GRANT-DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS OF MARCH 8, 1900, MODIFIED.

*

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
5
GEi
ERAL LAND OFFICE,
T.ashington, D. C., April 6, 1921.
THE HONORABLE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:
In the case of the Central Pacific Railway Company et at. (29
L. D.; 589), by Departmental letter dated March 8, 1900, directions
were given in the matter of the issuance of patents to the Central
Pacific Railway Company and the Central Pacific Railroad Company, under the acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), and July 2,
1864 (13 Stat., 356). On July 29, 1899, the Central Pacific Railroad
Company, by its deed, properly executed,, donveyed to the Central
*Pacific Railway Company all its property, including portions of the
land grants above described, excepting from the conveyance, however,
all lands sold prior to the execution of a certain mortgage from the
Central Pacific Railroad Company to Charles Croker and Silas W.
Sanderson, dated October 1, 1870, and all such- parts and parcels of
said lands as had, since that time, beep released from said mortgage,
in accordance with the provisions thereof.
By letter dated February 15, 1921, Mr. A. A.- Hoehling, Jr.,
attorney for the railway company above mentioned, filed a certified
copy of a deed of cofveyance from the Central Pacific Railroad Company to the Central Pacific Railway Company, dated July 22, 1920,
and requested that, in the future, based on the showing made therein,
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all patents covering Inds which might otherwise have-been patented
to the Central Pacific Railroad Company may be patented to the
Central Pacific'Railway Company.
'Said deed dated July 22, 1920, recites the coming expirb9tion of
the charter. of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, whch wasi:
incorporated August 22, 1870, for a period 'of fifty years, and the
provision of the laws of the State of California, by which said
:charter cannot be extended and renewed, and that, for the consideration therein expressed, the railroad company mentioned conveyed to
the railway company all of its property, real, personal or* mixed,
including particularly all the lands and land' rights which may hate
inured to it under the provisions of said acts of July 1, 1862, July 27
1864, above cited, and the act of July 25, 1866 (14 Stat., 239),.and the
various amendments and extensions of these various acts. Said deed
also contained a covenant, reading as follows:

Central Pacific Railway Company hereby covenants and agrees to and with
Central Pacific Railroad Company that, in any cases which may be found
wherein Central Pacific Railroad Company has heretofore sold and conveyed
or become. obligated to convey to others any property, real, personal or mixed,
the legal or equitable title to which shall by this conveyance, be vested in'
Central Pacific Railway Company, but which through inadvertence, or otherwise, shall not have been properly, accurately or at all conveyed to the real
- owners thereof, either by Central Pacific Railroad Company or by any of.the
i predecessor companies which were, on August 22, 1870, consolidated with and
int6 said Central Pacific Railroad Company, that- it, as grantee hereunder will
. make, 'execute and deliver good and sufficient deeds to such real owners, con.veying to them respectively the property or, properties to which they may be
lawfully entitled."

The letter of Mr. Hoehling and the certified copy of the deed 'accompanying the same are herewith submitted, and it is .recommended
'that said Departmental instructions of March 8, 1900, supra, be
*modified so that in the future, all patents issued! under the grants
therein referred to be issued to the Central Pacific Railway Conmpahy.
;

WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved April 13, 1921:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
JHN B. ELIE.
-Decided April 6, 1921.
INDiAN LANDs-HOMEsTEAD El NTRY.

Section. 29 of the act of June 25, 1910, authorizing the Secretary :of theo
Interior. to classify and appraise the vacant, unallotted and unreserved
lands in the former Flathead Indian Reservation, not theretofore classi-
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fled and appraised, did not contemplate that there should be any departure
from the classification and appraisals of lands of the same class, previously
made by the commission appointed under authority of the act of April
23, 1904.
INDIAN

LANbS-SRTTLEMENT--HOMESTEAD

ENTRY.

OOne who, prior to restoration, settled upon unclassiffed and unappraised lands.
of the former Flathead Indian Reservation at the invitation of the Govermnent and with the assurance of the local land officials that he would
not be required to pay more than the price charged others for appraised
lands of the same class, is entitled to enter them at the price fixed for
lands of like character by the original commission, notwithstanding that
\
another commission had, subsequently appraised them at a higher price.

FINNEY,~ Fist Assistant Secretary.V
John B. Elie has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office of October 18, 1919, requiring payment
for the SE. j NW. 1, Sec. 32, T. 22 N., R. 20 W., M. M., at the rate of
*- $15.00
00
per'acre, and the SW. I NW. 1 of said section at $4.00 per acre.
Elie's homestead application under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
and the act of April 23, 1904 (33 Stat., 302), was filed in the Kalispell,
:
Montana, land office November 17, 1910, for the SE. - NE. I, Sec. 31,
,and S., NW. , Sec. 32, T.22 N., R.'20 E., M. M. The SE.-. NE, ,
Sec. 31, had been classified as agricultural lands of the second class,
and appraised at $3.50 per acre, but the S. z NW. (See. 32, had been
neither classified nor appraised. In an affidavit accompanying said;
application, Elie swore that, he settled upon the land 'embraced
therein immediately after midnight October 31, 1910; that he had
constructed a house on the land, and was then residing thereon.
Conformable to the practice then obtaining; his application was
iaccepted by the register and receiver, and suspended to await the
classification and appraisal of the S. I NW. I, Sec. 32. October'
13, '1913, the Department approved a list 'classifying the NE.'4:
NW. i, Sec. 32, as agricultural land of the second class, and the
SW. -I NW. I, said section as. grazing land, and appraising said
'tracts at $15.00 and $4.00 per acre, respectively. In a sworn state; ment made a part of his appeal, executed November 4, 1919, Elie
declared that he. had resided on. the-lad from November 17, 1910,
to the date thereof; that his settlement was made' with the understanding that the President's proclamation restoring said lands to'
entry provided that all the lands affected thereby, would be opened
to settlement upon the same terms and conditions, and that when he
* filed his application to enter he was assured at the local land office'
that in due time the S. i NW. i, Sec. 32, would be classified and appraised in the same proportion that other lands in the vicinity had been
classified and appraised theretofore. He insists that he should not be
required to pay more than was charged other settlers on lands of the
*

* *
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same Class appraised 'priorI to their restoration. If his qconention is
sustained, the appraisal of the SE.
NW. i, Sec. 32, must be reN4
.duced from $15.00 to $3.50, and that of the SW. ij NW. I. from $4.00
to $1.50 pei acre.
The lands involved are situated in the former Flathead Indian
:Reservation, in the State of Montana, were restored to settlement by
the President's proclamation of May 22, 1909 (36 Stat., Part 2, page
a2494), pursuant to .the provisions of the act of April 23, 1904 (33
Stat., 302), and were classified and- appraised under the Iauthority
of the. act of April- 23, 1904, as supplemented by the act of June 25,
1910. (36 Stat., 855).
The act of A-pril 283 1904' (33 Stat., 302), directed that all the lands
opened to settlement should be classified and appraised prior to 'the
restoration thereof, by a commission appointed by the President, but
; it was found impracticable by the commission to place a portion of the
lands into any of the several classes provided by the statute, and
owing to change of allotments, and other causes, a number of tracts
were neither classified' nor' appraised.
It was not deemed advisable to withhold the disposition of the
lands that had been regularly appraised, and classified, to await the.classification and appraisal of the remaining areas, or authority of
*Congress for disposing of the lands 'classified in a manner inot authorized. Accordingly, the President, by his proclamation issued
May 22, 1909, restored such lands to disposition under the laws;"
applicable thereto, and theQongress, in Section 29 of the act approved June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855, 863), authorized the Secretary'
of the Interior to classify and appraise the vacant, unallotted and
unreserved lands in said Flathead Reservatioh not theretofore classified and appraised, as provided for by the act of April 23, 1904, and
prescribedthat " the classification and appraisement made hereunder
shall be of the same effect as provided for in said act," and further
authorized the Secretary to dispose of the lands not classified in -the
manner provided 'for in. the act of 1904, under such rules and regulations as he might adopt, at not less than their appraised value.
The unclassified' and unappraised lands were not,listed as subject to
entry in' the schedule issued but the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, under date of August .26-, 1910, directed the registers
*and'receivers at Kalispell and Missoula, Montana, to receive andd
suspend applications to enter such unappraised and unclassified tracts
in the said reservation. The Commissioner, June 14, 191L, revolted'
and, recalled the letter'of August 26, 1910, and thereafter applications were not received for such unclassified and unappraised lands.
Following the. Commissioner's letter of August 26, 1910, and before
its revocation, June 14, 1911, a large number of persons settled upon
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these unclassified and unappraised lands, and filed applications therefor, which were suspended as directed..
The designation by the Secretary of the commission to supplement
and complete the work of that appointed by the President was considerably delayed. The examinations were not made in the field
*0 00 until the years 1912 and 1913, and the list of classifications and ap-praisements made by said commission was not approved until Octo-_
ber 13, '1913. S While adopting like classifications, the latter commission failed to follow the schedule of prices fixed by the original com'mission for lands of the same class, but greatly increased such prices.
The maximum prices fixed by the original commission were, $1.a0per acre for grazing lands, and $7.00 for agricultural lands of the
first class, while those of the latter commission were as high as $6.00
per acre for grazing lands, and $30.00 for agricultural lands of the,
first class. These appraisals caused widespread dissatisfaction, numerous protests have been made in connection therewith, and much
X 'correspondence between the Department, the Indian Office, the; 'Gen,-!'
eral Land Office, and the committees of Congress has resulted.
The acts of April 23, 1904, June 25, 1910, the proclamation of the
President, and the letter of the Commissioner of the General Land
'Office, were-considered as assuring the settlers 'who went upon these
unclassified and unappraised lands that prompt action would: be
taken looking to classification, and that the appraisals would conform to those made by the original commission.The conditions on the Flathead Reservation were made 'the subject
of an investigation by the Board of Indian Commissioners, through
one of its members', Rev. William H. Ketcham. 'Father Ketchamn
vaisitdd the reservation, held hearings, and submitted a detailed report. He states that the settlers on the unclassified and unappraised
lands of the Flathead Reservation who made suspended applications,
believed that the classification and appraisal of the lands entered by
'them' would be prompt; that the prices would not exceed those fixed
for similar lands by the first commission; and that the letter of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office of August 26, 1910, was
sufficient to induce this belief on the part of the settlers. He ex'presses the o'pinion'that sudh settlers should be permitted to maker ,
'payment on the basis of the prices fixed by 'the first commission -on
;lands of the same class. See Senate Report No. 948, 63rd Congress,
in connect-ion with Senate Bill 6373.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under date of August 2,
'1917, submitted a report finding that the settlers who applied to enter
the unclassified and unappraised Flathead lands between August 26,
1910, and June 14, 1911, were led to believe that the reappraisements
when made would be-similar to the values fixed by the: original Flat-"
'
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head Commission, and recommended that the appraisements covered
by- subsisting entries made during the period mentioned be adjusted
to conform to the values fixed by the original commission, and cited
as authority for the proposed reduction in prices, the act of June
6, 1912 (37 Stat., 125).
The settlers upon such unclassified and unappraised lands went
upon them 'at the invitation of the Government, and were assured
by the local land officials that they would not be required to pay
more than was charged their neighbors for appraised lands of the
'same class., They were among the first into; this Indian country;
-they. assisted in converting a waste into a prosperous community, and
* have been charged with the values they themselves created. Their:
good faith is unquestioned, their equities are unchallenged; abut it
* remains to consider the law.
' The controlling statutes are the act of April 23, 1904 (33 Stat.,
*0 302t), June:25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855), and June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 125a).
* The act of April 23, 1904, is a comprehensive measure-for the distribution and disposition of the lands within the Flathead Indian'
Reservation. Prior' thereto, such lands had been held in common
by the tribes. The tribal title was annulled by such act, and provision made for allotment of a portion of the land in severalty to
the I-ndians entitled thereto, and for the disposition 6f the surplus.,
for their benefit.' As considerable areas were to be disposed of to
settlers, 'specific provision was made for determining the character
and fixing the values of such lands. A commission of five members
was to be appointed by the, President, two of whom should be, persons
holding tribal relations with the Indians, two resident -citizens of'
Montana, and one an Indian agent or inspector. Before any of the.lands were to be opened to entry, this commission was required to ex'amine all such lands, arrange them into classes, and fix a price for
each tract. The act clearly contemplated that the Indians should receive for the lands the values thereof at the time they vacated the
reservation, as all of "such lands were to be appraised before any of
them were to be disposed of. The commission on classification and
appraisal was to bein every respect, represehtative. The lands were,
to pass from c~ommon 'Indian ownership to individual settlers, and&
there was to be ,no question as to the amounts the Indians would receive, or. the settlers pay.
After providing inl detail the several steps to be taken, and'the
order thereof, from the survey; qf the lanid-to the' issuance of patents
to the settlers, it was declared:
.

"That the price of said lands shall be.the appraised value thereof as fixed
by the said commission

*

*

and no further charge of any kind whatso-

shall be required of such'settler to entitle him to a patent for the land
- *ever
:
covered by his entry."

-
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As -a portion of the lands had been restored prior to the classification and appraisal of a number of the tracts, Congress, by the
' act of June 25, 1910, authorized the Secretary to classify and appraise such lands, but it was declared: " The classificationI and appraiseneit made hereunder 'shall be of the same effect'waS provided
for in said- act (April 23, 1904)." It is evident that Congress, by
the use of said language, intended to assure that'there would be
no. departure from the classifications and appraisals made under
the act of April 23, 1904; that the Indians should receive for such,
* lands the values fixed by the former commission; and that the
settlers should pay for such lands the amounts therein fixed and no
more.
'The commission appointed by the President had adopted the fob 4
: lowing values for the several classes named: Lands east of the
Flathead River, agricultural lands of the first-class, $7.00 per acre;
agricultural lands of the second class, $3.50 per acre; grazing lands,
the Flathead River, first
.o
owest
$1.50 per acre,; and for lands
class agricultural lands,' $.00 per acre; secopd class agricultural
lands, $2.50 pet acre; and grazing lands; $1.25 per acre.
As Elie's settlement made November 1, and his hIomestead ap- plication filed November 17, 1910, were under the authority, of the
act of April 23, 1904, the President's proclamation of'May 22, 1909,
the act of.June 25, 1910, and the Commissioner's letter' of August
26, 1910, he was entitled to complete his application under the same
terms and conditions as other settlers on appraised lands of the
same class. The appraisal, therefore, of the SE. I NW. i, Sec. 32,
*agricultural lands of the second class, at $15.00 per acre; and the
SW. A NW. 4, said section, grazing lands at $4.00 per acre, was not
in, accordance with the acts under which his claim' was initiated,
- 'was
therefore erroneous, and is hereby vacated and set aside. The
lands are situated east of the Flathead River, and in'harmony-with
the values adopted by the commission appointed by the Presidentfor lands of the same class, such tracts are,' pursuant to the provi*' 00V
sions of the act of June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 125), reappraised as foldXlows: The SE. i NW. 4, Sec. 32, T. 22 N., R. 20. W., M., M., agri'
cultural lands of the second class at $3.50 per acre; and the SW.
NW. I of said section, grazing lands at $1.50 per acre.
The decision of October 18 1919, is therefore reversed, and Elie
will be allowed to perfect his: application in the manner herein
directed.-
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:SECOND IHOMESTEAD ENTRY-eFX1ST,jENTRYrFE TED UNDER:
ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880-VALIDATION BY ACT OF MARCH 4,1921.
-
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[Circular No. 748.']
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fYour attention isjinvited to section 2 of
: proved March 4, 1921 (41 Stat., 1433), which reads as folows:
That no homestead entry heretofore made under the provisions'-of'section 2
of the act of Congress entitled I"An act for the relief of the 'Colorado Cooperative. Colony, to permit homestead entries in certain cases, and for otherN purformer
poses," approved June 5, 190'0 shal be canceled for theireison tha t
entry 'miade by the entryman was -commuted under thie'provisions of. an act
entitled "An, act relating to the public lands of' the United 'States,"r approved
June '15, 1880- (Twenty-first Statutes, page - 237).,, And all entrie- heretofore
rof
canceled' on' the ground that an entryman who commuted under the provisions
said act of Juhd 15, 1880, isnot entitled to the benefits of the 'act-of -June 5,
1900, shall Webreinstated upon a-- owing'by the entryman or his heirs withlhone year fromi the' approval of ,thiss :act, thati there were no valid- grounds: for
as perfected under:
-thecancellation,:of 'sugh entries, excePt tbht a-former: ent
not
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shown tat. the law was complied with as'to said entry 'untll 'the'
there is no, -valid'
f against it,'andthat'
initiation' of 'proceedings
aderse claimr for any 'part of the land involved. "Th eseran d
will at once forward th application with their'report as& ;
0'0 0receiver
"
.
th eto atuas of the tra an'd their re matin.
WiLLIAiV SPRY,
Approved:

Firdt Assistacnt Secretary
0
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Decided April 14,1921.
HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-CITIZENSHIIP..

A child born in the United States of Canadian parents domiciled0here becomes at birth a "citizen " of the-'United. States under the first clause of
the Fourteeuth Amendmenf to theS Constitution, and one thus -born anAm ricafii eiitizen :retains his- citizenship, notwithstanding that he moves,
during his :minority, with his parents, to the .country of. their 'nativity,
nflless
he voluntarily expatriates hims
subsequent tohis attaininghish-

; 400;; ; m ajority.
HOMESTEAD ETT

.
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PROOF.:
'Canadian
woman, married to a citizen of the United States, do.miciled in
the Dominion of Canada,- becomes herself. a citizen of the United States,
Ylthough not residing here, an.d as such is entitled to submit proof under
...the enlarged homestead act of February 19, 1909, as heir and, next of 1in
of an- intestate deceased entryman, who prior to his death had declared his
i.intentionfto become a citzen.

FI'NNEy,

CITIZEN5HIP-FTNAL

Firsot Assitctnt Secretary:

-In. .the -above entitled case, Joseph L. Caron, d ceased brother of
0f

, WMarie Florence, Gilbertr tmade homestead; entry 02685,4 August' 28,
00:01914, underthe act of1February 19,-1909 (35- Stat., .639),for theE. ,
t~-0000SW.
7,W.5':E-9,N
43f~c
W-jAF
iSWV -4-NW.-,;n--~l0i0

SW. ',Sec. 18, T.- 36 N., IR.47 E., M. P. M., containing :321.30 acres,'7
G
Glasgow land district, Montana. The entry is subject to the. provisions and, reservations of the act of June 22, 19O (3.6 Stat.,
,583),
andhas been designated under the jarged homestead act.
apears
pIt
:that the eceased entryinan, J oseph. L. Caron, made
declaration,.of his.intention to become a citizen of-the United States.
December 22, 1913, being at that time a citizen of the Dominion of
Canada, and that he died intestate on or about October 23, 918.A
It further appears that on November. 12, 1918,a short tie 'after'_
entryrnan's death, the, entry was contested by one Alvin 0O.: lafson,
who, charged. in substance, that Caron.died intestate leaving no
* wife, child or children, and, that his only heirs were his father and
'mother n hervof whom were*.citizens of the United States but
were residents and citizens of the. Dominion of Canada, and that
; heleft
no surviving heir or heirs competent to:succeed to his home-

* stead, right.i

It further appears that on January, 23, 1919, the Citizens State
Bank of Sciobey, Montana, filed a Ppetitionfor -a writ of certio'rari,:
alleging, in. substance, that the, deeeased entryman had executed anddelivered a morgage to the bank in the sum of $2,455, with .interest
as- therein
t;00
:t 0 provided,,0 on; account of money loaned him with which 'to
improve his homestead; that said mortgage wasiwholly unpaid and,
as entryman had met every requirement of the homestead laws -prior
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to his, decease 'in the matter of residence, improvements and Gcultivation, hain f'll erned a patent thereto, in default of proof by
any, qualifieda heitr, it 'as a ked that said cohtest be dismisted- and
:the 'bank:ibepermnitted to submit proof as mortgageeion behalf of
the deceased entryman.i
Contestant demurred to the petition, ,and upon the pleadings'the
localoficers- transmitted -the record.tothe-Commissioner of the General Land, Office for-, consideration, -andi instructions. . The GComr
missioner .by decision .daed. March :11,. 1919, dismissed, theis .contest,
holding insu~b:stancethat.the: charges, against the. entry,.ifadnmitted,.
wIpould not warrant, its disturbance at this tnie for the reason that
title had been fully. earned by the entryman at the time of his death,.
and that all the-requirements .of thehomestead law would be fully.
in'met if an heir or h'eirs competent to doso appear and make satisfactory final proof wihi five years from date of entry, when, if
h'eor tey are then, shownto be citizens of te UnitdStates and the.
proof. is otherwise. satisfactory, patent will issue. It wasalso said,
ini this connection -that-if it should 'be shown' thati any heir o'f the
entrym'an has miade' declaration :of his' intention to becomeoa citizens
'hut is
lunabi'to 'efflectuate the 'same within' such 'five-year period,
upon application made in his behalf, the etry will be sispended
awaiting such- ation.' -It was also rheld that. there was no authority
for allowing the- banik -to make proof,- for the reason that patent could :
not be issued in the. deceased .ettryman's nameieas.he~was not a citizen,
and -there was' no-authority- for its issuance to-.the mortgagee.
Upon Iappeal, the Department by d~ecisiona dated' September 2,
1:919,: affirmed the action.-of 'the. Commissioner and directed that the
entry remain intact until after the expiration of the period within
which Jfinal' proof could-be submitted. In so 'holding it was ob-.
served that th'e entryman had.pnot-'only- complied with the lawbutit was also shown -that he encumbered the, land with 'a mortgage
with-twhich to -make his improvements, giving rise to very great
equitles upon the part -of the bank -from -which the money was obtained., The record 'discloses that the'decision of the-Department
became filnal on November 8,' 1919.." In the meantime, on October 24;
t1919, Mare Florence -Gilbert, -sister of Joseph L. 'Caron, deceased
f ff f 000: Xand -appellant in the present proceeding; submitted final
entryman,
proof
0;
f for- the' heirs of said; entryman. With the final proof papers, and in support- of sa'me, she0 filed- her corroborated' affidavit, alleging
as follows:
That affiant is the sister of Joseph L. Caron, deceased, who made homestead
is thei heir of said entryman; that: she is entitled to. succeed
to and perfect his entry under the provisions of section 2291, Revised Statutes,
0and to make proof upon said 'entry :as- the heir of 'said Joseph L. CT.aron; that
aifiant was born in the Dominion of Canada in 895; that the father and mother
of the affiant and Joseph L. 'Caron, deceased, were, and now are, citizens of.

entry 026584,. and
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brothers: and sisters of said, Josephv:L.Caron, :deceased,: are,-citizens, of the Dominion- of Canada.; ,,that this affiant
was,
oraboutFebruary
on
9, .1915, married to Louis Ferdinand Gilbert, who
is a native born citizen of the tnited States,' and t-hat by reason of said mar" ariagei
she becamea' citizen; that'at al times 'since said mariiage,' said 'Louis
Ferdinand Gilbert, and this affiant, have remained,- and nowl are, citizens of-,
the -United States..

JIt appears from the pr of submitted by appellant- that II:to 125
acres had been cutivated during 19,16, 1917-and 1918; &nd-that the
total value of the imnprovements amnounted to- $2,100. The iproof
w-:as suspended-by- thelocal officers up tontheoun tat
no cultiva-

-iion wa-s had iin 1919 and that- it was not-1made within the five-year
period.
1to,
-1920,'

Upon appeal th6 Commissioner by decision dated 'October
after-qubtirng iinvpaft th above affidavit of appellant said*

- This
..
office is in possession of information indicatingthat claimant's husband
is -not a citizen of the United States. Pending formal action in the miatter, it
is'required that evidence be: furnished showing wheurethe-husband has reside'd

during the peri6d since his hitth; whtat steps, if aniyhe has ever taken- to laim
the rights of a citizen of the United States,- and whiether and iwn hat respects,
he has ayailed himiself 'f :the rights-.of a 'eitizen of.,Canada. You will; notify
the parties in interest that If they fail to furnish the evidence as above.required,
the- office will act on the recordas it -now stands.

Further appeal brigs the matter -here for considetation., 'It is
insisted ^that the -Commissioner erred in not. holding Marie Floence
Gilbert- to- be a citizen -of the-Uiited Statesy-citing sections 1992 and. 1994 of the-Revised Statutes,, whih
cprovide as follows:- - - - Section 1992-All 'persons born in -the -United .States and not-subject4to any
foreign.power,- excluding Itndians not taxed ;areldeclared to be citizens ofE the

United States.

.

-

--

,

,

-

Section 1994.Auny woman who iis- no9vFor may .hereafter be married..,to-a
ciie ifthe UieStes-ad
h might herself be lawfll naturalized,
.shall be deemned a citizen.

In further support of the claim of, appellant tobe a citizen of the
United States, there is filed. with the appeal papers-the. birth certifi
cate ofLouisFerdinand ,Gilbert, husband of appellan, showinghim
to have been born- at, Waterville: in the State of Maine September 23,
1887, and a. certificate -of identityt of. said Gilbert~issued July 28, 1919,
by' an- immigrant inspector of-6the -Department. of Labor..
hPending. the-,appeal, a special agent_6ofthe General Land 0Ofce
-

made investigation and - incorporated in his report. a statement of
Gilbert to the- effect that whenlihe was three years old his parents
moved back to. the, Pro vince of Quebec, where he had lived since then,
but, that he had 4never becomze a Canadian ,itizen andhad-never
voted in (Canada.- The question presented byy the record is whether the said L ouis
Ferdinand Gilbett having been born in t el United States Of Can-

-

-
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here about three Iyears after his birth, and
awho
resided
-dian parents
moved back toC 'anada, w e said.Gilbert has since'resided,
*then
is in- fact,. a citizen- of this country, so.that his wife,. who makesno
except.. throug her ,husbapd, shall be, qalified
claim"tociens
to-take the homestead here involved,ias heir and.-next of kin ofher. *
brother,.it-having been shown-that -thefatherv andmother an other brothers and sisters ofqthe deceased entryman are, all residents and
citizens of the Dominion of Canada.- The Sbprne CDourt^ in the
Ark '(1691. S:.,' 64,63),
'eing: ease'°f United Sta'tes v.WnKim
'
_(f6
Xik, -t"'
;
sd v s ' . '''' '' ' '",' 4 : ' ',' Mi
}0;,@
t S
hdas folos

-

--

.,The foregoing considerations -and authorities irresistibly lead us to these
eonelusions: ,;The Fourteenth Amelndmentaffrmss theancient and fundamental
:rulePof citizenship by birth within theterritory, in the allegiancee and under
hereborn: of resident
l
alI
the priotection of the, country, ici
tf
r
a t
ifi
o
ts
with th
-aliens,
public
foreign:,
on
children of foreign soereigns or ,their ministers, or born
ships, or of enemies within and during a hostile occupation of part of ou+
ion ofchildren aofmembers
the sinugleiaddition
-territory, and I with
their several tribes. -The
to
allegiance
direct
aoing'
tribes,
Indian- of, then
AImpindment,:inclear-words&and in manifest intent ,includes

the children born,

-within the 'territory of -the United States,. of all, other persons, -of whatever
race or color, 'domiciled within the Uhited States. E~very citizen or subject
h conintry, while"_ doilciled$ihere ,'is: within thea
fotheriand -consetuenty siubject to- the' jurisdiction, of the United States.
protection,
: His allegi'ance, to -the:'United, States -is. direct and :immediate, and,ialthougx buvt
local and temporary, continuing only so long ,as he remains within-our .terri-,
tory, is yet, in: thewords of Lord Coke, in Calvin's Case, 7 Rep. 6a,b" strong
enough.6to wake a natural subject, forif be .hath issue here, that;issue is a
natural-born subject;" and his, child, as: said ~by Mr. ' Binney in his essay
-country,. issas much a-citizen as then ral-born0
q uoted,
'ibonlntile2
; 0befo~rethesame principle."
operationof
by
and
child of a citizen,
Again, at page 074 of the same decision -it was -said:
Upon the facts agreed- in thist case, the American citizenship' which Wong Kim Arki acquired by birth within the United,.States-has not been lost or taken
away by anything happening since his birth. No doubt he might himself, after
coming- of Iage, lirenolunce this, citizenship,,and, become a citizen. of the countryi
:of his parents,,orof any other country; for by our law, as solemnly declared
right of expatriation Is ahnatural and inherent rikbt of
by- Congress, -"the
all people," and "any ,-declaration, instruction,. opinion, ,order or direction
of 'any- offli'er of' the United Stlates, which'denies, re4striets, impairs or questions the right of- exatriation, is-declared- inconsistent with the fundahental
*0i gprinciples of the, R:epubli c.' Rev. Stat. -seetion1999, reenacting- act of July 27,
1868,
c. 249, section 1; 15 'Stat. 2'23, 224. Whether any act of himself or his
aleast
mindrity, could- have the same effect, is' at.:.
ils; iilur
fring
-' idoubtful.
parents,
i ,0;.i'"
G ~~~~~i
- The Circuit Court ,of Appeals in the case of Louie Lit and--Louleo
Fong, v. Uited4 States;(238 Fed4 75), held that (Syllabus) : -

i child born iAlthe United States of Chinese'parents domiciled here becomes
A0~
under the first clause of the Fourat birth a "citizen" of th6e U'niteddSta'test
'.;tednth Amendmentjtolthe -Constitution. - -

;0Ef
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in, the ismilar case to the one under consideration of Statev•. Jackson(79 Vt.,504, 2nd Dec. D ig.,Vol. , 16b), theSupreme Court: of,
Vermont held:
One born an Amerian citizencannot be deprived of such citizenship by anyt
act, subsequent to his birth, of his father.;
.Thle removal to :Canada, duringhis -mimnority, of one ,born an American- citi
zen, does not divest him of such, citizenship; but he. can lose, i only by his
voluntary act subsequent to his attaining his majority.
Concerning'the status of an alien woman? married -to a citizen,

under section

1994, jRvised

'StauLtes' szpra, see the case -of Leonard

:v. Grant, (6 Sawy.,. U. S., 603;45 Fed., 11; 7 Cyc., 141),I- where it
was held:
An -alien woman m:arrying' a citize
becoes.herself a citizen
clause "nmight herself beiwfulit naturalized" does not trqtire that
have the qualifications of residence, good character, etc., as in case
sion to citizenship in .a Judicial proceeding, but it *issufficieht that
6thclass or race of persons who may be 'naturalized under existing

-1

IIH

and the
she shall
of admisshe is of
laws.

In view of the authority .cited, and. under the facts disclosed in
this case, considered in connection with the former decision of the
;0 0Department,:: it must be held that the -said Marie Florence' Gilbert
-is legal
the heirof said deceased. eutryan, Joseph L. Ciaron, and

as such heir is qualified to take the homestead rigfht herein involved.
The decision appealedf from-is* accordinglyd reversed. 00Tihe final
proof, submitted by the -said Marie Florence ;Gilbert, will be accepted'if no; other good and' sufficient 'obje-ction aipbears.
'
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'ALLOTMENTS TO INDIANS -AND ESK-IMOS IN ALASKAACT -OF,
1AY
7, 1906.
.

INSTRUCTIONS
Circular

0

3-0 0-:'E;000004
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DIEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
0<'G;ESERAL LAND ?OFFIdb;,

-00:

C

Wasinigton; D.- -0,Ari' 16; 1921.

RQEGISTERS
00
AND (REoEIvnS, YUNrED STATES SURVEYOE GENQREAL,
CHIEF OF FIELD DIvIsION, TERRITORY OF ALASKA:
-

AND

The act of May 1'7 1906 (34 StaL, 197), ptovides:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereb Yauthorized and empowered in
*his discretion and under such rules as he may prescribe,:to allot not to exceed -:C $-one
hund~redi and sixty acres of nonmineral landh4 ihthe, District-of Alaska td.
any ;Indian or;Eski:o of full or mixed blood, who residesin~ and is- a native Of
said .District, and, who is.the head of -a.family,,or is twenty-one.years ,of age;
-and the land so- allotted shall be deemed the homestead of the ,allottee., and his
h.: t. Sin;
0S ?0lieirs
perpetuity,0 :and shall be inalienable nd nontaxable until otbei wise
Ili.-.:D:

i:nS

P: 1

i,:-;
:.:s:
:5.

.

:;

-
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'provided byk Congress;. Any person -quAlified :for. .an. allotment as aforesaid
shall bave the preference right to .se'cure by allotment the nonmineral land
occupied -by_.him, not exceeding on' hundred and sixty acre.'

.,to
1. This -proceeding -will be initiated by a written, application
-anddescribi
the
the register and receiver,, signed by the- applicant
location a extentof th e tract aPplied for, and, if unsurveeyed, by
as accurate a -description as. possible . by lmetes, and bounds,. and
W reference "to rivers, creeks,
natural objects, and its -.position'ith
mountains or: ,mountain peaksi, otwns, or, other prominent topographical' points 'or natural objects or monuments, giving theL distances and directions as accurately as possible,especially with reffera riyer
ence to anywell-known trail to a town or mining camp,or .to
or. mountain appearing on;the, map of iAlaska.E 3o0tice -of the- ap.; plication' should -be posted upon the land, describing the tract, applied for, in the terms employed in, the application and, a copy- of
sach n otice should -accompany the application..! If. the Aappligano is
unable to- write his, signature,0 it is desired that0 his thummb print to
the application be obtained, in preference to his signature by mark,
hisjthumb print to- be wvitnesse by two .persons.. Allotments will
not be made on tracts reserved by the United States as shore spaces'
under the -act of March 3, 1903 (32 Stat., 1028)*, or within national
occupancy prior -to the establishforests, unless ounded n ac
Reserved shore spaces eliminated under thle prorment of the forest.
visions of ,he act:o',ne5, 1920; (1 Stat., 1059), may, in:the discretion ,o'f the Secretarytof the Interior, be allotted under the tjrm .
of .saidact of May 17, 1906, and these regulations, and the terms and I
provisions of -said act of -June ,-1920, and instructions thereunder.
2. The applicant::musti also ,file his orher. affidavit of 2quificatiop
junder Ithe,statute, and if claimi under the preference-gt clause,
the date' of the beginning of his occupancy must be. given, and its
continuous nat1ure stated.

* 3. This must be corroborated: by an affidavit of two witnesses, who
A nonmineral affidavit must also be
dorEskimos.
be Indians
may
Ied by'the applicant, sworn to only on personal iknowledge' and not
'
on information and belief.
4. The affidavits 'may be sworn to before' the proper register or
receiver, or.any officer authorized to administer oath~sand having a
seal.: If the application.-is made by a woman, she must state in her'
affidavit whether she is single or married,' and if married must show
what constitutes -her the head of a family, as' it is sonl in -exeptional
cases that a married woman isentitled to an allotment under this' act.
5.'The regis~terX Sa'n r~ceiver will receive and suspend appliiatiins
'allotments fild u'ider 'this aet,hnumber such applications 'in ac: f'or
cordance with the circular of August 9,: 1918 (46 L. D. 513),and:
as
themo nth
end of:t'sthe
- a
note thesame on the sche'dule' forwarded'atthe
f0a
yS
rf -V0: EtW..= .$
;
n-
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by said circular; givin

LVMO

in the"4 Reniarks" 'clumnn thdate

-

o trahsmittal to h e',1iif
'ifipdf idei'
0isionW here the 4ppicatioif
is found by the ideal land .fficers to be- complete in all respects, as
hercinbefore required, i's not 're 'Tby' theme ot a'ny reason, and is
receiv'ed'n d;
'sised
b t
to, &aitdompletidnof the'
it dpts'
as a' segregationr of
hereinoaftdii-m ned iooedii,
t
te'istr .and' receiver.
the land. 'All claihnm fr::lnd presented toeth
:subsequ
'tod the fiin
'such 'an' applicftion 'which coni6t'in
Af
'who4-leorin' pa with such&applicatioh for th' lad' ein: described
'dha ll 'be rejected."'

''

""

' The' register aand' re6eive'r 'will a'sist aplicants' in the prepara-,
.
'tin of their' papers, as' fat ars practicable, 'aid, ka the act'mes '
provision 'for' any fees for filing,'Wlmake no charge in 'any' oLf these
a
i-"

.;-cases::': t-'

"|t2L;t
'--:'

-:'

',-',-f'

''t:S:'

7;
The' application::for, aillottment

S-t

-T:t0

f0

d all' papes filed in 6dnhection

thdreWith' 'will,
when such' 'appliCation is :to
fouh satisfactor&
the-regist@
Oand' receiver'andf~
vrbiy
oproied
posdd'of by themnas
for in paragrapl'
hdrcdf, betefrr'red by 'did local
ce td the 'chief:
: 'ftfAskafield division,' -wh wll dispose 'of tlex as herei'nfter 'set
'foith."
"Upon receipt of the record-tfrbr' tli'local e, the chiegf'of fidd
division; 'will ca1 on the distct -perintenden'of 'the United' St'tes
Bureau of Education for th dirtbict'inwhidh the pr6posed ailiot
:
sitiate'd for a repoFt covering ssuct informanion as he ma have in
regard to''the' allott=
'
points :
' ' '

ad
'

iricularly
-

2

'

'

coveting' the following
'

:'('' The locat'ion ofthe land' if 'ncess'ay;,to famishi' motehaccurtd
edescription than' given in'the application.
i(b) The 'special value' of the: tract,' dither'for agriflitural: uses or
0

lfishing

gr'ohds

"

''

,

"

"'

'

(c) What, if any, residence has been mainta'ined oh the tra
applicant.''

h'ith

',

(d) The'value'and chaiact'er'o'f all improvementfsthereoit''
'(e)

'The' fitness

of0 the land as~a prnthenat'lin

e for ,the allot66e.

(f) The competency of the applicant to rnhngehis own affairs.
.(g) .The presence orlabsence of any adverse caims and, if any
such claims exist; a description +hereof
(A)0 fThe'pioximiyof. the 'claim ipplied for to'other claims untder
'

:sai d:t of Ma 17,I1906.'

'''

''

'

-

'

(i) Such other
anfastion'a'
srve to aid i determing
whether the application4 should 'be aliowed either in whole or. in
part, togher ,with his recornwendmation as ,tote prpper action inthe:
premises.

.

"'"

8. ,Upon receip ..of avoralQ reports from. the chief of field' division and district su eritendent coverii g allot-ment' application's here-

-
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after filed, embracing lands-covered by the public survey; the register
and receiver -mayall else: being regular, -and no valid objections
allow the sam e, notikce of
Atheretobeg pant,
Pletter, readin :substantially as follows:-**

h

by special

<'Your''' ajipication~und-r the act of May 17, 1906 (34IStat., 197), No.
for'"
, has been placed of rrecord in this qofflce and-forwarded
d-to the GeneialLand Office.
t; t- '-;
action
0 .,:, This
segrgates the land,. from .thepublic dohmain, and no, other application can.be allowedtherefor .or ,settlement rights .attach dur ing the life of
this appplica-ion;

shpuld be given to the applicant. Immediately upon the, issuance
f said nAotice copy tiheeof, appropriatel y marked, should be iorthe Commnissioner of
e
the -distrit
ditrctupernedtad
wardedtto eah,
dOffice.
the _GeneraLanl
9. Upon the receipt of the report of the district superintendent,
:,in case of an application. for unsurveyed land, the chief of fielddivi-"
-sion-will if in his
t report is suff cient, furnish. cause
to be fuqriishedby.a speci .,agent, as soon as, may .be. conveuien',
and, With as' little expenseto the; Government as, possible, and ex*cept iin ,thmatter,0of -furnisbing and installing ths listing description monuments, without expense _to.'the. applicant, a listingdescription of the tract applied for., :IAs basis for this listing' descripton
the land should, be, marked wvith substantia.l corners,: properly ina~ndwi0tnessed, unwiormly ,marked .and, ;.except. as ^provided
f 0?0 . ,stalledi
tied to the nearest
1thereof iNo.
fo $ paragrAp
ain
12 hereof,. corner:
location or mineral monument or corner of the public-land survey-or
oth
feroficial patentedsurvey.i.f withi .a reasonable distance. - The
listing descriptionmustshow that t'heland is be1in taken in rectanguas nea r as theycan
Icourses be
:J 000~ar
form an'd with. true - cardilnal
determined.
6One of the.aforesafid, corners,' preferably. corner postaNo.1,may
be tied to the oicjiaal survey of an approved allotment which has been
p, 0f:0yropey. tied to'some established survey- monument' or corner, of
th erpubiclad urey

iudgment

10. Except forjthe protection of ;preference
.actual:,occupancy,

the laAd applied

for

'

rights:acquired by

must, be taken .by

the appli-

tn~gular., form, if practicable, and, when doing thework
0;: recta
0 cant;
.00Sf 'in
the basis of the aforesaid listing description, the special agent.-must
'dosuch work in. such form,:if practicable, and the lines-of his said
..,the true cardinal, points s nearly as thy mayV be ,dework'if6o
termined,,..unless, one,,or moreof,,the ,boundaries..ibe a.,navigable..or
meanderabale, strieam, .and, except, in causes, of ,:preference rihs ac-quixled by actual occupancy, no applicatio unzder said act ill, bei
embraces tracts, of i land situate, upon
favorably consieed, which
le..or,
bneanderablebo
sides, both,
of 0,0a.:sa~lrmqn stream orinav
t-0, ::;:0:00

0X;0X
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of .water. Thejland must be 'nonmineral in character, and no claimaexcess suchiand.
of.160 acres:of
whatever may include in
::_11. Where the' above referred 4to .corner post .is. not tied to a corner

of the public survey, but is tied to a location..or minieral monulmeit
or one of the official surveys referred to in .paragraph,9 hereof, the
agent's returns ishould contain a deseription-of the ocation or mineral monument to which the corner, preferably- corner No. 1, of the
involved land is tied, iby giving, its; latitude' and longitud'e, and its
position With reference- to riVers, creeks, mountains or mountain
030towns, jor 'otherf permanent topographical. points or natural
00-:0000:;00peaks,
objects or monuments, giving the distances and directions as nearly
epossil,
especialy with reference 'to any well-known:
--- 0:00.0jaccurate ' as
trail to, at town or mining camp, -or to a river omountain appearing
upon the map of Alaska, which descriptionIshall appear in the a fore*0.0:-

said returns.

*t;0

-

Where the- cornler'post,; preferably No. 1, is tied to one of the_:
official surveys mentioned- in paragraph--9 'hereof' the- location t of
twith relation to the other monuments of the -inssuch post- corner
volved land and the: relatioi of such post. to the mineral fmonument
q
is- tied should be giveln, 'togetler withrthe other
to 'whichl the saie
data enumerated in this paragraph concerning-theldescription-anid
position of the mineral monument.
A
The description of such'imonuments should be obtained fromi the

surveyor general and appear- in a paragraph of the'returns' separate
from the description 'of the courses and distances herein 'authorized
to be furnished by thee agent'.
' 12.In case the land: is situate'd6 beyond- a reasonable distance' fromi
a -corner of. the public survey' or location' or mineral monument or0.t
other'survey mentioned :in paragraph 9 hereof-the location of the
land with reference to known rivers, creoks, mountains, towns, trails,
mining camps,' or other permanent topographic .features or natnral
- bjects
f: 7; or
o permanent monuments -may and should b shown in the;
-special agent's above-mentionedf work and in 'his' returns' and be deon' the map of the section of Alaska' -in' which 'the allotment
pictedt
situated- which 'should' aI&copany his said returns.
: :'-is
f '13.
TheVspecial'agent 'will 'after the service' aforesaid shall 'have
^been performed by "him make" report thereof 'to' the chief of' field
--division'
This report in sextuplet should be typewritten, cover all the
field 'worl;k done in the 'acqusition of and as.basis for the forego-':
;0.
:-ing'listing tdescriptioh,-an'd contain such a description of the involved
land awnd report: of the. work done in connection with obtaining'the
listing description as- will enable the Government and all parties
'interested to readily0 ase~rtain the location of -said land from said
'report, even tho gh-4all visibleo'marks or 'other physical evidence of

.
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report
the.. boundaries may have 'been tentirely, obliterated. The
special
the
by
dated
and
signed
should, be. accompanied by aisketch,;
agent, depicting the boundaBries of the land .and the position of same
with relation to well-knowna:natural .,andother. objects, the location
stated.in
and' description of which should be fiully ,and accurately
-the agent's returns.,
each
The returns and sketch or diagram ,above referred to should
ia-pproval.
of
date
bear the same
diagram
14.-Immediately upon receipt of the -above .report' and
approves
he
if
will,
division
field
of
ichief
the
agent
from the special
rthe.0same, transmit three copies thereof to the register and receiver
oine copywithin whose land district.,the premises' are situated,-and
general.,
surveyor
the
b
.thereof to
'15. The surveyor general will upon receipt, of the report. and >
wher'e
:sketch note same in.a book to be kept' for such purpose and,.
0f
sheets
district
the.
on
land
rthe
of
note the location
..
0: upracticablei
shall
thereof
his office inipencil until such -time .as an. official survey
a4dverse to
allotment
the
of,
made
is
-be ordered or final disposition
the 'allotment
,the applicant.. Information concerning the ,status of
proper
fromithe
general
surveyor.
the
application may be obtainediby
in
directed
also
is
division;
field
of
.chief
The
local land officers. .
Dbythe
those cases7 where 'he approves -the returns aforesaid made
application
allotment
the
signature
his
over
amend
to
ragent
-0 special
'in eaid
rto conform iwith the description. of .the land. referred,to
report- and forward said
0:returns 'as. furnished by the special agent's,
Office -'
.application 'thus amended: and conformed .to the ,General Land
therein
:properly indorsed so.,as -to show the changes in description
the date, when .mae. The original -report or. returns made by
-- and.
the special agent should be forwarded by. -'the Thief; of fieldivision
appication
to the GeneraltLand Office at the same time the allotment,
He
fqrwarded.'
amended and 'conformed as hereinbefore directed 'is
returns.
,of.said
willretain in, his files the rejmaining; carbon icbpy
the chief of
The 'report.:ofthe district superintendent, -approved by.
should
approval,
his
with
fieljd division in cases where the same meets
the i
time
same
the
at.
also be transmitted. to the General Land Office
together,
amended application .is forwarded as, heeinbefore directed,
with 'such suggestions asg.to the application,:,as may seem to him
appropriate.,
16. The directions lerein contained relative to listing. descriptions
lands -applied
' :pu:rsuant to field work done by special agents of the
far as
for by an Indian or. Eskimo ared herey made applicable, as
have
appropr~iate, to those~aplpications -which havealready been filed,
been officiallyf surveyed or approvedbyit heDepartment, and
:: not
for
which are;not in condition to be roeominended to ihe Department

-approval.-
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-7:. The -register and- receivdr, as .soon asthey-shall have re~eived
Ifrom- the chief of field
r
-the, aforesaid copies -of diagramss and notes
division -will appropriately note their records so as to show the
-location, -as shown by the listing description aforesaid, of the lands
f---: ,a0f
-0
.f ..0.:-t~'A3 0t \fE?' i- :d.0- n~0,- it-;::,0f:0;'appliedifor.
18. Upon making the notations required by, paragraph 1-7 hereof
the applicationi tothe description thus-fur*so: as to further confo
wll.
nished by the chief of field division, the registerand-reeiverwi
I'relieve
Iapplication
the
:from suspension- and place the same, as thus
amended, -of re6ord, all else being regular, immediately reporting to
this -office by special- letter their -action- in the premises and the date
-thereof. - Notice of the above action of the local land officers -should
also be given, in -writing,- to the applicant*and to the district -super-

-::::intendent of- the '-Unibte-dX States Bureau of Education- for the -dlstki'ct
in- the' land, thus -applied;for is- situated, and each; the-said
't -whichapplicant and .ithe said Vsupeinte~ldent, -shoiLd be furnished with a
copy of th'e returns or listing< description, including diagramn, furnished to the register and receiver by the chief of field division -as
The copy of thc- special agent's notes furnished tthe regdafotesaid.ister and reeei-ir by the chri6fof the field division should- beret'ained
by them until the-application s finally disposed of, whereupon samne
should be forwarded by special letter to the -General Landi Office,- with

-

-

-appropriate' remars.'

19. -The6remioval of'thei suspensioni aforesaid, gamendmentl of the
ap'plicatqion inthe manner and particulars heretofore6an--heroinafftr referred to,0 andplacing of applications of record do not neces'sarily mean that the ap'lieations -for allotment will be approved.
Xi'ndicated
0The actionusimply further segregates and- continues to s6g0 \ .0
regate the land frbom subsequent conflicting applications therefor
until -the'Secetary of-the I tetior, in his' disscretion, d&Ades either-to
t.approve or disapprovktthe applicationor: applications for allotment.
2R Except 'incases of-surveys already made and approved 'pursu-ant topiior rdgulations an:d authbrizatidns and which are free from
objections, ard-also, ecep'tin special cases, were specialinstructions _fo'r the' su'rve of theunsurveyed land alpplied for are issued, it shall '
t~f
0be"the:duty' of "the 'register'and receiver,; upon 'te filing of the town'-sip plat i' theit'ofce 'and upon ascertaining, where nete§sary, from
the surveyor general whether his records (see-paragraph 15, spra)
disclose 'any allotment applications within the ' township (and proapplicatioh stilt stands of record 'i their ofce),ivided the ltm
0to notifyth'e applicant andthe said' superi'ntendent thereof,-each by
registered letter and to require the adjfustment of the- claim to the
public sureveywih 90 days.
-

-

-

-

-
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-In de fault of actionby 'theparties3 notified, the register and repermnitt,
ceiver will promptly,. and ~s 'accurately as the records will actio
to
adjust the claim to the public-land survey, and yreport'their
the General

Land Office.

.The said adjustment shall embrace such subdivisionsjsand parts.''
of subdivisi'ons asshall include all of the applicant'sptimprovements
.
and possessions, if possible..
the General. Landd Qfice, upon.thie
of
Commissioner
21.If the
* entire *record submitted,. shall find- th application meritorious,: in:
whole or in part, he will, not earlier than five years. from- and afterip
the .date when. the- said- application, shall have been adjusted.to the.
public-land survey, unless otherwise directed, submit the same to the
slpecial.cases,-:how:Secretary of the Interior-for his appi'oval..'In
do, the'. commis-;.0(
to
directed'so
sp-cially
bpeing
without
ever, and,
sioner. may, if upon the entire record submitted he shall: find the
S
application meritorious,- in whole or in part; submit the same to .the.'
ifso
and
:aforesaid,..
as
approval
his,
for
. Secretary 'of the Interior
;
Vapproved, special instructions for the survey thereof will then issueii
special
with the terms, of the. approval.
in
specialt
and
approved;,
and
submitted,
considered,
up,
taken
cases are
tetms.th&
with
accordance
in
issued
are
their_.survey'
for
instriitions
sarne
to-'the
subject
be
shall
allotments
or
casessuch
approval,
of the
requirements as to methods of survey,. cardinal courses, and per* manent . markings of boundaries, egcept for, the protection of preference rights acquired by- actual occupancy, -as land surveyed under
.accordance

.VWhek.e6isuch

United States laws in0 Alaska in general, in accordance with: the
instructions governing lands thus- su'rveyed.
22. Allotment applications hereafter filed embracing lands covered by the public survey and allowved by, the local land -officers will
1'if apof, the nterio-r
also 46ot lbe su ied to .he Scarye
by
allowance
4oei-t
Ahb
heL
t
-froni
years
proval earlier than'five
herethe
until
then
not
and.
aforesaid,
as.
the register and receiver
inbefore referred to. reports shall have first been made to the Com_missioner of the General Land 0,hce.,.
23. A sch dule of all approved allotments shall be kept of record
in the General. Land Office; and, as the act makes -no provisions for
a patent, a- certificate will issue showing the approval of the allot-1,
'ment '(and the survey thereof, if isurveyed) forj delivery to the.
.
allottee.
24. Hereafter the' register and.reeiver:.will::require each person
applying'to enter or iin any. manner acquire title to any lands under
anylaws of the United States, except the.homestead law, to file a
to the. effect that none ef the lands coered
00
0;corrobor::ated:affidavit,

1791`1-
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by his 'application are embiaced i-n any pending application for an

allotment under this act or in any pending allotment, and that no-part of suichdiAnds is in the.b'ona fide legal 'possession of or is occu-:
pied by any Indian or native except the applicant. Persons applying-fordthe rightto cut timber:under section 11, act of May 14,1898
(30 Stat., 414) -may,thowevr -substitute for the corroborated ai-l
davit a statement signed by the applicant and duly attested by two.0
witnessesisetting forth the above ffacts.
25. I~fthe-report hereinbefore- mentioned of 'the district superintendent: to the chief. of field division does not fully .cover all the facts,
the chief of field division will l either return it to the district super"
intendent for further. information or 0direct an- investigation. by a'
special agent.of his office, as in- his judgment- may be deemed best;
andj moreover, whetherX he aproves or disapproves thetrecommenda-tions. nmade in the report ' of. the district superintendent, he, will
transmitsame to:the Cnommissioner of the:General Land Office with
such suggestions, as to the application- as may seem to him: appropriate.

26. Aipropriate, forms for, the use of. applicants under, this. act
have been:prepared.
*27.. Except as- herein provided for, all regulations under said. act
7, 1906, in-conjflict herewith dre hereby revoked.
of tMayv

A

WILLIAM SPity,

Commiioe.

Approved:.
* E. C. FINNEFY
First Assistant Secretary.

PUBLIC RESOLUTION NO. 64, APPROVED MARCH 3, 1921-WAR
TERMINATED: TO CERTAIN :INTENTS.
INSTRUCTIONS.

-

-4

[Circular No. 750.]

DEPARTMFNT OF THE INTERIOR,
-.

GENERAL LAND.

FE,

-OICE

-WacshiuntoA,
D.6C., April 16, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS
UNITED STATES LANDbOFFICES:

-

-

Public resolution No. 64 (41
1Stat.,1359),
approved March 3, 1921,
.provides that' in theeinterpretation' of iny provi ion relating to the
'terination of " the present war " or of " the present or existing emer-

DEOiSIONS' RELATG TO THE0 PUBLICG\ jLANDS.7

79~

gency," the date of the 'igesolutioni shall be treated as the date' of the
termination of the war and- emergeny. C ertain exceptions are made
but these do not appear to- include aany public land matters.
by this
bstatutesyaffeced
2'. Attention is invited to the following
legislation:
(a) Thelact of October 6, 1917 (40:$tat., 391)-,relating to execuanding officer of a public kind
tion of affidavits-.before-thecomin
claimant.
(b) The6 act of February 25, 19190 (40 Stat., 1161), relating to
the credit aqcorded a soldier, sailor, or marine, in connection with a
homestead claim on account of military service.
(c) The act of July 28,' 191i (401 Stat., 248), giving credit for miii-,
*
t tservice after initiation of a homestead entry and requiring cer-; ary
tain- allegations to be made in contest affdavits. Notwithstanding the
*00
:0-0present legislation, an affidavit of contest on the ground of -aban-'
donment must negative the fact that the homesteader is in--the military' service pursuant to an' enlistment antedating. March 3, 1921;
also th6e fact that any; part of the entryman's alleged absenceX from
-the land b~efore that date was due, to employment in the Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps or other organization described in the act of July 28,
491917. jProof at the hearing must cover these points.
-(d) The Soldiers' and Sailors'! Civil Relief Act of 'March- 8, 1918
(40 Stat., 440). To all intents and purposes -within the meaning of
thii act, the war terminated Marc 3, 1921; but this termination does
not affect 'any extension of :time for payment (f installments of tliei
price of land tot which a peison had already becomie entitled under
rules and regulations heretofore issued.
(e) The act of August 7,. 1917 (40 Stat., 250),granting furthertime,
to soldiers to fiulfill requirements onldesert land :entries. -.
relat955,),Stat.,
(40
19188
August,31,
of
act
the
of
- f) Section.8
ing-to entries by-persons under 21 years of age, who were in the-mili ta'ryservice during 'the war.
' (g)TheFarm Labor Leave Act of December 20, 1917 (40 Stat.,
430). The war ended to all intents, and purposes within the meaning.
of this act on March 3, 1921.
.

W

TJI.Ai APRY.

ommnissaioner.
Approved:
C
E;rst.
;

w.nFrN

dEYry.

0:, First A~ssi~sUt. Secretary.
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INSTRUCTIONS, RELATIVE TOQ
EXTENSIONS OF, TIME FOR
RPAY
-M1ENTS FOR LANDS IN PART -OF STANDING ROCK. INDIAN. RES- ..
-ERVATION, NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA, ENTERED UNDER THE
HOMESTEAD -LAW AND THE ACT OF FEBRUARY- 14, 19i3, 'AND
FOR LANDS IN PART. OF CHEYENNE RIVER AND STANDING ROCK INDIAN RESERVATIONS, NORTH AND -SOUTH -DAK:OTA,
SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE UNDER ACTOF- MAY 29, 1908.
0 - 00
;

.t 00i00Q
00t

00

INSTRUCTIONS.
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' :[Circular No. 751.]

'

DEPtARiTM;ENT OF-TH13E INTERIOR,
GENERAL: LAND -OFFICE,
-.
: . :: -:
;- >- ;-;; . -: . ^ Wzashington', P. C., Apri
wi 2o?
0, 1921.
REGISTERSEAND,. RECEIVERS, -TIMBERE LAKE AND LEMMONxSOUH; -DAKOTA,AND BISMARCK, NORTH. DAKOTA:`
-

The
act of March 4,1921 (41 Sat., 1446,

providei:

-

-That the Secretary, of the Interior isfhereby
authorized, In his discretnto
extend'for a pdriod of on&iyear, the timefor the'payment of any'annual installs
tbment due, or hereafter to become due, -of -the- purchasei price for lands sold
under the act of Congress approved February,14, 19138(Thirty-seventh Statutes,page 675), entitled- "An act to authorize the sale and disposition of surplus or
iunallotted lands of the Standing Rock Indian Reservationf in the States of
26North'anid Shuth Dakota, and for other purposes," and any payment so extended
may annually thereafter be,
eextended-for' a periodiof'one year in the--same manner: Provided,, That -the last paymentand' all, other paiyments must be
imade within a period not exceeding one year, hfter the last paymept becomes
-due by the terms of the act under which thbe: entry wasnmade: ?rpv ded further,
That any. and all, payments must be made'.when due unless the entryman
applies,-for ,an extension and pays interest-fdr one year i advance at 5 per
centum per annum uponn the amount due, as her~ein provided, and patent shall
be-:,withheld until full and final payimentof 'the purchase price is :madde 'in
accordance with the provisions hereof: .A-nd provided .fyrther,, Tlhat-;any entry,man who. has resided upon and -cultivated the land.embraced in his entry for,,
the period of time required by law in order to make commutation proof may,
make
proof, and if the same is approved, further residence and cultivation will
not be required: Andd providedfurther,-That-failure to make any payment that
,j may be due, unless the same be extended, or to makde any, extended, payment
at or before -the time to which such payment has been extended, asz herein
sprovided,shall
forfeit the entry and the same shall be canceled and any and

all payments theretofore made shall be forfeited.

--

:

--

,

-

SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is also hereby authorized, in his
discretion, to extend for a period of one year, the time for the payment of any
annual- installment hereafter to becomen-'due6 of the -purchase price of lands in
the 'Cheyenne River;IndianiReservation in South Dakota and the Standing Rock
-

--

Indian Reservation in the States of North Dakota and South Dakota, sold at
public sale under the act of Congress approved May 29, 1908 (Thirty-fifth
Statutes, page -460), under the same terms and on the same conditions as pro-:vided in - section 1 of this act.
-

-

-

:
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-()
Lands ?involved and-entries and sdles affected.-Section 1 of the
-isaid act of March 4, 1921, -applies to homestead entries made6either:
'before or after the passage of the :at in the-part of-the Standing Rock
Indian Reservation,: North and South Dakota, opened under the act
of Congress approved February i4, 1913 (37 Stat., 675).: ; Section 2
of the said act of March 4, 1921, applies to sales made either beforet:
:or after the passage of the act in the part of the Cheyenne River and
'Standing Rock Indian; Reservations, North -and South Dakota.,*
opened under the act of May 29, 1908 (35 Stat., 460).
(2) Granting of extensions of time for payments-The right to
f:: grant extensions o0f time for payments is made discretionary with
the Secretary ofdthe Interior. :Extensions will be granted in all cases

*where applied for, provided interest is paid in advance at the rate of
5 per cent per afn.num on the amounts involved, as required by the
'
said act of March 4, 9M1.
-(3) OriginaZrequirements in the matter of' payntents in connection
awith homestead entries.-The terms of payment prescribed by the
act of Febr ary 14, 1913, above cited; in connection with homestead
entries of Standing Rock lands made thereunder, are as: follows:
One-fifth of the purchase price to be paid in cash at the time of entry, and the
tbalance in five equal installments, the first within two years and the remainder
annually-in three, four, five, and six years, respectively, from and after the
date of entry.

*(4) Originat-requirementsin tke matter of payments in connection
with sales.-The only sales heretofore authorized under: the act of
May 29,' 1908,'above cited, were authorized by departmental regulations of February 27, 1920 (47 L. D., 340). The terms of payment
prescribed by said' regulations for. such sales are as follows:
Purchasers may pay all cash for the lands at'the time of purchase or onethird down and the balance in two equal annual installments due ohe and: two
years from the date of purchase, interest to be ipaid on -the deferred installments
at the rate of 5 per centum per annum.

(5) The said act of March 4, 1921, modifies the -above requirements in these respects:(a) The time for the payment of any annual installment which is
-due and payable may -be extended for a period of one year provided
interest0 at the rate of 5 jper cent~ pet annum is paid- on the amount in
question as:a': prerequisite to the grantin of- such. extension.: Anyv
payment so extended6m ay annually thereafter be extended for a
period of one year in the same manner, but the last payment and' all
other payments must be made within_ a period not exceeding one
year after the last payment becomes due by the terms of the act
under which the entry w'as made. The utmost time .allowed for the
completion of payments under homestead entries made: under the
:52403'-OL 48-21 -:

;;
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said act of February 14,-1913,, is' seven- years from the date of entry.
The utmost time allowed for the completion of payments under sales
made under the' said regulations of Februa'ry 27, 1920, and the said:
:act of May 29, .1908, isthree years from the date of sale.
(b-)Under the proviso in the said act of March 4, 1921:
That any entryman- who has: resided upon and cultivated: the land embraced
In his entry for the period of timie required,; bylaw Qin order 'to: make commutation proof, may make proof, :and if the same is approved, further residence and
cultivation will not be required.

*

any entryman may submit .commiutation proof and thereafter com* plete the payments of Cpurchase .money, the same as may be' done
where three-year proof-is submitted.' This construction of the 'said
- proviso is the ~construction given toa;similar 'proviso found:in the
act of April 13, 1912 (37 Stat.,; 84), under which instructions were
.
.
* approvedWby the department May 4, I1912 (41 L.D 1:2).
(6), Eitryymen in defaultin the matte rrof-payments.-You will
promptly. serve notice on each enitryman who': is in arrears in the
: -matter
of payments that he must by:: June 30, 1921, make payment
of sums of principal due, without .interest, .or he must, by the date.
* stated, obtain an extension of, time for the payment of such sums.
You will in the notice to each entryman hold. his entry for canceliation because of -his defauLilt in the .matter stated, and provide that if
payment, either of principal-or of interest, is not made by June 30,
1921, -his
you will report
entry to lthis Ioffice for: cancellation. XThe
interest required asa, prerequisiteto the granting of an extension. of.
time 0for the Xpaymenti of any. installment which iis in arrears should
be calculated in the following manner Where the installment is one
year or less-in arrears, interest must be paid thereon for oneiyear;
the' installment is more than one year and two years or less in
ie0 :where
arrears, interest must be paid thereon for two years; where the installment is-more than two years and three years or less in arrears,
interest must be paid thereon for three years,. etc..
: (7)Payments which ereafter become dUe.-Hereafter entrymen
must make the required payments at the time such payments become dufe. If any entryman fails to make any required payment of'
principal when such payment becomes due, you will, by notice -to.
h;im, hold his: entry for cancellation .because 'of the default :andadvise him that in. the, event of 'his failure to make the-:payment, or
to apply for and secure an extension: of .time for, that purpose by
making proper payment of interest witliih 30 .days from' receipt of
the notic, ,you will report bis entry to this office for cancellation.
.

*

.

(8)

Entrymien entitled to 'creditfor military or naval servioe.-The.

instructions given herein should- be read in 'connection with departmental instructions of
9,1919, circular'
rJune No. 647; (47 L. D., 191),

4.SX~iA].
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as tto. installment payments required in connection with homestead
entries after a period of mil-itary. or navalservice.
WILLIAM SPRY:ommissioner.

Approved:
E~. C. FINNEY,
Fi:rst0 Aessistant Sicretary.

BRUNT v. FIELDS.
Decided -April 21, 1921:CONTEST-AFFTDAVIT-PBACTiTE-HOMESTEAD.
'Rule 3, Rules of Practice, requiring that the facts must betset forth in the
corroborating affidavit,;is complied with where the contestant alleges facts
which; if proven, warrant cancellation of the entry, and the corroborating
witness adopts those statements by alleging that, from his persohal knowledge-and observation, they are true.
D PARTMif'ENTAL DECIsioiv DiSTINGUISHED. ,Nemnich -v Colyar (47 L. D., 5), distinguished.
FINNEY, First Assistaht Secretar-y:

Fran6es4W. Bruntlhasls appealWd fromi a decision- of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated March 10, 1920, dismissing
!her contest against the homestead entry of William I. AFields, made
May '14, 191,' foriS4 NSE. ,ISec. 11, T1'3 N., IL 37 IW., 6th P. M.,'
Lincoln, nNebraskaa'land district.
Th'0e :contest, was 'initiated November 8, 1919, the charge being, in.
effect, that entryifan had neverf established residence on the land,
and that th edefault char~ged was not due to militarypor naval service.
-The affidavit was corroborated by two witnesses, who alleged that-f
they are acquainted with the tract described in the above affidavit, and know.
from personal knowledge and observation that the statements therein madesare
ttrue. 'That the'above described(land is rough pasture land; that said William
: lH..Fields has failed to establish his residence on said tract-within six months
from the .date of his said: entry; that said William H. Fields -has failed to
establish or maintain a residence on said tract from date iof entry up to; the
present ;time; that said W7illiam H. Fields. for more than, six months prior,
to the commencement of this proceeding has abandoned said tract; that the absence of 'said-Williami H. Fields from said land is not due toany miilitaryl:
service of any kind ;' that said William H. Fields is not in the military or naval
service of the United States.

-Enitryman was personally served with notice -of the contest within
-sten daysafter issuance of the6 notice, and peroof of suh service was

immf'ndiately filed. (No answer havingbeen filed within the time allowedky
'btheRules of Practice, the local officers recommended the
dcancellation ofthe entry.

f0-:t 0
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The Commissioner of the' General Land Office, in the decision'
appealed from, held that the affidavit was not properly corroborated,
and dismissed the contest, citing Nemnich v. Colyar (47 L. D.l, 5).
In the decision cited, the corroborating witness, one Bentz, before
the service of notice was complete, filed an affidavit in which the
alleged that he corroborated the contest affidavit without Inowing
what he was signing, and that the statements made therein were not
true. The affidavit concluded with aX " demand" that he be allowed
to withdraw his name as a Witness. The Department held (page 7):
When Bentz formally advised the local officers: that he had signed the corxroborating affidavit under a misconception of the statements made therein, and
that the allegations therein set forth were not true, they could do no less, in the
then state of the record, than to dismiss the contest. They were -without authority to allow him to proceed.- To notify the contestant of.their proposed
action and, to allow him to be heard would have been an idle proceeding, as
without amendment of the application to contest by the substitution of a proper
corroborating affidavit there was no proper foundation for the proceeding, and
such amendment could not have been allowed except -in the absence. of an intervening application to contest (Shugren et an. v. Dillman, 19 ,L. D., 453),
and the amendment would have required proceedings de novo.
:
m
The amendment of Rule 3 deprived the local offlcers of the discretion which
was formerly vested in them; regarding the acceptance of contest affidavits, and
the: doctrine announced in a long line of. cases from Houston v. Coyle (2 L.: D.,
585) to Bridges v. Bridges (27 L. D., 654), is no longetcontrollig.X

It needs no 'extended argument to demonstrate that the rule invoked:
in the case cited by the Commissioner was not applicable to the contest of Mrs. Brunt._ Her affidavit was corroborated .in the manner required byvRule of Practice 3, and entryman made no defense. ' No
reason is apparent why the entry involved should not be canceled.'The Department did, not intend, in Nemnfiich v. C6olyar, supra, to'
hold that a contest affidavit which was in any way corroborated
should, after its acceptance by the local officers, be subject to dis-i
missal except on motion of the defendants, timely interposed. As
:sta'ted in said decision prior to service of notice the withdrawal of the
corroboration impaired the sufficiency of the contest affidavit, and the
local officers were without authority 'to proceed. In Mrs.' Brunt's
,affidavit, the corroborating witnesses stated they had personal knowledge of the statements made by the contestant, and that the statIe
ments made by her were true.'
In Gilbert; v. Yallier (47 L. D.,; 337), the Department held thatwhere the corroborating: witness alleges that he has personal knowledge of the facts alleged in the affidavit of the contestant, and that
"the statements therein made are true," such facts need not be repeated, if the witness sets forth a statement of how and why he knows
'the statements to be true. Said decision distinguished the departmental decisions in Preskey v. Swanson (46 L. P., 215) andBolton
'v. Inman (46 L. D., 234), and held that even if the affidavit of Gil-,
,
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* bert had not been properly corroborated, a motion. to dismissis not filed
concurrently..with the answer by wvhiclh issue was joined, comes too
: -: flate.S:05
Q .; ': 0 0:0.0l;' 00- :; 0:00 P
I
Upon mature consideration, the Department is of opinion that if a
contestant alleges§ facts which, if proven,'would warrant the cancella: tion of the entry attacked, and the corroborating witness alleges, from.
personal knowledge and observation, that the statements made by the
* contestant alie true, thus adopting those statements, the. requirement
:'6f Rule 3 that" th'ese facts must be set forth in his ,affidavit " is com-

:plied with>0

-
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;

The decision appealed from is reversed, and the entry will be
canceled.

.

-

BERT~ SCOTT.
-Decided April21, 1921.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RECAMATION-E5STABISJHMENT OF FARM UNITrPREnEcREx.e
]RIGHT.

-

.

Under the act of June 25, 1910, as subsequently amended, lands reserved for
irrigation purposes are not subject to settlernent or entry until the Secre-0
tary
~of theWInterior shall have established the unit of acreage per entry
and announced that water is ready to-be delivered, and no exception to
the rule can be made in favor of an applicant who seeks to make an additional entry of such lands in the&exercise of a preference right acquired by
contest.

;

DEPARTMENTAL DECIsIoN DISTINOGIISHED-REGUIATION DECLARED OBsoLETn.
The case of. Henry W. Williamson (38 L. D., 233), distinguished, and section
'024tof the regulations of May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 385,8 90), declared obsolete
1
and inoperative.

FINNEY, First Assistant secretary:

Bert Scott has -appealed from a -decision of the Commissioner

-of th

G eneral Iand Office dated October 9, 1920, rejecting his ap-

-plication filed February 13, 1920, to make an :additional homestead
entry under the provisions of the act of; April 28, 1904 (33
- Stat.,
* 527), for the W. i-NE. j, Sec. 1S, T. 22 N., 1R. 56 W., 6th P. M.,
Alliance land district,; Nebraska, contiguous to: his original.entry
07177 made April 30, 1908, for the E. j NE. 1., said Sec. 18, subjectto the provisions of the reclamationi act of June- it 49026 (32 Stat.,
388);---upon which final proof was -duly submitted §howing com:pleted compliance-With the ordinary provisions: of the homestead
law, and0accepted by the Commissioner March 2, 1913.
' f00 0 The' decision appealed from found and held that no :farm unit
plat- had been approved and no public notice issued fixing the
7water tight charges and the date when
'water would '0be'
available
-.

"See Circular No. 756, approved May 16, 1921 (48 L.- D., 113)..-, -~.
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for the land and :that* while Scott had ~earned6a' ontestant's prefer-.
ence right to: enter the land under the 'provisions of the act of May
-f14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140) he 'was barred from exercising that right
because of the. provisions of section 5 of the act of June 25, -1910
(36 Stat., -835), as iamended byvact of February 18, 1911 (36 'Stat.,:1
917), and section'10 of the aetof iugust 13,
S 914' (38 Stat.,' 686).
As so amended this section in so far as'pertinent now provides:
That no entry shall-beWhereafter made and no entryman shall be pemitted to
go upon lands reserved rfor irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the' In:terior shall have established the unit of acreage per entry, and water is, ready
to be delivered for the land in such unit or some part thereof and such fact has
been announced by the Secretary of the Interior.

It appears that by- order of February 11, 1903, all of sectionh18 was'
withdrawn under the~second form of withdrawal authorized by. the-'

*

reclamation act. By order of October 10, 1908, the withdrawal was
*

changed to one under the firstl for-m. By order of July 2, 1913, the
W. i NE. j said- section was restored, but -was afterwards again with-.
drawn under the second form :on December 20, 1913, and remains so,
withdrawn. It further appearsjthat Scott filed his contest :June 20,
:1907,against homestead entry 05683 of William Ferguson made July
24,1905, for the said W; 1 NE I- ,Sec. 8, and as a resultt thereof
following departmental decision of April 21, 1910, unreported the
;said entryfwas canceled August 31, 1910. .Apparently thberegister and
: receiver advised Scott at that time that inasmuch as the land was
-embracedlin a first form withdrawal it-:was not subject to entry.
The existing rule as toathe exer'cise of a'preferred right in suph
cases, assuming proper qualifications, fiis' contained .in section -29 of
regulations of May 18, 1916 (45 L. ID., 385, 391),. which reads in part
as-follows::
Should the land embraced in the contested entry be within a first-form with:drawal at time of successful terminination of the contest the preferred riglit may
prove:' futile;j,'for it can not be exercised 'as 0long 0as the land remains so with-

*.

drawii, but should the lands involved be restored. to the public domain ord a farm-.
unit'plat be approved for the lands and announcement made that, water is ready
to be delivered, the preference right may be exercised at any time within 30 days
from notice of the restoration or the establishment oftfarm units. Should the
00: land
be' within 'a second-form withdrawal, the successful contestant can not
0
allowed to exercise his preference right 'of entry ptior to the time whbfi the Secretary shall haV6e'stablished the ubit. of acreage 'and announced 'the fact that
:..water is ready to be delivered'to the land in said farm--unit or some part tiereof,
but0 when the farm. unit; is established and wvater- available as stated, he may:
make entry under the' terms of the reclamation law.. If, however, the land at'
any time be released from' all forms of withdrawal, he may enter as in other
casesmade and provided.

Formerly, land embr'aced in second-form. wvith'drawal 'could' be
:ehtered ubjectto the reclamation act even though- farm tnitslbad
not been established but since Juhe 25, 1910, such l
dre not subands
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ject to entry.ekcep't as provided by the act of ,that, date and amendatory acts above cited.- Prior to the date, of the said act- of June 25;
1910, the Department had occasion to consider the question whether
a person holding an original homestead entry 'for less than 160( acres:
eould be permitted to make' additional homestead 6intry for land embraced in' second-form :withdrawal -where farm units 'had not been
6established, and it was held that sucii additional eentry was allowable.
R
:Henryl. W*. Williaamson (38 L. D., 233.). Instructions based on that
decision were issued and have been continued without due regard to
the force andeffect of the act of June 25, 1910, and the acts- amendatory theri6-f, supi'a, and are found in section 24 of- the regulationsy of
MayV 18,1916,. supra.: The.Williamson decision, whilei fully. war-ranted under then existing law, is no longer applicable, in view of
later specific provisions of statutes prohibiting 'entries of lands such,.
as those' under Consideration, and the'said instructions issued there-:
under are obsolete and inoperative. They will be0formally revoked
by separate order.
One- pOiit 'argued in support :of the appeal is that the applicaiit
.0could have made the.additional entry if..ihe had been notified of.the
restoratio'n of July 2, 1913. But such is not the case. :A person who
has made homestead entry for .any area withifn --a' reclamation project
cean
make
notTan additional entry for lands outside a project. 'See
section 23 o'f regulationsgof 'FeFbruary 6, 1913 (42 -L P., 349, 369),
supra.
i
and section 23 of regulations of May 18,1916,
can not be allowed
application
It is further-suggested'that if the
as an'additional entry that it be considered and allowed by way of
amendment of. the original entry. Such action would be objection-.able as in eontravention of thel'aw above cited -to the same ext1nt as
if the clairm'were allowed as an additional entry.
The'decisionuappealed from is affirmed.
-There is ; -with the record an application by Willihafi Ferguson for,
reinstatement of, his said canceled entry. 'However, his claim was
fully settled by the contest and the- case can not at this late day be
reopened; especially in view of the suspended preference right of,,:
,Scott.,:Thlefapp~lidcation'for reinstatementis accordingly denied.

:iMAXWELL AND SANGRE lDE CRISTOX LAND GRANTS
(ONPETITION).
Decided April 23, 1921.
SURVEY-MEXICAN LAND GANT-BOrINDAEIEs.
In the interpretation of a patent for a Mexican private land grant, in which
a mountain range is designated as one: of- the boundaries, the 'rule will be
applied thdt where a' call is fron One point in'a conltiluous object naturalE;
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or artificial, to another.point in the same object, the line between and
connecting jthe two points follows the sinuosities of such- object, rather than.
a straight line connecting those points.
SuRvEY-MEXICAN LAND GRANT-BoUNDARIEs.

i 0;'The
;X

* -:

;

call for courses -and distances of a protracted Government survey made.
subsequent to a Mexican. private land grant, which is at variance with the
sinuosities of a mountainrange described in the patent as one of the
boundaries of the grant, must yield, in case of doubt, to the superior call
i for the natural monuments ieferred to as constituting the boundary of the
claim.,

DEPARTMENTAL DECISION MODIFIED.
*0:

C:::Decision

:

in case of Maxwell and Sangre De Cristo Land Grants (46 L. D.,

301), modified.

.FINNrEy First Assistant Sec'retary:

This case came before the- Department on appeal from- a ruling
made by the 'Commissioner of. the_ General Land Office under: date of
April 3, 1917, in respect to the eastern boundary of the Sangre de
Cristo Grant, and the western boundary of the -Beaubien and Miranda,
.
or Maxwell Land Grant.
The origin and nature of the Maxwell Grant are set forth in: a,
decision by the Supreme Court in the Maxwell Land Grant Case
*l00042
(121 U. -S., 325). Also a description of the Sangre de Cris o Grant is
:contained in the case of- Tameling v. United States Freehold and
*
Emigration Company (93 U. S., 644).
The Maxwell grant lies in the southbernpart of Colorado and thenorthern part of New Mexico.: It was initiated January 8, -1841, by
petition of Charles Beaubien and Gaudalupe Miranda to' the Mexican
Governor for a tract of land described: by metes and bounds, the
northwest corner of which was the- " top of the Vmountain which:
'divides the waters of the rivers running towards the east from those
theline of said
thenee following
towards the west, andfrom
running.
w
.
S~~~~~~~~~
rn
mountain in a 'southerly, direction to the' southwest corner. That
:petition was :granted 'by the Governor. 'Juridical possession was
'given, and the lands marked by the Alcalde in accordance with'the'
Mexican laws and 'customs. Monuments:- were established at the,
northwest and'southwest corner's, and these points are not in dispute.
These two claims were confirmed by Congress in-the act of June21,
1860 (12 Stat., 71),. 'the Maxwell Grant being numbered '15, and the.
other being numbered. 14 in the act.
The said confirmatory act of Congress was based upon a Frepport
made by the sureyeor general, 'who. heard testimony respecting the
claims'. 'Patent was issued- upon the; Maxwell Grant May 19, 1879.
The patent referred to the' act .authorizing the surveyor general to
pass upon claims of this character, and recited injfull hiss'report to
CQongress on this grant. . Reference was also made to. the confirmatory
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act above mentioned. ..Also the full descriptive notes. of the surveyor
W-lho surveyed the grant are contained in thet patent. Said description for the northwest corner:of .the, grant recites that that corner
was monumentedat a point on top of.pthe. mountain which divides the;
* waters flowing east. from1 those Iflowing west, the same being at the
place: where the Alcalde in giving juridical possession. to: said grant,
ieriected the fourth mound; ":Thence' from Vsaid northwest corner-on a
* line established' alQog the Vsuinit of said mountain. range. by.triangulating from peak to peak of. said mountain range on- the following -courses and distances."
Then follow, courses and. distances to
peaks, 17 in number, with straight: lines between 'thpmjto. the*south,.
west corner.
The Sangre. de Cristo' Grant lies to the west -of fthe Maxwell Grant,
and its eastern boundary is described as being from a- point-on the
mountain ":thence along' said mountain, southeast. to -a point established on the top of the said mountain; thence'south to the boundary
of the lands of Miranda and:Beanbien;.thence along said boundary
to'.a point one league south of the Rio Costilla." According to: the
respective grants they have; a common, boundary for a. distance 'of.
about 25 :miles. The Maxwell Grant extends on, south 25 or 30. miles
further, and is' bounded on the west, as to that portion, by the Carson
National Forest.' It ap pears, that 'the official maps show th itwo
grants to conflict or overlap to 'some extent, and also that a hiatus:
at another point exists between them.
The case now before the Department arose on an, application in
behalf of 'the 'claimants under the two grants and request for a definition: of the boundaries in question.
is represented' that the
grant claimants, owing tothe: uncertainty of their boundaries, are
annoyed by prospective claimants, and it0 is suggested, that, the difficulty would be avoided if instructions were given to the local, land
officers to the effect that the true west boundary of the Maxwell Grant
'
is the summit of the mount in range from the northwestto the soiith
west corners, and that, dentries upon lands situated to. the, east of such
summit should 'not be allowed; also that such instructlons should be
ssioner of the
cpmmunicated to the Forest Service and to the.C
public lands of the State. of, ,Ne-w Mexico;. furthermore- that were
any townships abutting upon the Maxwell Grant to ithe west are to
be
be sectionized by the, Governmient, the su veyor general- ld
instructed that the isunmmit of the 'imountail ranige must be-`correctly
located and shown upon the plat aindmust:be regarded as the eastern, -Z;
:limit of thepublic laids in. that region to the northward of the swouthwest -corner of the, grant.
t
The Commissioner, in his ruling upon that petition, held that hilev
the patent to the grant is outstanding the LandDeppartment is without

-'
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authority td change iormodify the lines,'of survey as laid- downin the
patent, and citation of-: authorities in support of that doctrine was
given. 'It 'was, therefore, -held that so far'as the application contemothe ,Maxwell Grant, as
Iplated any modification of*the' boundaries of
set- forth in the patent, such proposition could not be entertained, but
it'was'stated' that the Department lhisauthority-to' ascertain the true
limit of its o'n lafids, and in thus defining them it'would be necessary
to mark-upon the-ground the boundary line between the private lands
:and tlie public lands.: It was further stated. that steps would be takehn
looking- to the identification of the line upon -the; e-astern boundary of ,
'theCarson- National Forest in accordance with the boundary of the
grant as set forth in the patent, that is, according to the courses and.
distances given byfthe survey-or for the western: line of the grant, and
not accordingS to the actual watershed.- Where, according to the'language of' the 0grants, the boundaries should be coincident, it was-held'
that the rectification of any'alleged errors in such surveys should not

be'undertaken.
*B' decisionof Dcember 4, 1918 (46 L. 'D.,301), the Department
-on appeal affirmed the .action of the Commissioner, an niotionufor
rehearing-was deiied May 3, 1918. A 'petition was then filed-askinig
'for 'the privilege of presenting oral argument and for reconsideration
of the case under the su pervisory authority of the Secretary0 ral arjgument- has' been heard' and the case has received further
consideration in the light thereoftand in connection with the written
petition and'the entire record.
iThe pointow' presented1'fdr attention is'that the claimants are not
for r'ctification of the old survey and' patent,- but for interpreasking
tation of' Same which will give' controllingX weight to that. call' in' the
grant, survey and patent which,l it is claimed, is the superior one, viz.,
the summit of the mou-ntain. 'In other words, it is urged that the triiangulated courses and- distances purporting to define the ridgei orsu.lmmitt of the-imountain should be rejected when in conflict with the
-.more certain call' for a well 'known natural' object which is fixed'f and
easily identied.
'The f ormenr decision ionceded that thie'usual 'rule accords' superior
weight 'to-the calls for natural monuments but h'eld that 'said 'rule-does
not applY when the lines were not actually run but, were laid down
by protraction-, citing the case of Bryant v. Strunk (151 S.- W., 381)'.
It wasf accordingly held that 'the courses- andd distances of -,the original
survey would be followed for' reestablishment of the western boiuidary of -the Maxwell Grant except as to that portion of the line where
the two grants should be cotermin'ous;: -and as' to the latterf part it
was said that the Land Department may 'well reLognize that no public
the two grants, ,le'aving the matter of exact loca-'
la.'1 exists:between
'
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tion of the line tio -be settled by- agreement between -the .parties. It
;will thus be _obser1ved t-hat the call for. the adjacutnt grant was aliowed
,to Xcontrol, ,:the calls -for course and distance as -to, the .northern 25
miles of the. western line of the Maxwell: Grant boundary.: In thus
yielding as to that, portioni, and departing fromn the rule applied to'
r ff the line- the.: su'rveying difficulties are augmeinted
:the .=remaindei
it;- appears that the parties have agreed betwven themselves. t,
t- 0;for
reogni ze the -summit of .the mountain as the; common- boundary,
whereas the, triangulated- line of- the Maxwell Gant does iot, according to present showing, reach the-,ummit at the point- of 'the-south
juqture of thetwo grants. Hence, there is no continuous line of the
Maxwell west boundary under, the- conditions .of the prior. decision,:
and the brealk or hiatus qc ",be men'ded or closed only -by adopting,:
one of two alternatives, viz., either by continuing to follow the summentione, ,-or' byarbitrarily running; :a closing
mit from -the
line -from that. point .on- the, summit -to the triangulated, line by the,
shortest- distance., It wqould be difficult to justify the: latte; in view of
the terms of.the.grant and the call in-the patent for the summit as the
the northwest and southwest, corners.. Todo .so ,would
line between
be to adopt al arbitrary and even an uncalled for, line in opposition
'the
to imost promi~nent call in thle instrumentis. Furthermore, upon
$fk;
-reconsideration of this matter. I am.strohgly imptressed withthe con,-

-

-

-,point

-

-

.tention that the call- for~ the; summit shouldi be preferred to- the callscouir'ses and distances purpotrting to delineate the summit.;1 find
>:L::tfor
;
much persuasive authority to supporrt that view.
JIn the case of Davis v. Commonwealth Land and Lumber Co., et
al. (141 Fed., 711), it was held that both course. and distance. should:
yield to the call for two -cornerson-the top of Cumberland'Mountain:,
should follow the meanders- ofthe:
between
ithemand that- the- lie
crest and not run in a straight line following the give'ncourse. 1n
that connection it was said thatjif a call is from one point in a con:
0 Sme
us, object, natural or. artificial to anoter'point in
t
object, the line'between and connecting the- two points folloWs the
sinuosities of-sucrh objectU, if any. Itwas also said to be well setted- S fthie mere,.fact of calls for coufrses and distances- between such
that
.'withte
points on.a ctinous obj~ct, which , do not correspond
,t..,,2,.. .i
,S
'.
.
.'
', -', .
;E,, ' I, cii,'I
g .,
S .~~.,
sinuosities or meanders ,ofthe contiudus 6bject, is' not sufiilent of
athat
the, two
itself to: showi that it was the intentibon of the partes
corners should not, beDconnected by -a le, followieg su.h sinuosities
C: . or'-meanders.; t Numerous decisions were ' cited in support thereof.
In 'Nesom iv. Pryor (7 Wheat. 7, 10), Chief 'Justice Marshall,
;0
ew
sal.l;:,
said:
-

The most material. and mostf, certain calls shall control those wbhcbh are' less
-as known:
,ariaver,-a
material and, less certain. Acall for a natural obA~ect,
stream,: a spring, or even a 'marlked tree, shall6`ontrer both couise aed distance.
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of Watkins v. King

(1180 Fed., 524,536), and the court used the following language:-

*

It is quite well established, and is now, we think, the universal rule, that
a 'call for a -natural object, such 'as a river, a creek, the mouth of a stream, al :
hill, :a dividing ridge between designated localities, a marked tree,.shall con-.
.. trol both course and distance. The rreason for such a rule is quite apparent..,The natural monuments referred to are objects indicating the.boundary of the
land, are generally easily'found, and are, with few0exceptions, indestructible.
Course and distance are usually: descriptive of the designated monuments, depending for their accuracy upon the skill and experience of the surveyor.

In the instant case we have the northwest and southwest corners
of -the' grant, located by undisputed monuments, and surely the most.

*

certain' and reliable call for the line between these two points; is, " the
summit :of the mountain." The line, was not actually run upon the
0ground.>' C
£ertain courses and: distances, obtained by triangulation,were given, but these are merely d-escriptive of the more certain call.
Their purpose only'serves to furnish a general outline of dthe; sum ;'
mit and not to define it with exactness. 'The language of the court
-in the case of Higueras v. United States (5 Wall., 827',- 835), is peculiarly applicable to surveys of this character. 'The court said':
Measurements of distances and the direction-of lines in reference to the
points of the compass' mentioned in a deed, may be made a-part of the description of the 'premises intended to:be granted, and in some cases, where the lines
' are so- short 'as evidently to be. suseeptible of entire' accuracy in their measurement, and are defined in such a manner as to indicate aan exercise of care in describing, the premises, such a description is regarded with. great confidence as
a imeans of ascertaining 'what is intended to be conveyed. .But ordinarily surveys are so loosely made, and so liable to be inaccurate, especially'when made
in rough or uneven land or forests, 'that the' courses and distances given in the'

instrument are regarded as more or less uncertain, and always give place, in
questions of doubt ,or discrepancy, to known monuments and boundaries referred to as identifying the land. Such .monuments may be either natural or
'artificial objects, such as rivers,, streams, springs, stakes, 'marked trees, fences,
or buildings.In a letter to the surveyor general of New Mexico,' under date of
fMarch 29, 1910, the Acting Commissioner of the General Land Office 'stated ;that under the terms of the original grants by the. Spanish, Governor the Sangire de Cristo and the Maxwell Grants- have
been decidedieach to extend to6the summit' of the 'SierraMadre Divide, and that the fact of their having a common boundary must
exclude' the theory .of public land'existing between then. He ref
Maxwell Grani,
:ferred to the manner in which th #westline 'the
::. :was;'surveyed, saying that' the surveyor,_ by a mere traverse line,
"nd peaks and decided from' afar-off
courses at certain
took sights'
that they were points on - the actual watershed line of 'the i Sierra.
Madre Divide ; that from this-traverse 'line' the several peaks were.
located -by tringulation' and" thus connected by 'a line of several
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very :long.courses; that said line had been*:delineated in' the records-0
for the lack of any other, but it can not. longer be regarded as the
legal boundary because it unquestionably must deviate, perhaps entire]y, from, the actual watershed 'of. the range, thus clearly recog-.
nizing the summit of the mountain as the true boundary of the respective grants.
The Department agrees with, the Commissioner that inasmuch as
the two grants are coincident as to a portion of the distance, there
can be no public lands between them, and therefore there is no authority for -resurveying or marking the line as to this portion. But
rn'surveying the public lands which may exist adjacent to the west0 line of the Maxwell. Grant below the point where it is: bounded by,
the Sangre de Christo Grant, it will be necessary to mark the line
in order to define the extent of the public lands.
As mentioned in the former decision on appeal, it appears that
T.'25 N., H. 15 E., N. M. PM., at the southern extremity of the
west boundary of the grant has been surveyed and -the lands which
were returned as public have been certified to the IState, and are no
lo~nger.within'the jurisdiction- of the Land Department. Hence, the
Department can have no further occasion for surveying the lands
' in that township.;: The remainder of the line is bounded. by the Car--:son National Forest on the west, and no. immediate necessity for
survey in that region has been brought to: my attention. However,
should occasi on arise for survey of .any public land adj-acent to the
line in question ,the summit of the mountain will be recognized as
the western boundary of -the grant.
7 '
In': the Bryant-Strunk
su', acase,
the court refused to honor the
call in the survey for connection with certain other :surveys in the,
vicinity which -would not be reached by the courses- and distances
given, and which 'if recognized would add five times to .the area:
called ,for in the. patent there under consideration and entirely
change the general .shape of' the;tract as shown by the plat. The
court concluded from all of the facts that the surveyor simply made
a mistake in calling for the lines of the other surveys, and that the'
case was one for exception to the general rule that the calls for
established- objects must: be preferred 'to calls for_courses and distances. In that case the designated objects were not reached at all
by actual survey 'and the- surrounding facts showed that if: actual:
survey had-beenf made they could not have been reached except by
the grossest so'rt of error. In this case the designated natural,. continuous and prominent, object was 'not only reached at the beginning
and at the -end of the line, but was :crossed in a number of instances.
The two cases are upon close fanalysis found to0beessentially dissimilar.
The former action is modified as indicated herein.
.
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Decided April 23, 1921.e
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!SOLDIERS' ADDITIoT9AT-SVBsEQUENT WITHDRAWAL.

'An Executive-withdrawal under authority' of the act of 'June 25, 1910dbes
:* '; ':not affect a prior valid application to make.a soldiers' additional entry',
* provided that theapplicant has coihplied' with all applicalble laws and'departmental regulations.
..

First Assistant Secretary:
On July 17',1918, at the Carson City, Nevada; land office, Donald .:
'Wheeler' applied 'to make entry under section 2306, Revised Statutes,
i
Sec.' 24;T. '41 N., R; 26' E, M. 'D. M., based upon
for N
thassignment o6f 40 acres of the right of Edward Thompson, who
served in Company E ,20th Regiment', United States" Colored Infantry, from- December 31, 1863, to Qctober 7, 1865, wh'en he as honI
orably discharged, -ad who,' 'on May 25; 1874, made homestead entry
at' the Jacklson, Mississippi, lanc office for 40 acres of public land,
wvich entry -Was afterwards cancekd on relinquishment.
By .decision- dated April' 20, '1920, iM *hich'he cited the departmental decision !in'thecase of Josephine C. Woolson (40 L. D., 235);'
the' Coommissioner' of the General ILand Offic' rej ected'th' applicationt~
for the reason 'that'the tract ap'pliedjfor had been included in Public'
Water"Reserve ANo. 70' by Executive order of March 8, 1920, ilnder
authority' of'the act of'June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847). Appliicant has
FINNEY,

appealed.

In Leonard 2. Lennox (181 Fed.,..760), the Circult Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, in discussing a' soldiers'a
dditional application
-which was'not suLpported by a showing that the landc wasnot salime,
held;(page' 763):
To entitle one to a patent it is essential, among .other things, that. he comply
-: 0 with:
allf the requirements of the statute under which he seeks the title:and the
authoritative regulations of the-Land Department thereunder.

The Supreme Court of the United States in" Payne v. Cent'ral Pacifi Railway Company' (255 U. S., -), a suit ft 'enjoin the Land
Department from canceling a selection of indemnity lands under a'
railroad land'grant, decided February 28, 192, held:
'As before shown, 'this indemnity selection was made in full compliance,
with' the directions promulgated by the Secretary. was of lands subject .to
selection, and was based on-actual iosses in the place liniits adequate to sus-.'.tami it. '6Theraili'oad
theni had been constructecd and equipped as' required by
'the 'granting "act and nothing. 0remained to 'be. done 'by the grantee or its successor to fulfil the' conditions of the grant' and perfect the right to -patent.
a
.The rule applicable.in such a situation is that "a person who, complies with
all the requisites necessary to: entitle him to a patent' for a particular lot for
tract is to tbe regarded as the equitable owner thereof.": 'Virth v. Branison-s.
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IS. S,428, 432.
98 U. S., 118, 121; Benson. Mining Co. v. Alta Mining Co.,, 145 T.
This rule has been applied and -enforced where the Secretary through anferror
of law declined to. approve and give effect to lawful selections and certified the
for the use of another claimant-the court s'aying that the Secretary
l 0Iands
could not thus deprive the selecting company of trights which- became vested'
by -its selection of those lands." -St. Paul & ASionxi Citi 1R.JR. Co. v.; Wione d
-ISt. Peter R. R. Co.,_112 U. S., 720.
The act under wvhich the subsequent power-site :withdrawal was made is
confined -to "public lands," ta term uniformly regarded as not ineluding lands
to which rights ?hav6e attached and-become veste~d through full* compliance
with an applicable land law.. NewhaU v. Senger, 92 U. S., 761, 763; Minnesota
nited States v.- Hem r, 241 U. S., 379,
V.i fitChcoC7, 0185 U. S., 373,. 391;
385-386. Besides, to apply the act to the lands in question, lawfully earned
and -selected- as they were, would work such, an- interference with private
-WTilcox
rights as plainly to:require that it be construed as not including thn.
v. Jackson, 13 Pet., 498, 513; Lytle v. Arkansas, 9 wHow., 314 833 335; Sinskin
Fund Cases, 99 U. S., 700, 718-719; United States v. JinsFuey'Moy, 241 U. S.,
394,-400.

The foregoing decision was cited in the decision of -the Supreme
Court of the United--States- rendered March t-, 1921 in -Payne v
ientsool), involving an
State of -New Mexico (25.5 U.
the-LandDe-_
of
officers
the
'thatheld
was
it
wherein
land selection,
existing when
conditions
to
the
effect
to
give
partment were, required
the selection was made, annd that, if it -werevalid then, they were not
atliberty to .disapprove: or-cancel, it. by; reason of the subsequentf
:chanige in the status of thebase tract.Further:
-.

provision under which the selection- was made- was -one inviting
-3.By.it, Congress said iin -substance to the
State: If you will waive or surrender -your titled tract -in the reservation, you:
:-C2
Vmay :select and take-in lieu' of it a tract of like area from the unappropriated
*;::

*0;

* 0The

and proposing an exchange:of lands.

non-mineral public lands. outside the reservation. Acceptance -of such a proposal and compliance-Vith its terms: confer a vested right- in- the :selected land
which the land officers cannot lawfully caneel or disregard.- :-In this respect the
provision under'which the State proceeded does not differ from other land laws
which offer a conveyance of- the title to those who accept. and fully comply with
.
. .
their terms.
In the brief for the officers it is: frankly, and rightly conceded to be well settled'that ¶" a claimant to public land-who has done' ali that' is required undet'
the law to- perfect his claim acquires rights, against the -Government. and thathis right to a legal title is to-be determined as of-that ;time"',; and also that this
rule "is based upon the theory that by virtue of his compliance with the ,requirements he has an equitable title to the land; that inequity it is his and.the
-*
Government holds it in trust for him." *

The latter.decision cited with, approval the departmental decision
in the case -of Gideon F. McDonald (30L. D., 124), involving a forest
lieu selection, wherein it was held that after the selector had fully
complied with the terms, on. which the Govermnent had declared its
W-illingness to. be bound, no act of either. the executive: or, legislative
branch of the Government could divest him of the right-thereby-acquired. :
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The applicant, Wheeler, long prior to the withdrawal of the tract
involIved, had complied with all'the requirements of law and the de<0 'partmentalregulations. The. soldier-entryman, Thompson, had
earned.the right to make entry for approximately 120 acres of vacant
public land. and, such right, not having been exercised by him, was
assignable by his widow. After .the assignment of'the right, and its
location on land subject to entry and the compliance by the applicant
"with, all the requirements of law and, the departmental regulations,
the tract ceased.to be public land within the meaning of:the act of
June 25, 1910, 'suprca,as construed in Payne v. Central Pacific Raiil
way Company,- s
aprdAXccordingly,
0
0the 0decision appealed from is reversed and the case
remanded. The application will bedisposed of on its merits, un*

alected by the withdrawal of the land.

Y-_

PREFERENCE RIGHT TO PROSPECTING PERMITS1 UNDER SECTION
19 OF THE ACT.OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920-REGULATIONS RELA: T-IVE TO LIMITATION AS TO ACREAGE MODIFIED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT -OF THE INTERIOR,

-vas:kington, D.. (.,April
TiF CoMMIsSIONER OF THE

,-99M1.

GENERAL LAND: OFFICE:'

Section 19 of the act of February:2;, 1920 (41< Stat., 437), gives to
0000hcertain persons who had located or acquired'placer mining claims and
who are able to meet other requirements imposedin ithe law , a preference right to prospecting permitsupon such locations "upon the same
terms. and conditions, 'and limitations -as to 'acreage, as other permits
provided'for in this'act."'

The limitation as to acreag e which'may be included in'a single permit is found in section 13, 2,560 acres. There is no limitation in sec-:
tion 19 as to the number of permits which may be obtainedi by a
qualified person' or persons who held the -placer imining claims and
areableto meet the conditions of the act.
As L'an

administrative matter' and in harmony with the evilent

intent of the act to avoid monopoly, a regulation -was embodied in the'
oil and gas regulations of Qctober 29, 1920, page-37, to the effect that
qualified assignees since October'1, 1919, may secure-preference-right
permits,"' but, no such transferee will be permitted' to hold permits.
exceeding 2,560 acres for such- lands in the same geological structure,'.
nor more than three times that areamin the sam'e State."
While the 'intent of the act is to prevent monopoly, its primary
purpose was' to encourage prospecting for and development of :the oil

i0A&48]
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and gas resources 'of the. United States. -:'In localities remote from
transportation,. refineries, pipe lines, and sources of supply,. it may be
difficult to secure the exploration of va wild-at territory if the person
or corporation .conductingf the exploration andedevelopment is' limited
to a-maximum of'2,560 acres. Moreover, as stated above, sectioni19 is
':a remedial section, designed .to take care of equitable claims of those,
. who had initiated' claims under the placer mining; laws prior to withdrawals or prior to the repeal of the ,general mining..las asyap-plicable:.to. oil and .gas deposits,. and consequently no limitation :was
*.made in tlhestatute as toithelnumber of such:locations 'which-imight be
surrendered andimade the basis of prospecting permits. The limita*tion aDbove quoted is. one, of regulation and expediency .and- not
. of
statute. Terefore, having in mind, the purpose of the act andI the'
scope of section .19,jit is held, that'fordevelopment purposes, assignmjents of prospecting .permits secured under section 19 of' the act, to'
a0.qualified individual, corporation, or association outside prodUcig
oil and .gas. fields' and. in -localities .without transportation facilities,
refineries, .pipe lines, .or neartby sources of .supply, for
9notexceed
five such permits in: a State and near enough to each other for' common 'development, whether contiguous, or noncontiguous, may be presented for the consideration of the Secretary of the Interior, and his
approval if he shall find same to be in the public inte rest.
To the; extent of .its.conflict with thei foregoing, -said .iegulation
under section 19 of theact of February 25, 1920, ismodified.(
ALBERT B. SecretAry.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ORDER MODIFYING THE ADMINISTRATIVE

RULING OF JULY 15, 1914, IN SO FAR AS&INCONFICGT WITH:CERTAIN CITED COURT DECISIONS-CONFLICTING -DEPARTMENTA
P
DECISIONS OVERRULED.

OF THE INTERIOR.
.W-..hington, D. C., A prW23, 1921.
The- Supreme. Coirt of the'Unite'd'States .in Payne -'. Cen tral
Pacific Railway Company, onf February 28,0 1921, decided -'that 'the
railroad indemnity selection there involved should be disposed& of
"on its, merits unaffected by' the" withdrawal" of the land made
after perfection of the selection .for a. water- power site lunder the act
'of June .25, 1910 (36 Stat., 84O)., On March 7, 1921, in the case of
Payne v. 1New Mexico the court concluded that the Land Department
should dispose of thej State's school land indemnity selection "in
regular'courseeunaffected 'by' theeicmin ation of the base tract from
the reservation 'for forestiy purposes after -the completion of the
DEPARTMENT

; 2403 -VoL48--1-':

-
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sel'ection. .In1 ;thle case of .Pavne .v.i-U~nited States. ew. reZ. .NOewton,
March 14,- 1921,. the court referred "to
o thejdePartnietal'instruc.;tions issud April 25, 1914 (43 'L. ,D1, 294), and saidThe Secretary stated that theb'lapse of two ye'ars afer' the iSsue off the
*t::; - : reei'ver's'receipt' '"willbar a contest or protest-based-upon any' chre 'whatsoever.,' save' where. the proceeding is sustained by some speial statutory pro-

'

;In Wyoming
m
'v. ;United' States, decided on March 28, 1921, the;t
court held that-'the conditions obtaining 'afthe
date of:the cpleted
h*school landi indemnity selection, with respect to thei charatert 'f the
. land; ~whether l'kown 'oil believed to -be mineral, were controlling' and:
that-the Land Department was' without authority. to cancel the selec-'
' .tio on the ground th the. selected, land'was subsequently
hinuded
*00000'-/

- in

a-petroleum- withdrawal'and proven toibe'niiral laniid.

The Addministrative R-uling of-Jul

,15, 1914i(43 L.D.7

293)"Lis

'not 'in; harmnony with, said court -decisions. and 'in so far as'.said
'ruling is ineon'fict' there with the' same'is hereby modified to confdrm
to the .holdings'of 'the icourt.'0 All departmenta1:decisions 'basedon
s-aid ruling ,whieh are not' in harmony' with those decisions among
whi-chare. State o California et'all (44L. D., 118);State' of Cali:4fornia et al. (44 Li 1D., 468) ; State of Utah (45 -L. D;,' 551) ; and State
of Nevw Mexico (46 L. D., 217),' are hereby overruled.
- The future adjudication of cases coitrolled'by the dccisiont men-6
tioned will-be in'harmionywith th eprinciples announced in those
-0:t
f-jVdecisidns. 0 X
-0
Vd0a0
0t Xf
0:
00;-0
"`-This 'order will not affect the disposition of the question of the
mineral character of land claimed under the railroad land grants, either within the place or the indemnity -limits, or underthe swamp
>n t grants-', The wel' established practie', d jpuoediii_ 'o+w' pre'vailing 'as to such lad's -ill -'ontinue' 'toq'be,' f6*Oll;d`
ALBET

B.

FALL,

0 IL' FROSPECTINGft
xPEIiI -REVOCATION 0F REGULATION GOYERNING APPLICATIONS FILED UNDER SECTION13 OF TE ACT

F0,FEBRUAR Y25,.1920.

.INSTRUCTiONS.
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:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
'

'THE

Was~kliiqgton, D. 'C;

pil ~i3,"i9931

COMAXISSIONER OF THE GGENERAL LAND OFFICE:'

]3nasedpon kulingsof the Secretary of the Intior, the reg. lations ,
on0erning oii d gas permits and leases approved' 'OoOber 29 1920?
A; 0EV.ff0
t0000 ';:0\ ti

C :;X
E'

;0d

0\?

~,0

d 00'

j f , S..I:,:'.',}e;.I1s
4O
:f 0f?70fl

* /0
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state, on .page, 36, "'Where after application under section 43
18 f r
-a permit , and before permititd
is designated 'cas
wit
0X
hin :the structure of a Xpioducing oil or gas fleldl, perm:it can notf be : :
0:0-allowed.":

'

:-ft
'0. : 0-tiS
-E- :;0f ;0 :-. >:i::

~- f:--0

S

This regulation an'the rulings on which it is based were noteissued
under a -mandatory
of
Aproision
the statute, section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, authorizing. the Secretary of the Interior to grant
to any3Lqulified wapPlioant atprpspecting permit uipon ands wherei
'such -deposits belong t~jte lUnited'-State's and are' not'
ianywitn
i:known geological structure of a producing oil or gas;iid"Rulings of this Department in'gcases involving a* like: sitation,
arising under other .land laws, .are ,o .the contrary. In Xthe case, of
Charles C.(Jonrd (3,
D.j 432), where a homestead application was
filed,,an~d where the entrymanhad perfo rmed all acts necessary to
c
hmplete
his application but byrea:son ofdelay.in, action thereupon
by the local office a flu st form-withdrawal under the reclamation act
intervened; the
held t his rig
uld'not be
iidiced by the inability of the'l6cal' offi'e to4 allow the application until'
ftAer the' 'vithrawal,
abut erela
,
ed 'back6 to time
when he
'ftled in the local land offi-e- his application, accmpanied by the required showing, including the fees, the land being then
ctsubj
'tohis,
app icaion-ti
;

s:T~hi's' and simjiiar ruilings of the Department are approved in-prm:' .; i ";. ':- ', iwQ.'.,

~,.

ci' . C.-at e

, 'th1e.': ,: . ::' i

.'p'

rovt: i.':.
d ''

.::i, :

cpe 'by the rec'ent decisions' of theSupr e~me Court of the'Uie

States in caises6f Puavyne v. 'CentrlPcificRailway company(25
U :f;,.
S.,-) , Payne v. New Mexico (255 U. S-, );i and Wd'oiuig ;.
United States (Y5U

S,

~)

Aippltyin'g; 'thie pr'iil'so
anouncad, it is clearthat not only' equi%.tably'but legally, qualmfed persons wvho filed proper applications for
oil or gas pspe tfngp sunder theat ofFebruary 25, 1920,.can
not and shoud;'nod'bdivedof their rights if 6because of delay in
action' up-n 'e applic-ations 'so: fied, there intervenes a designation
by ths'iDepartietofth land asbeing wit'liin the geoqlogial struc-j'
't0t
ure"6f ijprodicing oilor gas field occasioned by a discovery:ofoil
or gas subsequent to the: filin6g o the application in thelocal land
: 0 ~roffice.
i
-cordii;
1is
said riiation
hereby rekd, ^J:>.i;!:
tn-fture
ce.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;
s:a:
c
:: appicaionswllbe adjudicated in accordane6_with the views herein
f

he s -tallowaice
ever, spe
ayforbids the
andoap-o;
proval of a prospecting Perinit upon lands within a "nown geological s ruc ure

f 'a pruing oil 'or gas

e

sei 0 ;jan13,

i

section, V 'prorision is ''d or the disp'o'siion, o un'
ands i su -stce
competitiveddg. Thereforenothing
opinhonshall b
As
as.modyng oaemg
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decisions -of this. Department to. the eect-that; prospecting permits
can.nottbe dallowed within the-geological structure of a-producing oil
or gas feld,iso. known anwdlexistingiatan prior to the filing-of -the
applicationi for theprospecting permit.
ALBERT B. FALL
,Secretaryv.
INSTRUCT-IONS -REATIVE TO DISPOSAL -OF CERTAINYLANDS IN
-THE GIG -HARBOR- ABANDONED MILITARY RESERATION,:
WASHINGTON. .,;00;:0t;0:;f0;0

-f0~:0.;

:,

t;: - \[Circular

No. 752.],.

:

0:-

--

0

00

.'.-:

00V
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,,
-- ' GENERALAD OFFICE, ; .' Ai gton D
D. ., A-pri 29, 1921.
REGISTER AND RlcEIVEUR, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON:

Y
The000
Act of Cong
'ssappro Mar
3, 19=19 (40 -Stat.,-1319),acopy 6f which ishiereto attached, provides for the applraisaland sale
:the
o lands i-n the Gig Haibor Abandonied. Military Reservaitin in

-State of Washington in Secs.S5and 8, T. 21 N., R
e
.
embracing 83.49 ;acres.

E'

W. M

^ 0 if 0 '0The-se~landshf~ave ~been subdivided into racts as shown by supplemental plats approved January, 11, 1921, wwhich have been duly
accept edand filed inyour office. These tracts havebeen appraised,
-: .: ::which
ap~praisement has been duly approved. The total appraised
pricedof said land is-$1,583.98- 1:. Any lawful essee in -actual occupancy on December 5,-1917, of
any portion of the land described in Section 1 of the said act,. who
made actual settlement thereon 'in good: faith under the. terms' of a
- ythe
lease War Depar
t, or a sub-leas'e thuereuer on said' date,
or, the heirs Cor assignees of such. lessee or sub-lessee' shall be entitled.
to purchase for-the appraised value one of such surveyed tracts so
occupied, no right of purc
of sc lessee or sub-lessee to exceed
th lAnds ac ual y occupied and - ,*,p
by him o D
5,
1917,and in no caseexceeding 10:ares inabdyacording toGov-ernment surveys and- subdivisions tereof, upon the
htothe
payment
Government ofda sum of m-oney equal tothe appiaised value thereof.
2.
,Youwill mail (regis ered) a copy':ofthese reations to each
of the claimants, whose names. may be ffound'upon the plat of su1~vey,
-or the records of your.- office, promptly upon receipt hereof. 'They
0areallowe'd iinety days from .the dateof t eapproval of thes
ilatiois in: ]wlhich' to file, in your offlce anAapplication -to purchse tiner
this act.L -This time limit iS staturandwvarningis given that the
Land Department is with out 't
' to extend such time. - A .- :
aoapp led for :wihin ninefy days from data of
' uc lanids not
-

-I
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a :;npproval her'eof .will.be subj~ect to; disposiion under the' Act of July
6, 1884 (23 Stat., 103)., Any, offering thereunder wil1 be subject- to
futuretu reegulations. Said lessees, sub-kssees, heirs,, or,.assigns in
occupancy of lawfully leased tyacts on December 5, 1917, who do.not
'purchase su-ch-tracts, shall have the privilege of removing from'their
tracts, prior 'to' any -sueh offering, any" buildings placed' hreon.
3. jProofrequired 'ofpurchasers hereunder6`will conit f their
affidavits, corroborated. bytwo witnesses, executed before any officer
authorized to ,administer oaths 'in .:homestead 'cases,,showing settlement by themn on: or before:December 5,1917, and maitenan eeo'
since that date, or showing that they have. succeeded. to the rights
of an actual settler under 'the terms'of' a lease by the War 'epart-ment
A bde
orta
ut they are theyheirs orassignees
of. such lessee orsub,-lessee. 'Evidenceof citizenship, or. declaration
of, intention, to becomef ia citizen must . also be furnished, and the
assignees should furnish 'a'eopy' of the; instrument uunder] Which they.
hold', or prefeirably, the origin'al thereof. Notice, f intentionto submit suclhproof and acquire title must be lshed n less than-thirty.
days in a.newspaper,.of gener~al.,circulation in. the vicinity of theci
-landas required under the.homesteadjlaws and regulations.;:
"'4.'Piurchasers are required to make' payment. of the ,appraised price,which may: bei
made in one
Isum, or at the option- of the' purchase,
one-teenth in cash and' theo'balance in nine'eeual
installments,
with interest at five per cent per annum, payable annually aslthe pur-7
chasermay. elect.
5. Current serial numbers will be6 assigned to all, applications for'
lands hereunder. -If full paynent and'satisfactoryy proof are sub'nutted, yaouwill issue aproper cashcertificate-,but if the applicat
telects ,t~o'makae
ppayment, on theinstallment ;plan, you will 'issue A
, :memorandum of sale in duplicate, setting' forth thereinthe purchase .
fprice -of the land and the dates and amounts 'of the 'deferred install.ments. ,The original -will-be given the applicant; anid' the duplicate
will be ftam'warded to" the General Land 'Office 'with the regular'.
01monthiy returns. Note oneach certificate or, memorandmthe follo~wing: ~"0Gig Harbor Abgandoned MilitaryReservation..: -Se6eactiof'
March

3, 19619 (40

:

Stat., 1319),"

6. Publicity will be given this sale by publication of notice for four
weeks
w in' to n
p
s in gel
circullationin thei vicinity f0
the lands. A" schedule of said lands andc their appraised value' is
'hereto attache4.,:.;
y
X,..
-.
;;;;0g
:;;,..
Approved:'
;E. . FINN*Y,
First Assistant Secretary.

:
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arhor abandoned, military
roviding for the: appraisal and sale Of the.Gig
'
and for other purposes
reservation' in-the Statof Washino,

*0-- ;00';; Bet sit denacted byV the Senate.iand Hose' of; .Renresentatives of the United
'States off' America in Congr6epsassembled, That, the Gig, Harbor abandoned mii-,
tary reservation in sections five. an eight, ,al,.in,,
j townsh
enty-one north,
Pierce-ad in the State
rahge two easht Willarette meridian, in the coin
rtment of the Intior to b& surVeyed and 0
* of Washington, he cansed by th
subdivided into tracts and lots- to confors'n as far hs pra'cticable' to thettadts'
and lots lawfully occupied by the tenants thereon on December fifth, nineteen'
,.
"
'
'
hundred and seventeen.
*0:SE2.
-Sad. 2That after said survey and the approval thereof by theComamissioner
of the'&General 'Land Office the plat thereof shall: be 'filedin the office of the
any'
register 'anhd receiver in 'the manner provide' hy law, anddthereaf
in actual 'occupancy on Deeimber fifth, niheteen hundred 'and'
' 'lawfuil-'ldssee;
seventeen; of any portion of the lands described in section -one hereof who made
actual settlement* thereon, in good, faith under the :terms of 'a lease by theWar
Department, or a sublease thereunder on said dain, or the; heirs or assignees
of such lessee or sublessee, shall be .entitled: to purchase for the appraised.
* value' one: df such surveyed tracts so occup ed, no right of purchase of such
'lesseeor sublessee to exiceed the' hIinds§ -ctualltl3:Y'ocupied and improved by him
on December- fifth, nineteen lhundred 'and' seventeen', and, in no case 0exceeding:
ten. acres in a body,- according to Government surve ys and subdivisions thereof,
upon the payment to the Government of, a sum of money.equal to the appraisal
value thereof,. such appraisement to :be made as provided by law: Provided,
That~li'In mrakibg such appraisement' the appraisers shall not include the im0:;0tS:-:;
provements0 thereuon made -by the occupants of such iadds: Provided'further,
That payment to the Government may be made in one sum, or- one-tenth 'cash
and the. balance in nine Equal annual in~stllments,' with i'interest.atIfife per
-centuim per annum, payable annually,;as the-purchaser may elect.Sic. 8. That if 'any tract of the lands described in section one hereo be not'
W:i: :;
purchased
by the lessee or sublessee, his heirs or assigns, as provided in section
two 'of this Act, within ninety' days'after the same becomes subject to ptrchase
'under the ~provisions of-this Act, then and in that event the Secretary of'the
Interior is hereby authorized to: dispose of the'remaihingglands under the pro-visions of~the.-Act of Congress of. July fifth, eighteen hundred -and, eighty-four5t't';0 ;3-":An-Act
't~entitledto provide.for the disposal ofveabandoneddand useless military'
re'servations," and the said-lessees, sublessees, heirs or assigns,:i occupancy of
. -0lawfu~lly
-leased tracts on December fifth, nineteen hundred andjsexenteen, who

do not purchase such tracts shall have the

of 'privilege
emoving from their

tracts any buildings placed thereon,and the Secret.aryof the Interior is 'au"-,
lthorized to reappraise any unsold tracts;from time'to time before offering the

same for sale under said Act of. July fifth, eighteen hundred and eighty-four.
roadway purposes-may
a be
sac.a 4. That any-lands needed for
segregated or reserved for suchubse, and the lands so segrega ted or ieserved'
shall not be subject to disposal hereunder.
Approved, March 83,919.0

0ft00-0f;'~:'''f-f
~',0000S0S:0;:f:f:0,0:f/0'00tS-
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.SAAUEL A.MROBINSON.

030

-.

.Deited~Aprit 30, 1921.
DElSERTLAND-SCHOOLGRANT-PREFEPERE-NCE

-RIGHT"

S

'.

-claimant
who ingood
]
faith 'reclaims, under 'authority' of the act of Maricbi
-2-8 1908, ajtract of junsurveyed desert land which,;upon survey jfalls withina sectni designated under thel:school land, grant to .the State -of. Montanam,
,.acquires, oby reas'on of itsjindemnity provision, a right to make entry supe'ror
to any claim of the State uider said grant.
FiNNEY, FitAsstant

$eretary

:

Samuel A. Robinson took possession of a certain tract of untsurgu
: veyed- desert land in '1913, which, upon the filing of plat of survey,
proved to be the SW. - SW. 1, Sec. 15, and SE. I SE. J and W 2 SE.
1, Sec.' 16, T. 15:S.;,R. 7W.', M. :M., 'ontafffing. 160 -ac'es which he:later reclaimed. On October 30, 1919, he filed his application to enter
these tracts under the desert land law, on. the theor' that the act of
March .28, 1908 (35 Stat., 52); gave him a right-to enter the tradts in'
0-Sec.- 16 which was. superior'to 'the claim o6f 'the State theretob'under0
the'school'grant.
By its decision of October 27, 1920, the General' Land Office- ]eld
the application for rejection as to theotracts in Sec. 16 on'the grou'
thatf the-right- gained by Ro-binson's possession pri r to survey
iwas
'
defe'etd
by e factthat the land when surveyed' fellwithn S '16
and passed 'to the State.
In his appeal from that decision, Robinson-urges that he, as thei,
occupant of unsurveyed desert lands, is'entitled to issert the same
right as- :ainst'''th'e Stat'e t hat' homesteiadE
aindpreemption claimants
may assert under settlkments- made-prior to survey.
,
The' rights of homestead and preemption settlers to whidh refer-ence 'is'thi'srnMade, are mentione and 'protected by section 2275 of thb'
Revised Statutes, which declares 'that:
Where settlements, with a view to preemption or homestead,' have been or shall
hereafter bie made heore' the survey of the lands in the field, which are fiound
td have'-bdene rmada on ectilons 16 or 36, those sections shall be subject te the
claims

of such; settlers.

'

In the'case'o f'Joseph'B Lssman'(44 L. D., 347), the' epartment
:h eithat' 'a -diesert entry of unsurveyed land, made at a time when' thie.-

desert 'lnd!law' permitted entries :of unsurveyed ld,:

is a disposit'.

tion of the land:within the meaning-of0section4 of the acto'tdy i3
1890' '(26' Stat.,215)," ad'itting Id'aho to the Uniln,' and'the
'°f
Februari'y28 '1891 (2'6 Stht.' 796)', Providing'indemnity 'foi-secto-sf
16 and 36, granted'for school purposes, when such sections, or parts"
thereof,6' -Ehave
eeen :":other'wise 'disposed of." '
The situationi here presented is not dissimilar in principle from that,
'of' the -Lessi'n
'case, su8r . 'At a tim"'hei nthe tract wasvacan
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public land of the, United States and prior, to any claim thereto on
*tt -behalf of the State, Robinson, under authority of a federal statute,
State6has been notified of*
took- possession of and reclalmed it'.The
Robinson's' claim and has offered noobjection to.itisrecognition. In
view of the liberal indemnity, provisions of the. applicable statutes,
it is held that- the circumrstances disclosed by the' recgrd bring the
case within the excepting clause of -the school grant to the State
676), and of
0tat.,
:of^ Montana by the 'acts of February 22, 1889 (25
February:28, 1891, supra.;
iThe decision appealed from is reversed: and the case remaanded for.
action, accordingly.;

'JAMES B. STOKES AND AMOS It. ECKERT.
DecidedAprl

30, 1921.

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-ADDITrONAL FWJTRYAnoriginal entry the controlling, area of which can. be: irrigated is, not to. bedesignated under-the stock-raising homestead laws, nor used. as -a basis&for
an additional entry.
STOCK-RAISING HOMrESTEAD-APPLCATION-CHARACTER

OF LAND.

W:hen anissue is raised between rival applicants, either of them is entitled, to.',,-0
ihearing for the purpose of showing that his adversary secured the designai
tion- necessary to his entry by making a false or fraudulent representation
*gt:A:: t~as to the character of the land.

Aissttant Secretary:.
FIxxy Fir.lNNAst
0-00:01913,- James B. Stokes made a homestead entryt
InlSeptember,
NW-.4, Sec. 13, and NE. -1NE..
,
NW. X
014014, for the S. I NW. Iand
.j, Sec. .14, T. 2 S., R.41iE., B. M., and in 1914, Amos 11. Eckert made
homestead' entry 016179, for the SE. . NE. 1, E.:JSE. J,-and SW.
SE. i, Sec. 14, all in the same township. .
Each of these parties. later presented applications to enter lands
adjoiinag their entries prior to the designation of theland, and1each
claimed a preferred right of entry by virtue. of. his holding adjacent;:
.lands under his original entry. Stokes's application for an additional
entry embraces the W. 01 SW. , Sec. .13, W.. INW. j, Sec. 24, N. - NE.
- S . I NE. j, and NW. : SE. 1, Sec. 23, in said township', and
Eckert's application for an additional entry embraced all of.the land
includedin Stokes's application.
After thesec parties had been given an opportunity to amicably adjust the matter between themselves, Eckert made no reply but Stokes
set up that he had contested- a former homestead entry embracingha
portion of the land applied for.and had later purchased and filed the: i"
former entryman's relinquishment of that entry... lEe furthe alleged
thatEcikert's original entry contains about, 150 acres,.of land..taat. can'
7t
f J-: - .-. can
0
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be -'iri-igated:and'cultivated,-a&nd:that'more than-30 'acr es'thereof are
.now under irrig'ation,' and' for that reason- the land: ebraced in that
entry should not have been designated under the stock-raising homestead law.
By its decision of- October 7, 1920, the General Land Office, having
:found that it. would be equitable to do so, directed-that theland be:
equally divided' between these applicants, allowing 160 acres to each
of -them, or'in other words, that the W. SW. I, Sec. 13, and the W.
NW.'S,'tSec.-:24, be awarded'to "Stokes, -and that the N. j NE. 1, SW.
23, be awarded to Eckert.
0 NE. , and NW. J7SE.-,Sec.
In that decision it was ftirther declared that' if'after the. allowance
of "the entries as directed, Stokes- desired to 'do fso, he could fileacontest against Eckert's entry on the ground that it had been improperlydesignated forentry through-his false and' fraudulent :representations
'as to the character of the land.
.In his appeal from that: decision, Stokes,- in effect, contends that:-the hearing mentioned should be orderedQ at this timne.
-If fitbe6 true tihat 150 acres, or .any other controlling area of the
land covered by, Eckert's original entry, can be irrigated it should not'
have been. designated andf he can not use' it as a basis for -his addi- -tional
entry.;-W~hile; the Department has held that- an entry made
under the enlarged:and- stock-raising homestead laws for land desig:
nated as subject to entry under said laws' will not be disturbed beca-use
'o' a charge that the land-was imroperly designatedi unless the designation was indu'ed 'by false, and fraudulent representationis of the,
entryyman, that 'rule- will- not be applied where, as' here, -the issue is
raised -etween rival applicants -to make entry, either 4as to. the 'land
applied for or~as to:-a tract eembraced in a former entry iof an applicant. In oth'erwords while the Department will protect an entry'
made in -good, faith, though the lands may. have jbeen improperly
f.classified, it will-not .permit the;:allowance 'of an entry over the protest
of an adverse claimant without affording an opportunity to such
adverse claimant to be heard on a charge- like -the 'one here' under'
-

l:: consideration.:

0'

'

f

:-: :: .: ':

.

:

:x

:

l-

..

t In tview' of this fact the case is remanded*'with directions that Eckert be notified that 'unless he within- thirty days files a. sworn and
corroborated answer setting up facts which' show that-that land was.'
correctly designated his application will be rejected- and Stokes's
entry will be'allowed; and that if an answer of that kind is timely

00-0:Xfurther action: on Stokes's application will be deferred
filed
'hearig' will be ordered and held on the issues thus joined.

and&a

.:
.
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-INTERMARRIAGE OF :XHOMESTEADERS.-ACT OF APRI
AMENDED BY THE ACT OF.MARCH 1, 1921.

[vo

-

6, 191,-AS
.

INSTRUCTIONS.L
:[Circular No. 753.3

DEP ARTMNENT OF THE, INTERIOR,

GENERAL ThANDOFFICE,.
W ashinton, D. C., May ,.19921..
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS

UTNI i]TED
STATES LAND2 OFFICES:

Your attention is-iinvited to the act of, congress of March1, :1921
(41 Stat., 1193), adding a second proviso to the act of April-6, 1914
yt000:0(38
'Stat., 312); :Said act:now readsas. follows:-.
That the marriageiof a homestead entrymain to ahom6stead entrywoman after each shall have:fulfilled the requiirements of thd homuestead-lawv fdr oned year--,
etoa- atent,I
::-.next preceding sueh ffiarriage. shall-not- impair the: ight- of:either
but the husband shall elect, under rules. and regulations prescribed by the Secre .
tary of the Interior,. on, which of the two entries the home shall thereafter be-

made, and residence thereon by the husband and wifae shall constituteialcompliancew'ith the residence requirements upon- each entry : Pe8,rov d; That the'
provisions hereof shall apply to existing entries-: Provided-further, Tha t in -the;
*entryWoman"t
shall be.
administration: of-this act the, terms '4 -entryman":and
construed to ,include bona -fide settlers who have complied with the homestead
law. for at

least oneyear next preceding such marriage.

2. The amended act applies to entries- and settlement claimss initi -,
ated before or after its -date .:and before; or after the- date- oif-the
:0000. :;0ambendatory
act. To become entitled to its benefits,,it is required that
' each of the .parties shall have complied with -the requirements, of the',
homestead laws for not -lessthan one year next -preceding their mar-riage.- It is not -necessary that either -the husband or the wife shallt
have.had. an entry placed of;record before, the marriage..
3.- The law confe upon the husband the privilege of:electingonwhich of the two entries the. family shall reside. His election must:
entries
be supported by the affidavits of both, parties, describing,their

-

-

-

-

; hu00
ndiC showing the facts as to .the residence, cultivation, and iim-prove7-,
ments already - had -in connection" therewith. - Only in - cases where
in different districts-,will-, it be
-S i'0;- :the;0 tracts . involved, are situated
necessary that the- election and affidavits -beexecuted in duplicate;
then c Sopiof all papes must be filed in each office. -.
-;

-

:4. The local officers will-:make due notation of the filing of the.-:
election on: their records as to the ,entry or.-entries within .their dis-', ;
trict, and wit- at once foyward ,the papers withtlheir recommenda--.
tions, to the General Land Office, -which will promptly Apssupon
.
. t:;fheiquestion of accepting the election. In cases where -one or both
of the claims are based on settlement only, they will assign the cur-

:

\

.

~I;-

-
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rent;serial
numberto ithe-.electionlunlssia serial number has beenw
I
theretofore assigne dtothei claim.,:
on the entries will be;,
proofs
aceepted-,
be
5. Thoughi theeelection,
submitteod separatelyas in other cases. It will be necessary to showl::
residence on the selected homestead from approximately the;date,
of, the marrage iand.on the entries of, the respective parties. beforei
requirements:
in
that time. The 4act.makes1.no. change.whatever ,the.
or as ,to the'
-be,
may
case
as to- cultivation or improvements, asAthe
Compliai-ceo
land..
the
.on
necessity-,of having a,:h:abitable dwelling
to each'
shownwas
be
must
regards..
with.the hqomesteadi law in these:
In,
place.
taken
not
had,
entry, precisely as thouih the mnarriage
theland
an.entry-for
before
no: case.can proof.Mb nado-on a claim,
havebeen duy placed of record in aecordance&with
Iinvolved
shall

San approved-survey.

4as the home before title
be continued ' on
nevertheless
may,
residence
to t0th~e otheris -earned,:
the, act.
Howeveri
other..
the'
to
credited
.perfedted; entry .and
; the
beeil
have
law
:of
requirements
the
has. no, applicatqion to0cases where
imarthe
to
prior
entries
the
of
fulfilled, a:nd proof' miade,as to'one
Omade
oathe' entry selected,

-If: pRroof b

riage.

WIlLIAM

SPRY,

Akpproved:E. C. FINNEY,
First -AssttSecretary.
CONSTRUCTION OF TH-E ACT. OF JULY 28, 1917, WITH REFERENCE
TO REQUIRED IFPROVEMENTS; ON STOCK-RAISING HOMEfXW;00STEADS..f0
0

.00

-

t:
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RSbEGISTER, UNITED STATES LAND OrE,

y ,3, 199,1 i
C. Ma;

MONTROSE, COLORADP:

u urge
I am in receipt of your letter 9 fApril 21, 1921,jin h
the Diepartment to modiy ithe rulie' announced: in, paragraph:3, of
C(ircular No. 641 (47 L. D.,:128, 130).
I am.of opinion that the Department would not be justified in con-,
struing the act' of .July, 28, 1917, (40 .Stat., 248), as recommended by
- It is necessary in homestead cases under section 2289, Revised
Statutes,. and. the ,enlarged homestead law, that the entryman show,

upon final proof,. residence, cultivation, and a habitable house upon'
the land.

0

:

Under, thb stock-raising law, ,residence anl permanent ii -

provements worth not less than $1.25, per acre are required. The.

: -. 0

:.0, IV
:00 j,0:f80
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act cited'by you declares that m'litary or naval servicedshall be
equivalent, within certain limits, todresidence and. cultivation; but'
there: is no warrant, in the language of the act, for holding'that'it
would excuse 'either the placing ofa: 'habitable house upon'a 160 or320 .acre½ entry, orr the required -permanent improvements 'upon a
*140 acre- 'entry. Moreover, the act, even as to residence and cultivation; merely: reduces the requirements of the statute; it does nott
waive them
'It is true that in the stock-raising law it is' declared that the:perma-t:
1nent improvements required' are "instead of cultivation." This Th a
legislative' statement explanatory of the' requirement of permanmte t
. mprovements of relatively-large value; and is'-in-no sense, a declara-'
.on that: s'udh improvements' are> to be 'in the nature of "cultivation
ti
or are to be held' as theeqivalbntthereof. On the- contrary, the act'
excuses cultivation in -its usual0 sense, and there is no tequiremient of
the stock-raising act upon which: the act of July 28,;1917, supra, can
operate,; except that of residence.
E.GC. FiNNElY
First Assistaat Secretary.
WILLIAM R. BRENNAN.
Decided Map 5, 1921.
GmL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTLNG

PERMIT-HOMESTEAD.

Land that is not within a designated oil or gas structure is nevertheless to
be treatedas valuable for oil and gas when embraced within a prospecting
permit, and a homestead entry made subordinate thereto must be subject
to the provisions 'and reservatidns of the act of-July 17, 1914.
GM AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINO PERMIT.'
Upon; the granting of an oil prospecting permit, rights thereunder attach as
of the date of the-filing of the application.

FINNEY, Fist Assistant

Secretary:

On March '27, 1920, P. R.: Heily applied 'at the Newcastle, 'Wyo.::0ming,:
office for a permit-'under section £3 of the act of February
X :; ff land
25, 19202 (41 Stat., 4377), to prospect for oil and gas upon, -with other
lands, the W. 4-, Sec.. 32, T. 42 N., . 6'7 W., 6th P.' M. -The per'mit
02, 1921.
was, granted February
-On Junet 1, 1920, William Th Brennan applied to make entry under :
the enlarged homestead act, for the 320 acreIs above described. The-.
application wasallowed the same' day.
- By decision dated'Novemb6r 20, 1920, thej Commissioner required'
Brennan to consent to;the amenidentdof' his entty to contain the'
reservations of the6act of July- 17, 1914'(38 Stat., 509), or' suffer the'
cancellation thereof.' 'Brennan has appealed, contending that the

: 4s.]: 0
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. entriy having been allowed without the .reservation; to 'the -nitdd
States of thei oil and gas, and the laidnot being within a designated&
oil or gas structure, his entrylshouldbe allowed to stand a(smad&
* Section 1 of- the act of jully'17 1914, supra, prQvides:

t

-

.That lands withdrawni or classified as phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or
asphaltic minerals, or which are*valuable for those deposits, shall vbe'subje'ct
to appropriation, location, selection, entry, or purchase, if otherwise available,
ufinder the nonmineral land laws of the jnited States, whenever such location,
selection, entry, or purchase shall be1made with a view of obtaining or passing.
title with a reservation to tihe United states of the deposits on account of which,
the lands were withdrawn or classified or reported as valuable, together with
the right to prospect for, mine, -and remove -the sAine; but no desert entry made
under the provisions of this act shall contain more than one hundred and sixty
acres: Provided, That all applications to locate, select; enter, or purchase under
ithis-section shall state that the same are made- in acoordance- with and-subject.00:
to the provisions and reservations of thisact.-

Section' 3 of said act provides:

-

-

-

That any- person* who. has, in good faith,located, 'seected,^ entered,i or. pur:.chased,- or- any person who - shall hereafter locate, select, enter, -or purchase,
*under the6 nonmineral- land. laws of the 'United States, any- lands which are
: subsequently withdrawn, dclassified, or reported as being valuable for phosphate,
nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, may, upon application therefor,
:and malking satisfactory -proof of coinplianiie Pwith the laws under w hich such
lands are claimed, receive -a patent therefor, which patent shall contain a
reservation to the United States 6f all deposits on account of w1hich the lands
were withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuable, to'gether- with the
-right to prospectfor, mine,andremove the same.
--

A' -prospectingt::It
permit under the leasing, act-of February 25, 1920,
is granted in contemplation oa future lease for a art o'r all of the
land in case of discovery.
ence it is necessary to treit the land
:ebraced in- a prospectigri permit as if: ebraced in an' o1 or gas
lease with a reservation- tothe United States of the right
'
-

to lease, selli or otherwise dispose of the suriface of the lands eembraced within
- :such lease under existing laws or laws hereafter enacted. in-: so far as: said
surface is not inecessaryr for the use of the lessee in extractiing or removing the
*t
deposits therein, 0- -.:0- t
-0 ;
""- - ;u
-7 -0 ^ ;
->0 ti
.
-

pursuant to section 29 -of the leasingact.
''
In the administration of 'the leasing act, landsbembraced ina pi6ros-pectinog permit must be treated as valuable fo oil andn-gas andL ap'plications to make homestead entr'y 'for such lands shli& nht be
allow'ed un ess there iS written, stamLp
'd,or
rprite upoh their f
the f ollo''ig:
-

-

I

Application :made in accordance with and- subject to the provisions and reser-:
. vations of the act of -July 17, 1914 (88 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas.
:

il¢eiy's application for a prospecting permit was not- granted
until after the date of the allowance. of Brennan's applioation, but was
-0

X,4-.,::

-
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:-filed long prior thereto, -and hisrights thereinderattached as of dThe -0
* 00 t-;03
date
of y~his.
t0 application.: It- fOllows that .Brennan's entry is subordi-

S 0;:0nate to ileily's 0prospectinig permit.::. .

'"

''

S';

''''0

'';

;'l'

The deeision' appealedfrm is accordiigly affirme d, and-the- entry
will be; canceede unlss erymanX consents .to the-propera namendment
V~A
:::.of ahis application,-. -;- - :.-2 . - 9- -- -.- -- -A : :-

CHALES L. STEVNS.
:00-;D~ja;0:
0, .. jDecided.May,
ft0.-,

10, 1921.

.*:On AND GAs~ LANDs-NOTICE-PEAOTIc.
The 'general Rules of Practice relating to service 'of notice are applicable to
-oil prospecting permit cases in -whieh the: question of ,preferredd right' is
*:' ,.;0;7 involved with respect to :unperfected and patented entries containing res*. :S;-. er-ration of the minerals to the-United States, and:the regulation-hwhich
requires personal, service is to. be construed to include actual service by
.:. registered mail, when possiblej or- by publication when proper showing is
.made that the, person .to, be served can not be found.

DSPARTMENTAL

REGULATION AMENDED.

Subdivision" (a), section 12 of regulations of:March 1l, 1920 (Circular No.
*672, 47 U D., 437), amended.. .

Fiset Assitant e re
t r: : ,
April 10, 1920, Charles L. 'Stevens and 'others,- associated' for such
purpose, applied.-for oil and -ga prospectin, permit. under: the, act of
Sec. 10, and S. 4, See.
F:lebruaryy2j54I9'20; (i41 Stat., 437), for :the, W.
14, T.3 N. R-20 E.; W. 4, W.k 4 NE. 4, N.. SW. 4, Sec. 14 all
Spc. 24;', S.4, Sec. 30., and N. 4,; 34,ST.. N; 1. 20 E.,M. M., Bozeman, Montana, land district, containing 2,240. acres.
In his decision of-September 25, 1920, the Commissioner of 'the
-enerallLand Office` found that -the application conflicted 4wth a
numberof entries patented with reseatios, and it was. heldneces- sary to serve the owners personally witih notice of the application-for
prospecting permit, so that they might. apply for pAence rightreh
2of th leasing act, if they -desire to do so.
for a permit under section 20
,Service, bry- registe~r~ed mail, had been attemipted but evidence of-.6
r;ecpt of inotice was furnishedonly as to two of the conflicting owners. The Commissioner, declined to repgnize said.&serice and ,re-jetedfthe application as to all of the lands applied for except the 5. 4,
Sec. 30, and N. , 'Sec. 34, T. 4 N., R. 20 E., which' were free from
entry (or patent.
Appeal from that action was filed January 19, 1920. It is.urged
in
tegiustred-nail
suiti
in:thappdai that service 'by rhouldb.
FINNEY,
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such cases, as that method is u-sed generalty in public land, cases, but
it, is m~oreespecially. complained of that applicants were not allowed
additional, time within whlic tof serve, the owners personally asre-'
quired by the Commissioner.
the sheriff
With the appeal there is evidence of personal service by
, nd apstate-nc
on
two of the owne½,W. E. Marsh and Frederic-kl Dunne, and A stateM'
m it by htim her-iff 'hat the others are scattered and reside in different counties and States, so that he was unableto serve them.
It 7appears that under date of January 20, 1921, the- Commissioner
advised the local officers to allow 'the appliiants thirty days from
notice within -which to comply with :the requirements o
9 f decision
:
alrea-dy'appealed.
"then
had
theaplicants
0u
ofSeptember 2
upon
-In the appeal it-is requestedethat the- personal service made
Sec. 10,
2, and W..,
Sec. 24,
4Marsh andri Dunne, owners of thie S.
T. 4 N., R. 20 E., be accepted and a permit issue' covering said landsw
- in 0 addition to the portion, allowed by the Con missioner, provided'
the owners 'do not assert preference right.-- It is further stated thatf;
the expense ;of£mia'king personal service, upon the f our other owners,
* involved will 'be 6considerable and that the applicants do'not feel
: justified in' incurring such expense unless assured: that such personal
service if now made, will:be acceptable in .the absence of adverse.
rights:
iUpon careful consideration of the qiestions presented,.the Department sees no sufficient reason why the general Rules of.Practice
approved December 9, '1910, with subsequent amendments, should
'not beapplied in respect to the manner f serving' notices, in this
Glass of cases,including notice, by publication. Seryiceb y registered
- mail will be accepted as, therein provided only when the notie is
received by- the proper person. A reasonable. time should
-0'0-00:-.tactually
be allowed such applicant for service of notice upon entrymen or
to6 a permit. A junior apIightpreferred
- ownerslhavingia possible
plicant, havi~ng no- preferrbd 'right,, should "not be allowed to defeat
-a0'senior -applicantnei'ely by- greater:dispatchiin cowpletinkg'service;
conliting. entrymen and. ow ners:. This does not mean that
; 00cupon
on the part of the senior applicant, is
lack of. reasonable
-unduly
delay .the execupermitted to
to
be
to, be 'excusedi He is not
tion of service of 'the necessary notices, but priority o£f rights 'will
not be determined by a 'race: between two- or more':applicants in the
matter of serving notices. The..5date of'-the filing' of thee applications.
in the local, land office, or the posting of notices on the ground, .s'
case fmay. be, will govern if diligentlyfollowed by performance
- 0the
of other requirements.
Accordingly, subdivision "a" of section 12 of regulations' ap-.
Tproved: March Ai; 1920 -(Circular: 672) which' requires personal
'dilig~ence

:;112t
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service in such cases, will1'be construed to include 'actual; service by
registered mall, and iserereby: amen'ded to permit service by'publication upon- proper showing that, the lperson to be';served can not
be found..
The decision appealed from is modified as indicated herein, and
the applicants wil1 be allowed such further additional time as the
Commissioner 'may deem adequate for service of' the nece sary
notices.

AMENDMENT OF CIRCULAR NO. 672, IN REGARD TO BONDS WITH
APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS.
INSTRtUkCTION

[Circular No. 754.1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,'

GENERAL LAND OFFIOE
i
TvWashington, D
.,'aMay. 11, 9211.* :0REG±TER5 AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES::

Paragraph 4' (h) of:'Circular No. 672 (47 'La D., 437) is hereby
amended to read as follows:
"The application-must be accompanied by a bond with qualified corporate
surety, in the sum of $1,000, conditioned against the failure of the permittee to
repair promptly, s -far as possible,' any damage to the oil strata or deposits
resulting from improper methods of operation.a The penaltyfof the bond may be
increased by the Secretary of the Interior when conditions warrant,, particularly
in relief cases."

''You will give all .publicity possible to this amendment to the regulations and should any applications be filed- without a bond, you will
advise the applicant that fhe will. be. allowed 15 days' wiithin' which
.to file such bond,'under penalty,of rejection: of his application.
WILLIAM

Spky,

C.ommissioner.'
Appr oved:
E. Q. FINNEY,
First Assistantecretary.

I

II.
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AMENDING SECTION, 23, AND REVOKING SECTION 24, OF THE
GENERAL RECLAMATION CIRCULAR APPROVED MAY 18, 1916.
[Circular No. 756.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,;
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
-

- :Washington, D. C., May 16, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES. LAND OFFICES:
You are hereby advisedL that the First Assistant. Secretary of the
Interior, on April 21, 1921, approved an order as follows:
In view of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 835), as amended by Section 10
of the act of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686), Section 24 of regulations approved
May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 385, 390), is inoperative, and is hereby revoked. 'This
action necessitates a slight change in the preceding section. Accordingly, seetion 23 of said regulations is hereby amended to read as follows:
A person who has made homestead entry for any area within a reclamation
project can not make an additional homestead entry. One who has made home-'
stead entry for less than 160 acres outside of a reclamation project is disqualified from making an additional entry within a reclamation project, as every
entry within a project is either made for or is subject to conformation to a
farm unit, which is the equivalent of a homestead entry of 160 acres of land
outside of a reclamation project (38 ID. D., 58).
WILLIAM SPRY,
:om m issioner.

EASEMENTS FOR DITCH RIDER STATIONS-ACT OF MARCH 1, 1921.
INSTRUCTIONS..
R

/
-

No. 757.]
E
[Circular
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 16 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

An Act entitled: "An Act to amend acts to permit the use of the
- right of way through the public lands for tramroads, canals, and
reservoirs, and for other purposes," approved March 1, 1921 (41
Stat., 1194), reads:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of Anmerica in Congress assembled, That in addition to the rights of
way granted by Sections 18; 19, 20, and 21 of the Act of Congress entitled 'An
Act to repeal timber-culture laws, and for other purposes,' approved March 3,
1891 (Twenty-sixth Statutes, page 1095), as amended by the Act of Congress
entitled 'An Act to amend the irrigation Act of March 3, 1891 (Twenty-sixth
52403
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Statutes, page 1095, section 18), and to amend section 2 of the Act of May 11,
1898 (Thirtieth Statutes, page 404),' approved March 4, 1917 (Thirty-ninth
Statutes, page 1197), and, subject to the conditions and restrictions therein
contained, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to grant permits or easements for not to exceed five acres of ground adjoining the right of way at
each of the locations, to be determined by the Secretary of the Interior, to be
used for the erection thereon of dwellings or other buildings or corrals for
the convenience of those engaged inSthe care and management of the works
provided for by said Acts: Provided, That this Act shall not apply to lands
within national forests."

. Applicants for rights of way under this amendment will be governed by the regulations set forth in the circular approved June. ,
1908 (36 L. D., 567), in so far as applicable, appropriate additions:
being made to the forms.on the maps therein prescribed so as to include this amendment.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.

Approved:.
E. C. FINNEY;

First Assistant Secretary.
HYPPOLITE FAVOT.
'Decided February 17, 1921.
ScHoox LAND-MINERAL LANDs-LAND DPARTMENT--JUnrsDIcTIoN.
An act of the State of California declaring that granted school lands in
place, in which after acquirement of title by the State valuable mineral
deposits are found, shall be free and open to prospecting and acquisition
under the. United States mining laws, does not revest title in the United
States or confer jurisdiction upon the Land Department to dispose of
them, prior to the approval of a selectiod of 'other lands in lieu thereof
filed by the State upon A tender of the base.
SciooL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-WAIVER.
An act of the State of California 'permitting mineral prospecting and location
under the United States mining laws upon granted school lands in place,
after acquirement of title by the State, does not constitute a waiver of
the right of the State to claim the benefit of the presumption that the
land was nonmineral in character at the time that the grant took effect.
SCHOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-SUnVEY.
The presuimption arises that lands granted to a State for school purposes are
of the character contemplated by the grant, in so far as minerals are concerned, if at the time of their identification by the lines of 'an approved
public survey there were no mining claims of record and the returns' of
the surveyor did not show the lands to be mineral in character.
SCHOOL LAND-MINERAL LANDS-HEARING.
A mineral claimant who does not'assert any discovery by him of mineral,
at or prior to the approval of a Government survey, on land granted to
a State for school purposes, is not entitled to a hearing to prove the character 'of the land upon a mere showing that casual prospecting had been
done by others from time to time prior to and since its survey.in

-
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First' Assistant Secretary:
On June 23, 1920, Ilyppolite Favot filed in the local land office at
Sacramento, California, an application in the nature of a request
for a hearing to prove the mineral character of the land involved,.
styled by him an " application to contest the right of possession' and
character of the lands embraced in section 16, Township 1 South,
Range 15 East, M. D. M., in the County of Tuolumne, State of California."
The applicant alleged that in 1901, he located the Feliciana Quartz
Mine in the fractional northeast quarter. of said section 16, by*
amended notice of location of December 17, 1900, which amended
notice was recorded December 19, 1900, on the proper Tuolumne
Mining District Records; that since said time he has -continuously
held, worked and operated said mining claim, and each year has
performed the assessment work thereon, and has performed work
and placed improvements on the claim to the value 'of approximately
$10,000; that in 1903, he located the Diablo Quartz Mine in said::section, which adjoins his Feliciana mine, and has done the assessment work on that claim each year since said time and has performed
work and placed improvements thereon in the approximate sum of'
$5,000, notice of the location of said -claim being duly recorded; that
there are veins 'of quartz bearing gold, passing through said properties, assaying in value from $1.50 to $7.00 per ton. He bases. his
contest upon the ground that the property is mineral in character
and that he intends to acquire same under the laws of the. United
'States. ' He states that'said section 16 was sold by the State of California on June 9. 1920, as school land to purchasers unknown to him
and he requests that he be allowed to prove his allegations and that
any entry, filing or other claim to said property be canceled.
August 6, 1920, the. Commissioner dismissed the application for
want of jurisdiction, stating that section 16, and other portions of
the township, were surveyed in 1880, and that the plat of survey
was accepted June 14, 1880; that no mining claims were shown to
be in the section at that date and same was not returned by the
United States deputy surveyor as. being mineral in character and
the presumption arises that the title thereto vested in the State in
1880. by virtue of its school grant under the act of March 3, 1853
(10 Stat., 244, 246).
Applicant has, appealed from said decision and has filed an
amended application and submitted an additional showing to the
effect that in 1901, he filed with the register of lands for the State
of California an 'affidavit that the lan'd involved was mineral in
character and that he was claiming Same under the United States
statutes governing the disposition of mineral lands, and that in 1901
VOGELSANG,
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he received a communication from the surveyor general' of said
State stating, in substance that applicant's mining locations were "all
right" and that applicant would have no trouble about same; that
in 1901 he also filed an affidavit in the United States land office at
:Sacramento, to the same effect as the affidavit filed with the register
of the State land department. He further states that in 1918, he again
wrote to the State surveyor general relative to said property, advising that he claimed it as mining property, and asking for certain
information, andcthat he received a reply from said state officer stating that if the land contained valuable mineral deposits, same would
be open to exploration, occupation and purchase. under the mining
laws of the United States by virtue of the provisions of the act of
the legislature of California,. approved April 1, 1897. See Statutes
and Amendments of'the Code of California of 1897, page 438. The
applicant also submitted: the affidavits of two persons, who stated in
substance that affiants have known the land in question since the
year 1870, and were well acquainted with same; that they personally
knew of mining operations for gold being performed upon said land
during the years from 1870 until 1919, and that gold was extracted
therefrom during that time. Service of the amended application
and additional showing appears to have been made upon the surveyor general and the register of the land office of the State of California.
It'is argued upon this appeal that said State statute constitutes a
waiver of the State's right to claim the benefits of the presumption
that the land was nonmineral in character, on June 14, 1880, when
the plat of survey was accepted by the Commissioner.
Section 3 of said act provides thatThe sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections belonging to the State, in which there
may be found valuable mineral deposits, are hereby declared to be free and
open to exploration, occupation, and purchase of the United States, under the
laws, rules, and regulations passed and prescribed by the United -States for
the sale of mineral lands.

It is contended that by reason of said act, applicant was inducedto enter upon said property and expend money', under the belief that
the' State waived its right to lands upon which valuable mineral
deposits were'jfound.
No valid reason is seen why the State<, if it desired so to do, might
not waive its claim to land 'within a school section upon which a
mineral discovery has been made after survey and select other land
in lieu thereof. 'See State of California !v. Deseret Water, Oil and
Irrigation Company (243 U. S., 415). But the California statute,
:supra, does not constitute a grant to the United States of such land
and does not have the effect of revesting the legal title thereto in the
United States in the absen-ce of proper legislation by Congress au-
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thorizing the revestin-g of such title. Sewell A.. Knapp (47 L. D.,
156).
The Department has heretofore had occasion to consider and discuss said section of the act in the case of State of California (33
L. D., 356), wherein it is said:
This would seem to be a waiver on the part of the State to such of the
sections 16 and 36 in place as were shown to be mineral in character after their
identification, presumably with the intentidn of encouraging the exploration
and development of mineral lands and indemnifying itself for any loss on
adcount thereof through selections under the act of 1891.
After full and careful consideration of the matter the Department is of
opinion that under the plan of adjustment provided for in the act of February
28, 1891, it is possible for the State, if she so elects,! to waive her right to portions of sections 16 and 36 in place and select other lands in lieu thereof, upon
a showing of the mineral character of the lands as a present fact, without
regard to their known condition at the time of their identification by the lines
of the public survey.

It would therefore be necessary, in order for the Department to
gain jurisdiction under his instant application, for Favot to show
that the State had tendered the land involved as, base for lieu selection on the ground of the present discovery of mineral, and that the
lieu selection had been approved by the' Department. As held in,
State of Nev Mexico (46 L. D., 217),'the. title to the base land
tendered by the State in support of a lieu selection would not vest
in the United States until approval of the selection, there being, in
fact, no selection until the approval is executed on the part of the
Department. It would accordingly appear that the California
statute, supra, is of no avail to applicant in this proceeding and that
the Department is without jurisdiction to hear and determine the
issues presented in so far as said State statute confers jurisdiction.
It appears moreover that the State has impliedly signified its unwillingness to offer the land involved as;base for lieu selection as it
is stated that the State has sold same, which would be a much more
cogent reason why said statute confers no jurisdiction on the Department.The supplemental showing submitted on appeal, as to the known
mineral character of the land at the time the approved plat of survey was filed is not deemed sufficient to warrant a hearing to be
ordered. All that can be said of such showing is that casual
prospecting was done on the land from time to time. A showing as
to the' extent to which gold was discovered thereon, when' or by
whom the discoveries were made, whether any claim to the land
was asserted at' the- date when the State's right attached thereto,
or the nature and extent of the mining improvements placed upon
the land by the mineral claimant,'is not attempted to be made. Nor
is applicant claiming by reason of any discovery of mineral made
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at that time or prior thereto. The record discloses moreover that
no mining claims were shown to be in the section at that date, and
it was not returned by the United States deputy surveyor as being
mineral in character. Under a unifornmi line of decisions; the land
together, with the unknown mineral therein, passed to. the State
upon the approval of the survey in 1880. See Davis's Administrator v. Weibbold (139 U. S. 507); Colorado Coal and Iron Company v. United States (123 U. S., 307); Tillian v. Keepers (44 L. D.,
460).The decision appealed from is affirmed.

HYPPOLITE FAVOT.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of February 17,
1921 (48 L. D., 114), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
July 21, 1921.

KRAUSS v. PRIBBLE.
Decided March 3, 1921.
STOCK-RAISING HoMEsTEAD-ADDITIONAI-PREFERENCE

RIGHT.

An entry under section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, is to all intents and
purposes an original entry within the meaning of section 4 of the stockraising 'homestead act, and is a proper basis for the assertion of a preferential right-under section 8 of the latter act.

VOGELSANG, FirstAssistant Secretary:
Nathaniel Pribble has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated July 19, 1920, rejecting his
application, filed January 8, 1917, to make entry under the stockraising homestead act for W. i NE. i, Sec. 7, T. 25 N., R. 61 W.,
6th P. M., Cheyenne, Wyoming, land district, as additional to his
entry, made May 4, 1916, for W. i SE. i, said Sec. 7.
On January 26, 1917, Carl G. Krauss applied to make entry for
said WX. NE. 4, Sec. 7, and 240 acres of adjoining land contiguous to
his entry under the enlarged homestead act, embracing approximately 320 acres, under which final certificate issued December 16,
1919.
In rejecting Pribble's application the Commissioner held that as the
land applied for was not within 20 miles of the land embraced in the
perfected Nebraska entry, the applicant was not qualified to make
an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act, and that
Krauss' was entitled to assert a preferential claim' to the 80 acres
under section 6 of the act.
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Pribble's entry for W. j SE. i, said Sec. 7, was allowed under section 6Oof the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat., 84), and is an original
entry within'the meaning of section 4 of the stock-raising homestead
act, requiring compliance with all the terms and conditions of the
so-called three-year homestead law. He is qualified to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act for 480 acres of
designated land within 20 miles of the existing entry, and is entitled
to assert a preferential claim to designated land contiguous thereto.
For the reasons aforesaid, the decision appealed from is reversed.
RHODES v. CONNER.
Decided April 6,1921.

CONTEST-ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-HEIES-MILITARY SERVICE.
The heirs of a deceased entryman under the enlarged homestead act, whose
death occurs more than twelve months from the date of entry, without his
having established residence, the default not being due to military or naval
service, succeed to no right whatever in the land, and the question of military or naval. service of the heirs of such entryman is immaterial in a con-.
test proceeding, charging failure to establish residence and abandonment.
FINNEY, First

Assistant

Secretary:

Blake C. Rhodes has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated August 11, 1920, affirming
the action of the local officers and dismissing his contest against the
homestead entry of William M. Conner, 018681, made September 3,
1915, under the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639), for lots
7, 8, 9, Sec. 4, lots 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 20, and W. SW. 1, Sec. 5, containing 320.91 acres, T. 33 S., R. 49 W., 6th P. M., Lamar land district, Colorado.
On September 18, 1917, Blake C. Rhodes filed contest affidavit
against ,said entry, which as amended September 24, 1917, charged
as follows:
That said William M. Conner died in the early part of 1916; that the heirs

of the said entryman have wholly abandoned said land; that both entryman
and heirs have failed to establish residence on, improve, cultivate, or in any
way assert their right to said lands since the date of entry; and that the names
and addresses of said entryman and heirs and all of them are unknown; that

said defaults have existed from date of entry and continue to this date; that
said defaults are not due to any of the parties involved, nor were any of
them engaged in military or naval service of the United States as a private
soldier, officer, seaman, marine, national guardsman, or member of any other
organization for offense or defense authorized by Congress during any war in
-which the United States may be engaged.

There appears, in the record filed October 1.5, 1917, the affidavit
of one M. D: Conner, wherein it is alleged, in substance, that affiant
is well acquainted with the homestead entry of William M. Conner;
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that he is a grandson of the entryman; that said entryman wash
-about ninety-six years old at the time of his death in December,
1916; that prior to his death he had not established residence upon
or cultivated any of the land; that since his death none of the
heirs have resided upon or cultivated any part of the land, but
have abandoned the same; that said, entryman has five children,
all living, or were when last heard from, one of whom is. affiant's
father; that affiant's father is W. W.:Conner, of Leila, Missouri;
that affiant does not know the names and addresses of the others but
knows that they are all well along in years and that none of them
are engaged in the naval or military service of the United States.
Thereafter, on November 14, 1917, Wilber W. Conner, one of
the heirs of deceased entryman, duly answered denying the charges,
alleging that entryyman soon after making said entry was taken
sick, and was not able at any time to return to his claim, his death
occurring-on December 16, 1916, and that his heirs did not have a
reasonable time in which to make improvements before the contest
was filed.
On February 26, 1918, the local officers dismissed the contest upon
the ground that jurisdiction had not been acquired because of failure
on the part of contestant to make service on the other heirs. The
Commissioner reversed this action by letter "H" of June 10, 1918,
wherein it was directed' that the case be remanded and reinstated
for further proceedings and contestant required to obtain jurisdic-'
tion as to the other heirs by personal service or otherwise.
It appears that service of notice by publication on the other heirs
of' entryman was duly made in accordance with the*Rules of Practice, and that on February 14, 1919, a hearing was, had before the
local officers, at which time contestant appeared in qperson and by
counsel and submitted testimony. The answering contestee, Wilber
W. Conner, was represented at the hearing by his attorney, but did
not testify 'and no testimony was submitted in behalf of any of the
contestees or heirs of the deceased entryman.
The local officers dismissed the contest upon the ground that contestant failed to prove the allegation that none of the heirs of the
deceased entryman were engaged in the military or naval service of
the United States, and that this in itself was considered sufficient
reason for dismissal. On appeal the Commissioner affirmed the'
action of the local officers upon the same ground, finding in substance that the burden of proof was upon contestant to show that
the heirs of the deceased entryman were not engaged in the military
or naval service, which he had failed to do.
Upon due and careful consideration the Department is of opinion
that the question of the military or naval service of said heirs is;
not the material issue involved.
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Section 2207 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of
June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 123), provides as follows:
If, at any time after the filing of the affidavit as required in section twentytwo hundred and ninety and before the expiration of the.three years mentioned
in section twenty-two hundred and.ninety-one, it is proved, after due notice
to the settler, to the satisfaction of the register of the land office that the person
having filed such affidavit has failed to establish residence within six months
after the date of entry, or abandoned the land for more than six months at
any time, then and in that event the land so entered shall revert to the Government: Provided, That the three years' period of residence herein fixed shall
date from the time of establishing actual permanent residence upon the land:
And provided further, That where there may be climatic reasons, sickness, or
other unavoidable cause' the Commissioner of the General Land Office may,
in his discretion, allow the settler twelve months from the date of filing in
which to commence his residence on said land under such rules and regulations
as he may prescribe.

Section 2291, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of June
supra, requires residence and cultivation by a homestead
entryman for three years following the date of filing affidavit, and,
the second proviso of'said section is as follows:

6, 1912,

That when the person making entry dies before the offer of final proof those
succeeding to the entry must show that the entryman had complied with the
law in all respects to the date of his death and that they have since complied
with the law in allxrespects, as would have been required of the entryman had
he lived, excepting that they are relieved from any requirement of residence
upon the land.

When, therefore, the death of the entryman occurs more than
twelve months froml .the' date of entry, without his having established residence upon the land, there is such a default that the heirs
succeed to no right whatever in the land, and the military or naval
service of the heirs of the deceased entryman is not a material question.
In the case at bar, the entryman had six months in which to establish residence, and if by reason of sickness, or other unavoidable.
cause, he was unable to do so, the Commissioner of the General Land
Officein his discretion, could have allowed him a further period of
six months in which to commence residence, but, as stated, a year and
three months elapsed before the death of William M. Conner without
residence having been established.
It follows, therefore, that as the heirs of the deceased entryman
succeeded to no right, their military or naval service, as stated, is immaterial. It was not only alleged but clearly proven that the entryman's default was not due to military or naval service.
Accordingly, the decision appealed from is hereby reversed and
the entry will be canceled upon this decision becoming final.
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RHODES v. CONNER.

Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of April 6, 1921 (48
L. D., 119), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, June 6, 1921.
ARTHUR J. HAYS ET AL.
Decided April 9, 1921.

COAT, LANDS-PREFERENCE RIGHT-ACT OF FEBRa-UARY 25, 1920.
The provisions of the act of February 25, 1920, which authorize the Secretary
of the Interior, when awarding leases for coal lands thereunder, to recog-

X

nize equitable rights acquired prior to the act by claimants who had in
good faith improved and occupied or claimed the lands under the coal land
laws, do not confer any preference right that attaches to or extends over

an area outside of the tracts embraced within the original claims.
COAL LANDS-PREFERENCE RIGHT-MIETARY SERVICE.

The act of February 25, 1920, does not award any preference right for military or naval service and preferential consideration can not be given to
applicants, as ex-service men with honorable discharges, in the granting.
of coal land leases thereunder.
FINNEY, First

I

Assistant

Secretary:

On March 3, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
submitted the record without favorable recommendation pertaining
to thefpetition (serial 025432) of Arthur J. Mays et al., filed on October 12, 1920, for the establishment of a leasing block and the award
of a coal lease embracing the E. i, NE. I SW. i, S. i SW.i, Sec. 12,
Sec. 13, E. J. E , Sec. 24, T. 16S., R. 7 E., and Sec. 7, SW. SW. i,
Sec. 8, and See. 18, T. 16 S., R. 8 E., S. L. M., Salt Lake City, Utah,
land district.
When the above application was filed conflicting coal filings existed upon the land as follows:
C. D. S.

Land.

Possession.

E. IE.J, Sec. 24 ......

Oct. 26, 1919

Claimant.

025022,Oct.28,1919.. HaroldR.Mays...

V

S. J SE.
SE. 1, See.

Oct. 26,1919

025222,Dec.22,1919.. ArthurJ.Mays. . SW. SW.J,N.SW.
4W. i SE. 1,Sec.
13.

Oct. 26,1919

025028, Oct. 28,1919..

Loland W. Mays.. SE.W E.
J ,NE
W
13.

i,

,

Application to
purchase.
025241, Tan.

Claimant.

1920...... Harry L. Gaudy..

$25-"old opening
cleared of debris an
exposed vein of coa
to surface."
:
$25-" outer d e b ri s
cleared -awav and
vein exposed'toplain
sight."
325-"full face of a
nine-foot vein exposed showing good
grade of coal."
Disposition.

Land.

SW. i SE. J, B. J SE.
Sec. 7.

Expenditure.

i;

Rei.ted upon relinquishment
ied January 15,1921.

025242, Jan. 2,1920.-..I.. Royal C. Johnson. NE. J NE. I, S. i N E. J,
NW. i SE. J, Sec. 7.

Rejected upon relinquishment
filed January 15,1921.

SW JSW I Sec 5

11
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In their-petition the three coal declarants individually offered to'
waive and release all rights under their filings on the understanding
that their equities would be recognized. The applicant, Newman,
had no coal filing upon the land. It is averred that a valuable mine
of coal had been opened upon each of the tracts upon which the coal
declaratory statements had been filed and that considerable time and
money 'had been spent in the development of coal. The applicants
averred that they were all ex-service men, having been honorably
discharged from the United States military or naval forces upon the
conclusion of the war with
The statement is made that
the lands applied for should and can be most economically mined
'from the approaches on the land covered by the coal filings.' The
contemplated investment is stated to be $100,000 for the development
and equipment of a mine having a daily output of 500 tons or more.
The applicants are. willing to pay a-maximum royalty of ten cents
per ton. The applicants state that in the absence of any better bid
for lease, they would, within 30 days from the auction, execute a
*lease for the land.
On December 1, 1920, Arthur J. Mays, on behalf of the association,
filed a showing with respect to the claim of the coal declarants in
regard to equitable rights and asked-'that such rights be recognized
anid that the association be granted a lease upon terms to be mutually
' agreed upon without competitive bidding or public auction of the
land. On February 16, 1921,.the Director of the Geological Survey reported that upon the area sought (2494.40 acres), there were
at least four workable beds of coal 6j, 7, 12, and 4 feet thick exposed. It was stated that the .block doubtless contained: 60,000,000
-Germany.

-

to foo 000,000 tons of extractable high grade coal sufficient for an
output of 1,000,000 tons per year for sixty to one hundred years,
and that if two; mines of such capacity were installed,. the tonnage
available would last from thirty to fifty years or more. 'The Director was of opinion that, a much larger initial outlay than $100,000
was called for in order, to develop the property. He also recommended that a royalty rate be fixed at ten' cents per ton of 2000
pounds run of mine, which was the rate according with State prac-tice.
With the record is found a: report dated January 31, 1921, from
the Acting Forester, the lands being within the Manti National
Forest. That report indicated that the Forest Service had no ob-o
jection to -the -segregating into a leasing unit of the land applied for
and called attention to the fact that portions of sections 7 and 12
had been: selected by the State and such, selections were approved
June 24, 1912. The Forest Service recommended that certain specific;
stipulations formulated in the letter be:inserted in the lease.
-
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On February 26, 1921, the applicant. Arthur J. Mays, by wire,:
advised the Commissioner to the effect that the contemplated expenditure and production mentioned in the original application
were given purely as a minimum; that preliminary investigation had
disclosed that complete equipment of mine, tram, tipple and yards
would cost approximately $500,000 and railroad development would
cost $1,000,000.
The Commissioner in his letter submitting this matter states that
he is unable to see his way clear under the law to recommend a preference right lease. He believed that the land should be put into a
leasing block and offered to the highest bidder.
This case presents an important question as to the nature and
extent of the recognition to be given to equitable rights in connection
with coal leases. Section 2 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437), provides that the Secretary is authorized in awarding leases for coal lands theretofore improved and occupied or
claimed in good faith, to consider and recognize equitable rights
in such occupants or claimants. Paragraph 4-of the regulations approved April 1, 1920 (47 L. D., 489, 490), states that equitable rights
of such, claimants may be recognized in awarding leases :and in such(
cases the rents and royalties not less than the minimum provided for,
leases under the act will be fixed by the Secretary. Section 37 of
the act prescribes that valid claims existent at the date of the passage
of the law and thereafter maintained may be perfected.
While the expenditures of the coal declarants shown by the record
are not extensive, the Department has reached the conclusion that
they possess equitable rights which are entitled to recognition. The ?
Department, however, is clearly of the opinion that this preference
right can'not attach to or be extended over an area outside of the
tracts embraced in the original claims under the coal land laws.
In other words, the preference right of the three coal declarants
here involved, which covered 480 acres, can not be expanded so as
to cover approximately the 2500 acres upon which the lease is sought.
'The suggestion that the applicants, as ex-service men with honorable discharges, are entitled to preferential consideration can not be
given effect. There is no authority in the leasing act for awarding
any preference for military or naval service.
The Department concludes that a preference right for a lease
upon 480 acres, being the land oovered by the coal declaratory statements, above mentioned, should be recognized and if desired, the
applicants may take a lease under their equitable claim for such tract.
That area will not be offered at the auction for competitive bidding.
The remainder of the land will be put up and auctioned in the usual
manner. The two areas will be distinctly described in the notice
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issued and the notice will state that the preference right area is not
offered for competitive bidding.
If the applicants are successful bidders at the auction, one lease
will be awarded to them for the entire block and the minimum investment required in connection with the lease will be $250,000, and the
royalty is hereby fixed at ten cents per ton run of the mine.
If the applicants are not successful bidders, two leases may be
awarded, each on such proper terms and conditions and to such
parties as the premises may warrant.
Any leases executed will contain proper stipulations for the protection of the timber and the national forest interests, with proper
regulation governing timber cutting, along the line suggested by the
Acting Forester.
The record is returned to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office- for further proceedings in harmony with the views herein
set forth.
WALTER C. GATTON.
Decided April 23, 1921.
MILITARY SnaVICE-STOcK-RusiNG eHOmESTEAD-RESIDENCE.
' In fulfilling the one year minimum residence, requirement under the act of
July 28, 1917, a soldier is entitled to the same absence privilege as is
enjoyed by other ent;ymen under the, general homestead laws, and the
* period of absence from a stock-raising homestead entry under authority of
the so-called drought act of July 24, 1919, may be credited in making up
the aggregate of one year required by law.

**

'FINNEY, FirstAssistant.Secretary:
On October 10, 1918,-at the Buffalo, Wyoming, land office, Walter
,C. Gatton made entry under the stock-raising homestead act for all
of Sec. 30, T. 57, N., R. 77 W., 6th P. M. (622.40 acres). Final proof
was submitted July 19, 1920, from which it appears that residence
was established June 15, 1919; that entryman was absent under a
leave of absence under the so-called drought act of July 24, 1919
(41 Stat., 234, 271), from August 11, 1919, until December 31, 1919;
and that he was thereafter absent for five months under the privilege
granted by the first proviso to section' 2291, Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 123). The improvemnents are valued at over $1,000.
According to a report by the War Department, Gatton served in
the military service for more' than two years during the world war
and the operations along the Mexican boundary.
By decision dated January 31, 1921, the Commissioner of the GenXeral Land Office affirmed the action of the local officers in rejecting
,the Anal proof for insufficient residence. Said decision also held
that the proof was defective in that it failed to show that the land
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had been used f or; raising stock and forage crops. Entryman has
appealed.
Under the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), the time required to'
perfect the entry was reduced to the extent of two years. Said act.
provides:
That no patent shall issue to any homestead settler who has not resided upon,,
improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at least one year.

The drought act, supra, provides as follows:
That any homestead settler or entryman who, during the calendar year 1919,
finds it necessary to leave his homestead to seek employment in order to obtain
food and other necessaries of life for himself, family, and work stock, because
of great and serious drought conditions, causing, total or partial failures of
crops, may, upon filing with the register and receiver.pro6f of such conditions
in the form of a corroborated affidavit, be excused from residence upon his.
homestead during all or part of the calendar year 1919, or the current year
of such homestead which may fall principally in the year 1919, and in the
making of final proof upon such an entry absence granted-under this Act shall
be counted and construed as constructive residence by said homesteader.

Under the act quoted, entryman is entitled to credit for residence
during the period from August 11 to December 31, 1919. This periods
added to the time he actually resided on the, land and the five months
he was allowed to be absent, aggregates one year, and the proviso'
to the act of July 28, 1917, s~prca, is satisfied.
The Department has uniformly held, since the enactment of the socalled three-year homestead law, that in each year of residence required of a soldier he is entitled to the same absence privilege as is
enjoyed by other homesteaders. The act of July 28, 1917, sUpra,
being a relief act, should be liberally construed; no reason appears
why Gatton should not be given the full measure of relief therein
":provided.
The decision appealed from is modified to agree with the foregoing..
The final 'proof will be accepted if entryman, within a, reasonable
time, supplements it by a showing that he has actually used 'the land
for raising stock and forage crops.

ANNA M. BAXTER (ON PETITION).
Decided May 19, 1921.
HOMESTEAD EmTRY-OiL AND GAs

LANDS-WITHDnAWAT-FiNAL PROOF-PATENT.

Section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910, expressly excepting homestead entries
''from the effects of a subsequent withdrawal, intends that such entries
may be perfected only on condition that the landsi are nonmineral and
subject to disposition under the agricultural land laws, and a petroleum
withdrawal made prior to submission of final proof impresses the land
with a prima facie mineral character which makes it incumbent upon the
claimant either to prove that it is of the character subject to his .claim,
or to accept a restricted patent under the act of July 17, 1914.
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First Assistant Secretary:

This is the second petition filed by Anna M. Baxter, for' exercise
of the, supervisory authority of the Secretary in the matter of her
homestead entry, the Department having heretofore, under date of
May 5, 1920, denied a petition for the issuance, of an unrestricted
patent. The history of prior proceedings is fully set out in that
decision and -will not be repeated. .The salient facts, however, are
that the petitioner made homestead entry January 31, 1910. The
land involved was included in Petroleum Reserve No. 18, by Executive order of January 26, 1911, under the act of June 25, 1910 (36
Stat., 847).
Final proof was submitted December 9, 1913, and final certificate
issued March 27, 1915, without reservation of minerals as required
and demanded by the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509). Thereafter, under date of June 24, 1915, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held that an unrestricted patent could not issue to the
- claimant unless it should be satisfactorily shown that the land is nonoil and nongas in character, and the claimant was accordingly required to consent to the issuance of such limited patent or, in the
alternative, to file application to have the land classified as non* mineral in character and, in the event the alternative course was
adopted and the Commissioner found it inadvisable upon the record
showing to comply therewith, the claimant was to be awarded the
privilege of a hearing and given an opportunity to overcome the
presumption arising by virtue of the withdrawal.
Upon this petition the contention is made that the entry was ab* solutely excepted from the withdrawal of 1911' by the express terms
of the act of June 25, 1910, supra, and that that withdrawal therefore gave rise to no presumption as to the mineral character of the
land; furthermore, that the claimant obtained a vested right in the
Isaid -land by virtue of her proof submitted December .9, 1913, of
completed compliance with the provisions of the homestead law,
and that her right to have unrestricted patent was not in any manner affected or impaired by the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509),
entitled, "An act to provide for agricultural entry of lands with-'
drawn, classified, or reported as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals."
The first contention above enumerated will readily be conceded,
but this gives no support for the . conclusion or further contention
by counsel for the petitioner that the lands were consequently unimpressed with a mineral character; that a vested right was acquired:
by virtue of the submission and acceptance of proof of completed
compliance .with the homestead law, and that the provisions of the
act of July. 17, 1914, supra, were, under the circumstances, inoperative.'

0,
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The act of 1910, supra, provides that the President may, at any
time, in his discretion, temporarily withdraw from settlement,
location, sale or entry, any of the public lands of the United States
and reserve the same for water power sites, irrigation, classification,
or other public purposes. Section 2 contains a provision to the
effect that there shall be excepted from the force and effect of any
withdrawal all lands which are, on the date of withdrawal, embraced
in any lawful homestead or desert land entry theretofore made.
This is merely a declaration that any person having a nonmineral
entry within a withdrawn area may receive patent upon satisfactory
proof of full compliance with the provisions of law under which
the entry was made, notwithstanding the withdrawal or reservation,
providing, of course, the lands are nonmineral in character and
such as may be disposed of under the agricultural land laws. The
fact that entered lands are excepted from the force and effect of a
withdrawal to the extent that the claim may be carried to patent,
does not dispel, relieve or lessen any presumption that may have
arisen as to their mineral character or their value for deposits of
oil. Whatever presumption that may be raised by a withdrawal
as to the character of unentered public lands exists and obtains
with equal force to entered lands of like situation.
Inasmuch, therefore, as these lands were embraced in a petroleum
withdrawal in 1911, prior to the submission of final proof, they
V
were impressed with a prima facie mineral character and it is
incumbent -upon the claimant to show that the land is of the character subject to her claim. See instructions of March 20, 1915 (44
L. D., 32, 37); State of Louisiana et al. (47 L. D., 366).
It is manifest, moreover, that the entry was not confirmed under
the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095,
1099), because if. for no other reason the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in behalf of the Government, within the two-year
the act, required something to be done by the
period limited
claimant to duly complete and perfect her entry. See case of Jacob
A. Harris (42 L. D., 611), and instructions of April 25, 1914 (43
.by

L. D.,1 294) . The petition and request for. unrestricted patent must, therefore,
be denied.
CLAYTON PHEBUS.
Decided May 19, 1921.
SIURVEY-NONxAVIGABLE

LAicE-RIPA"IAN RIGHTS.

When the meander line and the water line of a lake do not coincide,, the water
line is the boundary of a Govermuent grant of lands abutting thereupon,
and in a State in which the statutes contain no specific provision as to
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riparian rights with reference to a nonnavigable lake, but in which the
common law prevails, the title to the bed of such lake is vested in the
owners of the adjoining shore lands.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PErSPEdTING PERMIT-SURVEY-NONNAVIGABLE LAKE.
Ownership by the Government of lands abutting upon a meandered nonnavigable lake carries with it the same rights with respect to the adjacent
submerged land that private ownership does, and where the title to such
land is vested in the United States, an oil prospecting permit granted'
under the act of February 25, 1920, embracing the Government-ovned
shore lands includes the right to prospect the submerged lands.
PROSPECTING PERMIT-ACT OF FEBRuAY 25, 1920-NONNAVIGALE LAKE.
Lands beneath the waters of a nonnavigable lake which is surrounded by
tracts that have been patented by the Government or are embraced within
existing; claims: or pending applications are not subject, apart from the
abutting uplands, to the oil prospecting permit or lease provisions of the
act of February 25, 1920.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
August 16, 1920, Clayton Phebus filed application 029489, under
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a
permit to prospect for oil and gas upon, together with other lands,
certain areas described as all of Sec. 2, except lots 1, 2, and 3; all of
Sec. 11, except lots 1, 2, 3 and 4; all of the SE. i, Sec. 3, not included
in lots 5 and 6, T. 17 N., R. 76 W., 6th P. M., Cheyenne land district,
Wyoming.
The described areas, it appears, are covered by what is shown on
the plat of survey of the township as James Lake, a meandered
body of water approximately 2 miles in length-from north to south,
and from J to k.i miles in width. It covers 557.54 acres of Sec. 2,
59.24 acres of Sec. 3, and 535.03 acres of Sec. 11, together with 64.57
acres of Sec. 1, and 7.30 acres of Sec. 12.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office by decision of November 5, 1920, rejected the application as to said lands on the
ground that, being within the meandered boundaries of a lake, they
are not subject to disposition as public lands of the United States.
Appeal from that action brings the case before the Department.
It is contended by appellant that inasmuch as the precise acreage.
of the fractional subdivisions surrounding and abutting upon the
lake are noted on the plat, the meander lines should be regarded' as
the lakeward boundaries of said subdivisions and for that reason
should be held as excluding the proprietors of said subdivisions from
any riptrian rights which they otherwise might have with respect
to such subdivisions. This contention 'is not sound. As was said
by the Supreme Court in Hardin v. Jordan (140 U. S., 371, 380),It has been the practice of the government from its origin, in disposing of the
public lands, to measure the price to be paid for them by the quantity of upland
granted, no charge being made for the lands under the bed of the stream, or 52403°-21-voL 48-9
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other body of water. The meander lines run along or near the margin of such
waters are run for the purpose of ascertaining the exact quantity of the upland
to be charged for, and not for the purpose of limiting the title of the grantee
to such meander lines. It has frequently been held, both by the Federal and
state courts, that such meander lines are intended for the purpose of bounding
and abutting the lands granted upon the waters whose margins are thus meandered; and. that the waters themselves constitute the real boundary.
See also Lee Wilson and Company v. United States (245 U.
24), and cases there cited.
'

S.,

'

The water line of James Lake, therefore, and not the meander line
must be held to be the boundary line of the lands surrounding and
abutting upon the lake.
It is also urged by appellant that the lake being nonnavigable and
the State having enacted no specific legislation relating to riparian
rights, the doctrine of riparian rights does not apply to lands abutting upon the lake.
While it is true that no specific provision is found in the laws of

Wyoming in regard to rights of riparian owners to the beds of
streams, lakes or 'other bodies of water upon which their lands abut,
the common law of England, which embraces the doctrine of riparian
rights, has been adopted by the State so far as the same is of a general nature and not inapplicable nor inconsistent with the laws of the
State, which law, it is declared, shall be considered as of full' force
until repealed by legislative authority. Wyoiming Compiled Statutes
1910, section 3588; Hovey v. Sheffner (Supreme Court of Wyoming,
93 Pac., 305). The only repeal-or modification of the common law
of riparian rights which has been made by the State has reference
solely to the appropriation and use of waters within the State. The
common law rule as to the rights of riparian proprietors with respect
to the beds of streams, lakes and other bodies of water, is, therefore,

in

full force in that State.

At common law the question as to what would pass by a, grant
bounded by a stream of water is held by the Supreme Court of
Illinois in Middleton v. Pritchard (3 Scam., 510), to depend upon
the character of the stream or water.

It is there said:

At common law, this depended upon the character of the stream or water.
If it were a navigable stream, or water, the riparian proprietor extended only
to high-water mark. If it were a stream not navigable, the rights of the
riparian owner extended to the centre thread of the current.
Citing said decision with approval and defining the common law
rule therein stated as applied to lakes and ponds the Supreme Court
in Hardin v. Jordan, supra, at page 391, said:

When land is bounded by a lake or pond, the water, equally as In the case
of a river, is appurtenant to it; it constitutes one of the advantages of its
situation, and a material part of its value, and enters largely into the consideration for acquiring it. Hence the presumption is that a grant of land
thus bounded is intended to include the contiguous land covered by water.
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Besides, a lake or pond, like a river, is a concrete object,: a unit, and when
named as a boundary, the natural inference is that, the middle line of it is
intended, that is, the line equidistant from the land on either side.

There is no doubt, therefore, that the title to the bed of James Lake
is in the owners of the land abutting upon that body of water.
An examination of the records of the General Land Office shows
that all of the lands in Sees. 1, 3, and 11, T. 17 N., R. 76 W., and Sec.
35, T. 18 N., R. 76 W., abutting on the lake were patented in 1895,
to the Central Pacific Railroad Company. It is true, as stated in the
appeal, that the patents covering said lands recite exclusions and
exceptions therefrom of all mineral lands other than those valuable
only on account of coal and iron, but as has been held by the Supreme
Court of the United States in Burke v. Southern Pacific Railroad
Company (234 U. S.,.669), such'mineral land exceptions and exclusions recited in railroad patents are unauthorized, void and of no
effect, and that patents so issued carry the entire title to lands described therein subject only to the right of the Government to attack
such patents by direct suit for their annulment as to lands known
to have been mineral when the patents were issued.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company, therefore, is the' absolute
owner of all the lands abutting upon the lake so patented to it, with
all the rights of a riparian proprietor as to the adjacent submerged
lands extending to the center of the lake.
It further appears that lot 1, Sec. 2, and lot 2, Sec. 10, T. 17 N.,
R. 76 W., abutting upon the lake, have long since been patented to
private individuals without reservations of oil and gas deposits, and
the ordinary' rights arising by virtue of riparian ownership are in
the holders-of the title to said lands as to the submerged areas opposite the same.
The remaining lands abutting upon the lake consist of lots 2 and 3,
Sec. 2, lots 1, 2, and 3, Sec. 12, and approximately the NW. i1 NE. i,)
Sec. 14, of the township and range last above mentioned. The said
lots in Sec. 12, are covered by a stock-raising homestead entry made
-with a reservation of all mineral deposits, and by the prospecting
permit application 029293 of Gus Becher, the superior rights under
which have been adjudicated by the Commissioner to be in Becher as
against the appellant Phebus, under his conflicting application covering said lots. Lots, 2 and 3, Sec. 2, are covered by the permit application 030205, of Charles Woodhouse,. while all of Sec. 14,- is embraced in the prospecting permit of Phebus. The legal title to said
subdivisions and -the oil an gas deposits contained therein is,
therefore, still in the United States.
Ownership by the Government of lands abutting upon a meandered
nonnavigable body of water carries with it the same rights with
'respect to the submerged land opposite thereto that private' owner-
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ship does, and such rights pass by permit or lease of the Governmentowned uplands as well as by patent to such lands. A prospecting
permit or permit application, therefore, covering land abutting upon
a meandered nonnavigable body of water embraces the adjacent submerged area, as well as the upland.
The lake being thus completely surrounded by tracts covered by
patents and a prospecting permit or applications therefor which attach to the entire bed of the lake, the Department would cleatrly in
no event be warranted in granting a permit for any portion of the
lake bed as such.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed, the case closed
and the record returned to the General Land Office.

F. A. HYDE AND COMPANY (ON PETITION). '
Decided May 20, 1921.
ScHool LAND-STURVEY-COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The grant of sections 16 and 36 to the State of Washington for school purposes does not attach until the survey thereof has been approved by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
FOREST LiEU SELEcTIoN-SCHOOL. LAND-ACT OF JUNE 4, 1897.
A valid selection under the act of June 4, 1897, of unsurveyed lands, is not
defeated by reason of their subsequent survey as a- part of a section
granted to the State of Washington for the support of public schools.
FOREST LiEu SELECTION-WITHDRAWkLS-NATIONAL

]FORESTS.

A selection under the exchange provisions of the act of June 4, 1897, which
was vaild when made by reason of the selector having complied with all of

the departmental regulations in connection therewith, is not affected by the
subsequent inclusion of the selected land in a national forest.

FirNNDiYr'Frst Afssistant Secretary:
The beneficial owner has filed a second petition for the exercise
of supervisory authority in the matter of a selection under the exchange provisions of the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 36), involving
E. and NW_, Sec. 16, T. 11 N., IP. SE., W. M., Washington, the
history of which follows.
The selection was made by F. A. Hyde and Company, by Angus
McDougall, attorney in fact, on August 8, 1900, the land then being
unsurveyed, in lieu of the E.' i and NW. I , Sec. 16, T. 5 N., R. 22 E.,
M. D. M., California, within what was then known as the Stanislaus
Forest Reserve, now the Mono National Forest.
By decision of July 2, 1902, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held the selection for cancellation, assigning as the reason
"that the title to the land selected is in the State of Washington,
'See

decision on petition, page 134.
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being school lands, and is not, therefore, subject to selection." The
selector did not appeal, and the selection was canceled March 30,
1903. The deed and the abstract of title to the base land were;
returned to the resident attorneys for the selector, at their request,
on April 25, 1903.
On August 12, 1918, said attorneys applied to the Commissioner
*of the General Land Office for authority -to file a new selection in,
lieu of the base lands, under the act of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat., 1264).
The Commissioner on November 2, 1918, rejected the.application, and
on appeal that action was affirmed by the Department in its decision
of April 11, 1919. A petition for the exercise of supervisory authority was denied by decision of October 7, 1920.
The selected lands were temporarily withdrawn from settlement,
or other appropriation by the Secretary's order of December 18,
1902. By proclamation of March 2, 1907, they were placed within
the exterior limits of the Mount Rainier National Forest, where they'
nowremain. The plat of survey was approved. August 13, 1907, and:
was filed in the local office September 22, 1908.
It is contended in the petition under consideration that the selection was erroneously canceled, and that the selector is entitled to a.
further selection under the repealing act of March 3, 1905, supra. The Supreme Court of the State of Washington in its decision of
March 24, 1920, in Thompson v. Savidge (188 Pac., 397), held that
in the light of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in Heydenfeldt v. Daney Gold and Silver Mining Company
(93 U. S., 634),. as interpreted in United States'v. Morrison (240
U. S., 192)* * * we cannot escape the conclusion that the decision of this court in
State v. Whitney, holding that our school land grant was one in ipraesenti of
unsurveyed as well as surveyed sections, completely vesting title in all of said
sections at the time of the grant, must now be regarded as erroneous, and no
longer. controlling upon that Federal question.

In United States v. Morrison, .iupra,the court held that nothing in
the act ,of February 14, 1859 (11 Stat., 3:83)., for the admission of
Oregon into the Union, or in section 2275, Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 796), operated
to pass title to the. State of Oregon of sections 16 and 36 at any intermediate stage of the survey;* further, that a survey is incomplete
until' formally approved by the Commissioner, and even though approved without modification it does not so relate back to, the date
of the grant or of the field survey as to destroy the power of Con-I
gress to dispose of the land while unsurveyed.
After mature consideration, the Department is of opinion that inasmuch as the survey of the selected lands' -was not approved until
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August 13, i907, the cancellation of the -selection on March 30, 1903,
for the reason stated by the Commissioner, was erroneous, and in
legal contemplation the selection was never, canceled. The subsequent inclusion of the selected land in a national forest did not affect
the selection, which was valid when made, the selector having comnplied with all the; departmental regulations in connection therewith.
Administrative Order of April 23, 1921 (48 L. D., 97).
The petitioner does not ask that the selection be reinstated, but
that he be granted the right of reselection under the repealing act of
1905. In view of'the forest withdrawal, the!Department will not
insist that he take the selected lands but will treat the selection as
' caniceled without fault of the selector, leaving him qualified to make
a new selection.
* The departmental decisions of April 11, 1919, and October' , 1920,
are recalled and vacated, and the Commissioner's decision of November 2, 1918, is reversed.
F. A. HYDE AND COMPANY (ON PETITION).
Decided August 17, 1921.

*

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
By decision of May 20, 1921 (48 L. D., 132), the Department held
that a selection under the exchange provisions of the act of June 4,
1897 (30 Stat., 36), made by F. A. Hyde and Company; August 6,
1900, for E. i and NW. I Sec. 16, T. 11 N., R. 5 E., W. M., Washington, had been erroneously canceled March 30, 1903, and that the
selector was entitled; to make a new selection under the act of March
3,1905 (33 Stat., 1264).
Said decision stated that:

The petitioner: does not, ask that the selection be reinstated, but that he be
granted the, right of reselection under the repealing act of 1905.

The beneficial owner of the right has filed a petition for reconsideration, praying that the selection be fully restored to its status as
though no order of cancellation had been made, and that the same be
passed to patent. To this end, the deed, abstract of title, and powers.
under which the selection was filed, and which were returned after
the order of cancellation, have been refiled.
Inasmuch, as held by the Department in the decision of May 20,
1921, supra, -the selection, in legal contemplation, was never, canceled, the selector is within his rights in demanding the issuance of
a patent.
Accordingly, in the absence of objection not now appearing,,'patent
will issue in due course.,
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STRATTON v. LUSE.
Decided May 20, 1921.
DESERT LAND ENTRY-ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-ACT OF FEBRUARY 27, 1917.
The act of February 27, 1917, validates a desert land entry for 160 acres
made prior thereto by one,. who at the time was holding an entry for 320
acres under the enlarged homestead act, where no attempt was made to
conceal the existence of the previous entry.
DESERT' LAND ENTRY-ACT OF MARCH 4, 1915.
In the construction of section 5 of the act of March 4, 1915, the good faith
of a desert land entryman will not be held to have been negatived by
the fact that but a small portion of the land is practically susceptible of
irrigation and that he has used, and apparently intended to use the land
for grazing purposes in connection with his homestead entry for an
- adjoining tract.

First Assistant Secretary:
On April 5, 1913, at the Havre, Montana, land office, Benjamin
W. Luse made desert-land entry for E. j NE.. i, SW. i NE. 4 and
SE. 4 NW. 4, Sec. 10, T. 35 N., R. 21 E., M. M. (160 acres). In
his application he disclosed the fact that he was holding an entry
under the enlarged homestead act for 320 acres, the land being
described. Three annual proofs were thereafter filed, and on March
17, 1917, entryman applied for relief under paragraph 3, section
5, of the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat., 1138, 1161). By order
entered Junp 13, 1917, the Commissioner of the General Land OffceI
granted the application for relief, and on November 24, 1917, entryman elected.to perfect the entry by purchase, and made the required
payment.
A contest was initiated against the entry on March 31, 1919, by
Earl W. Stratton, who charged (1) that entryman was not a qualified entryman .at date of entry, for the reason that he had an existing homestead entry for 320 acres; (2) that the land is not desert
in character, there being a spring on the land; and (3) that the entryman had not expended as much as $3 per acre in improvements and
reclamation of the land. A hearing was had on June 26, 1919, before the local oflicers, who by decision of January 26, 1920, recommended the cancellation of the entry. On appeal, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, by decision dated November 20, 1920,
affirmed the decision of the local officers. An appeal to the Department has been filed.
As entryman did not attempt to conceal the fact that he was
holding an entry for 320 acres under the enlarged homestead act
at the date he applied to make the entry in question, it is apparent
that :he acted under the belief that he was qualified to make the
entry here involved. Accordingly, it must be held that his entry
FINNEY,
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was validated by the act of February 27, 1917 (39 Stat., 946), which
provides:
That the right to make a desert-land entry shall not be denied to any ap-

plicant therefor who has already made an enlarged homestead entry of three
hundred and twenty acres: Provided, That said applicant is a duly qualified
entryman and the whole area to be acquired as an enlarged homestead entry
and under the provisions of this act does not exceed four hundred and eighty
acres.

The testimony shows the land to be very rough and that there is
but a small- portion which could be irrigated if there was a sufficient
water supply. However, the Department held by decision of August
3, 1915 (unreported), in Curran v. Baque, involving the construction of the act of March 4, 1915, supra, that an entryman's good
faith is not negatived by the facts that but a small portion of the
land is practically susceptible of irrigation and that the entryman has
used, and apparently intended to use, the land for grazing purposes
in connection with his homestead entry for an adjoining tract. The
rule laid'down in the decision cited has been followed consistently
by the Department.
The relief act of 1915 was enacted for the benefit of a large number
of persons who had been allowed to make desert-land entries for
land which was not susceptible of irrigation, and for the allowance
of which-the Department was primarily responsible; and with knowln,edge of the conditions which Congress intended to relieve, the Department has uniformly granted relief in the face of' a showing that
the land could not be irrigated even if water were available.
Thus the only question to be determined is whether, prior to the
granting of relief, $3 per acre bad been expended on the land in an
attempt to effect reclamation. The local officers in their decision
* noted that there was a sharp conflict and wide divergence in the
testimony offered by the two groups of witnesses. According to
the testimony of contestant and his two witnesses, the total expenditure was not in excess of $220, but the-entryman and his son and the
other witness called by entryman fixed the cost of the improvements
at a much higher figure. The local officers gave the "lack df uniformity and the extravagance in the statements " made by the entryman and his witnesses as their reason for discrediting the statements
of the cost of the improvements. But when there is taken into con*sideration the facts that the dam in a coulee had. been washed away
by a flood, and that the contestant and his witnesses were not shown
to be qualified to testify as to the. probable cost thereof, no reason
iapparent why the testimony of the persons who constructed the
dam should not be accepted.
The Department is unable' to hold that the contestant proved, by
a; preponderance of the testimony, that $3 per acre had not been'
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expended by entryman in an effort to reclaim the land. It follows
that the contest must be dismissed.
For the 'reasons aforesaid, the decision appealed from is reversed.
.BLAKEMMA

v. ELKINS.

Decided May 27, 1921.
STOOc-RAISING HOMfESTEAD-REYLINQUISHMENT-PREFERENIOE RIGHT.
A preference right based upon an application to enter, and petition for
designation filed under the stock-raising homestead act is forfeited upon
the 'execution of a relinquishment prior to designation of the land, and
said right will not inure to the benefit of one procuring such relinquishment as against a claimant, asserting a preference right as the holder
of adjacent land, who had his application of record prior to designation.FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

On January 4, 1917, Jose Bedolla filed stock-raising homestead
application 029960, Pueblo, Colorado, land district, for, as amended
January 12, 1918, lots 3 and 4, Sec. 1, lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, S. 4 N. i, and
N. i SW. j, SE. 1 SW. i, Sec. 2, T. 26 S., R. 61 W., 6th P. M., containing 613.50 acres, accompanied by a petition for designation.
On March 25, 1918, Robert Lee Elkins made homestead 'entry
036045, for the SE. -1NW. i, S. i NE. i, SE. i, NE. i' SW. l; Sec. 35,
T. 25 S., R. 61' W., and on August 17, 1918, he filed stock-raising
homestead application 037266, for lots 2, 3, and 4, S. I N. i, Sec. 2,
T. 26 S., R. 61 W., claiming a preference right, the land being contiguous to that of his original entry. The tracts embraced part of
the land applied for by Bedolla.
The land was designated as stock-raising land and on November
2, 1918, Bedolla's entry was allowed. On August 29, 1919, his
relinquishment was filed. and on the same day Iva E. F. Blakeman
filed stock-raising application 039772, Which was allowed January
13, 1920.
On March 25, .1920, the register and receiver rejected Elkins's
application finding that on the date of filing, his application was
subject to rejection for conflict with Bedolla's application 029960,
under paragraph 13 (h), Circular No. 523 (47 L. D., 227, 237). On
April 16, 1920, Elkins filed an appeal showing service on Blake-'
man who replied. The Commissioner of'the General Land Office.
by decision of November 16, 1920, affirmed the rejection of Elkins's
application. lie has appealed.
Elkins's application was not rejected until March 25, 1920, after
Bedolla had relinquished his entry and the land had been entered
by Blakeman. The rejection was~ considerably delayed. It should
have been rejected, if at all, immediately after Bedolla's entry was
allowed.
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Elkins's rights are to be adjudicated as of the' date he filed. His
rights' were in conflict With Bedolla's, and if Bedolla's entry was
properly allowed Elkins's right in the land ceased and his application was properly rejected.. It, does not appear that Elkins was ever

-

advised that this application was suspended and held subject to
Bedolla's, or that Bedolla's entry was allowed and his rejected, until
March 25, 1920, at which time Bedolla had relinquished and the land
had been entered by Blakeman. Elkins contends that if he had had
notice of the allowance of Bedolla's entry and the rejection of his
own application at the time, he could have shown that Bedolla's application should not have been allowed.
An examination of Bedolla's relinquishment discloses that it is
dated August 9, 1918, and that it was filed August 29, 1919. Several
erasures and changes appear on the relinquishment and it appears
to'have been written on three different typewriters. The relinquish>nent is dated prior to Elkins's application. Elkins was asserting a
preference right as the holder of adjacent land, which was superior
to the claim of all other persons except that of Bedolla; but the
latter appears to have disposed of his preference right prior to
the designation of the land. If this be true. Elkins's application
should have been allowed and that of Bedolla rejected, as would
have been done had the facts been known. Blakeman can not stand
in a better position than Bedolla, charged as she is with knowledge
of the matters appearing of record in the case.
The decisions relating to relinquishments of entries have no application to unallowed' and unallowable homestead applications or
preference rights, Which may be waived, lost or forfeited by formal
relinquishment, by failure to assert 'the 'right or by conduct inconsistent with good faith; and when such an application or preference
--right is, in fact, waived, lost or forfeited, it inures'to the benefit of
the next legal applicant, since a homestead application or a preference right does not segregate the land from the public domain.
Blakeman will be allowed thirty days from notice within which to
show cause why her entry should not be canceled and the application
of Elkins allowed; and the record is remanded, 'for appropriate
action by the General Land Office.
.

STATE OF COLORADO.
Decided May 27, 1921.

Scnoor LAND-INDEMNITY-SECTIONS 2275 AND 2276, REvisDn STATUTES.
A State is not 'entitled under sections 2275 and 2276, Revised Statutes, as
amended by the act of February 28, 1891, which authorize selections to

compensate deficiences in school sections, to select indemnity for an alleged
loss or deficiency of school lands in a fractional unsurveyed township.
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VSonOOn LANDS-INDEM1NITY-RESERVATION -SSURVEY.
In the adjustment of the school land grants of the several States, the provision of section 2275, Revised Statutes, 'as amended, which imposes the
duty upon the Secretary of the Interior to ascertain by protraction or
otherwise, without awaiting the extension of the public surveys, the number
of townships that will be included within an Indian, military, or other
reservation in order that indemnity may be allowed for the specified school
sections embraced therein, does not confer any authority to make protractions for the purpose of determining an alleged loss of school lands in an
unsurveyed township situated within the unreserved and unappropriated
public domain.
DEPARTMiENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.
Case of California v. Wright (24 L. D., 54), cited and followed.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by the State of Colorado from a decision of the'>
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated November 24, 1920,
'holding for cancellation' certain of its school land indemnity selections because of defective or' invalid base. The sole question raised
on this appeal is whether the State is entitledto select 'indemnity for
an alleged loss or deficiency of school lands in a, fractional unsurveyed township.
*The decision of the Commissioner proceeds upon the theory and
properly, that the right to make indemnity selections for a fractional
deficiency rests upon the ascertainment of a definite loss in the school
sections in place and that until the Government surveys are extended
over the public lands it can not be properly determined that the sections specified in the granting act are wanting or are deficient in
quantity.
This is manifestly correct. In the case of the State of California
v. Wright (24 L. D., 54), the identical question was considered and
answered' by the Department in the negative and further consideration discloses no sufficient reason for a modification of the conclusion
there reached. The State does not take title 'to its granted school
sections in place until the lands have' been identified by an approved
Government, survey and in determining the amount of indemnity
land granted for fractional townships under the adjustment provided for in section 2276, Revised Statutes, as amended, the acreage
of land returned by the Government' survey has been taken as the
basis for calculation. The measure of indemnity is as follows:
For each township or fractional township containing more than
640 acres and less than 5760 acres, 320 acres.
For each township containing more'than 5760 acres and less than
11,520 acres. 640 acres.
For each township containing 11,520 acres and less than 17,280
acres, 960 acres.
For each township containing 17,280 acres, 1280 acres.
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It is suggested in the present appeal, however, that the amount of
indemnity to which the State is entitled for deficiency in unsurveyed
townships can be readily and satisfactorily determined by means of
protractions of the lines of survey or by estimates or calculations of
the acreage by the office of the United'States Surveyor GeneraL,
This plan is pursued under express statutory direction in cases
where, because of their special or peculiar'status there is no immediate or future probability of a survey by the Government of the
townships for which indemnity is sought; or in other words where
in all likelihood, the lands have been removed from the operation of
the grant by the intervention of the paramount right of others or by
a dedication of the lands to some governmental or public use, and.
where from the very nature of the case the grant would otherwise be
totally defeated. The authority for protractions. contained in section
2275; Revised Statutes, is limited to lands of the classes therein specified and in these instances protractions are made not upon the theory
that the school sections are wanting or are fractional or deficient in
area and the right of selection is not to compensate a natural de-ficiency or loss, but to select in lieu of lands lost in place by reason
of being taken or appropriated by the Government, or for a loss
,occasioned by' reason of a confirmed Mexican or other private land
grant.

The provision of law above referred' to appropriates and grants,
in lieut'f sections 16 and 36, other lands of equal acreage and, authorizes the selection of such indemnity or lieu lands within the State
or Territory, where said sections" are included within any Indian,
military, or other reservations, or are otherwise disposed of by the
United States" and makes it the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, "without awaiting the extension of the public surveys, to
ascertain and determine, by protraction or otherwise; the number of
townships that will be included within such Indian, military, or
other reservation."
Lands within Indian, military, forest or other reservations or
within a confirmed private land grant (in the latter case being
"otherwise disposed of") therefore, occupy a peculiar or special
status because of which they may never be surveyed or in any event
may be long withheld from survey by the Government. Under these
conditions the State or Territory is not compelled to await the extinguishment of the reservation and the extension of the public surveys manifestly because such postponement of its tights would in
many instances be tantamount to an extinguishment of the grant.
But this is not the case where the lands lie within the unreserved&and
unappropriated public domain. Here the grantee will take the specified sections in place when the survey is made and if a shortage is
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then disclosed the right of indemnity attaches 0and is immediately
available.
Congress has vested in the Land Department the power to make
the surveys. The exercise of this discretion' and power rests with the
Commissioner of the General Land Office who it must be assumed
will use a sound discretion and make such extension of the surveys
as the nature of the territory and the advance of settlements justify
and demand. The grant is made to the State upon this condition and
with this understanding and the possibility of some: delay in the
making of the surveys is manifest to all. In this connection see case
of State of Montana (16 L. D., 437).
Protractions do not in any event afford a safe guide for determining the extent of the grant because-if the township lies in an extensive
unsurveyed territory, there could be no basis for an accurate calculation of areas. The lines would necessarily have to be projected
from the nearest established survey, possibly some remote point and
this results in a purely theoretical adjustment, in many cases amount-'ing to little more than intelligent conjecture. An actual survey in
the field might disclose and frequently has shown that many of the
townships called for by a protraction are mere theoretic creations
and have -no existence in fact.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
CHARLES JENSEN.
Decided June 4, 1921.
INTERMARRIAGE OF HOMESTEADERS-ELECTION AS TO RsiDEnNCE-STOCK-RAISIN
HOMESTEAD.
The election requirement contained in the act of April 6, 1914, as modified
by the act of March 1, 1921, to the effect that both parties must have complied with the homestead law for one year next preceding marriage, is
satisfied with respect to the husband, if he had, for a period of 'one year
prior to marriage, resided upon land covered by his application to make a
stock-raising homestead entry which was, subsequently allowed, notwithstanding the fact that credit can not be given for such residence in the
submission of final proof.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Charles Jensen from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated November 23, 1920, rejecting his election filed October 15, 1920, in accordance with the
provisions of the act of April 6, 1914 (38 Stat., 312), to reside with
his wife, formerly Maude B. Lamb, upon his stock-raising homestead entry made March 24, 1919.
It appears that on June 11, 1917, Maude B. Lamb Emade enlarged
homestead entry 017256 for the W. I, Sec. 9, T. 43 N., R1. 72 W., 6th
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*P.M., Newcastle, Wyoming, land district, and on June 18 1918,
made additional entry under section 4 of the stock-raising homestead
act for the E. 1, Sec. 8, same township and range, which lands are
contiguous to her original entry.
December 7, 1917, the appellant, Charles Jensen, filed stock'raising
homestead application, accompanied by petition for designation, for,
as amended, the SE. 4 SW. 4',S. A SE. 4, Sec. 31, SW. 4 SW. 4', Sec. 32,
T. 48 N., R. 74 W.; lots, 1, 2, 3, and 4, S. NE. , Sec. 6, and S. l NW.
4, and lotsI1, 2, 3, and 4, Sec. 5, T. 47 N.,R. 74 W., 6th P. M., containing 635.25 acres. The application was suspended pending designation, which was approved, effective May 10, 1918, and as'above stated,
the entry was allowed March 24, 1919.
Election was filed on the date hereinabove given, the parties submiitting an affidavit stating that they were married June 29, 1918;
that Charles Jensen established residence upon his homestead May 1,
1917, and that he had since continuously resided thereon; that he
had fenced the land, ploughed and cultivated 45 acres, erected a
sheep shed and corrals at a cost of $1500, built a house 14 by 16
feet, and constructed a reservoir costing $200; that Mrs. Jensen,
prior to her marriage, established residence on her homestead June
5, 1917, and had resided thereon continuously until the time of her
marriage, June 29, 1918; that she had improvements on her home.stead entry consisting of a house valued at $250, fencing worth $200,
and ploughing which cost $240; that in 1918, 20 acres were culticated to corn and in 1919 and 1920, 40 acres were cultivated in the
same crop.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held as follows:
!

Said act of April 6, 1914, provides that each of the parties claiming its
benefits shall have complied with the requirements of the homestead laws with
regard to their respective entries, during the year next preceding the date of
their marriage, as to residence, improvements and cultivation.
The stock raising act provides that the filing of an application for entry of
land thereunder, though accompanied by petition for its designation, confers
upon the applicant no right to occupy the land sought, and therefore no credit
can be allowed for residence and improvements prior to the designation of the
lands.

The showing made by the wife is found to be satisfactory. However, it
appears that the husband's entry was allowed after the date of marriage and
that the designation of the lands embraced in his entry did not take effect
until one month prior to that date.
The election, therefore, cannot be accepted.

As shown by the record before the Department Maude B. LambJensen submitted final proof on her original and additional entries
September 8, 1920, wherein she states that soon after her marriage
she removed to the homestead entty of her husband where she was
then residing. This proof was suspended- by the register and re-

-
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ceiver, who notified claimant of the requirements of the act of April
-6, 1914, supra, and election was thereupon filed by the husband, who
thereafter under date of December 20, 1920, submitted final proof
-upon his entry, final certificate issuing December 22, 1920.
Jensen states in his final proof that he first established residence
upon his homestead May' 1, 1917. He further states "I have never
been absent from this land since squatting on this land in the spring
of 1917. That I bought out J. D. Powers and immediately moved
my sheep wagon on to this land and continued residence until this
-day." L
The act of April 6, 1914, supra, provides:
That the marriage of a homestead entryman to a homestead entrywoman
after each shall have fulfilled the requirements of the homestead law for one
year next preceding such marriage shall not impair the right of either to a*
patent, but the husband shall elect, under rules and regulations prescribed by
the 9'Secretary of the Interior, on which of the two enuties the home shall thereafter be made, and residence thereon by the husband and wife shall constitute
a compliance with the residence requirements upon each entry: Provided, That
the provisions hereof shall applyto existing entries.

The foregoing act was amended by the act of March 1, 1921 (41
Stat., 1193), by adding thereto the following: "Provided further,
That in the administration of this act the terms 'entryman' and
* tentrywoman' shall be construed to include bona fide settlers who
have complied with the homestead law for. at least one year next
preceding such marriage."
The stock-raising homestead law expressly provides that the
filing of an application for entry of land thereunder, though. accompanied by a, petition for its. designation, confers upon the applicant
no right to occupy the land sought, and as stated by the Commissioner, in the administration of the law, credit can not be allowed
in final proof for residence and improvements prior to the designation of the lands.
This is clearly a, correct application of the law but manifestly it
'does not prevent or preclude settlement and occupation of the public
domain with a view to homestead entry. It merely conveys a warn'ing that those who go upon the public lands prior to designation,'
and erect improvements and- undertake to establish a claim to 640:
acres of supposed stock-raising lands, do. so at.their own risk and
in event the lands are found not to be of the character subject to
designation thereunder, their claims must be confined to a lesser area;
and, notwithstanding the lands are subsequently designated'prior
compliance with 1law will go for naught at final proof.
In this case it appears that Jensen was a qualified entryman under
the homestead laws. As shown by the record he established residence
* May 1, 1917, and has since continuously maintained his home thereon.
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More than one year elapsed fromn the date of the establishment of
residence to the time of marriage and so far, as shown,' claimant was
at no time in default but had fully complied with the requirements
of law up to that time.
Considering these facts in connection with the, amendatory act of
March 1, 1921, supra, the Department believes that the right of
election was improperly denied. 'The fact that the entryman cant
not claim and secure credit in final proof for his compliance with
law prior to designation of the lands, does not in the opinion of the
Department afford sufficient reason for denying the benefits of the act
of April 6, 1914, supra,where the case is otherwise within the purview
of the statute.
The decisioi appealed from is accordingly reversed.

WILLIAM B. KETCHUYI.
Decided June 6, 1921.
-

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ADDITIONAL-ACT

OF

MARCH 2, 1889.

Only one exercise of the right to make an additional entry is authorized by
section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, notwithstanding that the entryman
does not secure by such entry sufficient land to complete the maximum
quantity of 160 acres.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.

Case of August Meisner (34 L. D., 294), cited and followed.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

William B. Ketchum has appealed from a decision of the Com-i
missioner of the General Land Office, dated December 3, 1920,
rejecting his application to make additional homestead entry for the
SE. 1 SW. i, Sec. 19, and NE. i NW. j, Sec. 30, T. 66 N., R. 26 W.,
4th P. M., Cass Lake, Minnesota, land district, under section 6 of
the act of March 2. 1889 (25 Stat., 854).
It appears that the. applicant made original homestead entry
March 18, 1904, Wausau 0738, for the SW. i SE. d, Sec. 8, T. 18 N.,
R. 2 W., 4th P. M., which was perfected. He also made additional
homestead entry, Wausau 03132, September 21, 1910, for the NW. i
SW. i, Sec. 22, T. 42 N., R. 10 W.. 4th P. M. That entry was made
and completed under section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, supra.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held that the applicant had exhausted his additional right under section 6 of the act
of 1889 by the prior entry under that provision, of law.
This case is in all essential respects similar to that of August
Meisner (34 L. D., 294), cited by the Commissioner as authority for
his action.
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It is urged in. support. of the appeal that the language employed
in section 6 of the act of 1:889 does not restrict the right of additional
entry to one exercise' of the right, but permits any number of entries
,until an aggregate -area of 160 acres has been acquired. This is not
-a new question nor new argument. It has been heretofore thoroughly
considered and settled. Every argument which. could be offered in
favor of more than one exercise of the additional right could with
equal force be applied to the original law itself. If the Department
had permitted more than one exercise of the right of entry under the
original law, there would have been no occasion for legislation granting additional and second entry rights. But from an early date it
was held that one exercise of the right under the original law exhausted the right thereunder andthis has long been a well settled
rule recognized not only by the executive but by the legislative branch
of the Government as well. The same rule has been applied to additional entries under the act of 1889, sapra, as shown in the Meisner
case.
No reason is now seen for disturbing this ancient construction and
continued application of the law. Accordingly, the decision appealed
'from is affirmed.

GUY T. GAY.
Decided June 8, 1921.
DESERT LAND ENTRY-L~iTrvATION-ACT or MARbCH 4, 1915.

A desert land entryman who applies to purchase the land under the relief
provisions of the act of March 4, 1915, need not show that he continued cultivation after the privilege of making the purchase was granted, if he has.
in good faith used the land for agricultural purposes for at least three. years
at any time since making his original entry, and has upon the tract perm&-'
nent. improvements conducive to the agricultural development thereof,, of
the value of at least $1.25 per acre.
FINNEY,

First Assdstant Secretary:.

On March 21, 1912, G(iy J.. Gay made desert' land entry 05501'
for E. i SW. j, Sec. 11, T. 43 N., R. 96 W., 6th P. M., Lander, Wyoming, land district, under which he on May 13, 1916, filed: final proof
showing that he had cleared, broken, and prepared 20 acres for planting to grain and had set out 1,000 apple trees and cultivated about 10
acres to potatoes in 1912 and 1913, and that at that time about 20
acres were planted to oats and alfalfa. He later supplemented this'
proof by a corroborated affidavit in which he stated "that he has
expended and caused to be expended on said, land in an endeavor to
reclaim the same the following sums: Breaking 23 acres,: $69; purchasing 23 shares ofbhe capital stock of the John A. Thompson ditch'
52403 0 -21-voL 48-10
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tfor the purpose of irrigating said lands at $40, $920; fencing, $72,"
making a total of $1,061.
After this proof had been reported by a field. agent as defective
in that there was not an adequate and continuing supply of water
for the irrigation of the land, Gay, on December 8, 1917, withdrew
the proof and applied " for leave to purchase the land embraced,
in said entry under the provisions of the act of' Congress of March 4,
1915." On April 10, 1920, the relief prayed for under that act was
granted and on May 10, following, Gay filed his election to purchase
ithe land under the act referred to, and on August 18, 1920, he filed
final, proof under that election in which he' showed that he' had
on the land an inclosing fence, a house 10 by 12 feet, and an irrigating ditch, -all valued at $300. Later the entryman was required to
file a corroborated affidavit showing whether any of the land had
been cultivated since 1914; and if so "the area planted each year
and the results obtained therefrom, what crops were planted and
any other matters connected therewith which might tend to show'
good faith in the matter of compliance with the law."
In response to that requirement Gay filed a corroborated affidavit
Vin which he stated that he did not cultivate the land after he made
his desert land proof for the reason that he had during that time
and up to October, 1920, been postmaster at Thermopolis, Wyoming,
and consequently could not cultivate it himself and he could not
lease or hire the same cultivated without material financial loss;
that he had permitted the land to be used by the neighbors in that
vicinity for grazing purppses and received no rental therefrom except
the good will of the settlers and such accommodations as he received
from them in lookingaftertheland; that heiscertain a good reservoir will soon-be built near the land which will.furnish plenty of
water. for its irrigation after which it would be very valuable.
iBy its decision of Febru ary 15, 1921, the General Land Office held
that the showing thus made Was not satisfactory for the reason thatThere has been no agricultural use of the land for or on behalf of this
claimant for several years past, and as such use to be bona fide should be
brought down to about the time of -the submission ,of final proof, 'the proof
in this case is hereby rejected subject to the usual right of appeal.
It was further held. in that decisioni'that inasmuch as Gay's elec.tion to purchase' the land was not filed until May 10, 1920, he would
:have five years from that date: within which to make satisfactory'
final proof under his election and' that for that reason the entry
would be held intact.
In support of his appeal from that action which is sworn to and.
corroborated, Gay alleges that he has expended $2,920 in connection
with this entry, in plowing, clearing and preparing the land for
irrigation, for water rights, for building one-half mile of fence,
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and for constructing a ditch; 'and he contends that inasmuch as he
has cultivated the land for four years prior to the offeting of final
proof under his desert land entry, his present proof should be accepted.
Under the showings thus made this Department is of the opinion
that this proof should be accepted; The law on which the proposed
purchase is based gives the right of purchase to an entryman who.
shows, among other things, that he "has'upon the tract permanent
improvements conducive to the agricultural development thereof of
the value of not less than $1.25 per acre, and that he has, in good
faith, used the land for agricultural purposes for three years."
-It. will be observed that this statute does not in terms say that the
entryman must continue his cultivation after the privilege of making
the purchase has been granted to him, and there is nothing in the
regulations issued under the relief act (45 L. D., 374), whichirequires
such continued cultivation. Paragraph 48 of those regulations declares among other things that-The final proof, in order to be acceptable, must show that, at the date of the
proof, the* claimant has upon the tract permanent improvements conducive to
the agricultural development thereof, of the value of at least $1.256 per acre,
and that he has in good faith used the land for agricultural purposes for at'
least three years. * * * Actual residence on the land need not be shown.

Under the circumstances of this case and in view of the provisions
of the statute and regulation just mentioned, it is believed that this
application to purchase should be allowed and the decision appealed-'
from is consequently hereby reversed.
rCGEE v. WOOTTON.
Decided June 18, 1921.
OL AND GAS LANDS-MINING CLAIM-PROSPECTING PERMIT-ELEVIDNCE.
A protest by an oil placer ninipg claimant against the'allowance of a prospecting permit, containing no allegation which, if substantiated by evidence

*

adduced at a hearing, shows that the protestant is entitled to complete his
under the placer mining laws or to use the same as a basis for a
permit or lease under any of the relief provisions of the act of February
25, 1920, is not sufficient to defeat a permit application filed under section
13 of that act.
!claim

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:,

W. T. McGee has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office of March 17, 1921, dismissing for insufficiency
of allegation his protest against the application 07582 of J. Tracy
Wootton, under .section 13 of the' act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,;
437), for a permit to prospect for, oil and gas upon certain lands
including the NW. J, Sec. 26, T. 29 N., R. 12 W., 6th P. M., Evanston
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land district, Wyoming, to which quarter section the protest is
directed.
The application*was filed April 30, 1920, and the protest, which
was filed September 1, 1920, alleges in substance that the tract herein-.
before described was,' on August 12, 1918, located under the placer
mining laws by the protestant and seven other persons; that at the
time of the filing of the protest the legal title to said claim was in the'
protestant; that the protestant and his predecessors in interest have
endeavored in good faith, and with due diligence to protect said
claim, and develop the same; that during the year 1918, the protestant
performed upon the claim " validation work " of the reasonable value
of $50, and that in the performance thereof, oil or indications of oil,
were discovered on the claim in sufficient quantities to warrant a
reasonable man, familiar with the production of oil and gas, to ex-'
pend money thereon in the belief that by further exploration and
development oil in paying quantities would be found; that it is now
the intention of the protestant to proceed further with the development work on such claim in that belief; that except for the cloud cast
upon his possessory title to the premises by the application of Wootton, he would be engaged in active work of drilling and boring upon
the land in the hope of producing oil or gas therefrom in commercial.
quantities; that the protestant and his predecessors in interest were
. ona fide occupants and claimants of the land and were in diligent
.prosecution of the work leading to discovery thereon, and while a
discovery of oil in commercial quantities had not actually been made
on the land at the date, of the passage of the teasing act, the claim
was exempted from the operation.of the act by virtue of section 37
*thereof; that it is the intention of the protestant in good faith and
with due diligence to proceed with the development of the property
for the purpose of completing the location of the claim and to make
an actual discovery of oil or gas thereon as soon as his right to
maintain possession of the claim as against the applicant shall have
been determined by the Department.: He accordingly asks that the
application be rejected and that he be held to have a valid tand
existent right of'possessioni'to the land under the said placer location and section 37 of. the leasing act as long as he shall maintain
such right by diligently prosecuting the work of development for
the discovery of oil and gas thereon. The Commissioner, in the
decision complained of, finds the land embraced in the application
to have been unwithdrawn.
By said section 37 of the leasing act it is provided that deposits of
: oil, gas and other minerals therein referred to in lands valuable for
such minerals, shall be subject to disposition only in the form and
manner provided in the 'act "except as to valid, claims existent at
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the date'of passage of this act and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under which initiated, which claims may be'
perfected under such laws including discovery."
'In view of said provisions no oil placer mining claim can be
passed to patent under the provisions of the placer mining laws
unless (a) it shall be shown to have been supported at the' date of
the leasing act by *a sufficient discovery; or (b) discovery being at
that time absent, it shall be established that work leading ,to discovery was then being diligently prosecuted by or for the claimants
thereof and thereafter diligently continued to discovery. See section
32 of the regulations of March 11, 1920; as amended to October 29,
19'20 (47 L. D., 437, 462), issued under the leasing act. Nor, in the
absence of a similar showing, can an unperfected oil placer mining
claim not entitled to be made the basis for relief under the provisions of sections 18, 18(a) or 19 of the leasing act because of the expiration. of the periods prescribed by said sections for the filing of
application for relief, be successfully set up to defeat an application
for permit or lease under the act.
The Department finds nothing in the protest even suggesting a
discovery on the land prior to the date of the leasing act. save the
,-allegation that work of the value of $50 was, in 1918, performed.
upon the claim, and that as a result' of such work " oil or indications
of oil " were discovered. If this allegation in any event could be
accepted as one of discovery it is negatived by another allegation in
the protest to the effect that it is the intention of the protestant to
proceed with the development of the claim for the purpose of completing the location and making an actual discovery of gas thereon.
The protest on the whole therefore can not be regarded as alleging
a discovery of oil or gas on the land at any time. Nor is it sufficiently alleged in the protest that from and after the passage of theact there 'has been a diligent prosecution of work on the claim leading to the discovery of oil or gas. The protest merely alleged in
this connection that the protestant and his predecessors in interest
were in diligent prosecution of work leading to the discovery of oil
on the claim, without specifying any particular time, and that it is
protestant's intention to proceed with diligence to develop the property as soon as his right to maintain possession as against the applicant shall be determined by the Department.
In other words, the protest. contains no allegations which, if substantiated by evidence, adduced at a hearing, would show the protestant to be entitled to complete the claim under the provisions of the
placer mining laws, or to use the same as a basis for a lease or permit
under any of the relief provisions of the leasing act.
The decision of the Commissioner is accordingly affirmed, the case
closed, and the record returned'to the General Land Office.
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1IMARATHON OIL CO1VIPANY V. WEST, UNITED STATES,
INTERVENER.
Decided June 18, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-SURFACE RIGHTS-ACTS OF JUnY 17, 1914, AND FEBRUARY
25, 1920.
- The provisions of the surface act of July 17, 1914, and those contained in the
leasing act of February 25, 1920, are not in conflict, but are the complement of each other, to the extent that by the former, minbral rights and all
incidents essential thereto are excluded from homestead, entries, while by
the latter, the r'ghts pertaining to the estate of the surface claimant are
duly respected and protected:
OIL AND GAS LANDS-SURFACE RIGHTS-JUraISMCTioN-LAND DEPARTMENTCOURBTS.

The courts, not the Land Department, have direct jurisdiction to determine
questions pertaining to actual physical possession of lands in cases arising
from conflicts between claimants under the acts of July 17, 1914, and February 25, 1920, respectively.

FINNEY,; First AssistantSecretary:.
The Marathon Oil Company has appealed from the decisions of
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated December I11
192Q, wherein protests alleging mineral character of the land and
discovery of oil prior to withdrawal against the homestead entries
of Benjamin-F. West for the SE. i and NE. i, respectively, of Sec.
1L3, T. 25 S., R. 18 E., M. D. M., Visalia, California, land district,
were dismissed subject to the right of appeal.
From the record presented the following filings affecting the lands
have been made:
On December 2, 1915, Benjamin F. West made homestead entry
05845, for the SE. ' of said section, pursuant to the oil surface. act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 5609), the tract having been withdrawn
September 27, 1909, and included in Petroleum Reserve No. 2, by
Executive order of July 2, 1910. On November 10, 1916, West
made additional enlarged homestead entry 05883, for the NE.i
of said Sec. 13, with reseration of the oil and gas deposits.
The Marathon Oil Company as early as May, 1909, was claiming:
'the two tracts under oil placer locations, and at that time upon the
NE. i of said section began the drilling of a well. On January 20,
1916, the company, applied to contest West's entry for the SE. j,
and July 2, 1919, his entry for the NE. ?. The company alleged
that the lands were' oil bearing lands, and that oil had been discovered prior to entry, which facts were well known to the entryman, and that the company intended to acquire title under the mining laws. Answer was filed, and in 1919, a request to intervene on
behalf of the Government was filed by the Chief of Field Division.
Hearings were had. In May, 1920, the local officers decided that the
*
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protest filed by the company had been' sustained, they finding as to
the SE. A,. Sec. 13, that oil was discovered on the land prior to
the filing of the homestead application and prior to the Presidential
order of withdrawal, and'that such discovery proved the land to be
amineral in character. As to the NE. :j Sec. 13, they held that the
company, in the spring of 1909, began the diligent prosecution of
*work which led to the discovery of oil prior to the -filing of the
homestead application, which discovery proved the land to be mineral. The entryman appealed' from said decisions. Thereupon the
Commissioner rendered the decisions now under attack.
On June 1, 1920, tlhe Marathon Oil Company filed its application
for a permit, 09145, under section 19 of the act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., 437), covering the SE. i, Sec. 13. Under date of
April 2, 1921, the Commissioner favorably reported upon the application. The Department at this time can see no reason why said
permit application should not be allowed and the requisite oil and
gas prospecting permit issued. It is so ordered.
* On August 17, 1920, it appears that Guy L. Warson filed application for prospecting permit, 092G6, for the NE. ?, Sec. 13, and
other tracts not here involved. Against such application the Mara-

thon Oil Company, on January 19, 1921, filed its protest asserting
its prior, right to the land. The Department finds the protest
to be well founded and that the- application of Warson, as to said
NE. I, Sec. 13, must be rejected. It is so ordered.
The company on January 29, 1921, filed its application 09582 for
relief and compromise under section 18 (a) of the leasing act as
to the NE. 1, Sec. 13. This application was favorably reported to
the President, who on February 19, 1921, approved and authorized
such compromise and the issuance of a lease pursuant thereto.
In view of the company's applications for permit and lease covering
the two tracts involved in West's entries, it is not deemed necessary
at this time to give an extended review of the evidence submitted.
The Commissioner concluded that no discovery sufficient to validate
either location had been made, and also that there was lack of
diligence in prosecution of the work, and consequently that the claim
did not fall within the protective provisions of the Pickett Act. The
Department finds no reason to disturb the' Commissioner's conclusion
in this regard. The same is accordingly affirmIed. In this matter
it is not deemed advisable to discuss the relative 'rights of the
surface homestead claimant on the one hand as against the rights of
the, company as a mineral claimant pursuant to its'applications for
permit and lease. The Department is inclined to the view that all
rights pertaining to the homestead surface entries can be respected
without infringing upon or unnecessarily interfering with the op-.
erations of the company in its pursuit of oil; upon these tracts.
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The provisions of the surface act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat2 509)g,
and those contained in the leasing act of February 25, 1920,- supra,
are not in conflict. but are the complement of each other. From the
homestead entries mineral rights and all' incidents essential'thereto
are reserved, while'in the lease and permit that may be issued to
the mining claimant the rights pertaining to the estate of the surface
claimant must be duly respected and protected.
Any question that may arise as to actual possession of any portion
of the area, or any possible difficulties between these two claimants,
are matters over which this Department has no direct jurisdiction'
Those matters must' be investigated and adjudicated in the local;
tribunals having jurisdiction over the parties.
It is concluded accordingly, as 'hereinbefore stated, that the company is entitled to a permit for the oil and gas deposits in the SE. i,
Sec. 13, and all else being regular and complete, a lease pursuant to
the compromise authorized should be issued to the company for the
oil deposits' within the NE. i of sid Sec. 13. The application of
Warson for a permit as to said NE&. Emust be and is hereby rejected.
The homestead entries of West, covering as they do the surface
estate only, are permitted to remain intact, and if his final proof
and record is found to be- in all respects regular, a patent thereon, will
be issued. This matter having been fully considered, the Department sees no reason for giving time for filing a motion for 'rehearing
herein. This decision is accordingly. declared final and the Gom-.
missioner will proceed at once to its execution..

REWARD FOR DISCOVERY-CIRCULAR NO. 672, AMENDED.
[Circular No. 761.]
D)EPARTM3ENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GGENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washtington, D. C., June 15, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The regulations pertaining to and governing oil and gas permits

and'leases, pursuant to the act of Congress of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437), published, as Circular No. 672, are hereby amended so
as to incorporate therein a new paragraph, 'to be numbered Paragraph
8(a), reading as follows:
8(a). When an application for a lease of the one-fourth part of the area
affected by a prospecting permit is submitted, supported by the requisite evidence of discovery and production 'of oil or gas, such application must be accomparlied by further application by the permittee, or by an assignee of such
permittee, for a lease of the remaining portion of the area described in the,
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permit; or, in the alternative a'relinquishment of the permit and waiver of
preference right in respect of'such remaining area must be. submitted. . WILLIAM SPRY,

Comnmissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
A ting Secretdry.
AMENDING GENERAL RECLAMATION CIRCULAR OF MAY 18, 1916,
AND MODIFYING DEPARTMENTAL DECISION IN THE CASE OF
JOHNJ. MANEY (35 L. D., 250).[Circular No. 759.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR7
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

'Washington,D. C., June 18, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

You are hereby advised that, in view of the decisions of the United
States Supreme( Court in the cases of Payne v. Central. Pacific Railway Company, decided February 28,1921; and Payne v. NeW Mexico,
decided March 7, 1921, the First Assistant Secretary of the Interior,
by order approved May 27, 1921, revoked paragraph 15 of the G6en
eral Reclamation Circular dated May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 385), and
amended paragraphs 13, 14 and 16 of said circular, as hereinafter
set forth.; Said order also modified the decision in the case of John
J. Maney (35 L. D., 250), in so far as' said decision is in conflict with
the action taken in this order.
13. After lands have been withdrawn under the first form they can not be
entered, selected or located in- any manner so long as they remain so withdrawn, and all applications for such entries, selections, or locations presented
after the date of such withdrawal should be rejected and denied. Any with-,
drawal otherwise valid shall not be affected by failure to note same on tract
book or otherwise follow usual procedure. (42 L. D., 318.) Lands can not be
examined at the instance of individuals prior to the completion of construction
to determine whether particular lands will be irrigable. (42 L. D., S.)
'14. If any lands embraced in any unapproved or uhcertified selection are
needed in the construction and maintenance of any irrigation works, other'
thanfor right of way for ditches or canals reserved under act of August 30,1890 (26 Stat., 391), under the reclamation law, payment therefor will be made
upon agreement of the owner 'with the representative of the Government as tothe~value of the land and the improvements thereon. Where the owner of the
land and the representative of the Government fail to agree as to the amount
to bg paid therefor, the same shall be acquired by condemnation proceedings under judicial process, as provided by section 7 of the reclamation act of June 17;'
1902 (32 Stat., 388).
15. Revoked.
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*16? Lands withdrawn under the second form and becoming subject to entry
in the manner provided by section 10 of the- act of August 13, 1914, can be entered only under the homestead laws and subject to the provisions, limitations,
charges, terms, and conditions of the reclamation law, and all applications to
make selections, locations, or entries of'any other kind on such lands should
be rejected, except 'that where settlement rights were acquired prior to the
withdrawal and have been diligently prosecuted- and the homestead law complied with, the settler will be entitled to' make ahd complete his entry subject.
to all the charges, terms, conditions, limitations, and provisions of the reclamation law. See Sarah E. Allen (44 L. D., 331). No person will be permitted
to gain or exercise any right whatever under any settlement or occupation
begun after withdrawal of 'the land from settlement and entry until the land
* becomes subject to settlement and entry. under the provisions of the acts of
June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 835), February 18, 1911 (36 Stat., 917),.and section 10
of the act of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686, 689), or is restored to the public,
domain.
WILLIAM SPRY,
commisszoner.

ANNA X. YOUNT.
Decided June 23,- 1921.
D
HoMEsTrAD ENTRY-IlESIDENcE-ACT OF DEcEMBER 20, 1917.
An entrywomanf who marries subsequently to the making of her entry is'
entitled to credit under the act of December 20, 1917, for constructive
residence for the time she spends in performing farm labor upon land'
owned or controlled by her husband.

Assistant Secretary:
Anna M. Yount, formerly Anna M. Finkbeiner, has -appealed
'from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
'dated' September 30, 1920, holding for rejection' the final proof
submitted by her on her homestead entry embracing Sec. 14, T. 30
N., R.'36 W., 6th P. M., within the Alliance, Nebraska, land district.
The entry was made on September 16,-1916, and on December 12,
1916, the entrywoman married Amado M. Yount, who moved to
her homestead and they remained there' until July 25, 1918, when
they moved to the husband's homestead. On July 3, 1918, claimant filed application for leave of absence under the act of December
20, 1917 (40 Stat., 430), to begin June 24, 1918, and'to continue
during the period of the war.
It appears from the record that the husband made stock-raising
homestead entry 09880 as additional to homestead entry 06885 on
July 15, 1918, all the land being designated under the stock-raising act. On December 27, 1918, claimant and her husband filed
notice of election under 'the act of April 6, 1914 (38 Stat., 312),
to select the husband's homestead as the family residence. On
GOODWIN,

-
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March 22, 1920, claimant submitted final proof which the local'
officers rejected and claimant appealed. 'By the Commissioner's
letter of July 8, 1920, the election under the act of April 6, 1914,
was rejected and the proof suspended, the Commissioner requiring
claimant to make a miore specific showing. On August 17, 1920,
claimant filed a corroborated affidavit in which she attempted to
comply with the Commissioner's requirements, and in the decision
appealed from the Commissioner rejected the final proof submitted,
holding that the: act of December. 20, 1917, did not contemplate
family cooking and milking.
Up3n this appeal claimant has submitted further showing as; to
work done upon her husband's land, in addition to that already
submitted, which satisfactorily convinces the Department that she
is'entitled to the benefits of the act of December 20, 1917. Said'
act contains no provisions which would forbid an entrywoman who
marries subsequent to the making of her entry from performing
the farm labor contemplated thereby upon land, owned or controlled'by her husband, and in the opinion of the Department the
labor performed by Mrs. Yount upon her husband's land was such '
as is clearly contemplated by said act.
The decision appealed from is reversed.

TILMON P.

IABRY (ON REHEARING).

Decided June 29,1921.
HOMESTEAD-FINAL PROOv-PATENT-O1m AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAWAL.
The rule of law that a withdrawal is ineffective as against one who prior
thereto had done everything necessary to vest in him a complete equitable
title, can not be invoked by a hdmesteader who made entry of lands before
but did not submit final proof until after their inclusion within a petroleum
reserve, and a; patent issued upon such entry must contain a reservation to
the United States of the oil and gas unless the entryman assumes the burden
of proof and shows that the lands are in fact nonmineral in character.

COURT DECISION

CITED AND CONSTRUED-DEPARTMENTAL

DECISIONS CITED AND

ADHERED TO.

Case. of Wyoming v. United States (255 U. S.,
), cited and construed; cases
of James lankine (46 L. D., 46), State of Louisiana et at. (47 L. D., 366),

Cleveland Johnson (48 L. D., 18), Anna M. Baxter (48 L. D., 126), cited
and adhered to.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant SecretarJ:
Tilmon D. Mabry has filed motion for rehearing in the matter of
his application for the issuancIe of an unrestricted patent in lieu of
the patent issued in his name November 15, 1916, with reservation of
the minerals, as required and demanded by the act of July 17, 1914
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(38 :Stat., 509), on his homestead entry made November 30, 1909,
for the W. i of lot 1 of the NW. i and lot 2 of the NW. :, Sec. 4,
T. 28- S., R. 27 E., M. D. M., Visalia, California, land district:
wherein the Department; by decision dated January 27, 1921, affirmed
a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated
June 21, 1920, declining to issue such unrestricted patent.
For the purpose of this decision a brief history of the case will be
given. The entry, as above stated was made November 30, '1909:
The land was included in Petroleum Reserve No. 18 by Executive
order January 26, 1911. . Mabry submitted final five-year proof De- cember 30, 1914, but certificate was withheld on request of the chief
of field division. The Commissioner of the General -Land Office
considered the case October 13, 1915, and held that it came under
section 3 of the act of July 17 1914, supra, which provides: * That any person who has, in good faith, located, selected, entered, or purchased, or any person who shall hereafter locate, select, enter, or purchase, under
the nonmineral land laws of the United States, any lands which are subsequently
withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuable for phosphate, nitrate,.
potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, may, upon application therefor, and makbig satisfactory proof of compliance with the laws under which such lands are
claimed, receive a patent therefor, which patent shall contain a reservation to
the United States of all deposits on account of which the lands were withdrawn,.
-classified, or reported as being valuable, together with the right to prospect for,.
mine, and remove the same.

: 0;

He thereupon, through the register and receiver, served notice
upon the entryman in accordance with paragraph 10(b) of the circular of March 20, 1915 (44 L. D., 32, 37), that patent, if issued,
would contain a reservation to the United States of the oil and gas.
deposits unless

:

.

'within thirty-days, there is filed in your office an application for classification
of the land as non-mineral, together with a showing, preferably the sworn statements of experts or practical miners, of the facts upon which is founded the
knowledge or belief that the land applied for is not valuable for minerals.
In the event that- such application is filed and same is denied, a hearing will
be allowed, if applied for, at which the burden. of proof will be upon the
claimant to show that the land is not valuable for oil and gas deposits.
Should, however, claimant fail to take any action within the time allowed,
'you will, upon proper payments being made, issue final certificate with a reservation of the oil and gas deposits to the United States under the act of July 17,

1914.
The claimant appealed from this holding which, however, was

affirmed by the Department under date of February 12, 1916, wherein
it was stated:
Public lands are subject to disposal, only by authority of Congress. Mineral
lands are not subject to homestead entry. Except for this provision -(act of
July 17, 1914), claimant's homestead entry would be subject to cancellation.
for its mineral character.
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Following this decision claimant was advised under date of May 8,
1916, that he would be allowed thirty days within which to apply
for a nonmineral classification of the land and in the event same'
was denied he would be accorded 'a hearing, if desired, to show its
nonmineral character. He was further advised that in case he took
'no action final certificate would issue containing reservation of
minerals, as provided by the act of July 17, 1914, supra. No further action having been' taken, final certificate issued August 17,
1916 and restricted patent November 15, 1916.
The entryman accepted the patent and, as is shown by the record
before the Department, it was recorded,- at his request, in the Kern
'County records July 7, 1917. His application for the issuance of
.an unrestricted patent in lieu thereof was filed in the local land
office at Visalia, California, March 29, 1920, and action thereon was
taken as hereinbefore stated.
It is now shown, and was so stated in the decision complained of,
that Secs. 1 to 5, 8 to 17, 20 to 29, and 35 to 36, of said township
28 S., R.. 27 E., M. D. M., are within the geologic structure of the
producing Kern River Oil Fields as defined and fixed by the Geological' Survey pursuant to the act of February 2,5 1920 (41 Stat.,
437), and regulations thereunder of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437).'
Prolonged discussion of the case and examination in detail of
-the numerous alleged errors in the Department's action in the matter
are believed unnecessary. It is contended, however, in substance and
effect, that equitable title vested upon submission by Mabry of proof
of completed compliance with the provisions of the homestead law;
that regardless of the location of the lands within a producing oil
field, and regardless of the fact that it may now be held or classified
as mineral lands, it was not of known mineral character at the
date of final proof; that the burden rests upon the Goverument to
prove this and that by no refinement of reasoning can it relieve itself.
- of this burden.
The proposition is not a new one. It has frequently been urged
'before the Department and consistently denied in numerous adjudicated cases. See' James Rankine (on reconsideration)' (46 L. D.,
46); State of Louisiana, et al.' (47 L. D., 366); Cleveland Johnson,'
decided February 21, 1921, on motion for rehearing (48 L. D., 18)
and Anna M. Baxter, decided May 19, 1921, on petition for exercise
of supervisory authority (48 L. D., 126). See also digest of decisions
and opinions in connection with the administration of the act of
February 25, 1920, supra, as applied to oil and gas, contained in Circular 672, approved March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437). The following
excerpt is taken therefrom (page 471)
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Where -a homestead entry (not under the grazing act) is made without a
reservation of the oil to the Government and the land is withdrawn or classified
as oil land before completed final proof is submitted, the entryman must take
patent with a reservation of the oil, unless he can, procure a reclassification
of the land by the Department or a removal of the withdrawal, or unless he
can show at a hearing' (the burden of proof being Don him) that the land was
not of a known mineral character at date, of final proof.
But where, in the case last stated, the withdrawal or classification as
mineral was not made until after final proof was submitted, the entryman'will
be entitled to a patent without a reservation, unless the Government can show
(the burden of proof being on the Government), at a hearing if necessary, that
the land was of known mineral character at the date of final proof. If the
Government can show this, the result will be the same regardless of whether
there has been a withdrawal or classification.

The Department therefore adheres to its established and uniform
'ruling in this connection and will continue to do so unless its application of the law is clearly shown to be erroneous. No good reason
is apparent for a departure from the rule fixed by the decisions
above referred to, and in the judgment of the Department said decisions are based on a reasonable construction of the statute and a
correct view of the law. The suggestion that the case is controlled
in principle by the decision of the Supreme Court in State of Wyoming v. United States, decided March 28, 1921 (265 U. S.-), is without force.
The motion is denied.
Ad
-

0

,

TIECK v, McNEIL.
June s0 1921.

CONTEST-OIL AND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING

*

PERMIT-LAND DEPARTMENT..

* Ar oil and gas prospecting permit is not subject to a contest by a third party
- : and an application thereforcan not be entertained
:

Decision of Acting Commissioner Wickhamn of the General Land
Ofe, Approved -by Assistant Secretary Goodwin, to the register
and receiver, Visalia, California.
October 14, 1920, the Secretary of the Interior granted permit
09212, your series, to J. V. McNeil, for Sec. 34, T. 26 S., R. 28 E., and
,W. J W. A, Sec. 2, T. 27 S., R. 28 E., M. D. M., Visalia, California,,

land district.
June 9, 1921, August B. Tieck filed an application to contest andprotest against said permit, alleging'as grounds for protest and contest that the said McNeil did not, within 90 days after said permit
mark or cause to be marked each of the corners of said above tracts
upon the ground with substantial monuments and did not within said
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period post. in 'a conspicuous place on said land notice that said
* permit. 'had been granted; that said permittee did not within six
months from date of said permit begin drilling operations onasaid
land and that said permittee had not at the-date of said protest posted
said
above required notices nor has he begun drilling operations on
said land.,
Applicant further alleges an interest in the N. i, said Sec. 34, by.
reason of a patent issued to him May 20, 1920, said entry 'and patent
being subject to the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509)', reserving
oil and gas'to the United States and intends, if so permitted, to file
an application for oil and gas prospecting permit for said land.
The homestead entry of said protestant having been made with a
reservation of the oil and gas to the United States and the patent
issued containing such reservation the protestant has no interest
in the oil and gas content, if any there be in said land and has no
preference right to a permit under Section 20 of the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat.,. 437).
'The Department has held that in case a permittee is unable to
begin drilling operations with the' exercise of diligence within six
months from date of the permit,_ action will not be taken looking
to the cancellation of the permit but that 12 months and 10 days
from date thereof authorized, every permitte6 is- required to file a
;corroborated affidavit specifying the "work done upon the land'
embraced in the permit, together with such other information as
may be pertinent to his operations thereon.
The purpose of this was undoubtedly to disclose to the Departmenit the status at that time in order to show what 'has been done by
the permittee and to show if the terms of the permit have been
substantially complied with and the terms " together with such. other
information as may be pertinent to his operations," would include
a, statement as' to marking the corners and posting the required

notice on the lahd.

..

The purpose of the posting and marking of the corners on the
land embraced in a permit is to give notice of the fact that. a permit
has been granted 'for that particular tract of land. In this case it
appears that the protestant is fully aware that a permit was 'granted
for said.land and his only purpose'in seeking the cancellation 'of the'
permit is to enable him to make application for a permit. To allow:
contests against permits for such purpose would be to invite endless
litigation, which would tend to defeat the very purpose of the oil'
and gas leasing act, to wit: developing' of the oil and gas resources
of the country.
The only question raised by the protest is whether an oil and gas
permit is subject to' contest by a third party. The only parties.
in the case of an1oil.and gas permit is the permittee and the United'
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States and a 'contestant could acquire no preference right to a permit
though the contest 'was sustained and the permit canceled. The
enforcement of the stipulation in a permit rests with the Department
and evidence that the permittee is not complying with the terms of
his permit is welcome but a contest by a third party is not the
proper procedure and the application is, therefore, denied and the
protest dismissed without right of appeaL.
CAREY ACT SELECTIONS.
JuZy 1s,

1921.

CAREY ACT-MINERAL LANDS-WITHDRAWAL.
The listing of lands under a Carey Act selection, although amounting to a
segregation, does not .confer the status of vested, equitable title, and until
the right to title is fully earned, the lands may be withdrawn or the mineral deposits therein may .be disposed of by the United States.
DEcIsIoNs DISTINGUIsHrD.
Cases of Payne v. Central Pacific Railway Company (155 U; S., -),
Payne
vV. New .Mexico (155 U. S., -),
and Wyoming v. United States (155

U. S.,-), cited and distinguished.
GoODwiN, Assistant Secretary:
I am in receipt of your [Commissioner of Public Lands of the
State of Wyoming] letter of June 10, 1921, wherein with reference
to the Administrative Order which was issued April 23, 1921 (48
L. ID., 97), under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437) you
request to be advised whether under the Supreme Court decisions
in cases of Payne v. Central Pacific Railway Company, February
28, 1921; Payne v. New Mexico, March 7, 1921; Wyoming v. United
States, March 28, 1921, cited therein, the holdings of the court are
applicable in the case of Segregations of public lands under the
Carey Act.
Replying thereto, you are advised that under 'section 4 of the act
of August 18, 1894.(28 Stat., 372,422), a contract is authorized to
patent desert-lands not to exceed 1,000,000 acres to each State under
the conditions specified in the act. The lands selected by the several
States within their respective boundaries are segregated from the
public domain for a period of 10 years, the State undertaking Within
that time to cause an adequate irrigation system to be constructed,
and a sufficient water supply to be made available in a "substantial
ditch, for the reclamation of the lands by irrigation and upon satisfactory proof furnished by the State that the terms have been complied with,' patents shall be issued to the State or its assigns. The
lands when patented are disposed of by the States to actual settlers.
The act of June 11, 1896 (29 Stat., 413, 434) authorized a lien
on the land for the cost of construction of the irrigation works and
permits the issuance of patent without actual cultivation of'the land.

I
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Section 3 of the act of March 3, 1901 (31 Stat., 1133, 1188) authorized an extension of the-period oft segregation for 5 years.
In the cases referred to by you which involve certain railroad
and State indemnity selections, the court held'in effect that when
the selection of lands subject thereto has been fully perfected under
the law-that is when the selector has done all that the law requires
in order to establish its rights-the selector acquires an- equitable
vested title in the selection not affected by withdrawals or changes
in the status of the land.
In considering the cases it was found that the terms of the statutes
authorizing the grants had been complied with 'at the time of -filing
of the selections in question.
-In the matter of Carey Act selections, however, the filing of'the
selection does not complete the obligation to the Government. It
merely serves to segregate the land from disposal except under the
Carey Act and no title can be obtained by reason of this selection
only.
In order to obtain title the State must file its list for patent showing that it has complied in all respects with the conditions imposed
by theV act and in the event the stated' conditions have not been met,
at the'expiration of the 10 years or of the extended period, the lands
may be restored to the public domain.
It therefore follows that the State has not the position of a selector
in the sense such term is applied in the cases wherein'opinion was
rendered by the Court but acts under the Carey Act in the capacity
* of an agency of the Federal Government through which'the lands
are disposed of and their reclamation accomplished.
It is accordingly the opinion of the Department that the rulings of
the Supreme Court in the cases cited are not applicable in the matter
-of segregations under the Carey Act and that until such time*as the
right to title has been fully earned, the lands listed under a Carey
* Act selection may be subject to withdrawal and to disposition by the
IJnited States of the mineral deposits contained therein.
SURPLUS LANDS IN THE SOUTH HALF OF THE COLVILLE INDIAN
RESERVATION.
INSTRITCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

C., July 23, 1921.
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,,
:
SPOKANE AND WATERVILLE, WASHINGTON
The act of Congress approved March 22, 1906 (34 Stat., 80), underwhich surplus lands within the south half of the former Colyille
'Waskington,.D.

52403'-21-voL 48-11

11,62

:
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Indian Reservation, Washington, were opened to homestead entry,
among-other things, provides:

*

t

"That the lands remaining undisposed of at the expiration of five years from,
the opening of the said* lands to entry shall be sold to the highest bidder for
cash, at not less than one dollar per acre, under rules and regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and that any lands remaining
unsold ten years after the said lands shall have been opened to entry may be
sold to the highest bidder for cash without regard to the above minimum limit

of price."

Certain lands on the reservation were opened to homestead entry
September 5, 1916, and as to such lands the five year period will
expire September 4, 1921. Lands on the reservation which have
been opened'to homestead entry since September 5, 1916, will remain
subject to such disposition for a period of five years from the time
* that they were opened to entry.
*
Lands which on September 4, 1921, are embraced in existing entries
may be re-entered if such entries are subsequently canceled on contest,
relinquishment, or otherwise; -but if the lands are unappropriated at
such time as an offering of the lands is directed they may be listed for
disposition and sold in like manner as other undisposed of lands..
*Any application to enter these lands or any application for amendment presented on or before September 4, 1921, may if sufficient be
allowed subsequent to that date. In the event that any such ap; fplication is denied, the lands will not become subject to other appropriation but will automatically fall in the class of lands which
must be sold at public auction to the highest bidder.:
A settler on the lands on September 4, 1921, may make entry after
that date, provided he does so within the three months allowed .for
that purpose.
Lands which on September 4, 1921, are embraced in- a prior withdr&wal may be entered after that date if the withdrawal is revoked.
You will advise with reference .to the preparation of a list of the
undisposed of lands in your district for the purpose of sale when
such list is desired. The-lands will not become subject to sale until such
*time as may be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior. No information can be furnished at this time as to when the sale will take place.
All stock raising applications now pending for said lands and all
such applications received by you up to and including September 4,
1921, will be examined and passed upon before the close of the present
field season.
You are directed to give all publicity possible without incurring
expense to the Government of the information herein contained.
(lEO. R. WICHAM ,
Approved:
Assistant Commissioner.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
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INSTRUCTIONS.
Jx7 so, 1921.
ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-ADDITIONAL ENTRY-R'EmH
OF APPoXIsA TION.
The term "one quarter section," as used in sections 2289 and 2298, Revised
Statutes, means'a subdivision of 160 acres, and where an original entry
contains more thani that amount, for the excess of which payment is made,.
* such excess! is to be disregarded in applying the rule of approximation and
in computing the area that the entryman may embrace in an additional
entry under either the enlarged or the stock-raising homestead act.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION OVFRtIuLED.
The case of Ernest Muller (46 L. .D., 243), overruled.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

By letter of July 14, ,1921, you [Commissioner of the General Land
Office] submitted for instructions the question as to the payment for
the excess area under the following state of facts:
On September 4, 1909, William S. Ellenwood made homestead
entry at the Lewistown, Montana, land office for'the NW. - (or lots
1 and 2 and E. NW. ),Sec. 19, T. 18 N., R. 15 E., M. M. (164.41
acres), paying $5.51 for the excess area. On February 14, 1920, said
Ellenwood made entry (Lewistown 043823) under 'section 7 of the
enlarged homestead act for S. | fSE. i, Sec. 21, and S. 1 SW. i, Sec.
22, T. 22 N., R. 16 E., M. M. (160 acres}.
You request that the Department reconsider the rule stated in the
case of Ernest Muller (46 L. D., 243), that the fact that an entryman paid'for an excess when he made his original entry does not
excuse him' from paying for the excess area-later entered.
The act of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 344), under which Ellenwood's
additional entry was allowed, provides that the additional entry
"shall not with the original entry exceed 320 acres."
The law governing the original entry (section 2289, Revised Statutes) limited its area to "one quarter section," and section 2298,
Revised Statutes, provides:
No person shall be permitted to acquire title to more than one quarter section
under the provisions of this chapter.

The meaning of " one quarter section" has been defined by Congress in providing for public-land surveys as meaning a subdivision
of 160 acres; hence, in construing the provisions of said sections 2289
and '2298, the Department has from an early date held that if a
"quarter section" contained an excess of 160 acres, the entryman

must pay for the excess. It was under said departmental construetion that Ellenwood was required to 'Day for the 4.41 acres excess in
his original entry.,

~
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Upon mature considerations the Department has reached the conelusion that to give full effect to the provisions of sections 2289 and
2298, Revised Statutes, it must be held that any excess over 160 acres
'embraced in an original entry-the entryman having paid for such
excess-must be disregarded in computing the area which the entry-m
man may embrace in an additional entry under either the enlarged
or the stock-raising homestead act.
Accordingly, the decision in the case of Ernest Muller, supra, in
so far as it conflicts with the views herein expressed, is overruled,
and you will advise said Muller, provided he paid for the 18.26 acres
referred to in said decision, that an application for repayment will
receive prompt consideration.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH CAREY ACT ENTRYMEN ARE EN'TITLED TO PREFERENCE RIGHTS UNDER SECTION 20, ACT OF
FEBRUARY 25, 1920-WHEN ELECTION UNDER ACT OF JULY
17, 1914, IS REQUIRED.
INSTRUcTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., July 30, 192.1.
The ComNssIoNER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:
The Department is in receipt of your letter of July 14, 1921,,\
requesting to be instructed whether Carey Act entrymen are entitled
to preference rights under section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat. 437), under the following conditions, no patents having,
'been issued to the State:
1. Where the entry was made and patent applied for by the State prior to
February 25, 1920.
2. Where the entry was made prior to February 25, 1920, and patent has been
applied for by the State after the approval of the act of that date.
3. -Where the entry was made prior to February 25, 1920, for lands embraced
in a'segregated list only and no application for patent has been filed.
4. Where the entry was made after the passage of the act under any of the
conditions stated above.
-

.

' Considering the object of the provisions of said section 20, the
Department is of opinion that State entrymen under the Carey Act
should be accorded the same privileges under said section as entrymen under the public land laws. Accordingly, under the conditions'
numbered 1, 2, and 3, you will treat that class of entrymen as entitled to a preference right to a permit. Under the condition numbered 4, no preference right can be granted, paragraph 12 of the

*

regulations (47 L. D., 437) specifically holding that the provisions l
of section 20 apply only to entries made prior to February 25, 1920.
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If 3an application comes within the conditions numbered 1 -and 2,
it will be necessary for the proper'State officer to elect to take patent
subject to the provisions and limitations of the act of July 17, 1914'
(38 Stat., 509). Under the condition numbered 3, a consent to
accept a restricted patent need not be required prior to the application by the State for a patent..
E. C. FINNEY,
Fir:stAssistant Secretary.
JOHN C. BARBER.
Decided August 2, 1921.
HOMESTEAD-SOLImEns'

ADDITIONAL-SUBSEQUENT

POWER-SITE

WITHDRAWAL-

ALASKA.

The rights of an applicant who has complied fully with the regulations pertaining to the making of soldiers' additional homestead ehtries in Alaska
and madeftinmely proof of such requirements, relate back to the date of the
application and are not affected by a subsequent withdrawal.

First Assistant Secretary:
John C. Barber has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated January 21, 1921, rejecting his
application to make entry under sections 2306 and 2307, Revised
Statutes, for certain lands located near Ketchikan, Alaska, and
designated as Surveys Nos. 1281 and 1282,' containing 4.90 and 1.40
acres.
The 'applicant is the president of' the Citizens' Light, Power 'and
Water Company, engaged in the. business of furnishing. 'electric
light, power, and water service to the inhabitants of the town of
Ketchikan, Alaska, and he made the application in his own name to
facilitate and expedite the allowance of the same, declaring that
he made the application in the interests of his company. It is the
intention of the company to erect a dam in- the southeast corner of
the tract known as Survey No.'1281, to impound the waters of Lake
Carlanna, which lake has a surface of about 10 acres and empties
into, or is drained'by, Charcoal Creek. The tract; now known as
Survey No. 1282 is situated about one-half mile south of Survey
- 'No.
1281, in a deep box canyon, about 500 feet south of falls about
125 feet high. These falls are a part of Charcoal Creek, running
from Lake Carlanna to tidewater. The company expects to erect
a power house on this tract.
The application in question was filed September 25, 1919. On
October 16, 1919, 'the register of the Juneau office certified the application to the surveyor general, who on October 20, 1919, authorized
the making of the surveys, which were commenced on October 22,
1919, and completed three days later. The field notes were approved
FINNEY,
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by the surveyor general on June 30, 1920, and were filed in; the local
office on- October 30, 1920. On November 26, 1920, the register
issued a notice for publication. A copy thereof was posted in the
local office on November 26, 1920, and remained posted until February 8, 1921. Copies were posted on the land December 1, 1920,
and remained posted during the period) of publication, and the
notice was printed in a daily paper published at Ketchikan from
December 1, 1920, to February 4,' 1921. Proof of the publication
and posting of the notice was filed February 8, 1921. A special
agent of the General Land Office who made a field investigation
reported that neither tract is mineral nor occupied in any manner
adversely to the applicant.'
The application was rejected because the tracts had been withdrawn and included in Power Site Reserve No. 753 by Executive
order of December 9, 1920.
The record discloses that applicant complied fully-with the regulationst pertaining to the making of soldiers' additional homestead,
entries in Alaska (45 L. D., 236), and having made timely proof of
such requirements his rights relate back to the date of his application. Hence, his rights are not affected by the subsequent withdrawal.
The fact that the land involved is most valuable for power-site
purposes can not be made the basis of the rejection of the application.
The decision appealed from is reversed.

DEFECTIVE CONTEST AFFIDAVITS-AMENDMENT-MIILITARY
SERVICE.
INSTRUCTIONS.

[Circular No, 767.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

lWashington, D. C., August

R

1.921.
1,

AND RECEIVERS,
sEGISTERS
UNITED STATES LAND.OFFICES:

The act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), provides in part as follows:

Hereafter no contest shall be initiated on the ground of abandonment, nor
allegation of abandonment sustained against any such settler, entryman, or
person unless it shall be alleged in the preliminary affidavit or affidavits of contest and proved at the hearing in cases hereinafter initiated that the alleged
absence from the, land was not due to his employment in such military or naval
service.
The requirement, that in all contests hereafter initiated, it'shall be
alleged in. a preliminary affidavit that the absence from the land was

4

. &I]

-
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not due to military or naval service, is mandatory according to the
holding of the Department on February 17, 1921, in Carrel vs.
Thrall (Lewistown 040803). In view thereof you will examine carefully all affidavits of conitest filed in your office and should the 'allegation as to military service of the contestee be not in conformity with
the statute, you will call attention to that fact and permit the contest affidavit to be amended so as to cure the defect, but should such
amendment not be filed within'the time allowed for that purpose,
you -will reject same subject to the right of appeal.
If, however, another contest has been filed in the meantime, fully
complying with the law, the amended affidavit must be considered as
junior to the other contest..
These instructions do not modify the instructions contained in
Circular No. 750, approved April 16, 1921 (48 L. D., 78).
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commiruissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY.
First Assistant Secretary.

ALICE E. JACKSON (FORMIERLY McCLURE).
Decided August 4, 1921.
HOMESTEAD-cONTEsTo-lRsRAID-COURTs-INSANE

AID DECEASED ENTRYMEN.

A charge of fraud, connivance or conspiracy is not sustained where it Is
shown that the conservator or the administrator of the estate of an insane
or of a deceased homestead entryman, acting in good faith and with the
approval of a court of competent jurisdiction, for a valuable consideration to the enrichment of the estate, fails to submit final proof or make
defense to a contest under the belief that it would be futile to do so on'
accaunt, of doubtful right by reason of noncompliance with the statutory
requirements as to residence and cultivation on the part of the entryman.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND ADHERED TO.

-

The cases of Ostreim v. Byhre (37 L. D., 212), William Duffield (43 L. D., 56),
Fisher v. Kelly (45 L. D., 467), cited-and adhered to.

FINNEY, FirstAsistant Secretary:,
Alice E. Jackson, formerly McClure, has appealed from a decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April 23,
1921, holding for cancellation her entry under the stock-raising
homestead act embracing all of Sec. 2, T. 19 S., R. 57 W., 6th P. M.
(640.22 acres), Pueblo. Colorado, land district..
It appears that on December 7, 1915, Mary Elizabeth Bingham
made entry under the enlarged homestead act for the S. 1, said Sec. 2,
and fifteen 'days later Myra F. Bingham, mother of Mary Elizabeth'
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Bingham, made a like entry for the N. i, of said section. On December 21, 1917, Alice E. McClure filed separate applications to contest
said entries, one affidavit alleging:
That said Mary Elizabeth Bingham, entrywoman, made homestead above on
the 17th day of December 1915, and, was adjudged insane about the month of
September 1917; that during all this time she never established residence with
the view of making this her exclusive home;: that during this time she might
have spent a night or so on this entry, but that also during all this time she maintained a home in Sugar City, exclusive of any home elsewhere; that no part of
said entry has been cultivated; that said entry has at this time been abandoned and deserted for more than six months;, that said default exists at the '
date hereof; that said absence was not due to her employment in then military
service or the National Guard of any of the several States.

:The other affidavit alleged:
That said Myra F. Bingham made homestead entry above on December 22nd,
1915, and died about the 7th day of November, 1916, and from the date of her
entry until the date of her death never established residence on said entry,
did not improve it in any manner or cultivate any part thereof; that *she
wholly deserted and abandoned said entry for more than six months after
the date of filing and for nearly 11 months after date of filing; that after her
death in November 1916, no effort was made by any heir to cultivate or improve said entry; that said absence was not due to her employment in military
service of the United States or the National Guard of any of the several States;
that said entry has been abandoned and deserted by entrywoman and heirs
now for nearly two, years; that said default exists at the date hereof.

Notice of the contest against the mother's entry was served on a
daughter (Mrs. Joseph B. Grimes) and on the administrator of the
estate, and in the case of the daughter's entry notice was served on
the conservator of the Restate and on Mrs.. Grimes. No answer having be6n filed in either. case, the entries were canceled by the Commissioner of the General Land 'Office on February 12, 1918, whereupon Miss McClure applied to 'make, the entry in question, and, after
designation of the land, her application was allowed on February 1,
19-9.
:
On May 24,1919, Mary If.Bingham, then on parole from an institution for the insane, filed petitions for the reinstatement' of her
entry and that of her mother, alleging that the conservator of her.
estate and the administrator of her mother's estate had entered into
a contract to aid and assist in a contest against said homestead

entries.

I

j

.

Under date of June 11, 1919, proceedings against the entry of
McClure (now Jackson) were instituted by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office on charges preferred by a. special agent, who
alleged that the cancellation of the Bingham entrieswas consummated by fraud, connivance and, conspiracy, in that one A. S. Me-'
Clure agreed and arranged with Joe Wallace, conservator of the estate. of
Mary E. Bingham, insane,, and Fred Tarbox, administrator of the estate of,

:
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Myra F. Bingham, deceased, that -said Wallace and Tarbox would in considera-

tion of a certain stipulated sum to be paid them by the said A. S. McClure, to.
wit: the sum of $150.00 each; default in the matter of said contest, and that
pursuant with said agreement said Wallace and Tarbox altho notified of
said contest, made no response, but allowed the entries to be canceled on said
contest by default, and without the knowledge of said Mary E. Bingham and
Myra F. Bingham.
Testimony was submitted at Ordway, Colorado, on February 4,
By

1920, the register of the Pueblo office presiding at-the hearing.

decision dated March 10, 1920, the local officers recommended that
the proceedings be dismissed.
In reversing the decision of the local officers, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office held:

Having carefully considered all of the facts and circumstances shown by the
record in'this case, this office is of the opinion that the administrator and conservator of the Bingham estates erred in judgment to the effect that the homestead entries 021796 and 024322 might not have been successfully defended
against contest for abandonment.
The acts performed by Miss Bingham in connection with her entry were
sufficient for the establishment of residence on' the land, and causing the
fencing of the claim and its use for grazing purposes, considering the quality
of the soil, was to all intents and purposes an agricultural use and compliance
with legal requirements in that respect up to the time when she was adjudged
to be insane and: put under restraint and guardianship. Her entry, should, not
have been canceled.
Mrs. Bingham's physical condition was such as to have entitled her to an
extension of time within which to have established residence upon her claim,
and she died within the period for which extension would have been granted
if application therefor' had been presented. Therefore, her entry should not
have been canceled.
It appears from the testimony submitted at the hearing that Mrs.
Bingham had not seen the land, prior to the initiation of the entries
made by herself and her daughter.. There is no evidence in- the rec-t
ord to indicate that she was ever upon, or actually saw, the land
embraced in her entry, or was at any time nearer to it than the
residence of A.'S. McClure on the section adjoining.

She was about

78 years of age at the time she made the entry, and while not in

robust health was, in the language of her daughter (page 255 of
the testimony) "remarkably' well preserved fori a woman of her
years, excepting that her step was going halting." The daughter,
although palpably led in that direction by counsel, would not say
that her mother was " in very bad shape " in 1916, the year in which
she died. It does not appear, therefore, that she was prevented
by ill health or physical disability from timely establishing residence
on her homestead. Nothing is found in the record that would warrant the Department in holding that Mrs. Bingham was entitled to
/an extension of time within which to establish residence upon her
homestead, and that her laches in that respect should be' excased.
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She never made improvement of any kind upon the land.
under which the entry was made provides that-
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The law

When the person making entry dies before the offer of final proof those sue-

ceeding to the entry must show that the entryman had complied with the law
in.all respects to the date of his death and that they have since complied with
the law in all respects, as would have been required of the entryman had he
lived, excepting that they are relieved from any requirement of residence upon*
the land. Act of June 6, .1912 (37 Stat., 123).

It thus appears that the heirs of Mrs. Bingham were not in position to submit acceptable final proof on her entry, and that the
heirs had no defense to the contest.
As to the entry of Miss Bingham, the Commissioner stated the
facts as follows:
In June, 1916, at the time when by statute the Binghams were required to
establish residence upon their homesteads, no definite preparation for so doing
had been made, and on the last day of the six-months period, Miss Bingham
requested McClure to erect a tent upon her claim so-that she might comply
with the law by making actual settlement thereon that day. It was not pos 9
sible-at least not convenient-for him to do so, and, so informing her, he l
promised to place a tent upon the claim the following day, and'he did so. How-.
ever, Miss Bingham did not occupy the tent, and after some days it was.
blown down by the wind and removed from the land.
In the latter part of July or early August 1916, Miss Bingham caused to be
built upon her homestead a small house, or " shack," which she furnished
comfortably in January, 1917. She was on the claim several times in 1916, at
intervals crf from two or three weeks to a months and there is positive testimony
in the record showing that she slept twice on the land between the date of the
erection of the shack upon- the tract and the development of her mental
incapacity.

*

Her visits to the land were usually in the daytime, driving the fourteen to
sixteen miles from her home in Ordway in the morning, lunching at the cabin,
and returning in the afternoon. The total number of her visits to the land,
testified to by McClure, through whose place she passed on each occasion, were
eight, and on page 244 of the transcript, the entrywoman practically admitted
that estimate to be correct; but, she declared that she slept there on each of j
those occasions.
-

Miss Bingham was committed to an institution for the insane
on October 3, 1917. She was on parole at the, date of the proceedings
against, the entry of Miss McClure, but on October 1, 1920, was
again committed to a hospital for the insane.
The act of June 8, 1880 (21 Stat., 166), relating to settlers who
become insane, provides that their claims shall be confirmed and
patented provided it shall be shown "that the, parties complied in
good faith with the legal requirements up to the time of their
becoming insane."
v
Almost 22 months had elapsed between the date of Miss Bingham's
entry and her commitmdnt to an asylum for the. insane, and during l
that time she had hot "complied in good faith with the legal re.
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quirements." It follows that the act of June 8, 1880, suprd, is not'
applicable; Qstreim v. Byhre, (3tCL. D., 212); Fisher v. Kelly (45
L. D., 467).
In neither the petitions for reinstatement nor in the charges which
were made the basis of the proceedings against the present entry
was it alleged that either of the Binghams had complied with the
statutory requirements as to residence or cultivation, nor that a
good defense against the contests of Miss McClure might have been
made in behalf of either entrywoman.
It appears from the record that the guardian of Miss Bingham's
estate and the administrator of the, estate of fMrs. Bingham made
inquiry among people residing in the neighborhood of the land, and
consulted the register of the Pueblo office and the judge of the probate court, resulting in their becoming convinced that acceptable
: final proof could not be made on either entry, and that in the event
of a contest against either or both of said entries on the ground of
abandonment no successful defense could be made. Acting on the
advice of the register and the judge of the probate court, it was"
concluded to sell the claims, and the guardian and administrator
entered into contracts with A. S. McClure whereby, in consideration
;of the sum of $150 to be paid by McClure to each of said estates,
Ao defense would be attempted by said representatives against contests to be brought by McClure's daughter. The $300 was turned
into the estates and' accounted for by the officers, their actions being
approved by the court. As to this phase of the case the decision
appealed from held:
There is no evidence in this record to indicate, or suggest, to this office that
there was any venality on the part of any of the persons connected with the
transactions here involved. It is believed that the register acted in good faith
when advising the representatives of the estates as he did in regard to the
futility of attempting either the submission of final proof upon or defense of
contests against the homestead entries; that the judge of the county court,
in good faith, advised the sale of the claims; that the representatives of the
two estates acted honestly and as they believed to the best interests of their
charges in entering into the agreements with McClure.

In the case of William Duffield (43 L. D., 56) the Department held:
In the absence of charges against the homestead entry of one who becomes,
insane, the entry should' as a rule be perfected and title taken under the act
of June 8, 1880; but if it appear to a court of competent jurisdiction that the
entryman has a doubtful right which should be sold rather than attempt proof
to obtain patent, the judgment of the court in that respect should ordinarily
be followed and relinquishment of the claim be permitted.

'The

estates of the, Binghams (totaling about $9,000) were being.

administered by the county' (probate) court, and the guardian and
administrator were officers of that court. They concluded, with the
approval of the court, that the method adopted was the only one
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,by which anythihg of value could be secured for the estates, and
no reason appears why the judgment of the court should not be
followed.
For the reasons aforesaid, the decision appealed from is reversed,
the proceedings being dismissed.

INSTRUCTIONS UNDER ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER OF APRIL 23,
1921, WITH REFERENCE TO STATE, RAILROAD AND LIEU SELECTIONS.
[Circular No. 768]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEIOR,IX
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

;Washington, D. 0., August 4, 1921.
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,

AND CHIEFS OF FIELD DVISIONS:,
*

Attention is directed to the Administrative Order of April 23, 19f1
(48 L. D., 97), as follows:

:The Supreme Court of the United States in Payne v. Central Pacific Rail: way Company, on February 28, 1921, decided that the railroad indemnity
selection there involved should be disposed of "on its merits unaffected by
the withdrawal " of the land made after. perfection of the selection for a
water power site under the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847). On March 7,
1921, in the case of Payne v.' New Mexico the court concluded that the Land
Department should dispose of kthe 'State's school land indemnity selection in
regular course unaffected by the elimination of the base tract from the reservation" for forestry purposes after the completion of the selection. In the
'case of Payne v. United States ex rel. Newton, on March. 14, 1921,; the- court'
referred to the departmental instructions issued April 25, 1914 (43 L.. D., 294),
and said:
"The Secretary stated that the lapse of two years, after the issue of the
receiver's receipt will bar a contest Or protest based upon any charge whatsoever, save where the proceeding is sustained by some special statutory provi-

*

*
..
sion."
In Wyoming v. United States, decided on March 28, 1921, 'the court held
that the conditions obtaining at the date of the completed- school land indemnity selection,.wVith respect to the character of the land,' whether known or
believed to be mineral, were controlling and that the Land Department was
without authority to cancel the selection on the'ground that the selected land
was subsequently included in a petroleum withdrawal and proven to be mineral land.
The administrative ruling of July 15,.1914 (43 L. D., 293), is not in harmony
with said court decisions, and in so far as said ruling is in conflict therewith
the same is hereby modified to. conform to the holdings of the court. All
departmental decisions based on said ruling. which are not in harmony with
those decisions among which are State. of California et al. (44 L. D., 118)
State of California et al. (44 L. D.+ 468).; State of Utah (45 L. D., 551); and
State of New Mexico (46 L. D., 21-7), are hereby overruled.

-
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The future adjudication of' cases controlled by the decisions mentioned-willbe in harmiony With the principles announced in those decisions.
This order will not affect the disposition of the question of the mineral character of land claimed under the railroad land grants, either within the place
or the-indemnity limits, or under the swamp land grants. The well established
practice and procedure now prevailing as to such lands will continue to be
followed.

In accordance with said order, chiefs of field divisions will report
to this office, without- investigation or further examination, and
close on their books all matters involving State, railroad indemnity,
lieu selections, and other like claims to land which have been completed and perfected and are now merely awaiting field examinationf
solely for the purpose of determining whether or not the lands
claimed are of value for watering places or for power or reservoir
purposes.
Field investigation with respect to minerals of lands involved in
State selections, lieu selections, and other like claims is to be made
for the purpose of determining their character-whether nonmineral
or known or believed to be mineral-at the time of the perfected
selection or claim, and hearings proceedings are to be conducted
for the same purpose.
Field investigations and hearings with respect to minerals will
proceed as heretofore in connection with railroad and wagon-road
place and indemnity lands and with lands claimed by States as
swamp and overflowed in character.
If doubt is entertained as to whether any particular selection or
claim to land is to be returned without field examination or hearing
heretofore ordered, advice from this office should be sought in the
particular case, and action taken in accordance therewith. The purpose of these instructions is. to indicate procedure broadly and in
general terms, rather than to formulate specific rules to be held
applicable in any possible case which may arise.
The regulations governing selections by States of indemnity school
lands and of lands under quantity grants -for specific purposes (39
L. D., 39) require publication of notice of the selections to be made
by the State and proof thereof filed in the focal land office within
90 days after receipt by the State officials of the notice for publicaltion as prepared by. the register at the time of the acceptance of
ithe selection. Such selections, regular in all respects when filed, and'
perfected by the timely filing of the requisite proofs, are: effective
from the date filed. If defective when presented, or not perfected
by timely filing of proofs, they are effective only from the time
the defect is cured or the required proofs are filed.
Final action on pending' selections coming within the rule announced in the administrative order, .supra,made for lands which,;
. I
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after selection were embraced within the boundaries of mineral
withdrawals, -and in connection with which mineral waivers or elec6tions have been filed, in the absence of request for present action
on the record, will be suspended for a period of six months from.
'the date hereof, in .order that opportunity may be afforded for the
filing of formal motions for readjudication in the light of said order.
Notice is given, however, that should such motion be filed, it may
be necessary to have a fipld investigation made for the purpose of
ascertaining the known character of the land as of the time of the
perfection of the selection.
-WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissionr.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-ADDITIONAL ENTRIES-SECTION 6 OF
CIRCULAR NO. 486 AMENDED.
[Circular No. 770.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., August 6, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

On July 22, 1921, the Department amended the second paragraph
of section six of the regulations (Circular No. 486), of July 8,
1916 (45 L. D., 208), under the act of July 3, 1916 .(39 Stat., 344),
adding a seventh section to the enlarged homestead act, to read as
follows:
In the proof, to be submitted within five years after the date of the addi-

tional entry, there must be. shown residence on . the -additional tract-or on
the original, if permitted under the twenty mile exception ablove explained-for
not less than three years; subject to the privilege of being absent five months,
in each year, as provided by the three year homestead law; also cultivation of
not less than one-sixteenth of the additional tract during the second year after.
the. date of the entry, and of not less than one-eighth of its area during the
third year and until submission of proof; but residence and cultivation for
the requisite period after the date of the application and until the submission
of proof will be accepted. If the land is most valuable for grazing, and an
order entered relieving entryman from cultivating the required area, proof
that the tract has been grazed for three years will be accepted. Credit for
military service will be allowed as in other cases.

WILLIAM SPRY,
.<:

:

:

~~~~~~~~~Comsmissioner.
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VW.E. STAUNTON AND LEE SIMONSEN.
Decided Augst 13,: 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
17, 1914.

PBRMIT-RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF JoLt

An applicant for a prospecting permit under section 13 of the act of February
25, 1920, is not required to serve notice on the owner of lands patented to
a railroad company with reservation of the soil and. gas under the act of
July 17, 1914, inasmuch as claimants of railroad grant lands are excepted
by section 20 of; the form~er act from the preference right to permits:
thereunder.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary;
The NE. i SE. I. and S. i SE. i, Sec. 31, T. 58 N., R. 99 W.,6th P. M., Wyoming, were selected by the Northern Pacific Railway
Company on October.22, 1915,-under the act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat.,
365), in lieu of mineral lands within the primary limits of the grant
to said company, and were patented on November 28, 1916, with oil
and gas reservation under the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509).
On February 1, '1921, at the Lander, Wyoming, land office, W.
E. Staunton and Lee Simonsen applied for a permit under section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil
and gas upon said subdivisions (and other lands).,
By decision dated July 14, 1921, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office required said applicants to serve notice of their application on the owner or owners of said subdivisions. The applicants
have appealed.
I- Section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, excepts from the
preference right to permits therein granted "lands claimed under
any railroad grant."

The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
AMENDMI[ENT OF CIRCULAR NO. 679, IN REGARD TO BONDS WITK
COAL-LAND LEASES.

I

E

\

i

0

INsTRUiCTIONS.
[Circular No. 773.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., August 16, 19231.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICEs:

The regulations governing coal mining leases, permits and licenses,
under the act of February 25, 1920, Circular 679, approved April 1,>
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1920 (47 L. D., 489), is hereby amended by adding to section 8
thereof the following provision:
Provided that in case of lease for a small area where the nvestment to be
made is less than $10,000, the lessee shall furnish one bond to cover both the
investment -and compliance with the terms of the lease, such bond to be in half
the amount of the investment to be made, but in no case shall be less than
$1,000.

This amendment -was approved by the Secretary of the Interior,
August 10, 1921, and is effective from that date.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.

S. T. WILLIAMS AND JOHN BLATHRAN.
Decided August 19, 1921.

COAL LANDS-PREFERENcE RIGHT-AcT oF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
Under sections 2348-2352, Revised Statutes, the opening and improving of
a mine of coal upon unreserved public lands by a qualified person in actual
possession thereof, confers a preference right to purchase for a total period
of substantially fourteen months, that is, for sixty days absolutely, and
for a further period of one year from the filing of a declaratory statement,
if filed within the sixty days, and such preference right to purchase is not
defeated or abridged by the intervening passage of *the leasing act of
February 25, 1920.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND ADHERED TO.

The cases of Skoyen v. Harris (24 L. D., 46), McKibben v. Gable (34 L. D.,
178; 447), Lehmer v. Carroll et al. (34 L. D., 267; 447), Charles S. Morrison
(36 L. D., 126; 319), cited and adhered to.
PINNErY, Acting Secretary:

Your office [General Land Office] has submitted for consideration,
-with the view to the waiving of certain requirements of the regulations, coal declaratory statement 024445 and coal application 026517
-presented by John Blathran and J. T. Williams, for S. J SE. i, Sec.
5, NE. j, E. J NW. i, Sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 5 E., Salt Lake City, Utah,
land district.
The redord shows that on June 9, 1919, the applicants filed their
joint coal declaratory statement, above mentioned, in which they
alleged that they entered into possession of the land on April 1,
1919, and on June 2, 1919, opened a valuable mine of coal and had
improved the same at an expenditure of $800 as follows: " The labor
;consists in building a cabin, improving a spring, and making three
openings, one tunnel 120 feet long, another tunnel 20 feet long, and
an open cut 10 feet long."
On June 14, 1920, the claimants filed their coal-land application
to purchase, under section 2347, Revised Statutes, the tracts described.
They made no reference therein to their preference right but did
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state that they had never held " except the above " lands or purchased
any lands under the coal act. On the same day the application was
rejected by the register because not filed under the proper act. About
June 24, 1920, the applicants received notice by registered mail of the
rejection of their application '"for the reason that you must make
application for a lease under the act of February 25, 1920." The
notice granted claimants thirty days within whichjto appeal to your
office. On July 14, 1920, an appeal was filed accompanied-by an affidavit from claimant, Williams, and a formal application to purchase
pursuant to section 2348 of the Revised Statutes. Affiant Williams
avers that he presents the application for himself and his coclaimant
under said. section based upon the coal declaratory statement and
respectfully asks that it be substituted for the prior application
which was filed by mistake and based upon erroneous information
given him at the land office. It is alleged that the claimants have
expended since April 1, 1919, a sum in excess of $2850 and that the
mistake in filing of the application was due to reliance placed upon
officials of the Land Department and their advice; It is asked that
the sum of $10 paid in connection with the first application be applied to the substitute application and that the later application be
given the same standing as if it had been filed on June 12, 1920, and
,in the form now -presented, and, further, that proper notices for publication and posting be issued thereon. In the substituted or amendatory application an expenditure in labor and improvement of
$2850 is set up, being as follows:
90 ft. tunpel-4 ft. wide-6 ft. high-exposing 2 ft. of coal.
95 ft. tunnel-4 ft. wide-6 ft. high-exposing 2 ft. of coal.
115 ft. tunnel-A ft. wide-n ft. high-,for 75 ft. and 6x6 ft. the last 40 ft.exposing 6 ft. of coal.
20 ft. tunnel-4 ft. wide-6 ft. high-exposing 3 ft. of coal. Total value, $2500.
Cabin for miners-value, $50 to $100. Road to make it passable to propertyvalue, $300.

From the foregoing it is obvious that the preference right of the
claimants was initiated on June 2, 1919, and that the sixty-day period
for the filing of a coal declaratory statement expired upon and with
August 1, 1919.
Consequently, the statutory year for the perfection of the claim
expired on and with August 1, 1920. The first application was filed
48 days before the expiration of the statutory year and the amendatory application 18 days.
From the tenor of the letter submitted by your office it would
appear that the view is entertained that these, claimants were de-linquent under the statute and the regulations because the application to purchase was not filed within one year after the filing of the
coal declaratory statement.
52403 0 -21-voL 4-12
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If such view is entertained it is not in accordance with the law,
the regulations or the decisions. Section 2349, Revised Statutes,- in
connection with the preceding section, contemplates that the coal
declaratory statement or notice setting up a preference-right claim
must be presented within sixty days after the date of the inception
of the preference right, that is to say, within sixty days after the
date a mine of coal has been opened and improvements on such
mine commenced, accompanied by actual possession of the land.
Section 2350, Revised Statutes, provides that preference-right claimants must submit their proofs and pay for the lands filed upon
"within one year from the time prescribed for filing their respective
claims." Paragraph 7 of the regulations states that a preference right
accrues only where a qualified person has opened and improved a
mine of coal upon the public lands and is in actual possession
thereof, and not by the filing of a declaratory statement. It is
further stated that to preserve the preference right, claimant, -within
sixty days from actual possession and commencement of improvements, must file his declaratory statement. Paragraph 12 prescribes
that "one year- from and 'after the expiration of the period allowed
for filing the declaratory statement is given within which to make
proof and payment." Paragraph 17 states that publication must
be sufficiently early to permit entry within the statutory year. Paragraph 18 prescribes that in the exercise of a preference right the
publication and posting should be completed and the proof thereof
filed within the year fixed by the statute.
The decisions bearing upon the two statutory periods involved
are as follows: Skoyen v. Harris (24 L. D., 46); McKibben v. Gable
(34 L. D., 178; 447); Lehmer v. Carroll et atl. (34 L. D., 267; 447),
and Charles S. Morrison (36 L. D., 126; 319). See paragraph 13,
Coal Land Regulations (46 L. D., 131, 139).
If the local officers on June 14, 1920, had merely suspended theapplication and called for an application under section 2348, Revised Statutes, there would have remained ample time for the posting
and publication of notice and making proof and payment within
the statutory year. Quite promptly after the receipt of notice of
the rejection of their application the claimants not only preserved
their rights by taking an appeal but tendered a good and sufficient
application.
From the showing made it is clear that at the date of the approval of the leasing act, February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), the
applicants had a valid claim for the tracts and their legal rights in
the premises have been duly preserved by the action they, have
taken.

0
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The Department is of the opinion that your office should direct
the local officers to promptly cause the proper notices for posting
and publication to be issued and thereafter, in due time, upon submission of proof and making of payment for the land, to allow coalland entry upon the application presented by the claimants.
The Department does not deem it necessary that any of the provisions of the coal-land regulations should be expressly waived in this
case. Papers are returned to your office and further proceedings
will be taken in harmony with the views above expressed.

IMARTI v. RIDDLE.
Decided July 8, 1921.
STOcIE-RAISING HOMESTEAD-MILITARY SERvIcE-RESIDENCE.

A stock-raising homestead entryman is entitled, by virtue of the provisions
of the act of July 28, 1917, to have his military service construed as equivalent to-the establishment of residence eo instanti as of the date bf the designation of the land where, after the filing of his application, he entered the
service and remained therein until after the land was designated.
CONTRST-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-RESIDENCE-MILITARY SERVICE.

In a contest proceeding against a stock-raising homestead entry in which
failure to establish residence and abandonment are alleged, it is not necessary for an entryman, who was in the military service at the time that the
land was designated, to prove the establishment of actual residence, in
order to be entitled to credit for constructive residence for time engaged
in the performance of farm labor under the act of December 20, 1917.
CONTEST-ADANDONMENT-NOTICE.

Notice given by a homestead entryman of his intention to absent himself for
the purpose of performing farm labor under the act of December 20, 1917,
protects the entry against contest on the ground of abandonment.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsION,7 CITED AND FOLLOWED.

Case of Morris v. Moyer (46 L. D., 297), cited and followed.

GOODWIN, Assistant Secretary:
On January 13, 1917, Robert L. Riddle filed stock-raising homestead application 029863 Santa Fe land district, New Mexico, for the
S. 4, Sec. 13, N. , Se. 24, T. 7 N.,R. 12E., N. M. M., containing 640
acres, as a second entry under the act of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat.,
'712). The lands were designated as stock-raising lands November
15, 1918, and on October 17, 1919, after a proper showing, his entry
was allowed under section 6 of the stock-raising homestead law. On
May 5, 1920, he filed notice in the local office as follows:
This is to notify you that I am leaving my claim to farm at Fort Sumner,
N. Mex., this summer. Serial No. 029863.
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*On June 2, 1920, Peter Marti filed affidavit of contest against said
entry, charging:
That said entry-(man) has wholly abandoned for more than six months last
past and has never established residence or lived thereon and his absence is
not due by him being in the Army or Navy or any branch of the military
service of the United States. This information is from inquiries and belief.

Notice of contest was issued and served on the entryman, who on
June 14, 1920, answered as follows:
That he denies each and every allegation in said contest. That he is farming under the act of Dec. 20, 1917, and gave notice of said farming to the
Upited States Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on about the 4th day of May, 1920,
which was prior to the filing of this contest. That he served two years (lacking
twenty days) in the Army of the United States, in Company A, 144th Machine
Gun Bn., No. 1631230. That he established residence on the land 16th day of
April, 1920, and immediately on leaving-the land gave written notice of farming. I move that this contest be dismissed.

The register and receiver recommended that the case proceed to a
hearing. The entryman, by his attorney, urged that the motion to
dismiss be acted on by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
before the entryman be put to the expense of a hearing. The Commissioner found: that the contestant and entryman had joined issue
on the question of whether or not the entryman had established residence on the land of his entry and by decision of January 22, 1921,
dismissed the motion and ordered that the matter proceed to a hearing. The entryman has appealed.
It appears that the land here involved was designated as stockraising land November 15, 1918, and by a report of record in the
case, the Adjutant General advised that the entryman was in military service from May 24, 1917, to May 2, 1919. Under the-stockraising homestead law, credit -for residence can not inure to the
entryman's benefit until the land has been designated. On that date,
the record discloses that the entryman was in the military service,
and residence on the land was eo instanti established in accordance
with the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), which provides that said
service is "equivalent to all intents and purposes to- residence and
cultivation." See case of Morris v. Moyer (46 L. D., 297).
The entryman on May 5, 1920, filed notice of absence from his
homestead to engage in farm labor under the act of, December 20,
1917 (40 Stat., 430). His military service being equivalent to rcsidence on the land it is not necessary for him to prove the establishment of actual residence on April 16, 1920, as alleged, and he is entitled to credit for constructive residence for such period of time as
he was engaged in farm labor and the purpose of the notice is to
protect his homestead from contest on the ground of abandonment or
his failure to maintain residence. Said notice was filed prior to con.
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test. In the presence of. these facts which appear of record in the
case, the charge does not state a cause of action.
The Commissioner's decision is reversed.

THQOAS v. RICHEY.
Decided July 19, 1921.
MILITARY SERVIcE-TACT OF AUGUST 29, 1916-HOMESTEAD EINTRY-SETTLEMENT.
There is no law under which service in the Regular, Army in time of peace
excuses or constitutes compliance with the homestead law, nor does one
who, after making homestead entry, enlists in the Regular Army for such
service, come within the class contemplated by Public Resolution No. 32,:
act of August 29, 1916, and an entry which has been canceled because of
failure to make settlement will not be reinstated to -the prejudice of a
-third party who has entered the land and complied with the law.
MILITARY SERVICE-HO1MESTEAD ENTRY-CONTEST-ABANVDONMENT-PEACTIcE.
While the Land Department, in order to further safeguard the-interests of
those protected by the military service statutes, has refused to entertain all
contests based upon the charge. of abandonment during the periods covered
thereby, in the absence of an allegation that the default was not due to
such service, yet that practice need not have controlling weight where, a
contest having been entertained, it is clearly shown that the entryman was
not of the class protected by the law.

FINNEY, FirSt Assistant. Secrttary:
On February 29, 1916, William I. Thomas made enlarged homestead entry 025244, Pueblo land district, Colorado, for the W. 4, Sec.'
33, T. 25 S.,R. 54 W., 6th P. M. On March 16, 1917, Bertha M.
White filed contest against said entry, in which she chargedThat the said William I. Thomas never established residence on this claim,
never built a house, never cultivated, never fenced, nor made any improvements
thereon whatsoever; that said defaults exist to date of filing this contest;
that I have heard that after his abandonment of this claim, he voluntarily
enlisted in the Navy of the United States, altho I do not know this to be a fact;
that if it is so, he, nor his family, have ever established residence on this claim,
nor improved same in any way.

-

Notice of contest was served by publication and no answer having
been filed, the entry was canceled July 27, 1917. On September 17,
1917, David H. Richey made enlarged homestead entry 034461 for
the land.
The Adjutant General by endorsement dated January 18, 1918,
reported that William I. Thomas enlisted at Fort Logan, Colorado,
on March 24, 1916, and was serving with the 9th Company, Manita
Bay, Fort Mills, -Manila, Philippine Islands. The Commissioner of
the General Land Office by decision of April 19, 1918, revoked the
action of July 27, 1917, dismissed the contest, and reinstated Thomas's
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entry. O- July 15, 1918, the Commissioner issued a rule against
Richey requiring him to show cause why his entry should not be
canceled because of conflict with the prior right of Thomas. On May
14, 1919, the Commissioner held Richey's entry for cancellation. He
appealed. The Department by decision of January 15, 1920, held
- that Thomas's entry had been erroneously canceled, but in view of
the fact that Thomas was not applying for reinstatement of his entry
and that Richey had made entry without knowledge of the error,
Richey's entry should remain intact in the absence of other objection
or further showing.
On June 11, 1920, Thomas filed application for reinstatement of
his entry and requested that Richey's entry be canceled. He set
forth that he enlisted in the United States Army on March 24, 1916,
and had been in active service up to May 11, 1920, at. which time he
was furloughed to the Regular Arm y Reserve. He stated that the
land has not been fenced, and that the improvements thereon consist of a three-room shack worth $100, a barn partly constructed
worth $50 and eight or ten acres of sod broken. He estimated the
improvements to be worth about $175 and held himself ready to
make just compensation to Richey for any improvements placed
upon and remaining upon the land.
On June 28, 1920, Richey filed motion to dismiss said, application
for reinstatement urging that Thomas's entry was closed out by departmental decision of January 15, 1920. Richey set forth that he
established residence on the land in February,- 1918, and has continued to reside there ever since except during the period of his
military service in 1918 and 1919, during which time his wife and
family lived on the land. He stated that he was injured while in
military service and can not do much work. He, alleged that he
sowed 20 acres to sweet clover for pasture the first year and every
year farmed 10 to 20 acres. The improvements consist of a 14 by 32
foot house, a barn 14 by 32 feet, cow shed 14 by 20 feet, and 400 rods
of fence.. He estimated the value of his improvements at $450 to
$500.
He contended that as Thomas was not employed in the military
service in connection with the operations in Mexico or along the
border thereof, his entry was not protected by Public Resolution
No. 32, approved August 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 671).
Thomas's application for reinstatement of his entry and showing
as to his military service claiming protection of his homestead rights,
bore evidence of service thereof on Richey who filed brief in reply.
The Commissioner by decision of February 5, 1921, held Richey's
entry for cancellation and Thomas's entry for reinstatement subject
to the right of appeal. Richey has appealed.
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The question presented is not on the merits of White's contest but
of the conflicting rights of Thomas and Richey, and whether 'or not
Thomas's entry was in fact subject to cancellation. The reinstatement of Thomas's entry depends upon whether or not his rights
were protected during his military service.X
White contested Thomas's entry March 16, 1917. At that time
Thomas had not established residence upon, cultivated, nor in any
manner improved the land, though his entry was then more than a
year old. His defaults were not due to "military service rendered
in connection with operations in Mexico or along the borders thereof,
or in mobilization camps elsewhere," but to service in the Regular
Army in time of peace, which under no law or regulation of the
department has ever excused or constituted compliance with the
homestead law. Public Resolution No. 32, approved August 29, 1916,
supra, making the provisions of the act of June 16, 1898 (30, Stat.,:
473),,applicable to operations along the Mexican border was for the
protection of settlers engaged in such operations or mobilized therefor, and for -no others; for it is in favor of " such settlers " that the
inhibition against contests without the charge and- proof of nonmilitary service is directed.
While the Department in order to further safeguard the interests
of those protected by the resolution and act aforesaid has refused
to entertain all contests based upon the charge of abandonment during the periods covered by the resolution and act, in the absence -of
an allegation that the default was not due to military service, that
practice need not have controlling weight where as here, the entryman was not of the class protected by the law. The contest was entertained,- the entry canceled, and a third party has in good faith
entered the land, and, so he alleges, has complied with the law and
is prepared to submit proof thereof.
Both Thomas and Richey served their country in the late war and
both are entitled to and have received the indulgent consideration of
the Department. Thomas was in default as to his entry. No default
is alleged as to Richey's entry. Thomas has expended no time and
little money with respect to his claim, while the land has been the
home of Richey and his family for more than three years and hehas made valuable improvements thereon.
In this state of the record the Department is constrained to hold
that there is no justification either in law or equity for the cancellation of Richey's entry and it will remain. intact of record. The
decision appealed from is accordingly reversed and Thomas's application for reinstatement is denied without prejudice to his right of
second entry or to -his applying for the return of moneys paid in
connection with his canceled entry.

-
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VINCENT C. WILCOX.
Decided July 30, 1921.

WATER POWER-WITHDRAWAL-STOCK-RAISING
1920.-

HOMESTEAD-ACT

OF JUNE

10,

The proviso to section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920,
which authorizes the approving or patenting, subject to the limitations and

conditions of the act, of locations, entries, selections, or filings theretofore
made for lands reserved as water-power sites, has reference only to such

locations, entries, selections, or filings as were made prior to the passage
of the act, and does not protect a stock-raising homestead application filed
thereafter for lands previously withdrawn and included within a Federal
power-site reserve.
WATER POWER-WITHDEAWAL-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
Favorable action upon a petition filed by an applicant who has been denied,
the right to make a stock-raising homestead entry, resulting in the restoration of lands withdrawn under the provisions of the Federal Water Power
Act of June 10, 1920, does not confer any preferential right upon the
petitioner to make entry.
FINNuY, First Assistant Secretary:

Vincent C. Wilcox filed stock-raising homestead application, Sacramento 013721, for additional entry for lot 1, E. A SE. i, Sec. 18, T.
29 N., R. 2 E., M. D. M., and for other tracts, on March 18, 1921, with
a petition for designation.
By decision of May 12, 1921, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office found that said tracts, first described, were withdrawn
and included in Power Site Reserve No. 364, Executive order of May
27, 1913, and held that the right of election under. the proviso to
section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41
Stat., 1063), applies only to applications filed prior to June 10, 1920.
Accordingly the Commissioner rejected the application as to the
lands first above described but directed that the application be
allowed to remain intact as to the other tracts described in the
application, subject to the requirements of the stock-raising law;
that claimant be allowed to file an application for the restoration of
said reserved lands, under section 24 of the Federal Water Power
Act but that, should the lands be restored, they would be opened
subject to the sixty-day preference right for ex-soldiers of the war
with Germany.
The claimant appealed on the ground that, at the time of filing his
application, he had filed his notice of election under section 24 of the
Federal Water Power Act; that there is nothing in said section 24 of
said act to show that it applies only to applications filed prior to
June 10, 1920, but that it applies to all entries and that claimant re.quests the restoration to entry of the lands first above described.
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Under the terms of Circular No. 729, approved November 20, 1920
(47 L. D., 595), setting forth instructions in reference to section 24
of the said Federal Water Power Act, it is provided that applications
of any sort filed subsequent to June 10, 1920, must be rejected. Certain exceptions to this rule are specified in said circular but these exceptions do not affect the question presented in this record.
It is further provided in section 4 of Circular No. 729, that when an
application has been rejected, the claimant may file a petition for the
restoration of such withdrawn lands, under the provisions of section
24 of the Federal Water Power Act but that favorable action -upon
such application will not confer any preference right when the lands
are finally restored aryd that. the lands will be restored in strict accordance with Circular No. 324, approved May 22, 1914 (43 L. D.,
254), as modified by Circular No. 678, approved, March 31, 1920 (47
L. D., 346).
Circular No,. 678 was issued under Public:Resolution No. 29, approved February 14, 1920 (41 Stat., 434), which provides that for
two years following the passage of said resolution, on the restoration of lands previously withdrawn, claimants who have been engaged in the military or naval service of the United States and who
have been honorably discharged or placed in the Regular Army or
Naval Reserve, shall have a preference right of entry under the homestead or desert land laws, except as against prior existing' valid settlement rights and as against preference rights conferred by existing laws or equitable claims subject to allowance and confirmationIt does not appear from the record that claimant had acquired
any right or interest in the land which would bring his claim within
the exceptions provided by the terms of said Public Resolution No.
29,. and no reason appearing why the decision of the Commissioner
should be modified, the same is affirmed' accordingly.

JOHN VAN HOUTEN AND RICHARD E. DOWD.
Decided August 3, 1921.
OIL

-

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-. APPLICATION-STATUTES.

The act of February 25, 1920, contemplates that the right to an oil and gas
prospecting permit may be initiated by filing an application therefor, and
it is clear that it was not the intention ofCongress by the insertion of the
condition in section 13 thereof that " the applicant shall, prior to filing his
application for permit, locate such lands," when construed, in pari materid
with other provisions of said section, to require a demarcation of the
boundaries on the ground as a condition precedent to the validity of such
application.
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'OL AND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
As between two conflicting applications for an oil and gas prospecting permit,

no such preference right is acquired by the second applicant by reason of
his previous location of the land and posting of notice thereupon as will

defeat a proper application filed prior thereto.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretcary:
John Van Houten.has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated April 9, 1921, holding for
rejection in so far as in conflict with the prior application of Richard
E. Dowd, his application filed November 15, 1920, for a permit to
prospect for oil and gas under the provisions of section 13 of the act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).
On October 16, 1920, Dowd filed- in the local land office at Vernal,
Utah, his application 08742, for prospecting permit covering certain
lands described as embraced in Secs. 17, 18, 19 and 20 T. 4 S., R. 4
W., U. S. M., aggregating 2,558.61 acres. Van Houten, as stated
above, filed his application November 15, 1920, for other lands in the
same vicinity conflicting, however, as to the tracts in sections 17, 18
and 19 embraced in the prior application of Dowd. Van Houten
claims a preference right under his application and in support thereof
alleges that he had theretofore.eaused to be erected at a spot 100 feet southeast of the northwest- corner of
section 19 in the above lands described, a monument not less than 4 feet in
height and not less than 4 inches square or in diameter, and firmly imbedded

in the ground, and of such a size as to be visible to anyone who might be interested, upon which monument a notice was placed by his duly authorized attorney
in fact at 3.11 p. m. on the 16th day of October, 1920.

Considering the case under the oil and gas regulations of March
11, 1920 (4a7 L. D., 437, 441), the Commissioner laid a rule upon Van
Houten to show cause why. his application should not be rejected to.
the extent of the conflict disclosed, and appeal from that decision
brings the case before the Department where counsel for the appellant has been heard orally on the question.
The Commissioner's decision is in harmony with section 5 of the
oil and gas regulations supra, which section relates to the initiation
of preference rights for prospecting permits, subparagraph (c) of
which provides thatIn cases of conflict between a preference right application and one filed
-without

any claim of preference, the priority of the initiation of the claim will
govern; for example, the filing of a proper application in the land office prior
to the posting of notice by another, as aforesaid, will give a prior right.

The appeal is based solely upon that portion of section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920, supra, which provides thatWhether the lands sought in any such application and permit are surveyed or
unsurveyed the applicant shall, prior to filing his application for permit, locate
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such lands in a reasonably compact form and according to the legal subdivisions
of the public land surveys if the land be surveyed; and in an approximately
square or rectangular thact if the land be an unsurveyed tract, the length of
which shall not exceed two and one-half times its width, and if he shall cause to
be erected upon the land for which a permit is sought a monument not less than
four feet high, at some conspicuous place thereon, and shall post a notice in
writing on or near said monument, stating that an application for permit will
be made within thirty days after date of posting said notice, the name of the
applicant, the date of the notice, and such a general description of the land
to be covered by such permit by reference to courses and distances from such
monument and such other natural objects and permanent monuments as will
reasonably identify the land, stating the -amount thereof in acres, he shall
during the period of thirty days following such marking and posting, be entitled to a preference right over others to a permit for the land so identified.

It is in effect conceded that under the regulations as promulgated,
Dowd has the prior right, but it is urged that the departmental construction of the law as therein announced does not express the intent
of the statute, which declares that " the applicant shall, prior to filing his application for permit, locate such lands"; that the word
"locate" as used in the statute was intended and should be taken to
have the meaning of that term as employed in the mining laws; that
the requirement of location is mandatory; that it must precede and
is an essential prerequisite to the validity of any such application.
In the judgment of the Department this contention is without merit.
While it is essential to the validity of a mining location that there
be a prior marking of the boundaries of the property upon the
ground so that the same may be readily traced, it is not believed
that Congress intended by the use of the word " locate" in the act
of February 25, 1920, supra, to impose any such requirement upon
an applicant for a permit to prospect for oil or gas. Clearly, in
the opinion of the Department, the statute contemplates that the
right to a permit may be initiated by filing an application therefor
in the land office for the district where the lands are situated or
located, specifically describing them by legal subdivisions, if surveyed, and if unsurveyed, by metes and bounds. True the law specifies thatwhether the lands sought

*

*

*

are surveyed or unsurveyed

*

*

* the

applicant shall, prior to filing his application for permit, locate such lands in
a reasonably compact form and according to the legal subdivisions of the public
land surveys if the land be surveyed; and in an approximately square or rec- tangular tract if the land be an unsurveyed tract, the length of which shall not
exceed two and one-half times its width.

'But this does not contemplate or require a prior demarcation of
the boundaries on the ground such as is required of the locator of a
mining claim. Strong confirmation of this view is found in that
further provision of the act, supra, which stipulates that: "The applicant shall, within ninety days after receiving a permit, mark each
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of the corners of the tract described in the permit upon the ground
with substantial monuments, so that the boundaries can be readily
traced on the ground, and shall post in a conspicuous place upon the
lands a notice that such permit has been granted and a description
of the lands covered thereby."
This makes clear that one to whom a permit has been granted
must thereafter go upon the lands and establish such monuments
and post such notice as will make it easily understood by others inspecting the land to what extent it is claimed by the prior applicant.
Manifestly the purpose of the statute in primarily requiring of
an applicant for a permit that he " locate such lands in a reasonably
compact form * * *" was to provide a plan for orderly arrangement and selection and to demand of the applicant that he determine, choose or locate the lands to be prospected, with due regard
to form, shape and external lines. The condition imposed relates
solely to these matters and was not intended to mean that the area
applied for should in the first instance be Zocated in the same manner as mining claims are located under the mining laws of the
United States.
The Department has carefully considered the question presented,
in the light of the argument submitted, and is firmly convinced that
the appellant's contention is without merit. The law will not admit of the construction sought to be placed upon it.
The decision of the Commissioner is accordingly affirmed.
JOHIN B. FORRESTER AND ROBERT M. MAGRAW.
Decided August

4l,

1921.

COAL LANDS-AcT OF FEBuAXY 25, 1920-STATUTEs.
In

determining the time that the leasing act of February 25, 1920, became
effective, the general statutory rule of construction that an act is in force
and operation during the entire day on which it was approved by the
President, is to be applied, subject to the privilege of any one having a
substantial right that would be affected by the application of said rule
to prove, if he can, the exact time of the approval.

COAL LANDs-SEcTIoN
APPLICATION.

2347, REvIsED STATUTEs-ACT OF FEBRuARY 25, 1920-

An application to purchase coal land under section 2347, Revised Statutes,
in order to be entitled to consideration as a valid claim existent at the
date, of the passage of the act of February 25,-1920, within the purview of
the saving clause of section 37 thereof, must thereafter be maintained in
compliance with the preexisting law under which it was initiated; and
where the application was filed on the day that the leasing act was approved, the applicant will not be permitted to prove that it was filed prior
to the time of actual approval, if he has failed to comply with the conditions of the act under which the, claim was initiated and of the departmental regulations thereunder relating to its maintenance.
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
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This is an appeal from the decision of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, of October 14, 1920, holding for cancellation
the coal entry, serial 025416, of John B. Forrester and Robert M.
Magraw, application for which was filed February 25, 1920, under
section 2347, *Revised Statutes, for S. j SW. k, Sec. 28, and N. i
NW. i, Sec. 33, T. 15 S., R. 8 E.,. S. L. M., 160 acres, in the Salt
Lake City, Utah, land district.
Said lands had been classified as coal lands and appraised at
prices running from $25 to $125 per acre, the. price of the whole
160 acres aggregating, under said appraisal, $10,600. The application to purchase was filed February 25, 1920, at 9.05 a. m., notice
posted the same day, and publication of notice begun March 5, 1920.
No adverse claim or protest was filed during the period of publica-tion. On May 19, 1920,- the associated applicants paid to the register
and receiver the full appraised price of the lands, and final certificate was issued to them by the register. On August 20, 1920, the
receiver reported to the Commissioner that he had on that day
applied the purchase money paid in connection with said coal-land
entry on May 19, 1920.
The act of Congress entitled "An Act To promote the mining of
coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas and sodium on the public domain,"
popularly known as the " Mineral-Leasing Law," was approved by
the President on February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437). Section 37 of
said act is as follows:
SEc. 37. That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and gas,
herein referred to,

*

*

*

shall be subject to disposition only in the form

and manner provided in this act, except as to valid claims existent at date of
passage of this act and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws
under which initiated, which claims may be perfected under such laws, In-0
eluding discovery.

On August. 12, 1920, the Secretary of the Interior addressed a letter to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in paragraph 1
of which he stated:
Under the general rule of law applicable to such cases, the act of February
25, 1920, was in force and operation during that entire day, subject, however,
to the privilege of any person having a substantial right which would be affected
by the application of the general rule to prove, if he can, the exact time ofV
approval.

On October 14, 1920, the Commissioner, in his decision here under
review, after briefly stating the history of this case, held:
Because of the enactment of the mineral-leasing act, approved February 25,
1920, a coal application to purchase, filed under section 2347, Revised Statutes,
could not, however, be filed subsequent to February 24, 1920.
The coal entry herein is, accordingly; hereby held for cancellation, subject
to the usual right of appeal.
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The entrymen in their appeal from said decision to the Department, claim that the Commissioner erred in thus holding, and in not
holding that a substantial right of said applicants was affected, and
in not granting to the applicants the right to prove, if they can, that
said act of February 25, 1920, was not signed by the President and
did not become a law until after the filing by applicants of their application to purchase and its due acceptance by the local officers.
Assuming for the moment that it can be proved that, in point of
fact, said act of February 25, 1920, was not approved by the President until, after- the filing by the applicants of their application to
purchase, two questions arise for preliminary consideration: (1) Did
such filings and acceptance, if at the moment thereof the old law
relative to coal deposits was still in force, create a "valid claim
existent at date of passage " of the new law or, to use the words of
the Secretary's quoted instruction of August 12, 1'20, a " substantial
(2) Was such claim."thereafter maintained in compliance
right"
with the laws under which initiated "?
1. A "valid claim existent " in the statutory phrase, and a "substantial right" in that of the Secretary's instruction, are, for the
purposes of this discussion, equivalent terms. The Secretary's quoted
instruction on the point in hand must be taken to have been given
with the saving clause of said section. 37 in mind, and to have been
intended to define the field of the proper application of that saving
clause. This is evident because section 37 of said act contained the
only exception to its operation as wholly superseding the operation
of the prior law; and said instruction was given to define the field
of that exception as limited only by the actual time of approval of
said act.
Either phrase denotes such a claim or right, existent prior to the
going into operation of the leasing act, as, if regularly followed up,
'would ripen into acquisition of ownership of the land involved under
the provisions of the former law.
Such a claim under the homestead law, protected against later
changes therein, would be derived from a settlement right or a
regularly allowed application for entry. No reason is perceived for
denying equal potency to the filing of an application for cash purchase of coal land, by a qualified applicant, while the former law
providing for its purchase was still in force.
2. But the restrictive words of this saving clause invite attention" except as to valid claims existent at date of the passage of this act

and thereafter maintained in complianee with the atws under which
initiated," before they are entitled to raise the question whether or
not it was a "valid claim existent at date of the passage of this (the
leasing) act "-in other words, before they are entitled to prove, if
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they can, that the time of approval of the leasing act was subsequent
to the time when their claim was " initiated " and became " existent?'
under the former law.
The coal-land regulations under the former law, promulgated
July 7, 1917 (46 L. D., 131, 133), prescribed, in paragraph 18 thereof
(ib., 141-2), thatThe claimant will be required within 30 days after the expiration of the

period of newspaper publication to furnish the proofs specified in this paragraph.

*

*

The proofs referred to in the quoted matter, and specified in the
preceding clause of the regulation, are proofs of publication of
notice of the application to purchase, of its posting upon the land,
and-of its posting in the register's office.
The record in this case shows that such a notice, bearing even date
with the filing of the application, was published weekly from
March 5 to April 2, 1920, inclusive, the publication period expiring
'on April 5, 1920; and that, 'while proofs of publication and of posting in the register's office were apparently'filed within thirty days
thereafter, proof -of posting on the 'land was made only by affidavit
of the applicant, Forrester, sworn to and filed in the local office on
May 19, 1920, forty-five days after the expiration of the period of
publication.
' The regulations quoted 'from were issued by the Commissioner
under authorization by section 2351 of the former coal law, were
not in contravention but in aid of that law, and are a part of that
law. The regulation quoted is mandatory in terms; and though
such a regulation might in certain cases, where no adverse private
interest was involved, be waived or disregarded, it -will not be disregarded where that might narrow or postpone the application of a

later law, intended by Congress to supersede immediately the former
mode of disposal of valuable interests in the public lands.
Therefore, the "' claim existent"' under the former law was not
thereafter maintained in compliance with the law under which it
was initiated, and hence it could not fall within the exception in
section 37 of the leasing act, and might not be perfected under
the former law, even if it were so existent prior to the effective
date of passage, that is, the actual time of approval, of the leasing
act.
This conclusion renders it unnecessary to inquire whether or not
7 othe actual time of the approval of the leasing act was subsequent to
the hour of the filing, on' February 25, 1920, of the application to
purchase.

As modified by the views above expressed, the decision of the
Commissioner-is affirmed.
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HONEY LAKE VALLEY COMPANY ET AL.
Decided August 10, 1921.
SCHOOL LkND-INDEzNITY-RES J1UDICATA-STATUTES-LAND DEPARTMENT.
The final adjudication of a case by the Land Department adversely to a
claimant in accordance with the governing rule then in force renders
the question involved therein res adjudicdta between the parties thereto,
and a subsequent change in the interpretation of the law either by the
Department or by the courts as the result of diligent prosecution of a
similar claim by another in a sdparate and distinct proceeding will not
entitle the former to have the matter relitigated to the detriment of the
property rights of a third party.
SCenoo LAND-INDEMNITY-ABANDONMTENT-AMENDMENT--LACHEs.
The right initiated by the filing of a State indemnity school selection must
be treated as an abandoned right, and one not subject to reinstatement.
or' amendment, if, after cancellation of the selection for reason of some
defect, the State, through its laches by failure to avail itself of the
privilege accorded by the governing regulations, permitted an adverse
claim to intervene, notwithstanding the fact that by a subsequent opinion
of the United States Supreme Court in a similar but separate and distinct case, it might have acquired an equitable right or title under its
'original selection.
COURT DECISIONS CITED AND CONsTREJED-DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND
FOLLOWED.
Cases of Galliher v. Cadwell (145 U. S., 368), Moran v. Horsky (178 U. S.,
205), Payne v. New Mexico (255 U. S., 367), cited and construed; cases
of Thomas Hall (44 L. D., 113), Hendricks v. Damon (44 L. D., 205),
Albert M. Salmon (44 L. D., 491), cited and followed.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

-

Fred W. Lake, attorney for the Honey Lake Valley Company,
Incorporated, alleged transferee of the State of California under
indemnity school land selection, Susanville 0405, for the SE. i
SE. i, Sec. 24, T. 26 N., R. 16 E., M. D. M., California, has appealed
from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
rendered September 9, 1920, rejecting indemnity school land selection list, Susanville 06690, filed January 20, 1919, for the same
land, which latter selection purports to be amendatory to said original selection (0405) by substituting, in part,, new base therefor.
The original selection, 0405, was filed March 20, 1908, and accepted
by the local- officers August 18, 1909. 'All of the several portions of
the base tendered in support thereof were valid with the exceptionof 1.86 acres, a part of the SE. i SW. j, Sec. 36, T. 46 N., R. 3 E.,
California, which section was temporarily withdrawn for forestry
purposes January 9,1907, and restored from the withdrawal December 26, 1911.. By Executive order of May 4, 1919 (after final cancellation of the selection), said section was included in an addition
to the Modoc National Forest.
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The Commissioner by decision of November 14, 1912, held the selection (0405) for cancellation on the ground that said Sec. 36, T. 46
N., R. 3 E., although previously included within the boundaries of a'
temporary national forest, was restored to settlement December 26,
1911, and to entry January 25, 1912.
This order looking to the cancellation of the selection was strictly
in conformity with the rulings then in force to the -effect that exclusion of the 1.86 acres of the base land from the 'Withdrawal, or reservation, precluded the Department's approval of the selection.
March 12, 1913, Fred W. Lake intervened, the case was reconsidered by the Commissioner and by a decision of December 5, 1914, the
previous order holding the selection for cancellation was adhered to.
By subsequent decisions rendered by the Department upon appeal,
motion for rehearing and petition for the exercise of supervisory
authority, the action taken by the Commissioner was concurred in.
Final order of cancellation of the selection as originally filed was
entered July 31, 1915.
March 21, 1916, Raleigh 0. Hender made desert land entry 05417
for the 40 acres involved. October. 14, 1918, one Leonora J. Rogers
filed contest; against Render's desert land entry. The desert land
entry was canceled March 17, 1919, and contestant, exercising her
preference right, made homestead entry 06675 which was allowed
March 22, 1919. It 'will be here noted that the second selection(06690) which the State's alleged transferee insists was amendatory
to the original selection and related back to and perfected original
selection 0405 was not filed until -January 20, 1919, while Hender's
'desert land entry was intact, subsequent to the contest by Rogers regularly initiated and three and one-half years subsequent to the cancellation of the original selection.
The Commissioner by the decision complained of ruled that the
State selection (0405) having been canceled of record July 31, 1915,
was, therefore, not subject to amendment. This ruling is concurred
in regardless of whether or not rights of other parties had intervened
subsequent to cancellation of the selection July 31, 1915, and prior
to January 20, 1919. The selection filed January 20, 1919, must be
considered as a new selection and the State's rights thereunder ad-judicated accordingly.
The State acquiesced in the cancellation of the original selection
(0405) not only from July 31, 1915, to date of allowance'of Hender's
desert land entry, March 21, 1916, during which period of time the
tract involved- appeared of record and in fact was vacant unappropriated public land, but also for nearly three years after allowance
of said desert land entry. The State did not attempt prior to the
52403'-VOL 48-21
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intervention of the rights of the third parties to reselect or take
other appropriate steps to acquire title to the 40 acres applied for.
Having permitted the rights of Hender and Rogers to have been established the Commissioner exercised proper discretion in the matter
by protecting such rights pursuant to the governing rule as laidf
down in the case of Albert M. Salmon (44 L. D., 491). Furthermore,
at the date the State filed its second selection January 20, 1919, said
selection was properly rejected for conflict with a lawful entry then
of record and upon this proceeding the State is only entitled to judgment as to the correctness of the action taken at the time of the rejection of its selection. Hendricks V. Damon (44 L. D., 205).
In determining what rights,> if any, the State may have' under the
original, or first selection (0405), filed March 20, 1908, the Department has considered the issues in the light of the opinion rendered by
the Supreme Court of the United, States, March 7, 1921, in the case
of Payne, Secretary of the Interior et al. v. The State of New Mexico
(255 U. S., 367).
.In so determining two questions necessarily arise, first, whether,
recognizing the right of the present homesteader, Rogers, a subsequent
change in the interpretation of a statute justifies the reopening of a
claim formerly disposed of adversely in accordance with the then
prevailing rule or construction placed upon a similar statute; and>
secondly, whether or not even though it may have acquired an
equitable right, or title, under its former filing (0405), within the
meaning of the recent opinion of the Supreme Court hereinbefore'
referred to and rendered in a proceeding separate and distinct from
the case under consideration, such right, or title, had been lost by the
State through its laches.
The first proposition needs little or no discussion. It could not be
seriously contended that upon a change by either this Department, or
the courts, in the interpretation of any law, which different construction was brought about through the diligent prosecution of the
-claim of another in a separate and distinct proceeding having no
bearing upon this case,' the reopening of a former case properlydisposed of in accordance with the governing rule then in force,
would be justifiable to the detriment of the property rights acquired
by another in the meantime. Such a course of procedure would
bring about chaotic conditions and promote'endless litigation.
In this connection it was held in the case of Thomas Hall (44
L.D., 113,114)It is a well-settled doctrine that a final adjudication will not be later disturbed because of a subsequent change in the construction of the law which
governed the case at the time it was originally adjudicated. This rule has
been generally enforced by this Department, even in cases where the Depart-'
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wnent's construction of statutes has been declared erroneous by the Supreme
Court. (Frank Larson, 23 L.D., 452; Mee v. Hughart et al., 23 L. D., 455.)

It 'would be immaterial as the record stands before this Department whether or not the State of. California acquired an equitable
right, or title, under its former selection (0405), within the meaning
of the Supreme Court's opinion in the case of Payne, Secretary
of the Interior et al. v. The State of New Mexicosupra. In the case
at bar the cancellation order of the original selection was entered
July 31, 1915. No action -wastaken by the State until January 20,
1919, with the view to reselecting the land as it had a right to do in
its own interest or that of its transferee. During the time that
elapsed from date of cancellation of the selection, and entry of the;land by Hender, March 21, 1916, the State failed to avail itself of the
privileges accorded by the governing regulations and principles enunciated in the case of Albert M. Salmon, supra.i
The State will not at this late date be heard to say that the former
- selection should be reinstated, or amendedi, and the entry of contestant, Rogers, canceled. The State's laches and the intervening
adverse claim bar the assertion of any such contention. As was said
(syllabus) in Moran v. Horsky (178 U. S., 205)A neglected right, if neglected too long, must be treated as an abandoned
right, which no court will enforce.

The rule applicable here' is well stated in Galliher v. Cadwell
(145 U. 5., 368, 373), wherein the court stated thate * * inches is not like limitation, a mere matter of time; but principally
a question of the inequity of permitting the claim to be enforced-an inequity
founded upon some change in the condition or relations of the property or the
parties.:
*!0

The Department concurs in the conclusion reached by the Commissioner in the decision appealed from which is hereby affirmed.
REGULATIONS RELATING TO THE ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS IN
CERTAIN TOWNSHIPS IN FLORIDA'UNDER THE ACT OF OCTO-:
BER 31, 1919.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,.
Washington, D. C., August 19, 1991.
TH-T

HONORABLE
Tni

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

The following regulations are recommended to govern the procedure' to be adopted in. making the adjustment of claims or disputes
under the provisions of the act of October 31, 1919 (41 Stat., 325).
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1. Parties seeking relief under the act will be required to file a
petition setting forth the-relief sought, the description of the land
lost or erroneously shown by the old plat and the land desired in
place thereof. It must also be set out that by the filing of the petition the terms and conditions of the act are accepted and that the
adjLudication of and, award made in the claim will be accepted. as
final.
2. Only petitions based on rights acquired or initiated prior to the
withdrawal of the land will be considered as coming under the provisions of the act.
3. A duly authenticated abstract of title showing the ownership of
the land lost or erroneously located must be filed with each case.
4. Only public lands can be .selected unless petitioner submits an.
affidavit of the owner of the lands sought authorizing an exchange
or other method of adjustment.
5. A representative or committee of this -office will, if found advisable, be detailed to review the papers and visit the field for the
purpose of compromising or otherwise adjudicating any conflicting
selections. Field investigation will be made as deemed appropriate.
6. Report and recommendations will be made to this office. Said
report and committee&recommendations will be reviewed and office
recommendations announced in letter to the Department.
T. Action by the Secretary -will be takgen as deemed appropriate,
after which thirty days will be allowed in which any petitioner may
file a .motion for a rehearing of-the awards.made if objection to such
action should arise.
8. Directions setting forth the final awards will issue after the
consideration of whatever motions for rehearing may' be received.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Co'nimissioner.
- Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
[Public, No. 71-41

STAT.,

325.]

AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to adjust disputes or claims by
entrymen, selectors, grantees, and patentees of the United States against the United
States and between each other, arising from faulty surveys in townships twenty-nine
south, range twenty-eight east; also in townships thirty-six, thirty-seven, and thirtyeight south, ranges twenty-nine and thirty east, Tallahassee meridian, in the State of
Florida, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Seenate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be,
and he is hereby, authorized to equitably adjust disputes and claims by entrymen, selectors, grantees, and patentees of the United States, their heirs or
assigns, against the United States and between each other, arising from. faulty:
surveys in township twenty-nine south, range twenty-eight east; also in town-

'

-
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ships thirty-six, thirty-seven, and thirty-eight south, ranges twventy-nine and
thirty east,: Tallahassee meridian,, in the State of Florida, the said surveys
having been shown to have been faulty by the resurvey of certain lands in
said townships, and for this purpose the said Secretary is authorized to accept conveyances from and grant patents to any such entrymen, selectors,
grantees, patentees, their heirs or assigns, of any of the lands of the United
States in the said townships open to entry or settlement which, in the judgment or discretion of said Secretary, it shall be just and equitable to grant or
convey to such parties or any of them, to make up any deficiency or loss sustained by any such parties by reason of such faulty surveys, or by the meander
lines, location, or existence of lakes or other bodies of water, not shown or incorrectly shown by such original faulty surveys of the United States in said
townships, to the end that such entrymen, selectors, grantees, patentees, their
heirs or assigns, may be duly vested with the title to such part of the lands of
the United States as shall be necessary or proper to make up any deficiency in
acreage or loss, as far as possible, due to such faulty survey, as shown by
the resurvey of the said townships, preserving to the owners who have lands
shown by the former faulty surveys, to be actually bounded by lakes or other
bodies of water,, as far as practicable, the right to have patented to them
the lands shown by such new resurveys to lie between their holdings and such
lakes or bodies of water: Provided, That in the said adjustment no greater
area shall be patented to any claimant than that which is surrendered by him
or of which he is deprived by the fact that, under the corrected survey, the
area to which title, derived from the United States, is now asserted by the
entryman, selector, grantee, patentee, his heirs or assigns, is found to have no
existence in fact, or to be covered by water and to have been so covered at
the time of the faulty. survey: Provided further, That nothing herein shall be
construed as authorizing the Secretary of the Interior in the said settlement
to patent to any entryman, selector, grantee, or patentee, or his heirs or assigns
an area which, when added to the area retained by the said entryman, selector,
grantee, patentee, or his heirs or assigns, shall give a larger acreage than that
originally entered or thought to be acquired from the United States, or any
grantee of the United States.,
See. 2. That the said Secretary of the Interior be, and is hereby authorized,
to cause to be made such surveys or resurveys in said townships as may in his:
judgment be necessary in order to carry out the provisions of this act.
Received by the President, October 20, 1919.
[Note by the Department of State.-The foregoing act having been presented
to the President of the United States for his approval, and not having been
returned by him to the house of Congress in which it originated within the
time prescribed by the Constitution of the United States, has become a law
without his approval.]

WALKER RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
Decided August 26, 1921.
WATER POWEz-AcT oF JUNE 10, 1920-SUSPENDED APPLICATION.

The act of June 10, 1920, section 24 of which. expressly provides that lands of
the United States included in any project under the provisions of the act
shall from the date of filing of application therefor be reserved from
entry, location, or other disposal under the public-land laws until otherwise
directed by the Federal Power Commission or by Congress, does not contemplate that lands thus reserved shall be subject to suspended filings or
applications while they remain reserved.

I
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by the Walker River Irrigation District from
the decision of June 16, 1921, by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejecting its application for reservoir easement for irrigation purposes under the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., .1095, 1101),
which includes a dam site on the east fork .of Walker River and certain tracts of public lands in conflict with the prior application of
C(. E. Loose filed under the act of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat., 790),
but now pending before the Federal Power Commission for consideration under the Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41
Stat., 1063).
It is urged that the application was at least rejected prematurely;
that it should have been held in' suspension awaiting decision by the
Power Commission on the Loose application; that if the Loose application be rejected, then this application should be allowed, and that
if the Loose application be allowed, then this application should still
be allowed subject to the prior and superior right of Loose to use the
land for power purposes under the power license.
The Department can not assent to this view. Section 24 of the act
of June 10, 1920, expressly provides that any lands of the United
States included in any project under the provisions of the act shall
from the date of filing of application, therefor be reserved from
entry, location or other disposal under the laws of the United States
until otherwise directed by the Federal Power Commission or by
Congress. And it is further .provided in that section that whenever
the Power Commission shall determine that the value of any lands
of the United States so applied for, or theretofore or thereafter
classified as power sites, will not be injured or destroyed for the purposes of power development by location, entry or selection under the
public land laws, the Secretary of the Interior, upon notice of such
determination, shall declare such lands open to location, entry or
selection, subject to certain restrictions therein stated.
The act does not contemplate that reserved lands shall be subject
to suspended filings or applications while so reserved. Therefore, as
to any public lands covered by the application which are so reserved
the application is ineffective and can not be entertained.
A further reason warranting rejection is that Loose owns the lands
comprising the site for the dam for the proposed reservoir, and with-out the control or use of that site the irrigation project as now
planned would not be feasible.
The decision appealed from has been carefully reviewed and the
Department fully concurs in the conclusion reached therein. It is
accordingly affirmed.
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KEATING ET AL. v. DOLL.
Decided May 20, 1921.
CITIZEXNSHIP-HOMESTAD ENTRY.-

Conviction of the crilne of manslaughter which, by a State statute, suspends
the enjoyment of the rights and privileges of citizenship until formally
restored, is not a bar to the making of a homestead entry, inasmuch as
Congress has never declared it to be a disqualification under the homestead
laws.
APPLICATION-OFFICERS-NATIONAL FOREST LANDS.
An entry for national forest lands under the act of -June 11, 1906, allowed
upon an application prematurely filed, and defective because not executed

before a qualified officer, is not void, but merely voidable, and all defects
are cured by the subsequent filing of a properly executed supplemental
application.
CONTEsT-P.ACTICE-APPLICATION.
An entry, voidable because prematurely allowed on an imperfectly executed
application, is not subject to contest on such grounds, under Rule 1, Rules of
Practice.
REJECTION OF APPLICATION-EFFECT OF APPEAL,

An appellant, whose homestead application has been rejected because the
land is segregated by the entry of another, is entitled only to a judgment as
to the correctness of the rejection, and any question as to the validity
of the existing entry is not to be considered.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.
The case of Hendricks v. Damon (44 L. D., 205), cited and followed.

VFINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
A tract of 125.53 acres of unsurveyed land within the Harney'

National Forest was listed (List 2-2437) on the application of Charles
Doll, and became subject to entry at the Rapid City, South Dakota,land office on May 4, 1920, under the act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat.,
233). The tract was identified as Homestead Entry Survey No. 565.
On April 2. 1920, said Doll filed an application to make entry for
said tract, and the same was allowed by the local officers on April
17,1920.
Ambrose E. Keating, on May 3, 1920, filed an application for the
tract, and on May 4, 1920, Margaret E. Fox also applied. The local
officers rejected said applications for cdnflict with the entry of Doll,
and both parties appealed.
,By-decision of September 10, 1920, the Commissioner of the General Land Office noted that Doll's application was executed at Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, outside of the land district and outside of the
county wherein the land is located, and was allowed before the restoration of the land took effect; and Doll was required to show causewhy his entry should not be canceled. The decision held that Fox'sapplication was junior to that of Keating, but both applications were
suspended to await disposition of Doll's entry. Doll has appealed.
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It appears that Doll had been a settler on the land, under a special
*use permit, since 1911, and had made valuable improvements. He
was- residing on the land when arrested for killing one, Fox, and was
tried in October, 1919, when he was found guilty 6f manslaughter in
the second degree and sentenced to serve four years in the penitentiary. He was confined in the South Dakota Penitentiary at the date
of his application, and he assigns that fact as the reason why his application was not executed in accordance with section 2294, Revised
Statutes, as amended by the act of March 4, 1904 (3.3 Stat., 59)..
On October 7, 1920, Doll appeared at the, local office and filed a
supplemental application, executed before the register. It appears
therefrom that he is a native-born citizen of the United States.
In their appeals to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
both Keating and Fox contended that Doll was disqualified, by reason of his conviction of the crime of manslaughter, from making a
-homestead entry, as under the laws of South Dakota his enjoyment.
of the rights and privileges of citizenship were suspended subject to
restoration by the Board of Charities and Corrections upon the expiration of his term of imprisonment.
As to whether- Doll's right, as a citizen of the United States, to
make the entry in question was affected by the laws of South Dakota,
we need only refer to one provision of the Constitution of the United
States--No State shall make or enforce -any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States.

Congress has enacted no law under which Doll's rights as a homesteader were affected by reason of his conviction of the crime of
manslaughter.. The laws of South bakota may affect his rights
as a citizen of that State,- but can not affect his rights under the
homestead laws. His application- was prematurely filed, was allowed.
prior to the date fixed in the notice of listing, and-was not executed
before a qualified officer. However, the entry was not void, but
only voidable, and all defects were cured by the filing of a supplemental application on October 7, 1920.
Neither: Keating nor Fox alleged settlement on the land, nor any
right superior to Doll; therefore, on appeal from the rejection of
their applications the Commissioner should not have considered the
question of the validity of Doll's entry. The appellants were entitled
only to a judgment as to the correctness of the agtion of, the local
officers in rejecting their applications and, as the land was segregated
by the entry of Doll, it was error to suspend the applications. They
gained no rights under their applications, which would not have segregated the land if it in the meantime became subject to entry.
Hendricks v. Damon (441 L. D., 205).
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Although Doll's entry when made was voidable, it was not -even
subject to contest because prematurely allowed on an imperfectly
executed application, as all such -defects were apparent from an inspection of the papers. See Rule 1, Rules of Practice.
Accordingly, the decision appealed from is reversed. The entry
of Doll will remain intact, and- the applications of Keating and Fox
will stand rejected.
KEATING v. DOLL.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of May 20, 1921
(48 L. D., 199), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, August
29, 1921.
STATE OF LOUISIANA (ON PETITION) .
Decided September 16, 1921.

X

S WAMP LAND-PATENT-JURISDICTION-LAND DEPARTMENT-LOUISIANA.
Neither the act of March 2, 1849, granting swamp and overflowed lands to
Louisiana, nor the general swamp act of September 28, 1850, creates of its
own force a present grant of complete title in the State, and prior to approval by the Secretary of the Interior under the former or the issuance of
a patent under the latter, the authority of the Land Department to inquire
into and determine all rights and equities claimed as against the Government does not cease.
SwAMP LAND-ACTS OF MARCH 2, 1849, AND SEPTEMBER 28, 1850-LouISIANA.
The State of Louisiana does not acquire a complete and perfected interest
equivalent to full equitable title under either of the swamp acts of March 2,
-1849,
and- September 28,1850, to-any tract until it has been finally identified
as of the class and condition contemplated by the granting act.
SwAMP LAND-MINERAL LANDs-LoUISIANA.
*Mineral lands, not being expressly included within the terms of either of the
swamp acts of March 2, 1849, and September 28, 1850,) do not inure to the
State of Louisiana, and prior to the Secretary's approval under the former
or the issuance of a patent. under the latter act, the character of claimed
sxvamp land is open for investigation and adjudication.
SWAMP LAND-On AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAwAL-BURDEN OF PROOF.
A subsisting petroleum withdrawal impresses the lands therein with a prima
fac-ie mineral character, and where the State of Louisiana seeks to acquire
title to claimed swamp lands within such withdrawn area, it is incumbent
upon the State to prove that the lands are in fact nonmineral.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.

-

The case of State of Louisiana (47 L. D., 360), cited and followed.

-

FiNNEx, First Assistant Seeretary:i
Counsel on behalf of the State. of Louisiana have filed a paper
styled "Motion for Rehearing " in this matter, which involves the
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State's swamp-land claim with respect to certain tracts in IT. 118 N.,
R. 14 W., L. M., Baton Rouge land district, Louisiana. This case was
considered and adjudicated in the departmental decision of July 18,
1921 (unreported), the Department there statiinrg:
It is not perceived that any useful purpose would be subserved by allowing
time for a formal motion for rehearing. This decision is, declared to be final
and. conclusive and further proceedings will be in harmony with the views above
expressed. Tile record is transmitted to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.

The motion now presented will be treated and disposed of as a
motion for the exercise of supervisory power.
The contentions of counsel are substantially, the same as those

urged upon appeal. Much stress, however, is placed upon the differences between the act of March 2, 1849 (9 Stat., 352), applicable to
Louisiana only, and the general swamp-land act of September 28,
1850 (9 Stat., 519), which are pointed out as follows:
(1) The act of 1849 requires no patent, but merely the approval of a. list to
be made out, by direction of the Secretary, by the surveyor general or his
deputy, whereas the act of 1850 requires a patent to vest the fee-simple title.
(2) The act of 1849 requIres no selection by the State, no patent nor any
request for the approval of the lands, whereas, the act of 1850 ptovides that
patent shall issue at the request of the governor of the State.

It is urged that the act of 1849 is applicable and controlling, -which
act contains no mineral reservation or exclusion and requires no
patent; that the grant is one in prccesenti arid attaches as~ of the date

of the granting act upon the identification of the tracts as swamp and
overflowed; that the duty is imposed upon the Secretary to approve
the lists of such lands certifiod by the surveyor general; and that,
even conceding that mineral lands are excluded from the grant, the
tracts here involved inure to the State. because returned and identified as swamp by the survey of 187, and not reported or withdrawn
as oil orgas lands until long after thedaeoth grnadte
identification of the tr-acts as swamp by survey.
To this the Department can not assent. True, the acts of 1849
and 1850 differ somewhat in their terms., This difference, however
in the opinion of'~the Department is -'not controlling, or of great
moment. And conceding that the distinction is -vital, it would be
of no importance in the instant case because examination discloses
that the State's peniding selections in T. 18 N., R. 14 W., are practically all embraced in List 93, the claim being asserted under the
provisions of the act of 1850. But the soundness of the State's
argument is not conceded. The Department takes the position that
the act- of 1849 does not of its own force, any more than the act of
1850, create a present grant of a complete title in the State. ~As
said in the case of State of Louisiana, decided April 12, 1920 (47
L., D., 366. syllabus):
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Only upon approval by the Secretary of the Interior under the act of March
2, 1849, granting swamp and overflowed lands to Louisiana, or the issuance
of patent under the general swamp act of September 28, 1850, does the fee
simple title-est in the State; prior thereto its title is inchoate and imperfect
both in law and in equity.

In connection with the swamp-land grants, the following propositions have been considered by this Department and are deemed to
have been properly determined:
(1) Mineral lands not being expressly included within the terms
of the swamp grant either of 1849, or 1850, do not inure to the State.
(2) The interest of the State is inchoate and incomplete until title
Iis vested and the fee simple title only passes upon approval under
the act of 1849 and by patent pursuant to the act of 1850. (3) The
authority of the Land Department to inquire into and determine all
rights and equities claimed as against the Government does not
cease until the legal title has passed. (4) A complete and perfected
interest corresponding to full equitable title does not accrue to or
vest in the State as to any tract until the same has been finally
identified as of the class and condition contemplated by the granting
act. (5) The question as to the mineral or nonmineral character of
c aimed swamp land is open for investigation and adjudication up
to and until the time of patent under the act of 1850 and up to the
date of the Secretary's approval under the act of 1849.
Nothing presented by counsel persuades, the Department that the
holding on appeal in this case is in errQr.. Upon the records of the
Land Department, the tracts are impressed with a prima facie mineral character by reason of the subsisting petroleum withdrawal.
The State has been accorded due opportunity to show that such is
not the character of the lands and that they are, in fact, not mineral
bearing, failing in which, it was held the swamp-land claim must

stand rejected.
The conclusions reached in the decision rendered upon appeal
herein are adhered to and the present motion is denied.
ISIDOR VITO GALLEGOS, JR.'
- Decided

May 20, 1921.

HOMESTEAD IDNTBY-RESIDENCE-MILITARY SERVICE-VocATIoNSA TRAINING.
A homestead entryman, who after -making entry, enlisted or was actually
engaged in the military or naval service of the United States during the
war against Germany, and who after discharge is furnished a course of
vocational rehabilitation, is entitled to credit under the acts of July 28,
1917, and September 29, 1919, for residence to the extent of the combined
periods of his service and of his vocational training; but he must fulfil
the requirements of the homestead law as to residence and cultivation for
a period of at least one year.
1

See decision on motion for rehearing, page 207.
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HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESIDENCE-MILITARY SERVICE-OFFICEBS' TRAINING CAMPS.
Attendants at -officers' training camps during the recent war with Germany
were not a part of the military establishment of the United States,, and
time spent therein was not such "military service" within the purview of
the act of July 28, 1917, as entitles one to credit for residence under the
homestead laws.

FINNEY, First Assistact Secretary:.

Isidor Vito Gallegos, jr., has appealed from a decision of -the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated July 26, 1920, holding his final proof made August 11, 191.9, for rejection and the- entryfor cancellation, upon the ground of failure to comply with the
law in the matter of residence, but because of certain military service rendered by entryman, it was directed that the order of cancellation be suspended and that -he be credited with thirteen months'
residence, the time covered by 'his said service in the United States
Army.
It appears that Gallegos made homestead entry 015274 May 13,
1912, as amended June 8, 1912, for the NW. I SE. 14, W. 1 NE. 1, and
NE. i NW. :, -Sec. 2, T. 11 N., R. 25 E., N. M. P. M., containing
160 acres, and that he also made additional homestead entry 015300
May 25, 1912, for the S. A SW. j, S. A SE. i, Sec. 35, T. 12 N., R.
25 E., N. M. P. M., containing 160 acres, Tucumcari land district,
New Mexico.
The record discloses that this case has been once before considered
by the Department, it. appearing that final proof was submitted on
both' entries June 10, 1915, under the three-year act, but upon protest filed by the Chief of Field Division, final certificate was withheld; that a hearing was ordered and had upon the charge that en-.
tryman had failed to establish and maintain a residence on the land,
which charge was sustained by decision of the Commissioner of February 21, 1918, and affirmed by departmental decision of August 17,
1918.
It further appeared that on June 9, 1917, prior to the date of the
hearing, claimant filed a motion to dismiss the hearing or that he
be granted a continuance, upon the ground that he was then in the
military service of the country, and by reason of that fact, it was
impossible' for him to attend the hearing on the day fixed, which
motion was overruled by the local officers and the case proceeded to
hearihLg before a designated officer June 29, 1917, on which date testimony was submitted in behalf of both parties, the United States being
represented by a special agent of the General Land Office, and claimant by counsel. The local officers did not concur, rendering separate
decisions, and upon appeal the Commissioner by said decision of
February 21, 1918, held the proof for rejection, but permitted the
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entry to remain intact subject to future compliance with the law.
Upon appeal, the Department, by said decision of August 17, 1918,
concurred in the finding- of the Commissioner that the proof sub-,
mitted did not show compliance with the provisions of the three-year homestead law in the matter of residence, and that it was prop- erly held for rejection, the entries to remain intact subject to the
submission of new proof. But it was also held that entryman was
entitled to a favorable ruling on the motion for continuance, it appearing that he was duly enrolled in the military service and could
not be present when the case was-heard. It was accordingly directed
that the entry be suspended and no further action be taken thereon
during the period of the entryman's military service.
It further appears that on November 21, 1916, Roy F. Reeve filed
affidavit of contest against the entry, charging abandonment and
failure to cultivate, and that entryman's absence was not due to military or naval service in the Army or Naval establishment. The
local officers suspended the contest and held that it must await disposition of the matter under and by said adverse proceeding. With
respect to said contest the Commissioner held that action on the'
same appeared to be unnecessary, as the case could properly be disposed of on the record as now made -up. In this the Department
fully concurs, and inasmuch as the question of residence was dis-.
posed of by said departmental decision up to the time of the hearing,
it is only necessary to consider the new three-year final proof filed,
as stated, August 11, 1919.
The records of the War Department show that entryman was in
the military service, having enlisted January- 5, 1918, and that he
was discharged February 6, 1919. Entryman also claims credit for
military service in an officers' training camp from May 7, 1917, to
August , 1917, which was disallowed by the Commissioner upon the
ground that this was not such military service as would entitle him
to credit for residence under the homestead law, quoting an excerpt
from a letter of the Adjutant General dated June 2, 1920, to the following effect:
The men attending these camps were organized into provisional training regiments and these regiments did not form a part of the military establishment of
the United States, and as regiments, were not used for offense and defense
during the recent war with Germany.

In view of this holding of the Adjutant General with respect to
oficers' training camps, the Commissioner held, as stated, that entryman would only be entitled to credit for actual military service of
a year and one month, it being admitted that he did not reside on
the land for any period after the hearing. The new proof was
faccordingly rejected and the entry held for cancellation upon the

-
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ground, as stated, of noncompliance with the law in the matter of
-residence, entryman not having shown seven months' residence in any
one year during the remaining time.
It was further held that if he so desired, he could file a motion to
suspend action, when he would be permitted to go upon the land and
complete the requirements that as he had thirteen months' credit for
military service he could complete residence by staying on the land
one year and eleven months subsequent to proof, and upon making
supplemental showing to that effect, the proof would be accepted.
Upon appeal entryman states that he was severely wounded at the
battle of Argonne Forest in October, 1918, which fact does not ap- pear in his discharge certificate; that he is still partially disabled
by reason of the wounds received, ard has been in vocational training
continuously from September 5, 1920, to date of appeal. In corroboration of this he has filed a letter from the Adjutant General,
dated December 4, 1920, stating that the records of the War Department show that Isidor V. Gallegos, serial No. 165142, Private, Headquarters Company, 102nd Infantry, was wounded October 27, 1918,
and that if his discharge certificate does not show he 'was wounded,
it should be returned for amendment in that respect. Section 1 of the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), provides, in
part, as follows:
That any settler upon the public lands of the United States; or any entryman whose applicaiton has been allowed; or any person who has made application for public lands which thereafter may be allowed under the homestead
laws, who, after such settlement, entry, or application, enlists or is actually
engaged in the military or naval service of the United States as a private
soldier, officer, seaman, marine, national guardsman, or member of any other
organization for offense or defense authorized by Congress during any war in
which the United States may be engaged, shall, in the administration of the
homestead laws, have his services therein construed to be equivalent to all intents and purposes to residence and cultivation for the same length of time
upon the tract entered or settled upon; * * * Provided, That no patent
shall issue to any homestead settler who has not resided upon, improved, and
cultivated his homestead for a period of at least one year.

The act of September 29, 1919 (41 Stat., 288), allowing homesteaders discharged from the military or naval service leave of
absence to undergo vocational training, provides as follows:
That every-person who, after discharge from the military or naval service
of the United States during the war against Germany and its allies, is furnished any course of vocational rehabilitation under the terms of the Vocational Rehabilitation -Act approved June 27, 1918, upon the ground that he
comes within article III of the act of October 6, 1917, fortieth volume, Statutes
at Large, page 398, and who before entering upon such course shall have made
entry upon or application for public lands of the United States under the home'stead laws, or who has settled or shall hereafter settle upon public lands, shall
be entitled to a leave of absence from his land for the purpose of undergoing
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training bythe Federal Board of Vocational Education, and such absence, while
actually engaged in such training shall be counted as constructive residence:'
Provided, That no patent shall issue to any homestead settler who has not
resided upon, improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at least
one year.

As stated, it appears from the statement of the claimant that he
has been in vocational training since September 5, 1920, and that he
was still undergoing such training at the date of appeal. He is,
therefore, entitled, under the provisions of said act of September 29,
1919, to credit for the time spent in vocational training, which, with
the thirteen months' credit on account of actual service in the Army,
will amount to approximately two years of the time required under
the three-year act.
It will be noted, however, that the proviso to each of -the above
cited acts provides that a homesteader must show at least one year's
residence and cultivation in connection with his entry, regardless
of the length of his military service, or the time spent in vocational
training.
Accordingly, upon his discharge from the vocational training instituition to which he: is accredited,. he will be allowed one year in
which to make a supplemental showing of seven months' residence,
or'if he has already been discharged therefrom, he will be allowed
one year, from the date of receipt of this decision, in which to complete the seven months' residence required.
The decision appealed from is hereby modified in. accordance with
the foregoing.
ISIDOR VITO GALLEGOS, JR. (ON REHEARING).
Decided September 22, 1921.
PROOF-PATENT-MILIHOMESTEAD ENTRY-RE stDENcE-CTJTIVATIoN-'FINAI.
TABY SERVICE.
A homestead settler or entryman who, after settlement or entry and prior
to November. 11, 1918, enlisted or was actually engaged in the United

states Army, Navy, or Marine Corps during the war with Germany, and
has been honorably discharged, is by the act of March 1, 1921, entitled
to make proof without further residence, improvement, or cultivation and
to receive patent, if, because of physical incapacities due to service, he is
unable to return to the land.
FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:

Motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of Isidor Vito Gal-legos, jr., in the above entitled case, wherein the Department, by
decision rendered on appeal, May 20, 1921, modified the action taken
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office July 26, 1920, to
the extent of giving claimant credit for constructive residence and
cultivation covering the period of time spent in vocational training,
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*pursuant to the provisions of the act of September 29, 1919 (41 Stat.
288), in addition to the period of his service in the United States
Army, as provided by the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248). In
view of the fact that both of the acts cited require that a home- steader entitled to the benefits thereof must show at least one vear's
actual residence and cultivation in connection with his entry, regardless of the length of his military service or duration -of time spent
in vocational training, the Department on appeal further held that
Gallegos must show, within a specified time after his discharge from
the vocational training institution, one year's actual residence and
compliance with law as to cultivation pursuant to the provisions
of the act of June 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 123).
It appears that both the original and additional entries were
allowed under the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639),.prior
to the passage of the act of June 6, 1912, supra, the original entry,
015274, having been made May 13, 1912, for lots 2 and 3, SW. 4
NE. 4, and NW. 1 SE. i, Sec. 2, T. 11 N., R. 25 E., and the additional entry, 015300, allowed May 25, 1912, for the S. A SW. 4,' and
S. 4 SE. 4, Sec. 35, T. 12 N., R. 25 E., N. M. P. M., Tucumeari land
district, New Mexico.
Gallegos originally submitted final proof June 10, 1915, having
elected to submit the same under the provisions of the three-year law,
which proof was rejected by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office February 21, 1918, and by the Department on appeal, August
17, 1918. Adverse action was taken on the. ground that the proof,
as submitted, did not show seven months' actual residence each year
for three years as required by the act of June 6, 1912, supra. The
Commissioner of the General Land Office specifically held in his
decision of-February 21, 1918, referred to, that entryman acted in'
good faith and up to the time of submission-of that particular proof
:sufficiently complied with the requirements of the five-year home* stead law, in force and effect at the dates of allowance of both the
original and additional entries. Five years had not-elapsed, how-ever, from date of allowance of the original entry to date of submission of final proof and the proof was, therefore, premature under
the old law. The Commissioner had no alternative other than to
reject the proof submitted June 10, 1915, same being premature
under the five-year law and not showing seven months' residence
each year for three years as required by the act of June 6, 1912,
-. supra.
* The Department, by its decision on appeal, August 1T, 1918, did
not differ with the conclusion reached by the Commissioner to the
extent that he found that Gallegos had complied with the requirements -of the five-year law up to date 'of submission of the proof, but
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* merely held that the priof was insufficient under the three-year law,
the Department further holding that Gallegos's rights in the premises were protected by section 501 of the act of March 8, 1918 (40
Stat.,. 440, 448), and, therefore, the Jocal officers erred in ordering
a hearing and requiring submission of testimony during the abs~dnce.
of claimant occasioned by military service. The entries were accordingly left intact subject to submission of new proof.
Briefly recapitulating the subsequent steps taken by claimant, it
appears that Gallegos served abroad in' the Army of the United
States, was seriously wounded, invalided home, entered. a vocational
training institution, .and submitted a second three-year proof upon
his entries, August 19, 1919, which latter proof was held for rejection by the Commissioner and by the decision of the Department on.
appeal rendered May 20, 1921, which latter decision required one
year's actual residence upon and cultivation of the land, as hereinbefore stated.
Upon this motion entryman maintained that if the Department's
ruling on appeal to the effect that he must return to the land and
actually reside upon and cultivate the same for one year is adhered
to (which requirement is unnecessary for the reasons hereinbefore
stated), it would be a physical impossibility for him to comply with
such requirement due to serious and permanent injuries received
while actually engaged in the military service abroad. The Department, therefore, in advance of taking final action upon the motion,
called upon Gallegos for satisfactory showing as to the extent of
the injuries received with the view to ascertaining whether or not
his case came within the purview of the, provisions -of the act of
:March 1, 1921 -(41 Stat., 1202), which provides as follows:
.

That any settler or entryman under the homestead laws of the United States,
who, after settlement, application, or entry and prior to November 11, 1918,
enlisted or was actually engaged in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine
Corps during the war with Germany, who has been honorably discharged and
because .of physical incapacities due to service is unable to returnIto the land,
may make proof, without further residence, improvement, or cultivation, at
- such time and place as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and
receive patent to the land by him so entered or settled upon: Provideid, That no
such patent shall issue prior to the survey of the land.

Gallegos submitted: affidavits which the Department finds bring
the case within the provisions of the act of March 1, 1921, supra, and
the governing regulations thereunder (48 L. D., 54) and that for
this reason, if no other, Gallegos is entitled, upon the proof as submitted, to issuance of final certificate and patent in the absence of
other valid objection appearing of record.
The motion is accordingly granted, the prior decisions rendered
herein are vacated, and the case remanded for appropriate action.
*
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SON v. MIDWAY SOUTHERN OIL COMPANY ET AL.:
Decided September 22, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-ACT OF FEBERARY 25; 1920, SECTION 19-LEAsE.

The purpose and intent of the provision of section 19 of the act of February
25, 1920, which specifies that " all permits or leases thereunder: shall inure
to the benefit of the claimant and all persons claiming through or under
him by lease, contract, or otherwise, as their interests may appear," is
obviously to permit the Land Department to deal with the holder or
holders of the record mining title, and a priori the mere lessee of such
claimant, not being himself in a position to surrender to the United States
- the mining title, is not entitled to a-lease in his own name under said
section.
DEPARTMENTAL

DECISION

CITED AND: CONSTRUED.

The case of Burke et al. v. Taylor et al.

(4T L. I., 585), cited and construed.

FINNEY, First Assista'nt Secretary::
The landd here involved is the W. NE. i, Sec. 8, T. 11 N., R. 23 W.,
S. B. M., Los Angeles land district, California, and on May 2, 1908,
was, together with the E. i of said quarter-section, located by eight
persons under the provisions of the oil placer mining law as the
Side Hill No. 4 Claim.
November 24, 1909, the claim was conveyed to Charles A. -Son,
who, after performing some development work thereon at a cost of
more than $1,000, on August 23, 191(, leased the said W. X NE. 1,
and "an undivided 40 acres in the E. -i NE. J," to one Rollin J.
Van Houten for a period of twenty years. On the date last mentioned
Van Routen leased the W. I NE. i to the Midway Southern Oil
Company. On November. 27, 1910, Van Houten released to the
said Charles A. Son all his right, title, and interest in the said lease
and on December 6, 1910, Son executed a lease for twenty years
covering the said W. i NE. i, -to the said Midway Southern Oil
Company.
In the meantime the land was withdrawn by Executive order of
September 27, 1909, from location and entry under the placer mining
laws and was later included in Petroleum Reserve No. 2, created by
Executive order of July 2, 1910.
On December 6, 1910, the Midway Southern Oil Company entered
into possession of the said W. i NE. {, including a partially drilled
well thereon,.together with all the tools and equipment, and continued
drilling operations on said well until about July 1, 1912, at which
time the well had attained a depth of about 1,075 feet. In July, 1911,
the lessee commenced the drilling of a second well on the land which
was continued to a depth of 2,530 feet, when about July 1, 1912,
drilling -operations on the land were discontinued, such discontinuance being alleged by the company to have been due to trouble that
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was -encountered and also to the fact that the land had been withdrawn.,
August 14, 1912, the said Charles A. Son commenced suit against
the lessee for the'forfeiture of the lease and restitution of the land,
for failure on the part of the lessee to comply with the terms of the
lease, and on January 31, 1914, it was adjudged, ordered, and decreed
thatthe lease set out and described in the said complaint be and the same is'
forfeited and that all of the lands and property described in the complaint beand the same are restored to plaintiff.

Appeal by the lessee from said judgment was on May 3, 1916, dismissed. 'O1n November 4, 1916, Nellie Adamson made additional
homestead entry 029773, of the said NE. -I,Sec. 8, under the provisions of section 3 of the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639),
subject, however, to the provisions, conditions, and 'reservations of
the act of July 17, 1914 (38- Stat., 509). On January 6, 1920, final
proof was submitted on said entry and on June 14, 1920, final certifi-,
cate issued, followed by patent dated September 10, 1920.
On March 16, 1920,- Joseph R. McCarthy filed application 032836
under section 13 of the leasing act for a permit to prospect for oil
and gas on the said tract and on September 24, 1920, a permit was
granted to him subject, howeveri to valid rights existing at the
date of the permit.
On August 20, 1920, the said Charles A. Son filed application
033365, under section 19 of the leasing act for a permit to prospect
for oil and gas upon the NE. i, Sec. 8.
On August 25, 1920, the said Midway Southern Oil Company filed
application 033406, for a lease to the said W. " NE. i, Sec. 8, based;
upon its lease from Son and the alleged expenditure of more than
$75,000 in drilling operations on the land and an alleged discovery
of oil thereon. Upon considering the applications the Commissioner
of the General Land Office by decision of April 5, 1921, found in substance- and effect that the interest of the company in and to the land
was based solely upon its lease from Son, the sole claimant of the
fee simple title to the ground; that inasmuch as the surrender of the
legal or fee simple title to the ground for which lease is sought, under
section 19 of the act is required by the provisions thereof, and as the
Midway Southern Oil Company is unable to show such a title thereto;
its application must be rejected andit was so ordered. It was further
stated that if the application of Son should be ultimately forwarded
to the Department for approval recommendation would be made
that the permit heretofore issued to McCarthy for 'the said NE. 4,
Sec. 8, be revoked. From this action both the Midway Southern Oil
Company andMcCarthy have appealed.
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By the said section 19 of the act it is provided thatAll permits or leases hereunder shall inure to the benefit of the claimant and
all persons claiming through or under him by lease, contract, or otherwise, as
their interests may appear.,

A similar provision is contained in section 18 of the leasing act
and construing same, the Department in Burke et al. v. Taylor et al.
(47 L. D., 585), held that, said section contemplates and requires
.that a lease thereunder shall issue to the person, persons, or corporation possessing and surrendering to the United States the mining
title and that those claiming under or through such claimant or
claimants are protected by the provisions similar to those hereinbefore quoted. The same rule applies with equal force to applications for lease under section 19 of the act and accordingly the Commissioner properly held that a mere lessee of the claimant of the
mining title is not entitled to a lease in his own name under the provisions of section 19 of the act. The Commissioner's action in rejecting the application of the Midway Southern Oil Company for a
lease is affirmed.
Inasmuch as the Commissioner has not passed upon the application
of the said Charles A. Son for a permit covering the NE. i of Sec.
8,- and has not taken any step looking to the actual revocation of the
permit heretofore issued to McCarthy for said area, the Department
deems it unnecessary to. act upon the appeal of McCarthy.
The ease as to the Midway Southern Oil Company is closed and the
.record returned to the General Land Office.
APPLICATIONS FOR COPIES OF RECORDS-SUBDIVISION 3 OF SECTION 1 OF DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS OF AUGUST 4, 1915,
MODIFIED.
[Circular

No. 777.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 22, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES SURVEYORS GENERAL,
CHIEFS OF FIELD DIVISIONS, AND OTHER FIELD OFFICERS:

Departmental circular of August 4, 1915 (44 L. D., 235), providing,,
among other things, that applicants for copies of records must state
"the purpose for which such copy is desired to be used," has been
modified by the Secretary of the Interior under date of September 20,
1921, to the extent of revoking the requirement noted above, so far as
the same applies to the field services of the General Land Office.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
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A. W. NASON (ON PETITION).
Decided September SO, 1921.0
OIL ANID GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-APPLICATION-PRBEFERRNCE RIGHT.
Prospecting permits can not be granted within the geological structure of a
producing oil or gas &ld, and the Land Department did not intend by
its instructions of April 23, 1921, to recognize any right in an applicant
who applied under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, to prospect
lands which, because of delay in action upon the application, are subsequently designated as within such a field, although not designated, yet
so known and existing at and prior to the filing of the application.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

By- decision of January 10, 1921,. the Department affirmed the
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of September 15, 1920Q rejecting the application 09014 of A. W. Mason, filed
March 26, 1920, under Section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437), for- a permit to prospect for oil and gas on the N. A
and SW. -, Sec. 8,'T. 30 S., R. 23 E., M. DR M., Visalia land district,
California, for the stated reason that the Director of the Geological Survey reported that the land described is within a known geological structure of the producing Elk Hills oil and gas field.
Petition for reconsideration of the case has been filed by Mason
on the ground that the petitioner is advised that the Department has
since said decision promulgated rules and regulations to the effect
that' the designation of the land as " within the known geological
structure of a producing oil and gas field," after the filing of an
application for prospecting, permit covering said land, will not affect
the rights of the applicant, and that the petitioner is advised that
the land described was not so designated until July, 1920. He accordingly asks that the' rej ectiofr of his application be. set aside and
that a prospecting permit be granted to him as prayed. By instructions issued April 23, 1921 (48 L. D., 98, 99), the Secretary modified the- regulations theretofore existing by declaring that
legally qualified persons who filed proper applications for oil or gas
prospecting permits under the said act of 1920, can not and should
not be deprived of their rights, if, because of delay in action upon
the application so filed, there intervenes a designation by the-Depart-'
ment of the lands -as within the geological structure of a producing
oil and gas field, occasioned by a discovery of oil or gas subsequent
to the filing of the application in the local office. He added', however,
that the statute specifically forbids the allowance and approval of
a prospecting permit upon lands within a "known. geological struc-ture of a. producing oil or gas field"; and, that nothing in the said
circular should be construed as modifying or affecting previous decisions of the Department to the effect that prospecting permits can
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not be allowed within the geological structure of a producing oil or
gas field, so known and existing at and prior to the filing of the ap' plication for the prospecting' permit.
With respect to the particular lands here in question, the Director
of the Geological Survey reports, under date of August 27, 1921,
that the said lands formed a part of the known geological structure
of the Elk Hills field for some years prior to the passage of the leasing act, and, therefore, before any rights cduld be initiated under that,

act.
It is clear, therefore, that notwithstanding the fact that the land
may not have been designated by the Director of the Geological Survey as within the known geological structure of a producing oil
and gas field until after the application of Mason was filed, the land
was not subject to permit under Section 13 of the act for the reason
that as a' matter of fact it was at the time of the filing of Mason's
application known to be within such a geological structure.
For the reasons stated, the decision of the Department complained
of is adhered to, and the petition for reconsideration denied.

GEORGE WATSON ETZAL.
Decided Septeniber 20, 1921.
On. AND GAS LANDS-HOMESTEAD ENTEY-PATENT-AsSIGNMENT-TRANsFEREEPROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENCE RIGHT.

Where a homestead entry, patented with reservation of the oil and gas by the
United States, has been sold or transferred subsequently to January 1, 1918,
the transferee does not acquire a preference right under section 20 of the
* act of February 25, 1920, to prospect for oil or gas upon the patented land,
but having become the sole owner of the land, subject to the: reservation
contained in the patent, he may, in thje absence of other sufficient objection,
be granted a prospecting permit under section 13 of the leasing act.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

April 7, 1920, George Watson and Robert Watson filed application
044391 under section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon the S. I,
Sec. 24, T. 8N., R. 21 E., M. P. M., Lewistown land district, Montana.
Upon considering the application, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision of September 3, 1920, rejected the Same
for the reason that the tract covered thereby is embraced in the homestead entry, 019800, and the additional homestead entry, 024957,
made respectively January 25, 1913, and March 25, 1914, uhder the
enlarged homestead act by Philip Doherty, both entries originally,
without mineral reservation but owing to the later inclusion of the
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' land'in Petroleum Reserve No. 49, created. by Executive orderof
September 14, 1916, patented to the entryman with reservation of
oil and gas deposits. The Commissioner held that the entryman was
entitled to a preference right to a permit and lease covering said
-land under section 20 of the leasing act and directed that the applicants be allowed thirty days from notice within which to serve notice of such application upon the owner of the land with a view to
affording him opportunity. to file an application for permit for the
same.
From this action the applicants appeal, alleging that by deed acknowledged March 22, 1919, Philip Doherty, the entryman, conveyed
the land to the applicants. They urge that they, themselves,
I
are entitled to a preference right to a lease for said land under said section 20 of the leasing act, and on that basis, ask that their application be allowed.
The applicants are not entitled to a preference right' as transferees
of the entryman for the reason that said section 20 of the act accords
preference rights to assignees of entrymen and patentees' only in
cases "where assignment was made prior to January 1, 1918," and
according to the applicants' own showing they do not fall within the
terms of this statute. Inasmuch, however, as they seem to be the-sole
owners of the land, subject to the reservations contained in the patent, their application for permit should: be allowed in the absence
of objection other than that raised in the decision appealed from.'
The said decision is accordingly reversed.

J01OHN B. O'ROURKE.
Decided October 6,1921.
COFFICERS-COMMISSIONERS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE-RECORDS.
Under the rules applicable to matters pending before the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, registers and>receivers have no authority to take
action or to make any notation upon their records until specifically directed to do so by him, other than to file, note, and transmit such papers
as may be filed in connection therewith, or to report at the proper time
that no action has been 'taken, if that be the fact.'
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LAND DEPARTMENT-APPEAL-PRACTICE.

The filing of an appeal and showing of naturalization in the Department,
instead of the local office, in a case involving an application for an oil
and gas prospecting permit, is irregular, but it is merely such an irregularity as may be waived by the Department in the absence of an adverse
claim to the land.
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OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-CITIZENSHIP-LAND DEPARTMENT.
While an oil and gas prospecting permit can not be issued under the act
of February 25, 1920; to an-alien, yet there is nothing in the law or the
.practice of the Land. Department that forbids the issuance thereof to a
citizen who is naturalized after the filing of the application but before
the granting of the permit.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

On August 19, 1920, one Septimus A. Lane filed in the Durango,
Colorado, land office his duly verified application, 09044, for an oil
*
and gas prospecting permit, under section 13 of the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for certain lands in that district, wherein
it was shown, among other matters, that he was born a British subject in 1880; that he emigrated to the United States, arriving at
New York on June 7, 1908; that on July 5, 1917, he duly declared
his intention to become a citizen of the United States; and that
"second (final) naturalization papers are being applied for."
On January 24, 1921, said Lane was admitted to citizenship by
the United States District Court for Colorado.
* - On June 21, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
rejected Lane's application for permit for the reason that it ap*
peared that he was not a citizen of the United States when it was
filed. He was allowed fifteen days from receipt of notice within
which to appeal, in default whereof he was advised that the case
would be closed without further notice. Lane received notice of this.
decision on July 6, 1921.
On July 8, 1921, Lane telegraphed the Commissioner of the Gen. eral Land Office that he had received " second" citizenship papers,.
was forwarding an appeal, and requesting that he be permitted
either to amend his original application or file a new one without.
prejudice. The appeal, with a certified copy of the naturalization
papers was transmitted by the attorney for Lane on July 12, 1921,.
was received in the Department four and the General Land Office
six days later.
On July 22, 1921, the local officers at Durango closed the .case of
Lane's application, whereupon John B. O'Rourke filed his, application for an oil and gas prospecting permit under the act of February
25, 1920, sucpra, for NW. I NW. i, S. - NW. i, NE. i NE. i, S.; NE t. and S. -., See. 34, SE.

, S. i NE.

, SE. i NW. i and S.

SW. , Sec.

33, SE. 1, SW. ' NE. i and S. C NW. is Sec. 32, SW. I NE. i, Sec. 29,
NE. -1 NE. I, Sec. 31, T. 36 N., R. 17 W., and all of Secs. 4 and 9,
- T.35 N.,R. 17 W., N. M. P. M., covering 2,558.86 acres.
Said' application conflicted with that of Lane as to all the tracts
described except SE. 1 NE. :, SE. 4 and SE. : -SW. J, Sec. 33,
NW.NW 41 SW. 1 NE. I, and S. 4 S. i, Sec. 34, said township
and range.
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On 'August 23, 1921,. an oil and gas prospecting permit was
granted to Lane under his application and the record as then made
up in the General Land Office.
On September 2, 1921, the local officers at Durango forwarded to
the General Land Office O'Rourke's application, which was rejectedby the Commissioner so far as in conflict with Lane's permit, by
decision of September 20, '1921, from which O'Rourke has appealed..
From the foregoing chronological statement of the material facts
of record, the Department concludes:
1. The local officers were without authority to note upon their
records on July 21, 1921, that Lane's application was finally closed..
Under the rules applicable to matters. pending before the Commissioner of the General Land -Office, registers and receivers are not.
warranted in taking any action or in making any notation upon;
their records until specifically directed to do so by the Commissioner,.
other than to file, note and transmit such papers as may be filed in
the case, or to report at the proper time, that no actibn has been taken
if that be the fact.
2. Not only was the notation by the local officers of the' elosing out
of Lane's application an act without the scope of their authority, but
it was an error of fact and law. As early as July i8, 1921, prior to
the time the case could have been closed under the decision of June
21, 1921, even by the Commissioner -himself, that officer had before
him a complete application for the land-in question by a duly qualified Dcitizen of the United States, there was no adverse claim to the
land, and the Commissioner, as set forth in the decision appealed
from, accepted the showing of citizenship, when it reached him, as
completing the application. 3. While the filing of an appeal and showing of naturalization in
the Department, instead of the- local office was irregular, it was such
an irregularity as could be, as it was, waived by the Department,
there being then no:'adverse claim to the land. In ex parte cases great
latitude is allowed claimants in matters of procedure, and even in
contests the rules are regarded as a means of securing, not defeating,
justice. Lane was the first qualified applicant for the land in question and his application as supplemented on July'18, 1921, was received by the Commissioner and accepted by the Department. When
the application, as completed, was received, there was no adverse
claim.

4. It is earnestly argued, orally and by brief, on behalf of O'Rourke
that Lane's application as filed on August 19, 1920, was void and,
therefore, incapable of being amended or supplemented, as it shovwed
upon its face that he, was an alien. While a permit under the act 'of
February 25, 1920, :supra, can not be issued to an alien, there is
nothing in the law or the practice of the Land Department that
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would forbid the issuance of such a- permit to a citizen who' is naturalized after application for but before the granting of the permit.
Under the mining law, if a party to a contest concerning a claim,
under section 2326, Revised Statutes, who is an alien at the outset, becomes a citizen during the proceedings and before judgment, his
disability under section 2319, Revised Statutes, to take title is thereby
removed. Manuel v. Wulff (152 U. S., 505). The same rule has been
uniformly followed by the Department in homestead cases. See
Lerow v. Grant (32 L. D., 403), and cases there cited.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

PETER S. KEENAN.
Decided October 8, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFEFENCE RIGHT.
Expenditures incident to the examining,,surveying and staking of an oil or
gas location, and the recording of notices thereof can not be accredited in
making up the aggregate of $250 required to be expended by section 19
of the act of February 25, 1920, in order to entitle the claimant to a preference right to a prospecting permit.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINGd PERMIT-ADVERSE CLAIM.
An applicant for an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 19 of the
act of February 25, 1920, who is unable to show sufficient fulfillment of
* the expenditure requirement of that section necessary to entitle him to a

permit: thereunder, can not be allowed to amend his application and take
a permit under section 13 of the act in the presence of an adverse claim
existing by reason of the pendency of an application previously filed by
another under the latter section.

First Assistant Secretary:
August 25, 1920, Peter S. Keenan filed application, 08031, under
section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a
permit to prospect for oil and gas upon the SE. i, Sec. 29, T. 29 N.,
R. 113 W., 6th P. M., Evanston land district, Wyoming.
The application was based upon an asserted placer mining location known as the Keenan No. 2, alleged to have been located October 26, 1918, by the applicant and seven other persons. 'It. was
further alleged that on said date and at the expense of the locators,
-and for their use and benefit, a discovery of oil in sufficient quantities to justify men Jf ordinary prudence in making further expenditures on said land,' was made by one, Bruce Parker; that' on
October 31, 1918, the applicant became the sole owner of the claim
by conveyance from the other locators; that during 1918, the applicant expended upon the land more than $100 in time, labor and
money in making improvements on the land and drilling a well
.FINNEY,
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thereon; that in 1919, he expended more than $100 in, time, money
and labor in drilling a second well on- the land; that in examining
surveying, staking, locating and recording, the sum of more than
$60 was expended; that prior to February 25, 1920, the claimant
expended on the land more than $250 in time, money and labor in
making improvements and developments looking to the production
of oil from said land. In connection with-the application, there is
filed what purports to be a copy of -an affidavit executed by BruceParker wherein he avers that a discovery of petroleum was made
on the land in question October 26, 1918, "by drilling a well on said
land and said discovery vas made in said well at a depth of 23 feet
for Peter S. Keenan." There are also filed copies of affidavits of
assessment work with respect to said claim for the years 1918 and
1919, it being alleged in said affidavits that at least $100 was expended
during each of said years for said purpose.
Upon considering .the application, the Coommissioner' of the General Land Office by decision of May 9, 1921, found the application
to be in conflict with the prospecting permit application 07506. of
R. R. Rose, filed March 18, 1920, under -the provisions of section 13,
of said leasing act of 1920, and that it is evident from copies of
affidavits submitted with the application of Keenan and the showing
nmade by him in connection with a protest filed by him against the
application of Rose that Keenan did not expend $250 upon said
claim, " but that the expenditure made was merely assessment work."
le held that the expenditure incident to the examining, surveying,
staking and recording can not be accepted in -satisfaction of the $250
expenditure required by said section 19 of the leasing act and rejected the application because of insufficient expenditure and conflict with the prior application of Rose.
From this action Keenan appeals on the ground (1) that the Commissioner erred in holding that Keenan had not expended $250 upon
-r for the benefit of the claim and in rejecting the application for
that' reason; (2) that even, if it be true that Keenan had not made
such expenditures, his- preference right only would be defeated
thereby and that " it would still be in the discretion of the Secretary
to recognize his equities in the land and grant him equal rights with
the section 13 application." X
The Department concurs in the Commissioner's holding that expenditures incident to the examining, surveying and staking of min-'
ing locations and the recording of notices thereof can not properly
be, accredited towards $250 expenditures required by said section 19.
The showing fails to prove that Keenan has expended upon or for the
benefit of the claim in actual development work, the sum required.
by the statute. Hence, he has not shown himself entitled to a permit
under said section 19.
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It is true that the Department has permitted applicants for. permits under section 19 of the act, who were unable to show a sufficient
expenditure to entitle them to a' permit under said provision- of the
law, to amend their applications and take a prospecting permit under
section 13 of the act, but this can only lawfully be done in the absence
of prior adverse claims. In this case, R. R. Rose filed his application for prospecting permit under section 13 of the leasing act on
March 18, 1920, accompanying it with the necessary proofs. Keenanis application under section 19 was not filed until August 25,
1920. The claim of Rose is therefore prior in time, sand Keenan not
being entitled to a preference right under section 19 of the leasing
act, or under any other provision of said law, can not be granted a
permit in the face of the claim of Rose, prior in time and regular in
form.
When Congress has definitely granted preference rights to those
claimants of possible oil-bearing lands who are able to show expendi-,
tures to the amount and of, the character specifically defined in the
statute, this Department is without authority to grant a like preference to those who are unable to 'meet the requirements of the statute.
No preference exists under the law in such cases and all applicants,
without preference, must be accorded equal rights and privileges. In
such case the rule of priority, long established and consistently maintained by this Department, should and does control.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed, the case closed
and the record returned to the General Land Office.
STOCK DRIVEWAY WITHDRAWAL-INVESTIGATION OF NONXINERAL CLAIMS BASED UPON PRIOR SETTLEMENT.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 783.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 8, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS AND
CHIEFS OF FIELD DIVISIONS:

Hereafter when nonmineral applications are presented for lands
embraced in a, stock driveway withdrawal by persons claiminig settlement prior to such withdrawal, you will refer such applications to the
proper chief of field division for investigation and report before
final action is taken thereon, in accordance with the practice established under the circular of March 6, 1911 (39 L. D., 544), governing
applications of alleged settlers for lands withdrawn under the act
of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847).
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In certain instances heretofore entries of alleged, settlers have been
allowed for lands withdrawn for driveway purposes, owing to the
exception in the orders of withdrawal, with a view to investigation
if deemed advisable at the time final proof is: submitted. The proeedure hereby adopted will supersede that practice and protect applicants from the loss that might be sustained should their residence
then be found insufficient to defeat the withdrawal.
WILLIAM SPRY;,

Cj'oqmmissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
'FirstAssistant Secretary.
:BOND REQUIREMENT IN FORM O)F LEASE ADOPTED UNDER
POTASH REGULATIONS OF MARCH 21, 1918, AMENDED.
[Circular No. 781.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington,D. C., October 10, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The form of lease adopted as a portion of the potash regulations of
March 21, 1918 (46 L. D., 323, 330), under the act of October 2, 1917
(40 Stat., 297), provides in section 2(a) that the lessee must furnish
a bond in the sum of one-tenthi of the proposed investment, but in no
-case less than $5,000.
You are advised that under date of October 5, 1921, the Secretary
of the Interior amended said regulations so as to provide that this
bond shall in no case be less than $2,500.
WILLIAM SPRY,

COMMissione'r.
LYDIA M. JOHNSON AND MINNIE MARTIN- PARKER.
Decided October 11, 1921.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-PATENT-STATUTEs-ACT

OF AnGuST

7,

1882-

NEBRASKA.

It was clearly intended by the terms of section 6 of the act of August 7, 1882,
which provided for the allotment of lands in the Omaha Reservation,
Nebraska, that the determination of questions of descent in the event of
the death of an allottee should 'be controlled entirely by the statutes of
that State from the time of the issuance of the trust patent, and conse: :uently the common law rule of descent has no application to cases arising
under that act.
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The interests of a deceased allottee under a trust patent issued-for lands in
the Omaha Reservation, Nebraska, allotted by the act of August 7, 1882,
descend in accordance with the laws of that State to the surviving husband
or wife and sons and daughters of the decedent, and upon the death of all
of the children, without issue, the entire estate inures to the surviving
parent.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND FOLLOWED-COURT DECISIONS CITED AND
CONSTRUED.

The cases of St. Dennis v. Breedan (27 L. D., 312), and Harrison McCauley
et al. (27 L. D., 399), cited and followed; cases of United States v. Rickert
(188 U. S., 432), and Highrock v. Gavin (179 N. W., 12), cited and construed.

GOODWIN, Assistant Secretary:
You [Commissioner of Indian Affairs] have transmitted briefs
filed by Attorney Hiram Chase in behalf of Lydia M. Johnson and
Minnie Martin.Parker, mother and sister respectively of We-ha-tongah or Maggie Martin Parker, deceased, together with other papers
involving heirship to decedent's allotment on the Omaha Reservation,
Nebraska.
The Omaha Act of August 7, 1882 (22 Stat., 341), under which
decedent's allotment was made and to whom trust patent issued,
provides in the sixth section thereof that upon approval of the
allotments patents shall issue therefor declaring that the United
States will hold the lands for the period of twenty-five years in trust
for the sole use and benefit of the Indian allottees, or in case of their
decease, of their heirs according to the laws of the State of Nebraska, and that at the expiration of said period the United States
will convey the same by patents to the Indians or their heirs in fee
discharged of- the trust. Alienation of the lands is forbidden during the trust period. And the- act further provides "that, the law
of descent and partition in- force in the said State shall apply thereto
after patents therefor have been executed and delivered."
The allottee died February 28, 1920, survived by her husband,
Charles A. Parker, and son, Wallace Parker, who died April 13,
1920, and- a daughter, Margaret Parker, who died April 16,01920,
both without issue. In the determination of heirs, which was done
in accordance with the laws of descent of the State of Nebraska, it
-was found that upon allottee's death her estate was inherited by
her husband, son, and daughter in equal shares; that upon the death
of the son, his interest passed to his sister; and that upon the
daughter's death her interest passed to her father,- Charles A. Parker,
the allottee's husband, who thus acquired the entire estate.
It is contended in the briefs that there was error in the determination of decedent's heirs in that the entire estate is awarded to the
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husband, Charles A. Parker; that under the provisions of the sixth
section of the Omaha Act the State laws of descent do not apply
until after the issuance of final or fee patent; and that in the case
of the death of an allottee during the trust period the estate -passes
to the next of kin and blood relatives which would exclude the husband, reference- being made in this connection to the common law.
A similar contention -was made in the case- of Harrison McCauley
et al. in which the Assistant Attorney General for this Department
rendered opinion September 14, 1898 (27 L. ID., 399). In that
opinion after referring to the sixth section of the Omaha Act it, was
said:
The main question presented is, therefore, who are the "heirs of a deceased
Indian allottee ." according to the laws of the State of Nebraska."
The character of the estate granted has no bearing on this question, except
in determining " the law of descent and partition in force in the said State
*
* * after patents therefor have been executed and delivered."
The language just quoted evidently refers to the preliminary or trust patents,
for the reason that it was already provided that the patent to be issued at the
expiration of the twenty-five year period should convey a fee " free of all charge
or incumbiance wvhatsoever," and to say that the law of descent and distribution in said State should apply after a conveyance in fee would be mere
surplusage and add nothing to the statute, or be held as .intended to operate
as a restraint on alienation after a conveyance in fee, a thing which was clearly
not contemplated by the statute. The term " fee" alone carries with it an
estate of perpetuity, and confers an unlimited power of alienation. In modern
estates fee, fee-simple, and fee-absolute are synonymous-" simple " or " absolute " adds nothing to the comprehensiveness of the original term. Moreover,
to hold that the phrase ." after patents have been issued" operates to defer
the operation of the laws of Nebraska as -to descent upon these lands until
after the final patents have been issued would be against the general policy
of the Government to bring these Indians under the operation of all the laws
of the State as fast as practicable. (See- opinion of the Assistant Attorney
General of August 12, 1898,. Vol. 14, page 38.) It results. that the law of
descent and partition in the State of Nebraska applies and governs the disposition of these allotted lands upon the death of the allottee.

That opinion is decisive of the question raised in the briefs but it
is claimed that the opinion; was overruled in the case of United States
V. Rickert (188 U. S., 432). This claim or assumption is apparently
based on the closing part of the opinion wherein allotments upon
which trust patents have issued are referred to as being "'freehold'"
estates. The use of the word in that connection appears to have
conveyed the erroneous impression that " freehold" and "fee:" are
necessarily synonymous terms. The argument seems to, be that as
this opinion was overruled as claimed it results that a trust patent
allottee. has an estate limited at common law to a particular class
of heirs such as next of kin and blood, relatives. That the use of the
term ." freehold " was not intended in that sense is clearly shown in
tthe above quotation from the McCauley case wherein it is pointed
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out that a fee is the highest type or character-of title. The term was
evidently used in that'case in respect to a trust patent allottee solely
in-the-sense of beingian estate of inheritance as contemplated by the
Omaha Act, and which allotment in case of the death of the allottee
would under the -provisions of the.act pass to his heirs according to
the Nebraska laws of descent. The use of the term in that connection was apparently justified as applied to trust allotments under
the definition and classification .of estates of freehold and freeholds
of inheritance, viz:-'.' such estate as requires actual possession";
"estate of inheritance or for life in real property"; "an'estate of
inheritance is an estate which may descend to heirs ";-all of which
are distinguishable from the definition of a fee simple estate: " largest
estate and most extensive, interests that can be enjoyed in land,
being an absolute estate in perpetuity, and conferring an unlimited
power of alienation." Under the authorities a freehold estate may
be less than a fee.
It is well settled that upon the issuance of a trust patent to an
Indian allottee he secures an equitable title to the land, the legal title
;remaining in the Government until issuance of final or fee patent.
A freehold estate may be legal or equitable and it was evidently in
the latter sense that Itheterm was used in the McCauley case. Furthermore, the opinion in that case. was dealing with an allotment
upon which trust patent only had issued and the Omaha Act specifically provides that fee title is not to pass until issuance of the second
or final patent. The true situation in respect to the contention now
made in this matter is further shown in the case of St. Dennis v.
Breedan (27 L. D., 312), reference to which is made in the McCauley
case and wherein the Assistant Attorney General.for this Department
held among other thingsIt might be claimed that the phrase "after patents have been issued " operates to defer the operation of the laws of Oregon as to alienation and descent
upon these lands until after the final patents have been issued at the expiration of the period of twenty five years. But this would be against the general
intention to bring these people under the operation of all the laws of the' State
as-fast as practicable. The object:of the proviso quoted above was to furnish a
rule to determine the heirship in cases where the allottee should die before
the issuance of the second or final patent. Upon the issuance of that patent
the right of the allottee to the land became full and perfect, relieved of all control or supervision of the United States, and the Indian having become a citizen
. there could be no necessity for a declaration as to what laws of alienation and
descent should thereafter control. It was the evident intention to make these
lands subject to the laws of the State .of Oregon from the time of the issuance
of the trust patents except as to .the right of alienation.

As to invoking the common law in the matter of determining; the
heirs to the estate of Maggie- Martin Parker, deceased, to whomr trust
patent was issued, it- is sufficient to say that such determination is
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contriol1ed entirely by statute which provides that in case of the death
of an allottee during the trust period the allotment will*be held for
the benefit -of the heirs " according to the laws of Nebraska " and
"that the laws of descent and partition in the said State shall apply
thereto " after the trust patents have been issued.The case of United States v. Rickert, supra, clearly does not have
the effect of overruling the McCauley case as claimed. In fact, upon
full analysis they will be found to be in accord. That case was not
dealing with the subject involved here~and it merely defines the province of a trust patent saying that the choice of the word " patents"
to express the real meaning was not happily chosen; "in other words
the United States retained the legal title, giving the Indian allottee a
paper or writing, improperly called a patent, showing that at a particular time in the future, unless it was extended by the President he
would be entitled to a regular patent conveying the- fee." This is in
line with the manner in which the law has always been construed andL
administered. Nor is there anything -In the case of 'Highrodk v.
Gavin (179 N. W., 12), to which reference is also made in the briefs,
opposed to what has been said in regard to the Rickert case.
The provisions of the sixth section of the Omaha Act, the constriction placed thereon by the Department and the courts, and the
manner in which they and similar provisions of law have been administered, all -support the action 'ta ken in determining the heirs of
Maggie Martin Parker. Such action will, therefore, be adhered to,
the contention made on behalf of Lydia' M. Johnson and Maggie
Martin Parker being hereby denied.
PREFERENTIAL CLAIMS UNDER SUCTION 8- OF THE ACT OF
DECEMBER 29, 1916-CIRCULAR NO. 523, AMENDED.
[Circular No. 782.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. d., October 13, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

-

On August 29, 1921, the Department amended paragraph 13 (d)
of the regulations under the stock-raising homestead act of December
29,9 1916 (39 Stat., 862), as embodied in the reprint ((Circular No.
523), of July 30, 1919 (47 L. D., 227-,237), and of August 27, 1920,
to read as follows:
"13 (d)-. A preferential claim cannot be recognized unless, on the date the.
designation of the land in question becomes effective, the land originally entered
52403
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by the claimant has been designated under the act or there ispending a' petition
-by such claimant for the designation of the land originally entered by him."'

:

WmirAA SPRY,
- . ~~Courmssi~oner.

LACKEY v. DURNFORD.
Decided August 24, 1921.
,COAL LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-APPLICATION-SECTION 2347, REVISED
-STATUTES.
Where a conflict arises between a coal land application filed pursuant to
section 2347, Revised Statutes, and an oil placer mining location previously
initiated, involving a tract of classified coal land, it must be held that said
land is not subject to disposition under that statute as " vacant coal land
of the United States not otherwise appropriated," if it is shown that the
land was at the date of the ffiling of said application and continuously
thereafter in the possession and occupancy of the mining locator, and that
work thereon was prosecuted to a sufficient discovery of oil.
DEcIsIoN CrITED AS IN POINT.
The case of Cosmos Exploration Company v.- Gray Eagle Oil Company et at.
(112 Fed., 4), cited as in point.

First Assistant Secretary:
The land here involved is the N. I NE. i, Sec. 12, T. 28 N., R. 114
W., 6th P. M., Evanston land district, Wyoming. It was by the
Commissioner's letter of June 29, 1907,. classified as coal land and
appraised 'at the minimum price of $10 per acre, the land being situated more than 15 miles from a completed railroad.
On May 12, 1916, Nelida A. Durnford filed coal-land application
05477 for said tract,+together with the S. H SE. i of Sec. 1 of the
same township- and range. Notice of application was published and
posted for a period of 30 days commencing May 25, 1916, and proof
thereof was filed in the local office July 5, 1916, on which date the
applicant relinquished the said S. 1 SE. 4, Sec. 1, and made payment for the N. N NE. i,, Sec.-12, in the sum of $800 at the appraised
price of the land.
On June 24, 1916, Charles Lackey filed a protest against said application alleging that on or about May 1, 1916, he moved onto the land
in question a-well drilling apparatus; that he immediately began
drilling for petroleum on said land; that on May 4, 1916, he and
others, including George and Neil Durnford, made a placer mining
location, the Cretaceous Oil Claim No. 1, of the NE. i, Sec. 12; that
,on May 6, 1916, a discovery of petroleum was made on said land; that
on November 9, 1916, seven of the locators conveyed to him, the eighth
locator, all of their right, title, and interest in and to said mining
claim; that the land contains valuable deposits of petroleum and gas
and is more valuable on account of said deposits than for any other
FINNEY,
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purpose, and thRat he and his assigns have a legal claim to said land
and the petroleum -and gas deposits therein.
By decision of July 24,1918, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office dismissed the said protest on the report of a mineral-examiner
of his office 'and directed that upon the filing of an affidavit by the
applicant showing that the money with which she paid for the land
was her own separate funds, she being a married woman and the wife,
of the said George Durnford, final certificate would issue. On July
29, 1918, but pending the period allowed for appeal by the protestant
from the said decision of the Commissioner, final certificate issued on
-the application.

Appeal from said decision was filed August 29, 1918, the protestant
having in the meantime, however, and on August 6, 1918, filed a second protest against the application and entry setting up, in addition
to the allegations contained in the former protest, that on 'May 6,
1916, the affiant made a discovery of petroleum in a 175-foot well
drilled on. the said land; that in the course of drilling said hole extending over a period of six days, the affiant took out and removed
therefrom six barrels of high grade petroleum; that from the time of
posting of notice of location on the land, to and including the said
discovery of oil, drilling operations were prosecuted continuously,
and with all possible diligence by the protestant; that the Cretaceous
Oil Company is the owner, by quitclaim deeds from the locators, of
said claim; that said company has expended approximately $30,000
upon the land described and lands adjacent thereto,. in the development of oil and gas resources thereof; that the said company has
caused a well to be. sunk to a depth of about 800 feet upon the land
described and that drilling operations are now in progress; that the
affiant has been familiar for a number of years with the coal deposits
on said land; that the said deposits are at no place more than 30 inches
in thickness and that the coal is very soft and of exceedingly inferior
grade.;'that the affiant has endeavored to use said coal in his drilling
operations and that a fire can not be maintained in the boiler with
said coal; that affliant has customarily used wood hauled a distance of
.

more than two miles in preference to using said coal which can be ob-

tained within 80 feet of the boiler; that the land is entirely worthless
so far as its coal deposits are concerned.
By decision of September 9, 1918, the Commissioner ordered a
hearing on said charges, holding therein that if the charges could
be established by-sufficient evidence the coal classification of the land
should be set aside and'the land declared to be subject to acquisition
under the placer mining laws. Hearing -was accordingly had commencing April 28, 1919, and upon consideration of the evidence
the local officers rendered nonconcurring opinions, the register finding in favor of the coal claimant and the receiver in favor of the
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protestant. From said decisions the protestant and the protestee,
respectively, appealed.
Upon considering the case the Commissioner by decision of December 6, 1920, found and held that the protestant went upon the land
May 1, 1916, and moved a drilling rig thereon; that on May 4, 1916,
the- NE. i, Sec. 12, was located for oil by Lackey and seven others;
that. the location notice was recorded May 11, 1916; that on May 9,
'1916, the locators joined in a quitclaim deed to Charles Lackey and
that on the same date George Durnford entered into an agreement
with Lackey by the terms of which Durnford surrendered to -Lacke'
certain cabins, mining tools and coal workings on the ground and'
agreed that Lackey should have the use of said cabins, sheds, etc.,
and tools and the privilege of mining and using all coal necessary
for drilling operations and domestic use on the claim; that on May 6,
1916, an apparently valid discovery of oil was made on the claim in a
175-foot well; that further drilling upon the land. in the summer of.
1918 resulted in the production of oil from a well sunk to a depth
of 1,023 feet, which had an estimated daily pumping capacity of 25
barrels; that two other wells had been sunk by the protestant on Sec.
1, same township and range, in which oil was found; that both coal
and oil have been developed on the land but that the coal was of
poor grade'and apparently of no commercial value; that George
Durnford, the husband of the protestee, opened a coal mine upon the
land and after working it for upwards of a year, under a declaratory
statement filed in October, 1914, had forfeited his rights to the property; that the protestee was undoubtedly fully aware of the oil
operations of Lackey conducted in May, 1916, upon the NW. i NE. 1,
Sec. 12, when- she filed her application to purchase the land; that at
that time, however, Lackey was in possession of the land, had a perfected placer mining location thereon and was, thereafter, subject to
all the 'obligations and possessed all the privileges of one in possession of a valid and subsisting minibg claim; that in view 'of said
facts -and of the provisions of section 2347, Revised Statutes, which
restrict applications thereunder to vacant coal lands of the United
States not otherwise appropriated or reserved by competent authority, the land in question was not subject to purchase by the protestee; that Lackey had established the allegations of his protest,
and that the coal-land application should be rejected and the coal
land classification in so far as it applied to the N. A NE. i, Sec. 12, setaside. The decision of the register was accordingly reversed and
that of the receiver affirmed. From this action the protestee appeals.
It appears that on October 3, 1914, George Durnford, the husband
of the protestee filed a-coal declaratory statement for-the land here
in question and the adjoining S. j, Sec. 1, alleging that he entered
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into possession of the land August 15, 1914, and on September 20O
1914, opened a valuable mine of coal thereon. On September 8,
19io, he relinquished -the S. - NE. 1, Sec. 1, and NW. NE.;, Sec.
12, and on the same date filed application, to purchase the NW. i
NE. i, Sec. 12. Proof of publication of notice of the application for
30 days commencing September 16, 1915, and of contemporaneous
posting of the same in the local office was filed October 28, 1915, but
the application was rejected by the local officers April 15, 1916, for
failure on the part of the applicant to file proof of posting of notice:
on the land and to tender payment of the purchase price. From
this action no appeal was filed. On the other hand the applicant,
on May 12, 1916, filed a relinquishment of all his right, title, and
interest in and to the tract covered by his application.
In the meantime, however, he had prosecuted development work
on the mine that he had opened on the land and at the time of the
filing of his last relinquishment the mine consisted of a slope, about
165 feet in length running in an easterly direction from a point about
400 feet south of the north line and approximately the same distance
of the west line of NE. 4 NW. -, Sec. 12. From, this mine it appears Durnford had removed and sold, and received pay for, over
300 tons of coal.
As above stated, and on May 4, 1916, Durnford joined with the
protestant, Lackey, and six others, including his son Neil Durnford, in a notice of the location of the Cretaceous No. 1 placer mining
claim embracing the land in question and on May 9, 1916, joined in
the execution of a deed purporting to quitclaim and convey the interests of seven of the said locators in and to the claim to Lackey,
and on the date last named entered'into the agreement with Lackey
recited in the Commissioner's decision.
On June 20, 1916, Lackey executed a deed purporting to quit'laim
and convey the location to the Cretaceous Oil Company, a corporation. 'Since May 1, 1916, the locators of said claim and their successors in interest have been in continuous, exclusive and uninterrupted possession of the ground.
'
From the first until about the sixth of May, 1916, Lackey was
engaged in drilling a well on said land at a point a few, feet from the
portal of the coal mine. Lackey testifies that said well was sunk
to- a total depth of 175 feet; that he -was assisted in the drilling
of said well by 'Gray Huston and Bruce Parker; that the first show-ing of oil therein was found at a depth of 80 feet; that the well was
then drilled to a depth of 175 feet where they obtained more oil;
that this was shale oil; that at the time the discovery. was made
Bruce Parker was operating the drill and that at the time the oil
was encountered at the depth of 175 feet the witness and Parker
-
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were doing the drilling. Asked to state approximately the quantity
of oil that was discovered in that well, the witness said, "Oh, in the
neighborhaad of. one-half barrel in a day. In a day and a night we
took out more than a barrel." Gray Huston testified that he worked
for Lackey and assisted in the drilling of a well on the land in the
-early, part of 1916; that he worked as a helper; that a discovery of
oil was made in that well, but that he does not know for sure at
what depth the discovery was made as they never measured it; that
it might have been 70, 75 or 80 feet; that Lackey was not- present
at the time the discovery of oil was 'made;that when Lackey left
he gave witness instructions to stop the machinery if he got oil and
that he shut the machinery down when oil was encountered; that
after Lackey returned he, Lackey, went on with the drilling. George
Durnford testified that he and a mineral examiner went to that well
in 1917 and found a hole 44 feet deep. Asked what indications of
oil they found in that hole, the witness said, "we found in the bottom
of the hole a, heavy black substance of an oily nature about eight
inches in depth."
This is substantially all of the testimony with respect to the
result of the drilling in said 175-foot well and the Department is of
opinion that it falls far short of establishing a legal discovery of
mineral on the claim. However, in the summer of 1918, the mineralclaimants in the meantime having maintained their possession of the
land, a well was sunk at a point about six feet from said 175-foot well
to a depth of 1,023 feet. This well penetrated a deposit of oil-bearing
sand 43 feet in thickness carrying a high grade of paraffin oil. While
the 'producing capacity of this' well has not been tested, from six to.
ten barrels of oil appear to have been taken therefrom and the Department has no doubt that the oil developed therein is sufficient in
quantity to constitute a mineral discovery.
The evidence adduced at the hearing on behalf of the protestant
does not, in the judgment of the Department, warrant the overturning of the classification of the land as valuable for coal and its ap* praisal at the minimum price as such, as it clearly appears that no
systematic attempt was made by the protestant or any of his witnesses to demonstrate the quality of the coal exposed on the land or
to determine the extent to which the land is underlain by that or any
other body of coal. But assuming, in accordance with the protestee's
contentions, that the land does possess a positive value for coal the
evidence shows that at the date of the filing of her application the:
land was and since has been in the continuous occupancy and possession.under claim and color of title, asserted by virtue of the oil
* placer mining laws, of the locators of the Cretaceous No. 1 placer
mining claim, of whom the protestee's husband was one, and their
successors in interest; that they at large expense have performed
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drilling operations upon the land which ultimately led to the actual
disclosure within the limits of the claim of oil sufficient in quantity
to constitute a mineral discovery, although no such discovery had
*been made at the time the said application was filed. Section 2347,
Revised Statutes, pursuant to which the -protestee is seeking title to:
the land, authorizes the entry thereunder only of " vacant coal land
of the United States not otherwise appropriated."
The case as thus presented is very closely analogous to that of
*Cosmos Eiploration Company vi. Gray Eagle Oil Company et at.
.(112 Fed., 4), which. involved a conflict between a selection application under the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36), and an antecedent oil placer mining location upon which no discovery of mineral had been made at the time the selection application. was filed.
The act prescribed that lands- to be subject to disposition thereunder
should be " vacant and open to settlement " and it was contended by
the appellant that the land there in controversy was of that status
at the time the application was filed for the reason that the defend-ant's mining locations were then void for want of discovery. In
passing upon that contention the court said:
It will be noticed that these locations were -made over six months prior to
the date of selection under the forest reserve act by the grantor of appellant.
What is the meaning of the words "vacant lands open to settlement," used
in the act with reference to the facts as alleged in the bill? The ordinary
meaning of the word "vacant" in its general use, is to be empty or unfilled. * * * Vacant lands are such as are absolutely free, unclaimed, and
unoccupied. "The word 'vacant,' when applied to lands, means those which
have not been appropriated by individuals." Marshall v. Bompart, 18 Mo.
84, 87.
*

*

*

i

*

.

e*s

From the allegations of the bill it appears that at the time of appellants'
selection of the lands in question no discovery of any mineral had been made.
Appellees could not at that time have acquired any- title to the lands included
in their locations. The discovery of mineral was- essential for that purpose;;
but they were not trespassers upon the public lands of the United States. They
had a lawful right to be there. They were in occupancy of the land they had
located. They claimed it to be mineral and were diligently at work to prove
it to be such. Under these circumstances it cannot, in our opinion, be said to
be vacant land at the time of appellants' selection thereof under the provisions
dof the act of 1897. The land was not vacant and open to settlement at that
time, because it was then occupied by the defendant's grantors under a claim
and color of right. It matters not that they had not all that time acquired any
rights against the United States. It is true that no valid location of a mining
claim can be made, under the mining laws, until the discovery of mineral.
* -* * It does not, however, follow that, because no mineral was found, the
land -in question was unoccupied.
*

-

*

*

*

*

*

.-

g

But, whatever his rights may be, the fact that the miner is in the actual possession without having made any location at all shows that the land is not

"vacant.".

-
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The Department is of opinion that the same rule applies with
equal force to the case of a conflict between a coal land application
under section 2347 of the Revised Statutes and an oil placer mining
location initiated prior to the filing of the application,, at all times
within the possession and occupancy of the mineral claimants, and
upon which a sufficient discovery of oil has been made; that, in
other words, such land is not vacant and unappropriated coal lands
of the United States and-subject to entry under said section..
It is accordingly held that the land here in question, having been
shown to have. been at the date of the filing of the protestee's appli.cation and continuously thereafter in the possession and occupancy
of persons claiming the same under an oil placer mining location
initiated prior to the said filing, work upon which was prosecuted
-to a discovery of substantial quantities of high grade oil, was not
subject to entry under said application. The judgment of the Commissioner is therefore affirmed and the coal entry will be canceled.
LACKEY v. DURNFORD.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of August 24, 1921
(48 L. D., 226), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, October
14, 1921.,
EVANS v. WOODARD (ON REHEARING).
Decided October 14, 1921.
CONTEST- HOMESTEAD ENTRY-MILITARY SERVICE-AFFIDAVIT-ACT or J-uLy 28,

1917.
'A departmental regulation directing that no contest against a homestead
entry charging abandohment be entertained during the periods covered by
the act of July 28, 1917, unless accompanied by a nonmilitary service affidavit, is broader than the act itself, which requires such affidavits to be
furnished only in contests against those specified in the act; and the practice based upon such regulation need not have controlling weight- where,
a contest having, been entertained, it is clearly shown that the entryman
was not of the class which Congress intended to protect.
CONTEST-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-LAND DEPARTMENT.

Where the statutory period within which final proof upon a homestead entry
may be submitted has not terminated, the Land Department may, upon the
withdrawal of a contest predicated on- the charge of abandonment, treat
the matter as ex parte and permit the entryman to perfect the claim if
the requirements of law have been satisfactorily fulfilled, even though such
compliance was subsequent to the initiation of the contest.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIoN CITED AND FoLLoWED.

-

The case of Thomas v. Richey (48 L. D., 181), cited and followed.
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First Assistant Secretary:

Motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of Nellie Woodard,
fin the above -entitled case, wherein the Department, by decision
rendered on appeal, July 13, 1921, affirmed the action taken by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, January 10Q, 1921,
sustaining the contest of Arley A. Evans and holding said Woodard's.
additional entry for cancellation on the oround of nonfulfillment of
the residence and cultivation requirements of the enlarged homestead
act.-The motion was accompanied with a brief and by affidavits of C.
Raymond Woodard and Wiley P. Renshaw, copies of all of whichpapers were duly served on the contestant as evidenced by registered
return receipt.
Two reasons are set forth on behalf of the contestee why the motion
should be entertained, which are (1) that the Commissioner of the
General Land Office and the Department were without jurisdiction
to act upon the case inasmuch as the contest affidavit failed to allege
that the entrywoman's default was not due to her employment in
the army, navy or marine corps of the United States, as mandatorily required' by the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), and the
departmental instructions issued pursuant thereto, and (2) that the
parties in interest have effected a settlement of. the controversy and.,
the contestant has executed a withdrawal of the contest.
A formal withdrawal of the contest, executed by the contestant,
INMas filed September 19, 1921.
It appears from the statements contained in the affidavits submitted with the motion that since the time of the hearing, the contestee- has been living upon the entry, complying with the law, and
is now in a position to submit final proof.
The first contention of counsel for contestee is without merit: That
point was carefully considered by this Department in the case of
Thomas v. Richey, decided July 19, 1921 (48 L. P., 181), in
which it was held that while the Land Department, in order -to
further safeguard the interests of those protected by the military
service statutes, has refused to entertain all contests based upon the
charge of abandonment during the periods covered thereby, in the
absence of an allegation that the default was not- due to such service,
yet that practice need not have controlling weight where, a contest
having been entertained, it is clearly shown that the entryman was
not of the class protected by the law. This principle is applicable
to the case at bar. The provisions of the act of July 28, 1917, supra,
-were aimed to protect a special class of entrymen. To safeguard;
their interests the Department required -by its regulations that the
nonmilitary service averment should be incorporated in all contest
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affidavits. The act itself did not, however, go so far. It required
the averment only in the contest affidavits involving entries of those
specified in the act. Congress did not intend to protect those who
clearly were not of the class for whose benefit it legislated.
The second contention warrants consideration. In view of the
fact that the contestant has voluntarily executed and filed a withdrawal of the contest, that withdrawal is hereby accepted and the
contest is accordingly dismissed and the case will be treated as an
exs parte matter. According to the record the statutory period
within which final proof must be submitted has not yet expired, and,
inasmuch as affidavit testimony has been submitted to the effect that
the contestee has since the hearing complied with the law and is in
a position to submit proof, the motion is granted, the prior decision
rendered herein is vacated, and the case remanded to the end that
the entrywoman be permitted to perfect her entry if she is now in a
position to submit satisfactory proof.
PROCEDURE WITH REFERENCE TO NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE
TERMS OF AN OIL AND GAS PERMIT.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 785.1DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. a., October 14, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

In the case of oil and gas prospecting permits issued under section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), where more than
twelve months and ten days have elapsed you will not call for
corroborated affidavits describing the work done upon the land
pursuant to the letter of the Secretary of the Interior, dated January 12, 1921, unless directed to do so by this office in any specific
case.
The Department, however, will consider any information as to noncompliance with the terms of a permit and should such showingbe filed you will transmit same to this office for consideration..

WLLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First-Assistant Secretary.
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INSTRUCTIONS.
October 18, 1921.

Auxmmay PROJEOT-CITIZENSHIP-PATENT.
Section 2 of the act of January 25, 1917, which imposes the qualification
of citizenship upon '" any purchaser or patentee " of lands within the Yuma
Auxiliary Project, Arizona, did not contemplate the restriction of the right
of original entry or purchase to native born or to those who had theretofore
become citizens, but the conditions of the statute as to citizenship are
sufficiently met if, at the time of the issuance of patent, the patentee is a
citizen of the United States.

RECLAMATION-YJMA

Acting Secretary:.
The Department is in receipt of your [Commissioner of the -General Land Office] letter of August 31, 1921; requesting instructions
in regard to the showing in the matter of citizenship which should
be required of applicants to purchase lands within the Yuma Aux-iliary Project, Arizona, under the provisions of the act of January
25, 1917 (39 Stat., 868) ,as amended.
Section 2 of this act provides in part as follows:
FINNEY,

Upon full payment of the purchase price, patent shall issue for the lands,
and no qualification or limitation shall be required of any purchaser or
patentee exceptthat he be a citizen of the United States.

The law contemplates that full payment of all installments of the
purchase price shall be made within three years of the date of sale,
or receipt of notice by the purchaser of the acceptance of his bid by
the Secretary of the Interior. . The specific question presented is:
whether this office should wait until the purchase price has been fully paid and
application made for issuance of patent on the land before requiring any evidence of claimants citizenship; or, whether such evidence should be: furnished
by the applicant at the time of filing application-to purchase, or within the

time allowed by notice from this office specifically requiring such evidence.
If any evidence of citizenship is required at the time of filing application to
purchase, the further question arises as to whether a person who has merely
filed declaration of intention to become a citizen is eligible to make application for the purchase of the land, or whether he should Show that he is a native
born or naturalized citizen of the United States.

In the approved form of application to'purchase (47 L. D., -273,
275--277); the affidavit of citizenship requires the applicant to state
whether he is native born or. naturalized; and if not native born,
he is informed by means of instructions printed on the affidavit that
"record evidence of citizenship will be required before patent will
issue." Apparently, the form makes no provision for discovering
whether or not an unnaturalized alien has declared his intention to
become a- citizen.
The uniform policy of Congress has been to restrict the right of
entry and purchase of public lands of the United States to citizens
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or those who have declared their intention to become citizens.
istance, section 2289, Revised Statutes, provides:

;.[VO..

For

Every person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age
of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who has filed
his declaration of intention to become such, as required by the naturalization
laws, shall be entitled * * *

to make homestead entry.
*

Section 2291, Revised Statutes, provides for the submission of
final proof on homestead entries and for issuance of patents to the
beneficiaries specified therein "if at that time citizens of the United
States."
The act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 377), amended by the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095, 1096), allows desert-land entry to be
made by " any citizen of the United States, or any person of requisite
age, who may be entitled to become a citizen, and who has filed his
declaration to become such." Such entryman can not, however, obtain
patent until he has become a citizen of the United States.
While section 2 of the act of January 25, 1917, supra, imposes the
qualifications of citizenship upon any " purchaser or patentee," the
obvious purpose of the law is to limit the issuance of patents to such
entrymen not native born as have completed their purchases and
become citizens of the United States, and not to restrict the right of
original entry or purchase to such as had theretofore become citizens.
An applicant should be required to state at the time he files
application whether he is native born, naturalized or has filed his
declaration to become a citizen. If not native born, he should be
required within such time as may be accorded for, that purpose to
file evidence of citizenship_ or a certified copy of his declaration of
intention to become a citizen.
*MARY ELIZABETH TOLAND.
Decided October 20, 1921.

MILITARY

SERVICE-HOMESTEAD-RESIDENCE-CULTIV.ATION.

In applying credit for military service in connection with final proofs on
homestead entries, such credit is to be accepted as constructivexresidence
and cultivation for the third year of the entry Where the entryman is
entitled to one year for service and for the second and third years where

he is entitled to two years for service.
DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS INTERPRETED.

X

The Departmental instructions contained in Circular No. 646, approved
June 4, 1919 (47 L. D., 161), interpreted.

FiNwirY, First Assistant

Secreta~ry:

November 29, 1916, Mary Elizabeth Toland made an enlarged
homestead entry 035895, Lewistown land district, Montana, for the,
-On
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El.; N lE. I, SW. i NE. i SE. 1ISW. iNE.:,l SEI0 N.i SE. 1
Sec. 12; T. 18 N., R. 26 E., M. M., containing 280 acres.
On December 24, 1920, she submitted final proof showing that she
established residence on the land in May, 1917, and lived there until
November 15, 1917, at which time she filed notice of leave of absence.
On May 15, 1918, she entered the United States Navy Nurse Corps
and served until December 31, 1918. During the -year 1919 she wasabsent on a leave of absence on account of her health, having contracted the " flu " while in the service. She returned to the land on
March 3, 1920, and lived there until December 1, 1920, and cultivated
18 acres to millet and harvested a good crop. The improvements
consist of a 10 by 12 foot frame house, two wells, and one-half mile
of two-wire fence. Final certificate was issued January 3, 1921.
On June 20, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land Ofce
called on the entrywoman to show why she had not cultivated at least
35 acres during 1920, and held the proof for rejection and final
certificate for cancellation, leaving the entry intact, subject to
future compliance with the law within the statutory 'life of the
entry'. She has, appealed from said holding. She contends that
she has complied with the law by cultivating 18 acres which is
more than one-sixteenth of the area, and calls attention to Circular
No. 646, approved June 4, 1919 (47 L. D., 151), which provides
that if the entryman had one year's military service he must comply with the law as to residence for two years and cultivate at least
one-sixteenth of the area the second year. She states further that
she has cultivated the land since proof and has a reasonable expectation of a good crop.
The entrywoman has complied with the homestead law by living
on the land more than seven months each year for two years and
cultivating more than one-sixteenth of the area during the second
year. The circular of June 4, 1919, supra, may be better' under-o
stood if it is borne in mind that one year's military service is acceptable as constructive residence and cultivation for the third year of
the entry, and two years' service fore the second and third years. The proof may be accepted in the absence of other objections.
The decision appealed from is reversed.
ALEXANDER FRASER AND CARL HARVEY.
Decided September 1.2, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTIN(G PERMIT-PREFERENCE RIGHT-DESERT LAND
ENTRY-ASSIGNMENT.

Section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, did not modify or limit the right
of assignment of a desert-land entry authorized by preexisting law or deprive an assignee of any rights or privileges conferred upon the original entryman, and' the recognized assignee of one who made a desert-land entry
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of lands not withdrawn or classified as mineral at the time of entry is entitled to a preference right to prospect for oil and gas, notwithstanding that
the assignment was made subsequent to January 1, 1918.

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:
At the Visalia, California, land office on December 24, 1920, Carl
Harvey applied for a permit under section 13 of the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon the NW. I7
Sec. 6, T. 29 S., R. 24 E., M. D. M. The local officers rejected the application because the land was not withdrawn and was embraced in
an unrestricted desert-land entry. The applicant appealed. The
desert-land entry referred to was made by Zida Whitaker on January
31, 1911, and was assigned to Alexander Fraser by instrument executed Npvember 24, 1920. The assignment was recognized by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office on February 15, 1921.
Under date of May 13, 1921, the Director of. the Geological Survey reported that in his opinion the geologic conditions existing under the land are such that opportunity for prospecting should not be
denied. Whereupon the Commissioner of the General Land Office
directed the local officers to advise the desert-land entrywoman that
she would be allowed to file her consent to the reservation to the
United States of the oil and gas content of the land and to exercise
her preference right to a permit. On June 29, 1921, the assignee of
the desert-land entry, Fraser, filed his consent to accept a patent containing the provisions, reservations, and limitations -;of the act of
July 17, 1914 (36 Stat., 509), and on the same day applied for a permit under section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, to prospect
for oil and gas upon the land.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office has submitted the
record, with a recommendation that the application of Fraser be
rejected as the desert-land entry was assigned to him subsequent to
January 1, 1918.
Section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, provides:
In the case of lands bona fide entered as agricultural and not withdrawn or
classified as mineral at the time of entry, but not including lands claimed under
any railroad grant, the entryman or patentee, or assigns, where assignment
was made prior to Ianuary 1, 1918, if the entry has been patented with the
mineral right reserved, shall be entitled to a preference right to a permit and
to a lease, as herein provided, in case of discovery.
* * X

The evident purpose of limiting the preference right to assignees
who acquired title prior to January 1, 1918, was to prevent speculation in such lands by those who might desire to acquire preference
rights through such transactions, and it is evident from the language
that Congress had in mind assignments or sales made after patent
or after the right to a patent had been fully earned by compliance
with law by the original entryman or patentee. As a general rule,
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the public-land laws-and that is particularly true of the homestead
laws-do not recognize or permit assignment until after the benefi&iary has fully complied with the law and earned a right to a
-patent. In the case of desert-land entries, however, the law specifically authorizes and permits the assignment thereof to qualified persons. When such assignment is recognized, the assignee takes the
place of the original entryman, is required to perform the labor
and make the expenditures requisite to final proof and patent, and is
entitled to all the benefits that would have accrued to his assignor.
I am clearly of the opinion that Congress did not intend to modify
or limit the right of assignment of desert-land entries conferred, by
existing law or to deprive an assignee under that law of any rights
or privileges which said laws conferred upon the original entryman.
The foregoing is in accordance with the thought that the preference, except as to assignments made prior to January 1, 1918, is to. be
conferred only upon those who are required to earn title by residence,
cultivation, improvement, or some other act required by the applicable law. The widow, heir, or devisee of a homestead entryman,
and the heirs or assignee of a desert-land entryman, are the' successors of the original entryman, and are within the class entitled
to the preference right provided for by said section 20, since they
are allowed by law to complete the entry by compliance with the
applicable statute.,
The case is remanded with directions that the officers be instructed
to forward the application of Fraser, suspended in their office, and
if upon examination thereof it appears that the applicant is; in all
respects qualified, the application of Harvey will be rejected and
that of Fraser granted.
ALEXANDER FRASER AND CARL HARVEY.
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of September 12,

1921 (48 L. D., 237), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
October 21, 1921.
FRED MATHEWS.
Decided October 25, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERmIT-ACT oF FEBRUARY 25,1920-STATUTES.

The provision in section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to the
limitation of length of a tract of land that may be included in an Gil and gas
prospecting permit, is directory, not mandatory, and a permit may be
granted under-that section for the prospecting of a tract, the length of which
exceeds two and one half times its width, where the conditions are such
that, because of prior disposals, a reasonable area of land in compact form
as prescribed by the act is not available.
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

At the Salt Lake City, Utah, land office on February 5, 1921, Fred
Mathews applied for a permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon-a
tract of unsurveyed land, described by metes and bounds, and believed to be, when surveyed, approximately SE. 4 SE. 1, Sec. 17,
S. 1 S.
Sec. 16, S. i S. , Sec. 15, S. I S.
Sec. 14, and S. iSW. l,Sec. 13, T. 36S., R. 8 E., S. L. M.
By decision dated June 9, 1921, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office rejected the application because the length of the land
described is more than two and one-half times its width. Applicant
has appealed..
Section 13. of the act of February 25, 192(, supra, provides, among
other things, that the lands sought in an application for a permit
shall be located in a reasonably compact forrm and according to the
legal subdivisions of the public land surveys if the land be sur-.
veyedand in an approximately square or rectangular tract if the land be an unsurveyed tract, the length of which shall not exceed two and one-half times its
width.

The tract applied for is 19,800 feet long and 1,741 feet wide, and
is located between and is bounded by land embraced in prior applications for prospecting permits. Its area is slightly in excess of
791 acres.
In prescribing the length and width of unsurveyed tracts which
may be embraced in prospecting permits, Congress apparently in
tended to prevent an applicant from securing an undue advantage be
locating a long and narrow tract-of land across a geologic structure,
and assumed that unsurveyed land was unappropriated and couli
be taken in the prescribed form.
In construing the provisions of said section 13 as to compactness
of areas that may be included in a prospecting permit the- Department has held that those provisions of the section were directory,
not-mandatory. For example, it has been held that incontiguous
tracts within a square of six miles may be included in a permit
where conditions are such that, because of prior disposals, a reasonable area of-contiguous land can not be procured.'
At the date of Mathews's. location he found that prior locators
had left only a narrow strip on the geologic structure, and that if he
desired to prospect upon that particular structure he must be content
with a fraction of the maximum area allowed uinder section 13. In
locating an area less than one-third of- the prescribed maximum he
sought no undue advantage, and the tract does not, under the condi*
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tions existing, tviolate the spirit of the provisions6
uder which the
application was rejected. ; Accordingly; the
hdecision fappealed from
:is reversed, 'and :aprospecting permitfwill be issued to applicant tin
the absence of other objection not now appearing.
'
INSTRUCTIONS.

:7

-

:

0October 26, 1921.
DsESET LAND-ASSIGNMENT-FINALPROOF-ACTS

OF MARCH 4,-1915, AND MARCH~
21,- 1918.
Under the first of the last three paragraphs of section 5 of the act fof March 4,
: 1915, the assignee of a desert land entry of the class specified therein was
entitled to' the, same benefits as the original entryman, regardless of the
: dateof assignment, and Congress didl.not intend that the ;proviso: to the'
amendatory act of March.21, 1918, should place any restriction with respect to limitation of assignment upon entries. of that class.

;PRIOR

DEPARTMENTAL

IN5TETJCTIONS

MODIFIED.

Departmental; instructions of May 22, 1918 (46 .L. D., 388), modified.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secreta:
-Reference is 0made 'to your [Commissioner of the :General Land
:Office] letter of October 19, 1921, asking for instructions in respect to
at suggested interpretation of the act ofiMarch 21, 1918 (40 Stat4.
458). The act referred to reads'as follows:

*

That the provisions of the, last three paragraphs of section fiveof 'the Act
of March fourth, nineteen hundred and fifteen, "An Act making appropriations
to supply deficiencies: in appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and
fifteen, 'and for- prior years, and for other purposes," be, and the same 5a re
hereby,, extended and made applicable to any lawful pending desert-land enti'y
made prior to March fourth, nineteen hundred and fifteen: Provided, That in
cases where' sueh entries'have been assigned prior to the date of the Actr the.
assignee, shall, if otherwise qualified, 'be entitled to the benefit hereof.

'Your question relates to the status 'of an assignee applying for, Wan
extension of time under the first of -the last three paragraphs of sec-:
tion 5 of the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat., 1161), as amended by the
act of
ch 21; .1918, 8pjwhere the assignment was made after
the date of the latter act. 'The instructions-under the former act (45
L. D., 345, 371) recognized that the first .of the last three paragraphs
of section 5 of that act placed no limitation in respect to the date of
assignment, and, therefore, the assignee-was entitled to the same
benefits as the original entrymanll could have, obtained under that
'0 paragraph,
regardless of the date of the assignment. As to benefits
iunde'r the last two paragraphs of said:section 5 prior to amendment,
the assignment must have been made prior to March 4, 1915, the date
of the act.
.52403 -voL 48-21-16
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:The instructions 'under the amendatory.act of .March-21, 1918
:(46. L. D., 388), .stated that as to* assigned-entries made prior: to,-,
March 4, .191, relief is'authorized where assignment was made
prior toaMarch 21, 1918.::
You call attention to the fact thatz as to applications for relief.
-under the first of the last three paragraphs the said instructions,
instead of conferring a benefit as intended by the amendatory act,
*result in disadvantage to an assignep, in that he is denied the benefit
of an extension of time if the assignment was not made prior to
March 21, 1918.
Upon consideration of -the matter presented, I concur in your
view that extension of time*for the: submission of final proof should
not
~an assignee for the reason that the. assignment was.,
;: ;00be idenied
made ;after the date of the amendatory act.. In my -opinion it wasL
not .the purpose or intent of 'that act to limit the benefits of -.the:
first of the..last three paragraphs of section '5 of the prior act -by
reference to the date of assignment; but that the limit in that
regard had reference to the benefits provided, in the' last 'tw'o para*:: 0
graphs. This distinction: was conveyed, in the prior. 'act, probably
for the reason: that the latter paragraphsl provided a more liberal
form of relief, by which title! could be obtained, without compliance
* with the ordinary requirements of the desert-land laws. It is clear
*that the purpose of the act of March 21, 1918, was to0extend the
provisions of the former act to embrace 'entries made on:or alter
July .1, 1914,0and 'prior,to March 4, 19015. That being true,: the proviso may well be construed as applicable only to those! paragraphs
0of theprior act wherein the 'date of the 'assignment was indicated
as a matter of importance in -the termination' of the rights' of an
assignee.' It could not be'applied to the provisions of the first 'of
the last three paragraphs of section 5 without restricting the rights
of assignees theretofore recognized as to entries made prior to July
1, 1914. It is''believed that such result 'was not intended, and to
make a distinction in this regard between entries made prior to
July 1;:1914. and those made after that date but prior to March 4,
1915, would present such anIanomalous condition that.a construction
of that tenor is not to be implied.
I-have, therefore, to advise you that assignees may -be allowed.
extension of time 'for submission of final proof on desert-land entries, '
upon proper showing, under the first of the last three paragraphs of
the amended act 'referred to, irrespective'of the date of the assign-.,
ment; but relief to assignees under the last two paragraphs will be
con-fined to entries assigned prior to March 21, 1918.
'
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-AMENDMENT OF CIRCULAR->NO 679, IN REGARD TO BONDS WITH
LCOAL
AND LEASES-CIRCULAR NO. 773, REVOKED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 789.]
S104

0

.

0 00f

ff

- 00:uIDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIE,

October 31, 1921.

Washington, :C.,
D.
REGISiERS ANDRRECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
You are advised that under date of October 20, 121,-the Secretary
of the Interior amended Circular No. 679, approved- April 1, 1920
(47 L. ID., 489), governing coal mining leases. under the a t of February 25, 1920, by adding to section 8 thereof the following provision :i
"Provided, That in case of lease for. a small area, where.the investment to

be made is $10,000 or less, tthe lessee shall furnish one bond to cover both the
investment and compliance- with the terms of the lease, such bond to be in half
:the amount of the investment to be inade, but in no case shall be less than
$1,090.,,
-::
; X-; C : .
. : : ; .0t

Accordingly, Circular No. 773 of August 1 1921 !(48 L. D., 175),
amending saidisection 8, is revoked and superseded hereby.

SPRY,
oCqnqhzsszoner.

WILLIAMA

EXERALD OIL COMPANY.
Decided July 8, 1921.
Oil, AND Gas

LANDS-IMINERAL iLANDS-MIL.

-

SITE-PATrENT,

The operation of the mill site law, section 2337, Revised Statutes, is in terms
limited to nonmineral land and the Land Department has no authority to
issue Ia limited patent thereunder for surface lands within a petroleum
reserve.

GOODWIN, AsiSstant Secretary:.'The Emerald Oil Company has appealed to the DepaTtment from
theidecision of the--Commvissioner of the General Land Offce6rendered December 6, 1920, rejecting its application fot'patent tor four
-mill site claims designated as the Emerald- Nos. 1,
12, 3, and 4, toigether embracing lots 5.0 and 6 of Sec. 8, T.: 1 N., R. 102 W., 6th P. M..
in the Glenwood Springs, Colorado, land district, and comprising
an4area of 20.26 acres.
'

-
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Said~decision appeaked'from sets forth
The applicant alleges that the mill sites are used in connection with oil placer
mining claims owned by it, the names and locations of which claims are not ;
given. The locations are alleged as of September 26, 1918, and the improvements*to exceed $2000, consisting of two frame buildings, a building to be used
,for a refinery, a reservoir for water, a buiiding used as a boiler room, and
pipe lines that have been put in to be used with the refinery.
* The land, Which is part of the N. , NW. i of said Sec. 8, was included in
the Petroleum Reserve No., 3 under Executive order of July 2, 1-910. The
- proof Iof- the nonmineral character of the land consists of affidavits that there
are no veins or lodes upon the same; that the claims are not contiguous to
oil-producing lands, and so far as known there is no oil upon said lands. The
withdrawal having impressed the lands with a presumptive oil character, they
Xi0
cannot be disposed of as nonmineral unless restored from the petroleum re; serve. Further; the mining laws contemplate the patenting of a mill site' used
in connection with a specific and designated lode mining claim or claims. See
* section 2337, Revised Statutes. The lode with which the mill site is used must
be embraced in the application for patent or if the mill site application is made
it must show that it is used in connection with a patented claim or.
* . alone
*

claims.

See paragraph 62 of the Mining Regulations.

The application ist accordingly rejected, subject to' the right of appeal.

*

In its application for patent said company had already,

prior to

said Commissioner's decision, stated that "Applicant asks for surfacerights only." Aindin its appeal said company sets forth:The company erpresslyswaives all rights to
mill site and asks only for the surface rights;
all claim to the land embraced in applications
under the above serial number, realizing that it

any mineral:
and, further,
for mill sites
is entitled to

or oil upon Ssaid
expressly waives
Nos. 1, 3, and 4,:
but five acres of

land for mill site purposes.

The land covered by the several mill site locations is all embraced
'within Temporary Petroleum Withdrawal tNo. 10, of -December 20,
1909, and the withdrawal of July 2, 1910, for Petroleum Reserves
No. 3, in continuation of said-temporary withdrawal, subject to the
provisions of the act' of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847). The notices
of the several 'mill site locations all bear date September 26, 19i8.
The proceedings under said application for patent appearing to be
regular and complete, the case -preseits for decision, first, the ques'tion, whether or not a surface right can be obtainedlunder the mill'
site law to land included in a petroleum reserve.
The severance of surface for sub-surface rights in land, which an
individual pro prietor, in its disposal may make as he will, has been
authorized by sundry acts of Congress relative to the disposal-by the
United States of its public domain, among which may be imention'ed
the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), which permitted agricultu4l'
entry of the surface rights in withdrawn or classified coal lands, the
act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), which permitted like entry of the
surface rights in withdrawn phosphate, oil, gas, and other specified
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mineral lands, andAthe leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
437) ,' which provided for disposal by lease of the sub-surface rights
separately from the surfae' ownership, in lands containing certamn
specified minerals. But every one of such statutes contemplates a
sub-surface:mineral eharacter of land to which it shall be applicable,
while the.operation of the mill site law is in terms limited to non-mineral land, and: no law has as yet authorized a mill site entry limited to the surface rights.
The-mill site law is sui generis applicable only to nonmineral land,
'- yet
resorted to only for purposes ancillary to the exploitation of.
mineral land.' While in some cases, such as that tnow under consideration,. it might promote its objects to permit its use in securing surface rights in land of mineralized sub-surface, Congress has not as
yet:so provided.
The Department is constrained to hold, therefore, that there Iis no
authority of -law for a mill site patent limited to the surface/rights;
and that'consequently the withdrawal of said land here involved as
a petroleum reserve, in force since July'2, 1910, barred the 'application: for a mill site patent thereof, even though the application, extended only to the surface rights.
:This conclusionobviates consideration of the question whether the
appellant has by the further showing in its appeal brought its ca se
in other respects within the terms- of either the first or the second
0 tclause of said mill site law.
The decisiofi of the Commissioner is affirmed.
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RULES -OF PRACTICE.,'
[Approved December 9, 1910; 'effective February 1, 1911; reprint July 13, 1921,
*0 . -with
:
amendments.]:

PROCEEDINGS REFORE REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS..
INITIATION O: CONTESTS.

RULE 1. Contests may be initiated4by anypersonseeking to acquire
title to, or claiming an interest in, the land. involved,- against a party
to any entry, filing, or other claim under laws of Congress relating
to the public lands, because of priority of claim, or for any sufficient
cause affecting the legality
g..
or validity of, the claim, not shown by:the records of the Land Department.
Any protest or application to contest filed by. any other person
shall be forthwith referred to the Chief -of Field Division, who will
p-romptly investigate the same and recommend appropriate action..
APPLICATION TO CONTEST.

RuiaE 2. Any person desiring to institute contest must file, in' dupli- .
*
cate,
with the register and receiver, application in: that behalf, to* getherwith statement under oath containing:
(a) Name and residence of each party adveirsely~interested, including the-age of each heir of any deceased entryman.
(b) DI)escription and character of the land involved.
(c) -iReference, so far as known to the applicant, to anyproceedings
pending for the acquisition of title6to orthe use of such lands.
(d) Statement,.in ordinary and concise language, of the, facts con--:
stituting the grounds of contest.
(e) Statement of the law under which applicant intends to acquire
title and facts showing: that he is qualified to do so..
(f) That the proceeding is not collusive or speculative, but is instituted and will be diligently pursued in good faith.
(g) Application- that affiant be allowed to prove said allegations
and that the entry, filing, or other claim be canceled.
-(h)Address to which papers shall be sent for service onsuch.
applicant.:

-*0
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; LRi~ 3.? The statements in the application must be corroborated by
the affidavit of at klast one witness having such personal knowledge
of the facts in relation .to- the contested 'entry as, if proven, wouid:
rendery it subject. to cancellation, and these facts must be set forth in
his affidavit.
RuLA4. The register andcreceiver may allow any application to
contest without reference thereof to the commissioner; but they must
immnediately'..forward 'copy thereof rto. the. Commissioner. odf the.,
General SLand Office,: who will promptly cause proper .no s to be
made upon the records, and no patent or zother evidence of title shall
issue-until and unless-the'case is closed in' favor of the contestee'.. '
CON:TEST NOTICE.

RuLRE 5., The register and receiver shall act promptly upon all appli-

cations to contest, and'upon the allowance of anysuch application shall
issue notice, directed to the0persoiis adversely interested, containing:
(al' The names 'of the parties, description of the land involved,
an'd 0-'identification,: by appropriate reference, of the v proceedingagainst which the contest is directed.
Notice that 1in~ess :the adverase'party 'appears and-answers the
f; - 0(6)'
allegation of said contest wiithin 30 dys after service of notice the
allegations of the contest will be taken as confessed.:'
(For contients of notice when piblication is ordered, see Rule '9.)
l.;SERVIOE-OF NOTICE.

Rmk 6.- Notice 'of contest-niay be served' on the adverse :party: per-

sonallyor' by publication.--::.

.

'

-

notice of' contest may be made by any
R;
7V.: Personal.'service
person over the 4ageof 18 ybears, or byregistered mal; -when served
by rekistered mail, proof 'thereof must'be accompanied by. post-office
registry return receipt,- -showing personal delivery to,'the "party' to,
whom the same is directed; when service is made perSOnalyj proof
thereof shall be'by written acknowledgme of the person- served,-or
by affidavit of the person serving the same, showing personal delivery
to the party' served"; except when'serviceis made by publEcatlon, copy
of -theo affidavit of. contest must be served' with such notice. I
2W
the-contest is' agai'nst-the:heiis of 'a deceased entryman, the'.
L 0Nhen
notice shall be served on each heir.' If the'heirsgof the' entryman are
nonresident or unknown, notice may be served' upon them by publicai V
tion 'as hereinafter provided.' If the person to be personally served is
an infant :under fourteen years of age or a 'person 'who has been'
legally adjudged of-unsound mid; service of notice shall be made by'
delivering 'a :'opyS of the notice to the statutory guardian or committee of 'such infant ior person of unsound mind, if£ there be one; if
there .be none,' then by delivering' a copy of' the' notice 'to the -person
having the. infant or person of unsound mind in charge.
'of

:. I1Axaehded Sept. 23, l9i6.

27.&mended JWy 18, 1921.
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R1ThE 8.1. Unless notice; of contest is personally served wn
30
days after. issuance of such notice. and proof thereof made not later.
than 30 days after'suclhservice, or if service by publication is ordered,
unless publication is commenced within 20 days; after such order and
proof of publication is made not later than 20 days after the- fourth
publication, as specified in Rule 10, the contest shall abate: Provided,
That if the defendant makes answer without questioning the service:
or the proof of'service of said noticee the6 contest will proceed without further requirement-in thoseoparticulars.
SERVING NOTICE BY PUBLICATION.

RULE 9. Notice of contest may be given by publication only when
it appears, by:affidavit by or on behalf of the contestant, filed within
30 days.'after the allowance of application to 'contest and within
10 days after its execution, that the adverse party can not be found,
after- due diligence and inquiry, made for the ipur6ose of obtaining
service of notice of contest within 15 days prior to the presentiation
of such affidavit, of the postmasterat the-place of address of such
adverse party appearing on the records of the land office and of .the'
postmaster nearest the land in controversy and also of named persons
-residinrgi in .the vicinity of the land.
Such affidavit nmust state the last address of the adverpseparty as
ascertained by the person executing the same.
*Thepublished notice of contest must give, the names of the parties
thereto, description of the land involved identification by. appropriate reference of. the; proceeding against which: the contest is
direeted, the. substance of the charges contained-in,: the -affidavit of
contest, and a statement that-upon. failure to answer within. 20 days.
after the, completion of publication of such notice the allegations of
said affidavit of contest willibe taken as confessed.
The affidavit of contest need not be published.
There 'shall be. published with the notice a statement of -the dates,of publication.Ru=i .10.2 Service of notice by publication shall be made by pub-.
lishing notice at least once a week for four successive weeks in some
newspaper published in the: county wherein, th.e land in. contest lies;
and if no newspaper:be printed in such county, then in a newspaper, :
-printed in the county nearest-to such land.
Copy .of the notice as published, together with copy of the affidavit
of. contest, shall be sent by; the contestant within, l days after. the,
first publication of such notice by -registeredq mail directed to the.
party for. service upon whom such publication is being made at the
f-last address of suchl party as .shown by the records. of the land 'office
,and also at the address named. in the affidavit for publication, and
also at the post office nearest the land.
.

I Amended\ NlovA5.:,19M2;:

12,Amended

- 7, 19iI- j
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Copy of the notice as published ishall be posted in the: office of :the
register. and 'also in a conspicuous place upon the land. involved,
suchi posting to be made6 within 10 days after the first publication of.
-notice as hereinabove provide'd.
RtuLs 11'. Proof of publication of notice shall be by copy of the
notice as published attached to and made a 'part of the affidavit of
the publisher or foreman of the' newspaper publishing the same,
showing the publication thereof in accordancewith these rules.
Proof of . posting shall kbe by affidavit:of;`the person: who posted-

notice on the land, and the certificate of the register as' to 'postingdin
the local: land office.
DEFECTIVE SERVICE OF NOTICE.

Rbn. 12. No contest proceeding'shall abate; because of any defect,
in' the manner of service of notice in any case where copy of the*
-notice'or affidavit of contest is shown to have been received by the
person' to be .served.,:
but in such case. the time Vto answer. mayt ibe:
extendeddin the discretion of the register and receiver.
ANSWER BY CONTESTEE.

RULE 13. Within thirty days after persional service of noti'ce fandc
affidavit of-contest as above provided, or, if serviceais made by publication; within twenty days afiter the fourth publication,! as. prescribed by these rules, the party served must file with the register and
receiver answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding toq
the allegations of the contest, together with proof of service of a copy.
thereof, upon Ithe, contestant: by delivery of such copy at the address

designated in the0application to contest, or personally in the manner
provided for the personal service of notice of contest.
Such answer shall contain or :be accompanied by thei address -at
which all'notices or other papers shall be.sent for service upon. the
party answering.:
FAILURE TO ANSWER.

'uLE 14.1 .Upon the failure to serve and 'fie answer as herein pro-'
vided, the allegations of the contest will be taken' as confessed, and
the. register and receiver will forthwith forward the'case, with
recommendation thereon, to the General Land 'Office, and. notify the
parties' by 'registered mail of the action taken.
DATE AND NOTICE OF TRIAL.

RuLE 15. U:pon the filinj of answer and proof of service. thereof

:the'register 'and receiver will forthwith fix time and place for takin
testimony, and notify all parties thereof by registered-letter mail-not
less than 20 days in, advance of the date fixed.
lAmended July 2,1915.
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:LACE OF SERVICE OF PAPERS.

Proof of delivery of papers, required to be served upon
-the contestant at thejplace designated iunder, clause "h" of Rule 2 in
-Rr3 016.

the application to contest, and upon. any adverse party at the place
designated in the0answer, or at suchother place as may be designated.
in writing by theperson to be served,shall, be sufficient for all pur:poses; and where-notice.of contest has been'given by registered mail,
and the registry-return. receipt shows the same to have been received
by the adverse party, proof of delivery, at the taddress-at which such
notice was so received shall, in the: absenceS of other direction by
,such adverse party, be sufficient.
Where a party has appeared and is represented by counsel, service.
of papers-upon such counsel shall be sufficient.
CONTINUANCE.:

a
RuiLii 17. Hearing may be postponed because of absence of amate-:
rial witness when the party applying for continuance makes affidavit,
and it appears to the satisfaction of the officer presiding at such hearing, that(a) The matter to- which such witness would testify, if present, is
.;
.
material. .
4hisat:-(b) That proper diligence has been exercised to procure
tendance, and that his absence is without procurement or consent: of.
the party on whose behalf continuance is sought..

(c) Thatf affiant believes the attendance of said witness can be had
at the time to which continuance is sought.
(d) That the, continuance is not sought for mere purposes of delay.
IRULE 18. One continuance only shalllbe allowed to.either party o
account of absence of witnesses,.unless the party applying for further
continuance shall,; at the same time, apply for order .to take the testimony of the alleged absent witnesses by deposition.
RuLE: 19. No continuance shall: be granted ifi the opposite party
shall admit that the witness on account of whose absence continuance
is desired would, if present, testify as stated in the application for.

:: :continuance.

:s

,:

-

-

>

will be granted on behalf of the United States when
the public interest requires the same, without affidavit on the part
of the Government.
Continuances

DEPOSITIONS AND INTERROGATORIES.7

:

RULE 20. Testimony; may be taken by deposition when it appears:
by affidavit that(a) The witness resides more than 50 miles, by the

-

route, from the place of tral.t

Iusual
traveled
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00;'
(b;) 00TheW witness. resides dwithout, or is about to leave, the State or
'Territory, .or is-absent therefrom.
(c) From any cause-it is apprehended that the witness may be
unable to, or will refusejto, attendjthe hearing, in which case thedeposition -will be used only in the event personal attendance of the

witness can not, be obtained..

-

uiu 21. The partywdesiringk to0takej deposition must serve upon
the iadverse -party and&file with the register and receiver affidavit
setting forth the namei and address of the0 witness and one or. more
;. 0
of;.the
iabove-named grounds for taking such deposition, and that the
testimony sought is material; which affidavit must be ,acdompanied
:by proposed interrogatories to be propounded to the witness.
R.:Rwr 22. The adverse party will,::within 10 days after serviceaof:
affidavit and .inteprogatories, as provided in the preceding rule, serve,
: and file cross-interrogatories.
* RuIE 23.: After the expiration of 10 days jfrom the service of affidavit for the taking of deposition and direct interrogatories, com-.
minssion -to take the deposition. shall
issued, by the :register and.
receiver.directed to any, officer authorized to administer oaths withinthe countvy -where such deposition is to be taken, which, commission
shall- be'accompanied by a copy of alljinterrogatories filed.
Ten days',notice of thetime andvplacemof taking suchideposition.shallbe given, by the party in whose, behalf such deposition is to be
'-taken, to the adverse p-arty.
'RULE '24.. The officer before whom such deposition is taken shall
X 0 cause
0each00 interrogatory to be Xwritten out, and the answer -thereto*
inserted immediately thereafer and said deposition, when completed
' shall be read over to the wittness and by him subscribed and sworn to
:in the usual maimer before the: witness is discharged, and said officer
will thereupon attach' his certificate to said 'deposition, stating that
the same was subscribed and sworn to at the -time and place there'in6
.be

mentioned.
RULE 25. The deposition, when completed and certified as aforesaid,. together with' the commission tand- interrogatories, must be
inclosed in a sealed package, iindorsed with the title of the proceedJing in which the same0is takenjand returned by mail or express t'o
the register and receiver,.who will indorse thereon the date of 'reception thereof,: and the time of openin:g said deposition.
RULE 26. If the officer designated to take the deposition has no
official seal, certificate of4his official character: under eal must accon-:
;t:pany the return ofthedeposiltion.
,RUL
27. Deposition may, by stipulaion filed with the register
and 'receiver, be taken before any; officer authorized .to 'administer
oaths, an-d either by oral examination or upon written interrogatories#
it~~~~~~
.

ore....

..., ,
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RUME 28. Testimony may, by order of the.register.acndlreceiver and
'after such notice as they may direct, be ltaken by-deposition- before
*a.United States commissioner, or other officer authorized to -adminis-.
ter oaths near the land in controversy, at a time and place to be
designated in 'a notice of such taking of. testimony.: Theofficer
before whom such testimony is taken will,; at the completion of the
:taking thereof, causB the same to. be':certified to,.sealed, and transmitted .to the register and ;receiver, inthe, like manner as is provided
with reference to depositions.'
RULE 29. No. charge6 will be made. by the register and 'receiver
.:
for examining testimony. taken by deposition.
RULE 30..Officers. designated to take: testimony will be allowed to
charge 'such fees as are chargeable for similar, services in .the' local
courts, the sametobe. taxed in the same manner as costsare taxeded
by registers and receivers.
RULE;31. When the officer designated to take'deposition can not
act at the time fixed' for, taking the same, such: deposition may be.
taken at the same time and place before any other qualified iofficer
:designated for that-purpose by the officer named in the commission
-or by-agreement of the parties.
RuLE 32. No order for the taking oftestimony shall be issied'until'
after the expirations of time allowed for the filing- of answer.
TRIALS.

-

RuLE 33. The register and receiver and other officers takiing testimony may 'exclude from' the trial all0witnesses except the one
testifying and the parties to-the proceeding.
IRuiEm 34.' The, register and receiver vwill be' careful to reach, if
possible, the exact condition and status of the:land. involved minainyt,
contest, and will ascertaini all the facts having any bearing upon
the riights of parties "i-ninterest; to this end said officers should, whenever necessary, personally' interrogate and direct the examination of
a witness.
RUM-E 35. In preemption cases the register and receiver will particularly ascertain the nature, extent,, and 'value of alleged improve:ments; 'by whom made, and- when; 'the' true date of the settlement of
persons claiming; the steps takeni to mark and secure the claim; andC
the exact status of theland at that date as shown upon the records
of their office.
Rt LE 36. In like manner, under thelhomestead and other laws, the
conditions- affecting the inception of the alleged 'right, as well as the

subsequent- acts of the respective claimants, must. beafully and specifically. examined.,
RULE 37. Due opportunity will be allowed opposing claimants to
cross-examine witnesses.

0
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R:-E 38. Objections to evidence will be .duly' -noted, but' not ruled
Upon, by the register.,and receiver, and such! objections will be:con-;
sidered by the commissioner.- -Officers before whom testimnonyi is
taken will summarily stop examinationw which is.obviously irrelevant.
,RtLE 39. At the time set for hearing, or at-any time to which the
trial may be continued, the testimony of all
:the
witnesses present
shall be .taken and reduced to writing.
When testimonyis taken in shorthand the stenographic notes mustt
be :transcribed, and the transcription subscribed by*the. witness and
attested by the officer before whom the.:testimony was taken: Provided, however,; :That when the parties shall, by stipulation, filed with
the record, ,soagree, or when the defendant has failed to appear, or
fails to parfticipate in the trial, and the contestant shall in writingy
so request,such' subscription may be dispensed'with.The transcript of testimonj shall, in all cases, be accompanied. by
-certific~ate of theyofficer ~orofficers before whom the'same was taken,
showing the t each witness was duly sworn before testifying, and, by
affidavit 'of the' stenographer 'who took; the testimony, that the'tran-'

scription thereof is correct.
RULE 40. If a defendant demurs to the sufficieny of the evidence;
the register and -receiver' will forthwith rule' thereon. -If such: de-'

ilimurrer is overruled, and' the defendant elects to introduce no evidence,ino further opportunity
-will be' afforded him' to submit proofs.,
'When testimony is taken before an officer other than the' register
and receiver, demurrer 'to' the, evidence 'will be received and inoted,
but vno -ruling, made, thereon, and the taking of evidence oni behalf
of the: defendant' will 'be' proceeded with; -the register. and 'receiver
will rule upon such demurrer when the record is submitted for their
consideration.
If said demurrer is sustained, the register and receiver will not be
required to examine the defendant's testimony. If, however, the demurrer be overruled, all the evidence will be considered and decision
rendered thereon.'
Upon'the completion of the evidence in a contest proceeding;,the
register and receiver will render joint report and opinion thereon,
making full' and Ispecific refer
:to' the posting and' annotations
:,upon' their records.
Ru: : 41. The register and receiver will, in Writing, notify the parties to 'any proceeding of the6-conclusion' therein, and that' 15 days;$
will be allowed from the receipt of such notice to move for new trial
upon the ground of newly discovered evidence, and'that'if no' motion
for new trial is made, 30 days will be allowed from the receipt of
suchhnotice within' which to appeal to the commissioner.
'

NEW TRIAL.

RuLH 42. The decision Of the register and receiver will be vacated.
and new' trial granted'-only upon theIground o£ newly discovered
evidence, in accordance 'with the 'practice applicable to new trials in

:2540
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ourts of justice: Provided', however, That no such application-shall
be granted except upon showing that the substantial rights of ithef
applicant have been injuriously affected.
No ap-peal will beallowed from an order granting new trial, but
the register and receiver will proceed at the earliest practicable time
to retry the case, and will, so far as possible, use the testimony theretofore taken without reexamination of same witnesses, confining the
taking-of testimony to the newly discovered evidence.
:
RuLE
43. Notice of motion for new trial, setting forth the grounds
thereof, and accompanied by copies of. all papers not already on file
to be used in support of such- motion, shall be served 'upon the adverse
party,0 and, together with proof of service, filed with the register and
receiver not more than 15 days after notice of decision;the adverse
party shall, within 10 days after such noti e, serve and file.affidavits or other papers to be used by him in opposition to such motion.
RuLE 44. Motionsf for new trial will not be considered or decided
in the first instance by.the commissioner or the Secretary, of the
Interior, or otherwise than onrevew of the decisionthereof by.ethe
register and.receiver.
RULE 45. -If motion for new trial is not made, or. if made and not- allowed, the.:register and receiver- will, at the expiration of the-time-for
appeal, promptly forward the saimie, with the testimony and:all papers
in the case, to the commissioner, with letter of transmittal, describing
the-case by its title, nature of-the contest, and the landiinvolved.
The local officers will not; after forwarding -of decision, as- above
:provided; take: further action in the case unless so instructed by thecommissioner.
FINAL PROOF PENDING CONTEST.

RULE 46.1 Thependency of a contest will excuse the submission of
final proof on the entry involved until a reasonable time after the
cdisposition of the proceedings, but final or commutation proof may
be submitted at any stage thereof. The payment of the final commis-:t
sions or purchase money, as the -case may be, should be deferred. until
the case is closed, when, if the contest is dismissed and the proof is
found satisfactory, claimant will be. allowed 30 days from notice
within which to pay all sums due and furnish:-a nonalienation: affi->'
davit, upon receipt of which the proper form of final certificate will
issue..
In such cases the fee for reducing the: proof testimony to. writingmustbep paid ~atthe time the'proofissubmitted.
The final proof should be retained in the local -office until the record
in the contest case is forwarded tothee General Land Office, but will
not be considered in determining the merits of the contest, though it,
may be used for the purpose of cross-examination during the trial.
1

Amended Mlay 16, 1916.
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n Such cases the party makingf the:proof will at the time of sub-:
mitting same be required;to pay the fees for reducing the testimony
to writing.
T
A

0PPEALS.
COMMISSIONER-.

RULE 47. No. appeal from the action or decision of the register and
receiver will be consider-ed unless notice thereof is served and filed
with the iocal officers In the manner-'and within:thetime specified in
'these krules.
iRtEil 48. Notice of appeal from, the decision of the register and
R
*receiver shall be'-served, andl filed with such register. and receiver
*within 80 -days after receipt,-of 'notice of decision: Provided, how-eveo, That when notion. for new trial -is presented and denied, notice
:of such appealfshall be served'within' 15days after receipt of notice..
ofthe denial-of saidmotion.
'RUEik'49. No personWho has failed to answer the contest;affida.vit
or, having answered, has failed to appear at the hearing,hshall he
allowed' an- appeal 'romithe fa 'actioi or :decision of the register

':" t000:
:'''-00 :
00:an'direceiver.0 00: ';0
: " - '' .'
Rn LE 50-cSuchinotice of 'appeal must be in writing, and set forth
in clear, concise language the grounds of the appeal; if''such appeal'
-e taken upon tihe ground of insufficiency of the evidence to justify
the -decision, the particulars of -such insufficiency must--be 'specifically
set forth in the notice, and, if error of law is urged' As a' ground'for .
such 'appeal,- thealleged error must be likewise specified.:
Upon failure to serve and file notiee of appeal as herein: provided* the'-case will be closed.

51. When any party fails to move for a new trial or: to

RULE

appeal from the decision of the register and 'receiver within the time

specified, suchb decision shall,' as to suci 'party, be final andywill not
bey
disturbed except in case of:L-L
(a). - Fraud or gross:irregularity.
(6) Disagreemenitin the decision between the register and receiver.
No case will be remanded for any defect which does not materially'
-afect the aggrieved party. ''
'
:
6.RimE 52.:`All documents received by' the local officers must be kept
on file and the, date of filing noted thereon ; no papers will, under:
'any circumstances, be removed fr'om the files or from the custody of
the 'register and receiver, but access to the same, under proper regu-

I

1lations,

andso as not to interfere with transaction 'of public business,

will be permitted to the parties or their attorneys.
COSTS AND APPORTIONMENT THEREOF.:

R -53.

'& contestant' claiming preference right of entry under

the Becond section: of the act0of 3May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140) must

025L6
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pay the costs ',of -contest. JIn other. cases- each- party' must> pay the,
$Acost of-taking tihe direct examination of his .own' witnesses and the
cross-examination on his behalf of other witnesses;. the cost of: noting ;
motions, objections, and'exceptions must be paid by the party on'
whose behalf the: same'are made.
R i 54. _Accumulation of excessive costs will not be- permitted.
When the officer before ;whom testimony is being taken shall rule that
*0.::0 a course of examination is irrelevant, the same will not proceedexcept at the sole cost of the party insisting* thereon, and, upon his
: depositing the amount reasonably sufficientit6 pay therefor.
IRULE 55. Where a party contesting a claim shall by 'virtue ofi
*00:X:
0000.; actutal: stettlementf and timprovement.establish his right of entry of the
land in contest under the preemtion, homestead, or desert-land laws
. -;;:Xby
virtue of settlement and improvement without reference to the act
of0aMay 14, 1880, the 'costs of contest will be imposed as prescribed in
the second clause of Rule 53.
cost of contest chargeable by registers 'and
Rim: s 56. The on
: 0: receivers are the legal 'fees for reducing testimony: to writing. No!
other contest fees or, costs will' be allowedto -or chargedby, thoseofficers, directl orindirectly..
*RUI 57. Registers and receivers may at any time require either
party to, give. security for costs, including expense of taking- and,
transcribing testimony.
'UL 58. Upon the filing' of the transcript of the testimony in the
local office, any excess in the sum deposited as security for costs of
transcribing testimony will be returned, to the parties depositing .the,
same.
RIr u 59. When hearings are. ordered on behalf of the Government,
all .costs incurred on-its behalf :.will be paid~ from the proper appropriation, and when, upon the discoveryof reason for suspension in
the usual course of examination of entries and contest, hearings are
ordered between contending parties,fthe costs willbe paid asrequired
by.-Rule 53.
RuB 60. Tbe costs provided for by the, preceding rules will be collected. by the receiver ,when, the parties are brought before him in
obedience to the order for hearing.
RuLE 61. The: receiver will append - to the report in each case a
statement of costs, the amount actually :paid ,by'each of the, parties,
and the disposition thereof.
A

*;::
.0:0

PREPARATION OF NOTICES.

'

Rcis 62. All notices and other papers not required to be served by
the register and receiver must-be prepared and served by the respec-

tive parties.
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bRikE 63. The register and'receiver will requirie proper provision to
be made
for'such notices'not specifically provide &for in these rulesi: : as may become necessary in the usual progress of the-case: to final.
decision.
APPEAL TROX DECISION REJECTING APPLICATION TO ENTER PUBLIC. LANDS.

kRULi 64. To facilitate appeals, from the action of local officers rela-

:tive to applications to file, enter, or locate upon the public lands, the
:register and receiver will(a) Indorse upon' every rejected application the date of presentation and reasons for rejection.
(b). Promptly advise the party in interest of their action and of his
) right of appeal.
(c) Note upon their: records a memorandum of the transaction.
R;[LE 65. -The partyj aggrieved will be allowed 30days from receipt
of notice in which to file notice of appeal in the local land 6ffice. The:
notice of appeal, when filed, will be forwarded to the General Land
Office-with full report upon the case, which should recite all the f acts
and proceedings had, and must embrace the, following particars:
(a) The original application, with reasons for therejectionuthereof.
(b). Description of the tract involved and statement of its, status, as
shown by the records of the local office.
(c) Reference to all entries, filings, annotations, memorandum, and
correspondence shown by the record relating to said-tract and to the
proceedings had'.:

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE SURVEYORS

GENERAL.

RU'LE 66. The proceedings in hearings and :contests before sur-'
veyors general shall, as to notices, depositions, and other matters, be
:governed as nearly as may be bv the rules prescribed for proceedings
before registers and receivers, unless otherwise provided by law.

PROt'EEDINGS BEFORE

THE. COMMISSIONER

OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE

AND SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
EXAMINATION AND ARGUMENT.

RuLE 67. The commissioner will cause notice to be given to each
party in interest whose address is known of any order or decision.

affecting the 'merits of the case or the regular order of proceedings
therein.

52403 0 -vOi.
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Ru:Rz 68. No additional evidence will be admitted. or considered
by the coommissioner unless offered under stipulation of the- parties
orin support of a mineral application orbprotest: Provided, 46owever,
that the commissioner may order further investigation made or evideuce submitted upon particular matters to be by him specifically
designated.
Affidavits. or: other ex parte statements filed in the'office of the
commissioner will not be considered in fnally determining any controversy upon the merits.
:RULE 69. After receipt of the record by the commissioner 80
'daysp will be allowed to expire before any action is taken thereon,
unless, in the judgment of the commissioner, public policy or private
necessity shall require summary action, in which event he will 'proceed at his discretion, first notifying the attorneys of record of his
intention so to do: Provided,That where no appeal has'been filedithe
case may be immediately considered and disposed of.
Rur.: 70. If brief is not filed before a case is reached in its order
for examination, the argument will be considered closed, and no further argument or motion of any kind will be entertained, except upon
application. and upon good cause appearing to,. theeo commissioner
therefor.
RI;ES 71. In the discretion of the commissioner, oral argument

may be presented, at a time to be fixed by him and upon notice to

opposing counsel, which notice shall specify theotime for such argument and the specific matter to be discussed. Except as herein pro* vided, oral hearings or suggestions will not be allowed.
REHEARINGS.

:

RTf 72. No motion for rehearing of any decision rendered by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office will be allowed.
7

:

:0.0.MOTIONS.

No motion shall be entertained or considered in any case
' uLm 7TB3.
after the record has been transmitted to a reviewing officer.,
In ex parte cases, where the entryman. has been allowed by the
comiipissioner to furnish additional evidenice or to show eause, or,:in
the alternative, to: appeal, both the evidence or showing and the
appeal are filed, the commissioner shall pass upon the evidence or
showing submitted, and, ift found sufficient, note the appeal as closed.
If such evidence- ortshowing be found insufficient, the appeal will b
0
::
.
:: forwarded to the Secretary as in other cases.
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APPEAL TROM THE COMMISSIONER TO TEE SECRETARY.

"'RULE 74. Except as herein otherwise provided, an appeal may b
taken to-the Secretary of the Interior from the final decision of the
commissioner in any proceeding relating. to the disposal of the public
lands and private claims.
:RuLE 75. No0appeal shall be had from. the action of: the commis- 0
sioner affirming the decision of the local officers in any case where the*
party adversely affected shall have failed to appeal from the decision
of said local officers.
TRuE76. Notice of appeal from the commissioner's decision must
be served upon: the adverse party and filed in the office of the register
and-receiver or in the General Land Office within 30 days from the
date of service of notice. of such decision.'
RuLB 77. When the commissioner considers an appeal defective
he will notify the- party thereof ;,' and if- the defect be not cured
within 15; days: fromi the date of receipt of such notice, th 0appeal
may be dismissed and the case closed.
RULE 78. In proceedings before the commissioner in which he shall
decide that a party has no right to appeal to the Secretary, such
party may apply to the Secretary for an order directing the commissioner to certify said proceedings 'to the ' Secretary and suspend
action until the Secretary shall pass upon the same; such application
shall be inwriting, under oath, and fully and specifically set forthl
the: grounds upon which the same is:made.
RULE 79. When the commissioner shall decide against the right of
appeal he will suspend action on the case for 20 days from service
of notice, of , such 'decision: to enable the party against whom the
decision is rendered to apply to the Secretary for: an order certifying
the record asl hereinabove provided..
IRi- E 80. The appellant will be. allowed 20 days after service of
notice of appeal within which to serve and file brief- and specification of error, as provided by Rule 50, the adverse party 20 days
after service of such within which to serve and- file reply thereto;
appellant; will be allowed 10 days after service of such reply within
which to serve and ile response': Provided, however, That if either party is not represented by counsel having offices in the city of Washington, 10 days in addition to each period above specified will be
all. {._ed within which to serve and file the respective briefs.
No arguments otherwise than above provided shall be made or
filed without permission of the Secretary or commissioner granted
upon notice to the Odverse party.
RLRUE 81. Examination of cases will be facilitated by filing arguIments in printed form.

:;-26
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ORAL ARGUMEIqT BEFORE THE SECRETARY.

:Rmi 82.1 Oral argument in any case pending before the Secretary
of the Interior will be allowed, on motion, in the discretion of the
S(ecretary, at a time to be fixed by him, after noticeto the parties.
The counsel for each party will be allowed only one-half an hour,
unless an extension of time is ordered before the argument begins.
REHEARING OF SECRETARY'S:DECISION.:

:RUTLE 83.2 Motions for rehearing before the Secretary must. be
filed within,30 days after receipt of notice of the decision complained
of and. will act as a supersedeas of the decision until otherwise directed by the Secretary. Such motions, briefs, and, arguments must
not be served on the opposite party and must be filed directly with
the Secretary of Interior, Washington, P. 0.
Any such motion must state concisely and specifically the grounds
upon which the motion for -rehearing is based and be accompanied
by brief and argument in support thereof.
If proper grounds are not shown the rehearing will be denied and
the General: Land Office, whereupon .the commissent to the files of A
sioner will proceed to execute the decision before rendered. If upon,
examination grounds sufficient for rehearing are shown, a rehearing
will be granted and the moving party will be notified that he will
be allowed 15 days from receipt of notice within which to serve a
copy of his motion, together with; all argument in support thereof,
on the opposite party, who will be allowed 30 days thereaftermin
which to file and serve answer, brief, and argument. Thereafter the
cause or matter will be again considered and appropriate action
taken, which may ,consist either in. adhering to the former decision
or modifying or vacating the same, or: the making of any- further or
other-order deemed warranted.
As applied to the Territory of Alaska, the periods of time granted
by this rule shall be doubled.
MOTIONS FOR REVIEW AND REREVIEW,

RuLE 84. Motions for review and rereview- are hereby abolished.
SXUPERVISORY- POWER OF SECRETARY.

85. Motion for the exercise of supervisory power will be considered only when accompanied by positive showing of extraordinary
emergency or exigency demanding the exercise of such authority.
In proceedings before the Secretary of the Interior the same rules
shall govern, in so far as applicable, as are provided for proceedings
before the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
RULE

I Araencled

Nov. 6, 1911,

*2Amended Oct. 25P, 1915.,
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7RunE-86.0 No'rule here prescribed shall be construed to deprive the'
Secretary of the Interior of any direct or supervisory power con-

ferre upon him by law.
ATTORNEYS.

RULE V87. Every attorney, before practicingbefore the Department
of: the Interior and its bureaus, must comply with the requirements
of the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior p ursuant to section i5 of the act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat., 101).
RULE 88. 'In. all cases where any party' is represented by attorney,
such attorney will 'be recognized as; fully controlling the same on
behalf of his client, and service of any notice or other paper relating
to such proceedings upon such attorney will be deemed notice to the
party in interest.
Where a party is represented by more than one attorney service of
notice or other papers upon one of said attorneys shall be sufficient.
a a party or attorney in
MUL'
Rpa 89. No personl hereafter appearing as
any case shall be entitled to notice of any proceeding therein who
does not, at the time of appearance, file in the office in which the case
is pending a statement showing his name and post-office address and
the name and post-office address of the party whom he represents.
RULE 90. Any attorney in good standing employed, and whose
appearance is regularly entered in any case pending before the department, will be allowed full opportunity to consult the records
therein, together with abstracts, field notes, tract books, and correspondence which is not deemed privileged and confidential.
f Ri
91. Verbal or other inquiries by parties or counsel directed
to any emplQyee of. the department, except the commissioner, assistant commissioner, or chief of division of the General Land Office, or
- the Secretary and Assistant Secretary, the Solicitor, or the first as*sistant attorney in the offices of the Secretary of the Interior, or with
the consent of one or more of said officers, is expressly forbidden.
RULE' 92. -Abuse of the privilege of examining records of the department or-violation of the foregoing rule by any attorney will be
M'treatedas sufficient cause for institution of disbarment proceedings.
SERVICE OF NOTICES.

'Fifteen days, exclusive of the day of mailing, will be
of notice or other papers by mail from
the- General Land Office, 'except in case of notice to resident attorneys,
in' which-case one day will be allowed.
In computing time for service of papers under these rules of practice the first day shall be excluded and the last day included: ProRULE 94.2

Hallowed
for the transmission

I Amended A1)r. 9, 1915.

XJAmended: Apr;

:30, 1I917.
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videci, That where the last day is a 'Sunday, a legal holiday, or half
holiday 'such time shall include the next full business day.
RULE. 95V1 Notice of all motions and proceedings before the commissioner or Secretary, except as specified below; shall be served
upon parties or counsel personally or by registered mail, and no mo:tion will be entertained except. on proof of service of notice thereof.
As to motions forn rehearing, petitions for certiorari and petitions
for the exercise of supervisory authority before the Secretary, service of notice shall be made only after such proceeding has been entertained and service directed, as provided by Rule 83.
Run 96. EX parte proceedings and proceedings in which the
adverse party does not appear.will, as to notice of decision, time for.
appeal, and filing, of exceptions, and arguments, be governed by the
rules perscribed in other cases, so far as the same are applicable.'~In
such cases the: commissioner: tor Secretary may, pursuant to-application and upon good cause Sbeing shown therefor, permit additional
evidence to be presented for; the purpose of curing. defects. in the
proofs of record.
.

INTERVENTION.

97. No person shall be: allowed to intervene in any case
except upon application therefor, under oath,; showing. his interest
therein.
RILE

-

:HOW TRANSFEREES AND INCUMBRANCERS MAY ENTITLE THEMSELVES TO
NOTICE OF CONTEST :OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS.

RULE 98.2 Transferees and-incumbrancers of land the title to which
is claimed or is in process :of acquisition under any public-land law
shall, upon filing notice of the transfer or incumbrance in the district
land office, become entitled to'receive 'and be giventhe same notice
of any contest or: other proceeding thereafter had affecting such
land which is required to be given the original entryman or claimant. Every such notice of a transfer or incumbrance must be forthwith noted upon the'records of the district land office and be promptly
reported to the General Land Office, where like notatioA thereof will
bemade. Thereaftersuch transfereeor-iincumbranceras well as the:
entryman, must be. made a party defendant-to any proceeding-against:
,the entry..
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

OF THE FILING OF APPLICATIONS AND OTHER PAPERS.,

RULE 99.3 The Secretary and the Commissioner of the General
Land Office will not acknowledge the receipt of papers forwarded by
mail, but if, a prepared receipt is forwarded to a district land office
with any paper the register or receiver will sign and return. the
.receipt to the. party who forwarded the same, after inserting the.date

and the serial number.
AAmended Sept.

28, 1917.

7 2 Adopted Sept, 23, 1915.

Adopted Nov. 10, 1915.

-
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PROSPECTINGiFOR AND MINING OF M$ETALT4IFEROUS MINERALS

ON UNALLTOTTED LANIDS OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS-REGULATION SOF SEPTEMBER 16, 1919, AMENDED.
DEPARTMENT OF TH[E INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF INDIAN 4AFFAIRS,
Washington, D. 0., March 3, 1921.
On March 3, 1921, sections'4, 6, 13, 15, 16 and 17 'of the regulations
approvedc September 16; 1919 (47 L. D., 261);,governing prospecting
for and mining of metalliferous minerals on unallotted lands of in-:
dian reservations, were amenled, and sections 2, 4 and 8 of the form:
of lease required thereunder were modified. The above enumerated
sections, as amended and modified read as follows: 1
Section 4. Lessees will have the right to mine only within the exterior boundaries of the leased lands: and, to lines, drawn vertically downward therefrom.
The provision of the general mining laws that the ,locator
of a mining claim
shall have the exclusive right to all veins, lodes,
Ior
ledges throughoutd their
entire depth, the tip or apex of which lies inside the surface lines, extending
downward vertically, does not apply to these leases,,since the act limits ~the
application of the general mining laws to the manner of thef location of mining
claims. Discovery of ore by prospect drilfling or boring nmethods will be equivalent to discovery by shaft sinking.

7

Section 6. Before a lease will be granted covering a
mining
nlode ciaim, or a
placer claim, on unsurveyed land, it will be neeessary for the' locatoi, at his
expense, to have the claim surveyed
a nited&byStates deputy mineral surveyor., The survey must be made in the form and manner required by and
under the laws and regulations governing the survey of claims under the
United' States mining, laws, application for such survey to be ,made to the
United States surveyor general for the State wherein the claim: is located;
Provided, That where a number of contiguous claims are held in common,.the
survey may be made of the exterior boundaries of the group and the:entire
:group may be included in one lease. Two copies of the plat and two copies
of the field notes must be filed by the locator with his lea:n.
Section 13.2' Each lessee will be required to pay a royalty oniproduction com-r
puted on the net value of the output of the minerals at the mine, payable -at
the end of each month. _The law provides that this-royalty shall not be less
than 5 per cent, but in view of the impossibility of fixing in advance by reguIation the exact royalty to be imposed upon the different minerals found,
varying in value and in conditions under which they are mined, the royalty
governing eachb lease will be fied and determined prior to the issuance of each
lease and incorporated therein. T he term used in the law, " net value of the
output of the minerals at the mine,"r is construed to mean the amount received
for thle ores, concentrates, or bullion derived therefrom, I ss the cost of trans:portation and smelting necessaryfor the sale.of said ores, concentrates,:or
bullion.
'' Section 15. Each lessee shall' keep proper _and true books of account. of- all
'-his production, expenditures, and 'receipts in full detail, with proper distribudion. Thebooks'shall show the amount of ore 'mined; the. amount of ore shipped,
1Section 14 of regulations of September 16¢,1919, amended April 23, 1921 (48 L. D.,
2 Further amended September 1, 1921 (48L. ID., 266).,
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or other substances -sold or treated; each month, and the amount of money
received or receivable from the sale of ores, etc. The books of the lessee 'shall
be open to inspection, examination, and verification by any officer of the Interior
Department assigned to such duty by the Secretary of the Interior, and the
duly authorized agents of the United States shall be permitted freely to make
copies of all the accounts and other books of the lessee. All royalties due
under the lease shall be paid to the officer in charge of the reservation in cash,
or by certified check or other suitable form of exchange, and at time: of payment
each lessee must file with said officer a sworn statement. showing the amount
of ore mined during: the preceding month, the amount of ore shipped or -sold,
and' the amount received therefor. Lessee must also fileS with the officer in
charge within 20 days after the reduction of the ores a duplicate of all mill
andu smelter returns and of the receipted ,bills for freight or transportation
charges when the sale of mineral is not made at the mine.
Section 16. Lessees0shall submit to the superintendent or other officer of the
United States having jurisdiction over the leased premises annual reports giving
detailed costs of mining and milling or other treatment of the ore or mineral at
the mine necessary for sale but not including smelter costs, accompanied by
maps and diagrams drawn to scale, within 20 days:after the close of each 'calendar year,0 with the officer in charge, showing the extent, character, and location of-all development work and mining operations, such annual reports to be
in the form of sworn statements by the lessee or superintendent in charge of the
work, and such other reports from time to time as the Secretary of the Interior
may, in his discretion, require.Section 17.. (a) In mining operations the lessee shall'keep the- mine tinmbered,
at all points where necessary in accordance with good mining practice and in
* such manner as may be necessary to the proper preservation of the property
* leased and the safety of the workmen. The lessee in prospedting and mining
,shall observe appropriate and good' mining practice in sinking shafts and
wivlzes, in driving drifts and tunnels, stoping, blasting, hoisting, ventilating,
timbering, pumping, and other operations for the proper development and preservation of any mine, equipment, or property on the lease, and shall exercise
diligent care in the prevention of unnecessary -mineral waste and in promoting
the safety and welfare of employees. For the safety of mine employees ample
provision,:shall be made appropriate to the number of employees exposed to the
* mining hazard, for adequate safety equipment in the hoisting and transportation of employees, and in the use of explosives, protection from fire, the providing of ladderways for emergency escape, and, whenever practicable, make
provision for two exits or means of escape from the lowest and farthest workings to the surface, and for the positive circuiting throughout the mine of ventilating currents.
(b) If it be necessary to use for mining developments any wood, stone, coal,
or other material from unallotted and unleased lands on the Indian reservation,
the lessee shall first obtain written permission from the officer in charge and
for the IndiasS the current prices for allmaterials taken.
-payhim,
ahall
SECTIONS 2,

X

4, AND 8 OF FORM OF LEASE, AS MODIFIED.

Sec. 2. The lessee hereby agrees to pay. or cause to be paid to the superintendent, or other officer of the: United eStates having. jurisdiction ovyer the
leased premises, hereinafter called the officert in charge, for the use and benefit
of the 'Indians of said reservation, annually in advance, a. rental of 25 cents
per acre for the first year beginning with the date of execution of lease, 50
'Paragraph 3, section 2, further amended April 23, 1921 (48 L. D., 266).
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cents per acre per annumlfor the second, third, fourth, and fifth years, and $
per acre for each succeeding year, all rent paid in any year to be credited on
the royalty for that year, if production begins therein.
The lessee further agrees to pay as royalty on the production of ores and
minerals under this lease a royalty of,
per cent upon the net value of
the output of the minerals at the mine which is to be ascertained by deducting
from the gross value of _the ores, concentrates, or bullion, the cost of transportation and smelting necessary for the -sale* of said ores, concentrates or
' bullion. The lessee agrees to file with the officer in charge of the reservation
within 20 days after the end of the month within which the minerals were
extracted a sworn statement showing the amount of ore mined during the
preceding month, the amount of ore shipped or'sold, and the amount received
therefore He also agrees to file with the officer in charge within 20 days after
,the reduction of the ores a duplicate of mill and smelter returns, and of
receipted bill for freight or transportation charges when the sale of mineral
is not made at the mine, and to pay all royalties under this leasei monthly
to the officer in charge of the reservation, or such officer or agent as may be
R'designated by the Secretary of the Interior,, payflents to be made in cash or
by certified check or other suitable form of exchange. There shall be expended annually in development work on each location a
sum of not less than $5 per acre, the total amount to be not less than $100. :
The royalties on all products mined: under this' lease shall' be based on sworn
reports and shall be paid within ten days after the -close of each Ionth.
Sec. 4. The lessee -shall
at -all times conduct operations in a workmanlike
manner, protect all mines- and deposits, and not commit nor suffer any waste
upon the reservation; -and if it be necessary to use any wood, stone, coal,
or other material thereon, he shall first obtain written permission0 from the
officer in charge and shall pay to him for the Indians the ccurrent Iprices
for all such material -taken. He shall take good 'care; of the land herein
described, and-not permit any nuisance to be maintained nor any intoxicating
liquors to be sold or given away thereon for use as a beverage; he shall not
use or permit the use of said lands and. premises for any other purpose than
as herein authorized, and at the\expiration of this lease he shall return the
same to the oviners in good condition.
Sec. 8. The lessee shall not, without the consent of the lessor, assign or
:sublet any part of- the lands leased. He may, however, surrender the lease for
cancellation with the consent of the lessor, but the. lessee or assignee should
surrender his copy iof the lease to the officer in charge, and all royalties and
other obligations due and accrued to date of completion of application *for
cancellation, in addition to a cancellation fee of one dollar, must be paid and
discharged before such application will be tconsidered, provided that if the
lease has been recorded the lessee or assignee shall execute a release, record
the same in the proper recording office, and file the release with- the officer in
charge. An application for cancellation will be considered as completed on the
date such application is filed in the office of the-officer in charge, provided
the, foregoing requirements have been fully observed.
rOn abandonment of the lease, the lessee or lessees shall forfeit all-claims
or right-to ore stoped, broken and stored in the mine or placed upon the dump
or in bins on'the surface.
'
CATO SELLS,

L

Connissziner.
Approved:
JOHN BARTON PAYNE,
-:
: : ?d-- Secretary.

-

-
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METALLIFEROUS MINERAL LEASES ON UNAILOTTED LANDS OF
INDIAN RESERVATIONS-REGULATIONS. OF SEPTEMBERD 16,
1919, FURTHER AMENDED.
DEPARTMEDNT OF THE INTEROR)

'V00000 00V00:Tu.0'V,;ftX,00:,;dWask.i'ngton, DZ. 0., Apr>1 g3, 191.f:0
Section 14 of the regulations 0approved September 16, 1919 (47
L. D., 261, 265), as amended March 3, 1921 (48 L. D., 263), governing
prospecting for and mining of metalliferous minerals on unallotted
lands of Indian reservations under section, 26 of the act of June 30,
1919 (41 Stat., 3; 31), as amended by the act, of March 3, 1921
(41 Stat., 1225, 1231), and the third paragraph of section 2 of the
lease contract are hereby'amended as follows:
Section 14 of the regulations,: In addition to the royalty on production the

>

lessee will be required to pay advance rental of 25 cents per acre for the first
year, 50 cents per acre for the second, third,: fourth, and fifth years, respectively,
And $1 per acre for each year thereafter, the rental for any one.eyear-to be
credited against the royalties, as they accrue for that year. It will also be5
necessary for the lessee to expend annually in development icorn on or for each
location the sum of not less than $5 per acre,. the total amount to be not .less
than$100. for each location, which :expenditures, if benefitting or developing a

group of contiguous claimsincluded in a lease, may be made upon

any one

or

,
more of such claims.
Third paragraph, section 2 of lease contract: There shall be expended annually; in development work on or for each location the sum of not less. than $5
:per acre, the total amount to be not less than $100 for each; location, which
expenditures, if benefitting or developing a group of contiguous claims included
.
in a lease,:may be made upon any one or more of such claims.
R

a

.

,

: E..:C.4 F-iN
S ? .,y> >;
FirstAssistant secretary.

METALLIFEROUS MINERAL LEASES ON UINALLOTTED LANDS OF
INDIAN RESERVATIONS-REGULATIONS AND LEASE CONTRACT
FURTHER AMENDED.
DEPARTMENT OFTEHE I
IOR,

Wa-sington, ID C., Septembher 1, 1921.
Section 13 of the, regulations approved S3epem 16, 1919 (47'
L.D., 261, 264), as. amended March 3, 1921. (48 L. D., 263), governing prospecting :for and mining0of metalliferous minerals on unallotted Indian lands under section 26 of the act of Jine :30, 1919
(41 Stat., 3, 31), as amended by the Indian Appropriation Act of
March 3, 19,21 (41 Stat., 1225, 1231), and the second paragraph of

section two of. the lease contract are hereby amended to read as
follows:
Section 18 of the regulations. * e * The term used in the law,: "net value
of the output of the minerals at the mine," is construed. to mean the amount

received for the ores, concentrates, or bullion derived therefrom, less the cost

N
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of. transportatin: and- treatment necessary. for the sale, of. said ores, concenor b~ullion.
V.trates4,

*1\

-

,: Seconf Xparagraph section two, of lease conztract The lessee further agrees
to pay-' as royalty on- the production of ores and minerals under this lease a',
royalty of
-per
cent :upon the net value of the' output of the minerals at
ta-r'Xmine, whieh is io -be ascertained by deducting from the gross -value of- the
ores, concentrates, or bullion, the cost of transportation and treatment neces*
sary forthe saleof said;:ores, concentrates, or bullion.. . *
D:.$ V50 .0:0:
TSLEE
H-CS 4 0 ;f.
0 -00C: X
: E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secetary.

ROBERT K. COX AND EARNEST I. ALFREY.;
Decided Septernher 2, 1921.

-

E1rnTY.
The mailing of -a letter to a successful contestant, who has not changed his
record address and who holds himself in . readiness to receive- all notices
sent to him, notifying him of his- preference right, does not. charge him
with: constructive notice thereof, if, through no fault of his, the letter is
not delivered to him and he has no knowledge of its having been sent;
and where there has been no negligene,.or lack of diligeneeon his part
he is entitled to- exercise' the right within the statutory period from the
time that he comes into possession of knowledge that the contested entry
'.
has been canceled.
CoNTEsTAs'T-oNsTnrcTIvE0 NOTICE-PREFERENcE

RIGHT-1HOMESTEAD

DEPARTMENTAL DEcisioN CITED AND FOLLOWED.
The case of McGraw v. Lott (44 L. D., 367), cited .and followed.

*

FINNEr, First;AssistadSecretary:

On Marchx

26, 1920 Rbert K. Cox filed enlarged homestead ap-

plication 027320, Lamar land district, Colorado, for the NW. , 'Sec.

20,.T. 30 S., .R. 44 W., 6th P. M., as additional to his patented entry
-02284, Dodge City land district, Kansas, for :SE. j, Sec. 1, T. 30 S.,,
11R.
33 WV,6th P. M., accompanied by petition for designation. He
- filed an affidavit with his application claiming a preference right secured by the:successful pDrosecution of his contestag~ajnsttWesley* C.
Burbridge, -who had made homestead entry 018642 for the same land,
-claiming a settlement right by virtue of residence established on the
land in March, 1919, after the filing of said contest.
- It:-appears that the-Commissioner of the General Land Office by
decision; of January 26, 1920, ordered Burbridge'si entry canceled and
awarded Cox a preference right of entry. -Notice of said-action wassent- by registered letter on January- 31, 1920, from: the local office,
addressed to Cox at his record address and the letter was returned
unclaimed on -March --16, 1920. .In the meantime, on March 8, 1920,
Glenn Pickell filed enlarged homestead application 027267 for the
land, which wasiallowed because Cox had not asserted his preference
-right within 30. days from mailing of notice.
Coxf shows by corroborated affidavit that he had been .in the habit
-

-

of receiving his maiialmost every day at yhis record address for over

:2:gs
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two years and that he did not receive:'such letter, nor notice of such'
letter, nor was notice of such letter delivered to his place odfreceiving
mail until March 15, 1920.. The post office clerk ini charge makes an
affidavit that the letter was received February 2, 1920, and that three
* - notices were sent to Cox in regular order of business and thathhe
letter was returned unclaimed March 15; 1920.
'Cox on learning of the letter immediately went to Lamar,, 'about
60 miles distant, and was there' when the- land office opened on the
morning of March 16, 1920, and was informed by the local officers
*
that the returned letter had been received 'in that morning's mail and
that entry for the land had been made by Glenn Pickell. He immediately sought his attorney and filed application.
The register:and receiver rejected Cox's application becauseof
conflict with Pickell's entry. C(ox appealed to the (Commissioner,
who by Idecision of December 1, 1920, found that Cox had not asserted
his preference right within 30 days from mailing of notice and affirmed the rejection. Subsequently,- on March 1, 1921, Pickell executed a relinquishment which was filed at 12 m. on March 29, 1921,
at the; same time Earnest I. Alfrey's enlarged homestead entry
.027967 for the land was allowed. At 2:30 p. m. Cox filed his-appeal
from the Commissioner's decision.
The Department in the: case of McGraw v. Lott (44 L.D., 367),
held (syllabus)-Where a contestant by his negligence in, failing .to call for the letter, or by
changing his post office address without notification -to the local office, and
without authorizing some .one else in writing 'to receive the letter for him,
puts it out of the power of the land department to deliver the notice to him
or some ond authorized by him ,he will, after expiration of the period accorded
him within which to exercise his preference right, and return, of the letter
uncalled-for, be considered to have had constructive notice, and will not thereafter be heard to' complain that he never received the notice.
.To charge a contestant with constructive notice where he fails 'to call 'for
-the registered letter containing notice of his preference right, the letter must
: have remained in the post office, subject to call, during the entire'period it was
required to be so held, and must be returned to the local office as uncalled-for
at the end of that period as evidence of that fact.

Assuming that the matters' alleged0by Cox are true, it does not
appear that he was negligent or that he -lacked-diligence as to the
notice of preference right. He held himself in readiness to receive
all notices at his record Saddress and he can not 'be- charged with the
failure of the notices to be delivered to him. A letter can not be said
to be held subject 'to call if not delivered when the addressee: is
ready toi receive: it. '-Under such circumstances tCox can not be
charged with notice until hexreceived it, to wit, March 16, 1920.' on
March 26, 1920, he filed application cla ing his preference right
and asserting a settlement 'claim and stated that Pickell knew, of
'his, settlement.: His application was, filed during the preference righ

-
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period and his rights were superior to Pickell's.
Pickell's relinquishmeniand' Alfrey's application were filed March 29, 1921. On the
same-dpa :(C:oxfiledhis appeal. Alfrey'sapplicatioinshould have been
held-.s-uspended to await agtion on theoappeal. Alfrey can not stand
in4a better position than Pickell. His rights-are also6 junior to Cox's.
The; Commissioner's decision is reversed, 0::and unless Alfrey shall,
|::
within thirty days; from notice hereof, file his corroborated 'affidaviIt
specifically denying the matters alleged by Cox -and asking a hearing
upon the issues raised-, his entry will be canceled and Cox's applicaii
tion allowed.

BUMPERS v. HOLLOWAY.
Decided September 9, 1921.
ENTRY-APPLICATION-RECORDS-PREFERENCE

RIGHT.

Where two or more conflicting applications to make entry are:received in the
same mail, the application first taken up, numpbered, and entered on the
records, in the regular course of business, is entitled to precedence, notwithstanding the fact that it may not have been the first to have been

:-executed.;
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED wiITH APPROVAL.

The cases of Barnes v. Smith (33 L. D., 582), Jones -etl . v. Bettis (34 L. D.,
712),; Heter v. Lindley. (35 L. D., 409), cited with-approval..

FiNiXErY, First Assistant Secretary::
Columbus W. Bumpers has appealed from a decision of the Com-.
missioner of the General Land Office dated June 20, 1921, requiring:.
him' to show cause' why his -timber and stone entry embracing NW. SE. j, Sec. 4, T. 9 N., R. 5 E., St. S. M., Alabama, should not be'canceled for conflict with the prior tight of John Henry Washington
Holloway.
It appears that on April 28, 1920, said Bumpers executed before
the circuit clerk at Grove Hill, Alabama, an application to puichase
said tract -under the timber and stone law, and that on May 3, 1920,
before the same offcial, said Holloway executed a like application.
:- Bothapplications were forwarded by mail to the land' office at Montgomery, Alabama, where they' were received at 10 o'clock on the'
f-0morning ofF May; :13, 1920.. Apparently,vHolloway's application :was
the first one acted upon, and to it was assigned serial 011023, receipt
No. 2457230 being issued for the fee. To Bumpers's application :ras
assigned serial 011026, and receipt No. 2457233 was issued thereon.
The local officers inadvertently allowed :Bumpers to make final
proof and payment, final certificate issuing on March 30, 1921. A
notice of the appraisal of the land, had been issued to Holloway, but
it was returned unclaimed because addressed to " John Henry Washington." 'When 'notice 'was given to Holloway, he pr6 mptly forwarded the appraised price, $117.90.
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* Itwas formerlyvthe practie to treat applications received in the
*same Imail as filed simultaneously, and to 0award, the right, of Ientry
to the highest: bidder. Subsequently,0 pursuant to the ruling anlnounced in Barnes v. Smith (33 L. D., 582)., and Jones et al. v. Bettis
(34 L: .D., 712), relative to applications to contest, the, practice was
changed, and the rule adoptedbthat when received by mail tthe-firs'tapplication to make entry: taken up, numbered, and entered on the'
records, in the regular course of business, is entitled to precedence, in
the absence oIf any claim of prior settlement This rule was stated:
in a departmental telegram to the local officers at Little: Rock, Arkansas, on November 14, 1912, wherein it was held:
In case applications for same. tract are received in same mail, application,
first opened should be accorded priority, except where one of applicants alleges
prior settlement, in which event settler's application should be given priority.
In Heter V. Lindley (35 L. D., 409):' it was held' that' an applica-tion to enter presented in, person at the hour 'of opening the local
office is entitled to precedence over a conflicting application received.

at the same hour by. mail.

.

.

.

Under date of January 7, 1916, the Commissioner of the (General
Land Office correctly instructed the local officers at Cheyenne, Wyo-.
ming, as follows::
Where two applicants for the same land appear together at the local office,
the application first handed to the officer or clerk waiting on the counter is:
entitled to priority.. uTnder the assumption that persons desiring to make entry
will be waited on in regular order, it is believed that 'one who requests that
and application be prepared for him by the local officiers: is entitled to priority2
over-one who is-next in line, even though the latter may have had his application prepared before reaching the office.
Under: the present practice, the -probability of two or more applications being simultaneous is very remote, except under the circumstances covered by Circular No. 324 (43 L. D., 254), which circular
was, supplemented by the instructions of May 17, 1917 (46 L. D., 121).
The local officers erred in allowing Bumpers .to make .final proof
under- his; application. The fact that he has been to the expense
the
be
made
0of publishing notice and making final proof, can not
basis of rejecting Holloway's. application, awhich, having been first
taken up, numbered, and entered on the records, in the regular course
of business, was entitled to precedence.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
CHARLES E. BURGESS ET AL."
D)ecided Septembe154, 1921.
STOCR-BMsrNG H[0MESTEAD-ACT0oF DECEMBER 29,: 1916.
The terms "own" and "owned," as' used in sections 5. and 8 of the stockraising, homestead act of December 29, 1916, are to be construed as meanSee Balente Luna (46 L. D., 28), for construction of term "owner" as used In the
enlarged homestead act In connection with the sale of a portion Or the entry.
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ing 'an absolute ownership, that is :a complete dominion over the property,
and not nierely an undivided interest therein.
STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEA-PEFERENCE RIGHT-ACT OF' DECEMBER 29, 1916.
Ant undivided interest in a. patented original homestead lentry does not constitute such an ownership thereof as will afford a valid ;basis upon which
: to
- predicate a: claim of preferenCe right under section. 8 of the act of December 29, 1916, to make an additional entry of contiguous lands under
section 5 of that act.DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND FOLLOWED.
The case of McHarry v. Stewart (9 L. D., 344), cited and followed.

FirstAssistant Secretary: :
June 4, 1885, Elbridge M. Clymer made homestead entry 1840, fJor

FINNEY,

the'W. J SE. J ,N. t SW. 4, Sec. 9,.T. 7 S., R. 21 E., W. M., The
Dalles, Oregon, land district, on which finfal certificate issued May'25,
1892. As shown 'by the6-records there is no vacant unappropriated
land adjoining this tract.
January 9, 1917, he filed application 007284, to make additional
entry under the stock-raising act, for lot 7, E. 4 SW. 4,Sec. 1, lots
1, 2, 3, E. r1,NW. :4, NE. j SW. 4, Sec. 7, T. 8 ., R. 20 'E., and' S. 2
NE. 1, SeG. 12, T. 85., iR. 19 E.,W. M., which was rejected by the register 'and treceiver as to the land' in section I, for conflict ;with prior
entries. January 31, 1917, he filed application to have the description
amended to read : Lot 7, E.'4 SW. 4, Sec.. 6; lts 1, 2, 3, E, NW.',
NE. 4 SW. 4t, Sec. 7, T. 8 S., R. 20 E.,: W. M., and S. -1 NE. I, NE. 4
SE. -, Sec. 12, T. 8 5., R. 19 E.,Laccompanied with a formal application for the land' last described and petition for designation covering9
*that description'.
December 9, 1898, Charles E. Burgess made homestead entry 6951,
for the E. 'i NW.4,I E. j: SW. 4, Sec. 18, T. 8. S., R. 20 E., W. M.,
on which cash certificate issued Decembe'r 2, 1902.
January 11, 1917, he filed' application 017504, to make additional
entry for the E..4 SW. I, W. . SE. 4; S'ec. 7, NE. 4, Sec. 18, lots 3 and
4, Sec. 8, andflotsf 1 and 2,'Sec. 17', T.8 S., E. 20 E;,
M., accompanied
with- a petition for the' designation-of' the la'nd§ entered and applied
for under the stock-raising act, and an afida'vit, in1which he alleged
that he commuted his original entry fourteen years ago , and afterward in forming a company deeded away one-half interest but owns
the other one-half and still controls "it. July 12, 191i, he filed sup-b
*plemental application forfthe same'land.
January 10, 1917, Daniel E. Brehaut' filed application '017407, to
make an 'original homestead entry 'under the stock-raising act, for'
lots 3, 4, E. 1 SW. 4, Sec. 8, lots' 1, 2, E. 4 -and E. j NW.
Sec. 17,
T. 8 S., IR.20 E., W. M., and July 18, 1917, filed supplemental application for the same land.
-

.
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;iThe; lands;entered& and applied for were designated under the

stock-raising; homestead act: of December 29, 1916 (39- Stat., 862),
effective May 24,'1919.'
The NE. j SW. d, Sec. 7, is embraced in the applications of Clymer
and Burgess. Lots 3 and 4, Sec. 8, and lots 1 and 2, Sec. 17, arlerenbraced. in the applications of Burgess and Brehaut.
By its decision of April 23 1921, the General Land Office found
and held as follows:

'e N

The land embraced in Clymer's application is incontiguous to his original
entry and, therefore, he is not entitled to a preferential right under Sec. 8 of
the act.

Brehaut's application is for an original entry under the stock-raising act and
as Sec. 8 of the act is applicable only to additional applications under sections
4 or 5, he has no preferential right to the land applied for.
The land applied for by Burgess tadjoins his original claim and, therefore, if
he owned and resided on his original at the-time his application was filed he
would be entitled to a preferential right under said section 8. However, in a
supplemental affidavit filed by him he alleges that after commuting his original
entry he formed a comopany and deeded away a half interest but still owns and
controls the other half.- As he was. the owner of only an undivided one-half
interest in his original claim when he filed his application for additional entry,
he was not the "owner " thereof within, the meaning of Sec. 5 of the act and'
was not 'qualifield to ]make additional entry thereunder. Therefore, he was not
'entitled to a preferential right under Sec. S of the act.
No preferential rights are involved for the:'reasons above indicated and the
tracts in conflict must,-therefore, be awarded to the party whose application
was first filed; accordingly, the NE. J :SW. j, Sec. 7, is awarded 'to Clymer,
and lots 3 and 4, Sec. 8, lots 1 and '2, Sec. 17, to Brehaut, and the application of
Burgess is rejected as to NB. i SW. i, See. 7, lots 3 and 4, Sec. 8, :and- lots '1
and 2, Sec. 17, T. 8 S., R. 20 E., W. M., subject to the right of appeal.
Neither Clymer nor Brehaut has complained of that decision, but

Burgess has filed an appeal in which he contends that the Commissioner erroneously held that he. could not base his, claim to a preferred- right of entry under section '8 of the stock-raising homestead,
law for the reason .that he only owned an undivided interest, in the
land originally entered and could not, therefore, make an entry under
section 5 of that law on which his application was based.
The primary object of that law was to award to each entryman
the surface right of such an area of nontimbei'ed, nonirrigable land,

chiefly valuable for grazing and raising forage crops. and of such a
character that 640 acres are reasonably required for the support of
the family. The furnishing of home seekers with a sufficient area to
make their farms self-sustaining was, therefore, the purpose that

Congress had in view, and inasmuch as entries for less than 160
acres had already been made for nonirrigable lands which were
largely arid, section 5 was enacted for the purpose of affording the:
entrymen of such lands an opportunity to enlarge their holdings

M
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to 640 acres,. or to a sufficient amount necessary to the support of
their families. It was for that purpose, and not for the mere purpose of enabling persons who had already made entries to enlarge,
their iholdings for the purpose of speculation, that0 this law was
enacted.

;

That section authorizes additionalientries by "persons who have
submitted final proof upon, or received patent for, lands 'of the
characters herein described under the homestead laws, and who own
and reside upon the land so acquired" for such an area as would,
with the area theretofore acquired, not exceedi 640 acres'.
From this it will be seen that before an applicant can be permitted to make entry it must appear that he is the "owner" of the land
first entered, and it can not be said that one:who holds only an
undivided interest in a tract of land is tthe owner thereof within the
meaning of that section.. "The term 'owner,' when used alone,
imports- an absolute owner, or one who has complete dominion of
the property owned,, as the owner' in fee oftreal property." See
Words and Phrases, vol. 6, page 5138.
This conclusion is supported by the decision of this Department
in McHarry 'v. Stewart (9 t. D., 344, 348), where consideration' was
given to the language forming that part of 'section 2289, Revised
Statutes;0 which authorizes the' making of additional farm entries.
The object of that -statute and the language there used are closely
akin to those of section 5 of the stock-raising homestead law, and it
was said in that decision that..The statute (Sec. 2289 Rev. Stat.), authorizing adjoining farm entries, pro-'

vides,, that "every person owning and residing on land may, under the pro-'
~visions of this section, enter other land lying contiguous to'his land, which
shall not, with the land so already owned and occupied, exceed in the aggregate
:one huhdred and sixty acres." Statutes are to be.read "according to
natural and most obvious import of the language used, withoutiresorting to
subtle and forced constructions for the purpose' of either limiting or extendingtheir operation." (Waller ,v. Harris,. 20 Wend., 555; Sedg. on Construction of
Stat., and Con. Law, 220). "The natural'and; most obvious import " of the,
word "owning" is absolute and not qualified ownership-" the right by which
a thing belongs to some one in particular to the exclusion of all others."
(Bouvier's 'Law Dic.; Sec. 679, Codes and- Statutes of Cal.), and not a right
shared .with one or more persons, or restricted in its use, or limited or deferred
as to time of enjoyment.. There is nothing in the context or subject 'matter of
Athe statute authorizing-a departure from the ordinary meaning of the languageh'
employed.. On the contrary, an adherence to this meaning would seem to be
essential to the enforcement of the law, both in its letter and spirit.

'For
these reasons the-Commissioner

was correct in holding in his.

decision that Burgess was not entitled to claim a preerred.right of;
eltry' under section '8.
iThe
decision' appealed from is therefore affIrmed.
52403 -VoL 48-21-18
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LEXLIEY v. NEAL.
Decided September 30, 1921.
HOMESTEAD ENTTRY-DESERTED WIEE-FINAL PROOF-ACT OF OCTOBER 22, 1914.

The act of October 22,_1914, confers upon a deserted wife,
has continued Jfor more than one year, the right to submit
complete the entry of her husband 'in lieu of entering the
.sole, but it neither deals with- the protection of: nor does
rights in the entry in the interim.
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-DESERTED
1914.

WIFE-RELIINQUISHMENT-ACT

after desertion
final proof and;
land ' as a ferne
it diminish her
OF OCTOBER 22,

The act of October 22, 1914, does not abrogate.-the departmental ruling enunciated prior thereto that a homestead entryman can not deprive his wife,
who is residing upon the 'land, of the right after her desertion, to make
entry in her own behalf as a deserted wife, upon the filing by another of a
* relinquishment executed by her husband with. the view to deserting and.
. dispossessing her, but it permits her to perfect the existing entry instead
of making a new entry in her ownaname.
DESERTED WIF-ACT OF OCTOBER 22, 1914.

':A wife is deserted within the meaning of the act of October 22, 1914, if deser-

tion actually -exists, irrespective of the. fact that she obtained a divorce as
the result of proceedings predicated upon other grounds.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND CONSTR UED.

The case of Inman v. McCain (42: L. D., 507), cited and construed.

FITND.Y, First Assistant Secretary:
On September 28, 1917, Firmin L. Lemley filed enlarged home-'
stead application 014883, Douglas land: district, Wyoming, for -the
W. J, S'ec. 85. T. 35 N., :R. 69 W., 6th P. M., containing 320 acres.
At the same time he filed additional stock-raising homestead appli:cation 014884, accomp'anied by petition for designation, for the NE.
j, N. j SE. k, said Sec. 35,,and lots 3 and 4, Sec. 2, T.; 34 N. R.
containng 0.81
2690.W.acres. The. original entry was . allowed
October 15, 191T. All the land involved was designated under -the

stck-raiising,homestead Ilawd-effective June 10, 1918.
'On August 26, 1919, Birdie Neal file'd Lemly's. relinquishment
oovering the landy of his original0entry and additional application,
together with her enlarged homestead applications 021816 for the

W. , said~Sec. 35, and additional stock-raising homestead applicaV
tion-021817 for the remainder of the land involved.
:
On October 15, 1919,'Mary E. temley, diyorced wife of Firmin L.
Lemley, filed a formal protest against the allowance of Miss Neal's
:aplications. She 0alleged&that she and t her children, went upon the
land Aprilt138,' 1917; and remained0there continuously and assisted
in making thejimprovements, and that Lemley had&served in the
Army during thef late war,' which: service,.together
eesi-with her
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dence on the land, made him qualified to submit final proof but he
did not. do so because he did not want her to share in' the land, and
that* on August 25, 1919,' she filed divorce proceedings against him
a ndon the' same date obtained personal service thereof' and' that on
>the next day Lemley executed a relinquishment and delivered it
7' to Miss Neal, who filed iapplications for. the Iand August 26, 1919,
and that he immediately left the State, and that hek did it to defraud
her of her rights todany property he might have. She urged that
Miss Neal's application should be rejected and that Lemley's'entry
and application should be reinstated and she permitted to submit
final proof thereon.
The Commissioner on Novnember 14, 1919, issued a rule on Miss
Neal to show'cause why her application should not he denied and the entry of eiley' reinstated. On December 19, 1199 ,-Miss Neal filed
answer denyi-ng 'the material allegations and averring that Mrs.
Lemley received $200 of the money paid out by ler for'the relinquishment. The Commissioner -by decision of April 9, 1920, directed that
the matter proceed to a hearing. Notices were issued-and served andX
a hearing was held-before the register and receiver on May 28, 1920
at which both parties appeared with counsel and submitted testimony.

The register and receiver by; joint decision dated' December 11,
1920, found that Mrs. Lemley had 'a superior right to the land and
recommended 'that-she should be required to reimburse Miss Neal,
tender to heri or make satisfactory" arrangement with her'as to the
$1,100 she had paid for the relinquishment and improvements and
that the applications of Miss Neal should' be, rejected and the entry*
and application of Lemley reinstated. Mrs. Lemley 'filed Corroborated affidavit alleging tender of cashier's check for $1,100 which was
ref used by--Miss'Neal who' demanded $3,000. 'Miss Neal in the nature'
of an appeal filed " Sunggestions for the consideration of the register
and receiver,-and the Commissioner." The (Commnissioner by decision
of April 13,1921, found that Lemley had a legal right to relinquish
and that Mrs. Lemley was not a deserted wife: so 'as to be entitled
to any right and protection under the act of October 22,1914 (38
Stat., 766) 0andheld that the protest'should be dismissed subject 't-o
the right of appeal. Mrs. Lemley has appealed.'
'Lemley' with his-'family established residence on the' land of his
entry-April -13, 1917. Mrs. Lemley with her'two small children lived
continuously on the land even during Lemley's military service.
She did much' of the work on' the homestead and her money was
u-"sed to make the improvements whIch 'are' estimated to be woirth.
'% 000. It appears that Firmin and Mary Liemley owned a farm in
N braska, title being in' both names,' whiIchthey-sold and the mOney
was;-vput 'into improvements on the homestead. The iimprovements
consist000ed of' a 0-good 2-roomn; house;Xpainted and finished, a barn and
"N7WiE
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other outbuildings,.one and one-half miles of fence, a wdll and windmill, and, about eight-acres of breaking. Mrs. Lemley testified'that
after Lemley returned from the Army he engaged in "bootlegging"
and was absent most of the time and did not contribute to the support of the family and.that :they did not live together as man ah:d
wife, and that as early as the -winter of 1918-19 he tried 'to sell his'K
relinquishment and sought to keep it a secret from her. Mrs. Lemley found their relations intolerable and sought separation. He
* promised to give her the relinquishinent of the entry and she prom-.
ised not to seek alimony. On August 25, 1919, she filed ;divorce procceedings and secured personal service thereof on him the same day.
Also on the same daybhe.ofered his relinquishment to MissNeal., She
conferred with her relatives and examined the land that day in- company with her brother, who knew that the Lemleys contemplated
divorce. The next day she paid $1,100 for the relinquisnhment and a
:bill of sale for the improvements. HeI- immediately= took a train,
left the State, and his present whereabouts are unknown. Miss Neal
filed the relinquishment together- with appliations for the land.
Mrs. Lemley, after obtaining service of the divorce proceedings,
* went to visit her mother, until the matter .should come up for hearing.
Mrs. Lemley was divorced from her husb and byv-decree dated October 6, 1919, as evidenced by an uncertified copy of the decree in the,
record. On October 15, 1919, she filed protest against Miss Neals
applications. Mrs. Lemley denied that she received $200 or any .of
the money paid for the relinquishment. She stated by the wayof
explanation that she received $100 from Lemleyv for a purpose entirely unconnected with, the homestead, prior to the divorce proceedings.
* Mrs. Lemley in her appealI urges that the Commissioner erred in
considering Miss Neal's appeal from the local officers' decision; that:
said appeal which was styled ":Suggestions for the consideration of
thecregister andreceiver, and the Commissioner" was not served on
her. Said appeal does not show evidence of. service on Mrs. Lemley
and
-Miss Neal. should have been called upon-to show such service
-before the Commissioner considered the case. Nevertheless the case
was before the Commissioner because of Mrs. Lemley's application
for extension of time and of her showing claiming compliance with
the local .officers' decision.. Miss Neal calls attention to the fact that

Mrs. Lemley obtained. the divorce on grounds, of drunkenness and.
not desertion. It is immaterial in this case .upon what grounds. she
chose to predicate the divorce proceeding .so long as desertion did in

factexist.: .
The act of Octoberi 22, 1914, supra, referred to in: the Commis
0sioner'sdecision has to do with the making of final proof by
aj
serted wife after desertion has continued for more thanonya

t,
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It does not deal with the protection of her rights in the interim. The
Department, prior -to the above-mentioned act, held in the case of
Inmarii'v. Mc(ain (42 L. D., 507, syllabus)__

W<Xihere'a homestead entryman executes and delivers to another a relinquishment of his entry, with a view to deserting andr dispossessing his wife, who is
domiciled upon the land, the wife, upon the filing of :the relinquishment, 'is
entitled to make entry of the land in her own behalf as the deserted wife tof
th'
hentrymuan, with credit for residence from .the date of her settlement thereon
With her husband.

A desertedi.wife's rights in her husband's homestead were not
,: dimninished by the.act :of Octobr 22j, 1914, s1pra. That act gave
her right to complete his entry instead of entering the land in her.
own rightfas a fem&e

~sole.

The Commissioner's decisioniis reversed..

GEORGE W. MARTIN..
Decided September SO, 1921.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-VALENTINE Scir-APIcATION-ACT OF FEBRUAYY25,
1920-OKLAHO1MA.
The general leasing act of February 25, 1920, is applicable to oil or gas
bearing lands of the United States, if there he any', in the bed of Red River,
0Oklahoma, adjacent to the Texas boundary, irrespective of the fact that the
preexisting mining laws were not in operation in the former State, and an
*
application to' acquire such areas by Valentine scrip, unsupported by nonoccupancy and nonmineral affidavits, must: be denied, inasrmuch: as such*
scrip is locatable only on unoccupied, nomineral public land.

First Assistant Seeretary:
George W. Martin has appealed from the decision of May 31, 1921,,
by the (Commissioner of the General Land IOffice rejecting his appliFINNXY,

cation to locate Valentine scrip- E-276 (40 acres) on unsurveyed land
described by metes and bounds; in the bed of Red River, ad acent to
the Texas line, said to contain 41.27 acres, and which, when surveyed,
will be in T. 5 S., R. 14 W., iTill
anTCounty, Oklahoma.
It appears that said area is involved in litigation now pending in
the Supreme Court of the United States, wherein the State of Oklahoma:"'and various other parties, including, the United States, are
asserting -title, and it has been :placed in the hands of a receiver to
:take care of the valuable oil properties existing therein until the
question of title has been determined.
- This applicanti:has declined to furnish the nonmineral-nonocen:pancy affidavit nedessary in. support of such location. His contention is that lands in the State of Oldahoma have been declared to lbe
agricultural in character, and that the mining laws .do not apply .
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there, and the inference is that occupation of such lands for the purpose of extracting oil and gas would be unlawful occupancy
While the Department in numerous cases 'hasI held that the ol. general mining laws-do not operate in said area, it has nevertheless-held
that if title be declared in the United States said area will be sub-'~"
ject to the provisions of the mineral leasing act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437).
Valentine scrip can be located only on unoccupied, nonmineral
land, and as it is not denied that this land contains valuable oil deposits, and as the Department holds that the said- leasing act will
apply there, if it be decided -that the Government hbas the title, it
follows that the rejection of the application was proper.
The appeal contains a; request for an opportunity to submit oral
argument, but no sufficient reason appears for oral discussion as the
written record clearly discloses the issues involved, concerning which
the Department is -not in doubt. The request is accordingly denied
andthedecisionaappealed from is affirmed..:

JACKSON HOLE. IRRIGATION COMPANY.
Decided, October 5, 1921.
WATER RIGHT-.RIG13:T OF WAY-WYOMING.

A permit toi appropriate _public waters under State authority does not of
itself confer upon the-user any*interest in :public lands, and consequently
no vested right of way easement for canals and reservoir, sites is obtained,
as an :incident to the appropriation of waters under the' statutes of the
*;0 : .State of.Wyoming.
WATER RIGHT-RIGE[T OF WAY-SECTIONS 2339 AND 2340, REVISED STATUTESWITHDRAWAL.

*: :0t; No such vested right to the use of public waters is obtained by the mere approval
of an dppropriation permit under a State statute, prior to beneficial use, as
will entitle the permittee to a right of way for the construction of ditches
*and canals under sections:2339 and 2340, Revised Statutes, and a withdrawal of public lands prior to such beneficial use will prevent the Sgranting of an application of a right of way under: the act of March 3, 1891.
WITHDRAWAL-ACT Or JUNE 25, 1910-RESTORATIONS.
A withdrawal of public' lands under the act-of June: 25, 1910, made -in aid of
pending: legislation does not become inoperative by reason of: the failure

*of Congress to enact the proposed legislation, but it remains in force until.,
revoked by the President or by an act of Congress.
FiNNEY, First-Assistat-Secretary;

The Jackson Hole Irrigation Company has,'appealed from- the
'decision rendered-July 20, 1921, by-the Commissioner of the General
Land Office holding for rejection' its application for easement for
certain reservoir sites and canals for irrigation purposes under the

act of+March 3, 1891 (26-Stat.,

1095).
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Two. reasons were assigned by Ahe Commissioner for the adverse
action, namely, that tlhe reservoir0sites are locatedcon land. withdrawn
in aid of proposed legislation to extend the boundaries of the6Yellowstone National Park and that the project was apparently designed to:,
irrigate lands designated in application or List No. 97 by: the lState0of Wyoming for segregation under the Carey Act, which application
has, been rejected, so that the potential~purpose of the-rights of way
application no longer exists.
The record shows that the said Carey Act segregation list-was rej-ected by Secretary Payne January 2i; 1921, for the reason that, the
proposedlstorage reservoirt sites embracing JennyiandLeigh Lakeshad been withdrawn and should be retained: for an addition to the '
Yellowstone National Park as they. appear to be more ,valuable to
the-nation in their present natural condition.. A motion for rehearing was,'denied by Secretary Fall April:30,.1921, 1upon the ground
that the project was of doubtful advisability, as-Xthe lands- proposed
for irrigation are in northeastern Wyoming, at an elevation of 6,000
feet, where frosts are likely 'to occur in'any month of.the year, and
largely of a rocky, gravelly soil of, doubtful character for: agricultural purposes., It was further pointed out that :the proposed sites
are withdrawn and the lDepartment did not feel justified- in recomi-Jmending to the President modification .of -thewithdrawal, which& :
modification would be necessary before- rights of way for reservoirs.
and canals. could beSgranted. The rejection of the State's, applica-

tion accordinglyibecame final.

.

:

The present application was filed February 15, 1921, and involves,:
substantially the same issues as were disposed of in the rejection of
said ,application by the State.: The applicant claims certain water
appropriations made by C. C. Carlisle March 16, 1914, from Lakes:
Leigh and Jenny and tributary streams, and it is urged- that a vested
-right was acquired by, said, appropriations, which could not be legally
'affected by' inclusion of that area in a withdrawal, under the pro-t';
visions of the act of June-25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847). This is, of course,
untenable, as such rights as were acquired by said appropriations are
confined to, the use of waters so:'appropriated andddo notembrace any
interests in the public .lands. Precisely as this Department is 'without authority to, grant appropriations of public waters, so, the>States
are without 'jurisdiction, to dispose of public lands of the' United
States. No vested interest in a -right of way over public -lands is
obtained as an incident to the appropriation: of waters under State
:authority. It- is not claimed that any construction workhad beenor has been performed. It is not believed that a vested right to the
use of waters under the, laws of Wyoming is secured bi the mere approval of an .appropriation permit, nor prior to beneficial use- and-

-
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then onily to theV amount so beneficially used. And even a -vested
right maySbeforfeited byjfailure of beneficial use for. five sucessive :
years. Hence the' provisions of sections 2339 and 2340, Ignited States
Re'vised Statutes, have no application'here. But if in fact the 'rights:
of way applied for are vested rights as an incident to the water appropriations and areunaffected by the~withdrawal,as contended, then
it must follow that, such rights.'would] be- likewise unaffected by disapproval of the application.
It is further urged that the.withdrawal of July 8, 1918,has ceased
to llav-e force, as it speeified tlat its purpose was "in aid of pending
legislation embodied in bill H. Rt. 11661, 65th Congress", which bill
- failed of: enactment, and no similarlegislation is now pending.
* The Department can not agree with the contention that the :purview of 'the withdrawal order is to be determined solely by the pre-:
*X
0';2cise provisions 'of the' bill:-referred to, or that it became functqus of-U
flcio when Congress adjourned; :witho~ut enactment of that bill. The
bill referred to merely illustrated. in a fgeneral way- the Ipurpose of
the withdrawal,, and, did not necessarily circumscribe 'or modify its
force.
But, irrespectiye of the purpose indicated in' the wit drawal
::-order of the President the withdrawal-"shall remain in force until*
revoked by him or* by act of Congress ", which is the language* of
the'act df June 25, 1910,'supra.
-Therefore, the' said area imust be regarded as reserved from appropriation, and the Department is of opinion that it could not be used
* for the purpose of the, application without detriment, to -its pro:posed use for a national park.,
Thie decision appealedjfrom is accordingly affirmed.
.

COLUMBUS C. M-ABRY -(ON REHEARING).
Decided October 5, 1921.
HOmiESTEAD-MINERAL :LANDS-OIL
0OFPROOF.

AND

GAS

LANDS-FINAL

PROOF-BURDEN

Where, the character of land embraced within a homestead entry iis placed.

*t'00

.

in issue, that question must be determined- as of .the time of 'the submissiojiof' final proof, and if the land at that time would be properly re'garded, in the-absence of any proof whatever, as of known mineral character,' the 'burden of proving it not then. known to be mineral rests with
. theentryman, otherwise the6Government must assume.the burden of proof.

HOMESTEAD-VITTHDRA\VAL-ACT0 OF J*NE 25, 1910-STATUTES.,

The:character of the land is the test which determines whether or notf an
entry is "lawful "'within the meaning of -that term as used in the exception clause of the act of June 25, 1910, which declares that lands included
-within 'a lawful homestead or desert land elitry previously to their With--drawal~are not to be affected by a withdrawalmade thereunder.'
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DEPARTMENT-

JURIsDICTION.
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The Land Department, to which is committed exclusively the determination
of the character of the.public lands, may, in the exercise. of that jurisdiction, select its own instrumentalities and methods, and an executive with*drawal and inclusion within a petroleum reserve of public lands upon a
recommendation of the Geological Survey-is one mode of celassification.
which presumptively fixes their mineral character, provisionally, however,
and subject to revocation upon further investigation or upon, sufficient
*ishowing by .a fnon mineral claimanlt.
:.
i:
.l:
HOM1:ESTEA-OIL AND.-GAsS LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-FINAL JPROOF-BTTRDEN OF
PROor.
A withdrawal and inclusion in a petroleum reserve of public land embraced
within a nonmineral' entry in support of which final proof had not been
previously submitted stamps the land with a presumptive, mineral character sufficient to cast upon the entryman the burden of showing the contrary
as of the date of submission of final proof.
H oMESTEAD -OI, A:ND, GAS LANDS-WITHDRAwVAL-STJRFACE RIGHlT-PATENTS V
ACTeOr JULY 17, 1914.
A complete equitable titlei tdoes not vest in a homestead entryman' prior to
submission of satisfactory final proof, and where the lands therein, are
withdrawn and included within a petroleum reserve before the submission
of such proof, the paten t therefor must contain a reservation to the United
States of the oil and gas contents as provided for bythe
l
act of July 17,
1914, unless the entryman, upon whomn is placed the burden of proof, shows
that the lands are in fact nonmineral in characIter.
CO-UiRTr AND DDEPARITMENTAL DECISIONS CITED ANDR FoPLOwsD-DEcIsIoNs
4 CITED.
AND DISTINGOIsHED.

0:,The-cases of Washburn v. Lane (258.Fed., 524), James Rankine.(46 L. I.,0
46), .State-of Louisiana (47 L. D., 366), Cleveland Johnson (48 L. D., 18),
Tilmon D. Mabry (48 L. D., 155), cited and followed; cases of Payne v.
New Mexico (255 U.. S., 367), George W. Ozbun (45 L. D., 77), Henry Iil-:
dreth, on rehearing (46 L. D., 17), cited and distinguished;
FINNEY Fist AssstarntSecretary:

The Departm'ent affirmned on appeal, August 10, 1921, the decision00
of' the Commissioner, of the, General Land Office of September 29,
1920, denyimg -the .application of Columbus C. Mabry 'for an unrestrictei pjatent, in lieu of the patenl issued in his name February 28,
1917,' with reservationfi of certain minerals in pursuance of the act, of
July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509) , so far as coficerns the lands included
therein embraced in his original homestead entry, allowed February
23, 01910, fo~r:r W. 421
of lot 1, and all of lot 2 of NE. 4,Sec. 4, T. 28 5.,
I;1t. 27 E., M. D. MLin the Visalia, California, lnd district, on which
entry final proof was submitted August 23, 1915.
On August 19, 1921 ,counsel for said applicant addi'essed to thhe
]First Assistant Secretary a letter taking exception to said departmental decision, which letter has been treated as an informal mion
for rehearing of said case.
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It is contended in such motion that said entryman wasanever given
an opportunity to' show nonimneral character of the ground at date,
of submission of final proof, and that the record shows that: said
-land was not' classified or known as mineral land at that time.
It appears that on December 1, 1915, the Commissioner instructed
the register and receiver to advise claimant-:
That patent upon his entry, if issued, will contain reservation of oil deposits
in accordance with the act of July 17, 1914, unless . . . he files in your office
an application for classification of the land as nonmineral together with a
showing . . . that the land applied for is not valuable for mineral.
In the event that his application is denied, he will be allowed a hearing, at
which the burden will be on him to show that the land is not valuable for oil.
(Italics supplied.)

On the- ontrymlan's appeal 'to the Department this decision was
nifirnied April 28, 1916, on the ground that the facts presented by
:the case were substantially similar to those in the case of George W.
Ozbun (45 L. D., 77), and a motion for rehearing was denied by
the Department June 14, 1916, on the ground thatThe report of the'Geological Survey and the reservation made by the Pres!ftent makes this lind presumably mineral; The act' allows the claimant to
apply for a hearing for its classification as nonmineral land. This is a privilege
held out to him, otherwise the entry must fail.

The Commissioner's instruction, it will be observed, extended to
the applicant only the opportunity of showing that the land is (i. e.,
tat the date of his letter of instructions, December 1, 1915-not earThe land might have been of known mineral
fierler) nonmineral..
character at the date of the showing, or at date of the notice -of
0 X opportunityt to tmake the showing, or at date of the Commissioner's
letter of instruction to give such notice, and yet conceivably it might
have been shown. to have been not of known mineral character at the
:somelwhat earlier date of the entryman's submission of final, proof,
* had. it not been, as hereinafter pointed out, classified* as mineral
prior f6 the submission of that final proof. If 'the land is mineral,
knowledge oof its mineral character mfust be 'held to relate' back fat
least as far as the date of its classification as such.
But the Department can not assent to the corollary deduced, in
the' argument for the xmotion, that, under the departmental decision
of April 18, 1921, in State of- California, Charles M..Griffith, transentryman is entitled to an unre:feree (A-387, unreported),0the
stricted patent.;.
The Griffith case, supra, simply held that the right of the 'State
and its* transferee to the selected tract must bej determined by the
known character of -the land at the date when the act of selection'
was complete, unaffected by 'the Xsubsequent withdrawal, thus*follow*
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ing the recent decision, of the Supreme Court of the United States
in Payne v. New Mexico, decided March 7, 1921 (255 U. 5., 367).
The question still remains as to the-character of the land at date
of:the-:selection,. or, in1this case,^at date of final proof; and that
question requires foruiits correct solution the due placing of the burden, of proof. If the land would be properlryregarded, in' the absence of any, proof whatever, as at that time' of known mineral character, the burden of proving it not then known to be' mineral would
rest on'a par'ty so alleging; if otherwise, the.burden of provingjit of
then known mineral character would rest on the Government. Therefore, what had previously been done to characterize the land?
* Bulletin 623 of the Geological Survey shows that, in pursuance of
; communication of the jDirector to the Secretary of theInterior,
January 23, 191i, to the effectfthat*Field examination indicates that the following lands are valuable for oil and
-gas, and I therefore recommend the submission of the following order of withdrawal to theTPresident for appropriate action,
a

the President, under date of January 26, 1911,-'orderedThat the following' described lands (including among them those' here in
question) be and the same are hereby withdrawn from settlement, location,
sale or entry, and reserved for classification and in aid- of legislation affecting
the use and disposal of petroleum lands belonging to the 'United States. subject to all the provisions, limitations, exceptions and conditions contained in
the act . . . approved June 25, 1010.

fThis order was designated in itsX
heading as "1Petroleum Reserve
No. 18-California No. 8."
The act of June 25, 1910, supra, authorized withdrawals "for
water-power sites, irrigation, classification of lands-or other public.
purposes to be specified-in the orders of withdrawal," with an exception from its force of lands previously to such a withdrawal brought
within a lawful homestead or desert-land entry.
-Notwithstanding this : exception, the act authorized, withdrawals
of lands previously brought;within -a homestead or desert-land entry
not, lawful-i. e., within such an entry. of lands not subject. to such
entries because mineral 'in character.:
The character of the lands
was thus a test .of whether a withdrawal was or was not operative
upon those embraced -in a previous nonmineral enitry; and an examination or inquiry by the Department was necessary in order to determine, by that test, whethertha0t particularland had been'operated onby the withdrawal, or stood excepted from its force (althogh described in the order) by the terms of the act authorizing it..'
In this particular instance the withdrawal was ;not merely for:
cl~ication, but by specification of "other public0 purposes" in the
order-i. e., in its caption-was for a peroleum reserve.
__
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the character of the 'public lands is comodetermination
o
The
mitted&exclugively- to the Land 'Department, and in exercising that
-jurisdiction it may select its own instrumentalities and methods. SA
recommendation of its Geological Survey that specified public lands
*be; withdrawn from entry (nonmineral or other) and placed in* a
petroleum reserve, if approved by the; Department head and acted
on favorably by the -Executive, is 'one mode of classification of those'
lands as mineral in character; provisional, it is true, and subject to
revocation, upon further investigation or upon showing by a nonmineral claimant, but; until then, presumptively'fixing their min;eral character'In Washburn-v.'Loane (258 Fed., 524), decided in 1919 by the
Distriet of Columbia Court of Appeals, it was held that inclusion
in a petroleum reserve-was a prima facie mineral classification, pre:vailing against a lieu selection of the, land as nonmineral, previously.
initiated but not completed.
A series of decisions of this Department consistently supp'orts this
view.
In. George W. Ozbun (45 L. D., 77), the Department held, April
28, 1916, that a'.homestead entryman can not be compelled to accept
a: limited patent of lands withdrawn and placed in a petroleun
reserve after a homestead entry thereof but before submission of final
*''roof, but should be offered the option, in' case he can not procureza
reclassification of the land as nonmineral, to accept a limited patent
or su'fler cancellation of his entry, and amended accordingly 'para-graph 9 of the regulations of March 20,1915 (44 L. D., 32, 35), pronugated -under said' act of 'd1914, :which prev ously had assumed
that in such a 'case the entrymnanI must accept a limited r atent unless
the 'withdrawal were revoked or the' classification set aside before
issuance of patent or unless he showed 'the land to be nonmineral.
In Fritz Hilmer (unreported), the Department had be-fore it: the
case of a homestead entryman whose 'entry was subsequently, and,
before he submitted final proof, included' in a withdrawal and a
petroleum' reserve.7 'His final' proof' 'followed, prior 0-to said act of

.1914. Subsequently to that act, the Commissioner, having afforded
the "entryinan opportunity to apply for a nonmineral classification-of -which he did not avail himself-issued in his name a patent
lreservationL prescribed by said act of 1914, which the entrywi'ththe
man''d''clined to6 receive, and filed a petition asking' that the case be
reopened' and an unrestricted patent issued to him. The- Department held,. July'26, 1016:
;

The regulations . . .proceed on 'the theory that the inclusion of an area
within a petroleum withdrawal is prima facie evidence of the mineral character
of the land withdrawn, and this is correct where such withdrawal is based upon
information or ea. pate evidence supporting such a presumption. In the case
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at bar, howevei, the entryman submitted his final proof August 15, 1913,
and subsequently thereto . -. . a: special agent. of the General Land. Office
,nmade a field examination: of the land and reported that 'no oil development
had at that time badn undertaken in this immediate region,'and that there is
*no evidence -of the.mineral character Iof the land unless it.be the existence of
anticlinal structure to the north and south thereof.
The Director of the 'Geological Survey . . . stated that there is -no. data
on hand to indicate that the entryman knew or should have known ofithe
possible mineral character of the land at date . . . of final proof .'. . In view .
of this finding by- the special 'agent of the_ General LIand 'Office 'and by thle
*Directorbof the ;Geological survey, upon whose recommendation :the petroleum
-withdrawal was :made, the )Department:is convinced that under the facts and.
circumstances of this case the withdrawal does not create the presumption that
this particular tract of land was known-to be mineral in character at date of
homestead final proof.

the Department accordingly, reversed the Cornmissioner's denial of
said petition for an unrestricted patenteand remanded the cause for
appropriate action.
'In Henry Iildreth, on rehearing (46 L. D., 17), the Department,
February 5, 1917, vacating its earlier decision 'of the case (45 L. D,,
464), held that where a desert-land:.entryvhad been followed by withdrawal and inclusion in a petroleum reserve, and later by final proof,
in the absence of; mineral discovery upon the, land prior to such proof
and in view of a: mineral inspector's report of a later heldeexamina-:
tion, indicating no inowledge of mineral character at date of such
proof, the 'entry was to be regarded as upon:nonmineral land, excepted, therefore, from the force of the withdrawal -by the express
terms of said act of 1914 authorizing it.
In James. IRankine, on reconsideration. (46 L. D., 46)., however,
,1911
of£its pre-,
the Department, in its, reconsideration, March 12,
vious decisions, set forth a. report by the Director of the Geological
Survey, based on furth~er field examination subsequent to the with-

drawal, that all indications favored the presence'of oil within dthe
outboundaries of the withdrawn land.- On this basis the Department,
h idistinguishing the case from tha{ of Illdreth, szpra, declined to
k issue an unresiricted patent.
In State of Louisiana (47 L. D.,0 366), the Departm ent gain held,
:: adversely: to a- claim of the State to lands as falling within the
swamp-land grants, that (syllabus)-Lands embraced within a petroleum withdrawal are thereby impressed with:
a prima Jacie. mineral, character'; and the burden is upon ,theStateAto overcome
this or suffer the rejection of its claim thereto under the swamp-land grant,
which does not embrace mineral lands.

In Cleveland Johson, on rehearing (48 L. lD., 18), the Department,
:adhering -toits previous' decision of the case (unreportd), denied,
February.21, 1921 an: application for an unrestricted patent (i lieu
of one witf the oil reservations tha ,had been issued) of a homestead
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entry ;followed by withdrawal' of the land with its inclusion in a
petroleum reserve, upon-final proof submitted after the withdrawal.
The decision quotes. -from a report of the Geological Survey, based
upon further field examination subsequentto the withdrawal, con-:
firmatory of the mineral character of the land.
Lastly, in Ti ion D. Mabry (48 L. D., 15 5)', involving land'in the
same section as that here in question, the homestead entry of NoNvember 30, 1909, was followed-by final proof December 30,..1914,
long subsequent to said withdrawal order of January 26, 191L. Both:
by: the departmental decision of January 27, 1921 , and again in the - denial of the ' motion 4for rehearing, it was held, in effect, that the:
withdrawal and inclusion in. a petroleum reserve properly cast the
burden of proof of nonmineral character upon the homestead applicant, and that failing to undertake and'sustain it his right was limited
to the restricted patent already issued.
It will thus be seen that the Department has held that withdrawal
and inclusion in a -petroleum reserve, stamps public land, final proof .
of a nonmineral''entry of which had not previously been submitted,
with'a presumptive mineral character (thus casting upon the entryman the burden oof showing the' contrary as of the- date of' final
proof), in every adjudicated'case brought before it, except those of
Fritz Hilmer, supra, and Henry Hildreth,-suprac; and that, in those
two cases special facts were set; forth;countervailing '(when coupled
with the lack of any mineral discovery prior to 'final proof) the
presumption derived from the Director's report leading to the with-'
drawal.
- Where no such special elements are found 'in 'a case, not only have
the departmental decisions -been uniform' and consistent with the
regulations prescribed under said act of 1914, supra (44 L. DI., 32.;
45 'L.; D., 77) ,but those regulations and decisions are grounded in
reason and justice and,' as has been shown, are fully conformable to
'the scope and' intent of said legislative act.
The': rule above: explained applies, of course, only to the cases j
where final proof of a nonmineral entry is preceded by the withdrawal and reservation, and it is not opposed to 'anything held in
the recent Supreme Court decisions,. Payne v. New Mexico, fspra,
and Wyoming v. United States, decided March'28, 1921 (255 :U. S.,
489). : Where the final proof has preceded' the withdrawal and -reservation, the doctrine of those decisions applies, limiting inquiry
to the character of the land as known at the time of final proof.
In those cases the. presumption of mineral character does not obtain,
and consequently the burden
hof proof:'of mineral'character at that
time is cast, upon 'the Government, by paragraph 1 of said regulations
Tof 'Mar'c
h
'20,1915.'
'lThe m'otion ~for'reh'earing is denied. : \00007'0
0''0500009 0;:
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Decided October 14, 1921.

CITIZENSHIP Q-IALIFICATION-ALIEN-OONTEST-HOMEsTEAD.
':An alien who, after declaring his ~intention to become a'citizen of the United
States, madeaa homestead entry, did not forfeit his citizenship qualification as an entryman by claiming exemption from military service as rin
alien under the selective service act of July 9, 1918, if he was a citizen of
a country neither neutral nor enemy and, therefore, not exempted by, the
act, where, although having subsequently been denied citizenship, his declaration had not been withdrawn 'or canceled.

CITIZENSHIP QUA IFICATION-A.LEN-CONTEST-HOMESTEAD.
The fact that a declaration of intention to become a citizen of' the United
-States, fbecause of its age and certain errors contained therein, wasi.not
sufficient upon which to predicate final citizenship, does not disqualify the
declarant as a homestead entryman, where. the declaration was primw facie
good at the time of making entry and a new declaration had been filed

:after thepetition for citizenship had been denied.
FINNIEY,

rs AWS'tant0 Secetary:.

.On
ctober. 17, 1913, Charles. Musten, jr., made enlarged homestead entry 023332, Havre land district,. Montana, for the S. 1, Sec..
33,
33 N., R. 5 E., M. M., containing 320 acres.
On December 21, 1918, William iB.SHawley filed application to
contest said entry, charging that the entrymvan is not a: citizen. of
the United States and not a qualified entryman and that he can never:
become a citizen because he claimed exemption from military:service
as an alien under the selective service law, and that his petition for
citizenship, was denied with prejudice~ by the District Court -of Hill
L

County, Montana.
Notice was issued and served. on the -entryman, who filed answer
admitting that he is not-a.citizen of the United States but denying
l
that he is. not a qualified. entryman; that he is disqualified from becoming a citizen and that he claimed exemption from military service as an alien, and stated that if his questionnaire shows such :a claim
'itwas due to a misunderstanding on his. part and from a lack of
familiarity with the English language. He stated-that he is a subject of Great Britain by virtue of the naturalization of his father in
tCanada on October 2, 1908.
The matter went- to. a hearing before the register and receiver on
April 14, 1919, at which-.both parties were represented by Icounsel.
At the hearing the First National Bank of Chester, Montana, filed
a motion tointervene claiming a mortgagee's interest. . The motion.
was, denied.' George B. Glass, clerk of the District Court. of Hill
Counity, Montana, and: William B. Hawley, the contestant, testified
at the .hearing. Glass testified that the petition of Charles Musten,
jr.,, for final naturalization papers was denied with prejudice .on
.
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March 26, 1918, because he had. claimed, exemption from military
' service on the ground that he was not a citizen of the United States
while he had a petitionl for fcitizenship pending before the court.
Hawley testified that- he assisted DMusten to fill out -his; questionnaire
and :that he claimed exemption onl the, ground that. he was an alien.
The entryman moved to dismiss the contest and rested his case.: The
record also discloses that on July'10, 1916, the International Harvester
Company filed notice of mortgagee's interest under a mortgage given
* by Musten.for $3,292, and on January 25, 191i9, the First .National
'jBank of ~`Chester filed a notice of mortgagee's interest under a mortgage given by Musten for $2,000. The notices state that the money
f was furnished the entryman for the purpose of making improvements
on theland of his.homestead.
On April:.27, 1920, the register and receiver found thatl the 'entry-.
man was -notdisqualified- from becoming a citizen under the act of
July 9, '1918 (40 Stat., 845, 885), reliedi upon, b'ecause he was not a
citizen or subject of a neutral country but that the entryman's declaration of intention had-been canceled'by the court's denial of his peti:tion for final citizenship papers, and that the entryman was neither
a citizenI nor a declarant -and not a qualified eentryman at the date
of contest and recommended cancellation of the 'entry. The entryman appealed.
:The( Commissioner of the CGeneral Land Office, by decision of February :12, 1921, held that, the bank's petition to intervene should have
* been granted ;- that actionh on the' cont-est should be suspended; and
thatfthe entrymaan be affordedopportunity. to complete his eitizenship
within' a reasonable tnime and that, if completed,Athe contest slhould be
dismissed; otherwise the entry should be canceled and the6 contestant
permnittexdto exercise his preference right; and directed 'that copies:
thereof should be sent to the First Nati6nal'Bank of Chester, MonHelena, MonC
tana> and to the .International'Y Harvester Gompany,
and'entryman.
contestant
to
the
as
well
as
tana,\
On July'12,. 1920, the entryman filed a certified copy of his dec;laration of intention to become a citizen of the United 'States, sworn
to on: May 24,01920. The 'clerk' in' 'the local office' made' notation of
final naturalization papers filed. On March 26, 1921, after the 'time
for filing' appeal 'had expired, 'the contestant filed -an affidavit in
the nature of' an appeal showing service thereof on 'the entryman,
setting out-that he was misled by the notation, and believingo'that
the -entryman had completed his' citizenship, 'he considered 'it 'futile
Cto'app'ealfrom the Commission-er's'decision or to further prosecute
the contest, but on learning that 'the naturalization paper was merely
4adeclaration urged 'his 'right' of appeal. :The Commissioner, by
decision of April 14, 1921, allowed the contestant .the -right:: of
appeal.'
'
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j The ~entryman's declaration was not canceled by,- the court 'when
-it denied-his petition for admission to citizenship. Being a declarant
he -had. ai sufficient citizenship qualification as an entryman. 'How.

i.ever,9 said declaration which was sworn to October 18, 1913, because!: t

of-.its age and, of several errors appearing therein, was not a Xgood
declaration . upon which to. predicate a petition for citizenship and
the. entryman- made anotheri declaration. It is not shown that he
*disqualified himself from' becomingSa : citizen under the act of July
9, 1918, suprcc,:by withdrawing his declaration, and further, it appears that he was not a citizen of a country neutral in ,the-war but
a citizen- of Canada and
. not, exempt from 'military service on the
ground of being. an alien. The contestant has. failed to prove ,the
charge. The contest is dismissed.

The Commissionervs decision is modifiediaccordingly.:
REX COCHRANJ
Decided October 18, 1921.
ISToc-RAIsING
.HOMESTEAD-DESIGNATION
OF LAND-SETETIMEN-ESc
IDEN E
,

AND IMPROVEMENT S-FINAL PROOF. .
Credit for residence maintained or improvements made prior to designation
:upon landsentered under the'stock-raisiiig homestead act of December 29,
1916, can not be allowed as partial fulfillment of the statutory requirements
of. that act and final, proof in: support of such an entry must be 'rejected as
premo~ature if submitted. Ibefore; thelap se;of thjee years from tie date: of
the effective designation of the lands.
DEPABTMENTAL REGITLATIONS CrITED AND APPLIED.
Paragraph 16, Circuiar No.' 523 (47 L. D., 227, 240), cited and applied.

0g

First Assistant Secretary:
:Rex Cochran. made homestead entry, Pueblo 033255,. under the
stock-raisinghome~tadact,.for S.NE.,.
4NW 4:SW.4,
W.S. W.
'
'SE.4, Sec. 2, lot 2, SW. INE. I, andSE. 4, Sec. 3, T.27 SS., R. 59 W,"T
6th P M., containing 639.49 acres on Nober 21, 1918.
The claimant submitted fina 1three-year proof on this entry on
tiAugust 14, 1920,f but 'the local officers rejected .the. prof on the
ground that it was premature and the claimant appealed.
By, decision' ofMay 26, 1921, the C6(Dommissionero found that the
claimant had- ,established reidence on May l, 191:,'and thatth ere
hasd been no absences from the land; that no cnltivation had:been
shown but that claimant made oath that he owrned an t
in 300
head of stock grazed on the' land and thaftte Improvements are
valued at $1,000; that designation of the land bedameffective June
'10, 1918.
FnNN1,

I see instructions
2
of 'TNovember 4,1921, page 293.
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:The Commissioner held that the' stock-raising homestead :act
specifically :provides that the'. lands Ishould not be. occupied prior to
designation and that credit .for residence or improvements, prior
to designation, therefore, would not be allowed; that:the- proof was
premature in that there ha'd not, been shown. three years' residence
since: the3 effective date' of designation and further that' it' had not
been shown that' improvement of the' required valuae had been placed
on the land 'since -designation. Accordingly the Commissioner
affirned -the decision- of .the local officers 'and; held the proof for
rejection.
The clainmant 'has' appealed from the said decision of the Co&m.'missioner 'and urges that 'while it is true -that under Circular No.
523 it is provided that no settlement or improvements should be' mae
until. the land-hlad beeni'designated, s'et that such DproVision1'0was8
made in order to- warn applicants for land not designated that they
could obtain no priority over others, prior to designation, by' reason
of act of settlement; that 'where- land is :designated and claimant's
application has been accepted and allowed, he should be credited
with hi's actual 'residence and i-mprovements, :on: final proof; that
under the act of 'May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), homesteaders on final
proof are entitled to credit for then:e~ntire. period of 'their occupancy
regardless 'of the date 'of :entry and that there is- nothing in the
stock-raising homestead act' which requires a different rule'-'that
the land here is in a region where it was inevitable the la'nd should
be designated; that a claimant who' settles gains 'no'preference'rights
against other applicants~ but in' case his' entry is subsequently allowed,
:his prior, actual -occupation 'should be recognized on final proof.;
that under the stock-raising act credit is given. an additional entry
for residence upon a 'previously 'pate nted original entry.
Section '2 of the6`said stock-raising 'hmestead 'adct' 'provides that a.
claimant who makes application to' enter unappropriated public
lands which have not -been designated' acquires' no right to occupy
suchk lands by reason of such application uuntil the' lands have been
desighated'as stock-raising lands.
Under paragraph 16 of Circular No. 523 (47 LD.
.'
227, '240), it is
provided that no credit will be given 'for any :xpenditure for improvements 'made 'prior to the designation'iofthe lands u'nder thesaid act.

The decision appeaIed4

-ko
isi afflrmed'accordingly.

-
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ALBERT N. BACH.
Decided October 31, 1921.
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.

REPAYMENTDESERT LAND-COAL. LXNDS-RELINQUI5HMENT-ABANDOMENMTEWVITHDRAWA..L-PATENT.:

-Anapplication, for repayment -based upon abandonment and, relinquishment
* of a desert land entry after the inclusion of the landjin a coal withdrawal,
on the grund that the entryman did not desire to accept a limited-or surface patent, must be denie'd where he reentered the land subject to a reservation of the coal contents thethe United States, inasmuch as such actioni
does not amount to an abandonment, but merely a voluntary relinquisliment
* of the first entry.
REPAYMEN.T-LAND DEPARTMENT.
The Land Department can not sanction an improper and unauthorized repay.
ment merely because it, through lack of knowledge or by oversight, erroneously allowed a similar application under kindred fIacts.
'DEPARTMENTAL DEcISION

CiTED AND DIsTINGeuSHED.
The case of Thomas A. Sheppard0 (46 L. DD.,251), cited and distinguished.

Fist Assistant Secretary:
:In this case, Albert N. Bach bases his application for repayment on!3
the ground'that he abandoned and. relintuished his desert land entry
Denver 02Q798,because he did not desire to- accept. a limited- or surface patent to the SE. 1, Sec. 30, T. 1 N., R. 61 W., 6th P. M., which
was Iembraced within and made a part of a coal land withdrawal
FIpTNEY,

under the act of June 22, 01910, subsequently to- the date of -his entryi
covering that land; and by its decision of July 11, 1921, the General
Land Office 0denied that appIcatiot' on t1he ground that'the applicant's statement :as to the reason for his relinquishment is- vercome
by.the fact that he,at the time he filed, his~
relinquishment, applied
for; and made: a homestead entry forithe. same land'subjectto the0pro00
visions of that act which required him to ta ke .a surface patent;.'! '
In his. appeal :-froln that actiotn the -applicant claims' that 'he is

entitled to repayment under# the rule: laid down' in the case of
-Thomas A.3 Sheppard` (46 L. D.', 251); thathi's right toriepayment
is hot affecthd by the f'act, that. he- ma&, the homestead entryvCAnd
that his, ,application .should:be, allowed ;because- repayment lhas'heretofore been ordered:.by the General Land- Office under' similar circumstances on Ellen C.. Witter's entry, Denver 012361.
These ,contentions can not--be 'sustained 'becauseX the] controlliing:

facts in Sheppard's case are very-different, from: .-thosea iii. this case.:;Sheppard entirely abandoned thee land he had enteredaer it had
been witawnsubsequentlytohisentry, nd'peraittedlit.to.be en->
tered by another 'per'son ate -'his entry- ha&:dbeen -canceled Qon,; contest,0'hild Sinthis3 case 'Bach d 'not abandon ,the land at a
For::::some:- reason, vidently hot the one :he later assigned, he fQVIJ it

_
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either necessary or desirable to- abandon his attempt to acquire..
title under his desert entry and seek it under'the homestead laws.`
His actions very plainly show that the possibility of having to take
asurface patent, was not the: controlling, reason* for his jrelinquishment, and he must, therefore, be held to have voluntarily relinquished; his entry, and is not, for that reason, -entitled to repayment.
'This-being true it' can n6t be 'seriously'contended that repayment
shouldl be 'made in'this 'case solely' because Witter's similar application was erroneousiy allowed by the General Land 'Office ~inder
kindred facts.
.
While the record now under consideration does not disclose the
grounds on which Witter was allowed repayment' it seems' reason:able, in view 'of the. Commissioner's action 'in this case," to assume
that' the 'fact that Witter imnimediately reentered 'the land she relinquished was not taken into consideration atthe 'time, her
bapplication for repayment was allowed. But, be that as it ma
ertainly should not' be urge
Department ought' to
an improper and unauthorized repayment in this case simply btecause
tlhe Commissioner, possibly thro'igh'a lack 6f knbwledge, or by oversight, improperly granted Witter's 'application.
Thecdecision appealed from was correct and is hereby affirmed.
'thatbthis

JAMES H. IEDGERWOOD. n:
Decided October 3, 1921.
REPAYMENT-DESERT. LAND-WITHDiiAWAIL---STJFACE RIGHTS-COAi LANDS.
-Where land entered under the desert land laws i's subsequently included within
-a coal land withdrawal, the entryman has the right to elect either to take'
a limited estate orlto applyfortrepaymentREPAYMENT-DESERT

LAND-COAL, LA1NDS-ITIID1AWiL-RELIN QITISHMENT-ABANDONMENT.

:A desert land entryman who, having made entry prior to thehinclusionioif th6e
Iand within a coal withdrawal, subsequently relinquishes a portion of the entry and elects 'to take a surface patent for the balance and then relin-.
quishest the latter tract, must b'e-fheld'to -have- voluntarily abandohed thel'
entry and, therefore, not tbeentiftledto''repayment.''
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION. CITED, AND CONSTEUED;

The case of Thomasi A. Sheppard (46 'L.

FINNEY,' 'First'AssisttntSecretaim,:

""

.

., 251) ,cited and construed.,
'

On septebe' 2,1906, Jaihts H. Ledgerwpod- made desert-land'
entr 01M2 for the N~E.-4 S~ec.' 34, 'I 2
R. 64 W.;6th P. M.
'Tis land was in uded in a ~coah-Dad withrawa16
1911, andr s
.
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On November 8, 1912, the entry was relinquished as to the S:'
, and on May 2, 1913 it -was relinquished as to the
N;--, thereof.
Later and recently the entryman aplied for repayment of the
purchase money on the theory. t&Lkat his entry came within the rule
announcedin theecase: of, Thomas A. Sheppard (46 L. D., 251), in
which it was held that an entryman who Qabandoned his land' -and:
the land had been withdrawn subserelinquished his entryrafter
quently to the date of the entry for the reason that he did not desire,
to accept a surface patent, could not be said to, have: voluntarily
abandoned it and was entitled to 'repayment.:..::
By its-deci'sion of JulyO 5,1921, the General Land Office rejected
this entryman's application for repayment because :he, on January
27, 1913, and while the land, was withdrawn, filed an election to'receive a, surface patent, as. to the. N.. j. of the NE.. 4, -which still -re-,:
mained in his entry at that time, thereby indicating- ithat neither his
relinquishment of the- S. i, made prior fto :that 'date, .nor of.;the: N. i,:
subsequently to that .date,. was induced by the 'fact that the land had
been, withdrawn and did not for that reason come withini the rule
in the SSheppard case.
XAfter this land had been withdrawn Fsubsequently to the date .of
the applicant's entry he had the right to, elect either to take a limited
-,estate in the land, or to ask for repayment, and, as was held by the
'Commissioner, his election to take- a isurface patent to one-half o'f' the
tract established the f act that it was not hi's aversion to an estate of:
that! kind .that induced, him to file his relinquishments, and indi-.
cated that his filing them was .dueto some :other cause ,and more than
'likely to the fact, that- he could benefit himself by doin g so.
'::
.His :abandonment 'of his attempts to acquire title under the 'desertland laws must, therefore, be held to have been his free and voluntary
act, and he can not,: consequently, claim the. benefit of the rule in. the
Sheppard case which is based solely on. the ground that Sheppard's
relinquishment was 'induced solely' by the withdrawal and was not
;voluntarily filed.
The decision appealed from, being correct, is hereby affirmed.

of the NE.&

'IISTRUCTIONS.:
November
STOCYK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-RESIDENCE
LAND-STATUTES.
/

,

4,01921.
AND IMPROVEMENTS-DEsIGNATION

OF

Congress clearly intended .by the language which it used in, sections 1, 2, and
; 0 3 of the stock-raising homestead act of December. 29, 1916, that. no right
whatever should be acquired thereunder by, or credit allowed for, occupancy of land, or coisideration' given to improvements made thereupon,
prior to its designation.

127940
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SToCK-RAIsINTG..HOMESTEAD.-RE5iDENrcE-SETTLEMENT-FINAL PROOF
:The rule based upon *the provisioh of the act of May.14,; 1880, that the
right of a homesteader shall relate back to the date of settlement, ,where*under an entryman, on submission of final proof, is given credit for the
'entire period of his occupahcy regardless of thed date of his entry, is not
-applicable to stock-raiaingkhomiestead entries.
DEPARTMENTAL REGUJLATIONS ADHErRsED TO-DEPA.RTMENTAL DECISION' CITED AND
*FOLLOWED.
The departmental regulations contained in"Circular No. 523, Julyt30, 1919
(47L.) D., 227), adhered to;;case of Rex Cochran (45 L. D.,289), jcited
and followed..
PINNEr, First Assistant Secretary:

.Reference is made to a' letter of the Assistantf:Commission'er. [of
the General Land Office] dated October 26, 1921, asking for instructions in respect to a suggested interpretation of certain portions of
sections 1; 2 and 3 of the stock-raising homestead act of December
29, 1916 (39: Stat., 862), and of paragraph 16 of Circular No., 523
approved July 30, 1919 '(47 L. D., 227, 240, reprint).
The portions of the act referred to that ar'e pertinent to the issues
herein, raised -read as follows':
That from and after the passage of this act it shall be lawful for any person
qualified to make entry under the homestead laws of the United States to make
a stock-raising hom esteadentry for not exceeding six hundred and forty acres.
of unappropriated unreserved public land in reasonably compact form.: Provided,
however, That theland so.entered shaln. theretofore have been designated by the
Secretary of the Interior as stock-raising lands.
:' -* *:: but no right to occupy such lands shall be acquired by reason of
*
said application until said lands have been designated 'as stock-raising lands.:
*e * 8;.Provided further, :That insteadlof cultivation as: required by~the
homestead law the entryman shall be:. required to: makeTpermanent improvements upon the land entered before final proof is submitted tending to increase
the value of the same for stock-raising purposes, of the value of not less than
$1.25
peracre, and atleastone-half of such improvements shall be placed upon
the land within three&Yearst after the date of entry thereof.

-

:

Paragraph 16 of Circular No. 523, reads as follows:
::
No credit will be given for any expenditure for improvements madeprior
to the designation of the land under this act.

:

-The Assistant Commissioner expressed the view that section 2 of
the act of December 29, 1916, intended to preclude an applicant from
acquiring .any vested interest in the, land by settlement thereupon
prior to 'designation such as; is given to settlers under the general
homestead laws by the act of May-14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), but that
after designation and allowance of the entry, credit should be given
by virtue of the doctrine of relation for residence and improvements
fro indate of settlement even though prior to designation; that' the
requirement incorporated in the last proviso co section 3, that the

4
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improvements must$bek made prior to"final proof, and at least onehalf within three years from date of entry, -merely fixes the maximum
time, not the. exact time, within wwhich one-half of the improvements
must be completed.t He concluded by stating that it is, in his opinion,
unwise to insist upon compliance with the, present regulations and
the construction thereof, and suggested the advisability of issuing
:?new or amended regulations' relating to the points in question.In interpreting 'the provisions of 'sections1, 2: and 3-of the6 act
of December 29, 1916, it is impossible for this-Department to escape
the- conviction that, Congress clearly intended that no right should
be acquired by or credit allowed for: occupancy of the land prior
to. its designation and-.that no consideration should be given to imr' "proyements made prior toithat time. Those. points were carefully
.considered by it both at the time that it' issued the regulations:of.
July 30, 1919,supra, and. also more recently in its decision rendered
in the case of Rex Cochran, October. 18,' 1921.;(48 L. D., 289), in
which the . regulation contained' in paragraph' 16 of Circular No.
523 (47 L. D., 227, 240), was; adhered to.In view of the foregoing it -is concluded, that. the D&partment
has not given an erroneous constructions to the provisions ofithe
actof December 29, i1916, supra, and that inasmuch as the intention
of Congress was .expressed .ini language clear and unequivocal, the
giving oif any different interpretation thereto is not warranted.
.

BREIPOHL, ASSIGNEE OF MININICK.
1921.
-er4,

Decided Novem

RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD-ASSIGLNMENT-AcT; OF Ju-E 23, 1910-STATUTES.:
The act of June 23, 1910, which authorizes the assignment of a reclamation:
homestead, does not. require that an assignee shall have the qualifications
of a homesteader, nor does it contemplate that the asgigunment shall in any
sense be considered as a "homestead entry," and' consequently a transfer
thereunder is not invalid for the, reason that it embraces two incontiguous
'
tracts.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretar:y

-

The only) question presented by the appeal of Herman' G. Breipohl
in this case which now needs consideration is the one ias to whether
the General LandOffice erred .in holding, in its decision of .May 25,:
1921,Athat the assignment,'Glasgows058232, under the act of Ju1ne-23,'
1910 (36 Stat., 5,92.) of 4the SE . i NE. and SE.D NW. t, Sec. 9, T.
31 N., R. 35 E., M. M. (a part of the land embraced in reclamation
homestead 02634, made by Tappey Minnick, June 8, 1L908) could not

:\:;
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be, recognized: because. theAtwo tracts conveyed to him are incon-:
t#guous.~

-This -Department is unable to concur with the Commissioner's con-.
clusioln. that this assignment is, not acceptable because; t"it-;is
- ,the:
settled policy of' the'.Department that all homestead, entres shall
comprise contiguous land."
The requirements- of the homesteade- law- as to residence, cultivation, improvements and proof thereof, have here 'been long' ago .complied with and this assignment, can not, therefore, be said to be in.
any: sense a " homestead entry" -because: the act' under which it is
made makes no demand*that the :assignee shall havethe-qualifications .of a homesteader. ; It does not require that' he shall at any.timne
reside :on the. land or comply with any other of the -general require-:tt
ments of the homestead law. (Instructions of. April 2, 1914, 43 L D.,
'.456) , and there is 'nothing in the, pertinent regulations' or elsewhere

6tothe .contrary.-All that is required ,of, such an ':assignee is' that
before receiving patent he shall submit Proof: of'the reclamation: of
the land and pay the charges apportioned.
There is, however, a more serious -question in this case than the'
one suggested by. the Commissioner, which' arises out of the fact
that under the reclamation act an. assignee' is prevented 'from at
the. same time owning :or iholding-more than' one 'farm unit on whichall the installments, of' construction for building: and 'betterment:
charges have not'been paid in full, as is stated in paragraph 41 of the
regulations issued under that act (45 L. D., 385, 394).'
The tracts here in question have not been designated as, or formed
into farm units, iand'if, .as seems probable, they are eventually designated as or form parts .of different, farm units, this assignee will be
confronted by the fact of his 'disqualification to hold more than one
'unit; since he has not and can not, until such designation, make the
payments mentioned.
t;llXowever, under the circumstances, it' is believed that the assignnment may be recognized at this time, subject to future contingencies:
and such different action as conditions hereafter arising may require;
and if it is, found later that both tracts can not be patented' to this
assignee, he can in the meantime relieve himself of possible embarrassment by selling 'and assigning one of them to' some- other qualified'person.
The decision appealed. fromis, -'therefore, hereby modified to con-

form: to :the views there expressed and the case is: remanded -for
further
and proper action in accordance
therewith
.
i~
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SALE
OFILSOLATEDATRACTS-ABANDONED. FORT BUFORLD MILl.TARY RBSEJ ATION.
INSTRUCTIONS.

:
OFFIci,
Washington ,D. C., November 8,1921.;0

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
LJAND

GENERAL

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,.
- MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA, AND MILES CITY, MONTANA.:

Y-our. attention is invited to. theact of .Congress approved August

11, 1921 (Public No.49, 67th Congress), which provides:
United
Othei of section 2455, Revised Statutes of
That the provisions

States,
"
be, and the same are hereby, extended to, all nonmineraliands within. the abandoned Fort Buford Military Reservation in the States of North Dakota and
Miontana, which, were restored to disposal under the'homstead, town site, and
de'sert land -laws under the lrovisions of the Act of May 19, 1900 (Thirty-rst
Statutes at Large, page 180)."

The sales -of isolated tracts within the area affected by the terms
of said0 act are tolbe governed by the provisions .of the said section
2455, Revised Statutes, as amended, 'and' the regulations approved
April 16, 1920, Circular No. 684 (4 L. D., 382).
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.

Approved:
E.C. FINNEY,
Assist~ant Seeratry. g0f
f;00it0rst
FV0',,
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KESLER v. JUDGE.
Decided Novemnber 10, 1921.
OF ABSENOE-CONSTRTCTIVE RESIDENCE-AcT Or JuLy 24,
1919-STATUTES:..
The so-called drought act of July 24, 1919, while in the nature of remedial
'legislation, obviously intended that an entryman, claiming credit for, constructive residence thereunder should have the. requisite qualifications to
imake. the entry and be able to show satisfactory compliance with theIlaw

HEroMEsTEAD-LEvAE

under which the entry was.made up to the commencement of the absencee
:period.
CONTEST-ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-ABANDONMENT--LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
The grantiig of an application for Ieave of absence under the act of July 24,
1919, will not, defeat a contest, based upon the charge of abandonment,.
where it is proven that abandonment actually occurred :long prior to :the
filing of the application for relief.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISION dITED AND CONSTRUED.
The case0of Slette v. Hill (47 L. D., 108), cited and construed,.
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George T. Judge has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated May 31, 1921, holding for cancellation his homestead entry embracing the W. j W. J, Sec. 24, T. 15 N.,
iR. 69: W. 6th P. M., Cheyenne, Wyoming, land district, on the
ground of noncompliance with the homestead laws- and abandonment
of :the entry.
The -record discloses that George T. Judge: made the entry on
April 18, 1917, pursuant to the act of February 19,; 1909 (35 Stat.,
639), ;as.:amended byvthe actiof July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 344), as addi-'
.
-tionaltohis-previously patented entry.
- On June 9, 1920, Taylor B. Kesler initiated a contest alleging that
the additional fentry; is more than: twenty m1iles distant from the
original entry; that the entryman had never established or maintained a residence upon said additional entry; that he'had abandoned
it; and that the default was not due to military service.
.
-:The contestant produced testimony at the hearing from- which it
was indisputably shown that the contestee together with his Ifamily
went upon the land during September, 1917, -and remained there
*-:: :only two or three weeks;. that they: then returned to the original
entry,, about forty miles distant, for the reason, as stated,. that he
-was unable to obtain fuel; that he did not again spend any time
upon the entry until after the initiation of the contest, and that
*
thereafter the time spent thereon would not exceed two weeks in the,
aggregate; that the house and other buildings upon the additional
entry had been placed there by a prior entryman; that he caused
about 20 acres to be broken during 1918 and 1919, which were- sowed
to rye, and about 1i miles of fence to: be built, but he had never
kept any stock upon-the place.,:
The contestee did not offer any testimony in opposition to the contest but at the conclusion of the contestant's testimony demurred to
*:0-'the evidence as being insufficient to support the charge. He also
relied upon the fact that an application for relief under the: drought
act of July 24, 1919- (41 Stat., 234, 271), had been allowed'iby the
*.- 0General Lan d Office -August 24, 1920, granting him a leave of absence until April 18, 1920. The local officers sustained the demurrer
and recommended the dismissal of the contest.
In the decision. appealed, frbm the* Commissioner, after reviewing
the evidence, found that the charge of abandonment had been conclusively proven and held that inasmuch' as said abandonment-had
.

occurred long pfor
prior to the filing of the application

relief under

the drought act, the allowance of that application did not excuse the .
default or defeat the contest.
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In'the argument of the. contestee on appeal it was contended that
at the time the contest was initiated the enttrwasnot subject to con:test for the reason that it was as fully protected by the leave of absence
that the General Land 0Office granted as it would' have been. by. the
entryman's residence during, the period covered by the leave; that
even though the -entryman had not applied for a leave of absence, he
.would-have been entitled to credit for such leave,l if the facts disclosed that he was entitled to the leave. The departmental decisions
in the. cases of Oneale: v.Dolling' (unpublished), decided 'February
.15,1919, and.Slette v. 'Hill (47 L. .D., 108), were cited as in point.There isno. dispute. as to the, facts in this case, and if the testimony
upon which the Commissioner based his finding that the. entry had
0been:
.; abandoned was sufficient to -sustain .that conclusion, there is-but
one point:to be considered, that is an interpretation of the intention
of Congress in the .enactment of the act of July 24, 1919 (41 Stat.,
234,.271).
.
The act of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 344), which authorizes under certain conditions: the imaking' of. additional entries by -those who have
received ]Patents upon their original entries, requires compliance with
the homestead laws as to cultivation, in every instance and as to residence where the additional entry is more. than -twenty miles -distant
from the original entry.

The act of July 24, 1919, su~ra, provided:
"That any homestead settler or entryman who, during the calendar year
.1919, Snds it necessary to Leave his homestead to seek, employment in order to
obtain food or other necessaries of life for himselfjfamily, and work stock,
1because of great and serious drought conditions, causing total or partial .failures
of crops, may * * ':: * 0be excused from residence upon his homestead during
:;
all or part of the calendar year 1919, * *

While the so-called drought act was in the nature of remedial legislation, it is apparent to this Department that Congress intended, to
w an relief yonly
to
such entrymen' as had in good faith complied and
were complying with the laws under which their entries were made&
and that where a homestead entryman claims credit for constructive
residence, during the leave of' absence period provided by' that act
he must 'have the requisiteiqualifications and show satisfactory compliance with the homestead- law as: to residence and cultivation up to'
the commencement of said absence period. If he had not met those
requirements'he was not entitled to the credit.' in this case the' entrymanShad spent only two or. three weeks upon his entry and consider-0
ably more 'than a year had elapsed between:the'time that 'he had last
been on the land and the beginning of the leave of absence,'gran:'d
by the General Land Office. -Hee had not, therefore,'nmaintained suffi-cient reidence to satisfy'the law under which h-e ade entry and
under 'the circumstances it is impossible to hold otherwise than that

ff:00j :;:
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he; had by his conduct: estopped himself from denying that his- con:,0;tinued an dprolonged absence from the land constituted abandonxneit.
he was'hot entitled to any protection-by reason of the
C'- f -(Donsequently
drought act as against a contest properly initiated more than a year
and a half since the entryman wa slast on the land. 'Th6'`action oof
;* 0 'the General Land Office by which his abpplication for leave of -absence
was allowed did not cure the. defect and the contest must be sustained.cl
The cases cited by the appellant do not appear to be in point as
to the issue raised herein- IndOneale' v. Dolling, supa, the 'entr'yman
*;tXf Shad resided upon, his entry for approximately two years aA' was
then, unavoidably .absent for aboht nine months on account of' an
accident which incapacitated him. 'In the case of Slette v. Hill, supra,
the facts were such as to convince the Department that there0had
been no abandonment by the entryman, 'although .thb periods of resicl6nce 'had been fbrief and intermittent, and inasmuch as sufficient
time remained within the statutory period for complying with the
residence provision of the law,'the contest was dismissedi.
rfhe.0'decision of the Commissioner is accordingly affirmed.

INSTRUCTIONS.
:November 17, 191.:
COAL LANDS-STATUTES-ACT OF

FEBRUARY25,

1920.

The leasing act of February 25,' 1920, contemplates that the word "coal," as
-used therein, shall be construed according to 'its generally accepted sense,
that is a natural product used for fuel, a deposit of the 'character subject;
to disposition 'under' the coal 'land laws, and not to include asphalt,
gilsonite, ozocerite, and other kindred sub-stances.

GOODWIN, Assistant Setretary:

-

By your [Director of the Bureau of Mines] l'etter of' November 9,
1921, youa request to be advised as to whether the word "coal" as
used in the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), includes
asphalt, gilsonite, ozocerite, or similar bitumious substances. You
state that the question has arisen in connection with certain, mines
in. Utah', which' are operating for the recovery of gilsonite and
ozocerite.
Coal, and the substances specifically enumeratedin your communication are defined and described in ABureau of Mines Bulletin 95,
entitled "A 'Glossary of 'the Mining and Mineral Industry," as
follows:
Coal. A carbonaceous substance formed from the remains of vegetation by
partial decomposition. (U. S. Geol. Surv.) A solid. and more or less distinctly
stratified carbonaceous substance varying in color from dark-brown to black,
brittle, combustible,'and used as a fuel; not fusible without 'decomposition and

4
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very insoluble. In its forlmationthevegetal matterappears to haie firsttaken
the form of peat, then lignte, and finally bituminous"coal.' 'The latter by the
loss of its bitumen has in some places been converted into anthracite or hard
coal.

Aspha't. 1. A, complex compound of various hydrocarbons, part of which
are oxygenated. Related in origin to petroleum.n
Is brown or brownish black
in color, melts at 90' to 1000 F., and is mostly, or wholly soluble in turpentine.
See also Albertite, El'aterite, Gilsonite, "Grahamite, Impsonite, Nigrite, Wurtzilite (U. S. Geol. Surv.) 'Also called mineral pitch.Gizsonite';1Uintaite. .1. A brilliant black, very brittle variety of asphalt
having a marked conchoidal fracture and a brown streak. Upon exposure to
air readily breaks down into a brown powder. IDecrepitates but fuses easily
in a candle flame, and is soluble in carbon disulphide. (CS 2 ), alcohol,'-and

tuirpentinfe.

( U. S. Geol. Suriv.)

'

0Oocerite; Mineral' wax; Fossil ,wnx; Native paraffin. 'Waxlike hydrocar-1
bon, yellowy-brown to green- in color; translucent when pure; feels greasy.
Streak is light to brown, and specific gravity is slightly less than 1. Soluble
in carbon disulphide. (U. S. Geol. Surv.).

Merrill in his work.entitled, " The Non-Metallic Minerals," states
that 'asphalt is used as a :cement 'in ordinary: construcn and in
roofing and.paving compounds, and in a refined form as varnish or
paintJ.asan
a
insulating material and for waterproofing; that gilsonite
is-used in the manufactured; of varnishes for ironwork and for baking
j apans. The same author' describes ozocerite asw,
wax-like hydrocarbon, usually with a. foliated structure, soft and
easily
V
0
indented with the thumb nail; of a, yellow-brown or. sometimes greenish
color, t ransluent when pure, with a greasy, feeling, and fusing at 56° to 630 F.;
,specific gravity, 6.955. 'It is essentially a natural paraffin.

-

It will thus be seen that aside fromn the factt that coal and the,
other substances mentioned in your letter are. hydrocarbons and will
burn, .they differ widely in. physical characteristics, origin, mode of
occurrence, and
the' purposesffoiwhichithey are used.'
Congressin. the use of the 'word "coal " ini the leasing act ,clearly
employed,:it in its- generally accepted: sense, ;as meaning a natural
product used for. fueland a:deposit of the, character subjectto dis-.
position under -the ..coal-land laws. Moreover, the., asphaltic sub,i staneces mentioned in your letter have been. uniformly. regarded by._
the, Deprtment and the courts 'as'minerals: subject ,to' disposition
only. under-the, general. mining-laws of the. United States, excepts in, -0i
special cases where other provision has been imade by Congress for their disp osition -It is clear, thetefore,.t hat the: w d .' coalJ" as.
used iin the leasing- at was$'not intended to include asphaltglsonite,
ozocerite, and other. kindred substances, andyoi :are.accordin'gly.- $O:
0;ad~vised! 2.t';-, t,000.;..;.000 - ; ; 0 00l.0f
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PREFERENCE RIGHT OF ENTRY UNDER THE ACT OF FEBRUARY

14, 1920-SHOWING AS TO MILITARY SERVICE.
INSTRJ'CTIONS.
[Circular, No. 791j]

DEPARTMENT OFT

INTERIORHE

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Waskihgton, D. C., November 18, 1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

-

UNITED STATES LAND QFFICES:

D,
Section 4 of Circular -No. 678, approved March 31, 1920 (47 L. D
346,. 349), with:reference to the showing required toi. be -furnished

-

in order to entitle an ex-service- man: to preference right of entry
uiin r' Public6 Resolution No. 29, approved February 14, 1920
Stat., 434), reads. as follows:

(41

"The soldier must show his, qualifications to make the .entry sought, and in
addition thereto, either as a part of his application -or 'by an accompanying
statement sworn to before an officer&qualified to'verify homestead or desert_land applicatlons, that he; served in the United States: Army; Navy, or:Marine
Corps on or after April .6, 1917; the approximate 'periodd aof such Dservice; :the.
unit or units, in which such service was -performed; that, he was, honorably
separated or discharged from such service or placed in the Regular Army or'
-Naval Reserve, and fthe date thereof, and that he did- not refuse'to performw
:such service or wear the uniform thereof. ' He should attach to his applica: tion a copy 'of his honorable discharge or separation, or' the order placing
71-him in the Regular Army or Naval Reserve; as the c'ase may be, certified asi

correct by an officer with a seal, but he- will not be required to file the original
'
'
order of dischargeqrttransfer-."'

''As there' appears to" 'be some misunderstanding 'relative hereto,
:
you are hereby' advised that the requirement that" an ex-service
man- gshall execute an affida&it'showing'his qualifications in the manner- and 'form- required in paragraph 4 of said' Circular No'. 678, is'
:mandatory; however, the' further requirement - that -he attach tto.
'
his appifcation a-certified'copy of his honorable discharge or'sepa
:ration'or :of the ordertplacing him in. the Regular 'Army: or Navaloriginal papers.
6ina
case where'the
-Reserve is' directory 'only; that is,
have'been lost so that a certified copy can not-be prepared therefrom-,;
the`- ex-service -man may properly account therefor by' furnishing
davit showing the -fact 'of such loss and giving his: service'.
an
reord,' the affidavit' to be;sworn 'to, before an- 6offcicer authorized tod
administer oaths"in homsad and:desert-land cases.

WILLIAM SPREY, -

ommi1ssioner.
Approved:
E. 'C. FiNNEY,
First Assistant;Secretary.:
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-HONOLULU CONSOLIDATED OIL COMPANY ;.(ON PETITION).: $-i
Decided November 18,
01921.
OIL

0AND; GAS LANDS-WITHDR.AWAL--PATENT-PrEFERENCE
-FEBRuARY 25, 1920, SECTION 18-STAT TES.

C6'Congress,

*

when, it incorporated in

RIGnT-A T

OF

the act of February 25, 1920,: the relief

provision contained in section IS thereof, authorizing the issuance' of preferi
ential' leases to oil placer mining claimants :for lands withdrawn September27, 1909, upon. fulfillment of the conditions specified therein,-intended
that such, claimants should either pursue patents, under the placer mining
laws; or leases under that section, not both concurrently.

OII.. AND GAS LANDS-WITHDnAWAL-RELTNQTJQSHMTENT-PREFERENCE

RIGHT-

PATENT.

Where a clainmant, who is asserting rights under the placer mining laws to
withdrawn oil and gas beari'ng lands, files concurrently an application for
a preferential lease, together'with a quit-claim'deed, pursuant to'the provisions of section 15 of the act of; February 25, 1920, and 'a request for a
; :patent it will be held that the claimant elected to accept 'the

benefits con-

ferred by theleasing act.
DEPARTMENTAL AINn COURT DEcIsIoNs
D

CITED AND ConsTaUaD.

-The cases of State of California .et acl, (41 L. D.; 592) and State of( Wyoming
et ai.v.- United States (255 U. 5., 459),cited andconstrued..
* FALL Sertry:

-

This Proceeding raises the question of what; disposition should
be. made- of'.claimnsf of the 1Honolulu Consolidated Oil Company to
sev
seeen.mining

locations, made and

asserted under the placer mm-

ing laws and the Pickett Act '(act of' June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 8427), to
::t:
thae
iE.t
10 and SW..''o'f section 4 'all of section 6, all of'sediion i8,
the W.' of 'section 12- and all of section 14,in Township '32-8outh,
' 0 Range
24 East, M0. D). M', Visalia' land district, California. It oomes
:before me on'the Honolulu Company's petition for exerclse of 'sup6rvisoryi
power and -authority,, in which 'that company' asks that' a
: :0 ^:departmental: :decision 'rendere-dJune 17, 1920, b%" my uinmediate
' 0 Cpredecessor:in offce,Abe'vacated and patents issued for said seven
mining locations, "or for such other or further action or 'relief in
thliese premises as may seemi mee't, equitaible anid appropriate.'
At 'the -timeof the filingo'ofCthis^ p1etition,there were three clamants to the' Iands' above described,
i'vi: the 'Buena 'Vista Land 'an,
De elopment Conpany, the Unite& States, and this pet'itioiir
.t The 0uena'
' it0B.
VA~ista"^2Com0pan;y was pressing claims here, and in the
United States District CourtJfor the Southern District of California;
and i the''
°0 SuiprM-'e'-Courtdlsof the District
m a,-s a
on
cetinektions oft0~
lanis iii questidi
~de b" 'the, Star ofCl'
fornia i O-atober
b ',1906,and J u eand u st, 1907; s
etitins
22,7 a4id"2276 Revijked' §Staues' and'the 'ap ofFebruary 28, P9
- 0 <0 ;'!'t-] ;''/
'
,
0'9t0$
-9t

,:'8'04;'
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(26 Stat.,.796), and in each of the three forums mention'edwa asrting that, by virtue of the said State selections, the lands in question
I'and had ceased to be
belonged to it as by complete equitable title
September, 1909. This
as
early
as
States
public lands of the United
Department had held against this contention:February 27, 1I913 in
State of California et al. (41 L. D., 592), in a ruling to the effect
-. the Inthat conditions existing at the time when the&Secretary pf
terior was called upon toapprove heselections controlled the right
to the selections and that inasmuchu as it appeared on that date'that
the lands were, mineral in bicharacter -(oil having beeni' discovered
thereon *and the lands having 'been withdrawn on September ' 27.
1909, and December.'13, 1912, for that rreason), the Secretary: lihady0
no authority to approve the selections. -This decision stood until.
March 28, 1921, f when' the Supreme Court of the United States in
yoming et al v.; nUited:States
:deciding..the Ridgley ;Case. (State of
dsf .A'erica,255 U. S., 489)' held thattconditions at.the timeof perfecting lieu ;selections, not:conditions atithe time 'of approval, 'deterto the selections, and that' the State's rights under
u mine
::-: right
:; 00 i the
such selecions are to'be determined without regard'to any withdrawal
subsequent to such perfected selections.- Thus the BLuena Vista ,decision of February '27, 1913, was nullified-- and that coipany immediately became entitled, at the least, to have its claims:consideredbon
their merits. Accordingly, on April 30, 19211, the cases embrapingthese selections were remanded- to the local land offcers 'at Visalia
with instructions to holdda'' hearing on the question o£ ,the character
Df the land as known or believed to be mineral or nonmineral as of

the time of the perfecting of:the several selections.. But,relying

its sufit. then .pend-0
a-dupon
ofthe.Rigly:'as,
onit~ul~~~i~tnL
and
t ;0't u?upnof
S~f00authority
the .Ridgley _caseai
tthe
upon 00
Commisisoner of
the
and
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
ing 'against
the District 'of
.of
Court
Supreme
the
in
Office
Land
the General

Columbia. (In Equity, iNo. 37,620), the Buena, Vista C-ompany,
:: :through i~ts attbrneys, effectually blocked the Visalia hearing, until
such time as a court decision could be. had determining the jurisdic-,
tion of this Department under the iRidgley case.
heein
pttioner
0
Company,
Oil
onsolidated
The :lonolu lu
William'
through
transferee,
the
claimed the above described lands as
-SMatson, ;of rights acquired thereto. by. locations; made in.0]ctober'
November and December, 1908,-that is to say, later than the iBueni
Vista seoectionis-udei the placer mining laws by 0a . iV;cReyndlds
....
and :B. M. Howe danctheir: associates.
46netedsith~eslt`^AihelafiE~usS:a
t0'-0-0:'The f.iofhetheUn
Telaims

4:.i

ted States t the lansin quesineros nntrcertain withdrawals.:
of te T ted States, i aidnofl
Pesident
the
2,7,1909, byihich
a
e a of said land
wi
tenipoarily
posed legis, atiolh
proving,
orderthe
laws,
land
public
the'
under
lcation
f-rom
lands,

t0-

0
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however, that "11a-ll

locations or claims existing and valid on this
date-may proceed to entry in the .sua1'manner after field investiga*tion-and examination." ;7This withdrawal was ratifiead and' confrmed
by the Executive order- of.July 2,1910, pursuant to: the Pickett At,:
"Msup,
which providedas to existing claims- "That the rights of anyK person who; at the date of any order of withdrawal
heretofore orhereafter made, is a-bonac jde occupant or claimant of:oil or gasbearing lands, and who ,t such, date is in the- diligent prosecution of work leading to the discovery of oil or gas, shall not be affected or. impaired bysuch;
order so long as* such occupant or claimant shall continue in diligent prosecu-

tionlof said wori."
The
: third order aff: ecting ;these lands was that of DIecember0 13,
1912,
when they and other lands were "subject to valid existing
rights," further withdrawn and incorporated intO Naval Petroleum
Re'serve No 2, to* e held for the use and benefit of'the Unitedd States
N~avy.
In April,' 1915, pursuant to application proceedings by ohe
Honolulu 'Colnsolidated Oil C6onpany' under the 'general mining laws, mineral entries were allowed that company upon all the lailds above de-'6
scribed., The 'Field Service of the General Land Office made an extensive examinatiob,. and, upon. consideration- of .its report, all the
entries, except those in section 6, were clearlisted on Decembeor 15,
1915, by the -Conmmissioner of the -General L:and Office as to the character of the -land, bonaqfides of the locations, and- diligent- prosecu-L
tion of work leading to discovery, at the -date of the first withd trawaL.
In 'this clearlisting- the' then Secretary of the inte
elateFrank- -lin: K. -Lane, concurred. - But, as appears from- the recordss,; at the:
instance of -thethen 8'ecretary -of the Navy' and the Attorney General, the issuance of ^patents to thle thirteen claims so cleadlisted was withheld and -the reiord -in the c ase was returned -to the Commissioner of
the'General-Land Office for fu.ther. consideration. 'After an--xhaus,
tive reexamination of the entire record, as appears --from his. findings,
the Cnommissioner adhered to his previous Sconclusion clearlisting the
thirteen claims; a-id- again - Secretary: 'Lane c6ncurred, s6: advising
-the Attorney' General on June 29,. 1916.- Thereafter; and, as appears from$: the records. of this Depaitm~ent,
-pursuant to 'the t suggestion of theoiPresident of -the: Unted States,
Secretary- Lane revoked the elearlisting -order on January
191;129,
and reopened the case for further consideration and -for the introduc
tion .-of -tany new -testif
that might. be ptesented.-- ;,-A hearing: was
ordered-and held before the register andire`ceiver-of the:Visalia land
office, and they d4cided that- the Honolulu Company: wasu hot: in the
diligent- prosecution bf. work leading -t d-discovery at the date of-- the;
withdrawal of Septiember 27, 1909, and, therefore, was not entitled
,to patents. Thereafter, the Commissioner, upon appeal from the
0t-t 0
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register : and receiver, after hearing argument and considering the,
evidence, on February 11, 1919, again decided that as to the thirteen
-,claims outside of section 6 the. Honolulu .Company had:;earned and
was entitled to .patents..under the mining, laws..
From this. decision appeals. were tfaken to' the Secretary of the
Interior by.the Department of. Justice, on behalf of the Navy,-from
the Commissioner's decision holding the thirteen locations valid, 'and
by the Honolulu Company':from so much of that;decision as denied
patents 'to the' locations innsection '6; Exhaustive argumeritswere
head b-y the Secretary for the 'Navy, and ,for the.. Company, and,
together with the entire record in the case were given unusually
careful and'thorough consideration by the -law officers of the Departm; - :.ient
of the Interior. As a result, a- decision reyiewing all:the' facts
in th ce was.prepared for the consideration offSecretary' Lanee
who thereafter, in a letter dated'February 9, 1920, informed& the

'President"I am ready to decide this case and can see no way, by which 'it can be
decided consistently with the law and the facts save as it was decided twice
by the Commissioner of the' General Land Office. I heard a three.days' argUment, which was also attended by all-the members of our Board of Appeals.
The 'latter advised unanimously' the: confirmations. of the, Commissioner's
opinion.

However, 'by a most unique intervention of the:'Chief Executive,'
Mr.' Lane-was prevented from puttinga his conclusion into effect.. He
resigned fr~om office :without..promulgating' a~ decisionI-z
Mr. Lane's successor, Secretary. Payne, !ordered a reargument of
the case, and, on June 17, 1920, reversed- the Commissioner's decision
.as:.to the thirteen claimsand affirmed it as-to the claims in section '6,
1 on the 'stated. ground that 'at the' date of the first withdrawal, September 2,l 1909, the :Honolulu '(Company " was' not -diligently- prosecuting work leading to. discovery of oil or. gas on, any o t'he locations
involved." " No fraud was found as to' the Honolulu Company or -as
to its predecessor, William Matson. .
Following this decision; .denyingrpatent's, the^Honolulu 'Company
took formal and regular .:steps -preparatory- to .litigating questions of
its 'validity and: correctness in Equity Suit: B-46--to which the;Gov-ernment was and' is a party plaintiff-pending in the Southern District of: California,
up'in"setting
its pleadings: a more detailed
account of 'thet history 'of the'; case .'in this ' Department -and of the.
events' preceding the 'decision of June 17, 1920 than- is necessaryjto
, ;decision upon this' petition.
'Similarly,' the Buena Vista Co-mpany filed in EmquitySuit;B-46
i.0ts:tpetition
u
for leave to int'ervene therein 'and litigate its: claims to the
lands Iere in question.

: *
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Suchl, in brief, and with Aone ^exception to be presently noticed, is
the history of this case prior to the date of the, filing of the instant
petition, and such also was. substantially the posture of, it on June
:15 and :16, when the petition was§argued and submitted. Recently,
however, the.Honolulu. Company procured from the State of California and the Buena Vista Company waivers of their claims to all
the lands :involved herein, thus, clearing the. records in this Department: and in the California- and District of Columbia Courts of litigation that threatened to be not only protracted ;but serious, .and
which, if the Buena,.Vista. :Coompany;:had prevailed in this Department on the facts or had brought itself -within the decision in. the
Ridgley case in either the California or IDistrict of Columbia court
would, not only have resulted in depriving the Honolulu Company
of its claims, but, as well, in conclusively divesting the Unitede States
of all its right, title and interest in and, to the lands in. question and
in and to the- oil and gas therein. 1But
dangers and delays
having been averted and obviated by the procuring of the waivers
aforesaid, the main case upon the petition of the Honolulu' Company
may now be considered and decided.
From the records it appears that this case had unusually exhaustive consideration by this Department upon various. occasions prior
to the filing of the pending petition, and that' the Law Ekaminis
of:the General Land Office, the Assistant Attorneys, and the Board
of Appeals all decided that under the law and the facts the Hlono lulu Comnpany.had earned-:and was entitled to'patents'to the claims
clearlisted by the Ciommissioner on February'lit, 11919.' - Secretary
Lane, as before stated, was of the same opinion, but, because of the
Executive interference hereinabove referred .to, was prevented- from
,these

officially so deciding.

.

:

:I, also, have examined the record. It clearly shows that all seventeen, of: the claims were located long prior to the iwithdrawal of
September'27 ,1909,-thirteen. of them by0(. 0. McReynolds and
other qualified locators, and four by B. M. .Howe and his associatesand that by assignments for valuable consideration they passed:
yeventualjly .to the. Honolulu Consolidated Oil Company..
The decisions of the Commissioner of the General.Land Office set
forth quite, fully the, work performedbyv the Oil.Company, and it is
not necessary~to repeat it in detail here. As.early-as Jaiiuary,.1908,
surveys were made&for.:the purpose of locating, cabins and welldrilling sites on each of the claims in question and for roadcs -to and
across then to be.e
ehauling of. materials and. supplies.
The first road was laid out in January,, 1908, and. was comnpleted in
the summer of that year. Prior to the date of the first Withdrawal.
order fourteen or fifteen miles of roads had'been constructed leadingfrom one 'of these locations, and they were actually used for the
.
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transportation of materials and supplies fIor use upon and about these
claims.
The company owned' patented section- 10, adjacent to the'areas in
dispute, and it chose that :Esectioni;as. the site for a central -campi
and- as the place for its first prospect well. The-construction of this
JorJanuary, 1909 the- prospect
camp was begun in December, 1908,
on June 16,'1909, developed
and
well was begun on IJanuary 9,1909,
resulted> By 'the date
activity
an enormous flow of gas. Increased
5:feet of lumber
thousand
hundred
eight
of the first withdrawal order,
there to be
locations,
those
upon
had been hauled to and delivered'
improveother
and
cabins
rigs,
drilling
used in the constructiont of
locations,
the
of
five
upon
erected
been
-had
rigs
ments ;' five drilling
and material for rig-patterns had beeni placed' upon each; of the
remaining locations.
:Because of the desert character. of the country a water supply
had to be developed. By September 27, 1909, 8,300 feet of water pipe
had been laid: across section 10. to the highland on section 14. It is
claimed by the Company that three 5,000-barrel water tanks had
of four inch water pipe,-ste4 for oil tanks,
milesssix
been jordered,
* rig irons and drills. Thet dates of delivery, of this .material, 'considering thet rush of orders and the- congestion of transportation facili*ties incident to the great activity in the field-at this time, corroborate
the claim that it was ordered prior to the first.withdrawal, and the
Government -produced 'no testimonoy or evidene showing' that the
material, supplies anl machinery were not ordered when and as
claimed by the, Company.
Altogether, the evidence clearly shows that by the date of the first
'withdrawal the Company had expended over $100,000 in work, supplies: and material adapted t6"and designed for the: development of
the locations involved, as a group or unit. SAnd all of the work
performed~'by the Company was of a character 'described as " pur-:poseful " by the Director of the Geological 'Survey, who visited the
property in 1910-the year succeeding'the first withdrawal.
In my opinion the Company acted in good faith, proceeded with
the work of developing the entire group lof claims in ja practical,
miner-like, economical and businesslike' way, and at the date of withdrawal was actually engaged in the: diligent prosecution of work
:
leading to discovery.
And this good faith and diligence were continued until and after
the withdrawal of December 13, 1912,' as is shown 'by the'fact that
by February, 1913-less than two months. after the inclusion of 'these
lands in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. t2-he Company, at a cost
of upwards of $1,000,000, had brought into existence uponthese loa-
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tions forty miles of high- class roads; a complete Iwater, supply and
distributing system. for all the claims, with pumping plants at Buena
Vista Lake;: a complete gas distributing system, consisting of some
L twenty miles of pipe line, for power, -heating and lighting purposes;
a. telephone. system about thirty miles in extent; and ' more than
seventeen producing oil wells.
In view.of the facts thus briefly stated-borne out and supported*
as they. are throughout the! voluminous record -herein-were the case
before me as an original proposition, free of- a complication to be
presently mentioned, I should be inclined to hold as the Commissioner
of the General' Land Office held on February 11, 1919, and as Secretary Lane, in the letter of Febr-uary 9,1920, .suprc, stated he -would
hold-that the Honolulu Consolidated, Oil, company is, as' a matter!:
'.of law and right, entitled to. patents-to 'the tirteen claims outside of
section 6.:
But in its present condition -the case is not free of other complicatiors. In 1920 the 66th.Congress changed the policy of thet(Government with respect to3 oil and gas: lands- by enacting the6Oil Land
Leasing Law (act of 'February 25, 1920, Public No. 146, 41. Stat., 437),
which substituted for the 'placer 'rmining laws, in so, farf as -they
applied to oil and gas lands of the United States, the issuance
of prospecting, permits in unexplored territory, 'and of leases in
proven territry.; The history of and reasons: for :the enactment of
this law are well known.; The plight of citizens who j had in. good
faith located lands believed to contain oil and gas, and who, because,
of intervening withdrawals were unable to secure patents under the
*placer mining laws, was fully' presented to! Congress during its con-

siderationof the leasing measure, and, as a result, when enacted the
act contained-several remedial 'sections. One of these (section :18)
provided in substance tlhat upon relinquishment to the United States,,
filed in the General Land' Office. within six months after the approval
of the. act, by those claiming under the placer mining laws, of the:
right, title and interest 'claimed and possessed prior to July. 3,0 1910,
and continuously: since, to any oil or gas-bearing land, embraced in
the Executive order. of 'withdrawal issued September 27, 'iO99, upon
which there had' been drilled one or more wells to discovery, Vthey
upon payment as royalty to the United: Statesof an amount equal:to
the value asS74he time of production of one-eighth of all the oil or gas
already produced, should be entitled to a lease. from the United States
for a period of twenty years at a. royalty of not less than 12J per,
centum of all the' oil or (gas produced. :As to lands in :Naval Reserves,
the' second proviso to said: section 18 stipulated: that producing wells
thereon only shall be' leased, together with] an area of land -sufficient
to said section authorizes
proviso
thereo. The third
for
-the operation
E !
;
il.iet
,
or
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the President, in his discretion, "to lease the remainder or:any part
of any such claim upon which such wells have been drilled,' fand pro-;
vides that " in the event of such leasing said claimant or his successor
shall have a- preference right to such lease."

The legislative history of the. attempt,-finally successful, to secure
the passage of an oil-leasing act, shows that at one time the proposed
measure contained a provision under which applicants or claimants,
situated as was the Honolulu Consolidated Oil Company, would have
been permitted to prosecute their claims for patents to a final con'eGlusion, and in the event patents' were denied, thereafter would have.
been allowed six months .td apply for a lease under the&remedial
provisions of the: measure.. But that provision was strickent out
and, as fiially enacted, the law. expressly requires such claimants
to file- relinquishments: of their miningz claims and apply for a lease
or leases within six months from the date of the act in any event---r
that is to say, on or before August,254 1920.
it Holding-in mind,.the .history and.provisions of the oil leasing law,
itis now pertinent to inquire what action .the .Honolulu Consolidated
Oil Company took after the decision of my predecessor on Junet17,:
1920, denying .the application for patents upon all of the locations;
The Company had before it two possible courses: that of holding on
to its rights to the lands in question and continuing to pursue its
patents either in this Department or in the courts, and that of applying for leases. under .the 1:8th section .of the.leasing law.- At this
juncture the Company took both of these courses:-as already stated,
it took the necessary forrmal and regular steps in Equity Suit B-46,
pending in the United&States District Court for7the Southern:Dis-.trict. of (California, to. enable it'to. litigate through: the courts the
question. of the :validity and correctness of the decision of June 17T
1920, and, within: the Ssixmonths' period limited: in the Oil. Leasing
Act, it also regularly filed in this Department. its application:for a
lease to twenty-four alleged producing wells -upon the locations here,,
involved, and, likewise, supplementary applications for, permission
.

to drill additional tVells, and for, leases "to the, remainder. of the

claims upon- which. the xexisting. wells are . located, or such portions;
thereof as the'President, in his discretion, may, designate."

Thus,

at the present time, the Company is' pressing its claims .in three, different ways and in two different forums: in..Equity Suit B46, in
the: Southern District of California, it is seeking to :overthrow the
departmental decision of June 17, 1920, on the grounds of invalidity
:ands incorrectness, and. thereby to obtain.title to these lands, by
judicial:decree;, and in this Department it is asking thatjthe, said
decision.of- June 17, 1920, be vacated, as invalid and erroneous, and
that patents 'be issued, or, in, the .alternative,: for :such' actjon or,
relief as mayseem meet, equitable and appropriate; and at the same
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time: its applications for leases, regularly filedyprior to August 25,
1920, are still pending.. Atthe time of filing these applications the
Company also filed 'its-quit-claini' deeds, duly executed and acknowledged,' reciting that it had filed applications for oil and gas leases
'under the' provisions of the, act 'of February 256, 1920, and granting;
remising and forever-0quitclaiminig to- thev Uflited' States " all the
right, 'title and-interest claimed-,or held by the grantor in and'toi
the lands here in question.' Protest .having 'been filed o n'ubehalf
of the Navy, against te issuance 'of the leases as applied for, Secre- Ta
tary Payne, on' December 23, 1920,:0,after 'consideration of the ]imatter dismissed the' protest and authorized the granting 'of leases on
fifteen producing -oil wells upon the claims involved, and:'postponed
action as to the remaining nine then' producing, pending the- sub-;
mlnission of0 further: evidence, but did 'not authorize leases: for additional wells or for the remainder of the claims. The leases authorized have not y-et issued.
P The pendency in two different forums -of the proceedings; above
enumerated-gives rise to a -situation 'of ssome complexity..i But notwithstanding my- inclination to hold, were the case before me in the'
condition it was in prior to the filing of the applications' for leases,
that the decisions Xand: conclusion of Commissioner Tailman and
Secretary Lan were right' and to orderi accordingly, nevertheless
because; of -the filing by the Company of applications for leases iand
quit-claim deeds: in consideration of a' lease or leases 'asg'provided. for
in the said-leasing. act of Februay .25, 1920, I 'am constrain ed to6
hold that, 'so far as this Department is concerned, the Comany hiad
elected priort tohe filing of this present petition to accept the: benefits
offered'by the leasing act. To hold' otherwise would be to. hold, in
effect, that.tlhe Company might in this'Department concurrently seek
patehts or leaes, while, in my opinion Congress intende( (thoug
the point has not yet been judicially decided that a claimant should
either pursue ipatents uinder the placer mining laws or leases under
the O
(il 'L3 id.Leasing. Act,' bt inot both concurrently. It resIults,
that so- much'of the' petition 'before me as 'prays for the
therefore,
issuance of.patentsiunder the placer mining laws is denied.
There remains for'considteration the relief to be granted'herein,
':other than,-patents, which,Ifor the 'reasons stated, are denied.
:It appears from- the record herein that' Williaxm Matson' and the
Honolulu Consolidated 'Oil' Company pioneered -the 'Bdiena Vista.:
field at a time-when that region was apparently' worthless for any
purpose;, 'that by the exerci'se ;of high good Ifaith and 'properl dili-:'
gence, and" thohgh o:minously threatenod upon occasion.'with failurci
and& consequent .financial 'loss of large magnitade; they -created' and
:gave value to this property by discovering and developing 'itsoil'
olutlay in time, effort'
:~producing possibilities at the cost
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and nmoney; and that, without fault on;its Spart,: the .Company has
been involved, almost continuously :since its organization. in. litigation,! either in this Department or in the courts; in order to preserve:
at least some. part; of what..it.had honestly, and, in godo faith-as
has. been found. by both of my. predecessors--created. And .what. it
has done in: developing, this property is shown'in part by the facts
set out earlier in this opinionm Aside, therefore,,from the legal rights .
which I believe the Company to have possessed, its good faith, its
:diligence,its large expenditures upon.-and for the :-benefilt of this
property, and the. unique.history of the case in: this Department con-r
stitute . equitable considerations which Gcompel the cqonclusion that,
in siMple justice, it is entitled to a lease or.:leases not only to pro ducing wells but , also to: the seventeen locations. or. claims described in
the first paragraph of this decision;

I

Though it is neither necessary

to this decision nor .properly. -withi'n my province .to attemp t to decide the suit now pending in, the Southern District of tCalifornia, it
is. properly incumbent upon me to bear in mind the. delays -neces-;
sarily. incident to the. further Sprosecution of. that suit aiid :the uncertainty of the outcome ,thereof in the eve nt the Company should
see. fit to press . it; to : a conclusion. -These things, Itogether with . the
equitable considerations' already mentioned, and, thet desirability ~of
ending, if possible, .this apparently interminable controversy., make
such a case as-,in-:my' opinion requires 'no~t only.,that preferential
leases 'or well: drilling, permits be granted to.the .remainder of all
'the claims but also that the royalties.to Ibe .charged therefor onh the
thirteen: ..claims clearlisted by the: Commissioners. in. his Idecision of
February 11, 1919, 'shall. not exceed the minimum prescribed bbylCongr~essin the saidjleasing act of February 25, 1920, supra. As.toUthe
four claims Jn 'section 6, with;respect., to which the good faith, and
equities of . the Company are. equally strong,. but which, because, of
irregularities of .the original locator,, were held by the. (.ommissioner not. to .warrant the issuance of. patents, the Company is entitled to preferential area leases or well, permits and the Government to a royalty of 12j perxcentum minimum to.25per centum
;-0';
xmaximum, dependent upon the amount and quality of the oil produeed therefrom. As to. gas which may be produced from the land,
the royalties will be identical with. those on the oil wells and claims.:
Accordingly,. pursuant to section 18 of the 'act of February 25,
1920,- spra, leases are hereby authorized upon all producing wells
upon said claims at the royalties stated. As to the remaining lands
-within the. locations,, the application 'of the Company for leases
thereof is approved, subject to the: approval of the President. and
the President approving, leases: will be, authorized in, accordance
.herewith.,

'
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The issuance of these leases will, if they are accepted by the Honolulu Company, dispose of, the litigation' affecting the titleto these
lands now pending in California, will retain the fee thereof n the
Government and willfinally conclude this case.

ESTATE1OF CHARLES E. LAWD (ONM
REHEARING).:
Decided November 18, 1921.
OnLAND GAS LANDS-APOtIcANT-LEASE-ACTS oFr AU;Ges 25, 1914, AND FEERUARYY.25, 1920;
'The granting of an oil- and gas lease under section 18 of the act of February 25,
1920, is a matter wholly 'independent of any contract that may have been
entered into pursuant to the act of August 25, 1914, between the Government
and the lease applicant or his predecessori in interest with respect to the
land, but controversies giving rise to such contracts, as -wellas suits, must
be settled and adjusted in harmony with the provisions of that section.
OIL AND GAs LANDSLEA5E-IRrELINQUIS5HMENT-PAYMENT-ROYATY-ACT orFFEBRUARY 25, 1920--STATUTrES.
:Neither section. 18 of the aet of Februar-y25, 1920,-which provides that .under
certain stated(-conditions a claimant of oil and gas bearingg lands may' be
granted a lease, nor any0other provision of the leasing act authorizes hither
expressly or by implication the collection of payment of royalty .on oil and
gas produeed by the lease applicant from any land other than that in the
relinquished ;area.
Oft AND QAS LAND5-LEASE--PAYMENT RO LTY-ACT or Fassar 25, 1920.
Upon the' division of a tract 'of oil and gas bearing land as the result of the
.settlement of' a controversy involving the question of title, whereunder the
-claimanot receives a patent for, a, portion of the land and is granted ,the right
to acquire 'a lease for the remainder under section 18 of the act of February
25, 1920, upon fulfillment of the conditions set forth in that section,. the
Government is entitled to' receive payment of -only .an amount equal to
one-eighth, of the value'of the oil or gas produced from the relinquished
area; notwithstanding thed fact that a contract- to a different effect had

previously
r
been entered into withrespect to. the distribution of proceeds im.
'pounded under an, operating agreement.
FINNEY, First

Assistat

Secretary:-

-On October 23, 1912, Charles E. ILadd' filed, application 03820, for
patent to the Portland Oil Placer Mining Claim~embracing the'SE. 4,
Sed. 5, T. 32 S., R. 23 K, M.ID). M.,Visalia land districti California,
and on Februar1y 23,1916, filed an amended application based upon
.the :earlier Blowont Placer Mining Claim 'covering the' same land
alleged to have been located' August 21, 1899, by.:eight :persons andt
conveyedto the applicant :The tract, it. appears, was: included in the
temporary, petroleum withdrawal order of September 27,. .1909, and
in Petroleum. ReserveqNo. 2,created bytheExecutiveforder ofJuly2,
1Q10, under thseprovisions of the:act&of June 25 1910o (36 Stat., 847)0.
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After proceedings not necessary -to be here detailed, 'the -'Commissioner of the General Land Office,: by decision of June 12, 1920, found
:and held'that three of the alleged locators of the said Blowout claim
- :had no material interest :tberein at anyvtime ibut thatl there were a
suffidient number of bona fide locators of said claim to render the
same valid to the extent of 100 acres. The application was, there-,
fore, held' for rejection as to 60 acres, and the' applicant afforded
thirty days within which, from the area included in his application,
to select, in contiguous tracts of not morelthan 10 acres each, and not
exceeding in the'aggregate 100 acres,-the land with respect to. which
he would proceed to entry and patent. The applicant having died,
the executors of his estate, on August-17, 1920, filed an election to' retain in the application the E., I NE. I SE. t, and S. 1 SE. -1, of said

:Sec. 5, containing 100 acres, and on 'October 14, 1920, 'entry was allowed as to said last described area and patent was issued thereon
August 15, 1921..
'Pending action on the patent applicationl;and. on June 5, 1915, the
applicant entered into a contract with the Secretary of the Interior,
under -the provisions of theoact of August 25, 1914 (38-'Stat.,:708),
which contract provided for 'the operation of the property included
in the application and forthe impounding of one-eighth'of the prothe
section,21.after
'taken .from the entire quarter
ceeds froml all
ovi,.d,,ed,
i
cota
.wa
~oil ~~~~~~~h
,p
\~ ~
date of the contract. -By section 8 of the contract it.was provided
: that in case a. portion of the land should.be patented to thebapplicant
and patent denied for the remainder, 'thbe escrow deposits and accumulated' interest thereon should be 'paid to. the applicant "-and' to -the
T:fTreasury of the United States in such proportion as 'the patented
;
area should bear to the area for-which patent should be denied.
in
to
retain
'On August '17:, 1920, in connection with their election,
Ladd's patent application the. area. last hereinabove, described,: the
said executors' of Ladd's estate. filed application 09265. under' section
.18 of the act of Feburary 25, 19200 (41 Stat., 437), for a lease to the
'W. j NE. I SE. 41, and NW. ::SE.' , said Sec. 5 comprising the 60'
acres eliminated from the patent application. The lease application.
'was based upon the said 'Bloout miningg location and among other
things alleged that Charles E. Ladd and the applicants, as the legal
representatives of his estateand his predecessors in' interest, had been'
occupants and claimants of thejland -under' said location ever, since
'-1899; 'th~at" 8wells were' drilled upon said claim; 5 of
:August
:-::; :00: 21,
which were on the area now .patented, and 3' upon the 60 acres cov,
ered-by the lease application;- that'the 3' wells last-mentioned, which
'are designated:as wells 'numbers- 5, 6, and 8. werecopleted respectively' in- July, 1912, March,- 1913, and. February, 1917, atIa-total
cost.-of $89,078.16. - In a supplemental:showing.it is made to appear:
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that there was sold from 'said 3 wells, 115,891 barrels of oil fromwhich were realized the sum of $84,030.49.iIt was further alleged in
the application'-that under::the agreement: of -June 5, 1915, herein'above referred to, one-eighth of the total proceeds of the production.
of
subsequentito the date of the agreement from all the wells
.situated on -the entire SE. J, Sec. 5, had.been impounded with -a certain national bank in San Francisco and that. the*total amount so
impounded was in excess of $50,000; that the applicants acknowledge
th-at the United States is theVowner-of an*d entitled to retain out of
',saidi-mpounded funds an amount equal to one-eighth of. the value at
the time of production of oil or gas produced from said wells numb6rs 5, 6 and 8, prior to the date of -the application, and that the applicants agree to pay, to the United States from said impounded
funids that proportion only- of theFsaid production from said wells.
In connection with the application the claimants: filed their relinquishment and conveyance to the United -States of all the interest
of the estate of Ladd in said land.-'
Upon considering the lease.application the Commissioner of the
:'Geneial 'Land Office by decision of November 8, 1920, after reciting
the facts above set forth found and held that.oil

It is evident from the above that at the timethis operating agreement was
entered, into the entire SE. j, said Sec.' 5, 'was regarded as a unit and the
interest of the locators or claimants regarded as an undivided interest,, hence
it was provided that in case a portion of the land should be patented and a
portion not patented the impounded proceeds should be divided between the
'Government and the' claimants, not on the basis of the production from the
part 'patented and the part not patented, but rather, on the basis of the relative
area: of' suh parts.' Moreover, the, interest acquired. by each locator in the
location'of an associatiot-mining' claim is a joint and undivided interest in'the
whole; fno particular 20-acre tract'belongs to each .of the eight locators; like'wise, the five-eighths' interest to which it was held the claimants ,were entitled was an' undivided interest in the whole; the Government might well have
stopped there had it seen fit as a co-owner with the applicants to the extent of
a three-eighths undivided interest; but that, wast hardly practicable, the division
of the Iand and separation of interest being more desirable; hence the Government gave the claimants the, privilege of selecting the portion of the area of
the whole claim which should be patented. But that does not operate to fix
the- Government's interest in the proceeds of production from the Whole quarter
section. prior to the time the division was made at the' production made from
that part of the land which the claimants saw fit kot to take,. as,. naturally,
they took the part on which there were the more producing wells. Had no leasing act been passed, the Government would clearlyhave b
Jeenentitled
to threeeighths of the' whole] amount 'of money impounded. 'Now thfti'the leasing act.
has been passed, it gives the claimants the right tona future lease on the payment of one-eighth of :past production.This one-eighth in this
is, case
therefore, one-eighth of three. eighths (3/64) of the value of the entire production
of the entire quarter section,

.
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Hie accordingly .:directed that the claimants, be advised that they

would be allowed thirty days within which to furnish a complete
and detailed statement of the entire production of oil from. the said.:1

SE. I., Sec. '5; together;with a Vstatement of 'the value of such oil at
the time of, production,. and to pay into the local office such amount
as with the sum already tendered -would'equal 3/64. of the value of
to' August 17, 1920,IQ
the.production fromr.the entire quarter
provided that if sufficient .funds remained in escrow under the op-:
erating agreement, an additional tender: might be made in lieu of
such payment; and that in default the lease applicationw 'ould be
:
rejected.
dean
unreported
by
the
Department
action
On appeal from that
again
is
case
The
same.
the
affirmed
3,
1921,
cision oQf February
before the Department on a motion for rehearing filed by the lease
'
claimants.
Upon a 'careful reconsideration of the case the Department is of
opinion that the decision of the (Commissioner was not in accord
-with'the provisions of 'section' 8 of the::leasing act under which the
.section

application for lease was filed.
The said section reads in part as' follows:

That upon. relinquishment to the United States, filed in the General Land
Office within six months after the approval of this act, of all right, title, and
interest claimed and possessed prior to. July 3, 1910, and" continuously since
by the c'laimant or his predecessor in interest under the preexisting placer
mining law to any oil or:gas bearing land up6nu which there has beentdrilled
one or' m ore oil or gas wells to discovery embraced in the Executive order of
eanynnava
petroleum
withdrawal issued 'September 27, 1909, afid not withi
reserve,-and upon payment as royalty to the-United States of an amount equal
to the value at the time of production .of one-eighth of 'all the oiltor 'gas.
already produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the claim, or.
unavoidably lost, from such land, the claimant, or his successor, if in posses-'
si n of such land, lindisputed by any other claimant prior to July 1 1919,
shall be entitled to a lease thereon from the United States 'for. a periodof
twenty years, at a royalty of not less than 12t per centum of all the oil or
gas produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the claim, or
unavoidably lost.

in the provisions.
"used
The terms' "such land" and -"thereon
above -quoted, clearly refer exclusively to land "for which a0 'lease is
'sought thereunder and required by "the said provisions to be relinquished .as a condition precedent to a lease.. The section, therefore,
must be held to authorize the. granting of a 1ease thereunder to a
relinquished tract..for .which a lease is sought, upon :the payment as
royalty to the United States of a'n amount equal.to the value of oneeighth of -allfoil or gas with'certain prescribed'exceptions, produced
from the relinquished area, and the fulfillmentf of other requirements
enumerated in the section. There is no other provision in the leasing

j
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act thatt either expressly or by implication requires the payment of
royalty on oil or.'gas produced from ahy land otherathan th1atrelin-quished pursuant to the provisions of said section 18. as a basis for a
K lease 'under that section.
Moreover, by the fourthiparagraph of saIidsection 180 t' is provided thatUpon the delivery and acceptance of the lease, as in this section provided,

all suits brought by the Government affecting such lands may be settled and
adjusted in accordance herewith and all moneys impounded in such suits or
under the act entitled, "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to.'protect?
the locators in good faith of oil and gas lands who shall have effected an
actual discovery of oil or gas on the public lands of the United States, or
their ,successors in interest,' approved March 2, 1911," approved August 25,t
1914 (Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, page 708), shall be paid over to the
parties entitled thereto.

This provision, contrary to the holding of the Commissioner, indicates unmistakably that the granting of 'a lease under section' 18

was intended by the act to be made a matter wholly independent of
any contract that might have been entered into by the lease applicant
or his predecessor or predecessors in interest with respect to. the land,
under the provisions of the. act of August 25, 1914.-It does, however,
contemplate-that controversies giving rise to such contracts, shall,
as well as suits, be settled and adjusted in harmony with the: pro.
visicas of sction 18 of the leasing
that
dactand
dmoneys.ip
pursuant to such contracts shall be paid inw.accordance with settle:ments and adjustments so made..
The decision of the De artmeit complained of is accordingly
recalled.and vacated, the decision of the Commissioner herein re-:
*E 0 versed,0 and, no.other objection appearing, a lease to the land in question will be granted to -the said estate of Charles E. Ladd, upon payment to the United States, out of.the impounded. funds above: mentioned, or otherwise, of the prescribed royalty on the oil :and gas proI
,: 0 duced
from thne land relinquished. . Upon the delivery and acceptance
of the lease appropriate. steps will be taken looking to the payment
to the Iadd estate of so much of the impounded.Ifuihds. as may then
remai in the hands of the depository..

YRIBAI. v. SELINE (ON P1ETITION).
.: ;Decided
Novemnber 18, 1921.
Soirrs's ADDITITONAL-R51ETQTISHHMENT-LAKND
An entry canceled
invalid because
tion of the law
tute Va
god base

DEPARTMENT- STATUTES.
upon a ruling of the Land Department holding that it was
erroneously allowed, although by a subsequent interpreta6ehtries of that character were held valid, does not constifor an additionalrright under section 2306; Revistd Statutes,
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where, after cancellationithe entryman implledly, acquiesced in such action
by the filing of a. formal relinquishment,0 thereby being restored- to his
fullhomestead right
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL-MILITARY SERVICE-SECTION 2306-REVISED STATUTES.
The date of muster-in, not enrollment, marks the commencement of military
-service in the army of the United States, for which ctedit- may be accePted
as a basis for a claim for an additional' right under section 2306, Revised
'Statutes.
COURT DECISION CITED As IN POINT-DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND ForLOWED.

The case of Grimley (137 U. S., 147), cited asin point; the cases of AndreW
Fergus (29 L. D., 536);, Johnb M. Underwood (31 L. D., 258), John S. Oweini
(32 L. D., 262), Julian D. Whitehurst '(32 L. D.,' 356), EHerbert 0. Johnson
(34 L. D., 291), Archibald Williams (44 L. D., 244),cited
and followed.'
FINNEY,FirstAssistantSecretary:

August 4, 1921, this Department on -appeal, affirmed the decision:
of the Commissioner of the General Land. Office rejecting the :application of Pilhef Yribar to 'enter the SW. i NE. J, Sec. 9, T.. 1. S.,
iR. 3 E., B. M., Boise, Idaho, in so far as it was based on the alleged
soldiers' additional right of Joseph Sheline. A rotion for.'rehearing was: denied kOctober 8, 1921, whereupon a petition 'for the exercise
of supervisoryV authority of the IDepartment. was filed ~asking 'for
reconsideration.s
The application was: presented under the provisions :of section
2306,
00
: 0Revised00 Statutes, and is based on . the military service of
Joseph 9heline in the 'Civil War:and-ons homestead entry made by'
him for 140.71 acres February '5," 1868, irfthe .State of Michigan. An"
additional area of 19.29 acres is claimed' but an ;area of "only9 13.35
acres thereof is tendered, in connection with pdrtions of other rights,
for the purpose of this application.
The Sheline claim for additional right was' originally presented
several years:ago to the General Land Office 'as basis' for the applia-'
tion of 'Arthur McBride, but by the Commissioner's letter 'of:SepD--,
tember, 5,' 190t, it. was rejected for the assigned reason that' Sheline's
entry did not constitute a 'good base'for additional right, it having
been in conflict with a withdrawal made for the benefit of the Grand
Rapids and Indiana Railroad.. and, 'therefore, it 'vas. c onsidered
illegal and was canceled for that reason. It appears that the land
embraced in said entry lies- within the;20-hmile indemnity limits of,
and was withdrawn for the benefit of Vsaid railroad. However, at the
time of the withdrawal'the said tract was embraced in the entry of
John G. Brown, which was later canceled on'April 26, 1867. 'Under
the rulings-then in forcej it was held that the railroad grant attached
upon cancellation of the Brown 'entry, and. Sheline's. entry. was
accordingly canceled by the (Commissioner's letter of Qctober 1, 1869,

F
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to the register and receiver'for the reason that it was 'Aimproperly
allowed by the register and receiver upon odd section withdrawn for
_-the Grand Rapids -and Indiana. Railroad, as per instructions issued
October- 23, 1866, pursuant to the act of June 7, 1864."
:
Under, date of March 17, 1870, the tract was; selected by the said
railroad&company iand .the' selection .was. approved June -13, 18T0.
Under:date of November.16, 1871, Sheline formally relinquished his
claim to the land embraced in his ;said ;entry. - .:Sheline's entry.: was
regarded as illegal under the. view of the law which then obtained.
It was so adjudged ,and canceled. .The subsequent relinquishment
may reasonably be considered
cas acquiescence in that adjudication.
He was,4
therefore, restored:to his full homestead right. The case
of John S. Owen (32 L. D., 262) involved the homestead entry of
Tharp, which wa. valid' in- part a-nd'invalid ini part, and wherein
Tharp had been offered opportunity to ielect to retain the one tract
subject
to entry or to relinquish the entire entry with the privilege
of making a neww entry for 160 acres, but he took nov action: and the.
entry, Was finally canceled in its entirety for failure to make final
proof within the statutory period.. With referefice' to that state of
facts the Department said (page 264)
.

If no. such proposition had ever been made to. Tharp,. and if he, upon learning of. the defect in his. entry, had prelinquished it in toto without stating his
:reason for doing, so, such act on his Hpart might reasonably have been construed as an election to take none. of the land: because he could not get it all,
and in such a case he might have been allowed to make another entry for
160 acres, as -though the first entry had nuot been- made.' In that case he 'would
clearly not have been entitledjto the benefit of section 2306 of ithe .Revised
Statutes, although as a matter of fact he had made one valid entry for less
than 160 acres.

(31. L.: D., 258) , and Archibald Williams (44 L. P., 244).:
The fact that under a later rconstruition of the law the entry of
Sheline might have been: considered valid did not operate to destroy
any. portion of his' full homestead right which had been restored

by- the adjudication of invalidity7and cancellation of his former
entry and his relinquishment of claim' thereto., This feature-of the
present case was 0not considered in the. fdrmer decision by the Department on appeal nor ,on jmotion for, rehearing; It is believed,
however, that the-.facts i this case bring it.within the rulings above
cited and9that Sheline's- entry is not a .valid base for, an:additional
right.

The issue considered in the former decisions in the instant casef
relates to thei military service of Sheline, and it is again pressed for
consideration in thepetition.'
The point is that Sheline served only 87 days in the Army fromd

the date of muster
;
into the service,;whereas the law requires a mini-

0820
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mum service of 90 days as -a' basis for the: right claimed. It is contended: that he actually, served 91 days, and that he was recognized
by the War: Department as ;having been in the Army for that length
:of time aid' was paidc forr that period of, service.. A:'supplemental :
report from: The Adjutant General of )the War Department, 'dated'
Ma6rch 1, 1921, is relied upon, wherein it is stated that Sheline was;
-enrolledlFebruary- 1, 1865; for one year, was, mustered, into service
February 15, 186
,todate February 11, 1865, as aWprivate in Company A, 152d Regiment, Indiana. Infantry,; and was mustered out
as a:private May 12, 1865, and that-asviewed by The Adjutant General's office he is considered as having rendered 'actual military serv-:
ice in: the Army of the United States during the entire period from
February'11 toMay 12, 1865.
TThere is nothing in the record to indicate'that the conditions under
which this soldier was mustered into the service was peculiar to his
case' or different from' the rules of Sgeneral application. It -has been'
the undeviating rule:of 'this 'Depiartmenit for: about 20 years lthat'in
crediting military service' in-the'Army:: s basis for claims under sec-'
tion 2306', Revised Sta utes, no-time prior4t the' date of musterf into
the service can be counted.' This rule has become so well:established
that the Department has long since ceased to discussit in the adju-dication of such cases.' But it is brought' forth in this 'case and strongly
pressed for consideration in view of'the report from' the War lDepartment which findicates that the opinion of the presept Adjutat
General is, not in harmony with that rule. IBut the Judge Advocate
General, under date of October 6, 1900, rendered an; opinion wherein,
it was said:
The muster-in is the ordinary means of receiving the volunteer soldier into
the service, and when there is a muster-in-it marks the date of the beginning
of the service. ,The enrollment of a person for service in the volunteer army
is only a proposal to enterisuch service, a declaration of his readiness to do so.
IESHe
may or may not carry this out; he may refuse to carry it out, and he does
not thereby become a deserter; he has a perfect right to' do so . . . and until'
the person, proposing to enlist presents himself to the mustering officer he has:
not met any one with whom he could enter' into a contract which would bind
him to the military service of the United States.

This question was thoroughlyT considered: in the case of Julian' D.
Whitehurst (32 L. D., 356), where the stated rule was applied, citing
the :aid opinion 'of the Judge Advocate General,'also an Sopinion'by
the' Attorney General, and a decision by Justice Gray' while Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, whose decision Iwas.
cited with approval-by Justice Brewer in 'the. court's opinion in the
case of Grimley (137 U. 5., 147). TheR questionf wa-v again 'fully discussed and the rule adhered to in the case of Herbert C. Johnson (34''
L iD., 291).
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sufficient reason is now seen for disturbing this, rule, sup-

ported as it is by these high authorities, and- which lhas been consistently: applied: by the: Department*-for so many years.. This. construction of the law has.been well knownto. (Congress,and proposed
legislation has been under consideration for allowing credit in the
adjudication fof land claims for military service which was, accorded'7

r

recognition by payment therefor by. the.United States. But Congress
has not seen fit to provide a diferent rule.
..-The; petitionhis accordingly denied.

PERRY W A:WDREWS.
0Decided NoveMber 22 1921".

LABANDONED,

FORT LARAMIE .WOOD RESEvATIoN-AT

C1HASER-APPLICATION

OF MAY 31, 1902-PUR-:

STATUTES.

The qualifieation of a homesteader on the abandoned Fort Laramie Wood
Reservation to purichase. under. the act of May, 31,. 1902, not exceeding one
quarter section of :pasture or grazing land within that reservation on the
condition that the aggregate area of the lands previously entered together
with the lands sought to be purchased shall not exceed 320 acres, is to'be
determined as of theS date of'the filing of the purchase application.
ABANDONED

FORT

LARAMIE.

WOOD

RESERVATION-PURCHASER-ABFIiJATION-D

ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD.

The right of an applicant, qualified at the date of the filing of his application,
to perfect the ;purchase of pasture or grazing land within thei abandoned
Fort Laramie Wood .Reservation: under the act of May 31, 1902, is not
-vitiated by subsequently making an additional entry under section 3 of the
enlarged homestead act,. even though the applicant may have exceeded his
rights by making the additional entry in acquiring more thaa 320 acres
under the public land laws.~
DEPAETMIENTAL DECISIONS.CITED, CONSTRUED AND DISTINGUISnED.

The cases of Marshall F. lopper (41 L. D., 283), Cate v.Northern Pacific
Railway Company (41 L. D., 316), cited, construed- and distinguished.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:.

Perry W. Andrews has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the -General Land Office datedl April 30, 1921, denying him
i
the right to perfect his application (013612) filed under the ad of
May 31, 1902 (32 Stat., 283), to purchase the. E.
VV:.
W See. 22, T.
:25 N.,;R. 71 W., 6th P. M., within the abandoned Fort Taramie6 Wood
Reservation, Cheyenne,
oWyoing, land district,;on the ground that
he was disqualified byireason of his previous acquisition of more than'
160 acres of land lunder the homesteadJlaws.
k
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The record discloses that Andrews, prior to the filing of the above
referred to application, made a homestead entry '(011431) for 160
acres of land in section 27, same township; that subsequently to the 1
filing of said applicationhe made an additional entry (015826) under
section:3 .of the enlarged homestead act of February; 19, 1909 (35.
Stat., 639), for the balance of said section 22; that soon thereafter
he submitted proof under his application to purchase, which the*
General LLand Office found to be suffcient,;
c
but held suspended to
await the submission o f satisfactory final proof in support. of his
original homesteadentry,when in -the'absence of any objections that
might then exist, the applicant would be permitted to complete his
purchase upon making the requisite payment.
On January 23, 1919, Andrews submitted final proof upon both
his original entry and his additional entry and on July 16, 1919, the
320 acres described therein were patented to him.
* On October 19, 1920, the local officers issued a final cash, certificate J
upon the application to purchase, the purchase price having been I
paid.
In the -decision appealed fro m the: Commissioner construed the
act of May 31, 1902, 8upra, and the departmental instructions issued
tpursuant thereto, with reference to the case at bar and held that
inasmuch -as the act itself specifically, stated. that the, land sought
to be purchased together with the land entered under the homestead
laws could not exceed in the aggregate 320 acres, the applicant by
making the additional entry had become disqualified to complete
the purchase; that the act of February 19, 1909, supra, did not enlarge or change the right of purchase conferred by the act of 1902;
d0~0: 0
and-that
the proof had been accepted conditionally. The case of
* Marshall F. Hopper (41 L. D., 283), was relied upon as in point.
In his appeal the appellant contends that the second proviso to
the act of May 31, 1902, supra, contemplates that the applicant may 1
* perfect his purchase if he was entitled to make application for the
land at the -time that he filed it, and that the making of a subsequent
entry under the enlarged homestead act neither abridged nor defeated
that right.
There--is only.one point at issue in this case, that is whether or not
the appell-ant became disqualified to perfect his purchase by. reason
of his action in subsequently%making the additional entry under"
the enlarged homestead act.
The portions of the act of May 31, 19(02, supra, that are relevant t
to the instant case are as follows:
-

That each person who :has or may hereafter exercise the right of homestead
entry on the *:
*
abandoned Fort Laramie Wood Reservation, to/

i':48.1
00
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which the homestead laws are hereby extended, in the State. of Wyoming, and
is, residing on said reservations. under the. provisions and requirements; of the
*: *:. -shall upon proper proof of settlement, homestead,
or other legal title upon' said reservations, be entitled to-the' right to purchase, under such: rules and'regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe, at~one: 'dollar and Itwenty-five cents per -acre, not exceeding
'
one
quarter section of :the -public lands :on' said reservations as 'pasture ,or grazing
t
land not. otherwise disposed of:
* * * And, promided further, That said
;purchase
*: * -;f* shall not with the land heretofore entered by the appli:cant, exceed( in the aggregate three hundred. and twenty acres.

rhomesteadlaw,*

OndSeptember 8, 1902, instructions. (unpublished) were issued by
the Department, paragraph 2, subdivision (b) of which concludedd
as follows:
* 0 * 0* .and that the land sought -to, be purchased, 'with ;the land on which
the applicantso exercised the right of homestead entry, or the right of purchase does not, in the aggregate, exceed 320 acres.

It was. also specified in the, instruction that if. it be .found upon
examination of the application for the right to purchase, that the
entryman hasmnot submitted final proof on his original .homestead,
said application' will bej held to await ..the completion of the prior
entry.
.OQn January '29, 1912: (40' L.I:D., 392), .the concluding.portion of
_ subdivision (b), paragraph 2 of the. instructions of September 8,
902
pr:,was.amended to read as follows:
tand
hat the land sought to be purchased with the land whicht the
applicant has since August 30, 1890, entered or acquired under the'agricultural
land laws does, not,. in the aggregate, exceed '820 acres.

'

The right' to purchase a tract of. 160 :acres of pasture-or grazing:
land under ,the act .of 1902, :was nmade conditional upon the0 prior
entry of. a homestead under that .act, and before the .purchase could:
be perfected i.t was made necessaryvfor the entryman to submit final
proof upon his original entry;.. The second provso to the..act contained the inhibition that he must not possess land there6ofore entered
which, together with the 'land ;that -he applied to purchase, -exceeds:
in the aggregate 320 acres. The. qualification of. the applicant was:
fixed..by the act as of the date of theOfiling of the application .to
purchase and nothing was said ass to the .effect. that an subsequent
change in.theastatus of that qualification would haye upon the. right.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider whether or not the subsequent acquisition of an additional tract of land, which together withthe lands previously ent ered andapplied for exceeds 320-acres, defeats.
the:right to complete the purchase.
It
was aptly said by 'the Commissioner in the, decision appealed
; ,from that the act of February 19, 1909, neither enlarged nor changed
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the provisions of the act of May 31, 1902. Furthermore, the Departiment stated'in the case of Marshall F. Hopper, relied upon by the ,
Commissioner as being in point, that the. qualifications of an. appli::cant to make entry. under any of. the public:land laws. are not alected
by the .enlarged homestead act. However, this Department considers
that the conclusion reached in the Hopper case is not applicable to
the issue involved in the case at bar. The former case held that one
who had entereda some three hundred acres of land under thet enlarged homestead act was not entitled to make a desert land entry.
. :Refer'encewas-madein that decisidn tothe thre& hundred and twenty
acre limitation contained in: the act of _August '30 1890 (26 Stat., 371,
391). Conversely the Department held in Cate v. Northern Pacific
R-ailway Company (41 -L. D., 316), that one who'had made a: desert
la'ndentry*for 160 acres -was quailified to make an' entry under the
enlarged homestead act for 3200 acres, since under the latter act one
is entitled to acquire under the public land laws lands -which, in
not exceed in'area 480 acres. Subsequently the
the aggregate,do
act of February 27, 1917 -(39 Stat.," 946), was enacted; authorizing
the holder of 320 acres of land'under the act of February 19, 1909,
uspra, to make a desert landtentry for 160 acres.
7'From- the' foregoing presentment of the' law 'and facts this De-partment concludes that' at 'the time that the appellant filed his
application to purchase 'the land in- question, he' was qualified to
do so, and' that his subsequent .`acquisition of' 160 acres 'under' sec-'
tion' 3 of the 'act of February.1,1909, does not vitiate his right t6'
perfect. that purchase. If:' Congress intended that, the 'three hundred 'and twenty acre limitation prescribed by, the act of August 30,
was' to limit the area of lands that could be acquired' under.M189,
the: act of 1902, notwithstanding:that after the-enactment of the
act of 1909, more than 320 acres could be acquired under the public
land laws, nevertheless. the perfection of the purchase here underconsideration, together wi the perfection of the entry -previously
would not be'a violation of the act of 1890. If the act of 1902
made
is to be strictly'construed in'conjunction with the act of 1890, ' then
Andrews exceeded his rights under 'the' public' land laws when he
made ithe additional entry under section 3 of :the at of 1-909. How'ever, inasmuch 'as that entry. is'not now directly under consideration
and has passed to patent it is not incumbent upon the Department
to decide whether or not it was erroneously allowed. '
Accordingly the 'decision of the Commi'ssioner is reversed and' the'
case is hereby remanded for appropriate'action in harmony with the'
conclusion expressed herein.
';

Xe
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WATSON v. BARNEY ET AL. '.

-:

Decided NNovember 26, 1921.

RECLAMAnIoN-HOMESTEAn-ASS IGNMNENT=TBANsnR-OTEST.
The departmental regulations relating to an assignment of' a- homestead
entry, within a reclamation project, contemplate that such lassignment shall
0' submitted
be
to the General Land Oflice for its acceptane or denial and
wvh~ere a party chooses, with the view to effecting a transfer in derogation of
law, to proceed contrary to the regulations,, he must abide by the consequence of such attempted evasion -when the transaction is brought to the
-attention of the Land Department by contest and a breach of the law can
: -not be excused -on the ground that recognition of the transfer had notf been
sought.

:RCLrAM.ATIoN--HoMEsTrADnASSIGeNEE[-ORTGAGE.
-

A homestead entry, 'within a redlamation. project, upon which the ordinary
requirements: of -the homestead laws have -been -completed, :is a property
subject to mortgage. which can not be defeated by- acts .of the, entryman- or
his assignee, and such entry can not, be canceled upon contest in derogation
of the right of the mortgagee to comply with the further provisions of the
law looking to conpietirn of tile.'

First Assistant Secretary:
:
T. H. Watson has appealed-from the decision of May12, 1921, by
* the Commissioner:of the General Land Office rejecting his. applica-.
hton to contest the, reclamation homestead entry embracing the NN. :4
NE. 4 (Farm UnTit A), 'Sec. 21, T., 1 X., R. 1 E.,-,G'&S.,
N.,
- Phoenix, Arizona,; land district.
It -appears -that said tract is.a portion of an entry. madefrJanuary'
11,1907, by Eugene F. Keesler, for the':Nt. I 'of said sectioniunder
I

FINNEY,

the reclamation act, and upon which final, proof of compliance withl
the ordinary provisions of.,the homestead law was submitted August
20 .1912, and accepted by the. General Land ODffice January'25 ,1913.
The land was thereafter divided into four farm units and the tract:
>;' 1here-'in
4uestion was transferred to George H. Barney by ched executed June 23,1917. tUpon proper showing of tha qualificatiohs of
the transferee 'to hold the tract under the provisionsof ,the reclama-:
tionhlaw, the transfer was approved by the- General' Land Office -on
May 18, 1918..- It is shown that Barney and- wife under date of June
25, 1917; .mortgaged- said tract to the Phoenixi Savihgsg Bank;-and
Trust Company to secure~the p~aymenit of $1~,500.'"
Decembe r4, 1920, T. Id Watson filed atocontet
said
entry; alleging thatBarney sold.said tract ito John Scharibauer and
that in pursuance of said sale 'Barney and wife, by deed dated JanuAary 10, 1918, conveyed the land to Y. L. Holmes, anid that Holmes bDy
quit-claim deed, forth'&ith conveyed the'tracit to Scharbauer; that at
7L
otimesd sin'o,&
then Scharbauer. has cltaimed, held and owned,- or
to own, the same. It was further alleged that Schar-

-purported
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bauer was not qualified to take the land by assignment for the reason
that he held water rights in excess of 1.60 acres under the reclamation
law: and also that he held at least one other farm unit. It was as'serted
that Holmes was a mere dummy used by, Scharbauer for the
'fraudulent purpose of acquiring land in violation of the restrictions
of the reclamation laws.

-Barney answered, 'denying that he sold to Scharbauer and insist-,
'ing that he sold to Holmes. Ho-lmes, in his answer, denied that
Scharbauer had any interest in the land -except the amount: of $2,000
represented by a mortgage which Holmes had given to him to secure
.

'that amount borrowed: to complete the purchase from Barney.
Scharbauer answered, corroborating the statements of Holmes, say;ing that he loaned the latter.$2,000 to complete the payment of $4,000
to,1Barney, andjtook a mortgage on the land, which mortgage is
still a 'valid subsisting lien on the rand, and that he had no other
interest in the tract. He 'admitted that he was at-the time of the
transaction; the owner of at least one' farm unit under the reclamation
law, upon which payment in full of the reclamation charges had not;
.
been made.
*
The Phoenix Savings Bank and 'rrust Company -was served with
notice of the contest but made 'no answer. It is not shown by the
record whether, or not its mortgage 'has been satisfied.
-Counsel representing the defendants moved to dismiss the contest
on the ground that the allegations did n-ot state a' sufficient cause of
-:action; also because they were not sufficiently specific.' The local
officers-denied' the motion, but that action was- reversed by the Cornmissioner in his decision, which concluded&as follows:
It is not charged that there has been any failur;eto comply with the requirements of law so as to affect the validity of the entry 'up to the f time of- the
assignment :to GeorgeIH.: Barney, and 'there. is' no charge against. the validity
of the,.assignment to him. It appearsmthat he -has conveyed, or attempted to
convey, the land' and that, there have been other transfers, or attempted trans,fers, but no one -ha3 asked recognition of any assignment and on the records
of your office' eorge H. Barney is the. claimant. Should the contestant 'be
: allowed to fproceed and should 'ie prove that the person claiming' the land as
transferee was not qualified to hold 'the;farm unit by assignment, that would
not cause 'the canceliation of the entry. 'There is no iepartmental decision: di.
rectly onw this point, but in the case. of EHeinzman v. ILetroadec's Heirs (28
:L. D., 497), the Department held: that an assignment of a desert-land entry. to
one- disqualified to acquire tite iunder the desert-land law did not render the
'entry fraudulent, but left the right thereto in the entry-man.. ' It is true that0.
: said case was overruled ~in the :case of Bone v. Rockwood (388 L. D., 253),'but
therein it, was 'an assignment recognized by tte General Land Office and- the
decision was' based on that point. '
'
'
:This; office is, therefore, of opinion that there is no sufficient cause of action
stated and on that ground the application to contest is rejected, subject to the
right of appeal to the Department within thirty 'days from notice.'
'

-48.]:k ;
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The cases cited by the Commissioner did not involve entries of the
class here under consideration, and they do -not aptly represent the
conditions in some important particulars appertaining to the'instant
case.
This: entry has been completed so far as concerns the ordinaryxrequirements of the homestead laws.,No further personal onnection'
with it is required of the original entryman.04 It represents a property
subject to mortgage which can not be defeated by acts of the entryman or his assignee. The 'mortgagee thus becomes entitledto makegood any default in the matter of paynment of reclamation charges,
and in case of purchase at foreclosure sale, such mortgagee-purchaser-may, if the land be not redeemed, make proof of compliance
with the further requirements of the reclamation law: and obtain
title.
The general reclamation circular of May 18 -1916 (45 L. D., 385),
provides, at page 396:
Relinquishment of a. homestead or desert-land entry or part thereof, within
a reclamation project, upon which ffinal proof has been: submittned, where the,
records show the land -to have hbeen' mortgaged, will not he accepted or. noted.
unless the mortgagee joins therein; nor will 'an assignment of such a homestead
entry. or part thereof under the act of June: 23; 1910 (36 Stat., 592), nor an
assignment of a mortgaged desert-land entry where the records show the-land to
have been mortgaged, hberecognized or permitted unless the.assignment specifically refers to such iorrtgag'e and is made and. accepted subject thereto.

Barney is not clahining any interest in the land. In fact, he disclaims all interest therein. -This in'effect 'eliminates him' from.the:
contest. Holmes iS claiming as b
'oea
fde assignee, and Scharbaner is
claiming an interest as bona Mfde m'ortgagee.- If; the contest allega-.

ti'onsbe established, the entry should be.canceled, provided' the interest of the Phoenix Savings Bank and. Trust Company in the land,
if any, be' first satisfied. But if the mortgage to the'latter'institution
still remains unsatisfied,. the entr sr can not -be canceled to the detriment of that claim. With this understa nding, it, is believed that a

\

hearing 'should be allowed for determination of the facts and appropriate action thereon in harmony with the6views herein stated.
The regulations contemplate that any assignment of.ssuch entries
shall be submitted to the General Land Office for acceptance if found:
in all-'respects proper,. or denial if not found: tobe in accordance '
law. 5^If Dpartis choose to proceed.without such official. counsel and
adjudication and undertake to 'e-fct :such transfer in derogation of
flaw, th'y must abide th'e on'sequenc of 'their own wrong when such
transaction is brought to the- attention of the' Land Department by
conies.
TUnder such circumstances a breach of the Jlaw'can not' bVe
'excused" on the 'ground'that recognition 'of the transfer had not been
0 ii
ht, because such excuse itself is based on an evasion of the regula-1
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* tions which were appropriately: designed to guard against unlawful
transfers.
. The decision -appealed from is accordingly reversed and the:case
remanded for the action indicated.
*

:MARSHALL v. WILEY.
Decided July 9, 1921.
MARTIAGE-EHEoMESTEAD-SETTILE1ENT-ACTS
1921-STATUTES.

OF APRiL 6, 1914, AND MARCH 1,

The amendatory act of'March1,,j1921,' which extended the provisions'of the
act of April 6, 1914,: to permit. homesteaders who intermarry to perfect under
certain conditions settlement claims as well as entries of record at the time
0f o00marriage, is to be construed in connection with the adjudication of pend*0;
ing claims Of homesteaders who intermarried prior to the enactment of-the
*0.- 0t:
amendment as though it were incorporated in the original act.'

-: -*

C!ONTEST-ADvErisE

LAIM-STA

TUE5r.;

A contest does not become an adverse right or intervening: interest unless, and
until it resultsjin the cancellation of the entry, and prior to the final determination thereofjthe contestee is entitled to the remedial benefits of a
statute enacted after.the initiation of the contest.

GoouwIN) Assistat Secretary:t;

-t000

*

0 0g-0

04t-~ ;t

0;

t0

,Sarah J. Wiley has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land'Office of December 23,. 1920, holding her home--stead entry Havre 036012 for~cancellation and her additional application Glasgow 043642 for rejection.
The plat of township 32 N., R. 28 E., M. M., was approved JanuI
ary 31, 1916, and the land. opened to entry December following.
916,
31,
January'
'The plat of township 32 N., R. 29 E, was approved
November
On
following.
27,
November
and the land opened'to entry
20, 1916,.Sarah J. Wasson, now Wiley, filed in theHavre, Montana.
land office her application to make second homestead entry 036012 for
the'E. 4SW. jand the'SE. 4,Sec. 12, T. 32 N., R. 28 E., as joint
application -with Glasgow second homestead applitcation No. 043642
for the W. -1 SW. I (lots 3 'and 4)', Sec. '7, T. 32 N., R. 29 E. Her.
applieation in the Hlnyre l'and office was suspended because of conflict
fapplicati io '036013 of Sarah Marshall, formerly
'
with'; homestead
t:;
ThompsOn, forithe same land. Bo-thapplicants claimed prior settlement rights and a hearing was hadApril 9 1917, and testimony sub.mitted upion consideration of wlhih application 036013 wassfinally
rejec t'ed and homestead application 036012 (being that of Sarah J.
0 tWasson, now Wile) was returned for allowance. This application
1918.
was allowed to go of record June2,
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On November 20, 1916, Sarah J., Wasson:, now 'Wiley, filed in: the
G;
:lasgow,.:Montana, land ofce an application to make second homestead entry 043642 for the W. 4.SW.,, (lots 3 and:4), Sec. 7,:T., 32 N.,
iR. 29 7E'.,as joint application with Havre 036012,Jabove referred, to.,
Said application, was suspended because of .conflict "with homestead
application 041951 by Sarah Marshall, formerly Thompson, for the
same-land, both parties claiming prior settlement rights.* A hearing
-was ordered to be bhad October 23, 1918. Ak hearing having been had
in the Havre land! toffice between. these partie's relative to their prior
settlement rights, to the land involved in that, land district, and it
ha'ving been decided Juneo 18,: 1918, that. Sarah Wasson, now Wiley,
had' a prior right to that portion. of .her entry lying -withini the
Havre land district, she filed in the Glasgow land. office October 21,
.1918, a. petition for- a. writ of certiorari requesting that the. hearing
ordered -by the Glasgow land office, to be had' October :23, 1918, be
vacated ,and, the preference right of entry to the land in Sec.7'l
"-be established, by, reason ,of the testimony and evidence adduced
at said hearing held'at Havre, Montana, on the 9th day 'of April,"7
1917. The receiver of the Glasgow. land office, on October21,1918,

ordred that-

Oct ber.;20 , 1918

further proceedings herein be stayed and that hearing shall not be had until
further orderqdI or until such6 -time, as the Commissioner of dthe General Land
Officemay direct proceedings herein.:

On. December' 3., '1920. ,the receiver;:of the' Glasgow land office
advised the Commissioner of the General Land Office that on January 21, 191P,. Earl KR. Marshall had filed&an application to contest
homestead application 043642,::and Havre 036012, made by Sarah
Wiley, ' which :was suspended -because- theX hearing as 'to the prior,
:settlement,'-rights between. the parties bad' not been disposed' of as'
to theland. lying within 'the Glasgow land office.
The affidavit of 'contest by, Earl R. Marshall 'against the entry,
Havre series 036012,. and' the,.application, Glasgow series 043642,
w-as filed in the Havre land office on January 9, 1919, 'charging,: i
'addition ito the usual nonmilitary averment thatSarah J. Wasson,, now Wiley, has, wholly abandoned 'the said land; that she
has been absent therefrom for more 'than six months last past; that 'the eitry.
womnan is not entitled-.to the benefits of the act- of April 6, 1914, relating to the,
intermarriage :of homesteaders, for the' reason that neither she. nor, her lhus-'.
band. had complied. with the provisions of. the homestead law for at least
one year prior tomtheir marriage, and for the further reason that ath6 thime
of her marriage to Conrad S. Wiley the 6Atrywo'ian 'did not have an entry
upon the'§aid land as required by the provisions of the said 'act of April.'6, i914,
her: marriage to Wiley occurring on January :2, 1918, and her entry not being.
.allowed. until June 22,. 1918. That her said entry-is illegal.'for the above
<stated reasons, anditjs allowance on June 22,
2 1918, is' contrary to law.e
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Notices- were issued and ser'vice thereof was had on the: entryman,
and a hearing -was had in Havre ;before the :register and receiver
0on April 25j1919. At this. hearing. it 'was established that contestant was married on January 2' 1918,. aid since: that time had
residedcaccording to the. election of her' husband on his%homestead
*
entry. In the year 1918 twenty-five acres were cultivated by* the
husband ruponherclaim.
That' one 'question 'was. to be determined in this case appears to
have-been well settled in the minds of both parties. ; The testimony
is almost wholly applied to the: acts of contestee during the- year
C917.
Considerable testimony "is
*
prior to her marriage-the~year 1
* given .as to the, character of. the homestead house: or shack. The
witnesses for contestant say it was not. habitable 'and' those for contestee say it was. However, it is not material as to the character of
thelhouse only as it might indicate good or bad faith in connection
'with the' other acts of the entryman. Contestant'sa witnesses say
the-cabin was not roofd in 1917 and contestee's witnesses say-it had
a :rubberoid roof over -the boards.. 'There. is a like disagreement in
the testimoiiy' regarding the stovepipe or, roof jack. Coiltestee says
the roof jack blew ofF after she left in the fall of 1917, and contestant
.says it blew off in the winter of. 196. Contestee and her witnesses
say. the house was amply- furnished an-d: contestaxit an4' some of his
witnesses say it was unfurnished.. There is some testimony that she:
cooked .for her.,brother a portion .of.the time during 1917 and slept
in the-house upon he'r ownwelaim; and.one of the witnesseswho, could'.
seeher house. saw a light ,there, ftequently in: the evening from
September. to N vember, 1917. ' .. ' .
There :was a. former contest between the contestee and the wife
0of the .contestant0 involving -the question of. prior settlement and.
,'righto f entry- for this identicall land. The contest was" settled as
to. the laind in the'Havre. land district and the right of entry' accorded
to the contestee. It appears that the other claimant continued to
reside;. on ~another portion. of the entry and' that si ne. her marriage
to the contestant-they had.made their joint'home on the claim; of
the 'contestee.. ,There.,is a possibility' that-an :honest mistake could
thatsome of. 'the witnesses referred
have been made as to timne
which'
to 1918 instead of 1917, but: the record furnishes'testimony
clashes directly, except that in some instances the contradictions are
negative in 'character';In 'view of the 'one fact that statements by
thet witnesses, for contestee .are positive as,'to the house-furnishings
:and.as-to the residencem f contestee- and those of contestant'switnesses lack in' a; great degree that positive status, 'the Department
finds that the: contestant's charge that"the entrywoman had failed
to comply'with the homestead laws for at least one year prior tohei<
.and
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imarriage, and thet furtheri charge of abandonment, were- not estab'lished by a preponderance ofthe evidence.
In his decision the Commissioner of the General Land Office says:
Hlowever, the entry in question was not allowed to go of record until June 22,
1918, and the act of April, 6, 1914, specifically provides "that the provisions
hereof shall apply to existing entries."

This, decision was based uponpparagraph 2 of Circular No.: 330,
approved;April 8, 1919 (47 L.; D., 116), being the regulations governing cases. arising under ' the act of April 6, 1914 (38 Stat; 312),.
which says in partWhere the parties, or either of them, are entitled
pliance prior . to entry, that time may be counted in
one year, and it follows that neither of the entries
.
I
;
the time of marriage.0

to credit for such commaking up the period of
need be one year old at
0 I

i

7

That departmental interpretation and regulation has, since the
Commissioner rendered his decision in this case, been given a broader
and larger interpretation bylthe- act 6f Congress, approved March
; 1, 1921 (41 Stat.,; 1193)-, which: amended the act of April 6, 1914,
supra, by adding the following:
"Psovided further, That in the administration of this Act the terms 'entryman' and 'entrywoman' shall be construed to include bona fide settlers who
have complied with the homestead law for at least one year next preceding
such marriage."

A 'contestant gains no right by the initiation of a contest. -The final
reward of a successful contest is the preference right of entry. The
contest does not become an adverse right or intervening interest unless
and untilit results mn the cancellation of the entry. .0The application
of the interpretative ameindment of March 1,192,1 supra, is not a
:retroactive application of the same ut 'an application which can- not
be denied by the Department to the holder of a valid existing entry.
Trhe decision appealed from is reversed.

]Y[RSHALL v. WILEY.

Motion or re earing of depatmenta decision of July , 1-921
(48 L. P.,328), denied by First,Assisant Secreitar' Finney N ovem.
h

29 1921. ::
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SHERIDAN-WYOMING COAL COMPANY AND HOTCHKISS COAL

COMPANY.

.

Decided December 3, 1921.
:Co-A-L LANDS-TRAN'SFEREE-OCCUPANCY-PEEFERENCEG RIGHT-LE.SE--ACT VOr
FEBRUARY 25, 1920.One who, on, and 'prior to the approval; of the act- of February 25, 1920, was,
* as, transferee, in good faith occupying and claiming public coal land there-t
tofore improved by him, for which his transferor.had initiated a claim
under the preexisting coal land laws, without, however, having taken the:
; requisite steps to perfect the: same, is entitled to equitable consideration! in
'the award of 'a lease under the first proviso to section 2: of that act.
Coat LAN-DS-OCcUrPA1CY-LEASE-PEEF'ERENCE RIGHT.:
Where at the date of the enactment of the act of February 25, 192Q, there
were no surface or subsurface improvements of a mining character upon
: a tract of public coal land tending in any substantialdegree to the development of the coal'deposits thereunder, or.essential to such development sufflcient to establish .an assertion, of constructive occupancy, a claim of
*preference right to a leasea ,of that tract must be-rejected.
COAL LANDs-LEASE-PREFERENCE RIGHT-ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920, SECTION 2.
The purchase of coal land under thle belief that an adjoining tract of public
coal land, control of which is alleged to be essential to the continued
practical opetation ofWthe purch'ased property, could'be secured, is not a
basis for the assertion' of such an equitable right as may be recognized:
in awarding a preferential lease under the proviso to section 2 of the act
of February25, 1920:.
-FINNEbYFirst Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by the Sheridan-Wyoming- Coal Company from
the General Land O3ffice of
(of
. therdecision of the Commissioner
May 6, 1921, dismissing its petition for equitable consideration and
for a so-called preferential lease under section; 2 of, the act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for the coal deposits underlying
the N. j SE. I and NE. I SW. J, Sec. 21, T. 5I N., B'. 84 W., 6th P. M., 1
Buffalo landldistrict, Wyoming.
The area described was patented May 17, 1912, to John Birchby
and the patent contained a reservation to-the United States of the,
coal deposits therein 'anUd the' rightjto mine and remove the same.
'By deed dated October 17, 1917, Birchby conveyed the land to the
Amalgamated Development Corporation, subject to the mineral
reservations contained in the'patent.
On August 14, 1919, the Amalgamated Development Corporation
filed declaratory statement 015517, which, as later amended, described the above mentioned area alleging possession of the land.
from and after June 15, 1919, and the opening of a mine of coal
thereon June 15, 1919, at a cost of $3,000. No application to purchase, however, was ever filed by said comipany.
'
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On December' 29, 1920, the Hotchkiss- Coal Company, a corporation, filed petition 018913, under the; provisions offtsection. 2'::of the
leasing act for the division and classification of the land as- -a leasing
unit- and -for a lease thereof. t-It is alleged in the petition. and sup..:
plemental petitions and affidavits filed on behalf of the company,
c' that the land descried is, joined:on the north, west and south by
lands ,owhed&by' the Sheridan-WTyoinig Co.al .Clompany and on the
* east by a .40-acr6e tract (NW. : SW.!, Sec. 22), owned by the petitioner; that said surrounding lands are covered by ioutstanding
0 patents made Awithout reservation of the coal 'deposits therein to the
United States; that the land in questionr is underlaid -by three .workable beds .of coal known, respectively, commencing with the -upper-'
most as the~jDietz No.'.2; Monarch and Carney'; that the~petitioner
is operating a. mine on the said NW.A SW. i, Sec. 22, owned by it
the said mine consisting of two parallel drift openings run on' the*
uppermost or: Dietz-No. 2 bed above mentioned, with crossi:entries;
that one of said'openings has been driven din the. direction, of the00
land in' question and to a 'point- within 100 feet from the, east line
thereof, and that the land:can be 1reached-by means of and thirough
'said' drift, opening;' that if a' lease be granted 'to the petitioner the
said drift opening will be 'immediately* driven to, the land and the
coal in tthe. upper bed mined and worked without delay and that
upon the exhaustion of -the coal in that bed underlying' the land;
the two lower beds w'ill be successively mined and removed; that
the petitioner. has upon his own lanid mining machinery and equipment of the value of $40,000 and that it has. an established market
for all the coal that it can mine; that the petitioner's Sforty is the
'best, if .not the only, outlet for the: coal- contained in the landi..
The Geological Survey; upon a reference to it of the 'above mentioned petition,' recommended that the land' be offered for lease I-at a
charge.not less than ten cents per ton,. and'the petitioner
; yoyaltyr
expressed its willingness to pay that royalty. 'It is urged in behalf
of the-petitioner:that unless a lease for the land described can be
secured within a 'reasonable time the' petitioner; having practically.
exhausted its present workings, will have .to remove its equipment.
On; April- 7, 1921, the Sheridan-Wyoming Coal Company filed in
the General Land Office a .petition -forequitable consideration and
for a preferential 'lease for the above. described land under the :first
proviso to section g2: of the act alleging that the Amalgamated De-'
:velopment Corporation, which will be hereinafter referred to as the
.

"Amalgamated," on: August 14, 1919, having opened a 'mine of coal'
'on the land duly filed a coal declaratory statement therefor; that
"attrhe
time 'of the 'filing of the, said 'declaratory statement the A-mal~gamated; was :the owner: in 'fee of the, SW. .j'NE. S. ' NW-. -, and
NW.0 ;SW.', said Sec. 21,' adjoining thejland in question; thatthie.
.4,
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development of a- mine uponthe land in question was accomplished
through-an opening on.the land-owned by the Amalgamated, whiclh
opening was followed to and-into the premises. in question, thereby:
disclosing the:coal; that in. this opening the; Amalgamated expended
* more than $3,000 and mined and disposed of large quantities of coal
from the land:; that in December, 1919; certain-persons whosenamnes
* are not given, desirous of acquiring the coal-properties in the neiglborhood of the land in' question bargained, with.the Amalgamated
for. the purchase of all its properties, including the lands -in question,
* and as a' result an agreement for the.sale of all of the :properties oof
* the Amalgamated .was concluded and carried into effect January. 4,
1920; :.that said agreement was afterwards transferred to the then
newly created Sheridan-Wyoming Coal -Company, which will be hereinafter referred to'as the "Sheridan-Wyoming," and that since
:its incorporation. (elsewhere-in- the record alleged to have been in
January,:1920), the said company -has had exclusive possession and
control of- all' said properties,; thatf the Sheridan-Wyoming also
acquired, among other properties, the.S. 4 SE. I and&S. .ASW. ~,oof
said Sec. 21,. from the Sheridan Coal Company; that at the time of
the acquirement of the' said properties; a definite arrangement was
concluded. with the Amalgamated, whereby -it -was"agreed that- in
the event the title- to the lands -here in aquestion should not be perfected-by the Amalgamated, it would be available -to the said&Sheri* dan-Wyoming; that thei leasing act.prevented-the Sheridan-Wyoming from. asserting title to. the land under the coal land laws after
the ipassage of. the$act, and that because .of questions affecting only
the contracting parties, and thenf existing-financial conditions, it was
decided to abandon the idea of:making title to the land through the
Amalgamated under its previous filings and to:-look to the United
States for a preferential lease -of 'the premises in- the name of~ the
Sheridan-Wyoming, because of its eequitable position with respect
to. the property; that in the development of the' mine upon~ the
premises large sums- of money were- expended both by the Amalga-.
in such idevelopment large
mated and, the Sheridan-Wyoming;
ifrom the premises ;that
mined
actually
been
had
coal
of
- quantities
in the. Sheridan-Wyoming's development of theV surrounding prop-,
erty, to Iwhich it holds title, the land here in question forms a connecting link, andd that so essential is the- control of -the land-in question tby the -Sheridan-Wyoming, that .the possibility of its -elimination from -the company's control,0 hadf it occurred at the beginning
:of the negotiations, would- have caused-: -an 'abandonment of the
- .
project.
In a supplemental affidavit. and a' plat accompanying the same it is-¢- shown that the: d6velopment operations on the land by the Sheridan-Wyoming consist of: an opening -driven into the NE.X4 SW, 4,
-

-:that

-

-

-
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Sec. 21, 'from that company's mine situated on the land-- adjoinmini g:

said tforty on the north, and' that from said opening approximately.
:.acres of coal from one bed has been removed by the Amalgamated
and the iSheridan-Wyoming-.

:It -is alleged by the Hotchkiss Company, andRthe showing made
byi the Sheridan-Wyoming- appears ifto supports the allegation, that
the coal bed mined by the Sheridan-Wyoming to th&- north of the
land in question and upon which the. opening on the NE. I SW. I,
Sec.. 21, has been made is the lower of the three-beds above named,
;or the Carney bed.
Upon consideration of 'the .petition of the Sheridan-Wyoming the
Commissioner as above stated, .dismissed _the~ same, :for reasons not
necessary to be here recited.'
The said section:2 of the.jleasing: act under the first proviso to
w1
which thej Sheridan-Wyoming claims to. be entitledjto equitable
consideration,: and to- 'a preferential' right to a lease, readsiin part
as follows:'That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to, and upon the petition
of any qualified' applicant shall,' divide . any of the coal lands or the deposits
Of coal, classified and unclassified,' owned by. the United States, outside of the
Territory of Alaska, into. leasing, tracts, of forty acresX eaeh, or multiples
thereof, and ini such form as, in the opinion of the. Secretary of. the Interior,
tvili permit the most economical mining of .the coal in such tracts, but in no
case exceeding two thousand 'five hundred and sixty acres lin any- one leasing
tract, and thereafter the Secretary-of :the'Interior shall, in his discretion,
upon the request of any qualified applicant, or on his own motion, from time
to time, offer such lands qr deposits of coal for leasing, and shall award leases
thereon by competitive bidding or by such other methods as he may by general regulations adopt, to any iqualified applicant: Provided, That the Secre:tary'is hereby authorized, in awarding leases for coal lands heretofore im'
proved and occupied' or claimned 'in good faith, to consider and recognize equitable rights of .such occupants or claimants.

rThe showing: submitted on behalf of .the Sheri'idan-Wyomingi

-

clearly establishes the improvement from a coal-mining standpoint
o 'the, NE.
'SW. ,1 Sec.' 21, upon which the' mine hereinabove
referred to is situated, and the' occupancy'of'and claim to the forty
by the company prior to. the date of the leasing act. The HotchkissX
01C
ompany,'while apparently conceding such improvement, dccup ancy,
and 'claim, challenges the' good faith of thg Sheridan-Wyoming on
the asserted ground that'such extensive operations as those shown
to have been conducted on the land were un'eesary in view of' the
-well-known existence of 'the 'ariney coal 'be'd on' the property,; and
the further fact that no part of the proceeds 'of the coal riemoved
from the land has ever been paid>: to- the'oveimen
' The Depart:ment, how'ever,-is not persua'ded thatthie-good faith of the SheridanWyomW~ing- is impeached by the facts recited on behalf -of the Hotch'
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kiss 'Company. On the other hand, the Department is iof opinioi
that so far .as anything to the contrary is tshown,, the Sheridan-:
Wyoming was, priorjto the approval'of the leasingiact,tin; good
faith occupying and claiming the said forty which had theretofore
of asuch equitJossessed
been' improved, and that it thereby became' p
with:'respect to the. forty* as may 'be6'recognized as en'
0 \ 0lable
0:rtights:
00 t;;00
- titling it to a lease thereto' at' a: royalty, at the- rate recommended byk
* the Geological Survey, provided it' shall -pay to the Government a
at thle same rate on all the coal already. removed fromnthel
;00.C00~royalty
land.

At the date of' the leasing' act there appears to have- been 'no sur.face or sub-surface improvements of a mining character withinithe:
.limits of the N. 4, SE.. Sec. 21. While the Sheridan-Wyoming
was then. in possession of the imp. ovements within the NE. 4 SW. I
of that section, which improvements appear to-have been largely if
not exclusively made by the Amalgamated in. connection with its
:claim under the coal land laws to the- N. 4 SE. 4, as well as the
'NE. 4- SW. 4, they are not$shown to have been at that time of .such
a nature or extent as to tend in any substantial degree to the development of the coal deposits underlying the N.-: ji SE. 4, or to have' been
'essential to such development so :as' to warrant their occupancy to
be regarded as a constructive occupancy 'by the Sherid'an-Wyomhinig
of 0 the -coal deposits underlying the said eighty.' The Sheridan-W yoming claims to have been 'pt the date of the act, Iand: doubtless
was, in occupancy of the surf ace of the last described tract under a"
title from which the coal deposits in the' land were reserved, 'but
that was not of itself'such an occupancy 'as is contemplated by the
'proviso to section 2 of the act,, nor would it support a claimit theo
underlying reserved deposits.., The: company - seek s also to tbe accorded equitable consideration with .respect to the- eighty on the
ground that it purchased the land adjoining the tracts§ here in question on the north, west, andhsouth in the belief that it would secure
the right to operate said tracts and that the control of the areadis
essential to the practical operation by it of the.land jadjoiningjit on
the south. ,The act, however, makesno pro-vision for. the recognition:
of equitable rights on that- ground. . In short the SheridanWo. '
ming has not established, any facts that would bring its claim for
equitable consideration with respect to the N. 4 SE. 4 within tlieo
terms of the said -proviso, and .for this reason it must be heldUthat
the Commissioner properly. rejected :the -petition of the company in
-

so far as it related to that tract.'

.Upon considerationi of the showing imade by the Hlotchkiss Coal
Company the Department is of opinion that it is not entitled t-oa
preferential lease as. to any portion of,the land appliedfor:.on account of its operations on the adj'oining land.i It is true that it is

--
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alleged on behalf of the company that the coal on the; forty Upon
which these mining-operations are no being conducted-is practically
exhausted and that unless it can secure a lease to the land in question it will be necessary to remove its mining equipment. The cormpany, however, alleges that beneath the Dietz No. 2 bed upon which
these operations are being conducted are two lower workable bed,>
and the records of the Geological Survey indicate that said -beds
underlie not only the land here in question but that owned and
being wodrked by the Hotchkiss Company.. It would seem, therefore,
that only one of -the beds on the area owned by the company is
nearly exhausted, the other two beds apparently being entirely intact and undisturbed. The N. A SE. l will, therefore, be offered
for lease at competitive bidding on the petition of the Hotchkiss
Company pursuant to the provisions of said section 2 of the leasing
act, and the decision of the Commissioner is modified to accord with
-

the views herein expressed.
SULLIVAN ET AL.- v. TENDOLLE.
Decided December 3, 1921.
or
25, 1920.
An attempted- oil placer location upon lands within an unrestricted home,stead entry which remained intact at the time of the passage of. the act
:of February 25, 1920,: lacks the element of basic validity Irequisite as a
condition precedent to the granting of an oil and gas prospecting permit
under section 19 of that, act and constitutes no bar to the allowance of a,
junior permit application in favor of the homesteader.

Oin AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEBRiIIT-HOMESTEAD-WITHDRAWAL-ACT
FEBRUARY

COURT DEcIsIONS CITED AND CONSTRUED.

The cases of Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Company
(226 U. S., 548), Neff v. United States (165 Fed., 273, 281), McLemore I.
Express Oil Company (112 Pac., 59), cited and construed.

-.

FmINNEY First Assistant Secretary::
This 'is an appeal by E. J. Sullivan and eleven other persons
from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Offi0ce
of July l11, 1921, rejecting to the extent of the N. J SW. I, Sec. 32,
T.r 58 N.,$ R. 99 W., 6th:P. M., Lander, Wyoming, land district, their
application 012703, filed under section 19 of the act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., 437) for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon,
together with other lands, the tract above described, for conflict
with the junior prospecting permit application 013351 of Heniy
Tendolle, claiming under section 20 of the act.:
The said section '32 was by Executive order of 0 December 6, 1915,
hd pursuant to the provisions of the act of June 25, 1910 -(36 Stat.,
847), isamended by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat., 497), and
0
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subject to the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 iStat., 509.),
withdrawn from settlement location sale or entry, and reserved forclassification and in aid of- legislation and. included in Petroleum Reserve No. 41. Prior to such withdrawal, however, and on July 31,
.1915, Henry Tendolle made unrestricted homestead entry. 07061- of
the above described tract, together withfthe S.-.I NE. A, S. : NW. i,
and N._ ISE. i of said section 32.; On November 22,1920, he filed.
written consent to the amendment of. his: entry so as tomake the;
same subject to. the provisions, conditions and reservations of the
act of July 17,:1914, and on December 8, 1920, submitted final proof
on the entry, claiming credit for services in.the United States.Army
for the period from July 13, 1917, to June 20,.1919.
' The permit application of Sullivan et al. was .filed, August 25,
1920, and as to the N. if SW. J of Sec. 32, was based upon an asserted
oil placer mining claim known as the Tip No. 7, alleged to have been
located by eight of the applicants, November. 5, 1915. -The application recites a compliance with all of the requirements of section 19
of the leasing act under which it was filed, to entitle the applicants
to a permit for the area included in the claim. In connection with
the 'application there was filed evidence of service upon Tendolle,
December 9, 1920, of a notice advising him of the filing of the application and warning him that if he desired to exercise For claim any
preference right to a prospecting permit for the land in question, he,
must within 30 days :of such service file application therefor.
T he permit application of Tendolle was filed'June 15,1921, and
embraced the entire area covered by his homestead entry, including
N. i NW. k, Sec. 32, the applicant asserting a preference right to" a
permit by virtue of his homestead entry and the provisions. of section
20of theleasing act.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner found. that "from
the statements made int he premises by E. J. Sullivan et alZ. it is:
apparent that they recognized the preference right of 'Tendolle,"
and held that although it was obvious that Tendolle's application was
filed long after the expiration of the thirty days from the time that
the notice from Sullivan was served upon him,- yet in view of all.
the circumstances and of the fact that no action has hitherto been
taken on either of these two cases," the right of Tendolle to a permit
for the, area in conflict is superior to that of Sullivan et al., The aDp
plication of Sullivan et al. was accordingly, as hereinabove statec,

rejected as to the N.

SW.

of Sec. 32.

-

'

The appeal challenges the correctness of the Comm'issioner's decision on the ground that the C(ommissioner failed to- apply the provisions of Section 12(a) of the oil and gas regulations approved March--11 1920 (reprint of October 29, 1920, with amendments), and reject

~~~~p~~
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thelapplication of Tendolle as to said conflict area because not filed
within;thirty days from s'rvice upon him of the said notice of
Sullivan

et al.

The -Department concurs in the conclusion reached by the Commis- :
sioner, but, for reasons, other than those assigned by him, to the effect
that notwithstanding the failure of Tendolle, to file: his application
within thirty days from the date of service upon him of said, notice,
the superior right to a permit is in Tendolle.
Section. 19 of the leasing act under which the application of Sullivan et al. was filed. provides, among other things, that the. claim upon
which the application is predicated musti have been initiated. while
the land was not withdrawn from oil and&'gas location and that the;
claimant must have previouslyperformed all acts under then existing
laws necessary to a valid location except to make discovery. At the:
time the asserted location of the Tip No. 7 claim; is alleged to have
been made, the land in question was included in.thepipina facie valid
homestead*entry of Tendolle; and said entry'has. ever since remained
intact, and down to" November: 22, 1920, long after the date of the
initiation of the claim under the mining laws to the land, and nine
months after the passage of t the leasingl act, the entry, was unrestricted.
'The general rule repeatedly announced -by the Supreme Court of the United States is that a prima facie valid 'entry- of public land'
under the laws xof the United States segregates the land. from the publie domain, appropriates it to: private use, and withdraws it from: subsequent, entry or acquisition until such entry has been canceled of
record. See Neff v. United States (165 Fed., 273, 28:1), and cases
there 'cited.
'While' the' cases cited involve conflicts between subsisting agricultural entries- aInd junior nonmineral claims,' X SuIprene
Ithe
Court, in
Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining; and' Concentrating Comanyr v.
United'States (226 U. S., 548), declared that the same principle
would apply in case of a conflict between an uncanceled homestead
entry and an attempted junior mining location. In that case it was
urged that certain land covered by the homestead entry of one Messenger,.from which timber 'had been cut by the entryman and sold
to the plaintiff in error, was not suited for agricultural purposes and
could not be' entered under the homestead law.; that being-minerali
land in fact and open to mining location,. it. was subject to the provisions of the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 88), which authorizes any
citizen of the United States to enter upon public lands open to
mineral entry in order to' cut timber therefrom; that the homestead
~entry was void, and that any citizen, thee
included, could,
treoatthe land'as publicglatd of the Intited States and cut the timber
thereon. Answering that co~tn~tetion, thie court said,; 0'
'ntryman
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The statute on which the; Mining Company relies, applies only to public
lands, while this was no longer public in the full sense, although the title remained in the Government which could have canceled Messenger's entry on
proof that it was valuable for mineral purposes. Deffeback v. Hawke, 115
U. S., 392. But until some such action by the United States, Messenger's entry
segregated the land from the public domain and made it so far private as to
withdraw it from the operation of :the law permitting other citizens to locate
mines or cut timber on public mineral lands. Hastings & D. B?. Co. v. Whitney, 132 U. S., 537; Shiver v. United States, 159 .U. S., 491, 495. Until his
claim was canceled Messenger was entitled to exclude others from the quarAnd as they would have been estopped, as- against him, from
ter-section.
denying that he was lawfully in possession of it- as a homestead, so was he
estopped from denying that it was a homestead when sued for cutting timber
in violation of the law applicable thereto.
in 'McLemore v. Express
To the same effect also: is the .decision
Oil Co. :(112 Pac., 59). From said decisions it is clear that the land
here in question being then covered by the homestead entry was not
subject 'to location at the time the asserted claim relied upon by
Sullivan et al. was initiated and neither then nor since has the tract
been opened to the inception or completion of location rights pursuant to the mining law. Therefore, such attempted location, as to

said tract, affords no .basis: for a permit under section 19 of the

leasing act because lacking the element of basic validity in addition
to that of discovery and constitutes no bar to the subsequent permit
application of Tendolle.
The judgment. appealed from is accordingly affirmed, the case
closed, and the record returned to the General Land Office.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING, PAYMENT OF ANNUAL.' RENTAL
UNDER OIL AND GAS LEASES REQUIRED BY, SECTION 14 OF
THE ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
[Circular No. 795.1

DEPARTMENT OF-THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL. LAND: OFFICE,

Washington, D. C.,December 8,1921.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

:

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Section 14 of the act of February 25, 1920 (411 Stat., 437), relative:
to oil and gas leases, provides' for the payment in advance of an
annual rental of $1.00 per acre in cash on the acreage covered by the
lease, the rental paid for any one year to be credited against the
royalties as they accrue for that year.
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.For the. purpose of establishing a uniform practice of handling
this rental problem the following rules are prescribed:
1. On the first day of .each year of the lease, reckoned from the
date stated in the first paragraph thereof, the annual rental becomes
due and payable in cash. This must be paid directly to the receiver
o f public moneys .of the land* district, in which the land is situated.
2. In the event the royalty is to be paid in cash the lessee shall
*deduct:from royalty payments to the local receiver the .amount .of
: the. rental paid for that year from the first royalty due; until the accrued royalty equals the annual rental paid.
:3. If the royalty is to be paid partly in crude oil and partly in
*cash, the entire deduction. necessary to offset the rental paid shall
-be taken from'the first accrued cash royalty only.
4. If the royalty is to be paid in kind only, the lessee shall deduct
from the first accrued royalty product such quantity thereof as will,
at the approved selling price on the date of deduction, equal in
value.the cash rental paid for that-year.
5. jThe date, amount, and character of deduction made to offset
rental payments must be shown in the itemized monthly statement
required in the lease covering the month when the deduction is made.
WILLIAM SPrY,

Commriss8ioner.
Approved:.
F. M. GOODwIN,:;
Assistant Secretary.

ANDREW.H. ELAM (ON RECONSIDERATION).
Decided De-cemtber 10, 1921.
REPAYMENT-RAILROAD LAND-ACT OF MARCH- 26,- 1908-SECTroNS
REVISED STATUTES.

2401-2403,

A claim for repayment of the amount in e~xcess of lawful requirements charged
for lands entered under the preemption or homestead laws, erroneously
classified as double minimum, and for which payment was made fby certifi. cates
of deposit to cover' costs of surveys, issued under and governed by
I sections 2401, 2402 and:2403, Revised Statutes, is' allowable under the act
of Mkrch 26, i908.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION

CITED A1ND DISTINGUISHED-DEPAITMENTAL

IN ST1UC-

TIONS CONSTRUED AND FOLLOWED.

The case of San Francisco Collateral Loan Bank (45 L. D., 29), cited and
distinguished; instructions of March 9, 1883 (1 L. D., 533), construed and
-followed.;
MFINNEY, First Assistant,Seeietary:.

The Department has reconsidered, as upon appeal, the repayment.
claim of Andrew H. Elam, denied by decision rendered [by the Com-

F
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missionei of the General Land Office] April20, 1921, in the matter
of preemption entry!'LaGrande- No.: 576; made November 21, 1879,
for the E.; I NW. It SW. NW-. :; and-NW: -1SW. i, Sec. 24, T. 4 N..
R. 35 E.,-W. M., )regon.
The described land was paid for by- triplicate certificates of 'deDposit issued 'under and governed by sections 2401;,' 2402, and 2403,
' Revised Statutes, as amended, aggregating $401.00,1or double minimum purchase price. It subsequently developed thatsaid tracts were
never lawfully advanced in price, which reason gave rise to the- prsentation of the repayment claim for excess amounting to $1.25 per
acre, the grant to the Northern Pacific Railway Company never having become effective, but on the other hand forfeited by the act-of
September 29, I890 (26. Stat., 496), for failure of the company to constructits road. -See Thomas )Dorman0(47 L. D., 628).
* The Department in reviewing the case upon this proceeding has
considered the'instriiutions of March 9, 1883 (1l. .D. , 533), and in
connection therewith the ruling laid- downhin the case of San Francisco Collateral Loan Bank (45L. D.,29), andis of the opinion that
the instant case is a proper one for allowance of Srepayment under the
at of March 28,1908(35 Stat. ,48).
Repayment ivas denied, and properly so, in the San Francisco CollateralL
Loan- Bank case, cited, on the ground that the bank was claiming as assignee of a mere money claim against the Gobernmentj repayment being prohibited by section 3477,"Revised Statutes. The*
record discloses that the triplicate certificates acquired by the bank
were not utilized as payment of--moneys upon filings or entries made
under the homestead or preemption laws of the United States, which
privilege was accorded the assignee of the certificates by the governing laws, but on the other hand the certificates were tendered by the
bank, as assignee, with request for repayment of the moneys representing the face value of the certificates. In the Elam case, as distinguished from the bank case cited, the certificates were surrendered
and used as, cash in paymenft of public lands b one qualified to ihake
entry, pursuant to the statutes and the certificates now in possession
* of the Government were canceled as satisfied, in -their entirety notwithstanding that they represented cash amounting to $1.25 per acre
in excess of the price of the land entered by Elam.
The regulations of
9, 1883, supr a,'pertain exlusively to
cases wherein payment was made upon lands by a tender of the certificatesf of deposit to the Government as cash, said regulations specifically providing that in such cases "where the consideration is
carried into the Treasury as'cash, and can only -be withdrawn -iby
application-under the repayment statutes, it seems clear tehat itniusL'be repaid, in the manner provided by-the statutes, out of money-in
the TreasuIry not otherwise appropriated. And in, cases of excess
-
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(as in the instant case) where they fall within the provisions of the
. repa yment'acts,-the excess must also be repaid, as provided by the

flaw,. but.of

such moneys.

The Departmlent takes notice of the fact that the regulations of:
March 9, 1883, cited (antedating- passage of the act of March 26,
:1908, 35 Stat., 48), authorized repayment of the excess:under sec:tibn 2 of the then fexisting repayment act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat.,
. 287)'.' -.The Department conhludes, however, that the sound underlying principles upon wwhich the regulations of March 9, 1883,
supral, were : predicated should likewise be made applicable to the
more, recent repayment statute of March 26, 1908, supra, in sojfar
as authority: for repayment of excess moneys is concerned in this
class of cases and it is so ordered.

The iprior decision rendered herein A-pril 20, 1921, is recalled and
vacated;,and the approved statement of account allowing repayment
to 'Andrew H. Elam; under the act of March 26, 1908, supra, in the
amount of $201.00 is returned herewith.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY. 1
Decided August 17, 1921.
S

rcTnoN-AcrT

OF JULY 1, 1898-REIrSTAATEENT-CoURTs-RES.

JUDICATA-

STATUTES.

'The reinstatement of a selection for the exchange of lands under the* act
sof' July 1:, 1898, which was finally rejected by the Land Department in
accordance with the then existing interpretation of the governing-laws,
.will -not-be allowed- on the ground;. that a: different construction was
.
subsequently placed thereupon by. the Supreme Court of thel United
States in a separate and distinct proceeding, involving; similar issues, to
which the selector was not a xparty.
SELEcTION-AcT OF JUEY 1, 1898-HREINSTATEMENT-TEAqNsFrzaE--EsToPPEL-r
-zES JTUDICATA
::
A plea alleging that by'a clerical inadvertence base tenderedi supportCof
* .;-aselectidn for the exchange of lands under the act of JUly 1, 1898, Was,
to the detriment of the transferee of the selector, erroneousy used as
base, 'inI support of another selection which had passed to patent, i-s not
a sufficient ground'for the' allowance of the' substitution of new base
with' the view to the rieinstatement of the original selection where the
*selectot had become estopped from demanding the reopening of the proceedings by rea1on of the doctrine of res adjudicata.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsioNs CITED AND CONSTRUED.

:The cases of Payne; Secretary of the Interior.,etaa. v. Central Pacific Railway 'Company! (255 U. S., 228)1, Thomnas Hall (44 L. D., 113), CGumberland Mining and Smelting Company (46:.L. D., 433),: cited and construed.
-EoORrs
D
NO'TE. -For recent decisions of similar-tenor
Hsee
oney Lake Valley
CDompany et al..:(48 L. D.,-192)-,_Yribar v. Sheline.(48 L. D., 817).
I See decision on motion for rehearing, page 347.
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The Northern Pacific Railway Company having relinquished its,
rights to the NE. S,Se. 9, T. 14 N., R. 42 E., W. M., Washington,
later mentioned in this decision as NE. j, under the act of July 1,
1898 (30 Stat., 597, 620), by its Selection List No. 7, The Dalles
.06622, filed October 26, 1900, selected' in lieu thereof a tract of unsurveyed land which ,it was supposed at, the date :of the selection,
would eventually be.the.SSE. i, Sec. 9, T. 19 5;, R. 11 E., W. M., Ore,
;gon, hereinafter referred to as SE. 1, after it had been surveyed
On November 20, .1909, the selected tract was temporarily withdrawn for power site purposes and later,; on July 02,, 1910, it was-,
included within Iand made. a part of Power' Site Reserve No. .68.
On April 1, 1910, a plat of the survey of the township was filed
in the local office and on April 27 following,, the 'company -filed its
rearranged list, in which it :so conformed. its selection . to the survey
as to make..it include' the. SE. j,' as shown on the Splat of the survey.
On July 23, 1913, the SE. 1'was further withdrawn from. all
forms of disposal under the public land laws and set apart as a first
form reclamation withdrawal, under the act of June 17, 1902 (32
-Stat., 388).
On March 5, 1915, the 6ompany's selection was rejected pursuant
to departmental decisions of December 5, 1914, and January 30,
1915, which affirmed a decision of the General Land Office holding
that the inclusion of the tract within the power site reserve and the.
reclamation withdrawal defeated and extinguished the, company's
rights under its selection.
That action released the-NE. I from the rejected selection and
left it free for the company's 'use' as bases' for other selections, and
it was accordingly' all used for that purpose in separate parts as .
bases for three other and later selections, as follows:
The NE. i NE. 4 as the basis for the selection of the NW. j4 SE. i, Sec. 17,:
T. 7 S., R. 59 E., Montana, in Miles ,City list 496, serial 026207, filed July 6,
D1915, upon which patent was issued February 5 1916, 512019. The NW. 4
NE. 4 as the basis for the selection of the NE. 4 SW. 4, Sec. 18, T. 24 N.,
R. 2 E., Montana, in Great Falls list No. 174, serial 038403, filed August 185
1915, upon which patent was issued June. 21, 1916, 534864.
The S. 4 NE. i as the basis. for the selection of the SW.
N.E4 4 and.
SE. 4 NW. 4, Sec. 29, T. 21 N., R. 12 E., Montana, in Great Falls list No. 175,.
serial 038552, filed September 13, and allowed September 22, 1915, uponWwhich
patent was issued June 10, 1920.

Later the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia held in
the case ;of Central Pacific Railway Company v. Lane (later appealed
to- and affirmed by' thc Supreme Court .of the United States as
,Payne X. Central Pacific Railway Company (255 U. S., 228),. that
withdrawals .similar to those 'here involved did not -adversely, affect
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*or;prevent the patenting 'of perfected pending selection lists which
are, akin, to the list now under consideration.
"Soon aft&r that decision was rendered the company,:through its
attorneys, addressed a letter to the Commissioner of the Gencral
Land Office. on August 25, 1920,. in which it was stated that: the company had been unable to effect a settlement with the person to whom
it, had in 1900. contracted to sell -and' convey tho SE. 4. :It was
further stated in'that letter -that the: use of the NE.
as base for
r
the patented selections was "due to a clerical, inadvertence." and
for these reasonswit was asked in effect that. the company be permitted to substitute the NW. I, Sec. 13, T. 128 N., iR. 33 W., 5th
P. M., later herein mentioned as NWA. 4,-f
in lieu of the NE. 4 as
base for the. patented selections and let the NE. I be still used as
the base 'for the rejected, selection 06622..
In. this way the co pany sought to so far revive and rejuvenate
the;,panceled !selection as to possibly bring- it within the rule an-.
Snounce~d by, tlhe Court of Appeals in its decision, which was later
affirmed, by the Supreme Court, supra..
PBy its decision of April 15, 1921, the General 'Land Office denied
this request on the ground that the decisionsholding the selection for.
rejection had become final that the selection had: been formally
.rejected; and that the cogmpany had acquiesced. in that rejection and
.in effect abandoned the, selection by he use of: the NE. 4 as the, base
for the other and later selections; and for the further reason that
new base can not at this time be substituted for the. NE. 4 as the base
,for the patented selections.
The company in, its) appal from that decision urges that it was
,erroneous, petitions for the reinstatement of its-canceled selection and
asks that the request made in.. its; letter of lAugust 25, 1920, to the
(Commissioner be, granted or that the NW.J4 be substituted in lieu of
the NE., -as a new base for the original. selection.
In the judgment of this Departmentnone of,.these requests can be
granted.,
- In the first place it may, be said that the rejection of thel selection
was. fully sustained by the well-established rule. as to the eiffect of
withdrawals 1pon pending selections, which was in force at-the time'
it. ,was ,reJected. That being, a, fact, .the decisions a:adverse to the
selection pnd the, rejection of, the selection-c'an not now be set aside
and ignored for-the.reason that the Supreme, Court has announced a
different rule under.,whichlthe sel]ection might possibly. be' sustained.
As was said in the case of Thomas il1a(44 L.RDL, 113.), which was
.quoted, with approvaland, followed . in Cumberiand Mining and.
.Smelting Company (46 Ti. D., 433, 434) where
,
it was saidAthat-';
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It is a well-settled doctrine. -that a final, adjudication will not be later disturbed because of a subsequent change, in thet constructionof the ,law which
governed thecaseatthe timeit was originallyadjudicated. This rule has beeni

geneallyenfocedby tis Dparment, even in cases where the Dprmn'

construction of'st'atutesa has been declared erroneous by the Supreme Court.
i
(Frank Larson, 23ML. D.,:452;.Mee v. uHughartet ii., 23 L.-D., 455,)

wsame
i'ade the basis of this- I)epartment's unThe
doctrinie was
published decision of'January 16, 1919, in' Martin H.' Kendig against
the Northern Pacific: Railway Cornpany;,where 'it' was held that an
application for the reinstatement of a'rejected selection would not
be granted on the -ground that the rule under which it was rejected
wasnolonger in

force.

It is suggested that the decisions on which 'the selection in -the
prese it Lcase ]was rejected should not be considered i as having become
final, and that the rejection should not be held to have been effective,
because those decisions were erroneous and that the selection should
not have been rejected at that time for the further reason that "it
was 'well -understood that the several companies interested in like
selections intend to go into court to test the correctness of the holding
that a withdrawal defeated a' selection.
effect because the
:
* This contention can not be given controlling
courts were open to this selector tao question the' soundness of ;the
*Departmerft's original decision rendered Decmber 5r, 1914, and, i'nifsteadof invoking theaid of the-'couirt-for that purpose at that time,
the compaiy again canie to the Department 'and asked it to review,
reconsider, and- set' aside that decision. Ad,' Trthsrmoie, the cornpany had ample time within which to asEk tlie court fo" restraintthe
rej ection of its- selection- before it was rejected, and after its motion
*'for reihearin' was denied on January 30 1915, because the selection
was not formally canceled until March 5 1915.
While it is said 'that several of the companies§'similarly interested'
intend to take the mooted question into court in other cases,' it is 'not:
'intimated that this selector proposed to'do so with this 'case- and as
shown by the appeal, the first case of that kind was not taken to
'court 'until June 3,1915. Itwas after that date 'that the NE. was
',.
base for its later-selections.
thiscompany'as
aby
used
':TFurthiermore, we have as-evidene' of this company s acquiescence
in the decisions inot only the fact that 'it did not tae 'this case ifto
court, and that the NE. j was 'used asf base for other selections, 'but
-we ialso have the further fact, stated in the attorney's letter of
'
*Agust 25, 1920, 'addressed to the Conimiissioner, that;:iFollowing the departmental 'decision ordering .cancellationi of the' selection,
the company sought to settle the' matter with its purcbhser, but the purchaser
';
i
has-persistently refusedi to surrender the contract.:'

-
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It was not until ithat letter was 'written that the company in any
way even intimated that the use 'of the NE.`! as base for the 'later
'selectio'ns was " due'to a 'clerical ina v etence,"or'to any other fact
th'at it intenhddto abandon the originalselection. '0
For these reasons it must be held that the selection t6can not be reinstated and the decision appealed from is, consequntly, affirmed.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY .(ON REHEARING).
D:.eciddedDecember12, 1921.i

FINNEY, First A.4sistant-S'c8et1ary.

;

i . Motior for rehearing has been filed. on. behalf of the: Northern
Pacific Railway Company, in the above entitled case, wherein the'Department ,by , decision rendered :on appeal August. 17, 1921 i(48
.L. D. 343) affirmed the action taken by the' Commissioner 'of the General Land-Office, April 15, 1921, de ying .the application for substitution of base in connection with its: rejected list No. 7 (The Dalles
06.622),, under the act of July 1, 1898 (30:Stat., 597, 620), involving
the selection of the SE. j, Sec. 9, T. 19 ,S.,
iE. W.M., Oregon, ingR.
support of which the NE. :, Sec. 9,.
14 N., R. 42 E., W. M., Washington, was designated as base.
The -Bend W~
Yyater, Light andPower Company, by'its attorney, intervened upon this 'proceeding , and filed 'brief in support of the
railway .company's motion,
the record disclosing: that the dlatter
com[npany,;.claiming under mesne conveyances, acquired the right of
seqjction of 'the said SE. ., -Sec.-9, predicated upon the 'particujar
ibase :land referred to, namely, NE. :, Sec.i9, T. 14 N., R. 42-E.,
Washingtpi.,.

In the instant case, without restating :at length the facts fully and
'correctly set forth in the. decision complained of, it suffices to. state
that the selection -as originiallymade was properly reJected under' the
then existing interpretation of- the'governing laws; and, that, aftcr
final rejection of the selection, the railway company again proffered
the base in support of`'another selection, which latter selection has

been patented.

'

.'

,,It is urgqd
qby__both the railway company and intervener that the
Department in 'the interest of the latter should 'permit the substitution of new base in support of the Xoriginal selection, finally
rejected March 5, 1915, on the ground that the railway company,
-Aihrough a clerical inadvertence committed in its offices to the detriment of the railway company's transferee, erroneously used the
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base in support of the other selection, since patented. The oampany
also contended that final rejection of.the selectionshouldnothavebeen
promulgated but on the bother hand, action thereupon should have
been suspended to await decision of the Supreme Court of the Unitedl
States in the case of Payne v., Central Pacific Railway0 Company,
which was rendered February 28,- 1921. (255 . S.? 228.); .ahdfurther that the; rejection of the selection having been inmerror as
evidenced by the Supreme Court's decision subsequently rendered
in the Central Pacific case, referred to, the company is entitled to
reinstatement of -the :seoeltion' and,.' upon substitution of base, to
favorable action thereupon.
The action :taken by the'C(0ommissio&er, March 5, 1915, carrying
into effect the Department's order of. rejection of. the selection was
proper, nothing then appearing' in the record that would have justi'fled action to
-the
The
;
Department,'
cntrary
'moreover,; properly
held,' following the ruling as' laid' down in the case. of Thomas Hall
'(44 L. D., 113)', and other' cases cited' by the decision complained of,
that a change by either' this Department or the courts, in the inter'pretation of any law which different construction was brought about
through the diligent prosecution of the claim of another in a sepa'rate and distinct proceeding having no bearing upon the instant case,
'does not justify the reopening of this' case properly disposed of at
the time'adverse action was taken, in accordance with the governing
rule or interpretation then in force.
The Department is fully' appreciative of the 'predicament the inter-

vening company finds itself' in,' 'but, irrespective of whether or'not
error was 'committed by the railway company inadvertently' to the
detriment of' the' intervener, the record discloses that the. :Depart.
ment fully satisfied the 'grant to' the' Northern Pacific Railway Company in so far as the loss of the6:base land ,namely,'NE. i, Sec. 9, T.
14 N., R. 42 E., W. M., Washington, is concerned and such. being the
case, the relief sought can not be granted.
The motion for iehearing' is accordingly denied.

!ONii:

B. O'ROURKE.

Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of 'October 6, 1921
(48 L.- D., 215), denied by' First Assistant Secretary Finney, December 12, 1921.
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LOUISE E. YOENSON.
Decided April 28, 1921.
pmIL AND GAS LANDS-ENLARGED

HOMESTEAD-APPLICATION.

An application to make an enlarged homestead entry for land subject thereto,
accompanied by the required showing and payment, filed prior to the designation of the land, has, by express provision of the act of March 4, 1915,
the segregative effect of an entry, pending designation, and upon its allowance becomes an entry by relation as of the date of the filing of the application, in so far as rights under the oil leasing act of February 25,1920,
are concerned.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-ENLARGED
.,RIGHT-WITHDRAWAL.

HOMESTEAD-PEOSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENCE

An entryman whose entry has been allowed under the enlarged homestead act,
upon an application, accompanied by the required showing and payment,
filed previously to the inclusion by Executive order of the land within a
petroleum reserve, is entitled, to the exercise of the preference right
privilege to an oil and gas prospecting permit accorded by section 20 of

r * the act of February

25, 1920, notwithstanding that the withdrawal was

made prior to the allowance of the entry, and that the entry was allowed
subject to the reservations of the act of July 27; 1914.
DEPARTM4ENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

The cases of Charles C. Conrad (39 L. D., 432), and Rippy v. Snowden (47
L. D., 321), cited and applied.

FINNDy, First Assistant Secretary:
May 2, 1916, Louise E. Gendreau, now Louise E. Johnson, filed
application 040126 to make homestead entry of the E. I NW. i and
NE. i, Sec. 23, and the W. i NW. j, Sec. 24, T. 24 N., R. 7 W.,
M. P. M., Great Falls land district, Montana, under the enlarged
homestead law and said application was suspended by the local
officers to await designation of the land.
It appears, however, that the W. i NW. j, Sec. 24, had been designated as subject to disposition under the enlarged homestead law
November 16, 1915, and 'prior to the filing of Mrs. Johnson's homestead application. It further appears that the NE. I and E. I NW. i,
Sec. 23, were designated June 16, 1917, such designation becoming
effective August 10, 1917; that pending such designation and by
Executive order of February 26, 1917, the entire area embraced in
the application was withdrawn and included in Petroleum Reserve
No. 54. UTpon the-last designation becoming effective 'and on August 14, 1917, Mrs. Johnson was notified by the local officers that in
view of the petroleum withdrawal it would be necessary for her to
consent to the amendment of her application so as to make the same
subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914
(38 -Stat., 509), and that on September 6, 1917, the consent to such
amendment was filed. Thereupon and on September 10, 1917, entry
on said application was allowed.
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January 13, 1921, the.eintry'womani. filed ta-pplication 051996 under
the provisions of section 20 of the, act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,.
437), for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon the said E. i NE.
1, Sec. 23,: and W.-1 NW. , Sec. 24, asserting a' preference 'right
under said section 20, and alleging ' that she'made' her said: homestead entry without reservation for land. unwithdrawn and unclassified&'as oil and gas land and not known to be valuable at the
date of her entry on account of oil.and gas deposits.
Upon consideration of said,permit application, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office by decision of April -- , 1921, found the same to
be in conflict. with the prospecting permit application 051626 of Robert
S. Coe, filed under section 13 of the leasing act :within, 30 days after.
February 25, 1920, the date of posting of his-inotice of' intention to
apply for such 'a permit, together with- other similar applicatiohs;
that in the settlement of the conflicting' permit applications, Coe
agreed to take a permit. covering said E.. E E. i, Sec. 23, and W. i
NW. i, Sec. 24. He held that inasmuch as .Mrs. Jolhnson's homesteadentry was not allowed' until-after the withdrawal and the filing off
her consent to an amendment of her application so as to make the
,same subject to the provisions and reservations of said act of July
17, 1914, she was not entitled to`a preference right under section 20
of the act as to any portion of the land included in her entry; that
the permit application of Coe having, been filed long prior to the
permit application of Mrs. Johnson, the claim' of Coe to a permit was
superior to that of the former. He.accordingly rejected Mrs. Johnson's application, in :its entirety for confliet with .the application of

(o. a-;

Coe.

.0 :

0

: .. ^. '

.. :.

:.

P.. ::

;

The said decision is submitted. by+ the.. Commissioner for the approval of the Department.
The homestead application of -Mrs. Johnson. was presented and
entry thereon allowed under" the provisions of. the act of February'
19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639), as amended by -the'-act of March 4,: 1915
(38 Stat., 1162).
By; section 1 of. theact of 1909 it is 'provided'That any -peison who 'is' 4a qualified entryman under the homestead laws of
the 'United States, may enter, by legal ,subdivisions, under the provisions of .this
* * *, three, hundred and twenty
act, in the Statesof * * * Montana

acres, or less, o~f nonnineral, nonirrigable,.unreserved, and unappropriated surveyed public lands which do not contain nierchantable timber, located' in 'a
reasonably" compact body, and, not over' one 'andd one-half miles in extreme'
length- Provided, That no lan'ds shall be. subject to-entry under the provisions.
of this act until such lands shall have been designated by the Secretary of the
Interior as not being, in his opinion, susceptible, of successful irrigation at a
reasonable cost from any known source of water supply.

Section 2 of said act prescribes that in. addition to the affidavitrequired by section 2290, 'Revised Statutes, ,the applicant shall make
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affidavit that the land sought to be entered is;of the character 'described in. section 1,and shall pay the fees required to be paid under,
the homestead laws.

* By the amendatory act of 1915 it is providedThat where any person qualified to make entry under:the provisions of the act
of February nineteefith, nineteen hundred and nine, and Acts amendatery thereof
and supplemental thereto, shall make application to enter under the provisions of
said Acts any unappropriated public land in any State affected thereby which has
not been designated as subject to entry under the.Act (provided said application
is accompanied and supported by properly roborated affidavit of the applicant
in duplicate, showing prima fadie that the 'land- applied for is of the character
contemplated by said Acts), such application, together Xwith. the regular fees
and commissions, shall be received by the register and receiver of the land district in which said land is located, and suspended until, it Shall have been
determined by the Secretary 'of the Interior whether said land is actually of
that character; that ddring such suspension the land described in said application shall 'be' segregated by the said 'register and receivers and not subject
to entry until the-'case is disposed of; and if Lit shall be determined that- such
land is of the character contemplated by the said:Acts, then such application
shall be allowed.
':
.
.
-

The homestead 'application, as hereinabove stated, was filed May 2,'
1910. It was accompanied by the necessary fees~ and bby a corrobo-'
rated. affidavit of the applicanit showing prinia fcacie that te land
applied for was of thexcharacter contemplated by the act. e The affidavit also' contained a 'request that the land be designated as of the
class subject to disposition under thei act.: As a matter'of fact, however, 80 acres;of thell land had' been so designated at the time the;
application. was filed and the remaining 240 acres were so designated
June 16, 191t,' the designation 'to become effecttve "August 10, 1917.
The' delay in such designation was in nowise due to any neglect or
default on the part of Mrs. Johnson, and pending its designation
and on -February 26, 1917, nearly nine months'after Mrs. Johnson's
homestead application, and accompanying affidavit were filed, -the
land was withdrawn and included in a petroleum reserve, so that
when the entry was finally allowed it was, in view of the petroleum
withdrawal, required to be made subject to the provisions and reservations of the said act of July 17, 1914..
,By section 20 of the leasing act it isiprovided that-:
In the.case of lands bona fide entered as agricultural and not withdtawn or
classified as mineral at the time. of entry, '* * ' * the entryman or patentee,
* 0*: *; if Athe erkry has'been patented with the.mineral' right reserved, shall
be entitled to a preference right to a permit and to a, lease, as herein provided,
in case of discovery.

The question here presented is whether, under all the circumstances,
he-entrywoman is 'excluded from the privileges conferred 1by said,section 20 because of the delay in the designation 6 f the land until:
after :t had been :withdrawn, as.? a result Whereof. the entrywoman
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was compelled to consent to the allowance of the- entry with an--oil

or gas reservation or suffer- the rejection of 'her application. The
situation here disclosed is similar to that shown in the case of Charles
C. Conrad (39 L. D-, 432), wherein it appeared that Conrad had on
March 5,. 1910, filed application to make homestead entry of a'certaintract, subject to the provisions of the act of June 17, 1902 -(32, Stat.,
388), the land having been withdrawn under' second form'October
17, 1903. The' application was* accompanied by the Irequired -fee
but,; due to the pressure' of business in the local office, theVassignmenta.of a number to the application, and the otherwise recording of
the entry was not possible until August 2, 1910. In the meantime
and on June 25, '1910, there was approved an act providing that no
entry should thereafter be made and no entryman. should be permitted to go upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the Interior should have established the unit of acreage
and fixed the water charges and the date whe n the water could be
applied and made public announcement of the same. Prior toithe
passage of that act the irrigable lands within a reclamation project
were subject to homestead notwithstanding the 'withdrawal -under
the reclamation: act. The Commissioner' held the entry of Conrad
for cancellation as having been 'allowed in violation of th'& provisions
of said act of June 25, 1910, but the Department in the decision
cited saidUnder these circumstances it is the opinion of this Department that Conrad's
entry was in: fact made when' he filed his application, accompanied by the
required showing, including the fees, the land being then' subject 'to his application; that his' rights should in. nowise be 'prejudiced by the -inability of
the local officers to formally allow the same- for five months thereafter, and
that asla consequence his entry was not made in violation of the provisions
of section 5 of the act of June 25, 1910. If no other objection appear, therefore, his entry should be permitted to stand.
-;

To the same effect also is the 'decisioh in Rippy v. Snowden (47'
L.: D., 321)..
In the case at 'bar, had it not been for the long delay in designating the land as subject to disposition under the' enlarged homestead
law, for which delay the entrywomani was in nowise responsible, her
entry would have 'been allowed prior to the 'petroleum withdrawal
of the land and she would have been entitled under the express
terms of section 20 of the leasing act~ to' a' preference right to "a
permit 'for the entire area included in her entry. In vie'w of the
provisions of the above-quoted act 'of March 4, 1915, requiring the
segregation of lands included in an application thereunder pending
theiridesignation "and of the fact that;Mrs. Johnson had . made
timely compliance with all of the requirements of the enlarged homestead law, the Department is of opinion that her rights under section
20 of the. leasing act should be governed by the principle announced
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by the Department in the cases above cited and hence that, so far as
the. said provisions of section 20 are concerned, her rights thereunder should be deemed to relate hack to the date of the filing of her.
homestead application or, in other words, that for the purposes
of the leasing act her entry should be deemed to have been allowed
as ofXthe date the application was Ipresented and without a reservation of oil. and gas deposits. But even if the entry had been so
allowed at the thne of the presentation of the application it would
nevertheless' have been necessary after the withdrawal for her to
have consented to an amendment thereof so as to make it subject to
the provisions and reservations of the act of 19 4-.
For the reasons stated the decision of the Commissioner herein is
reversed and Coe will be required to show cause why his permit
application to the extent that it conflicts, with the permit application of Mrs. Johnson should not be -rejected and that of Mrs. Johnson- allowed.
In this connection, however, a distinction is to be noted between
applications presented under the enlarged homestead law as to which
the act in express terms gives a segregative -effect,' and applications
under the stock-raising homestead law with respect to which no such
provision. is made by Congress. For not only was there no intent
disolosed by the act to recognize any segregative effect to a stockraising homestead application for. undesignated land but the act
itself contains in section 2 thereof a positive prohibition of the occu pation of land embraced in a stock-raising- application pending the
designation thereof. See 47 L. D., 629. Moreover, the provisions of
section 20 of the leasing act,: as the Departmnnt has repeatedly held,
have no application to entries allowed at any time under the stockraising homestead law.
ALLEN v. SCANNELL.
.Decided December 12, 1921.
OF MARCH 4, 1915.
A desert-land entryman who elects to acquire title under the relief provisions
of the-act of March 4, 1915, by; complying with the requirements of the
homestead law as to residence, cultivation, and improvements in accordance with the provisions of the third paragraph of section 5 of that act,
is entitled to credit for residence maintained by him on the land at any
time, either before or after the relief has been granted.

DEsERT-LAND IENTRY-RESIDENC- -AcT

JUTRmISDICTION-CoNTEsT-REGIsTEr. AND RECEIVER-COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The failure of the receiver to join with the register in an opinion rendered
in a. contest case does not affect the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of

the General Land Office to render his decision in the case.
__DEPARTMENTA

DEcIsION CITED AND APPLIED.

The case of Guy J. Gay (48 L. D., 1465,
52403°-VoL 48-21-23:

cited and applied,
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FIN~my First Assistant Seeretary: This appeal by Simon E. Allen presents the question as to whether
the General Land Office erred in dismissing his contest by its decision of April 23, 1921, on' the ground that he had failed to prove
his:: charge that Jewell iE. Scannell had failed to establish and maintain a residence on the SE."i0NE. i, SW. I SE.? and E. SE. i,
Sec. -2i, T. 30 S.; R. 48 W., 6th P. 'M., embraced in her desert-land
entry, Lamar 013095, to which she had in September 1917 elected
to acquire title under the relief act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat., 1138,
1161), by complying with the requirements of the homestead law
as to residence, cultivation and improvements..
The contest was filed January 19, 1920, and in her answer she denied the charge and averred that she had'.resided on the land prior
to filing her' application for relief.
The register who presided at the hearing iruled that the entrywoman's motion to dismiss on the ground that the charge had not
been proved should be sustained, and later both he and the receiver
in their joint decision recommended the dismissal of the contest onthat ground.;
The testimony offered by the contestant related to the time subsequent to the granting of the relief; and the evidence given by his
witnesses tended to show that residence had not been maintained on
the land for as much as seven months during-each of the years 1917,:
1918, and 1919, but the knowledge of the witnesses did not enable
them to swear positively to even that fact.
The practically uncontradicted-evidence offered ;by the. entrywoman showed that she lived on--this land during i1913, 1914, and
1915, after the date of her entry and before: she applied for relief,
and her witnesses swore that she -and her husband lived there as
much as six months during each 'of thef years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
It is practically conceded and fully established that the cultivation'
and improvements were amply abundant. - The appeal is based on
the contestant's contentions i(I)_ that the action of the register in
holding that the motion to dismiss should be sustained was erroneous because the receiver did not join with him in that.holding; and
(2) that the entryman is not entitled to claim credit for residence
maintained prior to the granting of the relief.
Neither of these contentions can'be sustained.- The receiver joined
with the register in his final decision, and even if he had not done so
that fact would not have prevented the General Land. Office from
rendering a decision in the case.'
* The second contention is equally without merit. .
The third paragraph of section '5 of the act of March 4, 1915, provides that any entryman entitled to relief under that act may be
.
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allowed" five years from notice within which to perfect the entry in

the manner required of a homestead entryman "; and paragraph four
of section 5 ofthe act gives any such entryman the privilege of purchasing. the land outright at the pricejthere prescribed upon his
showing within five years from the date of his application to purchase
that "he has upon the tract permanent improvements conducive to
the agricultural development thereof of the value of not less than
.

$1.25 per acre, and that he has, in:good faith, used the land for agricultural purposes for three years."
In. construing and applying the provisions of the fourth paragraph
of that section,.this department has repeatedly-lield, as was said in
the syllabus to the decision in the case of Guy J. Gay (48 L. D., 145),
thatA desert land entryman who applies to purchase the land under the relief provisions of the act of March 4, 1915, need not show that he continued cultivation
after the privilege of making the purchase was granted, if he. has in good faith
used the land for agricultural purposes for at least three years at any time since
making' his original entry, and has upon the tract permanent improvements conducive to the agricultural development thereof, of the value of at least $1.25
per acre.
And there is no good reason why, through the application of that
rule, an entryman who elects to acquire title under theq provisions of
the third paragraph of section 5 should not be. permitted to show, and

be given credit for residence maintained by him on the land at any,
time, either before or after relief has been granted under his entry.
It was upon that theory that this Department announced in paragraph 43 of its pertinent regulations (45 L. D., 372), that-.
If a claimant establishes residence upon his entry prior to the allowhnce of
his application for relief and cOntinues to maintain it in good faith as required
by the homestead law, full credit will be allowed for the period during which
such residence is so maintained..

For these reasons, the decision complained of was entirely correct
and it must be and is hereby affirmed.

CHARLES R. HAUPT.
Decided December 12, 1921.
OL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINo PERMIT-SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR-DII-:
CRETIoNARY AUTHORITY-SECTION 13, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25 1920,.
The denial of an applicatLion for an oil and: gas prospecting permit under
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is a proper exercise of the,
discretionary authority under that ant, if the lands to be prospected were
at the time of the, filing of the applioation within .a known geological
-structure, although, not designated as such until subsequently thereto.
-OM AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENcE RIGHT-DOCTRINE OF
RELATION.

When the limits of a producing oil and gas field are determined 1by the
Geological Survey, and the same designated by it as such, the designation
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relates back to the time that the production began, and the filing of an
application for a prospecting permit for lands then known to be within
a producing oil field, although not yet designated, does not confer upon the
applicant any vested right or constitute a ground upon which the granting of a permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, can
be enforced by him.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-REINSTATrMENT-APPEAL-PEACrTICE-SECTIONS 13 AND 19, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
An application for a prospecting permit under section 13 of the leasing act,
once denied in connection with favorable action upon conflicting applications under section 19. of that act, will, not be reinstated to the prejudice
of the competing applicants, if the defeated applicant did not first seek
his remedy under the original application by appeal or otherwise.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-HoMESTEAD-PREFERENCE RIGH1TSECTION 20, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
A homestead entryman, whose Ientry was made subsequently to the, enactment of the act of February 25, 1920,. does not acquire thereby a preference
right to a prospecting permit under section 20 of that act.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND FoLLoWED-COURT DECISIONS CITED AND

CONSTRUED.
The cases of A. W. Mason (48 L. D., 213), George Watson (48 L. D., 214),
cited and followed; the cases of Payne v. Central Pacific Railway Company
(255 U. S., 228), Payne v. State of New Mexico (255 U. S.. 367), Payne v.
United States ex ret Newton (255 U. S., 438), Wyoming v. United States

(255 U. S., 489),. cited and construed.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Charles R. HIaupt has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, of July 15, 1921, denying his
petition for reinstatement of his application, serialt.044044, for an
oil and gas prospecting permit, under section 13 of the leasing act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437). embracing NE. i and N.K

SE. -, Sec. 26, T. 15 N., R. 30 E., M. M., in the Lewistown, Montana,
land district; said application for a permit having also been based
on the provisions of sections 17 and 20 of said leasing act.
Haupt's original application, based on notice posted on the land
March 1, 1920, and made solely under the provisions of said section
13 of said act, was filed March 5, 1920. Earlier on the same day
he filed a "second homestead" application, serial 044041, covering
the same lands. On March 6, 1920, the application for a permit
was suspended by the register, "pending action on second homestead affidavit." 0 On April 1, 1920, said applicant filed an amended
application for a permit. On .May 24, 1920, the register rejected
said amended application. On April 2, 1920, the Director of the
Geological Survey defined the known geological structure of the
Cat Creek oil field as embracing said lands, his report thereon beingtransmitted to the Commissioner April 15, 1920, and advice thereof
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being' received by the local office, from the General Land Office,
April 29,, 1920..V
On appeal, the Commissioner affirmed the register's rejection of
the application, upon the grounds (1) that the said land had been
designatedo April 15a, 1920, as being within the known geological
structure of the producing Cat Creek oil field, and hence wast not
~subject tot a permit under section 13 of said: leasing act, -and (2)
that said lands so designated were not subject to a permit under
section 17, but only to a lease pursuant to competitive bidding, and
(3) that saidlclaimant could have no-preference right to- a permit
'under section 20 of -said act as a second homestead entryman of the
surface, his application for such entry having been made subsequently to the passage of said leasing act.
; On 'appeal to the Department, said Commissioner's decision was
'affirmed on October 30, 1920; (47 L. D.,' 588), with little discussion
of the- grounds thereof except that last mentioned-as to which, the
later departmental decision of September 30, 1921, tin George Watson
(48' L. D., 214) is' confirmatory.
Said applicant filed his petition for reinstatement of his said appli-- cation, urging the- same upon- the ground that, his application having been filed on March 5, 1920, he became thereby vested with a
right to a permit under section 13 of said leasing act, prior, because
first in time, and unaffected by the subsequent designation of said
land as within said producing oil field.
The Commissioner, considering said petition for reinstatement,
ascertained from the- Geological Survey that, while said lands were
defined as being within the producing structure of ;Cat Creek oil
field 'only on. April- 2, 1920, as a matter of fact the field was known
to be producing on February 19, 1920-a date prior to the approval
of said leasing act as well as to the filing of Haupt's said application.t Thereupon the Commissioner, July 15, 1921, denied said petition -for reinstatement. The' petitioner has appealed to the Department.
iOn September' 30, 1921, in A. W. Mason, on petition (480L. D.
213), this Department held that (syllabus)-'
Prospecting permits
producing oil or gas
'instructions of April
applied under section

can not be granted within the geological- structure of a
field, and the Land Department did nott intend by its
23, 1921, to 'recognize any right in: an applicant who
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, to prospect lands

which, because of delay in action upon the application, are subsequently desig-

nated as within such field, although not designated: yet so known and existing
at and prior to,'the filing of the application.
VIn viewof the decision last quoted it would be useless to reinstate
-- - Haupt's application for a prospecting permit, as Sits former denial
was correct. The application for a permit was filed subsequently
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to the date (February, '19, 1920) when the field embracing the lands
became -productive. Only the extent of that field was: determined
subsequently-necessarily always a determination some time following the beginning of production, as determination tof the. limits of
the geological structuie, like other steps in the classification and
administration of the public lands-, requires time for investiga~tion.
When the limits of a producing field are determined, the determination must necessarily' relate backl to the time when- the production
began.- Those who during that interval applyr for. permits under
section 13 of the leasing act, 'overing lands in the neighborhood of
.where production was begun, are unavoidably at risk of rejection of
.their applications by reason of the belated -inclusion of the lands
sought within the field of production.
Inn Haupt's appeal, 'it: is claimed tthat this application of the: doctrine of relation to determination, of the extent of -a producing oil
field is, in its operation-upon intervening applications for prospecting
permits. under said section 13 of the leasing act, contrary to the doctrine laid down in the recent decisions-of the-United States Supreme
C~ourt in Payne v. CentralPacific Railway
nompany, decidedFebruary 28, 1921 (255 U. S., 228),. Payne v. State of New Mexic%
decided March 7, 1921 (25.5 U. S., 367), Payne -v.United Sftates ex rel.
Newton, decided March .14, 1921 (255 U. S., 438), and !State of
Wyoming v. United States, decided March 28, 1921(255 U.. S.,'
489); and it is pointed out that it is declared in the administrative
order of April,23, 1921 (48 L. D.,. 97), that the further adjudica-;
tion of cases controlled by said decisions villvbe in harmony with
the principles announced therein.
But the principles announced in.said decisions do not control the
casea now presented. The principle' running through and governing
.said decisons is that $where; a 'selector, of or other applicant-for public i
land has done all that is requisite ;on -his part, the approval of his' selection or -other claim shall be made according to the. .status of the
land at the time of completion of the claimant's act, unaffected by any
of status occ1urring prior Ato tthe actual
withdrawal or other, changei
making of such approval.
Here, the field reached a productive status not only ior to the
claimant's application fora prospecting permit, but, even prior to the
enactment of -said leasing act; the. only thing remaining was' 'the determination, by administrative action committed' exclusively' to this
Department, of the extent of the fleld'which had become thus produc6tie. Whate'ver might be finally determined, upon. geological considerations, as to the ext ent and limits of such field, all lands within
'it were excepted, by tie' terms of said leasing act, from prospecting
permits in pursuance of section 13 thereof.
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Moreover, the granting of a permit under. said section 13 is made,
by. the interpretation placed by the Department upon the act, discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, (Oil and Gas Regulations of March 11, 1920, Sec. 1, closing paragraph, subdivision 2);
and; in the exercise of such discretion he will not grant permits under
said section 13 to prospect upon lands which he has 'determined,.
-through the Geological Surveey, to lie within la known geological structure within the linits whereof production had begun before the enactment of said leasing act.,
Nor in any case can a reinstatement of the appellant's application
for a permit under said section 13 now be permitted to the prejudice
of William Miller 'et al., applicants in!Lewistown 044035,. under section 19 of said' leasing act, oprospect the SE. 1 of 'said See. 26,
and of Wright Harvey et al., applicants under said section 19 in Lewistown 044944, to prospect the'-NE. i of said Sec. 26. ; Said. applications, which were in coniflict with that of'Haupt, were'adjudicated
favorably in connection with the adjudication. adverse to Haupt's
application under said section 13, and Haupt did not elect to carry
his contentions. further by appellate proceedings or otherwise, whereupon'final' action was taken favorably to said conflicting applications.
It would upset all flnality of rights acquired and recognized were
a defeated rival applicant permitted'to renew his conflict by a petition of reinstatement of his' application after the award to -other a'pplicants, during' the period of lhis apparent submission' to defeat, of
'rights inconsistent with those claimed by himself.
From what has been said' it necessarily follows that said applicant
for a prospecting permit. can not have his application reinstated, and
that the former' denial of said application-is adhered to. The Commissioner's order of July 15, 1921, denying the request for such reinstatement, was proper and is hereby affirmed.

'DOUGXERTY v. STATE OF MINNESOTA.
Decided December 1s, 1921.
SWAMP LAND-CEDED CHIPPEWA INDIAN LANDS-SELECTION-ADVERSE CLAIMCHARACTER OF LAND--CONTEST-MINNESOTA.
Under a mrule of administration adopted byg the Land Department, based upon
an agreement. with theA State 'of: Minnesota, the character'of ceded Chippewa
0 :---Indian lands selected by the State under-theswanmp land grant of March
12, 1860, is to be determined by' an examination in the field, and where t'he;.0
selected lands, as the result of such examination, have been classified as
swamp, the right of: an adverse claimant to contest the classification does
not exist.
SWAMP' 'LAND-CEDED CHIPPEWA INDIAN' LANDS-SELECTION-HOMESTEAD-SETTLEMENT-MINNESOTA:..
A selection by the State 'of Minnesota of ceded Chippewa Indian landslwhich
a field 'examination shows are swamp in character, segregates the lands and
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precludes the allowance-of a homestead application based upon prior settlement, unless the settlement was initiated before the' filing of the' selection list in the local office.

FhiNkEY, First Assistant

Secretary:

" if

X

-This is an appeal by Patrick Dougherty from a decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated August 9, 1921; rei ecting his application filed September 021, 1920, to, make: homestead
entry for the SE. j'NW. j,' and NE. i SW. J, 'Sec. 33, T. 145 N.; R. 25
W., 5th P. M., Cass Lake, Minnesota, land district, because 'of conflict with the swamp a'nd claim' of the State 'of -Minnesota asserted
by -list No. 154, filed May- 29, 1905, based upon the field' notes' of
survey. 'The lands 'were also returned -as swamp after examination
in the'field, pursuant to departmental order of February 19, 1909.
While not alluded to in the Commissioner's decision, it appears
that the N. SE. k, NW. i, is also embraced in Indian allotment No.
920, in the name of Onmnok-Kuck-eence upon which 'trust patent has
.

issued.i

'The appellant alleges settlement upon the lands in the fall of 1920,
after receiving information 'from the State. auditor that they'did not
belong to the State; that he has a good log house and a' root cellar,
well and puap, one acre cleared and grubbed and about two and onehalf acres'cleared but 'not grubbed. Claimant asserts that the lands
are not swamp in character and that the State is not entitled thereto,
NW. j, that the Indian has abandoned
and with-respect tothe SE. N
it and has been allotted other land in lieu thereof.
The showing made by the appellant affords no warrant for the
Department to ignore or disregard the State's claim'under its grant
contained in the act of March 12, 1860 (12 Stat., 3). The adjustment
of the StateIs grant, as to these ceded lands, is by agreement, based
upon 'an examination in the field, which has been had, and pursuant to
which the lands 'involved were classified as swamp. Under a rule of
administration adopted by the Land Department, the right to dispute
this classification by an adverse claimant does not exist and no contest' will be entertained except in cases where settlement is alleged
0_prior tox the time the list of selections based upon the field examinaXtion was made up and filed in the local land office. X The- fact that appellant has made improvements upon the land 'does lot entitle him
'to make entry therefor. The swamp selection segregates the' land
and the return of the field examination'must control the adjustment
save as above stated, in instances where an adverse claim; by settleiment was initiated 'prior to the filing of the list in the local office.
The statement that the Indian has been allotted other lands in lieu
of the N. j SE.R l NW. I, said Sec. 33, is not borne out 'by the records
of the General Land 'Office. " The appellant has apparentl- been mis-
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informed in that-regard. - But even if the Indian allotment had been
changed, this- would not operate to remove the claim of the'State.
The Commissioner properly rejected Dougherty's application and
P the decision appealed from is affirmed.
TOHXNSON v. BUNDREN.
D ecided December 13, 1921.
RESIDENCE-HOMESTEAD(JONTEST.

Failure timely. to establish residence upon a homestead entry can *not be
excused on the ground of. poverty and aL personal injury subsequently incurred while at work elsewvhere in gaining a livelihood, especially where the
poverty existed at the date of-the entry add the entryman had no reasonable
Rassurance thlt-it would not continue.

DEcisioNs CITED ANJD FOLLOWED.
The cases of Smith v. Hustead (35 L. D., 376), and Benjamin Chainey (42
L. D., 510), cited and followed.

DEPARTMENTAL

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
On February 8, 1918,7tThomas A. Bundren made homestead entry.
Helena 018530 for the S. 4-NW. i, Sec. 29, T. :10 N., R. 11 E., M. M.,
Helena, Montana, land district, against- wh-ih David Johnson on
March 13 1920, filed contest alleging that the entryman had failed to
establish residence upon or cultivate- the land.
'
After the case had been regularly tried, the; register and receiver
and later the General- Land Office on July 20, 1921, found that the
charges had been amply proved and held the entry for cancellation.
The testimony shows, in fact the entryman admits, that' he did not
establish residence on theqland until sometime in the spring of 1920,
after the notice of contest had been served. He also admits that he
Idid not make any preparations to establish residence other than the
putting of a few logs, in place for the side walls of 'a house in 1918.
In'1919., the remainder of the logs were put in place, house wash
roofed, and the-chimney was, built, but it was not supplied with doors,
windows, -floor or chinkingy-between- the logs until after the -contest
was filed.-

In appealing from the Commissioner's decision, the entryman urged
that his failure to timely establish residence on the land was due
to his poverty at the time-le iiade the entry and subsequeltlytthereto.
He states that he had to work away from the land for waoes in
order to support himself and his family; that he received a persona I
injury while working for a railroad in the fall of 1918, which prevented him fromldoing - hard labor in the -following winter and
spring. He also states that he was- hindered by 'sickness in-his family.These facts can not beIaccepted either in lieu of 'residence or as
excusing the entryman's absence. The law required this entryman

-
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to establish residence on this land within six. months after the date oof
the entry, and to thereafter actually reside and make his home. on the
land for seven months during.each of three-years.
While sickness may, under proper. circumstances, be urged as a de- 1
fense against a contest, it does not appear that there has been a sickness of such length as to justify the dismissal of this contest on that
ground; and while poverty may be taken into consideration in measuring an entryman's good faith, it can not be accepted as excusing the
residence for more than two years after the date of entry. :. This is
especially true,.where, as in. this case, the, poverty existed at the date
of the entry and the entryman.had no, reasonable assurance that it
would not continue. :-In the -recent decision in the case of Raymond
A. Larson v. George Crakford; decided October 29,0 1921 (unreported), this Department held that conditions and hindrances 'existing at the date of an entry can not be urged as justifying the entriman's failure tod 6omply with' the law. In -that Case, the entryman
set up that his permanently crippled 'condition prevented himn; from
making a living on the landv and it was there-held that his misfortune ,
.could not be urged as a defense against the contest .for the reason
that it existed at the date of the entry, and he knew it would continue.
It was also reannounced in that case that the .fact that the entryman's
situation was such *aS to prevent him from making. a living on the
land can not be accepted as defeating the contest.. See Benjamin
:Chainey (42 L.. D.,. 5o10), and Smith1.. Hustead (35 I. D., 376).
The decision: appealed; from being correct is hereby affirmed.
YAKUTAT AND SOU-THERN RAILWAY v. SETUCK HARRY, HEIR

;: ;-S::0:Sf:::::z-OF
t;
SETUCK JIi...;>-f:?f;
Decided December 13, 1921.

79.;
.

INDIAN LANDSLOTMENT-OCCUPANCY-PREFERENCE RIGH3T-ACT OF MAY 17,
1906-NATIONAL* B'ORESTS-WITHDRAWA ---ALASKA.
Actual occupancy andtcontinuous use of a tract of land by an Alaskan native
:prior to its inclusion within 'a hational forest confers'upon'the occupant a
,preference right-to, an-alloti ent homestead under. the act of Mayv 17, 1906,
which is not affected by the withdrawal, although the application-; for the
allotment was filed subsequently to the issuance of thelproclamation creating the reservation.'
INDIANr LANDs-ALI.OTMENT-R]GHT OF WAY-ALASK[A-ACTS OF- MAY 14; 1898,
AND MAY 17, 1906.
A right of way granted under the act of May 14, 1898, is not adversely affected by the allowance pursuawt'to the6act of tMay 17,19(6, of an allotment homestead to an Alaskan native upon an application predicated Upon.
: prior occupancy and continuous use of the land, wherebthe map' of definite
location. of the right of way was approved prior to the, passage of the act
which authorized the allotment.
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FINNE\Y, Fist Assistant Seretr:.-

': 0 December
On)
;; A.
.12, 191 1, ;setuck
ilm filed application 01490, Juneau
land district, Alaska; for an allotihent under. the act of May 17, 1906
(34 Stat.,
197),7 for a tract, of ,land described by metes and 'bounds
containing 115.33. acres situated, on the left bank of the Setu k River,
about eight-miles from Yakutat, Alaska,- The applicant 'set forth
that he was a full-blood.lndian, 6r EskimoJ,'and head of a'ifamily,
:born and residing in' Alaska, and that he had occupied the land' applied for since 18.85k The register rejected' the application becausefl
the land was withdrawn from settlement or other occupancy, and
included in the Tongass 'National Forest by proclamation of rebru'

a'ry16,1909.(.35Stat.,2226).

'

'

'

'

'

On February '10, 1912, he filedl an appeal stating that he and: his
brother, Setuck Harry,. had ireceitly learned-of the act of May 17,
1906 sutprad anad had had their claims surveyed. 'He stated that -he
.was overfifty years of age, and 'that he wag born, and hadiresided
on the Setuck River all his life, and had' hunted and fished 'on the
land,' and that he had applied for it in order to' provide a living for
:his family, a
e white fishermen wpre trying to crowd them off of
the Setupk ;River, .and that he wanted to :acquire title in order to
have .a place of his. own- to fish:and haul his net, and to provide for
his' family,' so that they would not be a' burden on the Government.
'He states that he had' no knowldge that the land was in the Tongass
National Forest, and that the .timber was scrubby and poor, and not
'fit for commercial purposes.
On.February 23, 1912, protest was filed against the allotment by
.the Yakutat and Southern Railway Coompany setting'forth that Xtlie
land applied. for covered a -portion: of the' company's right of way,
and tmrniinalgrounds. The protestfwas supported by several affida.
Avits to the eflect thatSetuck.3 Jim. had' not used the land as a resit.
dence *or ,habitation; during 'the' past eight years. The register for*warded: the' papers to. the Commissioner of the 'General Land Office
'for. instructions..1
:;The company.is op~erating under t~he act of Mlay
1898 ;(30 Stat.,
.409) ,which provides for rights of way in Alaska. 14,
.Section 5 thereof
provides that upon approval by the Secretary of the Interior,,the
- .naSp.of location .shall be -noted upon the records of. the local office
"and thereafter. all such lands:over' which such r.ight of way shall
cross shall be disposed. of subject to such right of way."
:
: The ommissionerb.byidecision of November 26, 1919, found that
;the company's -rights-.were'.in no.way. affected; and dismissed the
protest,- and' also called. upon the Indian to show the .use and occupation of thejland made.by.:him prior;.toi:the establishment jof. the
""'national forest.

:
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On February 7, 1920, the Commissioner held the allotment application for rejection'because the Indian had: failed to show settlement
prior to February 16, 1909. On January'3, 1921, Setuck Harry made
* an affidavit that Setuck. Jim died in 1914,; and that. he is his fullblood brother, and only heir. He-states that he and his brother were
a born on the Setuck River over fifty years ago, and lived there con*tinuously,. and
the tract applied for is: where they had their
homes, and 'that Setuck:FJim established: a residence 'on the land at
least thirty years prior to February 16,. 1909j and that he, Setuck
i
Harry, is still occupying the tract
.. The company appealed from the dismissal of its protest.. The
Commissioner by decision of March 11, 1920, found that the Indian
has a prnma fade right to the land, and further called upon the
company.to.file evidence ofi-service upon the Indian of its appeal.
The companyv-filed:Aan appeal, showing service thereof, from' said
decision.: The appeal is from the holding that the Indian has a
prima faie right tothe land.
The act of May 17, 1906, supra, providesThat the Secretary -of the Interior is hereby authorized and empowered, in
his discretion and under such irules as he may prescribe, to allot not to exceed
one hundred and sixty acres of nonmineral land in the district of Alaska to
any Indian or Eskimo of full or mixed blood who resides: in and is a native of
.that

said district, and who is the head of a family, or is twenty-one years of age;
and the land so allotted shall .be deemed the homestead of the allottee and his
heirs in perpetuity, and shall be inalienable and nontaxable until otherwise
provided by Congress. Any person qualified for an allotment as aforesaid
shall have the preference right to: secure by allotment. the nonmineral land
occupied by him not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres..

The. company's mapi of definite location of its right of way was
- :approved by the Secretary January 4, 1905. The land applied for
was.occupied by the Indian prior to the forest proclamation. and
owing to his continuous use, it appearsithathe is entitled to a preference: right as granted 7by the -statute. The company's right can not be
adversely affected by the allotment because it would, be:- subject to I
-..<the right of way. :The protest was properly dismissed. . The Indian
h'llas a prinmafacie right to the land. The decisions appealed from are
affirmed.
It appears that Setuck Jim made application as the head of the
family. His;brother, Setuck Harry, gives notice of his death, and
claims to bedhis only heir.; Further information should be&secured
in order to determine the heirs. The Indians in Alaska are under
the supervision of. the-Bureau of Education. Notices of the -proceedings in this case 'havet been sent to Charles W. Hawkesworth,
Superintendent of the Bureau of Education at Yakutat, but he has
failed in each instance to appear or to take any action. -See Circular-i
No. 749, approved April 16, 1921 (48 L. D., 70). Notice of this
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should be sent to the Bureau of Education and- to the Forest.

decision

Service, as well as to the parties named in the caption.X
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DAY v. OCJTSHALL.X
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CorrEsT- CONTESTANT-

Decided: December 15, 1921.

RztIxNQIsnMaErT-HoSoTEAD-P-PREFEREsCE RIGHT-

BURDEN OF PROOF.
'Where the question arises, after; a relinquishment of a homestead' entry is

filed subsequently to the initiation of a contest, as to which- of two -applicants is entitled to enter the land, .one basing his. claim upon the contest,
the other upon the filing of the relinquishment, the presumption will obtain
that the contest induced the relinquishment, and the contestant will be
recognized as entitled to a preference right which can only be avoided on
a showing that .the contest charge was not. true, or that the contestant is:
not a qualified applicant, or that the land is not subject to his application..
SM.T1SEICE.
CONTEST- HOMESTEAD - BANDONMENT-RELINQUISHafENT
of
which
relinquishment
the
entry,
homestead
An application to contest a
was procured by a third party after the initiation of the contest, will not
be rejected for failure to comply with the nonmilitary and nonnaval averment requirement, of- the act of July 28, 1917, where abandonments of the,
entry is charged and it is clearly established by evidence that. the entryman's absence was not due to military or naval service.

FINNMY,. First Assitant Secretary:;
On January 30, 1917, Andrew J. McMillen made homestead entry

09751 for N. j S. 4, Sec. 22, and N. -S. i, and S. : SE i, Sec. 23,
and NE. j NE. 4, Sec. 26, T. 29 N., R. 37 W., 6th P. ;M., Valentine,
Nebraska, land, district, against which Melissa Cutshall on February 11; 1920, filed contest charging that said-

:

Contestee has wholly abandoned said land- and lives- and resides elsewhere
other than upon the said land for more than six months last past;; also. that the
said contestee has not taken this land as a home for himself but for speculative

purposes and has offered to sell the said land as soon -as satisfactory proof
could be made. Also that said contestee has wholly abandoned the said land
for more than six months last past; that his absence is not due to military
service in the United States Army or Navy and that his laches remain wholly
uncured to this date.

February 18, 1920, Curtis T. Day filed MeMillen's relinquishment
of that entry and presented his application 018893 to enter the land.
That application was suspended to await action'on Cutshall's application to contest. I Pursuant to the instructions of April 1, 1913 (42

L. D., 71), Cutshall was notified of her presumptive preference right
to enter the land.
Later, and inasmuch as notice of contest had not been served on
-McMillen, the register and receiver ordered and held a hearing to

determine the relative rights of the adverse applicants.

That hear-

-
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* ing resulted in a decision by the register and receiver in which they
Xfound, after fully and carefully abstracting the testimonyI
that Cutshall's application should be allowed and Day's application to enter
.should be rejected.
By its decision of August 6, 1921, now up for consideration on
Cutshall's appeal, the General Land Office after fully reciting the
pertinent facts, dismissed the contest on the ground that in an at0ttempt to allege McMillen's default, Cutshall had stated that it "is
not due to military service, in the' Army or Navy" when he should
have alleged that0"it was not due", etc.
This :Department can: not concur in that conclusion. While it is
true that under usual circ'umstances, a sufficient nonmilitary and nonnaval allegation Ishould be made, the. absence of such an allegation,
under the peculiar facts of this case does not:call for the rejection at
this, time of the application to contest. The original: eitryman has
no interest in this case, and the present adverse claimants are the
:only persons interested. Day- went to trial without raising any
question as to the sufficiency of the, contest application,; and did not,
even in his appeal from the decision of the local ofice, raise that
question. And moreover it is clearly established by the evidence
that McMillen's: absence was not due to military or naval service.,
Day, in opposing the present appeal, proceeds largely on the
lassumption that the burden was on Cutshall to show that'the contest charges were true and that McMillen's relinquishment was
induced by the fact that he had a knowledge of )the contest before
the relinquishment was filed.' In making these contentions, Day was
in error. This case is not controlled by the former rules applicable'
in such case to which he'calls attention, but it must be disposed of
under the instructions of-April 1, 1913 .(42 L. D., 71), paragraph 3 of
which is applicable to this case and declares that a contest 'such as the
one h'ere involved' gives the contestant a presumptive preference right.
to 'enter the land'and that '"said right can only 1 e .avoided on a:
showing that the:: contest charge was: not true, or that. the contestant is not a qualified applicant, or that the. land is not' subject
to his application." Under a further provision of that paragraph,
:the burden of establishing these issues was upon Day.
From this it will be seen that, the only issues; left for determinate
tion at this time are as to whether Day has shown by a preponderance
of the evidence'that the contest charges were not true, that Cutshal:
is not qualified to make thle entry she has, applied for or that the land
is not subject to entry under her application.
An examination of the evidence very clearly shows that Day has
failed to mect and carry the burdenwplaced upon him, by the in- _
structions mentioned and the decision . of the Commissioner must,
therefore, be and is hereby reversed.
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KERN PETROLEUM COMPA;Y.'
Decided December 19, 19231.
REPAYMENT-ACT OF MARCHs26, 1908-OIL AND GAs LANDS-MINING CLAIMFRAuD-TRANSFEREE.
A transferee cr/a placer oil claim, to whom a patent is denied for the reason
that the preliminary location was fraudulently made is entitled to repayment under the act of March 26, 1908, of the moneys deposited by him
pursuant to the requirements of the placer mining laws, where it does
not appear that he or his legal representatives were guilty of any fraudulent action or either had knowledge or were chargeable with knowledge
that fraud had been perpetrated by his predecessor in interest.,

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary::

In 1910 the Haight and Masonic oil placer claims were located in
the names of twenty persons and later they were: transferred to the
California Petroleum Lands Company, and in :turn conveyed to the
Kern Petroleum Company by which application, Visalia 08226, for
a patent was presented, and under whichbfinal certificate issued in
March, 1919, after the Kern Petroleum Company 'had made all 'the
necessary payments under that application.
Later, and after a. hearing had been. regularly ordered and held
on charges attacking the- bona fdes of the original locations, the
entry was canceled.
By its decision .of June 23, :1921, the General Land Office denied the
Kern Petroleum Company's application. for repayment on the ground
that the entry was canceled for the reason that- " the evidence shows
beyond doubt that the locations- were made for the benefit of said
California Petroleum Lands, Company- and constitute a1fraud upon
the Government.":
In its appeal 'from that action the Kern Petroleum Company urges
that it is entitled to repayment under thedact of March 26, 1908 (35
Stat., 48), which authorizes repayment to an- applicant whose appli-i
cation, entry, or proof has been rejected, Rand neither. such applicant
nor his legal representatives shall have been guilty of any fraud
.
or attempted fraud in connection:`with such application."
This suggestion is-based, on. the, applicant's, contention that the
fraud upon which the concellation was based lwas not committed by
it, and that its application should not be rejected because- of a fraud
perpetrated by its predecessor in interest.
In the opinion of this Department.this position isiwell taken, and
must be sustained. It is nowhere contended that there was;'any fraud
whatever in connection with.the Kern Petroleum Company's applicationto: enter, or that that company or its legal representatives were
malt any time guilty of' any fraudulent action, or that it. or they either
had knowledge, or were so far charged with knowledge of the fact
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that preliminary locations were fraudulently made, as to call for the
rejection of this application.
The decision appealed from must, therefore, be and it hereby- is,
reversed.
REGULATIONS TO GOVERN THE LEASING OF LANDS IN THE
CROW RESERVATION, MONTANA, FORMINING PURPOSES.
Section 6 of the act of June 4,1920 (41 Stat. L.,751-753), 'reads:
That any and all minerals, including oil and gas, on any of the lands to be
allotted hereunder are reserved for the'benefit of the members of the tribe in
common and may be leased for mining purposes, upon the request of the, tribal
council under such rules, regulations, and conditions as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe, but no lease shall be made for a longer period than
10 years, but the lessees shall have the right to renewal thereof for a' further
period of 10 years upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary of'the
Interior may prescribe: Provided, however, That allotments hereunder may
be made of lands classified as valuable chiefly for coal or other minerals which
may'be patented as herein provided with a reservation, set forth in the patent,
of the coal, oil, gas, or other mineral deposits for thebenefit of the Crow Tribe:
And provided farther, That at the expiration of 50 years from the date of
approval of this act, unless otherwise ordered by -Co ngress, the coal, oil, gas,
or other mineral deposits -upon or beneath the. surface of said allotted lands
shall become the property of the individual allottee or his heirs.

1. To carry this provision of law into effect the following regulations are prescribed:
Hereafter no leases covering any of the land above referred to will
be offered for lease until the Crow Council shall have passed a resolution requesting the 'Secretary of the;Interior to lease the land for
mining purposes. Should any person or corporation desire to have
any particular tract of land offered for lease, written request to that
effect should be submitted to. the superintendent or other officer in
charge of the Crow Reservation in-. order that such tract may, if
deemed advisable, upon the request of the Crow, Council, be included
in the next advertisement of leases.
2. At such times and in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct, the superintendent shall publish notices that
specific tracts will be offered at public auction to, the highest responsible bidder for a bonus consideration in addition to stipulated
royalties.
3. The successful bidder. must deposit with the superintendent
on the day of sale a-certified check on a solvent national bank-in an
amount equal to 20 per cent of the bid as af guaranty of good faith.
The superintendent after each sale shall furnish a list of all successful bidders to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and -leases shall-

it
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be entered'into with the successful bidders by the superintendent,
Who shall submit same for departmnental approval.
The right is reserved by the Secretary of the Interior to reject

iany

and all bids, and to disapprove and reject any lease made on an

accepted bid. Should'any lease be disapproved and rejected after
deposit made by bidder, the deposit shall be immediately returned.
4.: A successful bidder shall file an application for approval of
4lce (Form A)!, giving the information called for therein, and
will be allowed 30'days from date of notice 'of acceptance of bid
within which to execute leases. and otherwise comply -with these regulations. 'Failure on the part of an applicant to, comply with the

requirements shall operateas a*forfeiture of the amount deposited
tsa
s
guaranty of good faith.j Delivery of lease shall be withheld
pending payment of balance of any bonus, and if such balance be
:not paid within 20 days. after notice by the superintendent of the
approval of the lease the approval shall be revoked and the deposit
forfeited, in the discretion :of te
crayor. f the Itro
5. All leases shall be executed in triplicate,' and when filed with
the superintendent shall be accompanied by a filing fee of $6. The
superintendent shall place all such fees in a special fund, to be ox* pended under the direction of- the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
for the necessary expense of leasing and of supervising mining
operations.
6. Every application for the approval of a lease (Form A) shall
affirm that the lease is taken in good faith for development and opoIration, not for speculation or transfer; shall set forth any interest the
applicant may have in mining leases upon restricted Indian lands in
the Crow Reservation;- and shall show briefly his business experience,,
his competence to fulfill the obligation of the lease, andlhis aggregate
assets and liabilities. If the applicant is a corporation, it shall file
evidence of :authority of its, officers to execute papers, and with its
first application it shall also file
'(I) A. certified copy of its articles of incorporation, and, if foreign
to the State in which the lands are located, evidence showing compliance withv the corporation laws thereof.
(II) Lists of officers and stockholders, with post-office addresses
and number of shares held by each.

;(III). A sworn- statement of the proper officers showing:
(a) The total number of shares of the capital stock actually issued
and the amount of:cash paid into the treasury on each share sold;
or, if paid in property, the: kind, quantity, and value of the .same
paid per share.
:
.(b), Of the stock sold, how much remains, unpaid and subject to
assessment.
i
*
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(c) lThe, amount of the, cash the company has in its treasulry and
elsewhere, and from what source it:was'received.
(d) The property, exclisive of 'ash; owned by the compny, and.
its value.
(e) The total indebtedness of the company and the nature of its 1
obligations.
7. Statements of*changes in officers and stockholders shall be furnished by acorporation lessee to the superintendent. on January 1
of each year and at such other times as may be requested. Affidavits
may also berequired of individual stockholders at any time, settino
fort lini what corporations or with. what persons, frms, or associations' such individual stockholders are interested in oil and gas mining,
on' the .Crow Reservation, and 'Whether they hold such interest for
themselves or in trust.
8. Lessees tshall' furnish with each lease a bond 0(Form' C) with
two or more personal sureties, or with an acceptable company authorized to act, as sole surety. Such bond shall be in amount as
follows: For less than 80 acres, $1,000; for 80 acres and less. than:
120 acres, $1,500; for 1204acres and not more. than.j160 acres,

s$000;

and for teach additional 40 acres or part thereof above 160 acres,
$500; provided that a lessee may file one bond (Form 'D) in 'the
sum of $15,000 covering all leases on the Crow Reservation to which
he is or may become a party. The right is reserved to increase the
amount of a bond above the sum named in any case where the Secretary of the Interior deems it proper to do so.
9. The superintendent may, either before or after approved'of a
lease, call for any additional information desired to carry out 'these
regulations. If a lessee'shall fail 'to furnish the papers necessary.
to put his lease and bond in proper 'formi for consideration, the'
superintendent shall 'forward such lease for disapproval.
10. Oil and gas leases shall be' made for a period of 10 years
from the date of approval by the Secretary;of the Interior, and as'I j
much longer thereafter as oil:or gas shall be found' in paying quai-tities, provided that such extension shall not exceed -an' additional
10 years. Leases'for other minerals shall be for a period 'no'tlonge'r
than 10 years, with the privilege of renewal for an' additional periodu
of I10 years in the case of producing leases.
'
11. Without special permission of 'the Secretary of the Interior,
which may be obtained only when the conditions of mining or operation are very exceptional-''
(a) No lease on deposits of the nature of lodesIor v'eins containing- ores of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, or other useful' metal
shall be granted for less than 20 acres nor. for more thn-9'60 acres.
(b) No 'lease for "beds'of' placer' gold; gypsum: phosphate, asphaltum, iron ores, or other useful minerals other than coal, oilan

451.>
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gas shall, be, granted for less than 40 acres nor. for more than 9.60
acreS.

.

.

.

-

(c) Leases: for., oil and gas shall be made wherever practicable
on units of .160 acres,. but leases on. larger tracts. may be- made. with
the. consent. of the: Secretary;. andx:no. individual, corporation,. part-f
nersbip, company,. or associations shall hold leases forl oil and gas
mini~ng .purposes on ilands in the: row Reservation in excess of 4,8Q0
acres.
12.The lesseeishall exerciserdiligencelin sinking wells. for oil and
natural gas, on land cofvered, by the lease, and shall drill at- least. one
well thereon within
voneyear
from the date of'.approv'al of the leasoi
by,.theSecretary of the Interior_ or shall pay to the officer in charge,
if~or* the.use and benefit of the-lessor, for each whole
the com-0
pletion of .such!w le.is delayed after the date of;. such approval bythe- Secretary of the Interior, for 4not to' exceed .10 years -fronm the
date of such approval, in addition.to the other considerations named:.
in. the lease, aarental of $1 per ;acre, payable- aiinually; and' if the
lessee: shall faill to, drill at- least one well within any such yearly
period and shall fail to surrender .the leasei. by executing and re-:
cording.a .-proper .release thereof: and' 6thervise`' eomplyinii with
paragraph 7 of the lease ,on or before the end of any such year dur
ing .which the completion of 8s ch well is delayed, such failure shall
be taken and held as conclusively evidencing the -election and: covenantof..the~lessee to pay the rental of $-1'per'acre for'such year, .and
thereupon the lessee shall be absolutely obligated tio pay sich.rental..
The failure: of ithe ;lesseei to pay such-.rental before the expiration 6f
Th days after. it. becomes due at! the' end of any yearly period during.i
which a well has not been completed, as provided herein, shall be aiviolation-of one of the hateial iand' substantial terms and conditions of the lease and be cause 'fo cancellation of- such lease under i
iparagrhaph 9. thereof :' lbut' such' cancellation: shall not in ! anywise
operate to release or relieve the lessee fromn the covenant and' obligation to pay such rental or anyI other accrued obligation. The: lessee
may be required. by the Secretary of thei Interior; or by I such officer
as he may designate forlthe purpose, to drill and operate wells to
offset awells on adjoining tract8- and within .300 feet of the dividing:
line, or. ini case of gas wells- the lessee may have the option. of paying on each proposed well a sum equal to:the royalty which, under
these regulations, :would be payable- on the- well' to be offset instead
of drilling such offset-well Offset vWells. must be -drilled' or royalties paid in lieu of drilling, within 30 days after .the-lessee is notified ,to doiso, and failure to conimply with such requirement shall con-.
stitute a violation of oneof the substantial terms ofithe lease.. .
.year
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13.. Lessees shall pay-on each oil and gas lease animally in advance
from the date. of approval by the Secretary of the Interior royalties'
as follows: Fifteen cents"per acre per ainum
urfor the first and secondV
years, 30 cents per.- annium for the third and fourth years, 75' cents
per annum for the' fifth year,, and' $1:X per -acre per': anilm' 'for
each succeeding year during the life of -the lease. The advance
royalty for the first year 'shall be paid to the officer in charge at the'
time of filing the lease, and all such payments shall be credited on' the
stipulated royalties for the particular 'year for which they are made.
'14. Lessees other than: oil andd gas lessees- shall 'pay on all leases
annually in advance for the. first year a rent: of '15 cents per acre;*
for the second year 30. cents per acre:; for the third year '50- cents per:
acre ;: and for the fourth and. each succeeding year $1 per acre. AYl
sums paid as rental in any one year shall be credited afteriproduc-.
tion begins "on the royalty for that year, if -such royalties: on produc
tion. exceed. the advance annual rental.
On all leases of. class (a).;there' shall be expended annually in development work a sum which, with the annual rental, shall make an
Amount not less than $5 per acre.
On all leases of class (b) there shall be' expended- annually in,
development work a sum which,- with the annual rental, shall make
an amount not less than $100 for each 160 acres or fraction thereof
included in the lease..
Each lessee shall file' with the officer in charge of the-reservation
an annual report ifi duplicate within 20 days after -the close of each
calendar year, 'showing: the character and value of the: development'
work*performed in that- year, such report to be verified by affidavit
of the lessee or his representative in charge of the- work.'
15. For substances other than :gold, -silver, copper, lead,; zinc,
tungsten, coal, asphaltum, 'and allied substances, oil, and gas, the
lessee shall pay quarterly a royalty of not less than 10 per cent of thel
value, at the nearest shipping' point, of all ores; metals, or minerals:
marketed.
16.. For-gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc,;- and tungsten, the lessee
shall pay quarterly a royalty of not less than, 10 per-cent, to be i
computed on the gross value- of the' ores' as. shown by reduction
returns after deducting freight and treatment charges. Duplicate
reduction returns shall be-filed by the lessee with the superintendent:
or other officer in charge of 'the: reservation within 10 'days after the
'
ending -of the quarter within 'which:such returns are made.
17. For coal the lessee shall pay quarterly a royalty of not less than
10 cents per: ton of 2,000 pounds of mine run, or coal as taken from
.the mine, including what it commonly called "slack."a
'
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18.~For. asphaltum and allied. substances. the lessee shall pay
quarterly a royalty of not:lesslthan 10 cents per ton of 2,000 pounds
qon crudematerial and of. not less Aia.n 60 cents -per ton on refined
substances.
P
pay a..royalty of not less than. 12. per
oil
the.lesseeshall
1 9.For
cent of the gross proceeds of the.oil produced, *and payment'shall be.
made .at the time of sale'-or removal of oil.20. The minimum rate of royalty for gas shall be $300 per, well per
annum, payable in aAdvance, 'calculated from date of co encement
:of utilization':. Provided, That the.royalty shall ::be 12 per cent of
the gross proceeds of the sale of the gas, and which shall not be less
than the value of same at the well, to be determined by the Secretary
of the Interior, in the event such amount exceeds- $300 per annum for
* each year from date of commencement of utilization, after deducting
the gas used for fuel- in operating the lease. Where the lessee desires
0to retain the gas producing privilege 'of any -well, but not to 'utilize
the well for commercial purposes, he shall pay an annual rental of
0$100
in advance, beginning from the date of discovery of gas, and to
:be paid within 20 days therefrom.'.:21.The'royalties on all products except' gas, coal, oil, gold, silver,
copper, ]ead, zinc, and tungsten' shall be based on sworncquarterly
reports, and shall be paid within 20 days after the close of eachi
quarter.
22. The lessee shall keep books of account showing the amount of
:ore shipped or oil or other mineral substance 'sold or treated, and
showing also the amount-o6f money received from the sale of ores, oil,
etc. The books of the lessee- shall 'be open to inspection, examination,
and verification byany'officer -of the' Interior Department assigned
to such duty byfthe'Secretary of the Interior, and it is distinctly uniderstood that the duly authorized agents of the Government shall be
rpermitted freely to make transcripts. of all the accounts and other
books of :lessee.
'23. All royalties or' payments 'due6under leases issued under these
' regulations 'shall be paid 'to the
lsuperintendent or other officer il
charge of the reservation in cash or by~certified check or other suitable
form of exchange.

I

)ASSIGNMENTS.

2£. (a) Leases hereafter approved, or any interest therein, may be
assigned or transferred only with the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior, and to procure such approval the assignee, must be
qualified to hold such lease'under existing rules and resolutions, and
/-shall 'furnish a satisfactory bond for the faithful performance of
the covenants and conditions thereof..
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0 0 --No
(b)3'leas& or any interest th rein or the use of such lease shall
be assigned, sublet, or transferredd;.direetly or':indirectly, by work:Jing or drilling-contract or other§wise, without the consent of the Secretary of the Interior.

(c) -Assignments 'of leases and stipulations. modifying' the: termsI
of existing -- eases -shall be filed with- the superintendent' withi'n' 030
days after the. date of execution. ? A filingkfee -of $6 for each assign'.ment and $2 'for each- stipulation shall be paid to the superintendent,
to be expended under the direction of the Commissioner- of Indian
Affairs for the necessaryeie'pense Of leasing and of super'isilingmm
ing operations.'
CANCELLATION.25. A lease will be canceled by the.Secretary ofthe Interior for
good cause upon application of the lessor or lessee, or if at any ti, e
the secretary is satisfied that the provisions of the lease: or of any
regulations, heretofore or* hereafter prescribed have been riolated.
0When the 'lsseee applies 'for cancellation' of an approved llease, 'he

shall pay. a surrender fee of $1, anad

all

royalties and rents due to

;.the daite of .completion of sch application must be paid before' the

same will be c6nsidered, and the parts of:the lease held by the lessor
and the 'lessee shall be surrendered, together with a properly executed and recorded release of.:record if the lease has been recorded.
:No part of any advance royalties shall be refunded to the lessee;, nor
shall he be ,relieved ifrom, his obligation topay advance royalties and
reiitals in lieu of development aiinually when due, by, reason of any
subsequent surrender; or canceflation of:.the lease. Upon cancellation of a lease the lessorshall ,be entitled to take immediate possession
of the land.
.
D

* .260..Operations uponjland covered by any-lease requiring'the approval of, the Secretary, of. the Interior: will not be permitted' until
aftersuch lease.is regularly. approved, delivered, and official notice
thereof given.
DUTIES OF LESSEES.

27. In mining operations thejlessee shall keep the miine well and
sufficiently timbered at all points wherenecessary, in accordanc'e 'with:
0good
.
mining: practice, and in such matnner as may be necessary to
0the p~roper Vpreserva~tion' o'f ':t he proper'ty leased and 'safety of the
workmehn,'compatible with 'economical mining.
:28. On expiration of the :term of a lease, or' when a leaise'is sur-::
rendered, the lessee shall deliver to the Government the leased ground

4
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with the mine 'workings in, good order' and 'condition, and bondsmen
will' be held for such delivery: in good-order and6condition, unless
reliev'ed by the Secretary of:theInterior for cause. It'shall however, be stipulated that the machinery necessary to operate the*mine
is the 'property 'of' the lessee', but that it' may be :-removed by him:
only afer thie condition of the property 'has been ascertained by inspection by the Secretary of the' Interior or his authorized agents.
:29. The' Secretary of the 'Interior may, in his discretion, cancel
any Ilea'se if -the' mining operations are conducted wastefully and
'

fwi'thout regard' to good mining practice.

' 30 Before actual drilling or:'development operations 'are commenced' on' the leased lands or'; within not' less than -30 days from
the date of approval of'these' regulations, in-case of producing leases'
'or leased lands on which 'such: operations have been commenced prior
to such approval, the 'lessee or assignee shall appoint a local or resi'dent' representative within the State, on whom the superintendent
'or other: authorized rep'resenitative' of the :Department of the Interior
may serve notices 'or otherwise communicate with in' securing compliance with these regulations, and shall notify the' superintendent
of -the 'name,'and' post-office address of the representative so tappointed.
"In the 'event of the incapacity, or :absence from-the county of' such
designated local 6r resident representative, the lessee shall' appoint
ihis, stead, and in the absence of such represome' person to serve-in
sentative or 'of notice of the "appointment of- a substitute any
employee of the lessee upon the leased premises, or' the contractor
:or other' person in 'charge of drilling or related operations thereon,
shall be considered the representative of the lessee':for the;purpose
of" service'of orders or notices as herein provided, and service upon
any .such employee, contractor, or other person shall- hbe: deemed
service upon the lessee'
"31. Five''days prior-to the commencement of drilling operations
lessee shall submit, on forms to be; furnished by the superintendent,
0 report in'duplicate showing the' location of the proposed wells.
32. 'Lessee shall keep uponi the leased premises' accurate records 'of
the drillihng, redrilling, or deepening of all wells, showing formations
drilled through, casing used, together with other information as indicated on prescribed forms to be furfished by the superintendent, and
shall transmit such- and' other reports; of operations when required
'by the superintendent.
33. Lessee shall furnish on the .1st day of January and the 1st
day6of July of each year a plat, in-manner and form: as prescribed by
the superintendent, showing: all wells, active or- abandoned, on the
leased lands, and other related information. Blank plats will be furnished upon application.
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34. Lessee shall clearly and permanently mark all-rigs or wells ina conspicuous place with the name of.the lessee and the. number .or
designation of the well, and shall take all necessary precautions for
:the preservation of these, markings.
35. Lessee shall not drill within 300 feet of boundary line of leased
lands, except:-with,.the consent of the superintendent. Lessees shall
not- locate any well or tank within 200jfeet of any public highway or
any building, used as akdwelling, granary, barn, or established- watering place, except with the written permission of the. superintendent.
36. Lessee shall notify the superintendent in advance of intention
to use .the mud fluid process of drilling, so that. an inspector. of the
Interior, Department may approve* the method and ,material to .be
-used, in the event the operator is not familiar with-this process.
37. Lesseeshalltprovide a properly prepared slush pit into which
all sand pumpings :and other materials extracted from the well during the process of drilling shall be deposited. Such sand pumpings
and materials shall not be allowed to run over the surface of the
land. The construction of such pits shall be subject to the approval
of the inspector.
38. Lessee: shall effectually shut out and exclude all water from
any oil or gas bearing stratum and take all proper precautions and
rmeasures to prevent the. contamination or -pollution of any freshwater supply. encountered in any well drilled for oil-orgas.
39.: Lessee shall protect to the: satisfaction of the. inspector each
productive oil or gas bearing formation drilled thinugh for the purpose: of producing oil or gas fromn alower formation.
40. When natural gas is encountered in commercial quantities in
any well, lessee 0shall confine suchi gas. to its inatural stratum until
such time'as the same can be produced and utilized without waste,
it being understood'that commercial quantity of gas produced by a
well is any unrestricted flow of natural gas in excess of 2,000,000
cubic feet per .24 hours: Provided, That if,jin the opinion, of the
superintendent, gas of a lesser quantity shall be of commercial value,
D$the superintendent shall have authority to require the conservation
-of said gas.; Water shall not be introduced into any well where such
introduction will: operate to kill- or restrict the open flow of gas

therein..

.

41. Lessee shall separate, the oil from the- gas when both are pro-.
duced in commercial quantities .from the same formation, or under
such conditions as might result in waste of oil or gas in commercial
quantities.
42. Lessee shall not use natural gas from a distance or separate
stratum for the purpose of flowing or Mliting the oil.
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.43. Lessee shall prevent oil or gas, or both, from escaping from
any well into the open air, and not permit any oil or gas well to go
wild or to burnlwastefully.
44. Lessee..shall not use natural gas in place of steam to..operate
engines qr,-pumps under direct pressure, except with the special permission of the superintendent.
45., Lessee shall notr use 'natural gas in flambeau lights, save as
authorized or approved-by. the superintendent..

46. Lessee shall use-eyery .possible precaution, in accordance with
the, most approved methods, to stop and prevent waste of natural gas

and: oil, or both, at' the wells and frponmconnecting lines and to pre;:vent the wastefulutilization of such gas.abo~ut the well.
47. ;-Lessee ;hall notify the, superintendent a, reasonable time. in
advance of;skirting work of intention to redrill, deepen, plug, or
abandon a, well; and.whenever' the: superintendent orjinspector has
given ,Aotice that extra precautions are necessary in the -plugging oof
wells ,in a jarticularterritory,, lessee shall give-at least three days'
advance notice of such intended plugging.
48. Lessee shall not abandon any well for the purpose, of. drilling
deeper for oil or gas unless. the producing stratum is properly. protected, and shall not abandon any wellproducing oil, or gas except
with the-approval of the superintendent or where it can be demonstrated tthat the furither operation of such well is commerciallyX
unprofitable..

49., Lesse'e, shall plug: and' fill ,all dry or abandoned wells on the
leased lands in the manner required, and where any such well pene.
trates an'oil or gas bearing, formation, it shall be thoroughly cleaned
to the bottom of the hole: before being plugged or filled,:and shall
then be filled with mud-laden fluid of a consistency approved by the
superintendent, £rom the bottom to the ,top thereof, before any
casing is removed ,from the well, or, in lieu of the use of, such mud
fiuid, each oil and gas bearing formation shall be adequately protected by cement,, and the well, filled in above and below .such cement
or, plugs with, material approved by the superintendent.
Where both: fresh water and. salt water are encountered in any dry
orabandoned well whicisi
not beingp filled. with mud-laden fluid
as hereinbefore provided, the fresh water shall be efficiently pro:tected againSt 'contamination bJyTqepment :or approved plugs, , or by
both such cement. and plugs, tobe placed at such points inthe well
as the superintendent shal approvefor.the protection of the fresh
water.
50. If such abandoned or dry well be in a coal bed or other mineral
vein deposit, or be in such condition as to warrant taking extraordinary. precautions, the superintendent may require such variations
in the above-prescrbed methods
ofIgbeg and filling as maybe
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jnecessary in his judgment to -protect such :seam:'o'r deposit against
infiltration of -gas or water :and to' protect all other strata' encountered
in the well.

shall;be int-roduced into- anyt'well being,' plugged, andthetype of
5 The manner
in~ which such mud-la
en
flud,. cement,
orplg
plugs so used shall be subject to the approval of the superintendenIt.
In the' event the lessee o'r operator4 shall fail to-plug properly any
dry or abandoned- well in accordance with' these regulations, the
: 'superintendentmay, after five days' notice to the parties intinterest,
Plug'. such well at' the' 'expense of the lessee or his surety.
t:0t52. All B-S-or water from tanks 'or wellsshall be'drained'off iint'o
proper receptacles located :at a-safe distance from tanks, wells, or
buildings, to' the end that same'may'b'e disposed of by being burned
'or transported from':the'premises.
*-Where
'
it is impossible to, beurn the B-S, or where it is necessary
to pump salt water 'in suchY'quantities as would damage the-"surface of the leased' land or adjoining property, or pollute any fresh
water, the lessee shall notify the 'superintendcent, who shall gives in:struetions in each' intance ast tohe disposition of such 'B-S or salt
water.53. Lessee shall make ;a full ancd completeo report to th'e superintendent of 'all accidents or fires occurring6 onthe leased premises.
* 54.-Lessee shall provide approved'tankage of suitable, shape-:olr
accurate'measurement, into which all production of crude oil shall
be' run from the wells, and shall furnish' the superintendent copies of
accurate' tank tables and all run tickets, as and when 'requested.
A
'55. The' superintendent may make0 arrangements with the' purchasers of oil for the 'payment'of the royalty, ui't'such 'arrangen'ents,
if 'made, shall 'not relieve 'the lessee from responsibility for the pay-,
ment ofithe royalty, should such purchaser fail, neglect, or'refuse to
pay tlhe royalty wheh it becomes'due': Provi'ded, That no'oilshall-be
run to any purchaser 'or' delivered to the pipe lines or oter carrier
for shipment, 'or otherwise conveyed or removed from the leased
premises, until a division order is executed, filed, and, approved. by
the spetiintedent,' showing that the' lessee ha's a' regularly approved
l ease 'in 'effect,and. the conditions u-nder' which the oil
Iray.be'r
L ssees shall'be required to. pay for all 'oil or gas used off the leased
premises for operating purposes; affidavit shall be made as to the
.production used 'for such :purposes and royalty paid in -theusualmanner.' The lessee' or 'his representative shall be present when "oil is
taken fromn'the leased premises under any division order and will.be
X responsible for-the correct measurement thereof and shall report all
oil so run.
'
The' lessee shall halso authorize the 'pipe line company or the pu'r.'chase'r of oi 'to -furnish the suierinitendent with a moiit statement,

48.]
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not later :4thain t}iet 10th d'a'y of 'the 'following calendar mon'; f £'the
gr-ssbarrielsrunA as' commoiaLarrier'shipieBnt 'or purich'ased'from iis
lease or leases.
i
56. Lessee. will not be permitted to use: any timber from anyvCrow
lands 'exc''-pt under'written agreement with the owner, and in all'
eases Where' lands are restricted such agreement shall be subject to.
-the. approvalof
:the
superintendent.: Lessee shall, when -requested by
the -superintendent, furnish' a' statemnent' under' oath as to whether
the rig timbers.-were purchased on the leased tract; and if so, state
the name. of th eperson from whom purchased, and give such other
information 'regarding the procurement of timber as the superintendent may desire.
.
57. The use of and damage to surface of land shall be settled as
provided in'the lease.
58. Failure to comply with any provision of the lease or of these
regulations shall subject thelease-to,cancellation by the Secretary
of the Interior or the lessee to a fine of not more than $500 per day
for each and every davr the: termst of the lease or the regulations are
violated, or thle orders of, the superintendent pertaining thereto are
not complied with, or to both such fine and cancellation, in the diseretion, jof .the .Secretary of the', Interior: Provided, That the lessee
shallsbe entitled to notice and hearing:'with respect to the 'terms of
'the'lease or 6f the regulation's violated, which'-hearing shall be held
'by 'the 'superintendent, w-hose findng, shall be conclusiv unless anl
0 appeal be taken to the VSecretary of the Interior within 30 days after
-noticeof the superintendent's decision, and the decision of'the Secerotary of: the Interior upon. appeal shall be conclusive.
59. ,These regulationfsshafll becomeefective and in full force from
an~d.,after, the 'date' of .approval,, and :shall be,.subject to. change or

alteration' at any-time by the 'Secretary

of the"Interior:' Provided,

That lno -reguilations "made' after the approval of' any' lease shall
operate to affect the terms of lease, rate of royalty, rental, or acreage,
unless agreed to by both parties'to the lease.'
60. Appli"cations, leases, and, other papers must be upon forms pro'scribed by the 'S'ecretary of the Interi
and the superintendent will
furnish prospective lessees with 'such forms at a cost of $1 per set.
Form A.-Application for lease, including financial showing.
0' 0 -'Form'lB:Oll'and gas lease.'

Form C.-M'ining leaserotherthan poi and gas.
Form D.-Bond.
Form E.-Authority of officers to execute papers.
, ,l

Form F.-Assignment.
'Form GA-Collective bond.
*ji;.!'

'.:.'''

'
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All sums,:received: from- saleof forms shall be placed in a special
fund, t- be expended under the direction of the Commissioner of
Indian Aflairs for the expenses necessary to carry. out these regulations.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN: AFFAIRS.

The foregoing regulations are respectfullyv-submitted to:. the. Secretary. of the Interior with the recomendation that they be fap-

proved.

-

-- AS. 11. BUR,
C.0Vjomvssioner :of Indian Affairs.
Approved: December 19, 1921.
E. C. FINNEY.
Acting Secretary.:
.

LOYD WILSON.
Decided December 21,_1921.;AMENDIfENT-WATER- ExPLoATION PERMIT-ENTRY-SECRETARY Or THE INTE
-RIOR-SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY.
The Secretary of the Interior- may, through.'.the exercise of his supervisory
power, sanction, the amendment of a permit to explore, for: water granted
under the act of October 22, 1919, inasmuch as such a .permit is an " entry"
in the sense in which that term is used in the administration of the public
-land laws irelating to the amendment of entries.
AMENDMENT-SECRETARY OF THEINTErIOR- SUPERVItsORY ATTHORITY-STATUTES.
The enactment by Congress of particular statutes making it mandatory for the
Secretary of the Interior to grant amendments of entries undernspecified
circumstances does not deprive, him of thi exercise of his supervisory power
to grant. amendments -on other grounds not provided for by those statutes,
and that power should be liberally- exercised incases where, entries have
been-jimproperly ,appliedofor and- allowed because of misinformation given
to applicants.
AMENDMENT-ENTRY-WORDS AND PHRASES.
The, word "entry," when used in the statutes and-departmental regulations
:relating to amendments, is to be construed in its generic sense and treated
as signifying an appropriation of public Idanis generally.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND APPLIED.
:The cases of North and South Alabama Railroad Company (2 L. D., 681),
Crail Wiley (3 L. D., 429), Samuel Meek (18 L. D.,_213j, Josiah Cox (27
L. D., 389), William 'A.L Calderhead (36' L. :.,446), Elbert S.: Sibert (40
L. D., 434), cited and applied.

:
FINNEY, First Assistant Setretay:
The failure of the local officers to note the 'allowance' of certain
desert-land entries on their records caused toyd Wilson 'to later present his applications Carson City 012346, under the act of October
-
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22; 1919. .(41 'Stat., 293), ffor a.permit. to drill, 'o-r otherwise explore
SW.-, Sec. 26, T. 37-N.,IR. 25
for water on the SE. 4 NW. i,'and E. :-S
E., M. D.AM., and other lands, -and resulted'isnthe erroneous fgranting-0
of that permit by this Department on1lDecember 23, 1920, as to those
- .> .0:i - .- 0 4
: 5 -0:
tracts.i- x;:: tt Later, and after; Wilson's attention had been called to the fact that
his permit was in fatal conflict with those -entries,! he' presented his:
application to havelhis permit so amended as to include therein other
and unappropriated tracts adjoining the qands not in conflict in lieu
of the tracts named-; and by its decision of August 25, 1921, the General Land&Office denied-that application :on the ground that-" there is.
no authority invlaw for the amendment. of" such permits.
* The case is now before this Department for consideration and it
must be held that that decision is erroneous for the reason that it is
well settled that the. Land Dep artment may at any time take any
action that may be necessary to correct its errors while the land involved remains subject to its jurisdiction.
There .isaanother, and a. fundamental reason why this Department
can not concur in the Commissioner's conclusion that this amendment
should be rejected because there is no statute which, in terms, authort:izes the amendmnent of. such permits as to the one here in question.
While the word "entry" is generally used in the statutes and dei to amendments, that Word, when so
paftmental regulations 4:relating
used, should. be' taken in its generic sense and treated' as "signifying
an appropriation of public lands" generally, as was 'said in North
and South Alabama Railroad Company, (2 L. D., 681, 682), 'where
it was'held that 'the word, entry"' as used Lin the repayment statutes

included" selection

'

'

'

Fort thisreason, and for the purposes of 'the present consideration,
this permit must be considered and treated- as an entry, and it has
been' long- settled that the Secretay- of the' Interior has., through the
exercise of the power' given by section'-441 'of thebRevised Statutes to
supervise the Goverent's 'business relating to public 'lands, the
inherent or : incidental, power to sanction' in- his' discretion, 'the
amendment of entries of aiiy' kind on 'equitable' grounds, and for 'thel
purposes not only of -correcting mi'stakes but to prevent unmerited
loss' or 'hardship on 'the "part of 'the entryman, and it is well settled
that he has that power independent of any statute specifically authoring Isuch amendments.' 'WilliamiA.( Calderhead (36 L; D.,446)', paragraph 10 of instructions of April 22; 1909 (31'`L.'D., 655,' 657). And
it has been repeatedly held that that power should be liberally exer-:
cised and not abridged, particularly -by technical rules or I'in cases
where entries hAve beennmade, as in this case, -through misinformation
:given entrymen, or for similar reaJons. "Cxrail Wiley: (3'g. D.,429),
Samuiel Mleek '(18 L. 'D., 2:13),' Josiah CGox"(027 'L. ID., 389U).-:'
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OItis true that Congress has enacted eertainjlaws providing for- the
amendment. of entries: under certain, circumstances, such as section
2372 of the Revised Statutes, but-it was for the purposesi f making'
it mandatory upon -the $Secretaryto grant such amendments as. are.
specified in these statutes, and not for the purpose of taking away
by implication. or otherwise his Jnherent .power,.to whih reference
has been- made, that-those. statutes were, enacted. Elbert S. Sibert,
(4. L.-)D., 434). For these reasons-,. it, must be lhejdthat the decisign
appealed from, was erroneoijs. and it -is consequently hereby: reversed.
RESTORATION TO SETTLEMENT; AND ENTRY OF LANDS WITHDRAWN
1 FOR THE TOWNSITE OFi TALKEETNA,fALASKA.'
:

INSTRIJOTIO:NS.

..

.

[CircularNo. 797.]
DE:PARTMENT OF THE-INTERIOR,
- .GENERAL LAND- OFFICE,
j t :j::
0--i:;
-. 0:
THE REGrSTER,,

.0.

-

:9

?19
:vWas-hington, D._C., DeceberB,

: - Juneau, Alaska:
fBy Executive order No. 3472, dated .ay25,1921,. it is ordered
that certain, lands therein described -be', and the same are,-,eliminated
from the operation of Executive order rNo. 1919,,Adated ,April 21,
1-914, withdrawing and reserving certain lands .for, thei townsite. of
Talkeetna under the act. of Congress -approved March 12, 1914. (38
Stat., 305); and- it was ordered. that, the said lands be restored jto,
entry, with the exception of those lands. embraced in, surveyN.o. 1260.
not
It should be observed, however, that this restoration-does
modify nor otherwise, affect any other withdrawals. or. reservations
of the lands or any por0tion thereof.i
Pursuant to said order -of restoration of May 25, 1921, and .subject
to valid rightst and-the, terms and: conditions of; any, other withdrawals
or reservations,.the lands hereinafter.-described sha1:1,.if non-mineral,
be opened t homestead entryin accordance with JointResolution:
No.&29, of February. 14, .1920()41. Stat., 434), :and:Departmental regu-:
lations issued thereunder, of -March 31, 1929, Circular No. 678 (47.
L. D., 346);, only by qualified !ex-servicemen: and women,,-of the,
WVar with Germany, for-... a period- of six tythree (63)--3 days,hand.
thereafter any of said lands remaining unentered- shall be opened to ,
appropriation under .the land , laws 'of ,the Unied. tatest as apdplicable .to. Alaska-; and. special Alaskan acts, -in -the,. manner; and

-

-

subject to the .following.consideratioais::.-

r

.

-

,-(a). Soldiers, Preference.,From- Februaqry 15, ;1922 to April- ,1922, inclusive, certain lands will be su~bject to. entry-under the home-

:stead lawIs by qualified -ex-sebrvce men,,and women of theWar with

.
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Germany,.-.who have been honorably discharged or -separated fromI
:the Service, or placed 'in the Army or Naval Reserves, provided,
that such soldier preferencee applicant may file applications to enter
at any time during the twenty (20). days prior to the date on which
said restoration becomes effective, that is; from January 26KI 1922 to
February 14,. 1922, inclusive, alli such applications, together with
those filed on February 14, 1922, to be treated as Iflaed simiultaneouslv,
and conflicting applications 'to be disposed of by ot. Circular No.
324, dated May 22, 1914 (43 L. D., 254).
The preferences above.provided for are subject to valid prior set-.

tlement rights or equitable claims recognized by existing laws,, but
to .avoid confusion,:any such right or,claim .should -be asserted during
th e twenty (20) days simultaneous filing periodi:provided forIabove.
G(b)
eneral Disposition.-Any. of said lands not taken under' paragraph (a), 'above, will' becomi'e subject' to'appropriation, beginnfing
April19, 1922, in accordance .'With said order, subject
cable law in the district of Alaska, and .applications may be received
dluringhthe twent'y (20) daysIpriorto that.;date, or from. March 31,
1922 to VApril 19, 1922, inclusive, to be treated as simultaneous appli-

:cations.

: .

...

-:

;..:0

.:.:

:

:.-

.

.

-

Subsequent to this order and prior to the date of the restoration
*to general disposition as herein provided, no rights 'may be acquired
to the Ilandsgto be r'estored. by settlement; in adva'nce ofentry or
otherwise, except strictly in' acordance herewith'."'
On 'receipt of this, you -will, from your records, make up, for use
by thepublic, a list of the lands in -your land district, which are
hereby opened' to 'entry or appropriation -in pursuance: hereof.
You will also make 'proper notations of this order upon your records, post a -copy: inl your office, and give ast much publicity to this
restoration as possible, as a matter of news, without: expense to the'
Government.'
-The lands affected ;by this 'order as' hereinabove set forth, which-:
are'eliminated from'Executiveorder No'.l19-1, dated April 24,1914,
are as follows:All that portioni of land in Exeeutive order No. 1919, 'which' embraces the
tract at the confluence of the SSusitna andTalketna Riversi described by metes
and bounds,- and reserved for the town.site of Talkeetna, exeepting from said
elimination 260 acres embraced in survey No. 1260,. in .Secs. 24 and 25, T. 26 N.,
R. 5 W., Seward Mendian, reserved for railroad, town site, and eemetery purposes.' :The land restored'approximates 4,914 acres.; i

:This order shall not affeet any lheir lands' withdrawn by said Exec'
uti've order No.'1919'or by''any 'other order
W~~~ILLIAAM SFRY,
'' Coq
080
wn
Approved:

P

-'

;E. C FINNEAY,
A.

'

:

.

:00;
Firat Assiata~rigtSecretary,::. ; 0. .- 0;f60
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ROBINSON, TRANSFEREE. 1

:

DecidedXNovemnber,4, 1921.
SCHOOL LAND-INDEMNITY-MINERAL LA*DS-OITL AND.ZGAS LANDS--PATENT.
A vested right attaches under a State indemnity school selection 's soon nas
the selector has done everything required of himipreliminary to the passing
of:title, and where the question of the mineral or nonmineral character- of
,the land subsequently becomes involved, the adjudication of that issue is,
to be governed by the known character of the land as of the date of the
completion of the selection..
SCHOO: LAND-INDEM14ITt-OIL AND GAS LANDS-.SUPEACE RIGHTS-PATENT -REcoRDs. '
A proceeding relating to' the reforma'tion 'of title papers is governed by prin.ciples of equity, and a selector of indemnity school:land, who, after* having.
done* everything necessary to acquire title, afterwards files a waiver of the,
oil and gas deposits in, accordance with a requirement of the Land Department then in force and -accepts a restricted patent, will not be granted an
unrestricted patent after it has been judicially determined in an action. in* volving- similar facts,;but to which the patentee:Was not a party,'that theb
ruling under which the requiiement was made was etroneous.
-'

CoURT DEcIsIoN CITED

AND CONSTR

ED.

-

-

-

-

-

The case of Wyoming v. United States (255 U.. S., 489), cited and construed.
FINNEY FirstAssisitant Sdcretar:. .

The State of California on, September 16, 1907, filed indemnity
school selection, Visalia. 0383; embracing among other tracts ,the SE -1
SW. j, Sec. 22,- T. 28 $., R. 27 E., M. D. M. Said tract was included :
in Petroleum Reserve No. 18, by Executive order of January 26, .1911.
By letter of July-6, 1915, the Commissioner.of the: General Land

u

Office directed the register and receiver to-notify the-State that in case

of the approval of said. selection the oil and gas deposits would be teserved to thejUnited&States under the provisions of the act of July 17,
1914 (38 Stat., 509) unless application was made within 30-days from.
notice for classification of the land as nonmineral,and proper showhlg
as a basis for that action, citing -circular~of March 20,1915 (44-L.l)4
32). In pursuance of that ruling the State filed application for nonmineral classification, which application was denied -by ,the Commissioner and his action was affirmed by the Department, May -29, 1916. -On August 2, 1916- the State was requireidto consent 'to accept the
surface or limited -title under the provisions of the act of July; 015,
19i4, supra, or to apply fcot a hearing for the submission of evidence
to show the nonmineral character -of the fland.
Such- hearing was
vhad on application of F. W. Robinson? cl'aim g as -transferee, and
upon the evidence adduced the lo'caloffiers rendered ah opinion:June
28, 1918, finding'the land to be mineral in character and recommending that limited title only be granted under the act of 1914,. -In the
-

1 See decision on rehearing, page 387.
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absence of appeal, the Commissioner by decision.of October 31,'1918,
aflirmed the action of the local officers and closed that feature of the;
'case, and at the same time;' called upon the State to consent to reservation of the'oil and: gas' deposits to the United States, otherwise the
selection would be canceled. Under the circumstances mentioned,
the State filed its waiver of all mineral rights and elected to receive
approval of the selection under the act of July 17, 1914, supra. Thee
selection was accordingly approved 'March 3, 1920, subject to the
provisions of said act.
August 11, 1921, F. W. Robinson, the said transferee, filed in the
local land office a petition for reopening of the case and for unrestricted title, which petition was transmitted to the Department- with
the: Commissioner's'letter Of
oSeptember 22, 1921, asking for instructions.
The petitioner-urges that' a vested right was secured by the filing
and completion of the selection in accordance with the law and regulations, and that any inquiry as to the mineral 'character of 'the land
should relate 'to the. date of-the ;filing and should not extend the,
period after such completion, citing the recent decision of the United'States' Supreme Court in the case of Wyoming v. United States, rendered March 28, 1921 (255 U. S., 489),. .It is further contended that
this tract was not of known mineral, character at the time of selection
nor prior to'July 1914, when its probable oil value was established.
The inquiry at the time of the hearing as to the mineral character
ofsaidtract
toits
known
wasdirected
character at that time, under
;heX then .existigruling of the Department that a vested right in a
selection of this kind: was'not obtained until approval of the selection
by the proper officer of the United States. See administrative ruling:
of JuIy15, 1914 (43 L.D ., 293). That doctrine was disaffirmed by
the 'Supreme Court in the Wyoming case wherein it was, held that'a
vested right attaches' as soon as the selection has been coinpleted.
The question now. presented is .iwhether the claimant is 'entitled to an
adjudication as to the known character of the land, whether mineral
or nonmineral, at the date when the selection was completed, that is,,
when everything had been done by the selector necessary to the passing of title. If this were an incompleted transaction, the selector
would clearly be entitled to an adjudication of that question and to
insist' upon the. granting of an unrestricted title, in case it be'-found,
that the land was not of known mineral character. at the time of the
completion of' the' selection, under the rule announced in the Wyoming Scase. But this is a completed transaction. The State has
:;:accepted a 0limited title, with 'waiver of claim to the possible oil and
gas deposits. :The present proceeding is in the nature 'of a petition
for the reformation of the title papers and must be governed. by
52403'-voL 48-21-25
H
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principles of equity. The basic nature of a selection of this kind is
a claim for agricultural land, and not mineral land. .If mineral in
fact be secured =under such a claim, it is the result of. miscarriage of
law, due to lack of timely knowledge of the facts. In this case, the
mineral, oil and gas, has been reserved to .the Government by reason
of lack of timely knowledge of the law.-. The result is precisely as it
should have been if both the law and the facts had been known at
the time of the completion of the selection. Certainly, equity: does
not demand that the condition be changed.
Assuming for present purposes, but not admitting, that this land
was:not of known mineral value at the time of the completion of the
selection, and. that the State had obtained a vested right to an unrestriated certification of. title, nevertheless the claim for full title was
resisted by the Department, and in consideration of the passing of a
restricted title, the right to the possible oil andjgas deposits was
surrendered by -waiver.
The surveyor general of the State, in electing to receive approval
of the selected tract under the provisions~ of the actiof July 17, 1914,
acted under the legislative authority conferred .in the act of April
14, 1915, by the State Legislature of, California, which provides:.
-The surveyor general of the State of California is hereby authorized and
empowered to accept the benefits of the act of Congress approved July. 17,
1914, entitled: "An act to provide for agricultural entry of lands withdrawn,
classified, or reported ,as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or
asphaltic minerals," and on: behalf of the State of -California, or of any assignee
of the State of California, to accept and receive lists and patents to landi
selected by the State of California as-agricultural lands, which were subse
quently withdrawn, classified. :or- reported as. being. valuable for phosphate,
nitrate, -potash, oil, gas, or Iasphaltic minerals, and containing a reservation
to the United States of all deposits on account of which the lands. were withdrawn, classified, or reported' as being- valuable, together 'with the right to
prospect for,: mine and' remove the same, as provided in said act of dongress.

The election and waiver byv the surveyor, general are contained in
his letter of November 12, 1918, which reads as follows:
'UNITED

STATES LAND OFFICE,
:Visalia, qalifornia.

GENTLEMEN:

'Referring'to General Land Office letter of October 31, 1918, allowing thirty
'days within which to file an election to accept surface title only for the W.of SW.1 and SE.4 of SW.& of Sec. 22, T. 28.S., R. 27 E., M. D. M., embraced in
State Selection 5000," Visalia Land District, Serial 0383, I beg to advise you
that pursuant to the. authority vested in the Surveyor General by an act approved- April 14, 1915, being Chapter 66, Statutes of California, 1915, I hereby
accept the benefits of the Act of Congress approved July i1, 1914, entitled:
"An act to provide'for agricultural entry of lands withdrawn, classified, or
reported as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas,; or asphaltic minerals,"

0 j. .Q

f f'
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and on behalf of the State of California and of its transferees, elect to
accept and receive lists and patents to the W.l of SW.1. and SE.G of SW.1
of Sec. 22, T. 28 S., R. 27 E., M. D. M., embraced in State Selection 5000,
Visalia Land District, Serial 0383, as provided in said Act of Congress, and I
hereby elect to receive approval of said selected lands under the: provisions of
said, Act of Congress approved July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), and do hereby
waive all mineral rights in and to the land.
Yours respectfully,

*-: 0 W. S. KINGSBURY, .
SurveVor General and ex offlcio
Register-of the State Land Office.

The rule of estoppel is stated in Anderson's Law Dictionary, page
415, in the following words:
A man- shall always be estopped by his own deed, and not permitted to aver
or prove anything in contradiction ito what he has once solemnly and deliberately avowed.

The rule, of estoppel -is no different as between individuals land a
'State where the State has acted through its duly, constituted authorities of the people themselves. The legislative assembly, is-the duly
representative authority of the State empowered to act for and on
behalf of the people of the sovereign State. In view of the election
and waiver by the State of California, 8upra, the principle of estoppel
applies and the State is estopped by its own election and waiver in
this matter. For these reasons adjustment should not be reopened
for further, adjudication as to any tracts which have been certified
hand the petition is therefore denied.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ROBINSON, TRANSFEREE (ON REHEAR-

~ING).
Decided December 29,

1921.:

ScHooL LAND-INDEMNITY-On; AND -GASLANDS-SURFACE RIGHTS-WAIVERESTOPPEL-RESX JIDICATA.
Where the possible mineral deposits, oil or gas, in public lands embraced in
an indemnity school selection, have been waived by the selector and a
restricted certificate o0!title has been accepted under the provisipns of the
act of July 17, 1914, the State is estopped frbm- further claim and the case
is res adiudicata, notwithstanding that- the mineral value of the land as
of the ~date when the selection was completed was not. established prior
to the waiver and election to take a restricted patent.
l

FINNIEY, First Assistant, Secretary: -

-

By decision of November 4, 1921'U(48IL D., 34), 'he'Department
denied the application of the State of California, P. W.MT Robihson,
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transferee, for certification of unlimited title to the SE. i SW.I, -Sec.
22. T. 28 S., iR.27 E., M. D. M.. Visalia land district.
The reason for such rejection was that the State had accepted limited title with reservation of. the oil and gas deposits to the United
States under the provisions of the act of July 17,1914 (38 Stat., 509).
A motion for rehearing was filed, and oral argument thereon has
been heard.
The substance of the contentions made, appear to be that the act
of July 17, 1914, supra, has no application for the reason that this
selection was completed before the date of the existing withdrawal on
account of the supposed oil and gas deposits; that -the claimant was
in effect coerced into election to take limited title by threat of the
Government to cancel the selection upon failure to so elect; that the
right to title without restriction had accrued prior to the withdrawal,
and therefore there was no consideration for the waiver of the` oil
and gas deposits; that under the circumtsances- of the case the principle of estoppel does not apply.
This is merely enlargement on the argument formerly presented
and considered in connection with the former decision. It is mere
assumption to claim that the land was not known minexal land at the
time of the completion of the selection. That question has nevert been
adjudicated. The hearing which showed' the mineral character of the
land in 1918, was not directed to the- question of its known; mineral
character as of 1V07, when the selection was made and completed, because the latter date was not then regarded as controlling. The Department can not assent to the contention that the election to takel
surface patent under the act of July 17, 1914, may not be properly
allowed without pri6r adjudication that the land. was of known
mineral character at the time of completing the selection. Section 3
of the act expressly permits the issuance of limited patent upon application therefor by the selector, where, subsequently to the selection,
the lands have been withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuaable for oil, gas, or certain other minerals therein specified. It is not
necessary that the fact of mineral value shall have been first established.
In the, issuance and acceptance' of the limited title, both parties
acted in 'the light of theAfacts and the law as then understood. There
was no coercion in the sense that the Department 'forced the selector
to relinquish known legal rights. It -is quite possible that no legal
right was relinquished, and in 'view of the adjustment of the claim by
certification in accordance with the waiver, the State is estopped from
further claim, and the case may be properly regarded as res acdjudicata.
;The motion
accordingly denied..
E
:
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SUGGESTIONS TO HOMESTEADERS AND PERSONS DESIRING TO
MAKE HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
[Circular No.. 541.]

aa

[In this revision of the Suggestions to Homesteaders changes were made in
the following paragraphs from the fonn in which they appeared in the revision
:of April 6, 1917, Circular No. 541 (unpublished) ::5, 6, 5, 9,017, 27, 28,A3, 32,
.
35,'36,37, 43,45, 457; 50, and 51.]
dDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., January 16, 192.
1. Persons desiring to make homestead entries should first fully
inform themselves as to the character and quality of the lands they

desire to enter, and should in no case apply to enter' until they. have
visited and- fully examined each legal subdivision for which they
make application, as satisfactory information as to the, character and
occupany of public lands can not be obtained in any. other way.
As each applicant is required to swear that he is- well acquainted
with&thecharacter of the land described in his.application, and as all
entries are made subject to the rights of prior settlers, the applicant
can not .make the affidavit that he is acquainted with the character
of the\land, or be sure that the land is not already appropriated by
a settler, until after he has actually inspected it.
information as to. whether a particular tract of land is subject'.to
from the register or receiver of the: land disGentry may be obtained V
rtin
'whichl the tract is located, either through verbal or ;written
inquiry, but these officers must not be expected to give information
as to the character and quality of unentered land-or to:furnisn
extended lists of lands subject to entry, except throukh plats and
diagrams. which- they are authorized to make and sell as follows.:
$1. 00
For a township diagram showing entered-land onlyFor a township plat showing form of entries, names of claimants, and
2.00
____________________________________
character of entries-For a township plat showing form of entries, names of claimants, char---------------. 00
_
acter of entry, and- number…8 - -Foir a township piat showing form of entries, names of claimants, character of entry, number, and; date of filing or entry, together with topog-,
°
------ 4- 0----------0
raphy, etc -----

Purchasers-of township diagrams are entitled to definite information as to whether each smallest legal subdivision, or lot, is vacant
public land.' Registers and'receivers are therefore required in case
of an application f:or a township diagram showing vacant lands to
plainly check off with,, a cross every lot or smallest legal' subdivision
in the township which is not vacant, leaving the vacant tra'cts unchecked. 'i There is no authority for registers and receivers to charge
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* and receive a fee of 25 cents for plats anid diagrams of a: section or
part of a section of a township.
If, because of the pressure of current business relating to the entry
of lands, registers and receivers are unable to make the plats or diagrams. mentioned above, they may refuse to furnish the same and
return .the fee to the applicant, advising him of their reason for not
furnishing thel plats requested; that he may make the plats or diagrams himself 'or have same made by his, agent or attorney; and that
he may have access to the plats and tract books of the local land
office for this purpose, provided such use of the records will not
interfere with the orderly dispatch of the public business.
A list showing the general character of all the public lands remaining unentered in the various counties of the public-land States on
the 30th day of the preceding June may be obtained at any time by'
addressing " The Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, I.

C."

All blank forms of affidavits and other papers needed in making
application to enter Eaor in making final proofs can be obtained by
applicants and entrymen from the land office for the district in which
the land lies.
:2. Kind of land subject to homestead entry.-All unappropriated

surveyed public lands adaptable to any agricultural use are subject
to homestead entry if they are not mineral or saline in character and
are not' occupied for the purposes of trade: or business and have not
been embraced within the limits of any withdrawal, reservation, or
incorporated town or city; but homestead: entries on lands within
certain areas (such as lands in Alaska, lands withdrawn under the
reclamation act, certain ceded Indian lands, lands within abandoned
military. reservations, agricultural lands within national 'forests,
lands in western and central Nebraska, and lands withdrawn, classi;
fied, or valuable for coal, phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, ok
asphaltic minerals) are made subject to the particular requirements
of' the laws under which 'such lands are opened to entry. None of
these particular requirements are set out in these suggestions, but
information as to them may be obtained by either verbal or written
inquiries addressed to the register and receiver 'of the land office of
the district in which such landsare situated.
HOW CLAIS UNDER THE HODIESTEAD LAW ORIGINATE.

3. (a) Claims under homestead laws may be initiated either. by
settlement on surveyed or. unsurveyed lands of the kind mentioned
in the foregoing paragraph, or by the filing of a soldier's or sailor's
declaratory statement, or by the presentation of an application to
enter any surveyed lands of that kind.
(b) Under the law relating to ordinary lands a homestead entry
is limited to 160 acres, but this area may sometimer. be slightly
exceeded where the tract is made up of irregular subdivisions. However, an entry of land which has been designated under zone of' the
enlarged-homestead acts may'contain 320 acres (see par. 43), and
an'entry of land designated under the stock-raising act may contain
640 acres. :In -western-Nebraska 640 acres may be entered under
the Kinkaid Act (explained in a special circular) without any designation of the land...
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4. (a) Settlement is initiated through the personal act of the set7.
tier placing improvements up-on the land or establishing residence
thereon; he thus gains the right to make entry for .the land as against
other persons. A settlement on any part of a surveyed quarter section subject to homestead entry. gives tlie right to enter.all of.that
quarter: section, but if a settler desires to initiate a claim to surveyed
tracts which form a part~of more than one technical quarter he should
define his claim by placing some improvements on each of the smallest
subdivisions' claimed.' When settlement is made- on unsurveyed lands
the settler' must plainly mark the boundaries of all lands claimed.
Within a reasonable time after settlement actual residence must be
:established on the land and continuously maintained. Entry should
be made-within three months after settlement upon surveyed lands or
'within that time after the filing in the local land office of the plat of
survey of lands unsurveyed when settlement was made. Otherwise,
the preference right of entry' may be lost'. Under- the act of August
9, 1912 (37 Stat., 267), settlement right- on not exceeding 320 acres
of lands designated by the Secretary of the Interior:as subject toentry
under the enlarged homestead law may be obtained by plainly marking the exterior boundaries of all hlnds claimed, whether surveyed orunsurveyed, followed by the establishment of residence, except as to
lands designated under section 6 of said acts, where residence is not
required, but where the settlement right is required to be initiated
by plainly marking the exterior boundaries of the land claimed 'and
the placing'and maintenance of valuable improvements thereon.' A
settlement right on not exceeding 640 acres of unsurveyed land designated as subject to the stock-raising act may be obtained by establishment and maintenance of residence thereon, provided the boundaries
of the tract' claimed are plainly marked on the ground. :(b) Where a settlement claim has been duly initiated upon a tract
of unsurveyed, unreserved, unappropriated public land by a person
qualified to make homestead entry theref or, the settler is entitled to
one or two leaves of absence during each residence year, aggregating
not more than. five months in each year after establishment eo residence, in 'the same manner and upon the same conditions as persons
having entries of -record, as explained in paragraph 26. Detailed
information regarding such leaves of absence is given in a special
circular.:
:. Soldiers' and:-sailors' declaratory statements may be- filed in the
land office for the district in which-the lands desired are located by
anyypersons who have been honorably discharged after 90 days' service in the Army or Navy of the United States during the War of
the Rebellion 'or during the Spanish-American War or the Philippine
insurrection. Declaratory statements of this character may be filed
either by the soldier or sailor in.person or through his agent acting
under a proper power of attorney, but the soldier or sailor jnustmake entry of the land in person, and not through his agent, -within
six months from the fi!ng of his declaratory statement, or' he may
make entry in 'person without first filing a declaratory' statement if
he'so chooses. Such declaratory. statements may also be filed in. person by those who have been' honorably discharged after 90 days' service in the Army, Navy, or Marine 'Corps during the operations on
the Mexican border or in thewar with Germany,-ut they can not 'file
such statements by agent. If a declaratory statement is filed by a
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soldier or sailor in person, it must be executed by him before one> of
the officers mentioned in paragraph 16, in the county or land district'
in which the land is situated; if filed through an agent, the affidavit of
the agent must be executed before one of the officers above mentioned,
but the soldier's affidavit may be executed before any officer using a
seal and authorized to administer oaths and not necessarily within
the county or land district in which the land is situated. If the soldier
dies without having filed application for entry following his declaratory statement, such entry may be made by his widow, or in case of her
death or remarriage by his minor orphan children, but not by his heirs
or devisees.
-BY WHOM HOMESTEAD ENTRIES MAY BE MADE.

6. Homestead entries may be made by any person. who, does -not
come within either of the following classes:
(a) Married women, except as hereinafter stated.

(b) Persons who have already made homestead entry, except as
hereinafter stated.
(c) Foreign-born persons who have not declared their intention to
become citizensof the United States.
(d) Persons, who are the owners of more than 160 acres of land in
the tUnited States.
(e) Persons under the: age> of .21 years who are not the heads of
families, except minors who make entry as heirs, as hereinafter mentioned; or.minors who served in the Army or Navy during the World
War, who may make entry under section 8 of the act of August 31,
.1918 (40 Stat., 954).
(f) Persons who have acquired title to or are, claiming, under any
of the agricultural public-land laws, through settlement or entry
made since August 30, 1890, any other lands which, with the lands
last applied for, would amount in the aggregate to more than 320
acres. Exception is made, however, as to an entry under one of the
enlarged homestead acts, which may be allowed provided applicant's
:claims under the timber and stone, desert land, and preemption laws
do not make up approximately 320 acres, and do not with. the homestead claim aggregate more than 480 acres; also, as to an entry under
the stock-raising law, which may be allowed, provided its area does
not make up with such other claims more than 800 acres, and that
said claims do not contain as much as 320 acres. The rules as to
limitation on the area of additional entries under. the last-mentioned
act are set forth in the special circular issued thereunder.
EFFECT OF MARRIAGE ON WOMEN'S RIGH1TS.

7. A married woman who has all of the other qualifications of a
homesteader may make a homestead entry under any one of the
following conditions:
(a) Where she has been actually deserted'by her husband.
(b). Where her husband is incapacitated by disease or otherwise
from earning a support for 'his family and the wife is really the head
andimaincsupport of the famiyne:
d- a en
y-and she is

:.;(l) 'dhere the husband is. confined.in; a penitentiary and she Xis
actually the head of the family.:: ;: : ':.-00: '- ' t
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(d-) Where the married woman is the heir of a settler or contestant
*who dies before making entry.
(e) Where a married woman made improvements and resided on
the lands applied for before her marriage, she may enter them after
marriage if her husband, is not holding other lands under an unperfected homestead -entry at the time of the marriage; and this last
condition does not apply if each party has had compliance with the
law for one year next before the marriage and neither one abandons
the land prior to filing application for entry.
8. The marriage of an entrywoman will not defeat her right to
acquire title to the land if she continues to'reside thereon and otherwise comply with the law; but ordinarily the failure of her husband4
to live upon the homestead with her is treated as an evidence of bad
faith, requiring testimony for its rebuttal. Husband and wife can
not maintain separate residences on their respective homestead entries, and if at the time of marriage each is holding an unperfected
entry on which- residence must be had in order to acquire title, they
can not hold both entries unless they are entitled to the benefits of
the act of April 6, 1914, as amended by the act of March 1, 1921
(41 Stat., 1193), explained in the nekt paragraph.
99. Where a homestead entryman or settler and a homestead entrywoman or'settler intermarry after each has fulfilled the requirements
of the law for one year, the husband may (under the provisions of
the act mentioned, Appendix No. 18) elect on which. of the entries
:the home shall be made, after which their residence there shall constitute compliance with the residence requirements as to both homesteads. Instructions regarding the method of procedure under the
act are found in a special circular.
10. Where the wife of a homestead settler or entryman, while;
residing upon the homestead claim and prior to the submission of
final proof, has been abandoned and deserted by her husband for
more. than one year, she may, under the provisions of the act of
October, 22, 1914 (Appendix No. 20), submit proof (by way of commutation or otherwise) on the entry and secure patent in' her own
name, being allowed credit for all residence and cultivation had and
-improvements made, either by herself or by her husband. As to the
method of procedure under that act, a special circular is issued.
11. 'A widow if otherwise qualified, may make a homestead entry
notwithstanding the fact that her husband made an entry and notwithstanding she may be at the time claiming the unperfected entry
of her deceased husband.
ENTRIES BY SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

12. A person serving in the Army or Navy of the United States
may make a homestead entry if some member of his family is residing on the lands applied for, and the application and accompanying
affidavits may be executed before the officer commanding the branch
of the service in which he is engaged.
ADDITIONAL ENTRIES.

13. (a) Regardless of the question whether the land involved has
been designated as subject to the enlarged-homestead act or the stockraising homestead law, any person otherwise qualified who has made6
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final proof on an entry. for less than 160 acres under the homestead
laws. may make an additional entry for such an amount of public
lands as will, when added to the amount for which he has already
made proof, not exceed- in 'the aggregate 160 acres; the applicant
-therefor must give such data as will serve to identify his first filing.
Residence,. cultivation, and improvement must be performed as in
the case of an original entry.
(b) Regardless, 'also, of designation of the land involved, an
additional homestead entry may be made by a person for such
an amount of public lands adjoining lands then owned and occupied by him under his original entry as will, when added to such
adjoining lands, not exceed in the aggregate 160 acres. An entry of
'this kind may be made by any person 'who has not acquired title
to and is not, at the date of his application,'claiming under any
of- the agricultural public-land laws, through settlement or entry
made since August 30, 1890, any other lands which, with the land
then applied for, would exceed in the aggregate 320 acres, but the
-applicant will not be required to show' any of the other qualifications
of a homestead entryman.. In connection with such an entry, all
residence and cultivation may be had (before or after its date) on the'
original tract, provided the entryman continues to own it during the
period in question.
(c) M'here a person is entitled to make additional entry, as ex-plained in paragraph 13 (a), he may enter land which'has been designated under the enlarged-homestead act of an area double, that to
-which he would be-otherwise entitled. (Appendii No. 13.)
(d) A person who has perfected a homestead entry for land of the
character contemplated by the enlarged-homestead acts, or who has a
pending entry for such land, may make an additional-entry for land
of like'character, as explained in paragraphs 47 and 48.
(e) A person who has perfected a homestead entry for land of the
character contemplated by the stock-raising act, or who has a pending entry for such land, may' make. an additional entry for, land of
like character to make up in the aggregate not more than 640 acres,
as explained in a special circular issued under said act. See paragraph 51.
SECOND ENTRIES.

14. (a) Where a person commuted a homestead entry before June
'5, 1900, or paid the Indian price of the land entered before May 17,
1900, his homestead right is restored' See acts of June 5, 1900, and
May 22, 1902 '(Appendix No. 4), and the act of May 17, 1900 (Appendix No. 3).
- I(b) Where a person has made a homestead entry or entries but
'failed to perfect them, his right to make another homestead entry
is governed by the. act of Congress of September 5, '1914, which provides that. the applicant must show to the satisfaction of the'Secretary of the Interior that the prior entry or entries were made in good
faith, were lost, forfeited, or. abandoned because of matters beyond
his control, and that he has not speculated in his right, nor committed a fraud or attempted fraud in connection with such prior
entry or entries. A special circular is issued regarding the procedure
undr said act.
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(e) Where a person before February 20, 1917, made entr-yfor land
embraced in a ceded Indian reservation, and has at any time submitted proof thereon and has paid the full price of the land, being $4
or more per acre for the tract, he-is entitled to-make a second homestead entry. (Appendix No. 5.)
(d) ;Where a person's homestead right, is restored under the conditions mentioned in this paragraph, he may make an entry under
the general law, under the enlarged-homestead act, or under the stockraising law, at his option.
ADJOINING FARM HOMESTEAD.

15. An adjoining farm entry may be made for such an. amount of
public lands lying contiguous to lands owned 'and resided upon by
the applicant as will not, with the lands so owned and resided upon,
exceed in the aggregate 160 acres; but no person will be entitled to
make entry of- this kind who is not qualified to make an original
homestead entry. A person who has made one homestead entry,
although for a less amount than 160 acres, and perfected title thereto-,
is not qualified-to make an adjoining farm entry. In connection with
an entry of this character, there must be shown the required amount
of residence and cultivation after the date thereof, but both residence
*and cultivation 'may be had on the original tract.
HOW HOMESTEAD ENTRIES ARE MADE.

16. A homestead entry may be made by the presentation to the
land- office of the district in which the desired lands are situated of
an. application properly prepared on blank forms prescribedJfor that
purpose and sworn to before either the register or the receiver, or
before a United States commissioner, or the. judge or clerk of a court
of record in the county or parish in.which the land lies, or before
any officer of the classes named who residles 'in the land district and
nearest or most accessible to the land, although he may reside outside of the county in which the land is situated. An application is
not acceptable if executed more than 10 days before* its filing at
the land office.
17. Each application to enter and the-affidavits accompanying it
-must recite all the facts necessary to show that the applicant is
acquainted with the land; that the land is not, to -the applicant's
knowledge, either saline or mineral in character; that the applicant
possesses all of the qualifications, of a homestead entryman; that the
application is honestly and in ,good faith made for the purpose of
actual settlement and cultivation: and: not for the benefit of any
:'other person, persons, or corporation; that the applicant will faith-:
fullyr and:'honestly ende~avor to comply with the requirements of the.
law as to settlement, residence, and cultivation necessary to acquire
title to the land applied for; that the-applicant is not acting as the
agent of any person, persons, cporaton, or syndicate in making
such entry, nor in collusion with any person, corporation, or syndicate to give them the benefit of the land entered or any part thereof;
that the application is not made for the purpose of speculation, but.
in good faith to obtain a home for the applicant, and that the applicant has not directly or indirectly made, and will not make, any
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agreement or contract in any way or manner with any person: or
persons, corporation, or syndicate whatsoever by which the title ho
may acquire from the Government to the lands applied for shall
inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of any person except himself
Additional statements as to the character of the land must be made in,
applications under the-enlhrged-homestead acts and under the stockraising law;. but in the latter case, as the mineral in the land is
reserved to the Government, no allegation as to same is made, but
claimant must state that no part of the land is claimed, occupied or
being worked under the mining laws.
18. All applications by persons claiming as settlers must, in addition to the facts required in paragraph 17, state the date and describe
the acts of settlement under which they claim a preferred right of
entry, and applications by the widows, devisees, or heirs of settlers
must state facts showing the death of the settler and their right to
make entry, that the settler was qualified to make 'entry at the time.
of his death, and that the heirs or devisees applying to enter are citizens of the United States or have declared their intentions to become
such citizens, but they are not required to state facts showing any
other qualifications of a homestead entryman, and the fact tbfat they
have made a former entry will not prevent, them from making an :
sentry as such heirs or devisees, nor will the fact that a person--has
made entry as the heir or devisee of the settler prevent him from
*making an entry in his own individual right if he is otherwise quali:fied to do so.-:
:X W V
:
:
:
:oQ
19. All applications by solideog' sailors, or: their widows, or the
guardians of their minor children should be accompanied by proper
evidence of the soldier's. or sailor's service and discharge and of the
fact that the soldier or sailor had not, prior to his death, made an
entry in his own right. The application of the widow of the soldier.
or sailor must also show that she is unmarried: and that the right
has not been exercised by any other person. Applications for the
children of soldiers or sailors must show that the father died without
having made entry, that the mother died or remarried without making entry, and that the person applying to make entry for themis
their legally appointed guardian.
20. Applications for entry must be accompanied by the proper
fee and commissions. (See par. 41.) A receipt for the money is at
oncel issued, but this is merely evidence that the money has :been
paid: and as to the purpose thereof.' If the application is allovwed and
the entry placed of record, formal notice of thisfact is issued on the
prescribed form; if the application ~is rejected or suspended, notice
of such action is forwarded to the applicant as soon as practicable..:
RIGHTS OF WIDOWS, HEIRS, OR DEVISEES UNDER THEt HOMESTEAD LAWS.

21. If a homestead settler dies without having filed application ,
for entry, the right to enter the land covered by his settlement passes
to his widow. If there be no widow, said right passes to his heirs or
"devisee. See paragraph 4 for the general rules regarding settlement

claims.

22. :If a homestead entryman dies without having submitted final
proof, his rights under the entry pass to his widow, or, if there be
none, then to his heirs or devisees. , However, if all the heirs be
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minor children of the entryman or entrywoman, and, their other
parent be dead, the entry is 'not subject to devise. In .such a case the
right to,.a patent vests in' the children at once upon proof only of
the death of both parents and that they are the only children of the
homesteader, provided, as to a male homesteader, that there*be no
widow. The law provides, in the alternative, that the. executor,
administrator, or guardian may, within two years after the death
of the surviving parent, sell the land;for the benefit of the children,
in accordance with the law of the State where they are domiciled,
In such cases. it: is required that there be furnished record evidence
of an- order for the sale made by a court of competent jurisdiction.
In any event,;publication and posting qf notice of intention to:
subm'it proof or to ask issuance of patent to the purchaser is required.,
23. ilTra contestant dies after having secured the cancellation of an
entry, his .right as a successful contestant to make entry passes to his
heirs; and if the contestant dies before he, has secured the cancella-:
tion of the entry he.has contested, his heirs may continue the prosecution of his..contest and make entry.
.if they:are:successful in the
contest. In either case, to eititle the heirs to make entry they must
show that the contestant was .'a: qualified entryman at 'the date of
his death; and in order to earn- a patent the heirs must comply with
all-the requirements of the law,' under which the entry was made, to,
the. same extent as would havabeen required of the contestant had
he.made entry.
:'i2-i. The unmarried widow, or, in case of her death or remarriage,
theniinor children of soldiers and sailors who were honorably discharged after 90 days" actual service during the War of the Rebellion, the Spanish-American: War, or the Philippine insurrection may
file a declaratory statement in the manner explained in paragraph 5
and make entry. as such 0widow ,or minor children, 'if the soldier
or- sailor died without making entry orJfailed to perfect6an entry
and was, at the time of his death, qualified to make another. The
minor children must make a joint entry through their duly appointed
guardian. If the widow files a declaratory statement and dieswithout$ having applied 'for entry,. entry may be made on behalf of the
minor children, but n ot by her devisees or other heirs.
RESIDENCE AND: CULTIVATION REQUIRED UNDER THE HOMESTEAD L-AWS.

25. With the exception of adjoining farm homestead entries and
additional entries allowed under~certain conditions pursuant to. the
general law, the enlarged homestead acts and the stock-raising law,
a homestead entryman must establish residence upon the tract: entered
within six months after date of the entry, unless an extension of time
is allowed, as explained in paragraph 35, and must maintain residence:there for a period of three years. However, he may have
:redit for residence as' well as cultivation before the date of entryr if
the' laud- was, during the period in question, subject to'appropriation;
by him: or'included in an entry against which he had initiated a contest 'resulting afterwards in its cancellation. Moreover, he .mav
absent himself for a portion or portions 'of each year after makiong
:entry and 'establishing 'residence, as more: fully explained in paragraph 26,
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W~hen proof is submitted it must be shown that the homesteader
is a citizen of the United 'States, provided, however, that a homestead
entrywoman who is a citizen when she makes her filing and there:after marries an alien need:not show thatfher husband is an American
citizen, but must show that he is entitled to become one.
26. During each year, beginning with the date of establishment
of actual residence, the entryman may absent himself from the land
for not more than two periods, aggregating as much as five months.
In order to be entitled to such absences the entryman need not file
applications therefor, but must each time he leaves the, land file at
the local land office (by mail or otherwise) notice of the time of
leaving.; and upon his return to the land he must notify: said office
of the date thereof. If he has.returned after an absence of less than
five months and filed notice of his return, he may, without any intervening residence, again absent himself-pursuant to new notice-for
the remaining part of five months within the residence year. However, two absences in different residence years, reckoned from.the
date when residence was established, must be separated by substantial periods if they together make up. raore than five months.
2'". (a) 'Cultivation of the land for a period of at least two years is'
required, and this must generally consist of actual breaking of the
soil, followed by planting, sowing of seed, and tillage for a crop'
other than native grasses. However, -tilling of the land, or other ap.propriate treatment, for the purpose of conserving the moisture with
a view of making a profitable crop the succeeding year, will be
deemed cultivation within the terms of the act (without sowing of
seed) where that manner of cultivation is necessary or generally
ally
followed in the locality.
During the second year not less than one-sixteenth of the area
entered must be actually cultivated, and during the third year, and
until final proof, cultivation of not less than one-eighth must be had.,
These requirements are the same as to homesteads under the general
law and under the enlarged homestead acts, and the years in question
begin to run, not from the establishment of residence, but from the
date' of the entry....A, larger amount of cultivation is required on
:entries under section 6 -of the enlarged homestead acts (see para; graphs 49 and 50) and the above-mentioned rules are not applicable
to entries' under the reclamation act. No cultivation whatsoever is
required under the so-called Kinkaid Act, which affects only Nebraska, while the stock-raising homestead law requires no specific
area of cultivation, only that the land has been actually used for :
raising stock and forage crops, and that it has been improved under
certain conditions.
(b) The Secretary 'of the Interior is authorized to reduce the
requirements as to cultivation. This may be done if the land entered
is so hilly or rough, the soil so alkaline, compact, sandy, or swampy,
or the 'precipitation of moisture so light as not to make cultivation
of the required amounts practicable; or if the land is generally
valuable only for grazing. . An application for reduction upon'the
grounds indicated must be: filed at the proper local land office on the
foi:m prescribed therefor, and should set forth in detail the, special
physical conditions of the land on which claimant bases hisright to

a reduction.
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A reduction may be allowed also if the entryman, after making
entry and establishing residence, has met with misfortune which
renders him reasonably unable to cultivate the- prescribed area. In
this class of cases an application for reduction is not to-be* filed, but
notice of the misfortune and of its nature must be submtted -to the
register of the local land office, under oath, within 60.-days after its
occurrence; upon satisfactory proof regarding the misfortine at the
time of submitting final proof a reduction in area of cultivation during the period of disability following the misfortune may. be per-

mitted.

.

.

iNo reduction in area 'of cultivation will be permitted on account of
expense in removing'the standing timber from the land. If lands
are so heavily timbered that the entryman can inot reasonably clear
and cultivate the'area prescribed by. the statute, such entries. will':be
considered speculative and not made in good faith for the purpose
of obtaining a home. The foregoing applies to lands containing valuable or merchantable timber and will not. preclude the, reduction of
area of cultivation on proper showing in cases where the presence
of stumps, brush, lodge pole pine, or other valueless or nonmerchantable timber prevents the clearing and cultivation 'of the prescribed
area.
(c) The homestead entryman must have a habitable house upon
the land entered' at the time of submitting proof. .Other improvements should be of such character and amount as are sufficient to
show good faith.
CREDIT ON ACCOUNT

OFf iILITARY SERVICE.

'28. :(a): A soldier or sailor of one of'the classes mentioned in paragraph 5 who makes entry must begin his residence and cultivation
of the land entered by him within six months from the date of filing
his .:declaratory statement, but if he makes 'entry without filing a:
declaratory statement he must begin his residence within six months
after the date of the entry. Thereafter he must continue both residence and cultivation for such period as will, when added to the time
of his military or naval service (under enlistment or enlistments
covering war; periods), amount to three years, 'but if he was dis'charged an taccount of: wounds or disabilities incurred in the line of
duty,. credit'for the: whole term of his enlistment may be allowed;
howlrever, no patent will issue to such soldier-or sailor iintil there has
been residence and cultiv'ation by him for at least one year, nor until
a habitable house has 'been placed upon the land.
(b) In each year of residencerequired of the soldier he 'is entitled
to the 'same absence privilege as is enjoyed by other homesteaders.'
(°? If the soldier's military service was.-sufficient in duration t6
require only one year's residence and improvement upon the claim',
the entryman -must perform such an amount of cultivation as to
evidence his good faith as a homestead claimant. A soldier with 19
months' 'or more military service -will be required to reside on the
land at least T months during the first entry year ; with more- than
122an less than, 19 months, he hmust reside on the land 7 'months
during the first year and such hart: of the sec'ond year as,: added to

his excess'over12 months' service,' will equal 7 months, and' must
ultivate:one-sixteenth fof the area the second 'year;; with 7 and'not
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mnore than 12 months he must reside upon the land 7 months during

each of the first and seeond years, and pultivate one-sixteenth of the
area the seeond yeari with D0 days and less than 7 months, he must
reside upon the land 7 Mionths durin each year for thef first and
second yefra and. such part of-the third yer s added to his servie,
will equal imonths, and cultivate one-sixteenth of the area the00
;econd year and one-eighth the third year;i and with less than 90
days' service, will receive no credit therefor in lieu of residence and
:eultivation. If he delays the submission of proof beyond the periol
of residence required, the cultivation necessary for the years elapsing
before the submission of proof must be shown. lHe may apply for
and receive a reduction in the area to be cultivated, in the same manner and under the conditions required of 'other applicants. Where
the entry is made under- the stock-raising provisions of the homestead law, the above rule with respect to residence will be applicable,
but the soldier must make the improvements' on the land required
Of other 'persons under that law,'and show in lieu of cultivation
that he actually used the land for raising stock and forage crops
during the period that he was required to reside on' the land. He
must show, in any' entry under the homestead laws, that he had a
habitable house on the land at the date of submitting proof. These
rights are conferred by section 2305-of the United States lkevised
Statutes as amended by act of June 6 1912 (37 Stat., 123),' and act
of February 25, 1919 (40 Stat., 1153).
(d) The act of June 16, 1898 (30 Stat., 473), copied in Appendix
No. 21. provides that where a person has settled on the public lands
under te homestead laws, his. service in the Army, Navy or Marine
Corps during any war in which the United States may be engaged
shall be construed as equivalent to residence and cultivation for the
same length of time upon the tract entered or settled upon; also that
no contest initiated against'a homestead entry on the ground of
'abandonment shall be sustained, unless it be alleged and proved that
the settler's alleged absence from the land was not due to his employment in such service.
(e) By the joint resolution of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 670), the'
provisions of said- act are made "applicable in all cases of military
service rendered in connection with operations in Mexico or along
the borders thereof or in mobilization camps elsewhere, whether such
service be in the military or naval organization of the United States
or the National Guard of the several States now or hereafter in the
'service of the United States."'
(f) Section 1 of the act of July 28, 191T (40 Stat., 248), grants'
credit for constructive residence and cultivation to homesteaders absent because of military or naval service during the World War and
protects them from a charge of abandonment during such period;
and section'2 of said act provides that where a homestead settlfr,'applicant, or entryman dies while actually engaged in the military or
naval service of the United States during any war in which the
UTnited States may be enigaged, his widow, if unmarried, or in case
of her death or marriage, his minor orphan children, or his or their
legal representatives may proceed forthwith to make final proof upon
the entry or application thereafter, allowed, the death of the soldier
or sailor while; so engaged in the service ofthe United. States being
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equivalent. to a performance of all requirements as to residence and
cultivation upon such homestead.
(g) The act of March 1, 1921 (41 Stat., 1202), authorizes homestead settlers, applicants, or entrymen who enlisted prior to November:11, 1918, in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps
during the war with Germany and were honorably discharged -or
separated because of physical incapacities due to service and for that
reason are unable to return to the land.,-to make proof without further residence, improvements, and cultivation, at such time and place
as may be authorized by this ofice.
(h) The act of September 29, 1919 (41 Stat., 288), grants to
persons who after discharge from the military or naval service during
the war against Germany are furnished a course, in vocational training under the terms of the vocational rehabilitation act approved
June 27, 1918 (40 Stat., 617), and who before entering upon such
course made settlement, application, or entry under the homestead
laws, a leave of absence from the land for the purpose -of undertaking training by the Federal Board for Vocational Education, and
such absence while actually engaged in such training may be counted
as constructive residence on the land, but no patent may be earned
by such homesteader until he can show that he has complied with the
residence, improvement aind cultivation requirements for a period
of at 'least one year. Ifforesteaders entitled to the benefits. of this
act: should forward to the local officers notice of their absence from
the land and of the fact that they .have been admitted to take a
course thereunder.
(i) No credit can be allowed for military service where commutation proof is offered.
29. A soldier or sailor making entry during his enlistment in time
of peace is not required to reside personally on the land, but may
receive patent if his family maintain the necessary residence and
cultivation until the entry is 3 years old or until it has been commuted;. but a soldier or sailor is not entitled to credit on account of
his military service in time of peace. If such soldier has no family,
there is no'way by which he can make entry and acquire title during
his. enlistment in time of peace.
30. Widows and minor orphan children of soldiers and sailors
who make entry based on the husband's or father's military or naval
service must conform to the requirements specified for the soldier
or sailor in paragraph 28. The widow or minor orphan children'
have no right to make entry based on service during the World War
only.
COMPLETION OF ENTIRY BY WIDOW Or HEIRS.

31. Persons who make entry as the widows, heirs, or devisees of
settlers are not required to reside upon the land entered by them, but
they must improve and cultivate it for such period as, added to the
time during which the settler resided on and cultivated the land, will
make the required period of three years, and the cultivation must be
to the extent required by the law under which the proof is offered.
Commutation proof may, however, be made upon showing 14 months'
actual residence and cultivation had either by the settler or the heirs,
52403°-voL48-21-26
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devisee, or widow, or in part by the settler and in part by the widow,
heirs or devisee.
32. Persons succeeding as widow, heirs, or devisees to the rights of
a homestead entryman are not required to reside upon the land covered by the entry, but they must cultivate it as required by law for
such period as will, added to the entryman's period of compliance
with the law, aggregate, the required term of three years. They are
allowed a reasonable time after the entryman's death within which
to begin cultivation, proper regard being had to the season of the
year at which said death occurred. If they desire to commute the
entry they must show a 14 months' period of such residence and cultivation on the. part of themselves or the entryman, or both, as would
have been required of him had he survived. They must in all cases
show that they are citizens of the United States regardless of the
question whether the entryman was himself a citizen. Moreover, the
entry may not be completed by the widow, heirs, or devisee of a homestead entryman unless he himself had complied with the law in all
respects to the date of his death, and they must also show, at the time
of final proof, that there is a habitable house on the land.
HOLDERS OF PUBLIC OFFICE

33. Homestead entrymen are not entitled to any special privileges
whatsoever in connection with their claims by reason of the fact that
they are appointed or elected to public offices, the duties of which require their residence elsewhere than on the homesteads.
ENTRYXEN WHO BECOMIE INSANE.

34. Neither residence nor cultivation by an insane homestead entryman is necessary after he becomes insane, if such entryman made
entry and established residence before he became insane and complied
with the requirements of the law up to the time his insanity began.
Proof on the entry may be submitted by his duly appointed guardian
or committee. However, if the entryman regains his sanity before
the expiration of three years after the date of the entry, he is required to reestablish residence on the land and comply with the lawand he must himself submit proof unless the unsoundness of mind
recurs.
LEAVES OF ABSENCE.

35. (a) Where, for climatic reasons, or on account of sickness, or
other unavoidable cause, residence can not be established on the
land within six months after the date of the entry, additional time,
not exceeding six months, may be allowed. An application for such
extension must include the affidavits of the entryman, and two witnesses acquainted with the facts, which may be executed before any
officer authorized -to administer oaths and having a seal of office,
though outside of the county or land district where the entry is
situated. The application should set forth in detail the grounds
upon which it is based, including a statement as to the probable duration of the hindering causes and the date when the claimant may
reasonably expect to- establish his residence.
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If the extension is granted, it protects the entry- from contest on
the grouind of the homesteader's failure to establish residence within,
the first six months' period, unless it be shown that the order for'
extension was fraudulently obtained. But the failure of the entry-man to apply for an extension of time does not forfeit his right' to
show, in defense of a contest, the existence of conditions which might
have been made the basis for such an application.
(b) Leave.of absence for one year-or less may be granted by the
register and receiver of the local land office to entryrnen who have
established actual residence on the lands in cases where total or par-'
tial failure or destruction of crops, 'sicknessj or other unavoidable
casualty has prevented the entryman from supporting himself and
those dependent on him by cultivation of the land. Application for'
such leave of absence must be sworn to by the applicant and corroborated by at least one witness in the land district or'county
within which the entered lands are located before an officer authorized to administer oaths and having a seal. It must describe. the
entry and show the date of establishing residence on the land and the
extent and character of the improvements and cultivation performed
by: applicant. It must also set forth fully the facts on which the
claimant bases his right to leave of absence, and where sickness is
;given as the reason a certificate signed by a reputable physician
should be furnished if practicable.|- The- period during which a
homesteader is absent from his claim pursuant to. a leave duly
granted can not be counted in his favor.
(c) The act of February 25, 1919 (40 Stat., 1153), authorizes the
register and' receiver of the local land office to grant to such homesteaders as make proper'showing in their applications that the:
climatic conditions make residence on the homestead for 7 months
in each year a hardship a reduction in. the terms of -residence to, 6
months in each year over a period of 4 years, or to 5 months in each
year over a period of 5 years; but the total residence required need
not exceed 25 months, not less than 5 of which shall be. in each
year and proof must be submitted within 5 years. Instructions
under said act are printed.in Circular No. 636.
COMMUTATION

OF HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.-

36.. (a) All -original, second, and additional homestead, and adjoining farm entries-may be commuted, except such entries as'are.
made under particular laws which forbid their 'commutation.
(6) The entryman, or his statutory successor, must, as a general,
thing, show substantially continuous residence upon the land, was
maintained until the submission of the proof or filing of notice of intention to submit same, the existence of a habitable house upon the
claim and cultivation of not less than one-sixteenth of its acreage.
However, the proof may be accepted where actual residence for the
required period is shown, even though slightly broken, provided it
be in reasonably' compact periods; and. the failure 'to continue the
residence until filing of notice to submit proof will not prevent: its
acceptance if the Land Department be fully satisfied of entryman's
good faith,' and provided no contest or adverse proceeding'shall.have'
been initiated for default in residenbe, or other good cause, prior to'
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filing such notice. Credit for residence. and cultivation before the
date of entry may be allowed under the conditions, explained in paragraph 25, as to three-year proof.
(c) Where a contest is initiated against an entry, prior to filing
of notice to submit commutation proof the, entry will. be considered
under sections 2291 and 2297, Revised Atatutes, as amended, and the
homesteader's absence will not be excused upon the ground that he
has complied with the law for 14 months and is under no obligation
to further reside upon the land. However, a contest for abandonment can not be maintained if the absence after the 14 months' residence is pursuant to a leave of absence regularly and properly granted
under the act of March 2, 1889, or under conditions which would have
entitled the entryman to such leave upon formal application therefor,
and such absence will not prevent the submission of acceptable commutation proof.
(dc) An entryman submitting commutation proof may add together, to make up the 14 months, periods of residence before and
after an absence under a leave of absence regularly granted, or an
absence of not exceeding five months of which he had given notices
as provided by the act of June 6, 1912.
(e) A- person submitting commutation proof must, in addition to
certain fees, pay the price of the land; this is ordinarily $1.25 per
acre, but is $2.50' per acre for lands within the limits of certain railroad grants. The price, of certain ceded Indian lands varies according to their location, and inquiry should be made regarding each
specific tract.
(f) The claimant must show full citizenship, as in case of threeyear proof.

'

(g) The provisions of law explained in paragraph 27 (f) apply to

commutation proof also.
(h) Commutation proof can not be made on homestead entries

allowed under the 'act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 547), known as the
Kinkaid Act; entries under-the reclamation act of June 17, 1902 (32
Stat., 388); entries under the enlarged-homestead: acts (post, par. 43
et seq.); entries allowed on coal lands under the act of June 22, 1910
(36 Stat., 583), so long as the land is withdrawn or classified as coal;
additional entries allowed under the act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat.,_
627, Appendix No. 4); second entries allowed under the act of June
5, 1900 (31 Stat., 267; Appendix No. 4); second entries allowed under
the act of May 22, 1902 (32 Stat., 203; Appendix No. 4), when the
former entry was commuted; entries within forests under the act of
June 11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233)'; or entries under the stock-raising act
:
of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862).
WHEN PROOF MAY BE SUBMITTED.

37. Either final or commutation proof may be made at any time
when it can be shown that there is -a habitable house upon the land
and that the required residence and cultivation have been had.
Proof must be submitted within five years. Failure to submit proof'
within the proper period is ground for cancellation of the entry
unless 'good reason for the delay appears;' satisfactory reasons being
shown,' final certificate iliav be issued, and the case referred to the
board of equitable -adjudication for confirmation.
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WHIO MAY SUBMIT PROOF.

38. (a) Final proof must be made by the entrymen personally or
their widows, heirs, or devisees, and can not be made by agents, attorneys in fact,- administrators, or executors, except as explained in
paragraphs 10, 22, and 34. . Final proof can be made only by citizens
of the United States.
(b) Where entries are made and proof offered for minor orphan
children of soldiers or sailors the minors may be represented by their
guardian.
HOW PROOFS MAY BE XADE.

39. Final or commutation proofs may be made before any of the
officers mentioned in paragraph 16 as being authorized to administer
oaths to applicants.
Any person desiring to make homestead proof should first forward
a written notice of his desire to the register and receiver of the land
office, giving his post-office address, the number of his entry, the name
and official title of the officer before whom he desires to make proof,
the place at which the proof is to be madeand the name and postoffice addresses of at least four of his neighbors who can testify from,
their own knowledge as to facts which will show that he has in good
faith complied with all the requirements of the law.
40. The register will issue a notice naming the time and place for
submission of proof and cause same to be published at entryman's
expense for 30 days preceding submission of proof in the newspaper
designated by the register.. If this be a daily paper, the publication
must be inserted in 30 consecutive issues; if daily except Sunday, in
26; if weekly, in 5; and if semiweekly, in 9 consecutive issues. ti
T~he -first day of publication-miust be at least 30 days before theV
date set for proof, and a copy of the notice, must be posted in a conspicuous place in the office of the register for at least 30 days before
said date.
The homesteader must arrange with the publisher for publication
of.the notice of intention to make proof and make payment therefor
directly to him. The register will be responsible for the correct

preparation of the notice.
On the day. named in the notice the entryman must appear before
the officer designated to take proof with at least two of the witnesses
named in the notice; but if for any reason the entryman and his witnesses are unable to appear on the date named, the officer should continue the case from day to day until the expiration of 10 days, and
the proof may be taken on any day within that time when the entryman and his witnesses appear, but they should, if it is possible to do
so, appear on the day mentioned in the notice.
FEES ON ENTRIES

-AND

FINAL PROOFS.

41. Fees and commiissions.-When a homesteader applies to make
entry he must pay in cash to the receiver a fee of $5 if his entry is for
less than 81 acres, or $10 if he enters 81 acres or more. And, in'addition to this fee he must pay, both 'at the time he makes entry
and final proof, a commission of $1 for each 40-acre tract entered
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outside of the limits of.a railroad grant and $2 for each 40-acre tract
entered within such limits. Fees under the enlarged-homestead act
and under. the stock-raising homestead act are the same as above,
but the commissions: are based upon the area of the land embraced
in the entry. (See par. 43.) Where an entry is commuted no. commissions are payable, except in connection with certain ceded Indian
lands, as to which inquiry must be made specifically'at the proper
local land offices. On all final proofs made before either the register or receiver, or before any other officer authorized to take proofs,
the register and receiver are entitled to receive 15 cents for each 100
words reduced to writing, and no proof can be accepted or approved
until all fees have been paid.
In all cases where lands. are entered under the homestead laws in
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming the commissions due to
*the register and receiver on entries and final proofs, and the testimony fees under final proofs, are 50 per cent more than those above
specified, but the entry fee of $5 or,$10, as the case may be, is the same
in all the States.
Remittances of moneys to the local land offices must be made in
cash or currency; but certified checks when drawn in favor of the
receiver of public moneys on National and State banks and trust
companies, -which can be cashed without cost to the Government, can
be used. Likewise, United States post-office orders'are acceptable
when they are made payable to the receiver and are drawn on the
post office at the'place where the receiver is located.
ALIENATION OF LAND BY HOXESTEADER.
42. The alienation of all or any part of the land embraced in a
homestead prior to making proof, except for the public purposes
mentioned in section 2288,'Revise-d Statutes (see Appendix No. 1),
will prevent the entryman from making satisfactory proof, since he
is required to swear that he has not alienated any part of the land
except for the purposes mentioned in section 2288, Revised Statutes..
A mortgage by the entryman 'prior to final proof for the purpose
of securing money for improvements, or for any other purpose not
inconsistent with good faith, is not considered such an alienation of
the land as ,will: prevent him from submitting satisfactory proof.
In such a case,,however, should the entry be canceled for any 'reason
prior to patent: the mortgagee would have no claim on the land or
.
against the United States for the money loaned.

Alienation after proof and before patent.-The right of a home-

stead entryman to patent is not defeated by the alienation of all or a
part of the land embraced in his entry after the submission 'of final
proof and prior to patent, provided the proof submitted is satisfactory. Such an alienation, is, however, at the risk of the entryman,
for if the reviewing officers of the Land' Department subsequently
find the final proof so unsatisfactory that it must be wholly rejected
and new proof required, the entryman. can not then truthfully' make
the nonalienation affidavit required by section 2291, Revised Statutes,
and his entry must in consequence be canceled. The purchaser takes
no better title than the entryman had, and if the entry is canceled
the purchaser's title must necessarily fail.
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ENLARGED HOMEISTEADS.

43.. The acts of February 19, 1909 (extended by later legislation
to additional States), and of June 17, 1910 (Appendix No. 13), provide for the making of homestead entries for areas of not exceeding
320 acres of public land in the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, {Wansas, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oregon, South Dakota, -Utah, Washington, and Wyoming, designated by the Secretary of the Interior as nonmineral, nontimbered,
nonirrigable. As to Idaho, the act of June 17, 1910, provides that the
lands must be "arid."X
The terms "arid " or " nonirrigable " land, as used in these act's,
are construed to mean land which, as a rule, lacks sufficient rainfall
to produce agricultural crops without the necessity of resorting tounusual' methods of cultivation, such as the system commonly known
as " dry farming" 'and for which there is no known source of water
supply from which such land may be successfully irrigated at a
reasonable cost.
Lands containing merchantable timber, or valuable minerals other
than coal, phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals,
and lands within a reclamation project, or lands which may be irrigated at a reasonable cost from any known, source of water supply
may not be entered under these acts. Entry may be allowed for the
surface only of lands containing any of the minerals named. A'
legal subdivision will not be regarded as irrigable and excluded from
designation under these acts because a minor portion of it is susceptible of irrigation unless said portion is at least one-eighth thereof. Where there is an application for additional entry after sub.mission of final proof on the original the land covered by the original
will not be regarded as irrigable, and excluded from designation,
upon the ground that more than one-eighth of any subdivision is
irrigable, unless said 'original embraces the equivalent of 20 or more
acres of land in a reasonably compact body that can be thoroughly
irrigated and reclaimed.
'DESIGNATION

OF LANDS-PETITIONS.

44. 'From time to time lists designating the lands which are subject
to entry under these acts are sent to the registers and receivers in
the States affected, and they are instructed immediately upon the
receipt of such lists to note the same upon their tract books. In the
order of designation, a date is fixed on which it will become effective,
and at that time the land becomes subject to entry under the act.
Under the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat., 956, Appendix No. 1T,
-a person may file an application for entry under the enlarged-homestead act of a tract of surveyed land which has not been' designated
thereunder, accompanied by a petition for its designation, or he may
file application for additional entry, though part of the land involved
has not been designated, accompanied by like petition. lIe thus
secures a preference right of entry if the land be thereafter designated. Attention is directed to the fact that an additional entry can
not be allowed unless the tract first entered, as well as the one sought
to be added, is designated, and therefore petitions should in all cases
-cover so much of both tracts as has not already' been designated.
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Instructions prescribing the procedure under the act mentioned are
found in a special circular; the act itself is copied in Appendix
No. 17.

The fact that lands have been designated as subject to entry is not
conclusive as to the' character of such' lands, and should it afterwards
develop that the land is not of the character contemplated by the
above acts the designation may be canceled; but where an entry is
made in good faith under the provisions of these acts, such design ation will not thereafter be modified to the injury of anyone who in
good faith has acted upon such designation. Each entryman must
furnish affidavit as required by section 2 of the acts.
COMPACTNESS-FEES.

45. A tract included in an entry under the enlarged-homestead act
or in an entry under the general law, and an additional under said
act, should be in compact form, and such claim may not be permitted
to entirely surround a subdivision of unappropriated lands subject
to entry under said act..
The acts provide that the fees shall be the same as those now required to be paid under the homestead laws; therefor, while the
fees may not in any one case exceed the maximum fee of $10 required
under the general homestead law, the commissions will be determined by the area of the land embraced in the entry. See paragraph 41.
FILING OF APPLICATIONS.

46. Applications to make entry under these acts must be submitted
on forms prescribed by the General Land Office; in case of an original
entry, Form 4-003, and of an additional entry, Form 4-004.
The affidavit of an applicant as to the character of the land must
be corroborated by two witnesses. It is not necessary that such witnesses be acquainted with the applicant, and if they are not so
acquainted their affidavit should be modified accordingly.
The affidavit of the witnesses, as well as that of the applicant, must
be executed before an officer authorized to administer oaths in homestead cases. See paragraph 16.
ADDITIONAL ENTRY FOR CONTIGUOUS LAND.

47. (a) Under section 3 of the enlarged-homestead acts a person
who has entered less than 320 acres of land which is of the character
described therein, and which has been so designated by the Secretary
of the Interior, may make entry of adjoining lands, also so designated, which will not, together with the tract first entered, exceed
320 acres in area. Where proof has not already been submitted on
the original claim at the time application for additional entry is filed,
-residence upon and cultivation of the tract first entered will be
accepted as equivalent to, residence upon and cultivation of the.
additional.
(b) Where. a person makes entry under the general provisions of
the homestead laws, and before submission of proof on said entry
makes an additional entry under said section 3, the following rules
govern the requirements as to the cultivation and residence to be.
shown by him on submission of proof;
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(c) He may show compliance with the requirements of the law
applicable to his original entry, and that, after the date of. additional entry, he cultivated, in addition to such cultivation as was
relied upon and used in perfecting title to the original entry, an
amount equal to one-sixteenth of the area of the additional entry for
one year, not later than the second year of such additional entry, and
one-eighth the following year and each succeeding year until proof
submitted; however, the rules explained in paragraph 27 (b) are
applicable to such cases. The cultivation in support of the additional
entry may be maintained upon either entry:
(d) When proof is submitted on both entries at the same time,
he may show the cultivation of an amount equal to one-sixteenth of
the combined area, of the two entries for one year, increased to oneeighth the succeeding year, and that such latter amount of cultivation
has continued until offer of proof. If cultivation in these amounts
can be shown, proof may be submitted without regard to the date
of the additional entry, i. e., the required amount of cultivation may
have been performed in whole or in part on the original entry before
the additional entry was made, and proof on the additional need be
deferred only until the showing indicated can be made. Such combined proof may be submitted not later than seven years from the
date of the original entry.
(e) In instances where proof is first made on the original entry
meeting the requirement of the homestead law respecting residence,
no further showing in this particular will be exacted in making
proof upon the additional entry; neither will a period of residence
be exacted in proof upon the combined entry in excess of that
required under the original entry.
(f) As above indicated, persons who have already submitted proof
on their, original entries are not, for that reason, deprived of the
privilege of making- additional entries. However, if a person makes
entry for a tract contiguous to the one originally entered, he is required to show that he still owns and occupies (not necessarily resides upon) the tract first entered; in submitting proof on the additional filing, he is accorded credit for all residence on either tract,
but must show cultivation of the aditional tract itself to the extent
and for the period (after the date of the additional entry) required
by law. A special circular is issued under the act of March 3, 1915,
allowing such additional entries (38 Stat., 956, Appendix No. 13).
ADDITIONAL, ENTRY FOR INCONTIGUOUS LAND.

48. (a) Under section 7 of the enlarged-homestead acts, added
thereto by the act of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat., 344), and the act of
September 5, 1916 (39 Stat., 724), a person who has submitted final
proof on a homestead entry for less than 320 acres of land of the
character contemplated by said acts, has the right to enter sufficient
land of similar character, not contiguous to his first entry, to make
up therewith not more than 320 acres. He is required to have the
same residence and cultivation and a habitable house on the additional entry as though it were an original filing, except where the
second tract is within 20 miles of the first, in which case residence
and a habitable house on either tract will be accepted. A special
circular is issued relating to such additional entries. The act of
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July 3, 1916 (extended to Idaho by that of Sept. 5, 1916), is printed
inAppendix No. 21.
(b) Where a person has perfected a homestead entry for less than
160 acres and is entitled to an additional entry for sufficient land to
make that area, he may enter under the enlarged-homestead act a
tract designated thereunder of an amount double that which he would
be entitled to appropriate of land not so designated. (Act of Feb.
20 191'7 39 Stat., 925, Appendix No. 13.)
ENTRIES IOT REQUIRING RESIDENCE.

49. The sixth section of the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat., 639,
Appendix No. 15), provides that not exceeding 2,000,000 acres of
land in the State of Utah, which do not have upon them sufficient
water suitable for domestic purposes as will render continuous residence upon such lands possible, may be designated by the Secretary

of the Interior as subject to entry under the provisions of that act;
with the exception, however, that entrymen of such lands need not
reside' thereon. This act provides in such cases that all entrymen
must reside within such distance of the land entered as will enable
them successfully to farm the same as required by the act; -and no
attempt will be made at this time to determine how far from the land
an entryman will be allowed- to, reside, as it is believed that the
proper determination of that question will depend upon the circumstances of each case.
During the second year of the entry at least one-eighth of the area
must be cultivated, and during the third, fourth, and fifth years, and
until submission of final proof, one-fourth of the area entered must
be cultivated. Proof may be submitted on entries of this class within
seven years after their dates.
* The rules relating to petitions for designation of lands, referred
to in paragraphs 44 and 47, apply to section 6 of the enlarged-homestead act; applications to make entry thereunder will not be received
until the date fixed in the order designating the land as subject to
entry under said section, except when accompanied by petitions for
designation, complying with the rules with reference thereto.
60. The sixth section of the act of June 17, 1910 (36 Stat., 531),
as amended by the act of August 10, 1917 (40 Stat., 273), provides
for the designation of 1,000,000 acres of land in the State of Idaho
of the same character contemplated by section 6 of the act of February 19, 1909. One-sixteenth of the cultivable area of the entry
must be cultivated during the first year of the entry, one-eighth of f
the area during the second year, and one-fourth of the area during
the third and each succeeding year. Entries made under section 6
of the act prior to August 10, 1917, may be perfected without a
showing as to .cultivation during the first year, but entryman must
* show cultivation, of one-eighth of the area of the entry during the
second year, one-fourth of the area of the entry during the third
year and until submission of final proof; but in such cases the entry- man must show that he resided within 20 miles from the land in his
entry, whereas under the act as amended it is required that " after
six months from the date of entry and until final proof the entryman
shall be a resident of the State of Idaho,"
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STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS.

51. (a) The act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862)-, provides
that-the-Secretary of the Interior may designate unappropriated,
unreserved public lands as "stock-raising lands," where the surface
thereof is, in 'his opinion, chiefly valuable for grazing and raising
forage crops, provided they do not contain merchantable timber, are
not susceptible of irrigation from any known, source of water supply, are of such character that 640 acres are reasonably required for
the support of a family, and contain no water holes or other bodies
of water needed or used by the public for watering purposes.
(b) Where lands are thus designated, any person qualified to make
entry under the homestead laws may make a homestead entry for not
exceeding 640 acres thereof, and the fact that the tract sought may be
valuable for coal or other minerals is not material, since all minerals
are reserved to the United States..
(e) There is required, compliance with the provisions of the,-general law with respect to residence and the erection of a habitable
house. No specific amount of cultivation is required, but it must be
shown, on submission of proof, that the entryman hasimade permanent improvements upon the tract, tending to increase its value for
stock-raising purposes, of the value .of not less than $1.25 per acre,
half of which improvements must be placed there within three years
after entry ;'also that, the land has been used for three years for rais-

ing stock and' forage' crops.

Bn

.:

(di) Preference right of entry through applications accompanied
by petitions for designation may be secured m substantially the same
manner as under the enlarged-homestead law.
(e) The act provides for additional entries and, for entries conditioned on the surrender of former filings. 'These matters, as well as
the preferential right for additional entry of contiguous lands, are
explained in a special; circular issued-under this act;
WILLIAM SPRY,

ComiMissioner.

Approved:

:E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
HENRYCHAMBERLAIN.
Decided January 23, 1922.'
TIMBER AND STONE ACT-OIL AND GAS LANDS- SURFACE RIGHTS-FINAL PROoFPATENT-BURDEN OF PROOF-EiVIDENCE.

A complete equitable title becomes vested upon the claimant's full compliance with the law and the final certificate upon a stone entry is primafacie evidence of that title, and thereafter such entryman can not be
compelled to accept a limited patent pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914,
because of a subsequent report that the land is valuable for oil or gas,
unless the Government makes the charge and shows upon assumption of
the burden of proof that the land was of known mineral character at the
date of the perfection of the claim.E
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PROOF-EVIDENCE-

A report by a field agent, after the issuance of a final certificate upon a stone
entry, charging that the land contains oil and gas and was so known at
the date of final proof, may be used as a basis for Government proceedings
against the claim, but it is not competent evidence upon which final action
adverse to the claimant may be taken, without charges, notice- and an
opportunity for a hearing.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Payne v. New Mexico (255 U.-,S., 367), Wyoming v. United States

(255 U. S., 489), Charles W. Pelham (39 L. D., 201), Richard P. Ireland
(40 L. D., 484), George P. Goodwin (43 L. D., 193), Tilmon D. Mabry
(48 L. D., 155), cited and applied.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Henry Chamberlain, who on September 20, 1920, made stone entry
032486, for lot 3, Sec. 5, T. 4 N., R. 17 W., S. B. M., Los Angeles,
California, land district, has appealed from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 17, 1921, requiring him to file an application for classification of the land as
nonmineral, or to consent to the amendment of his final certificate
so as to reserve the oil and gas deposits or suffer cancellation of his
entry.
October 25, 1919, Chamberlain filed his application to purchase
under the timber and stone act. -February 12, 1920, the appraisal of
the land was filed and accompanied by A report that the tract was
nonmineral. Notice for publication issued on March 6, 1920, and on
April 9, 1920, the chief of. field division reported that he had no information- warranting field investigation. May 26, 1920, Chamberlain made final proof and payment for the land. The proof was suspended because of the contest affidavit filed on April 7, 1920. That
contest abated and the case was closed and on September 20, 1920,
entry was allowed and certificate issued.
In the decision appealed from it was said:
This office is in receipt of a report from a mineral examiner dated March 31,
1921, in view of which you will notify the claimant in accordance with paragraphs 9 and 10(b) of departmental instructions of March 20, 1915, Circular
393 (44 L. D., 32), as amended by Circular 481 of June 27, 1916, under the act
of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), that he is allowed thirty days from service of
notice hereof in which to (1) file in your office application for classification of

the land as nonmineral, making the showing prescribed in paragraph 10 of
said circular, or (2) in which to file consent to have the amendment of the
certificate to contain the. following:
"Patent to contain the provisions, reservations, conditions and limitations
of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas,"
or, (3) of his right of appeal to the Secretary of the Interior, and that in the
event of his failure to take action within the time allowed, hig entry and final
certificate, hereby held for cancellation, will be finally canceled without further
notice to him from this office.
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The Commissioner also stated in effect that if the application for
a nonmineral classification was filed and denied, the claimant would
be allowed -thirty days within which to apply Jfor a hearing, at
which the burden of proof would be upon the Government to establish the mineral character of the land.
The report referred to by the Commissioner is one dated March
31, 1921, by a mineral examiner, in which it is stated that the land is
valuable. for oil and was so known, at the date of final, proof. The
entry certificate was issued six months before said report was made
and nine months prior to the Commissioner's action thereon. That
certificate is prima facie evidence of 'a vested interest and, full
equitable title to the land in the claimant. The burden rests on the
Government to show, if it can, by proper proceeding, and upon due
notice that such certificate is bad and should be canceled, and that
equitable title did not accrue.
In thecase of Charles W. Pelham (39 L. D., 201), it was held by
the Department (syllabus)After full payment of the purchase price and the issuance of final certificate
upon a timber and stone entry, the land department is without jurisdiction over
the land except to determine whether it was subject to such entry at the date
thereof and whether the entryman was qualified to make the entry and had in
all respects complied with the law; and subsequent withdrawal of the land in
anticipation of proposed legislation affecting the disposition of power sites is
unauthorized and not sufficient ground for withholding patent upon the final
certificate.

See also the cases of Wyoming 'v. United States (255 U. S., 489),
and Payne v. New Mexico (255 U. S., 367).
Section 3 of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 500), which act provides for agricultural entry of lands withdrawn, classified, or reported as. containing oil or gas, prescribes in substance that any
person who shall enter or purchase under' the nonmineral land laws
any lands which are subsequently withdrawn, classified, or reported
as being valuable for oil or gas, may upon application therefor and
making satisfactory proof, receive a patent containing a reservation of such mineral deposits. The section is primarily applicable to
incomplete and unperfected entries. The concluding paragraph of
the regulations of March 20, 1915 (44 L. D., 32, 37), reads as follows:
A withdrawal or classification will be deemed prima facie evidence of the
character of the land covered thereby for the purposes of this act. Where any
nonmineral application to select, locate, enter, or purchase has preceded the
withdrawal or classification and is incomplete and unperfected at such date,
the claimant, not then having obtained a vested right in the land, must take
patent with a reservation or sustain the burden of showing at a hearing, if one
be ordered, that the land is in fact nonmineral in character and therefore
erroneously classified or not of the character intended to be included in the
withdrawal. Where the agricultural claimant has completed and perfected his
claim and becomes possessed of a vested right in the land which subsequeift
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thereto is withdrawn or classified, the burden will rest upon the Government to
show that the land is in fact mineral in character and was so known at the date
of final completion and perfection of the claim. See Charles W. Pelham (39
L. D., 201).

* Amended paragraph 9 (45 L. D., 79), and paragraph 10 (b) of the'
regulations cited by the Commissioner can not be directly invoked
to challenge the validity of the final certificate which priwm facie
evidences an outstanding equitable title, and which was duly issued
prior to the mineral withdrawal, classification or report. Furthermore, as against a perfected claim carrying on its face-a vested right
and equitable title to the land, a subsequent adverse report by a
member of the- field service -is not alone competent, or sufficient to
justify the requirements made by the Commissioner. See cases of
George F. Goodwin (43 L. D., 193), and Richard P. Ireland (40
L. D., 484). Such a report may be properly utilized as the basis for
charges, notice, and a hearing. As against a final entry or perfected
claim, a later adverse report as to oil or gas stands on no different
footing than does a like report as to gold, copper, or other minerals,
and should be treated in accordance with the usual practice. The
principle involved- in this regard has been repeatedly announced.
In the appendix to the oil leasing regulations (47 L. ID., 437, 471),
there appears the following:
RESERVATION OF MINERAL-WHEN

REQUIRED.

Where a -homestead entry (not under the grazing act) is made without a
reservation of the oil to the Government and the land is withdrawn or classified
as oil land before completed final proof is submitted, the entryman must take
patent with a reservation of the oil, unless he can procure a reclassification of
the land by the department or a removal of the withdrawal, or unless he can
show at a hearing (the burden of proof being on him) that the land was not of
a known mineral character at date of final proof.
But where, in the ease last stated, their withdrawal or classification as
mineral was not made until after final proof was subm~itted, the entryman will
be entitled to a patent without a reservation, unless the Government can show
(the burden of proof being on the Government), at a hearing if necessary, that
the land was of known mineral character at the date of final proof. If the Government can show this, the result will be the same regardless of whether there
has been a withdrawal or classification.

The above excerpt is cited and quoted in the recent case of Tilmon
D. Mabry'on rehearing (48 L. D].,155, 158).
The action of the Commissioner herein can not be sustained. The
case is remanded 'with directions that proceedings be instituted
against the entry, based on proper charges to the effect that the land
was of known- oil character at the time of proof and payment and
that it was not chiefly valuable for timber or stone. The decision
appealed from is reversed.
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COPE v. DOCKERY.
Decided January 25, 1922.
CONTINUANCE-PRACTICE-CONTESTANT-HEARiNO.-

Personal attendance of a contestant at the hearing is presumptively essential
to the proper presentation of a contest, and a motion for continuance and
change of place, while a matter within the discretion of the local officers,should be considered from the standpoint of the ability of the contestant to
attend under the circumstances, where he makes showing that, owing to
sickness or som e other unavoidable happening, he will be unable to be
present at the hearing.
CONTINUANCE-RULES OF PRACTICE-CONTESTANT-HEARING.

Action on a motion for continuance of a hearing on the ground that the contestant will be unable to atfend on account of sickness or some other unavoidable circumstance is not to be governed by the general provisions contained in the Rules of Practice relating to continuance on account of absent
witnesses, which are inapplicable, but should be- dependent upon the facts
in each case.
DEPARTmENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND CONSTRUED.

The cases of Uppendahl v. White (7 L. D., 60), and John N. Dickerson (35
L. D., 67), cited and construed.

FINNE-r, First Assistant Secretary:

E

Nellie S. Cope has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, rendered February 17, 1921, affirming the action of the register and receiver of July. 27, 1920, denying her motion for a continuance and change of place of the hearing ordered in connection with her contest against the homesteadentry 016125 of Jasper C. Dockery, embracing the NW. l, W. I NE. i,
and N. 1 SW. i, Sec. 29, T. 8 N., R. 25 E., N. M. M., Tucurncari, New
Mexico, land district.
:It appears that the proceeding giving rise to the present issue
was initiated by Nellie S. Cope, who filed an application to contest
the entry of Dockery May 5, 1920;: that subsequently the General
Land Office, at the instance of an unfavorable report made by one
,of its agents as the result of an investigation, directed adverse proceedings against the entry May 17, 1920; that the proceedings upon
the Government charge were held in abeyance pending the result
of the private contest; that the local officers ordered a hearing to be
held on July 30, 1920, before a United States Commissioner at Puerto
de Luna, New Mexico; that on July 26, 1920, the contestant, through
her attorney, presented a motion for a continuance, which was denied; that on July 28, 1920, the motion was renewed and a request
also made for designation of another place and officer before whom
it should be held; that the latter motion and request were also de-.
nied; that neither the contestant nor her attorney appeared at the
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hearing; that the contest was thereupon dismissed on motion of the
contestee on the ground of default.
An appeal was taken from the action of the local officers, whereupon the Commissionerlheld that the showings made for a continu-:
ance failed to comply with the Rules of Practice; that either the
contestant or her attorney should have attended the hearing and
presented such evidence as was then available; that an application
could then have been submitted for a time to take by deposition the
evidence of the witnesses whose attendance could not have been procured.
It is alleged that the contestant, owing to ill health, was temporarily outside of the State when the place and time for the hearing
-were fixed-; that neither she nor her attorney were consulted relative
to the setting of the hearing; that notice thereof did not reach her
until about July 26, 1920; that even if she had had ample notice, the,
place at which the hearing was to be held was not suited for the
attendance of a young single woman in bad health, inasmuch as there
was no hotel or other means of lodgment and sustenance except
through the setting up and maintenance of a camp, in a stifling hot
canyon at that season of the year; that it was possible to select another place in the vicinity of the land at which there were hotel ac-

commodations, where clerical services could have been obtained.
The contestant submitted affidavits of two physicians dated July
28th and 29th, 1920, respectively, certifying to the fact of her ill
health, and that she would not, in their opinion, be able to attend to
any business matters for some time thereafter.
In the decision appealed from, the Commissioner stated that it
had not been shown to his satisfaction that the contestant was too
ill to attend the hearing, as she had traveled, a few days previously
thereto, from Kansas to New Mexico; that the matter of granting a
motion for continuance rests in the sound discretion of the local
officers; that the exercise of such discretion should not be interfered
with unless abuse thereof is shown; that the showing made by the
contestant was not sufficient to warrant a demand, as a matter of
justice, that the hearing should be postponed and a change of place
designated for her benefit and to the additional expense and disadvantage of the contestee.
The sole question raised by the issue herein is that of the right of a
contestant to have a suitable time and place -fixed for a hearing in
order that personal attendance thereat may not be made impossible
or intolerable. The Rules of Practice do not contain any specific
provision relating' to that point. The rules pertaining to continuance, Rules 17-19, inclusive, have particular reference to the continuance of hearings on account of absence of witnesses. This case does
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not involve the question of the evidence of witnesses so much as it
does the right of the contestant herself to be present.
The Department held in the case of Uppendahl v. White (7 L. D.,
60), that the personal attendance of the contestant at the hearing is
presumptively essential to the proper presentation of his case, and
that, a -contest should be reinstated where it was dismissed in the
absence of the contestant, such absence being caused by the fault of
the claimant.
:I
The principle enunciated in the case of Uppendahl v. White,
9supra, is applicable to the instant case. It is to be presumed that the
attendance: of the contestant was essential- to the proper presentation of her case, and while, it is not to be disputed that the local officers are clothed with discretion as to the fixing .of the place for a
hearing and the setting of the time thereof and in allowing or. denying motions for continuance on account of absence of witnesses, yet
' in a case fwhere it is shown that the contestant, owing to sickness -or
some other unavoidable circumstance, is unable to be present at the
hearing, and, requests a continuance, giving the reason therefor, the
motion should be considered from the standpoint of the ability of
the contestant to attend under the circumstances.
In- the instant case- the action of the local officers, in the opinion
of 'the Department, amounted to Ia denial to the contestant of heropportunity of being present at the hearing. If the judgment, Which
directed the, dismissal of the contest, is permitted to: become final,
the burden is thrown upon the Government of supporting its charge
which was held in abeyance because of the initiationof. the private
contest.
The nature of -a contest is clearly set forth in the case of John N.
Dickerson (35 L. D., 67, 70), in language as follows:
Every contest in the general sense is a proceeding by the Government,
whether it is prosecuted through the accredited officials, or by the agency of
individual contests. In either case it is a proceeding exercised by the Land
Department in virtue of its supervisory control over the disposal of the public
lands, , and in fulfillment of its duty to investigate every entry, -for the
purpose of protecting the rights of the people as well as to do justice to all
A claimants (knight v. Land Association, 142 U.
L., 161; John N. Dickerson, 33
L.D., 498, 500).

After consideration of the presentment of this case on appeal, it
is concluded that, in view: of the physical condition of the contestant

at the time, the order setting the hearing at Puerto de Luna, was
improvident.

The decision of the.Commissioner is, therefore, re-

fversed andthe case remanded to the end 'that the contest be reinstated
and further appropriate proceedings be directed accordingly.
52403°-voL48-21-27
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RUSSELL v. UNITED STATES BORAX COMVPANY (ON PETITION).
b..DeodedJanuary 25, 192

2.

SCHoOL LAND-MIXEREAL LAnDS-LIEU SEcnon-SrmRV-Acv or FEBRUARY
28, 1891-STAvTrTES-CiALORNIrA..
Neither the act of February 28, 1891, which granted to the .State of California the olption: to waive its right to such school sections in- place as should
be discovered subsequently to the approval of the official survey toX be of
mineral character and take lands iin Hie thereof, nor the-legislative act
of that State of April:1, 1897, permitting mineral, prospecting. and location.
of mining claims thereupon, revested the United States with title to those
'lands, but merely 'authorized a right of exchafi~ priot to the exercise
and: acceptance. of which the Government is without autholrity to make
disposition thereof.
SCHOOL. LAND-MINERAL LANDS-LIku SELECTION-MINERAL E:NTRY-REINsTATEMENT-ADVERsE CLAIM-SuaVEY.-CALORNIA:.

:Lands within a school section in the State of California, which were found
: to be of mineral character, subsequently to the approval of the official survey, are not subject to mineral entry under the United States.mining laws
unless and until exchange thereof for other lands has been perfected pursuant to the act of February 28, 1891;, ' and wherei a nmineral entriy for
such lands has been canceled becauseiinvalid when made,' a reinstatement'
thereof after an. exchange of the lands. has been; approved will.;not be
permitted to the prejudice of an intervening adverse claim, if the .claimant
submitted vwithout protest to the cancellation of the entry and :failed to
renew his claim after tit]e revested in the United States.':

r

i
;L

4

D.)EPARTMENTAL DECIsiONS CITED ANDDCONSTRUED. :
The cases of State of California (33 L. D., 856), and Sewell, A. K napp, on
petition (47 L. D., 156), cited and construed.;'
FINNEY, FirstAssistant

Secretary:

July 19, 1921 the Department on appeal rejeted the application of
thejUnited States Borax Company for rtinstatement of. mineral
entry 332; embracing lands in sections 25 and: 36, T. 26 N.,1 R. 2 E.
S. B. M.' California, known as the Clara lode claim, Independences
06256. That decision became final in the absence: of a motion' for
rehearing. December 14, 1921, the said company flied a fretition 'f'r
the exercise of the supervisory authority of the Department and for

reconsideration.,
The said claim was located, April 26, 1900jand. amineral~ survey
After due puhlcation
was afterwards made and patent applied. for.
and. proof, final certificate was issued December 14, 119,05. :.About
three-fourtbs of the claim, including the discovery point and all the
development work, are within section 36, a school. section.

November 21, 1906,. the Commissioner of the, General Land. Office
0 requiredl the claimant :to show cause' why the entry should not be
canceled as to the portion in section 36, which prestumably belonged
to the State under its school grant in the absence of a showing that

_
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it was known .mineral land, at the- time, of the official survey, which
was made prior to theq19cation of this claim. In responlse.to that
requirement the claimant. stated lunder date, of August 20, 190that
it could not make any showing to ov!ercome- the presumption in favcr.
of the rights of the State and that it would not ask to have the matter
khept open any. longer. "
'March; 25, '1908,the Commissioner held that cancellation of that,
portion of the entry. in, section-36 would defeat the entry in toto
because. all of the improvements. and dliscovery point were on that
portion. The entire entry was accordingly heldl for, cancellati~on.)`''
April 6, 1'908, counsel for the; compah yv admitted, that no work had
been done -on thec laimr since the&original- application was filed', and
waived the right, to make- furtheri showing. S The entry wasS accordingly canceled by the' Commissioner's letter of April :24, 190&
It also appears that on February 12, 1908, the-State of California
filed a selection-list offering: as base the :N. WNE. . , aid section 36.
That selection was rejectedt by the Co-mmissioner-:March L15, 1913, for
canceled and that*
the reason that the said mineral entryi had
.
presumably the land offered was not-proper base.:
June 1 1919, W...S.Russell and his associates located certain ?placer
claims in the 'NE. 1 NE. :i of said section 36, covering land included:
in the said:(Clara lode claim..
February 3, 1920, the State filed its selection Est offering as base
the said-NE.-4 :NE. i See. 36,.which selection was approved JiLine 2.4,
1id921.
N.E ) ;
February 26, 1920, the said BoraxCompany.filed application for
reinstatement of its said.canceled mineral entry, and on June 3,'1920,
the said:W. S. 'Russell filed protest against said application for reinstatement. The protestant alleged abandonment of -the: mining claim
by the 'said compnany, and it' was held in th6, former decisio ' that rein"
statement of the application for patent -would be of ho'avail, as it
could only be effective'froin the date'of formal applicatioli for republication of notice, and that the matters in issue between the 'parties
can be determined, in the~evenit that'one of them files an;application
for patent and' the other asserts claim through an adverse procteding
'
'
ifi the. manner provided by statute.
The petition urges that error was made in not recognizing that
the: said company had a vested rightto patent uniderits:old entry;
that the r equirement made by. the Commissioner :of..the claimant.
to show that the land was known 'mineral land at the, time of the
surveey was an unlawful requirement; tthat- 'the entry was not` duly''
::aid legally 'canceled. -'Recent Slupre'me Cort decisidns are' citdin
supportA of thie,'contention that ,a vested 'righthad been obtaineŽd
which could not be destroyed by cancellation oof the entry.
.been!

-

-

;

'

-
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Departmental decision in the case of the State of California (33

L. D., 356), is cited in support Sof the contention that it was error
to require the company to show that the land involved 'was of known
mineral character at the timed of the official survey. The gist of that
decision is given in the syllabus which reads as follows:
Under the provisions of the act of February 28, 1891, amending section 2275
of the Revised Statutes, the State may, if it so elects, waive its right to portions of sections sixteen and thirty-six in place,' and select other lands in lieu
thereof, upon proof showing the present character of the lands to be mineral,
without regard to their known mineral character at the date of their identification by the lines of the public survey._

It will be observed that said decision recognized the principle that
the title to the school sections in place passed to the State if they
were not known to be mineral at the time of the;official survey, but'
that the State has the option under the provisions of the act of February 28, 1891, to waive its right to such sections upon proof of
present mineral character and take lands in lieu thereof. This -is
merely a right of exchange and not strictly an indemnity right to
satisfy a loss, for there is no loss under the circumstances stated as
the State is not compelled to select other land but may retain the
mineral land should it desire to do so. The United States is not -it
liberty to dispose of such tracts until it has been determined that the
school grant did not attach, or if it did attach, that an exchange has
been made.
In this connection the petition further relies on the legislative act
of California of April 1, 1897 (California Statutes, 1897, p. 438),
which provides in part as follows:

,<

The sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections belonging to the state, in which there
may be found valuable mineral deposits, are hereby declared to be free and open
to exploration, occupation, and purchase of the United States, under the laws,,
rules, and regulations passed and prescribed 'by the United States, for the sale
of mineral lands.

Lindley on Mines, Vol. 3, 3d Edition, p. 2452, contains the following
comment on that law:
-

The peculiarity of these provisions deserves notice. Formerly mineral lands
within 16th and 36th sections were sold by the state under special laws, which .
are repealed by this act.. Title of the state to these sections vests upon approval.
of the survey if at that date the lands were not known to be mineral (ante, S
142). If they were then known to be mineral, the state received no title. The
act, therefore. can have no possible application to any lands except 16th or
36th sections wherein mineral has been discovered subsequent to the approval
of the survey and vesting of title in the state. What
~
is the object of the act?
The title gives no clue. JIt does not purport to revest-title in the federal government. If it did it: would not be effectual for any such purpose without the
consent of congress. States have no power to compel the United States to resume sovereignty over such lands nor impose upon the national government

-
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the obligation to include such lands within its public land system without some
concurrent congressional legislation, accepting the burden.' In re State of Montana, 27 L. D. 474.

See also case of Sewell A. Knapp, Ion petition (47 L D., 156),
wherein the Department expressed a similar view in reference to the
act of the State of Nevada of like nature.
The Department is clearly of the opinion that the said mineral
entry was made for land (as to section. 36) then belonging trima facie
-to the' State, and that the requirement made by the Commissioner
was proper. Furthermore, the claimant acquiesced in that ruling and
admitted its inability to comply, with the requirement. It did not
renew its claim after the State filed selection in lieu of the land involved, but submitted without protest to the cancellation of the entry.
it is estopped from now disputing the correctness of that action. If
it has abandoned its claim so as to permit other bona1fde rights-to
intervene and'attach, as alleged, it would be manifestly unjust and
illegal to reinstate .the old entry.
The petition is accordingly denied.
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI v. UNITED STATES, JAMES W. BUFORD ET
AL., INTERVENERS.
Decided December 21, 1921.
SWAMP LAND-SURVEY-LAND. DEPAETMENT-JUEISDICTION-EVIDENCF-MISSIS-

j

.

:: SIPPI.:
;
Vi
: : - :V0
Axn agreement between the State of Mississippi and the United States whereby
the character of specific tracts of land as of the date of the swamp act of
September 28, 1850, should be determined by the showing of the field notes
and plats of the Government survey, does not preclude the Land Department, in the exercise of its judicial function in determining whether or
not lands were of the character that passed Under that grant, from admitting
evidence to show their true conditions at the time that -the grant became
operative, where the official survey was made prior to the passage of the
act and there was no reason for the surveyor to make particular note of
the swamp or nonswamp character of the lands.
SWAMP LAND-EvIDENcEC

sIEARiNG-AcT OF SEPTEMBER

28, 1850.

Where it becomes necessary to determine by a hearing whether or not lands
were of the character that were granted by the swamp act of September 28,
1850, expert testimony of Government witnesses, based upon evidence now
available, from which the inference may be reached that the soil environment and the former forest conditions were such as to negative the possibility that the lands could ever have been of a swamp character, is not
sufficient to counteract the direct testimony of witnesses familiar with: the
land at the date of the passage of the act.

FINNE-,,FirstAssistant Secretary.:
These cases come before the Department on cross-appeals from the
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, rendered
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June 14, 1921, in a proceeding instituted by the State of Mississippi
to obtain a patent, pursuant to the provisions: of the swamp land act
of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat., 519), to. Sec. 15, T. 19 N.; R. 2 E.,
Choctaw Meridian, in Carroll County, Mississippi, and in the Jack- D
son land district. A chronological' sketch of the material facts touching'the history of said tract will best- lead up 'to its present status
and the issue presented on the'appeals...
Said township , vwhich .was a part of the "Choctaw' Cession,' was
offi~ciallysurveyed in 1832, only the exterior boundtaries of said section 15, being then traced, as indicated. bv the. field notes. Sechon
16 of said township (normally 'a shoo6 section) was embraced in' an
Indian. patent issued. prior to said. survey. On the official piat-of
said 'survey filed in the district land ofce, "reserved for section 16"
was noted upon said' section 15, but it does not appear6when 'or by

whose authority said notation was made. No' sch notation appears
on the official plat of said townsLip on file in the (General Land :Office,
nor does any such reservation appear ever to have been made by
authority of the General Land Office so far' as its re cords disclose;
and later the State of Mississippi made an approved selection, as
indemnity for said lost school section, of land in another township
t
0 +-f --s:;'2;' 03'' -'---:t -lan
:'and range.
In 1848, two years before -the date of said swamp-land act," the
Board of school lands for .T. 19 N., R. 2, E." bargained to convey a
leasehold interest in said: Sec. 15 for the term of 99 years, to Green-

wood Leflore, and in fulfillment of said bargain said board, June
1, 1857, made:such a lease, -with covenant of warranty for: its term
to expire April 8, 1947. Said section was held by persons claiming
under said lepase (but all residing upon adjoining or neighboring
lands), until the adverse homestead' entries below mentioned were
made.
May 18, 1914, James WF. .Buford made -homestead entry,; serial
*'-On
06488, for the SE. I and iWilliam,-M. Mosley, serial 06489,. for the
NE.- , 6-f -aid Sec. 15. The'-entrymen, having gone upon said respective parcels, were arrested; for treslpass at' the instance' of the ~claim-.
ants under the lease,: and litigation in the' Mississippi State courts
between said dlaimaiits'and said entrymen ensued,'resulting adversely
to the entrymen.
In the.,month of !December, 1914, the State' ,f Misissippi led its
application .for a patent, under the swamp land act,.for said section 15,
supported by affidavits as to the character of the land at the. date of
'said act; mnade by sundry persons including some residents: born before
said date :and claiming to have been' familiar, in their boyhood and
early youth, with the character of the laind at that date and subsequently. -Actioll on the application was deferred by the-General Land
:
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Office, at the request of the homestead entrymen, until final conclusion of the litigation in the State courts. IMeanwhile, on October 27,
1917;'lifon:'E. Mosley mIacle h6mestead entry, serial 07716, for the
NW. -f of said Sec. 1, claimed and-allowed as preferential by reason
of his having successfuilly. ontested ai earlier hoimestead entry by
Everett M.'Xephil1, serial 06497, allowed May 25, 1914. FolIowing
the cancellation, .Fbruary 2, 1919, up6onadefi of' an: answer to
ce, oahomestead entry,
charges preferrad by the eeral Land
serial 0k7121, allo e August 2, 19;17, ahomestead entry, serial08076,
'for said SW. :, Sec. 15, was made by Willian C. Mosley March ,3,
1919.
': OnOctober 2; 1919 , the' 'General Land Office directed the local officers to set down a hearing on the conflicting claims, to said secion,
0 with
leai~e to 'tl p~ities- to stipulate: for the incorporation into the
of testimony'
irecordtaken in the' State court suits between them. 'A
hearing was had accordingly, beginning February 23, 1920, before
a commissioner at Carrolton, .upon the swamp-land application-of the
.S1ate, iwhich7 acted ii the interest of the claimants under the lease,
the homestea1d entrymen intervening to resist said application, and
besides voluminous testimony introduced in evldende, the township
r: plats and field notes, as well as a transcript of the records in. said State
court suits, were put in 'evidence. Further testimony was taken at
the AnalA.h.aring before the local, officers, April 3, 1920.
The local officers rendered their joint decision (not dated) ,about
Noveim~ber 12, 1920, finding adversely to the contention of the State
that said land at the date of said act was such as was intended to be
granted thereby. The State of Mississippi appealed to the Commissioner, who, on June 14, 1921, irendered his decision affirming that of
said local officers in denying said application of the Statebut holding
-for cancellation all four of said homestead entries, upon the ground
'that, as hadlbeen held in Jones v.0 Arthur (28 L. ID., 235, syllabus) ,Land in the actual possession and occupancy o4, one holding the same: under
claim and color of title is not subject to homestead entry.

The. State of Mississippi appealed from said Commissioner's deand 'said intervening homestead entrymen appealed from so
'cisin,
much thereof as held their homestead entries for cancellation.
The testimony acdduced at said hearing tshows that said section' 15
in its
natural
pirtditionp
ior tao and at th' passage of said swamp
In ~
~ oniin
land act, was a tract -of ground with its surface generally low-ling
relatively to the.surroun jding land, but with ridges running through
it. at somewhat higher leyels, separated by "draws"' of .lower ,level
'(natural drains for the surplus water)',in large part covered by forest
trees and brush of such character as usually. grow upon such land,
.and h died in between two creeks, Big

Sand on 'the north and Palusha
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on the south, running westerly near said respective section lines from
hills marking the easterly limit of the low ground, about one-half
mile tolthe eastward of the east line of said section, while to the westward of said section the gradient of the surface presently ceased,
insomuch that there was apparently no discharge from Goose Pond,
a small body of water formed by the creek and overflow waters, sittiated mmainly in section 16 but reaching back some distance into section
15. Thus section 15 was a basin, the lowest part of low country comprising it on all sides, and'forming part of what was locally known
as the "Flat Woods.";X
Such a basin, in the Yazoo Delta, must of necessity have been
originally of a swampy character,- although not necessarily marshy.
Swamp land differsgfrom marsh land in usually sustaining certain
kinds of forest growth, while marsh produces only a growth of certain
herbage. Webster, sib-ndm. Swamp.
'Swamp lands, within the meaning of said act, include marsh lands,
but they cover more; embracing also all land, whether forested or not,
that is of soft spongy character, retaining excessive moisture and
either by reason thereof or by reason of being subject to overflow is
unfit for cultivation.
The holding in Heath v. Wallace (138 U. S., 573), as to lands " subject to periodical overflow was simply that this phrase, noted on certain lands embraced in the township plat, was not necessarily equivalent to "swamp and overflowed lands" because, says the 'court, (p.

584-S ) -

-

V

It was never intended that all the public lands which perchance might be temporarily overflowed at the time of freshets and high waters, but which, for the
greater portion of the year, were dry lands, should be granted to the several
States as " swamp and overflowed " lands. At any rate, the question whether or
not lands returned as "subject to periodical overflow " are within the descriptive terms of those granted by the swamp land act-that is, whether they are
"swamp and overflowed "-is a question of fact properly determined by the land
department.

Not only did the witnesses, who had been living at the date of said
act on and near said land involved and had been familiar with conditions on'the land at that time through their youthful wanderings.
thereon, testify to its then wet and consequently inaccessible condition. The lay of the ground, as this confirmatory testimony shows,
made the " Flat Woods " a sink into which whatever moisture escaped
from the creek channels drained 'and out of which, it being a little
below the surrounding country, such drained-in water and that due
'to the local rainfall had no opportunity of escape. Such conditions
are ideal for the formation of a swamp and they are competent evidence tending to 'show the character of the land at the. date of'said
Sact.; Archer v. Williams (26 L D., 477, 479)1; State of Illinois (30
L. D., 128, 12).
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The fact of periodical overflow of the land by the creek waters was
an additional condition excluding the overflowed areas from the lands
t'
cultivable,
and was not of itself the cause of such uncultivability.
IHad the creeks never gone; beyond their banks, the land in, section 15
would not have been. cultivable, because it was a sink hole retaining
-,the moisture that reached it from whatever source and unable to discharge it-because all the country surrounding it was a little, higher.
Being land that could not be cultivated to: agricultural crops without
drainage it fell within the intent of the swamip land grant of 1850.
-State of California v. Fleming (5 L. D., 37, 38) Poweshiek County
*(9 L. D., 124, 127) ;TheN State of Iowa. (9 L.: D., 6840, 642); Rake
kv.
The State of Iowa :(13L. D.,.344, 346).
:The. ditch cut byi LefloreE about 1861 with a view to guiding water
away from his quarters on section 10, which appears to have diverted*
such water southwardly onto said section 15, imposed upon said section 15 an additional cause of wetness; but the previous conditions
shown were of themselves enough to classify the land as swampy and
unfit for cultivation at the date of said, act.
The relevancy of all the evidence along the lines heretofore discussed was challenged by counsel for the homestead entrymen upon
the ground that the Governor of the State of Mississippi in the year
1884 had agreed that the right of the State to public lands as grantedby said act of September 28, 1850, 8upra, should be thenceforth determined by the showing of the field notes and plats of the Government
survey.as to the character of specific tracts. Testimony was admitted
over said objections.
C The grant made by said act operated in praesenti. Railroad Company v. Smith (9 Wall., 95, 99). Wright v. Roseberry (121 U. S.,
488, .496).: Michigan Land and Lumber, Company v. Rust (168
UJ. S., 589, 591).. But the identification of the lands loperated .upon
by. that grant was a matter for determilation by the Land Department, exercising a judicial function recognized :as belonging to it,
and aided in that exercise by any evidence applicable, not merely by
the evidence of its lands surveys-especially not merely by a survey
made 18. years previous to. the grant and when there was, therefore,
.no special occasion to record, in the field notes, or on -the plat, the
character of the land surveyed as "swamp and overflowed," or as
";wet and unfit for cultivation," or otherwise. State of Oregon (7
C. L. 0O., 53); State of .Louisiana (S L. D., 514, 519); State of Mississippi (13 L D., 117); State of Minnesota (13 L. D., 736); State
of Louisiana (32 L.$ D., 270). Consequentlyf the testimony of the
witnesses was properly received and should be. considered in connection, with the evidence of the field notes and township plat.
Against the views above expressed, which are based on the testimonv of said elderly witnesses who had been familiar with the actual
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condition of said section in 18.5, there is to be considered the testiSmory of the ~gov'e'rnlmental S'pecial`Ag'ent 'Girves, to the effect' that
his exa'Pination of' said' section in-1920 'aiclosd old: 'tnumpsp of hardwo6d timber grbwth, arguing that -ecological i'relations betw`een such
growth -and itS; enir-ionisdil and'coniditionsh-egatived the ideaithat
said land could' ever lave been 'of a 'swampy'chiaracter.' The testimny 'of McFarren', a' Government k'eo ogist was corr'borative 'of
Groves and indicated fhe slope and conseeit dra6inage of eachI
o''rty--ac-re subdivislionof said'section:

"Thit'estilhony derives 'its' w'eight from the theoreticall inferences
frot 'the' 'obs'erved present 'con'ditions;' E ologibal inferences are
'valuablle,' but ar''de penidable-''l
+yas
to'the soil'and oisturof the
particular site on which a tree grew and its imInediate surroundings.
Trhe "'FlatVWood" 'appearto hea' 6held a 'general level or-rather
general slope nortllwesterl -but tobhave been intersected by many
slight'depdressions (the natural "drainis" referred to by' the 'wit:'nesses) , 'andintervening slight ridges, of ground 'somiewhat 'exceedinig
-i'ri elevation the geneal level: 'The old trees of' "'upland " character,
and the stumps of such trees' referred to by'these two Goverinment
:-'witne~s;, w're- lcate as"the 'ttimony'shows; upon'-the ground
hmavifg d~ifeientf slight 'elevations above the general level. They
furnish, thereore, no dependablebasis faor the inference th'at -fotest
'grb'wth.generaly upon , el-ands here involved was, prior to the
changes 'of
adrinage' through 'human inte'rvention since September,
'18'50 d,':o
'character-inconsisten with the -land' having been' at the
d~ate of's'aid a'ct 'of'a swampy 'nature. Such* aninference, at' all
events, is not of sufficient weight to counteract the' direct 'testimony
of witnesses familiar with the laid at, before,' and shortly' after
the date of said act.
'Wneihing all the evidencA6'suhmitted, -tlerefore;' the Departienit
is cbnsrained to hold, 'notwithstanding` the concurrent decisions of
thle ll
offi'cers and, on' appeil; the Commissioer,
i
that 'at the date
'of said-samip land'act, 'Septem&er' 28,' 850, said' fsectioni 156was
of a 'characer 'brm-ging it witkin 'the term' of said act. The later
history of'sa-id sectioni is one of gradual raising 'of its surface- by the: j
'd'leposit- of hiluvi'n caried' from the uplands to the 'eastward -do*wn
'to and parly' beyo'nd 'said secti
byPalusha'ahd Big Sand Creeks,
'respectiv4y, near. its gsouthiern' and iortherh li'nes, coupled with some
'cd'ange i i'ts drainage se
thrbughthe c nstruction of Leflorie's
'ditchi' running 'frsom'ection 10 sou'therly,-'an'd'so
similar changes
due to th'e 'conlversion''of part of "abandoned 1"Harris road," built
:at first through said seclion into one bf'the ditchies coist'ructed for
the' drainage ~'f'said' sink hole.' ut'these later influences are' not
.shown to'have been responsible, to the exclus'ion 6f the e'arlier natural
cohditionfor the. swampy character 'ofthe land.'
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Uponl these grounds the decision of the Commissioner, adverse
: the apeplication of the State of Mississippi, is reversed,a nd a
to
swamp ..land. patent ,for.; saidl section. will -issue to said State. in> due

course.

.

.

The foregoing -decision 'iecessitat- s the afflmance of that part
'of the (Commissioner's 'dec-ision- whih iholds -for -cancellation' the
: homeste6ad - entries0' o6f :-the -several . iiterveners. The intervener,
Clifton- `Mosey' 'standsdin' 'someWhat' diferent position from "the
:Eothers, inhthathis,enfrywas in- the 'e~xercise of a' statutoty prefer:tential right 'consequent upon his'having successfully4 contsted a
Dprev'ious 'homestead enrxy.] B-tB'this differee 'ean'avail-hi"m nothing:
-inasmuch-a-s, -by the' foregoin'9 decisiob, the land had been;open o
homestead entry 'at no tijme an-d; by no person, Wvhether under preferential' right or 'otherwise', but has been 'the property 'of the' State of
Mississippi ever since the date of said swamp land act.'
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI iv. UNITED STATES, -TAMES W. BUFORDET
AL., INTERVENERS..'
Mofion fo' rehearing of departmental decision of .December 21,
1921] :(;48 L. ID., p21:.), denjed' by;First Assistant Secretary Finney,
January: 8, 192:.
.
*,

PROOFS .'UPON: CLAIMS' INITIATED 'U-NDER1-THE :DESERT 3LANDx
:LAWS BY INCAPACITATED 'SOLDIERS- 4ACT OF DECEMBER 15,
1921.
INSTRUCTIONS.
--=:. :lar No 8Q

.J

;

Xf :

-A;

-f

-Di-f-EARTMETOF TE'E-INTEEORO- GaNE'EaL LAND OFFICE,

idi0;,i

'~~'i ? ' -':'';Wasihington, D. C7,' Fe5r'uary3, 1i9P2.

'REGISTERS A:ND REOER5,

'

'

C

''UITE` STATES LAID OFFIcES:The act of D'ecember '15, '1921 (Publi
Iii')., amends the 'act of
March 1,' 21'(4i' Stat., 1202), by. adding at''the end th6ereof, the
following matter, designated 'as seetio 2 6f the said ac't:
"Sec. 2., Tat any entryman under the desert land. laws, or any person entitled
to preference right of entry unmder. section 1,of th~e Act approved March 28, 1908
(Thirty-fifth 'Statutes at Large, page' 52)', 'o. after application or entry for
surveyed lands or iegai'initiation of 'cfaim for unsurveyed lands, and prior to
November 11,1918, enlisted or wis actualik`6engaged ln the 'United.;Statds Army,
Navy,. or ~arinleC~orps during !the war with' 'Ger'many,':who has -been .honorably
iischarged andbepcause of physical
.
due to-sejrvice is unable to ac-
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complish reclamation of and payment for the land, may make proof without.
further reclamation thereof or payments'.thereon under such rules and regulations~as may be prescribed-by the Secretary of the Interior, and receive patent
for the land by him so entered or claimed, if found entitled thereto: Provided.
:That no such patent shall. issue prior to the survey' of the land."

2. The benefits of this amendment extend to persons who, prior to
November 11, 1918, and during the war with Germany, were actually
:engaged in the United States Army; Navy,, or Marine Corps, regardless of the date-of their: enlistment, provided theyventered the service
after having filed an effective desert land application or made a desert :
land entry for surveyed lands, or acquired a preference right to make
entry. under the desert land laws, of unsurveyed land, and who, hav*.
: ing been honorably discharged, are unable, to accomplish reclamation
of. and make payment for the' land on account of physical disabilities
due to such service..
3. If the land is unsurveyed and entry is not yet allowable, a claimant having a preference right of entry should file his application
i
therefor' 'on form 4-274, 'accompanied b his sworn statement,: cor:. :roborated by two persons having personal knowledge of the facts,
*0
7 D
setting forth in detail the date when he took possession of the land
and what acts he performed thereon touching the matter of its reclamation and 'improvement. You will assign to the application the
* : : :current serial number. Final proof can be submitted and accepted
but the. final certificate will not be issued until adjustment to legal
subdivisions, after the filing of an approved plat of survey.
4. Notice of intention to submit proof must be given in the usual
manner by posting and publication; and in case of unsurveyed land,
affidavit evidence must be filed' showing posting of notice in a conspicuous place on the land.
5. The proof shall consist (a) of affidavit of the claimant (taken. :
before any officer at any place who is authorized to administer oaths
and who uses -anofficial seal-), showing that he is unable to return to
the land on account of physical incapacity due to service in the United
States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps during the war -withGermany,
and describing the nature and extent of such disability and reason
-I
for inability to miake payment; (b) of the testimony of two witnesses taken in similar manner corroborating the, statements in that
regard and of these witnesses 'at least one must be a practicing physician; (c) of a certified copy of his discharge from'the Army, Navy,.
or Marine Corps, or an affidavit showing all the facts regarding his
service and discharge. In each case the facts will be'verified so far
as possible from the records of the War Department.
6. No payment of moneys will be required in connection with any
application made, or proofs offered, other than testimony fees, when
the testimony is taken before your office, where the applicant satis-
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factorily shows that by reason of physical incapacities due to such
service he is unable to'accomplish reciamnation of'and make payment.
for the land.
7.V
Where the proof appears satisfactory, in the absence of protest,
and entry for the land has already been allowed, the register will issue
final certificate. In cases where entry has not yet''been allowed, or
protest filed, all the papers will' be' forwarded to the General Land

Office for consideration.
WImLIAM SPRY,
0

f

:R~~~~-Commissioner.:

Approved.:
E. C. FINNRy,
First A1ssistant Secretary.

THE DAILEY CLAY PRODUCTS COMPANY. 1
Decided November 28, 1921.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD LANDS-MINERAL LANDS-POWER- SITESWITHDRAWAL
;
Lands within the forfeited grant to the Oregon and California Railroad Company, that have been classified as "power site lands " under the authority
conferred by~,section 2 of the act of June 9, 1916,_and included within a
power site reserve by Executive order issued pursuant to the act of June
25, 1910, as amended by the act of August 24, 1912, are open to exploration, discovery, and purchase:nder the IUnited States mining laws only so
far as those laws apply to metalliferous minerals, and are not, therefore,
subject to location of a claim based upon discovery of deposits of fire clay
or kaolin.
POWER SITES-WITHDRAWA

SURI5DICTION.-VWATEB

POWER.

The President retains jurisdiction over lands withdrawn by him as power
sites until an application for water-power privileges is filed therefor.

FINNcr, FirstAssistant Secretary:

The Dailey Clay Products Company, has appealed, from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated February
4, i921, affirning. the action of the register and receiver rejecting its
mineral application filed November 20, 1919, for claim No. 2 covering the S. 4 NE. I SE. I, Sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 2' E., W. M., 'Portland,
Oregon, land district, alleged to'be valuable for its depbsits of fire
clay or kaolin. The claim, with three others not here involved, was
located July 5, 1913, and again on December 14,1916.
It appears that the SE. 4, said Sec. 1, fell witkin the grianti to the
Oregon and California Railroad Company, successor in, interest
to the Oregon Central Railroad Company, and -was patented to the
1See

decision on rehearing page 431.

-
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company July' 12, 1871. Title to the land was revested in the United
States under theprovisions of the act of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat.;
218). Section 2 of this act authorized and directed.the classification
ofthe lands as (1) power-site lands (2) timher lands, and (3) agricultural lands, provision heing made iforecl ssififation of 'any; of
said lands "if because:of a change of conditions or other reasons
such action is required to denote properly the true character and;
class of such lands.".
Section 3 provieda that the classification authorized by the preceding section "shall not operate to exclude 'from exploration, entry
and disposition under the 'mineral land laws of the United States,
any of said lands, except power sites; which are'chiefly valuable for
*the mineral deposits contained therein, and the general mineral laws
are hereby extended to all of said lands, except power sites."
Pursuant to said.:At o6f1916, the XE.S.j SE.IJ,"-S6c. 1:,i''as classified
as power site lands and included in Power Site Reserve No. 661 by
Executive order of Decembir 12, 1917, under the act of June 25, 1910
(36.:Stat., 847)., as 'amended-by-the-act of- August'24, 1912 (37 Stat.,
497), which provides "that all lands -withdrawn under thl eprovisions
of thisi act 'shall at' all times: be o0penito
texploration, discovery and
purchase'under the minPing laws of the Unitecl States so far 'as the
same apply to the met aliferous minerals."
.November,.26, 1919, .the.local.officers. rejected the mineral application as to claim No. ;2, assigning the power site withdrawal as 'eause
for s°'doing. The 'mineralr'applicant apealed from this actionlto
the Commissioner,' filing 'therewith a petition for reclassihication of
the S. A NE. I SE. -, averring that said land is without' value for
power site purposes, which petition wVas transmittedl uncder date of
December 2' ,1920, to the Director of the Geological. Survey for consideration.
The Director returned the petition under date of Janiaryv14', 1921,
without 'action;' stating " under' the ruling- f the Federal ;Pwer
C omnifssion, it is impossible for laiid'to' bereleased frim} powver site
reserves exceptby' act of-Congress or under the provisions of'section
24 of the Federal Water Po wer' Act."
The C6omniissione'i-thereupon by his'letter off February 4, 1921,
held the appliction for rejection, stating:
The S. A NE. J SR.; , said Sec. 1,.was not subject to location July: 5, 1913,
for the reason that, on that date the title to the.lands was not vested in the
qovernm'ent, and the classificatiofn 'of the lands as power sitelands under said
Act off June 9; 1916, precluded'itg'approprnaionunhder 'the:United States; ninindng
laws, 'and Sectioi;2 of, said '-Act rof June' 25, 1910,' as famended' by' the Act Eof'''
August 24, 1912;- under which the- land'-was -placed in Power Site Reserve No.
661, expressly excepts lands so reserved from -appropriation under the United'
States mining laws, unless the lands contain valuable deposits of metalliferous

-
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minerais. Fire clay is not a mietlliferous mineral.
embracing the' S ' NE.' SE.E, is invalid.

A'cckrdingly,;the location

Appeal from this action brinks thefaseab'ef
b e'.t1 Departient
where the matter has been carefully. considered, "and inasmuch 'as:,no
error is found'th 'deecision of the 'Commissioner. is' a ffirimed.
It was held, however, in an opinion by the Attorney General dated
September 2, 1921, that the' Pesident retmains juris'dibtion oyer lands
withdrawn.by.him as power sites and'not yet shbject to any'application for water-pbwer privileges , lnder these'circumstances the'DIe- .
partment sees nho obje'ction to again submitting the Dailey Company's
par
0 'PapanySs .
application for reclassification to the. Geological Survey for consideration, but tzh,,e. said .company should be' advised that it can not
be: accor~ded ,prefere<,ntial treatmetnt or equitable or, legal preferenceI
i n thle event the land is eclassified and restored.
THE DAILEY CLAY PROADUtCTS COMPANY (ON REHEARING).
"Decided Febrry

6, 1922.,

ROiEoou AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAd LAuNs-MiiEAL LANDS-ADVERSE
POWEB SITES-WITHDRAWAL.

a

-

An attempted locationi'f a mining claim for ]aflds withif the1forfeited grant
to the Oregon and California Railroad Company, prior to their classification,
but which were later classified as " power site lands -:under the authority
conferred -by section 2 of. the act of June. 9, 1916, is void abt initio, an no,
'rights are, acquired thereby which prevaent asubsequent withdrawal bf the
lanfds for water-power purposes.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS, CITED.
The cases of Payne v. Central Pacific. Railway Company
and Donald C.. Wheeler (48 L.D., 94), cited.'

(255 U. S., 228),

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary:

The Dailey 'ClasyProducts Company has filed motion for rehearing in the nmattet of its application for mineral patent, for the S. -1
NE. ; SE. l, Sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 2 E., W. M., Portland ,Oregon, land
district, wherein the Department by decision'dated NOvefmber 28,
1921 "(48 L. D. 429),- affirmeid theidecision of'the Comffiissioner of ithe
General Land: Office, rejeeting said :application becausee; the coin- pany's location was invalid and void, the landsinot being 'subject to 0
location,' shle,. or entry.
'
It; is urged upon this motion. that the decision overlooks. certain
essential facts in the record rand certaini orders; andid. decisions of, the
Department and the, courts,.which are, applicable to these;,factsj no-.,
tablyythe case of Payne sv. 'Central;Pacific Rail-way (kompad (255.
l1.SU.
::$., 228); Admninistrative COrder. of April -23, 1921 (48 L. D., 77);
:vnd the case of -IDonald.Q.C1 heeler (48.
ID., 94); which;are,
oL,
tsothe'

,;-Q ;

,

,
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effect that, one who has complied with all the terms and conditions
:necessary to the securing of title..to. public landsX acquires rights.*
.against the Government which can not be divested by any subsequent
withdrawal of said lands.
The argument, however, overlooks the fact that: the company's
Ilocation was void ab initio inasmuch as section 3 of the act of June
19,1916 (39 Stat., 218), expressly excluded from, exploration, entry,
and disposition under the mnineral land laws all lands of class 1, that
is, lands chiefly valuable for water-power sites. True, in the case at
bar, classification was not made until December 12, 1917, subsequently
to the attempted location of the lands by the Dailey Clay Products
Company, but it would nullify an express provision 'of the' law to
-hold that in the period between the -date of the forfeiture act and
the issuance of a formal order of classification, while' necessary field
examinations were being made, all lands regardless of character or
condition became subject to exploration and to appropriation under
the mining laws without, qualification, limitation, or restriction.
Manifestly the act of 1916, supra, extended the mining laws only
to lands of classes 2 and 3, that is,' timberlands and agricultural
lands, and prohibited the appropriation of such as were primarily
:
:valuable for water-power purposes.
An attempted location of such lands was a nullity and conferred
no right.
OPENING OF ABANDONED FORT SABINE MILITARY RESERVATION,
LOUISIANA, UNDER ACT OF AUGUST 23, 1894, AS AMENDED.
INSTRIUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 806.DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washingto'n D.C., Felruary 6, 19?r.u
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,'
:BATON ROuGE, LOITISIANA:

Fort Sabine Military Reservation in T.0 14, 15 and, 16 S., R. 15
W., and Ts. 14 and 15 S., R. 16 W., Louisiana Meridian, established
by ' Executive order dated December 20, 1838, was . abandoned, .relinquished and turned over to the Department of the Interior March
25, 1A871, pursuant to the'act 'of February 24, 187-1 (16 Stat., 430).
A resurvey of said" reservation; wasaapproved February 14, 1919,
and an :appraisement of the lands therein was' made from-April 14,:
to April 16,1919, which appraist~ment is hereby approved.' A sched-ule of the land in question is hereto attached, there being excluded,:
however,0 from such schedule land granted -to the State for school
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purposes and land reserved for lighthouse purposes hereinafter
mentioned.
'The reservation embraces 20,426.57 acres, appraised at $41,745.14,
the prices ranginglfrom $1.50 to $20 per acre.
See. 16, T. 15 S., R. 15 W., containing 640 acres, in the absence of
valid settlement rights, inured to the State of'Louisiana as a school
section under the act of April 23, 1912 (37 Stat., 90), the said section
being shown on the plat of survey by protraction prior to the
date of the said act. In this connection see Departmental decision
of Januar 19, 1900 (29 L. D., 418).
Secs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32,
33, and 34, T. 15 S., R. 15 W., within said reservation, were approved
July 1, 1884, to the State of Louisiana as swamp, liot No. 26. under
the act of March 2,;1849 (9 Stat., 352). By letter "K " of September
4, 1919, citing 33 L. D., 13, and 211 U. S. 70, 77, you were advised
that the approval of said list was of no effect, and that the lands
within said Fort Sabine Abandoned Military Reservation were sub-.
ject to disposal only under the laws applicable to abandoned military
reservations. You will, therefore, disregard the said swamp approval.
Fractional See. 32,j T. 15 S., R. 15 W., containing 45.56 acres, within
said reservation was reserved for lighthouse purposes by Executive
order of April 22, 1919. Said section, therefore, is not subject to
disposition.,
Lots 2, 3, and 4 of the original survey (Lots 6, 7, and 8 on the
latest plat), Sec. 30, T. 14 S., 1. 15 W., are embraced in homestead
entry 18426, New Orleans series, made by Sublett Berwick August
18, 1897, upon which commutation proof was submitted July 15,
1899, embracing Lots 2 and 3, said Sec. 30, for which. two lots cash
certificate 17625, New Orleans series, issued July 18, 1889. You will
allow no disposition of the land described in the originaltentry pending adjudication thereof in this office.
The area of the reservation being more than 5,000 acres, the agricultural lands therein wil be disposed' of under the provisions of
the act of August 23, 1894 (28 Stat., 491), as amended by the act of
February 15, 1895 (28 Stat.,664).
Lands containing valuable mineral deposits are subject to disposal
under the mineral laws of the United States.
Effective. twvnty-eight days from the date of this circular, the
lands described in -the attached schedule, with the exceptions above

noted, are restored to homestead entry under the said act of August
23, 1894, in the manner and subject to the conditions following:
(a) Soldier's Preference.-For a period of ninety-one (91) days
following the date on whic hthis restoration becomes effective 'as
52403°-VOL48-21
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aforesaid, said lands will be subject only to entry under the lhome-7.
laws by qualified ex-service men of the war with Germany who
have been honorably discharged or separated or placed in the regular darmy or naval reserve; Provided, That such soldier-preference
I
entrymen mavy file their. applications to enter at any, time during
the twenty (20) days prior to the date on which said restoration.
becomes effective, all such applications .to be treated as filed simultaneously and conflicting applications to be disposed of by lot. SuLch
applicants will be 'required to accompany their applications %byan
affidavit showing that the tracts applied for are not; occupied by a
bona fde settler entitled to a preference right of entry.
(b) Rest7r-ted Entry by *fienera2 Pulio.-For
othe period of
twenty-one (21) day s folloowing the expiration of said soldier-preference period ;[paragyraph (a) above], any of said lands remaining
unentered will be subject to omestead entry only by any qualified
entryman; Provided,That applications therefor may be filed at any
time during the twenty (20); days preceding said twenty-one (21)
day period, such applications to be considered as filed simultaneously.
:(c) (Jenei'al Disposition.-Any of said lands not taken under paragraphs (a) and (b) above, will become subAct to settlement and
entry under the homestead laws on the expiration of,- but not be-'
fore the 'period of twenty-one (21.) days provided for 'inparagraph* I
(b) above [one hundred and twelve (142) days from the date this
;restoration b~ecomes effective as'stated in the first para'raph of these
regulations].
The preferences above provided for are subject to valid settlement
rights or equitable claims recognized by existing laws, 'but to avoid.
confusion any. sucli right or claim should be asserted during, the
*twenty (20)' day simultaneou's period provided in paragraph (a)
above.
Subsequent to these regulations an'd prior to the date of restora-'
tion to general disposition as herein provided, no rights may be
-acquired to said lands by settlement in advance of entry or otherWise, except strictly in accordance hereWith.
l'omestead entrymen will be required to make payment for'the
lands entered at the appr'aised price which may be cash in full at the
date of the acceptance of proof upon their entries, or at the option of
the entryman, payment may be made in five equal installments, the,
first payment to be made one year after the acceptance of his final
proof and-the subsequent payments to be made annually thereafter
with interest a't the rate of 4 per cent per annum, from date of
acceptance of su'ch proof;- They will be allowed, however, to pay one
stead
f:

or more .even installments at any time with interest to date of SUCh

payment. If commutation proof is submitted, payment must, be
made in full at time of acceptance of proof, when a certificate of
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entry may be issued. Upon,%icceptance of three-year proof, a finl41
certificate may be issued' only in case full payment is-made; otherwvise, the certificate will not be isuied until tlhe final paymientfhas
been made. Publicity will be given this restoration by giving a
copy of these regulations tso 'naspfapers for publication, if desired,
as an .item of news without incurring expense to the Government'
You will also post a copy in yourt office and 'will' transmit a copy tob
the postinaster nearest the land-for posting in his office. Also ttansmit a :Copy to the register of the State Land Office.,'
WILLIAm, SPRn,
-'
''
;0Coqrtqnissionei'.'
; i f
00S;:
0d~-fi::;:0 "'f$:t~~j ; 070f-0t
Approved:-

*:
E. :C.

FINNEY,

First A1ssstcstd Secretary.
CHARLEY CLATTOO.-February8,

1922.

INDIAN LANDs-AILLOTMENTAsAA-AOT or MAY 17 1906- STATUTES-WORDS
AND PURASES.

'An allotment granted to an Alaskan native under the actof May 17, 1906,
constitutes a vested right " that should be construed' in the' ordinary
significance of that term, that is, 'as including "an 'immediate and fixed
right to present iand future enjoyment.",
INDIAN LANZDSArLOTMENT-'-WITHD'RAWAL-'A1ASgA.A.:

The approval by the'Secretary of tie Interior of an allotment homestead to
an Alaskan native pursuantto the act of Mayl17, 1906, for a tracitaofunsurveyed' land, subject, to adjustment to the lines of survey, confers
A upon
the allottee a vested right in the land which is not affected by the
subsequent 'issuance of an Executive order reserving that tract together
with other-lands for the common use of a native Alaskan'village.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND DISTINqGIrsHED.

The case of Charlie George et ak. (44 L. D., 113), cited and distinguished.

GOODwIN, Assistant Secretary:

'By your [Commissioner of the General Land;Offide],lettera(Juneau
01285-; "K," CIRR) of January 21, ' 9 2 2b'you call attention to' the:
fact that certain unsurv6yed -land :embracing about 68 facres covered
by the allotment homestead approved' to' Charley Clattoo,' an Aiaskan'
Native, ujnder-the.actdof May 17, 1906 (34 Stat., 197), i now. within
thel boundaries of -a tract 'of 'approximately 800 aeres later reserved
by an Executive order.for. 'the common use of- the -natives. of ,the
village of Klukwan, andcask an.expression of opinion by this Departinsent as toWhetherthe .departmental approval' of the allotment appication of Clattoo
was such a final approval of this claim under the -act -of May 17, 1906, 'as
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constitutes in him a -vested right to the land described in his application,
subject to adjustment to. the lines of survey, which was, not: defeated by the
inclusion, of the land within' the exterior limits of the reservation created by
the Executive: order.
.

Notwithstanding the fact that this allotment was regularly approved by the Secretary of the Interior as long ago as 1910, pursuant
to the pertinent regulations..then in force (37 L. D., 615),- it appears
to have lately been ~referred to, and investigated through a chief of
field division of your office under the later regulations of November
6, 1917 (46 L.. D., 226), which require all "applications-for allotment,
and all papers filed in connection therewith", to be subjected to: a
field examination as to certain facts specified in those regulations.
As the result of that reference the chief of. field division "recommefided that the application be disapproved ~and the case closed7"
and in your letter, which appears to have been induced by that recomniendation, you appear to express the opinion that the Secretary. of
the Interior now has the power to take the action suggested for the
reason that the: allotted tract is still unsurveyed. This Department
can not concur in that conclusion, and this statement calls for a
careful consideration of the question as to the quality and extent of
Clattoo's interest in this land.
The chief of field division seems to have proceeded on the erroneous
assumption that this :case should be treated as one.in which an application for an allotment had recently been filed, and he: evidently overlooked the fact that the allotment was formally applied for and
regularly long, before the: reservation was created, and in. strict
accordance with the regulations then in: force which directed that a
:"certificate of the approval" be issued and delivered to the allottee
(37 Lo. D., 615).
It is needless to here inquire as to: whether the0 approval of the
allotment preventedi the extinguishment of the allottee's interest by.
the issuance of the Executive order, or otherwise, because that order
contained the express declaration that the tract of
acres "is
hereby reserved, subject to. any vested rights," and your apparent
conclusion that -the -order -defeated the allotment, seems to be based
on:the
that Clattoo did not secure such a;." vested' right"
through the approval of the allotment as brought his interests in:
this land within the terms of that order.
The fact that Congress has in -numerous statutes proscribed' the
acquisition of rights or the exercise of privileges by others which
would in any way infringe upon or affect the possessory rights of
the natives of Alaska, and that this Department has strictly enforced
them, fully justifies the conclusion that there was -no intent: that: the
words "vested rights " should be construed as not including rights
held under approved allotments.

4
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Again.it must be assumed that those words were used and intended
to have their-ordinary significance and be taken as including:" an immediate and fixed right to present and future enjoyment," especially
since the statute conferringjthe right does not limit the period of its
exercise or make it dependent on any uncertain event. See 8 Words
and Phrases, 7307, and the numerous cases there cited.
That Congress did not intend that an allottee's right should be
less than a " vested right," or be subject to extinction* at the pleasure
of the Executive branch of the Government, is very clearly shown by
the fact that it went further in the act conferring that: right, than it.
has: done in other kindred statutes by- declaring: in emphatic words
'that "the:land so allotted shall be deemed the homestead of 'the
0allottee and his heirs in perpetuity."
The most that this Department has ever said on this subject was

its declaration in the case of Charlie George et al. (44 L. D., .113,
syllabus) that-.
An allotment to an Indian or. Eskimo in Alaska'under the act of -May 17,
1906, creates a perpetual reservation of the lands for the allottee and: his heirs,
but the title to the lands remains .in the United States; and -money recovered
*for a timber trespass upon such lands does not go to the allottee, but must be
deposited to ithe credit of the United States.

It is true that it was said in paragraph. 11 of the instructions of
January,31, 1914- (43 L: D., 88, 89), that the surveyor should, preliminaryvto the making of a survey of an allotmentsatisfy himself as to the good faith and qualifications of the allottee at that
time, to hold the same. and shall report thereon in his returns; and if the
native be.found no longer entitled under said law, the surveyor general will
notify' the register and receiver, who will then require the allottee to show

cause within 60 days why the allotment should not be' canceled 'by the De: partment.y-

H

-

But there is not even an intimation in that case that the allottee
was not qualified to.take this allotment, that the allotment 'was not
properly approved tohimi or that he has done anything to forfeit
'-his rights thereunder. On the contrary the chief of field division
appears' to have' reported that he is now "living on the land in peace
and harmony."
In conclusion you are informed that in the opinion of this Department, Clattoo had and has such' a vested right--in this -land as was
not defeated or in any -way adversely affected by the fact that it is
within the boundaries of the tract reserved by the Executive order
mentioned, and also that there is no need for a further approval of
that allotment by this Department.

4f
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FORKS FOR FINALI PROOFS 0N STOCK RAISING- HOIMESTEAD
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INSTRUOTIONS.
.Df.f8-

;

:[irculdr No. 807.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN:TERIOR:
-

;.

-.

-

GENERAL LAND, OFFICE,
I}Vaskig ton, D.- C., Februry 9, 19223.

:-

REGISSTERS AND RECEIVERS,;
:UNITED STATES LA:ND OFFICES:

.

OirJanuary 7, 1922, the deiiariment approved Forms 4-369b (testimony of claimant) and 4-369c' (testimony of witnesses), for final
proof 6n, stock-raising homestead entries. A supply of these forms
dis'being sent to all district offices.

-

-

0On and after April 1,;1922, you will not accept suchlproofs made
* on other forms except as -hereinafter -provided.
Because, of the

fact-thait unofficial forms

for stockraising

home-

stead proofs, not differing materially from- the- official forms&-now
ftrnished, have been 'published and no doubt widely distributed
among proof-taking officers, you are authorized to accept, until Oc, 1l922,'proofs- made on su'h forms.:

tober

'

In the interest of - economy and good admninistration, you -will not
hereafter furnish official- forms of affidavits, applications proofs, etc.,
:to agents, attorneys, proof-taking officers,;or others, except that sam-

ple'copies may' be supplied for printing. I You will, however, furnish

any necessary form-'to an actual appli"ant or claimant for public
land upon his request.
;
Circulars Nos. 374 (43 L. D., 494), and 443, and any other circulars or instructions in conflict herewith are modified accordingly.
A copy hereof should' be sent to each proof-taking officer and recognized agent or attorney in your respective districts.
-

-

-

-

-

0~~~~

0:

WILLIS
AM SPRY,

S:0

Approved:

E.- C. FINNEY,
W

--.

F.irst A4szistant Secretary.

-
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SECTION 8 OF COAL LAND REGULATIONS AND SECTION 6 (C) OF
XMINING LEASE, RELATING TO 0BONDS, CIRCULAR NO. 679,
AMENDED-CIRCULAR NO.: 789, REVOKED.
[Circular N\o. 809.]:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GrENERAL LAND OFFICE,
:Was7vingtoft,.D.

C., Februa~ry 15, 19,02

REOISTERS AND REcEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICEs:

The regulations governing coal mining leases, permits and licenses
under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), Circular No. 679,
approved April 1, 1920 (47TL.. D., 489); are hereby amended, by;
adding to section 8 thereof, the following provisions:
"In case of lease for a small area, wvhere the investment to be made is $10,000
or less, the lessee shall furnish one.bond to cover: both the investment and com-,
pliance with the terms of the lease, such bond to be in half the amount of the
investmIent to be made, but in no case shall it be less than $1,000.

The bond

executed by the lessee shall be with approved corporate surety or with two
qualified individual sureties, together with affidavits or justification by the
sureties that each of said sureties is worth double the sum specified in the
undertaking. over and above their just debts and liabilities in. real property

exempt from execution, and a certificate by a judge or clerk of a court of
record, a United States District Attorney; a United; States Commissioner, or a
United States Postmaster, as to the identity, signatures and financial competency of the sureties."
Accordinglr 0Circular No. 789 of October 31, 1921 (48 L. D., 43),
2
amending said section 8 is revoked -and superseded hereby.
Paragraph 6 (c) of the lease form is hereby amnended to read as
follows:
"Paragraph 6 (c).' That on the termination of this lease, pursuant to the last
preceding paragraph, the lessor, his agent, licensee, or lessee shall have the
exclusive right at :-the lessor's election to purchase at any time within six
months thereafter, 'atthe appraised value,- any or all :buildings, machinery,
tools or other property placed .by the lessee in or on the lands leaseldI hereunder,
save and except ; all underground timber and such other supports: and,, structures as are necessary for the protection and preservation of the mine, which
shall be and remain a part of the realty without further consideration or compensation; that thhe purchase price to be 'paid for said 'buildings,' 'machinery,
equipment, tools or other property to be purchased as' aforesaid shall be fixed
by appraisal of three disinterested and &ompetent persons '(one to' be desig- nated by each- party hereto and the third to.be selected by the two so designated), the valuation so determined by the, three or a: majority of them' to be
conclusive and binding upon both parties; that pendilg such election to purchase within the said period of six months nohe' of the buildings or other property shall be i'emoved from their' nornial position; Athat if such valuation be not
-requested or ,the 4lessor. shall .ffirmlatively,
in writing, elect not to purchase
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said period of six months, the. lessee shall have the privilege of remoy:
within
ing said buildings, machinery, equipment, tools and other property within 90
(days after being, notified in writing by the lessor that the said lessor does not
elect to purchase any or all of the buildings, machinery, equipment, tools or
other property and in case of fallure, to so remove the said property within 90
days after receipt of such notice, then said buildings, machinery, tools or
other property shall become the property of the United States."
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

:

First Assistant Secretary..

PETER FREDERICKSEN.
February 16, 1922.
:FORT PECK LANDS-INDIAN LANDs-CoAL LANDS-ALLOTMENT-ACT OF FEBRUARY
25, 1920, AND SECTIONS 2347-2352, REVISED STATUTES-STATUTES.

The Surplus coal lands within the Fort Peck Indian Reservation,' Montana,
the disposal .of which after allotment was authorized by the special act
of May 30, 1908, are not " public lands" or lands " owned by the United
States" within the meaning of the general leasing act of February 25,
1920, and are not, therefore, subject to the operation of the latter act,
but are still to be disposed of under the provisions of the coal land laws,
sections 2347-2352, Revised Statutes.
CourT AND DEPARTMENTAL DEcisIOrfNs CITED; AND APPLIED.
The cases of Ash Sheep Company v. United States (252 U. 5., 159), and Frank
A. -Kemp (47 L. D., 560) cited-and applied.
FINNEY, First.AsistantSecretaifry

The General Land OfiMce has submitted for departmental :consideration, with a request for instructions, the question whether the
leasing act of Feb ruary 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), applies to coal lands
within the Fort Peck Indian lReservation and supersedes the coal
M (35 Stat,
land laws extended to that area by the act of May 30,1908
558), which provided for the -survey and allotment of the Fort Peck
Indian'Reservation lands and the sale and disposal of all thelsurplus
: lands after allotment. ':This question is directly involved in connecition with *the, matter of coal declaratory statement 058723 filed
November 5, 1920, by Peter Fredericksen for N. I NE. 4, Sec. 22,
-T. 32 N., R. 54 E., M. M., Glasgow, Montana, land district, who
alleges that he went into possession on October 12, 1920, and there* .:;after opened up a-mine of coal with an expenditure of $75.
The Fort Peck act above referred to in brief provides for an exami-nation of the lands with respect to the practicability of an-:Indian
*-irrigation project and the survey and allotment -of tracts to the In-:0.
-
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: dians. After the completion of making allotmIents a commission was
to classify and appraise the surplus lands, but mineral lands were,
not to be appraised. The classified lands -were made subject to disposition under the general provisions of the homestead, desert land,
mineral and town site laws, except sections 1 and 36, -which were
granted to-the State. The. classified lands were to be opened to settlement and eAtry by proclamation ofE the President. Section 11 of the
act provided that all lands opened to settlement remaining undisposed'
of at the end of five years from the date of the President's proclamation "shall be sold to the highest bidder for cash at not less than one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre." And that any landsfremaining unsold ten years after opening " shall be sold to the highest bidder
for cash, without regard to the minimum limit above stated." The
lands of the reservation, however classified, after sixty days from
the opening,. were made subject to location and purchase under the
general provisions of the United States mineral and coal land laws
at not less than the price therein fixed and not less than the apprafsed
value of the land. -Section 13 is as follows:
*

That nothing in this Act contained shall in any manner bind the United States
to purchase any part of the land herein described, except sections sixteen and
thirty-six, or the equivalent in each township, 'that may be granted to the State
of Montana, the reserved tracts hereinbefore mentioned for agency:and school
purposes, or to dispose of lands except as provided herein, or to guarantee
to find purchasers for said lands, or any part- thereof, it being the intention
of this Act that the United States shall act as trustee for said Indians to
:dispose of said lands and to expend and pay over the proceeds received from the
sale thereof only as received.
'After the deduction of specified expenses the net proceeds of sales
were to be paid into the Treasury and placed to thie credit of thel
Indian tribe, to drawilnterest at 4 per cent, both principal and interest
to be expended by the Secretary of the Interior for the benefit of the
Indians in

their. education, civilization, the construction and main-,

tenance of irrigation ditches and suitable per capita cash payments.
Within 'three years after the completion of the Indian irrigation systems the balance remaining in

all funds credited to the Indians was

to be allotted in severalty to the members of the tribe.
: The foregoing
scope.

It

act is

specific in

detail and comprehensive in; its

contemplated the ultimate disposal of all the reservation

lands by allotment,, sale, or otherwise and the final distribution in
severalty of the tribal funds, all: within specified time limitations.
:It

is to be jnoted that no agreement with the Indians and no Indian

cession is here involved as is

the case of certain other reservations.

'The act is in the nature of a declaration of trust. It in terms states
that the United States shall act as trustee for said Indians to dispose'
of their lands and to expend and pay over the proceeds.

41L2
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act
enera]
to promote the mining of coal and
rTheleasing law isIa g
certain other minerals upon the public domain. It prescribes that
deposits of coal and lands containing such de-posits owned by the
United States shall be subject to disposition only in the manner and
form therein provided.: The coal leasing regulations of April 1,
1920 (47 L. D., 489), pursuant to the act state that the, law applies
to coal lands in ceded or restored Indian reservations, the proceeds
from the disposition of -which are the property of the United States
but that it does not includejlands or deposits in Indian reservations
nor ceded or restored Indian lands, the proceeds from the' disposition of "which are credited to the Indians. -Similar-language was
contained in the first oil leasing circular of March 11, 1920, but in
the amended reigulations (47 L. D., 437), it is stated that the application of the act to ceded Indian lands depends- on the laws Icontrolling their disposition. In' this connection see the case of Frank.
A.-Kemp, (47 L. D.,,560), in which it w'as held that the leasing act
did apply to certain Ute Indian lands in Colorado.
In the case of the Ash Sheep Company 'v.United States (252 tI. S.,
159, 166), involving Crow lands ceded pursuant to the agreement
and trust declaration contained in the act of April 27, 1904 (33
Stat., 352, 361), the Supreme Court said:
Taking all of the provisions of the agreement together we can not doubt that
while the Indians by the agreement released their possessory right to the Government, the owner of the fee, so that, as' their trustee, it could make perfect
title to purchasers, nevertheless, until sales should be made any benefits which
might be derived from the use of the lands would belong to the beneficiaries
and not to the trustee, and that they did not become "Public lands " in the
sense of being subject to sale, or other, disp)osition, under the general land laws.
Union Pacific R. R. Co. v. prarris, 215 U. S., 386, 388. They were subject to sale
by the Government, to e.sure__but in the manner and for7h-t'ipurposes provided for in_'the special agreement with the Indians, Aca'was embodied in
the Act of April 27, 1904, 33 Stat., 352, and as to this point, the case is ruled
by' the Hitchc7ock and Chippewa Cases, supra. Thus we conclude, that the lands
described in the bill were "Indian lands": when the company pastured its
,sheep upon them, in violation of Section 2117 of Revised Statutes, and the decree in No. 212 must be affirmed.:

The .Fort Peck Indians have made no formal cession of their right
.of possession, use, and occupancy to the Governrent. With stronger
reason, therefore, it may be said that their surplus lands are not
"public lands" or lands "-owned by the United States" within the
purview of the: leasing, act, but are "Indian lands" subject to disposition only in the manner prescribed by Congreiss pursuant to the
special act opening the reservation. The salej'provisions of the Fort
Peck act are wholly' inconsistent with any leasing of those. lands under the leasing law. By the instructions of May 4, 1918 (46 L. D.,
380), the Department announced that under section 11 of the act,

I
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five years after the opening, the undiaposed of lands became automatically withdrawn from disposition under the homestead and
desert land laws for the purpose of salI for cash. It may not be assumed that Congress intended to: or did alter ;or modify the trust
conditions specifically set forth in the special Fort Peck act by the
leasing provisions contained in thed general leasing: enactment of
February 25 ,1920.
For the reason that the Fort Peck surplus coal lands are Indian
lands and are. not essentially public lands or lands belonging to the
United States and because the general leasing act does not by implication repeal, modify, or abridge the specihl Fort Peck act; the Department concludes that the tract here involved, if in other respects
available, was and still is, subject to the operation of the general coal
land laws (sections 2347-2&52, Revised Statutes), and is not subject
t ~the:act of February 25, 1920.

HEALY RIVER COAL COMPANY.
February 16, 1922.>
COAL LANDS-RIGHT OF WAY-ACTS OF MARcH 12, 1914, AND OCTOBER 20, 1914--

ALASKA-STATUTES.
A coal lease granted under the provisions of the leasing act of October 20,
1914, which is in terms restricted to the Territory of Alaska; is subject to
the reservations contained in the act of Mearch 12, 1014, authorizing the
construction and operation of railroads by the United States in that
Territory.

COAL

LANDS-3MINERAL LANDS-RIGHT OF WAY-ADVErSE CLAIM-ALASKA.

A railroad company having a
the support of its easement,
ore underneath the surface
ssnpport of the roadbed will
COAL LANDS-RIGHT
ALASKA.

OF

right of way over mineral lands is entitled to
roadbed and rolling stock, and the right to take
thereof must yield, if, in order to take it, the
be impaired.

WAY-ADVERSE

CLAIM-ACT

OF OCTOBER

20,

1914-

The action of Congress in authorizing the construction and operation by the
United States of the Alaskan Railroad in effect created a legal easement
with a corresponding servitude imposed on the adjoining land held by the
grantor for support of the surface with the- superimposed structures, and
the road is entitled to latteral or adjacent support as well as to vertical or
subjacent support from one who leases coal lands pursuant to the act of
October 20, 1914.
COAL LANDS-RIGHT OF WAY-POSSEssIoN-ADVERSE CLAIM-ALASKA.

Section 13 of the Alaskan coal leasing act of October 20, 1914, provides that
the possession of the lessee shall be deemed the possession of the United
States for all purposes involving adverse claims to the leased property, and
where questions arise as to tile conflict of rights between a right of way

grantee and the coal lessee, said disputes should be- arbitrated in accordance
with Article VII of the mining lease.
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COURT DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.
The case of St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company v. Yankee- (124
S. W., 18; 140 Mo. App., 274), cited and applied.

:FINNEY,

First Assistant Seeretacry:

I have before me your [Director of the Bureau of Mines] two letters of December 5, 1921, relative to the mining of coal pursuant to
Government lease by tbe Healy River Coal (Company in the Nenana
Field, Alaska. It appears that a report was submitted to your
Bureau in which it was stated that said company lad mined under
the roadbed of the Government owned railroad.at Healy, as a result
of which it was thought that there might 'possibly beta subsidence
of the roadbed with endangerment of the lives of persons and damage
to railway equipment.
You suggested that the matter be called to the attention of the
Alaskan Engineering Commission and that an opinion Also be- ren,
dered for the benefit of the field representatives as to the rights of
a coal lessee to mine under a railroad right of way. The following
questions were propounded:
.1. Where the railway has been granted the right of way, and the leasing
units extend on either side, can' the lessee or permittee drive tumiels or: drifts
through and under the right of way for transportation and ventilation purposes without permission from the railway?
2. Can coal beds or other mineral in place be- mined out, or 'be' extensively
removed from under the right of way:
(a) Where it may cause subsidence and endangerment of the tracks?
:b) Where it is at such depth or' mined in such a way by back-filling'-that
it is not believed, in the opinion of the Mining Supervisor, there- will be
endangerment?
3. Where a coal lease or permit has been given prior to the granting of a
railway right of way, can mining under right of way be done by the lessee
or permittee if it does not endanger the tracks?
4. Where a railway passes over a Government lease or permit in such relation to the geologic formation that is more or less parallel to the steep pitching
coal bed underlying same, and thorough extraction of .the coal on the dip side;
although it be outside of the right of way, is likely to cause subsidence of the
tracks, what control may be exercised to prevent endangerment of the tracks?

The attention of the Alaskan Engineering Commission, was called
to the matter and a reply was received from that commission to the
effect that a slight settlement of the railroad track- at Healy had
occurred, but that the mine workings are so shallow that the damage,
was of slight consequence. The coal company agreed. to stand the
expense of raising the track.In view of the report from the engineering commission! it is obvious that no summary action need be taken at this time either by
your Bureau or by the Department. However) that the; officials in
charge of the supervision of coal mining operations on public lands
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may have an understanding of the respective rights of the lessor and
of the lessee- in such a case as that presented by the report to which
you referred in your letters, the general principles of the law pertaining thereto are set forth herein.
Section 137of the act of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat., 741, 745), provides that the possession of the lessee shall be deemed the possession
of the United States for all purposes involving adverse' claims to the
leased property. If the statute had 1oot contained that provision the
fact that the Alaskan Railroad is owned and controlled by the United
States wouild make it incumbent upon. the Government to see that
its property and the safety of the public are protected.
The .Government,; as a rule, will not interfere in cases involving
conflicts of interest of parties who have acquired rights in public
lands but -will leave the settlement of such issues; to themselves or by
resort to- the local courts, if necessary. However, any attempt to set
forth herein what action, if any, should be taken by the Government,
Were the right of way easement in the control of a privately owned
railroad, when considered irl connection with section 13 of the Alaskan coal leasing act, would give rise to such perplexities that it is
not-deemed advisable to express-any opinion thereupon at this time.
Therefore, the pDrinciples of lavv set forth hereafter will be considered
as particularly applicable to such a case .as the one presented by you.
The act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat., 305), under which the Alaskan Railroad&was ' acquired. and is operated, after providing that
the right of eminent domain may-be exercised, makes the following
reservatiohs .with' reference to- thel public lands:
-

Terminnal and, station grounds and rights of Way through the lands of the
United States in the Territory of Alaska- are hereby granted for the construction
of railroads, telegraph and telephone lines authorized by this Act, and in all
patents for lands.hereafter taken up, entered or located in-the Territory of
Alaska there shall be expressed that there is reserved to the United States a
right of'way for the construction- of railroads, telegraph and telephone lines
to the extent of one hundred feet on either side of the center line of any such
road and twenty-five feet on either side of the center line of any - such telegraph or telephone L4nes, and the President may, in such manner as he deems
advisable, make reservatibn of such lands as are or may be useful for furnish-ing materials for construction and for stations, terminals, docks, and for such
other purposes in connection with the construction and operation of such railroad lines as he may deem necessary and desirable.

Section 11 of the act of Octoberi20, 1914 (38 Stat., 741, 744), under
which coal lands in'Alaska: are leased, contains the following pro-:
vision relative to the reservation -of. easement rights:
That anyV lease, entry,. location, occupation, or use permitted under this Act
shall reserve to the Government of the United States the right to grant or use
such easements fin, over, through, or upon the land leased, entered, located,
occupied, -or used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working of the
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same or other coal lands by or under authority of the Government and for,
other purposes: Provided, That said Secretary,-in his discretion, in making
any lease under th's Act, may reserve to the United, States the right to lease,
sell, or otherwise dispose of the surface of the lands embraced within such
lease under existing law. or laws hereafter enacted in so far as said surface
is not necessary for use by the lessee in extracting amd removing the deposits
of coal therein. If such reservation is made, it: shall be so determined before
the offering of such lease.'
The form of coal mnining lease used under the act of October 20,
1914, Article I, Section 1 (45 L. D., 123), contains the following reservation:

The lessor expressly Teserves, unto itself the right to grant or use such
easements in, over, through- or upon the land leased, entered, located, occupied, or used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working, of the
same or other coal lands by: or under .authority of the Government and for'
other purposes; also the right to use, lease, or dispose of so much of the surface
of the said lands as may not be actually needed, or occupied by the lessee in the
conduct of mining operations.'
The purpose of a, reservation in

the leasing act and in the lease is

to permit railroads, tramways, water lines, or' other necessary means
of transport: and communication to be constructed and operated
through blocks of land not reached by these means of transportation
'Wherever there may be material

at the time the blocks were leased.

interference the amount of damages to be paid to 'a damaged lessee is.
to. be determined by a board of arbitrators.

Provision is made for

the settlement of disputes by arbitration in

Article VII, Section 7

(45 L.
It

D., 134), of the mining lease.

is apparent from the foregoing that the Government retains the

possession of the surface except so much thereof as may be incidental
to the conduct -of the mining, operations.

Furthermore, the mining

the opinion of the Department, subject to the
There
reservations contained in the act of March 12, 1914, suprc.
the surface estate,
are created, therefore, two separate estates-(1)
leases are granted, in

which is vested in

the lessor, and

(2)

the subsurface estate or right

to extract the coal, which is vested in the lessee.,d
It does not appear to be necessary to answer your questions seria-

mfor the reason that the subject may be treated under two-heads,
tiq
that
(a) the protection which a surface owner is entitled to, and (b)
to which a lateral or adjacent surface. owner is entitled.
The controlling weight of authority is that the owner of the surface of land from which the-title to the minerals has been severed hasH
in the absence of a contrary agreementj an absolute right to have
was in

its original state, and one mining, under it

it

supported as it

is

answerable for damages arising from failure to properly support

This rule obtains without reference to the nature of" the strata
it.
or the difficulty of substituting artificial for natural support. The
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right of the -srubjacent support exists entirely independent 'of the question of negligence on the pa'rt of the mine owner.
'The courts have held that a railroad or pipe-line comnpany having
a right of way over mineral lands is entitled to the support of the
surface of its rigcht of. way, its road and rolling stock, or pipe lines,
and at its suit the owner of the miinerals will be enjoined from
mining thereunder. If ;the railroad was there at the time he acquired his estate, he took subject to this right. When the right of
wal is subsequently. acquired by right of eminent domain the.mine
owner must leave proper support for the railroad, but he will be
entitled to damages incurredc by such interference. It was held
in the case of St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company v.
Yankee et al. (124 S. W., l8; 140 AMo. App., 274) that the right to
take ore underneath the surface of a railroad right of way must
yield, if, in order to take it, the surface right of the road -will' be
impaired.
From the tenor of the court decisions it seems that an operator
of a coal mine does not have the right to undermine a railroad
property if the road bed is tolbe damaged thereby.
- The right of lateral or adjacent support is founded on. the same
general principles as that of vertical or subjacent. support. 'The
right, of lateral support is an absolute one. It seems, however, that
in the majority of cases the right is limited to the support of the
soil in its natural state. But it has been held that where a grant of
land is made expressly for the purpose of erecting bIuildings thereon
or where in contemplation of the parties the land conveyed is to be
enjoyed in a particular manner or for a particular purpose, a legal
easement is created in favor of the lant ipurchased and a corresponding servitude imposed on the adjoining land held by the grantor.
for support to the land with the superimposed stiiuctures. The
Department is of the opinion that this latter principle is applicable
with reference to mining leases embracing lands adjacent to the
'Government owned Alaskan Railroad.
Doubtless questions arising as to the conflict of rights between
the lessor and lessee under the coal leasing act in Alaska may be
arbitrated as provided for in the lease. In the event that such questions can not be settled by arbitration, the Department -is of the
opinion that where serious damage to the railroad roadbed is threatened an injunction may be obtained.; Furthermore, the public safety
is also concerned and should damage be incurred by the public as a
result of the undermining of the railroad property, the mininlg oper-Vator would be liable to persons who receive injuries while traveling
on the trains of the railroad.
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CHRIST C. ORANGE AND WILLIAiM[ C. BRAASC-H.
February 16,1922.'
:FO1RT BE3TnOLD LANDS-INDIANm LANDS-COAL LANDS-ACT OF FEBRUARY 25,
1920-STATUTES.
:

Congress, when it provided in section 2 of the act of August 3, 1914, that the
SurpluS coal lands in that portion of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
North Dakota, which wasi opened to disposition by the act of Jume 1, 1910,
Should be " subject to disposal by the United States in accordance with the
coal land laws in force at the time of such disposal" and specified how the
proceeds from their disposal, or from the " leasing" thereof, should be
deposited, 'had in definite contemplation that the coal land laws then in
force might be, or would be superseded by a leasing law; consequently, the
general leasing act of February 25, 1920, upon its enactment, became operative as to the undisposed of surplus coal lands therein.
COURT AND DEP4RTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

The cases of Ash Sheep Company v. United States (252 U. S., 159), and Frank
A. Kemp (47 L. D., 560), cited and applied.
FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretaryi

November 20, 1920, Christ C. Prange. and William C. Braasch filed
their coal application 016204 for the coal deposits ink the NW.;
NE. S,
Sec. 20, T. 149 N., R. 87 W.,-5th P. M., Minot, North Dakota.
land district, formerly within the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.
The local officers have reported that they allowed the applicatiop;
under the act of February 27, 1917 (39 Stat., 944), 'which authorized.
surf ace entries on surplus Indian coal lands and the disposal of the
coal deposits. After notice and payment of $400, the coal purchase
price, entry -was allowed on January.14, 192L. The General Land
Office has submitted the case and asked for instructions upon the
question as to whether the coal land law or the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,437), applies.V
Thetownship mentioned is east and north of the Missouri Riverk0
and in that part of the reservation which was open to sale and dis_.
position under the act of June 1, 1910 (36 Stat., 455). 'Under that
act, if the examination by the Geological: Survey disclosed coal or
mineral lands, they were to be reserved by the Secretary from allotment or other disposition' until Congress should -provide for, their
disposal. A commission was to classify the surplus lands as agricultural, first and second class' grazing, timber, and mineral land, and
to appraise all except the timber and mineral lands. The surplus_
1

nds were to be disposed of under the provisios of th

ms

d

mineral ad townsite laws pursuant to pclamation
ening them'
to settlement and entry. The; net proceeds from the sales weee6~to be
paid into the Treasury to the credit of the Indians. The last section
of the act reads as follows:
That nothing in this Act contained shall in any manner bind the United
States to purchase any of the land herein described, except sections sixteen and
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-thirty-six or the' equivalent' in each township, or to dispose of said lands except
as Xprovided herein, or Ato guarantee to find' purchasers for said lands or any
portion thereof, it being the intention of this Act that the United States shall
act ' trstee forsaid Indianst dispose of said lands a
~vein ,,,,o!ceeedsyeceiv from the sale thereof only as received apd as herein
sprovided: provided, That nothing in this Act shall be construed to deprive said
I
f o i'iFort Berthold; Indian Reservation of any' benkfits to which they'are
entitled' under existing, treaties or agreement not inconsistent xwith the'provisions of this Act.
Joint re solution of April 3, '1912' (37 Stat., 631), authorized allotments to the Indians' on the surplus:coal Plands with 'the reservation
of the 'coal and subj'ect to the-proviso that hen suc deosits were
open to disposition' by, C ontress, thetcoal prospector should furnish
the proper bond. The act of August 3, 1914 (38 Stat., 6'81) j opened
to limited disposition, pursuant to the ',ct of Junle 1, -1910, after 'cassification'and appraisal of the surface 'agricultural estate, the reserved
coal lands.; Patents therefor were to contain a ~reserVation 'to the
United States of the coal contained in the'land:"to be held i ftrust for
the Indians." Section 2 provided'
'
Tbat the coal deposits in such lands shall be subject to'disposal by the United
tisions
of the deal-land lasnorce, at'the tints
States in accordance with the
of such dispwaxaind lhe proceeds arisin' from'the disposal of such coal-'deposits
0'1r7rornt teleasiqg, or working thereof shall
deposited
obe
in the reasury
of. the United States and shall be, applied, in the same 'manner as the proceeds
derived fromthe disposition of the lands embraced in the Fort Berthold Indian
Res'ervation. (Italics sirplied.)
Later in the section above menitioned reference is made to any person qualified to acquire the right to ,mine and remove the coal under
the laws of the United States, and also. to any person who hasf ac-

quired the right to mine 'and remove the same. The terms f ound in
the first section of' the act: are substantially that' the reserved. coal
lands " shall be subj ect to .disposal" under the. act of 1910 with a reservation of the coal deposits. As shown by the above quotation, the
coal land laws were extended to the coal deposits in identically the'
same terms. The evident intent ofCongoress as toopenboth.the,t0
surface and the coal deposits to separate dispositionfor the benefit of
7thie Indians. That'the coal eposits were to be subject' to disposition
:is rt er indi~cated by theproviso to section 2,which'givestlle~surface
owner the.privilege of mining coal for domestic use upon the, land
", at any time prior-to the disposal by the United States of the coal
tdeposits.
The D.epartment in considering certain .ort:Berthold
allotments (44 L. D., 382, 384), in reference to thislact said, , " Pro-.
'vision was also made for the disposal of the reserved, coal deposits."
The surface estate of the reserved coal lands was0opened to disposal
pursuant to the proclamation of September 17 1915 (44 L. D., 452),
'but therein no mention was. made of the disposal of the coal deposits.
52403°-VOL 48-21-29
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The Department is 6f opinion that section 2 of said act of August 3,
1914, rendered the coal deposits subject to disposition under the coal
land sections of the Revised Statutes, and furthermore that Cdngress,
as is evidenced by the language used, had 'in definite' contemplation
that the coal sale law might be, or would be superseded at some future
time by a leasing law, for there is set forth the specific provision that
proceeds arising from the leasing or working of the coal deposits shall
be deposited and applied as are other proceeds' frqm the 'surplus lands.
Many of the features of this special Fort Bertholdiact of 1914 are
found embodied in the later and more general surface act of February
27, 1917 (39 Stat., 944), which authorizes agricultural entries on
surplus coal lands in Indian reservations. f Section 3 of that act pro* vides that if the coal land laws have been or shall be extended over
the lands, the' coal deposits' therein shall be subject to disposal in
accordance with the provisions of the coal land laws in force at the
time of such disposal. By section 4 the net proceeds of disposals under
the act were to be paid in and credited the same as were other proceeds
from the surplus lands of the:reservation.
These Fort Berthold surplus, coal lands are not in the technical
sense public lands or a 'part of the public. domain, any more than
2 were the Crow lands involved in the casee of Ash Sheep Company v.
United States (252 IJ. S., 159), but are held for disposal by the
Government in trust for the Indians. Congress by said act of
August 3, 1914, supra, supplemental to the act of June 1, 1910, has
declared definitely how the trust with respect to these coal lands; is
to be administered. It was' clearly competent for Congress itn it"!
legislation to anticipate the future- and to provide' for the leasing
of these lands if and when a general leasing law should be enacted.
From 1914 until February 25, 1920, the coal, deposits were subject
to purchase and entry under the, provisions of the coal land' laws
then in effect, but after the last mentioned date the method of disposal became that in 'general operation as the coal land law in force
at that time, namely, the leasing act. T he proed oowever, must go to the Indians as specifically providedL byQnes
and a-re not' subject to the distribution set forth in section 3 of the
ig act In the case of iFrank A. Kemp (47 L. D., 560, 564), it
lands in Coloc
held by the Department that certain Ite ceded
0 was
rado vwere subject to the provisions 'of the leasing act "notwith-standing the fact that pursuant to the terms of the agreement with,
the Indians, they would'be entitled to receive the proceeds from any,
disposition that may be made thereof."D
The Department, therefore, concludes that at the time the coat
application here involved. was filed (November 20, 1920), and when
entry was allowed (January 14, 1921,-not 1920 as erroneously appears
upon the face of the entry-certificate), the coal deposits were not
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subject to purchase and entry but were subject to leasing pursuant
to the general provisions of the act of February 25, 1920. Further
proceedingsswith respect to this case will be taken in harmony with
the'vieews above set -forth with due notice to the claimants., The
papers are returned.
CAMP v. BENSON.'
Decided November

4,

1921.

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-SETTLEMENT-PREFERENCE

RIGHT-APPLICANT.

An applicant under the stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916,
does not acquire a preference right of entry before designation of the land,
either by reason of his prior settlement or by purchase of the possessory
rights and improvements of another who had previously made settlement

thereupon.
STOCI-RAIsiNG HOMESTEAD-ENLARGED HOMIESTEAD ACT-SETTLEMENT-BOUNDARIES-PREFERENCE RIGHT-APPLICANT.:
Ani applicant who has applied to enter and have designated lands under the
stock-raising homestead act acquires a right of entry, when the land is
designated, superior to that of a subsequent applicant under the enlarged
homestead act jwho is asserting a preferential clainm by -reason iof prior
settlement, as to the lands outside of the particular legal subdivision or
subdivisions upon which the improvemeints of the latter are situated, unless

the exterior boundaries of the asserted settlement claim had been plainly
marked.

lSecretary:T.11J $,_
,
! ,
,
::,C
Cicero C.. CIamp-has appealed from the decision of the Commis-

FINNEY, First Assistant
0 F i

:

C

,

, -, .

sioner of the General Land Office rendered Ma

18,

1921, in-.the

above entitled, case, dismissing his contest against
fenlarged homestead
entry 016286, made by Mannie H.. Benson, January Ii, 1918, for the
XN. , Sec. 28, T. 12 S., R1.2 E4_'N. M. P. M., Las Cruces land district,
New Mexico.

The record discloses that Camp, on March 2, 1917, filed homestead
application 015852, under the stock-raising act for the whole of said
Sec. 28, accompaniedc by petition for designation.
Benson- filed: his homestead agpplication, March 29, i917, alleging
settlement from October 10, 1916, upon the N. j of said Sec. 28. All
the land was designated tunder the enlarged homestead act, May 1,
01913, and stock-raising -act, November 5, 1918.
Subsequently to the allowance of -Benson's entry by the local offi> cers, January 11, 1918, based upon his allegation: of settlement, Camp
filed contest and hearing was held before the local officers, May 24,
1920, pursuant -to directions of the Commissioner of 4th16 General
Land (Office, issued September 6, 1919.
The local officers by joint decision of August 2, 1920, found in
favor, of the entryian, Benson, which 'action 'was affirmed by' the

:452;
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of the General-7Land Office on the ground that Benson.
C
Commissioner
was a bona fide 'settler. upon the N.' - of said -Sec. 28, and -Camp's
application, under the stock raising act, for undesignated-land.9 :although filed about twenty-seven days earlier than Benson's applica-1
tion, did not operate to defeat Benson's enlarged homestead application for lands previously designated under the act of February 19,
1909 (35 Stat., 639), upon Nwich heha'csettled as alleged.
-Upon
proceedingE Camp: contends that at the time Benson
: ;t: $:this:
claims to have made settlement tupon the N.- k of said See. 28, oneHolland was 'occupying and claiming the NE.

*0

*90

00

-1

thereof, and that lhe.

Camp, purchased and paid $300 for Holland's 4possessory rights and
im,provements cofnsisting 'of. a dwelling house, tank, corral, and six
:or seven' acres in cultivation, and that, therefore, Benson acquired no
athathe,
'entitled to a
Camp,was
rights by his alleged'settlement'and
settlement right at the time he purchased the possessory rights and
0imiprovements of' Holland. -'
:It suffices to state that Holland is not a party to the record upon
this proceeding, andlit isjimmaterial in so1fr;as Benson's rights are
concerned,, whethbr Holland. had any rights in the'premises prior
to the date3Benson commenced actual settlemient upon the land.It is elementaryi that one. can not underUthe stock-raising 'home7: fstead:law obtain 'anyi rights by settlem'e t prior to the designation
of the land apjplied for under the act of December' 29, 1916 (39 Stat.,
862)., The Commissioner, therefore, notwithstanlding, the purchase
of Holland's possessory rights and' improvements by Camp, properly ryiled that the latter acquired no right9 iniithe -premises byv settlement superior to those of Benson.
Upon careful-consideration of the testimony, the Department con4udes, hoxwe'1e, 'that, Benson's0 settlement was confined, to merely
the N w. 40 of said Sec. 28, and that lhe did&not plainly mark the
exterior boundaries of the entire N. A of said section prior to the date
"amp:'s rights attahiied under his stock-raising application.
It is, therefore,' directed that Camp's' application be allowed as
to the NE. i, and S.' I of said Sec. 28, and that Benson's entry be:
canceled as to the said NE. , and allowed.to- remain intact as to the
NW. I thereof.
The decision appealed from is 'modified accbrdinly.

.AMPII

v. BENSON.

:Motion dfor- rehearing ,of departmental: decision of November 4,
1921 (48 L. D., 451), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
February 15, 1922.
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CHARLOTTE STROMMER.
f:0:4

00

f

t 0

'Decided Janar~y i0, 1522.

040j

02;

OF MAY 29, 1908.
27, 1921.
An entryman whose invalid hom~estead "entry for ceded Cheyenne River Indian lands was validated by tie act of January 27, 1921, is, not relieved
: that:
by:
:
act, either expressly. or by implication, froml payment of the unpaid installments of the purchase prlce, in the form :and manner s'pecified
in the act of May 29,. I9O8 as subsequently anended7 under which the entry
was made.

CHTEYENNE RvE

INDIAN LAN IDS-iPAYMENTT-HOMESTEAD-ACTS

AND JANUARY

First Assistant Sec6etary:
.': An~d-rew
V. 'Strominer, who mlade: honiestead entry for ,theNE. 4,
Sec. 9, T. 12 N." R.;119 E.,.B. H. M., Timber Lakej South .Dakota, land,
district, was sentenced to the penitentiary, while 'he was, esiding'on
the land, and his: wife,-Charlotte -Strommer, continued to live thereon,
offered final proof, and asked that ,patent be issued in' her name, but
her request was dbnied by the General.Land Office.
On Mrs.. Strommer'soappeal the Department found that the action
of' the General Land Office wascorrect, but "ecanse ,of, the large
equities in her favor, suspended further aetion, in the matter and
:called the ,case 'to the attention' of. Congress with' . strong recoimendation that she be granted relief. That recommendation and
similar ones in other kindred cases resulted in the passage of the act
of January 27, 1921 (41.Stat.k, 1090)1.
-:
After the passage of this act the General Land Office, through the
register and receiver, called' on lr§. 'Stromnier to make 'payment of
certain installments of- the purchase pri`e of the land, and afterX
her failure to do so, by its decision of August 19, 1921, held the
entry for cancellation subject to her right to thereafter make the
lINNEY,.
i

s

payyments.

in her appeal from t
action,
'hat now 'up for consideration,' Mrs.
Strommer contends that the act of January 27, 19 1,0 suprd,' 'di'd not
require her to make the payment dema'ided and that she is, therefore,
entitled to the immediate issuance of. apatent.
The act in question reads, din that part pertinent to this case, as
folloWs:
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to issue
::
patents upon the entries hereinafter named upon which proof of compliance
with law has been filed: t: *::
'
'Homestead entry, Timber Lake, South 'Dakota, numbered 'naught
five thousand -and. twenty-three; made by Andrew- W. Strommer on March 27, 1911,; for
the northeast quarter of section nine, township twelve north, range' nineteen
east, BBlack Hills merd ian, such patent to be issued to Charlotte Strommer..

e:Strommer's entry:. was made under -the act of :May 29, 1908 t(35
Stat., 460)t, which, in'.recognition of the right of the Indians: in the.

`'d~454,
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land, directed that the -entryman pay a price-therefor to be fixed as
provided7in the act. The act: of January 27, 1921, suprc&, passed,
as stated, at the instance and upon the recommendation of this
Department, 'was, as clearly appears from the title and that part of
tlhe act above quoted, intended to validate this and other applications, entries, and proofs which were, under the laws pursuant to
-whichthey had been attempted to: be ;filed, or made,* utterly invalid.
The Department, in its report upon the bill, advised the. Congress,
as a reaso Ifor the validation of this entry that the 4reqmi'rem.ents of
the hoomestead laic had been met, and that the improvements on the
land were valued at $1,500; but neither in-that report, in the reports,
'of the;Public landsC
Committees, nor in the act, was there any. statement or;suggestion that the requirement of the act: of May 29, 1908,
- vp'ra,
Ras fto payment had been rnet or' that such requirement
e
was
wai-ved. '-Under no `.knoWfr rule of statutory construction 'can the
mandatory provisions :of a law be held- to- be repealed through mere
implication, by a subsequent act passed for a speciflc purpose wholly
independent of aind compat-ible withwthe earlier law.~ Especiallyjis
thi's' true withe respedct -to- provisions- of the earlier law under which
others-have substantial rights.
VIThe decdisionappealed2 fomwas clearly right and is affirmed.
CHARLOTTE STROVMER.Motion for. rehearing of departmientall decision of January 10,
1922 (48 L. D., 453), deniedi by First,; AssistantX Secretary Finney,
February 18, 1922.
STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS - CONTESTS BASED ON ALLEGATIONS OF FRA.UD AND,
MISREPRESENTATION IN SECURING
DESIGNATIONW.
INSTRUCTIONS..

: Circular No.- 810.]
DrPART`MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,:

TVashigton, D.0.,

Februarv18, 1922.

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND

OFrrIcES:

'! In view of the, departm entaldecision of July 21, 1919,1 in Do;mingnez v. Cassidyv(47 L. D., 225), you will not allow, without instructions from this office, any applicatiohi to GContest an entry under
the stock-raising homestead act whero fraud- and, misrepresentation
in securing.thedesigmtion:of the land are alleged.
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On receipt of such an application to contest, you will, transmit the
.pa ers to this office by special letter with a request for instructions,
making appropriate reference hereto.
Such applications to contest will be rejected where it appears,
from the records'of the Department, that the designation of the
land was preceded by and based on a field investigation.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commnisdioner.
Approved:
E .. 'FINNEY,-' f ' First Assistant Seeretarity.

:0:':V:D0f
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FORT HALL LANDS.
September 29,. 2921,
FOBT HALT

LANDS-'INDIAN: LANDS-ALLOTMENT-ATIENATTON-SECRETARY

OF

THE INTERIoR.

"The; acts of 'May' 27, 1902, March 1, 1907, and June 25, 1910,' granting
'authority to the zSecretary 6f the Interior to approve sales of lands allotted
to Indians and to otherwise- remove restrictions against alienation, by
the issuance of certificates of competency,'are applicable to lands allotted
to the' Indians of -the Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho, thus removing the requirement of approval by the President imposed by the act of Februwary 23, 1889, with respect to. the alienation of lands allotted in severalty
within that reservation.

BOOTH, Solicitor:
You, have requested my opinion on the question whether lands allotted: to Indians of the Fort Hall Reservatidn, Idaho, may be sold,
-or the restrictions against alienation otherwise removed, with your
approval, or is' action by the President nocessary.
An agreement -with the Fort Rlall Indians, ratified by the act of
February'23, 1889 (25 Sftt.,

687,- 688)

under which this reservation

was allotted, provides inter alia::
Fifth. The Government of the United States shall canso' the lands df the
Fort Hall Reservation above named to be properly surveycd:and divided
among the said. Indians, in severalty and in the ifroportions hereinbefore mentioned, and shall issue patents to them respectively therefor so soon as, the
necessary laws are ipassed by Congress. The title to be arcquired thereto by
the Indians shall not be subject to alienation, lease or incumbrance, either
by voluntary conveyance of the grantee, or his heirs, or by the judgment,
order or decree of' any court, or subject to taxation of any character, but
shall be and' renmain inalienableL and not subject to taxation for 'the period
of twernty-five years, and until such time 1thereafter as the President may see
fit to remove' the restriction, which shall be incorporated in'the patent.

The patents issued under this, and similar legislation, are commonly
referred to as "restricted fee patents," as distinouished from "trust.,
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patents."; the legal title uder the latter being retained by the Government for a definite period coupled with a promise to, convey the
fee, by patent, to the allottee or his heirs. So also, allotments in the
former class are knownl as " restricted allotment s while those falling
The Fort
within the latter class are known as "trust allotments.
butas.a~matter
class,
first
the
within
come,
Hall allotments, of course,
of fact both classes are "restricted inithat the allottees .under neither
class have any power to alienate without the approval of some higher
authority.
Returning to the provision quoted, and looki-ng. to-this alone, it
appears that the allotments fat Fort H.all were: to. remain .inalienable
for a period of twenty-five years and after the expiration of that
period, but not until then, the President might remove the restrictions.
* This twenty-five year period-not yet 'havingexpired as to any of the
allotments at Fort Hall, unless authority can be found in some subse-'
quent law, there appears to exist io: power, even in the President, to
remove the. restrictions. Noneof .the subseuent acts.relating specifically to the Fort Hall Reservation authorizes the President or any
to tepriuinate6. the, twenty-five. yeaar restricted
,executive,
officer
0:
*0
other
: period imposed.by the act of Februaryi23, 1889; oni these allotmernts.
we can only turn, therefore; to such general law as may be available.
ac{0of Mat 27,f 1902; (32 Stat. 245, 275),'contains this pro: i: 0The
Yision:.
-"That the adult heirs of any deceased Indian to whom a trust or otherpatent
containing restrictions upon alienation has been or shall be" issued for lauds
allotted to him may sell and convey the lands inherited from such decedent,
but in case of minor heirs their interests shall be sold only by a gaardian duly
appointed by the proper court upon the- order Of such court itade upon petition
.filed by the guardian, but all such: conveyances .shall be subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior, and when so approved shanll convey a full title,
to the purchaser, the same as if' a final patent without, restriction, upon the
alienation had been issued to the allottee.".

In the act of March 1, 1907 (34 Stat.,

loi0; 1018)

we find:

"That any nonc'ompetent Indian to whom a Apatent containing- restrictions
against alienation has been issued for an allotment of land in severalty, under
any1 law o# treaty, or who may have an interest in any allotment by inheritance,
may sell or convey all or any part of such allotment or such inherited interest
O terms and conditio s anid 'under such rules and regulations as the
on - such
Secretary of the Inrtriormay prescribe."'.: (Italics supplied.)

The act of June 25, 1910 >(36 Stat., 855); confers' sundry powers on
-the Secretary 'of the Interior with respect to Indian allotments..
Without quoting in its entirety even section one, of, that act, which ,.s
'somewhat voluminous, it, is tsufficient to point , out 'that Congressthereby; conferred on: the Secretary of the Interior jurisdictio'i to
'determine the heirs, of deceased Indian ;aloQttees idying "before the

: 0048.];
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.expiration of the_ trust period and before, the issuancegof.:a feeX
simple patent." *The jurisdiction so conferred is not:only final and.
exclusive (Bond: v., United States, 181 Fed., 613, and Hallowell 7.J
Commons, 239 U. S., 506)), but jit also includes "restricted allotments" as well as those. covered by ."'trust patents."` See United
:States v. Bowling, decided by :the Supreme Court, June 1, 1921. (41.
'Sup. ,Ct. Rep., 561). The following language, however, found in
section one of the act of June 25, 1910, is deemed material to: such an
extent asto require reprodfiction here:..
"All' sales of lands allotted to Indians authorized by this or any other act
shall be made under such rules, and regulations and upon such terms as the
Secretary (of the Interior may prescribe. * * * Provided further, That the
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized in his discretion to issue a certificate of competency upon application therefor to any Indian or in case, of
his death, to his heirs, to whom :a patent in fee. containifng restrictions on
alienation has been or may hereafter. be issued, and such certificate shall] havethe effect of removing the restrictions on alienation contained in such .patent."t

-It should be noted that in each of these laWs the authority to act
is vested in the Secretary of the interioit; not in the President or;
any other executive-officer. -Also, it may not be;amiss here 'to adver;
briefly to the general policy of Congl'ess with'respect to matters of
this kind. During earlier times the Indians were practically con-l
fined on reservations and controlled by the strong arm of the Mili-i
tary. The Presidentias!"The Great WhiteFather" was looked tas the protector of their interests, and' was charged with many
responsibilities and duties in their behalf. Gradually, by specific
statute in some cases, but more rapidly within comparatively recent
times by general legislation, thath? responsibility 'and duty has: been.:
lodged elsewhere, 1 -notably in the Seretaryv of the Interior, This.
policy of individualization by allotment in severalty and subsequent':
dealings with the property rights created thereby has been a matter'
of progressive evolution, by successive legislative- enactments. 'The:;
general allotment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), on which C
most of our -Indian " trust allotments " are founded, directs, that I the
lands allotted shall be held in trust for a period of twenty-five years;.
at .the expiration .of which a.patent in fee would issue, to the allottee
or his heirs. . Evidently this act contemplated that: thev allotments
made thereunder should. remain inalienable and nontaxable for the,
full periodof
l twenty-five years, as no provision is to be :found in,
, that.act, or in any. contemporaneous legislation, under: which-that.
period could be abridged.or which would permit of-any. alienation,
of the allotments so made.o
aturally many of the original allotteesR
died, and their'heirs having allotments .in their own: names were in
no. great need of additional lands. They did need funds, however,.,
with. whichi to ihmprove their individual holdings. : The. act of May
.~~~~~~~o
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*27t, 01902,' relieved this situation by pernitting tjhe heirs to sell, with
t1he approval of the Secretary
of the Interior. This -was soon found
to be insufficient. Aged and indigent living allottees,' having no in*S: f0herited interests which 'could be sold, needed fund's in many; cases to
provide the common necessities of life. Congress again came to the
rescue and the: act of March 1, 1907, lodged in the Sectetary of the:
Interior, authority to extend Irelief in such cases. 'Considerable
*
doubt, confusion, and uncertainty seems to Xhave existed as to the
matter of jurisdiction over various questions jpertaining todIndian
allotments, such.as rights of possession between conflicting disputants
claiming as heirs." Necessarilythlis involved a determination of 'the
rightful heirs. McKay v. Kalyton (204 U. S., 458), shows that in
the absence of legislation by. Congress, questionspof this kind are not
primarily cognizable by any court, State or Federal. The- act of
June 25', 1910, gives the.Secretary of the Interior exclusive; jurisdiction to determine the heirs of deceased Indian allottees-s and, in effect,
* it also practically gives that:officer jurisdiction-to fully:administer
their estates.' The logical 'deduction from all this is that as a*matter
of policy Congress intended to clothe. the Secretary of 'the Interior
with all necessary power to act in matters of this kind, and', as said
* .0 by the Supreme Court in the case of LevindaleLead and Zinc Mini'ng
.Company v.. Coleman (241 U. S., 432).," a statute should, if possible,
be construed in the light of its obvious policy."
But we, need not dwell longer on the external question of policy.
The acts themselves contain sufficient elements on wvhich- the decision
may be founded. : Under the act of May 27, 1902, with the approval
0of the Secretary of the Interior, the :heirs of any deceased Indian
": to whom
a trust, or other; patent containing restrictions against
alienation" has been issued, may sell the allotment of .the' decedent.
The act of March 1, 1907, also with the approval of the Secretary
Iof
the:Interior permits "any noncompetent Indian to whom a patent
*
containing restrictions against alienation -has: been issued for an
allotment of land in severalty tunder any. law or treaty,," or who has
an inherited, interest in any such allotment, to sell, etc. Clearly
these acts include both "trust "' and "restricted" allotments. Where
an act says under any law or treaty, can we: disregard that plain
provision by holding. that it applies' to trust allotments only l I
think not. The act of June 25, 1910, but confirms' the aauthorityvpre: 0viously vested in. the Secretary of the' Interior to approve sales of
Indian allotments by providing- that the sales of all such0allotments,
"authorized: by this or any other act "' shall': be under such rules and:
Tregulations as that officer -might prescribe. This act goes even fur. ther and authorized the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion,
-to issue certificates of competency to living allottees holding' patents
*

*

*
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in fee w)vithi restrictions against alienation,"', and it is further expressly declaredl that the issuance of such certificate 'shall operate to

:

remove the restrictions. This is simply analogous tof the' authority
previously conferred *on the `Secretary of the Interior by the act
of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat., 182), to issue 1patents in fee to 'competent
Indians holding allotments 'under "trust patents."
legisI am not unmindful of the ruk of construction that special
lation is not usually. modified 'by subsequent, general law unless the
intent so to 'do is clear. Here, howeveri the intent is so manifest that
I find no difficulty in holding 'that the 'allotments at Fort l.all come'
ivithin the acts of May 27, i902, March 1, 1997, and June 25, 1910,'
sipra, and thatW the Secretary 6of 'he Interior has authdrity under
those acts to approve sales of such allotments, or to otherwise remove
rdstrictions agaitist alienation 'by the isssuanee of 'cortifiatbs of conmpeteicy to members of this tribe fomnd capable of managing their
own affairs.
. Approved:
F. M. GOODWIN,
:Secret~ary.0:Tf ii: 0Assistant
- :?

:

g
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OIL PROSPECTING PERMITS IN POWER SITE RESERVES.1
Septeniber 30, 1921.
AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEMIIT-WATERX POWER-WOPRDS AND
PHRASE~S-STATUTES.
An oil and' gas prospecting permit or a lease consequent thereon, granted:

OIL

pursuant to the act of February 26, 1920; does not constitute an "entry,":
"location," or.; " other disposal " of the land included therein, within the
* meaning of those terms as contempnlated by 'section 24 of the water'power
act of June 10, 1920.
BALOILn AND GAS LANDS- PBOSPECTING PERPMIT-RESRRVATIONTSWETITHDRAW
ERAL VPOWER 'COMAMISSION-SECRETAEY. OF THE INTERIoR-JTURISDICTION.

The authority conferred upo the Federal Power .Commission by subdivision
(h) of section 4 of :the act of 'June 10, 1920, to make such rules and regulations not inconsistent with the purposes of the act as may be necessary
and proper for the purpose of carrying out its provisions, does not clothe
that comlmission with jurisdiction to require the insertion of restriction's in
oil and gaes, prospecting permits and leases consequent thereon, issued- by
the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the act of February 254 1920, ifor
landsIn power siteiwithdrawals and reserves for power purposes.
BOOTHr,

iSoicitor:

My opinion has been requested as to whether in oil prospecting
permits and leases granted under: and in pursuance of' the act of.'
February 025, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), involving the use of lands in'See instructions of .Aprl 7, 1922 (48L. D., 628).
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cluded in power. site -withdrawals and reserves for powe~r purposesj
the provision adopted by. the Federal IPower Commission on February
28, 1921, which reads as follows:
"There shall be excluded from the: operation of this permit so much of any
lands reserved or classified as power sites as, are included within the limits of
any power project authorized or for which there is a pending application, and
this~pbrmit is subject to the express condition that in the event the use of any
power site lands, authorized by this permit, are required for a power project
before the expiration of such] permit, or of any lease consequent thereon, then
the permittee, if notified so to do, will promptly vacate the same and will remove
any: property -he may have placed thereon, and that no right shall rest in the
'applicant and no claim against the United States or its permittee or licensee
under the Federal Water Power Act, or otherwise, shall be founded upon such
removal."'>
sh

.

0

.
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'

.
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shall be inserted in lieu of the pro of the of the present paragraph'10. of suchppermits (47 L. ID;, 437, 442), which: read as follows:
"This permit is granted on the express condition that if any of the land'
covered thereby is embraced in .a forest, reclamation, power, or other withdrawal, or is segregated for any particular purpose, operations under this permit shall be so conducted as not to interfere- with thet administration anud uIse
of the land for the purpose for which withdrawn or segregated to a greater
extent than may be determined by the Secretary of the Interior to be necessary
for the most beneficial use of the land.".

and is a sufficient reservationjto preserve the rights for w ater powerq
sites and can be approved by the Department without reference to
the Federal Power C6ommission.
The history of the provision proposed by the'Federal Power.Commission is briefly:. On February 28, i921, the ex'ecutive secretary of
the .Federal Power :Commission presentecd a memorandum- recommending that the provision first above 'quoted be insertedf'in all per-

mits (and leases) that should thereafter be granted' of lands involving Federal-water power reservations. 'The' Commission approved
the recommendation of the executivef secretary 'and in pursuance. of0
their action the executive secretary on April 21, 1921, transmitted
to ithe D 'epartmentof the Interior, a 'certified copy of the proceedings
;:
of the 'Federal. Power (Commission,notifying the;Department of such
action.;
: :
10 of the fform of'oil and gas permits (and leases) was
1Paragraph
'drafte d by the Iepartment of the Interior and, has been approved
and is in use as one of the approved provisions' of the regulations of
the Department of the Interior in its administration of' the act of
February 25,'1920.:
The consideration of: the ;question presents -two'distinct questions:
First, the authority of theFederal' Power Commission to authorize
:and-determine the regulation quetion and make necessary its adop-:
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tion by the Interior Department; second is the provision*one' which
is prop'eras practical adininstrative, action? i
Interir'
Under, the actQ(f Februaryi25, 1920, the Department of the
.was, granted the authority to administer the so-callec leasing act. Section 1 of the leasing act, fi so far as pertinent to this^ inquiry, reads:
" That deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas, and lands
containing such deposits owned by the United States, including those in nhtidhtl
forests, but excluding lands acquired under the act known'as the Appalachian
n hose
Foretac, aproved March 1, 191 1 (Thirty-sixth 'Statutes, pag 96)
in natinoal park, and in lands; withdrawn or reserved for migitr 6)or naval uses
.'or purposes, except as hereinafter provided, shall be subject to disposition in the
form and manner provided by this act."

Section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, in so far as' pertinent
to this inquiry, reads as follows:
"That the Secretary of the Interior is'hereby authorized, under such necessary
and proper rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to 'grant to any applicant
qualified under this 'Act a prospecting permit, which shall give' the exclu'siiv
right, for a period' not ex-ceeding two' years,;to prospect for oiltor gas upon not
to exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of. land. wherein such
deposits belong to the United States and are not within any known geological
.
structure of a producing oil or gasfield."

The Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 192V (41 Stat,, 1063),:
sought toi provide for' the development ,of water. power and the use
of public lands in relation thereto and granted certain limited
authority to the Federal Power Commission, who, under the law, are
charged with the administration of said act., Subdivision (h) of section 4 of said act reads as follows,:
"(h) To performr any and. all ]acts, to make. such rules and regulations, and
to issue such orders not inconsistent with this Act as may be necessary and
proper for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act."

Section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act reads as follows: "That any lands of the United States included in any proposed project under
lthe' date of filing of application therefor be
the provisions -of this Act shall from
reserved from entry, location 7or other disposal under the laws of the United
States until otherwise directed by the commission or by Congress. Notice that
such application has been' made, together with the date of filing thereof and a
description of the lands of the United States affected thereby, shall be filed in thte
local land office for the district in which such lands are located. Whenever the
commission shall determine that the value of any lands of the United States so
applied for, Ior heretofore or hereafter reserved or classified, as poWer :sites,
will not be injured or. destroyed for the purposes of power development by
- location, entry, or selection under the public-land laws, the Secretary of the
Interior, upon notice of such determination, shall declare Isuch lands open to
location, entr,. or selection, subiect to and with a' reservation of the- right of
the UnitedStates or its permittees or licensees to enter upon, occupy, and use
any part or all of said' lands necessary,, in the judgment of the, commission, for
the purposes of this Act, which right shall be expressly reserved in every patent
issued for such lands; and no claim or right to compensation shall accrue from

\,
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the occupation or use of any of said lands for said purposes. The United
States or any licensee for any such lands hereunder may enter thereupon for
the purposes of this Act, upon payment of any damages to crops, buildings, or
other improvements caused thereby to the owner thereof, ork upon giving a good
and sufficient bond to- the United States for the use and benefit of' the owner
to secure the payment of such damages as may be determined and fixed in an
*action brought upon the bond in a court of competent jurisdiction, said bond
to be in the form prescribed by the commission: Provided, That locations, entries,
selections, or 1inings heretofore made for lands reserved as water-power sites
or in connection with water-power development or electrical transmission may
proceed to approala or potent under and subject to the limitations and .conditions
in this section contained." (Italics supplied.)

It can not be questioned that deposits of oil in public lands within
power site reserves and withdrawals Dare "owned" by the United
States. It'is equally clear that if the Federal power act were not
enacted no question could possibly arise as to the authority of the
Interior Department to grant prospecting permits onl such lands
"under such necessary and proper rules and regulations as he (you)
may prescribe." It is necessary,- therefore, to determine whether the
lands to which the leasing act applies, are within and under the jurisdiction of the water power act.
Under the provisions Of section 24 of the water power act any,
lands' of the United States included in any proposed project become
"Vreserved from entry location or other disposal under the laws of
tof the filing of application therethe'United States," from the date
for. If the Commission determines that the value of such lands, reserved or classified as power sites, will not be injured or destroyed
for the purpose of power development by " locationi, entry or selection under the public land laws," the Secretary of the Interior shall
declare-6such lands open to "Wodati on, entry or selection" subject to
certain conditions.
Unl'ess, therefore, a prospecting permit or lease' falls within the
terms " entry. location, or other disposal" lands within the terms of
the. leasing act remain under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the
Interior and are not withdrawn for-disposition upon filing of an application for a proposed project under the water pover act. The
0words

entry and location have' definite, neaiings in the parlance of

tlie public-land laws.'- They are the initial steps looking to the final
acquisition from the Government of the title to the lands included
therein. 'An entry is a contract by the United Statcs with the entryconvey Xtitle. (Mary 'C. Sands, 34 L. D., 653 ;E Alice M. Reason,
3man
00 S ito
279, 280; United States' v. The Northern Pacific- Railswayv
D.,
36 L.
Company, 204 Fed. ,485, 487; Words and Phrases, Vol. 2, page 283,;
32 Cyc., 806.) Location is a term used to denote the act of selecting
and in reference to the land laws is recognized by the Government, aS
an appropriation, and the term has been'held as interclhangeable with
the word selection. (Bagnell v..Broderick, 1 Peters,436 447.) 1
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Neither a permit to prospect for oil nor a lease to.extract oil from
lands owned by the Uited States will -secure to the permittee or
lessee the right to fnally acquire title to the lands included in the permit or lease from the Government. Neither can be considered as a
location or selection which will become an appropriation of public
lands.
A permit is merely a license or the liberty to do an act, the granting
of authority or lease to do some definite thing.
A lease is nothing more than a contract and is governed by the same:
rules as other contracts. The word has a settled technical inport..
It is a contract by which a person divests:himself of possession, not
the title to lands.

The granting of a lease presupposes that the

grantor reservesjin himself the title to the property included therein.
What is generally meant when we say property is leased is that theuse of it is transferred.
A right to prospect for oil or a contract for the possession of oil
lands is not for the purpose of acquiring title to the lands and is notincluded within the terms entry, location or selection unless falling
'ithin the phrase "or other disposal" under the latws of the United.
States.
The: more :general and comprehensive expression " or other disposal ". embraces only agencies " ejusdem generis," that is. of a kind,
with those specifically enumerated. The more general words -":olr
Other disposal" following the. specific words entry" or " location
upon a settled rule of statutory construction a large ilegislative in-

tent not being clearly expressed,. must be construed as extending, only
to a disposition ejusdemn generis with an entry gr location. The.
words "or other disposal" :are not to be extended to any and every
act of the.;Government which .may
saiddbto be. a disposition. It
would be-a departure from the~rule not hecessary to give effect to the:
legislative .intent and n]ot within! it, to give th e keneral -words. "or
other disposal','a meaning so loose and expansive as.to include within<
them any act not akin qtoqn" entry" or "llocation-" or "selection,"not intended as and not having in it any of the properties of a part-1.
ing with or the acquisition of title to property from the United States.
The doctrine or rule of "ejusdeqn giners:"is a principle -of statutXtory construction recognized and acted upon with respect to civil
rights and duties and is thus stated in section 422, Lewis? Sutherland
-Statutory Construction Second Edition:
"That where words particularly designating specific acts or things are- followed by and associated with words of general import comprehensively designat ing acts ,or things, the latter are generally to be regarded as comprehendingl
only matters of the same kind or class as those particularly stated. They (the
general words ) are to be deemed to have been used not in the broad sense which
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they (the general words) might bear if standing alone lut as related to the
words of more definite and particular meaning with which they are assolciated.". {Words in parentheses' supplied.)

See also- Alabama v. Montague (117 U. S., 602, 609);j3 Words
7 Phrases,
and
804;'19 Corpus Juris,i2aa; 21 Am & Eng. Encyclopedia
of Law, Second Edition, 1011; People V. Dolan (39 Pac., 752, 755);
Pulom'v. Dold Packing Company (182 Fed., 356, 358); Maxwell v.
State (37 So., 266); Hills v. Joseph' (229 Fed., 865, '870); United'
States v. Florida East. Coast Railway Company (222 Fed., 33, 34);
In re 'Crook ;(219 Fed., 979, 980).Under this established rule of 'construction the clause "other disposal " should be read ":other'such like disposal" so that the things
comprised may- be. read as -" 'eusdem ' geeiers" with and not of a
quality superiorto or different from those:specifically enumerated.I
Lichter v. Thiers (121 N. W., 153); Vasey v. Spake t (65 S. E_ 825).
'Under this rule the term "or other disposal" must be construed
in cconnection with 'thef words "entry " and "Zlocation."" The words
:entry" and "location" Dare %theinitial steps looking to the final
'acquisition of title from' the Government. They comprise only two
,,of the several methods by which title can be secured from the United
States. The act itself refers to another method-" selection "-?and
title .may be secured by purchase, by grant, under the Carey land.
act, or any of the.several laws of the United States; and it must
be taken thatt Congress by using 'the ephrase "'or other disposal" intended only to provide for and cover such other methodsJto acquire
title to Government land as might be provided by law..'.
Aside from the. foregoing consideration the 'word "disposal" iniitselfI means as used in the section referred to, an- alienation of"
'property. The word "disposal'" being a word of broad and varied:
.significance its 'meaningf is determined by its connection with other
clauses. In this instance the: word " disposal" being used in con-nection with the words "entry " and "location"' is subject to 'but
one meaning, i. e.-an investiture of title. This: construction is up-held by uniform adjudications of the meaningf of 'the word 'wherein
it is held to mean an alienation by sole gift or devise.' Koerner'v.
Wilkinson'(96 Mo. App., 510).
JaIn Herold v.- State (21 Neb., 50) a statute, using the word "'dis-'
'posal " was held to signify the' passing of property over into the
control of another; parting with it, exercising finally one's power of
control over it., A provision in .the law that a county court. had
'power to. order the renting, sale, "or other disposal" of certain
property, was held not to include the power to' mortgage, for the
reason that' while "disposal-"-has no technical meaning, it neces-'
sarily means- a transfer of the estate itself. 'A mortgage may create
a power which may lead to a disposal, but it is not in itself a disS
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posal of real estate. In: short, it -was held the word "1'4disposal"
signified a complete divestiture of title and power over the property. Trutch v. Bunnell (11 Ore., 58). In Ironside v. Ironside (150
la., 628), it: was held the word " disposal " indicates absolute disposition. The word ";disposal " as used in section 2387, Revised Statutes, inns Scully v. Squier` (13 Idaho, 417), was held to mean " distribution" when applied to lots of land that were actually occupied
and* 'possessed, fors the :rdason that they had-become the-propety of
.the occupants and 0"the occupant of 'a town lot, at 'the time of the
'entry of the town site, is lits real owner;," 'in other words, implying
again an investiture of the title itself in the person to whom disposal

0is mad~e.ff': f,:

4..,t

,X

05

In Arant v. State of Oregon (2 L. D., 641)3, Secretary Teller said:

"A.disposal of a tract of public land involves an adjudication-a determination of its status and condition and- alienations *
* Disposal
D
in this
sense is equivalent to sale and Alienation."

;

In -consideration of the foregoing views it; must be concluded that
the granting of a permit to prospect for oil or a lease consequent
thereon 4not
being an act of alienation of property or granting a
divestiture of -title is not a " disposal" of the land in any proper
sense.
* This construsction finds support from other provisions of section
.24 of the water poweri act which provide for the opening of land
which will not be'injured for power purposes by"entry," "loct,"
or " selecton," and 'the act 'in its concluding sentence provides that
'locations, entries, selections, or filings heretofore made may proceed
to an"' approval" or "patent" subject to the reservations and' limi'tations of 'the section.' It is evident, thbtefore, -that 'Congress did
,,ot intend 'that the inclusion of lands in a proposed project or any
power site withdrawal or reserve should not be subject to the provisions of the leasing act. Congress is presumed to know existing
statutes and the state of the law relating to the subjects with which
they,. deal. It' must be presumed that Congress, would expressly
abrogate any prior statute which they intended torepeal by 'new
legislation. Where there is no express repeal none is deemeed intended unless there is such inconsistency as precludes this assumption. The learned Attorney General in an opinion dated September
2, 1921 (33'Op. A. G., 34, 38-39), construing section 24 of the Fedeial water power act, uses this language:
:" The first:tvo sentences of section 24 apparently deal with water-power sites
automaticall`y withdrawn from entry and disposalby 'the mere filing of aft appliceation for water power privileges; and such -power sites are to be reserved
from disposal under other laws 'until otherwise? directed by the commission or
by Congress.' As to 'all other power site reservations the-only authority given
ok
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to the Commission is to make findings which will result in authorizing the
disposal of the lands subject to their future possible use for water power purposes upon making compensation for improvements, etc.
"~ * * *It
is also clear that in' respect to the final disposition of water-

power sites withdrawn by the President, and not yet subject to any application
for water power privileges, no provision, whatever is made by the water; power
act. In other words, this act does not cover the whole subject or provide a
complete system of law displacing all others."

Subdivision (h) of section 4 of the water power act confers the
power upon the Commission "to make such rules. and regulations"
as may be necessary and proper for carrying out the provisions of
the act. In view of the conclusion reached that neither a permit to
prospect or lease consequent thereon come within the scope of section 24 of the water:.power act, no rule or regulation. could'.be based
upon the authority of subdivision (h) of section 4 referred to.
it is my. opinion that the sole authority to.determine what, if any,
provisions should be inserted in a permit for prospecting, for oil OT
any lease granting the privilege to remove oil from lands owned by
the United States relating, to the po0ssible power -value of lands
involved, rests.with the Secretary of the Interior under the power
conferred by the act of February 25, 1920.
' Even were it possible to conclude that the reservation- passed by
the Federal Power Commission on February 28, 1921, .was authorized, the provision is subject to several objections.
First, the reservation contained in the resolution: of the Federal
Power Commission of February 28, 1921, from an administrative
standpoint seems to me to be unreasonable in requiring that a
permittee shall contract that in the event the lands, are needed for
Power purposes he, will in effect abandon his oil operations. I. be:lieve the suggestion of the Federal Power Commission would render
permits to prospect for oil1 on these lands undesirable and' would
doubtless prevent exploration. ' To my mind 'the question of the
relative value of the lands for oil purposes or for water power purposes' should be considered in,.,determining what action is necessary. It might be that the reduction of.the power potentialities of
the Cpower project would be less valuable' than the oil production
-value. As an illustration an oil operation might be conducted on
the extreme edg~e of the area to be flooded by the power project and
a reduction of the capacity of the reservoir or the height .of the dam
might be immaterial as 'compared to the value of the lands for oil
purposes. 'Again, it may occur that delay in the construction of a
powerproject to a time after the rei'hoval of the oil contents of the
lands would be of material advantage to the Government and those
who. receive the royalties under .the leasing act.
Second. the 'reservation, contained in the provision submitted by
the Federal Power Commission is not within the purview of see-
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tion 24. If the Powe'rLCommission were empowered to prescribe
the form of reservation it could in no event be more comprehensive
than the statute authorizing it to be made. Section 24 provides:
"subject to and with a reservation of the right of the-United States or its
'permittees or licensees to enter upon, occupy, and use any part or all of said
lands necessary,:i

*but the act further provides when and under what conditions the
United States or any licensee may enter upon such lands by " paynent of any damages to crops, buildings, or other improvements
caused thereby." The- section further provides that the patent issued is subject to the "limitations and conditions in this section
contained."; Hence the only authority conferred by section 24 as to
reservations is as above quoted and the Federal Power Commission
can not Xexceed the express limitations of power therein conferred.
The provision submitted is more comprehensive than the authority
conferred and, therefore, not consistent with section 24. The only
power conferred to make reservations in permits to prospect or lease
consequent thereto is found in .section 13 of the act of February '25,
01920, and the power therein conferred is without' liitation such as
contained in section 24 of the water 'power act.
It is my judgment that the provision adopted by the Federal Water
Power Commission should not receive your Iapproval. The present
reservation provision contained in paragraph 10 in the form of prospecting permits is sufficient to adequately protect the interests of
the United States Government in its poower withdrawals and will at
the same time permit the exploration of the land for oil purposes.
The provision designated as 'section 10 in the present form o4f permits is not open to the objections mad'> to the provision adopted
by the. Federal; Power Commission. The reservation -clause, as
now used, leaves open for your determination, when the question
'arises, whether as to a particular tract of land the oil or the power
value is of primary and controlling importance to the Government,
and under what conditions either or both purposes may be best subserved. For these, reasons I am of the opinion that the provision
contained in subdivision 10 of oil permits should stand as at present
and that, if any change is to be wade at all, there be no change other
than to add a clause of the following effect:
"He further agrees that in the, event of discovery of oil or gas within the
* permit area appropriate conditions for the protection of the power development

and usemay be- incorporated in anylease or leases to be issued to him or his
successors."

Approved:
ALBERT B. FALL,
7 :0 00
0 Secretary.
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October 22, 1921.
FLATIIEAD LANDS-INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION-ACT o01APRIL 23, 1904.
The irrigation systems ron the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana, constructed under the act of April 23, 1904, do not constitute a " reclamation
project" as contemplated by the reclamation act and amendments thereto,
although a large part of the irrigable lands have passed from Indian own;
ership and the engineering work is performed by the Reclamation Service.
PFLATHEAD LANDS-INDIAN LANDs-RECLA-MATION-LEASE--AVITIR>AWATACT
OF JULY 19, 1919.
The provision contained in the sundry civil act of July 19, 1919, directing that
the proceeds derived from a lease of lands withdrawn under the reclamation
law shall be covered into the reclamation fund, is to be regarded as relating
primarily to "reclamation projects,", and not to Indian irrigation projects,;
in the absence of a clear intent to include projects of the latter character.
FLATHEAD LANDS-INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION-LE5SE-WITHDiAWAPAY-

-MENTS.

:0

Congress intended by the act of April 23, 1904, to impress a trust upon the
proceeds derived from the sale of unallotted lands in the Flathead Indian
d Reservation, Montana, and the general provision contained in the sundry
- civil act of July 19, 1.919, -directing that the proceeds derived fromt a lease:
of lands withdrawn under the reclamation law shall be covered into the
reclamutidn fund, has no application to moneys derived from the leasing
X of lands for-agricultural and grazing purposes in that reservation, ' withdrawn as power and reservoir sites under authority of section 22 of the
act of March 3, 1909.
*
COURT DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of United States v. Nice (241 U. S., 591), and AshCSheep Company p.
-United States (252 U. S., 159), cited and applied.
BOOTH,5

Solicitor.

.

Some question.having arisen between the Indian Service and the
Reclamation Service over the use of proceeds derived from leasing
lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes within' the Flathead Indian' Reservation, Montana, you have requested. my opinion in the
matter.
This reservation was created by treaty dated July 16, 1855, with the
confederated Flathead Tribes (12 Stat., 975), and remained practically intact until the passage of the act of April 23, 1904 (33 Stat.,
302), which, among other things, provided for a survey of the reservation, allotments in severalty to the Indians, and a classification,
appraisement and sale of the unailotted lands, the proceeds from they
latter to be deposited to the credit of the Flathead Tribe. Provision was also made for expending a part of such proceeds in the construction of irrigation facilities for the Indians. The reservation being
large, comparatively, and the number of Indians entitled to allotment
considerable, necessarily some delay occurred in placing the sur-

plus lands on the market.

As the purchasers of those lands were re-
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'quired to pay only one-third of the appraised value in cash, at the
time of sale, and the remainder in five equal annual installments, the
prospect of early receipt of funds with which to construct irrigation
facilities did not appear bright. The need for reasonably prompt
action in this respect becoming somewhat urgent, Congress by the
act of April 30, 1908 (35 Stat., 70, 83), advanced $50,000 for the purpose of making preliminary surveys, plans, and estimates of an irrigation system to supply water to both allotted and unallotted irrigable lands within this reservation. Reimbursement of the appropriatio4 so made was to be had "'from the proceeds derived from the
sale of the lands within said reservation "'-i. e., tribal funds. It
soon developed that successful irrigation here would require storage
and section 22 of the act of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 781, 796), authorized the Secretary of the Interior to reserve from entry, sale, or
other disposal, any lands within the Flathead Reservation valuable
chiefly for power or reservoir purposes. Under this, comparatively
large areas (approximating 50,000 acres in the aggregate) have been
withdrawn for such purposes. Subsequent detailed surveys, and
changes in plans, indicating that some of these lands were not suitable for the purposes for which withdrawn, or would not be needed,
the withdrawals, in some instances, were vacated and the lands
restored to their former status.
Various Indian appropriation acts between April 30, 1908, and
May 18, 1916, appropriated large additional sums, aggregating over
$1,500,000, for continuing the construction of these irrigation works;
all made reimbursable out of Indian tribal moneys received from
the sale of surplus lands. As many of the Flathead allottees received no irrigable land in allotment, for this and doubtless other
good and sufficient reasons, Congress decided to shift the burden
of the cost of this irrigation work from the tribal fund to the inividual owners of the land benefited. Accordingly, the act of May
18, 1916 (39 Stat., 123, 139-141), directed that the tribal funds
theretofore covered into the Treasury of the United States in partial reimbursement of the appropriations made for constructing these
irrigation systems should again be placed to the credit of the Flathead Tribe, and the Secretary of the Interior was directed to apportion the cost of such woTk, on a per acre basis, against the lands
benefited, in such manner that each acre of land would bear its
proper proportionate part of the cost of the system through which
irrigated.
The record now before me indicates that some of the areas within
this reservation withdrawn as power and reservoir si.es have been
leased from time to time for agricultural and grazing purposes.
The revenue derived therefrom has usually been treated as tribal
funds and deposited to the credit of the Flathead Tribe. Some

L
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$3,320, however, received by the Reclamation Service from such a
lease of "The McConnell Reservoir Site "-since abandoned-has
been covered into .the reclamation fund " to the credit of the: Flathead Project.": Authority for so doing is given as an item in the
sundry civil act of July 19, 1919 (41 Stat., 163, 202), which reads:
"The proceeds heretofore or hereafter received from the lease of any lands
reserved or withdrawn under the reclamation law- or from the' sale of the
products t therefrom shall be covered into the reclaihation fundd; and where
such lands are affected by a reservation or withdrawal under some other
law, the proceeds from the lease of land and the sale of products therefrom.
shall likewise be covered into the reclamation fund in all cases where such
lands are needed for the protection or operation; of any reservoir for other
works constructed under the recdamation law, and- such lands shall be and
remain nder .the jurisdiction. of the Secretary of the Interior."

10
Looking to this alone-andiplacing a broad or even a literal construction thereon it would appear that the funds derived from leasing
ainy lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes are to be covered into
the reclamation fund, regardlessof the prior status of such land.
Other considertations, however, must not be overlooked. VWe are-here
dealing with an Indian reservation -created -by treaty.' In -the act
of April-23, 1904, Congress not- only recognized the right of the Indians- to: the proceeds' derived from a sale of their lands btit also
expressly disclaimed any intention onithe part of the United States
to b uy any of- said -lands -(except Secs. 16 and 36), or to guarantee to
find any purchasers therefor, it simply being the intention that the
Government would act as trustee for the Indians in the disposal of
their property for their benefit.- (33 Stat., 305.) Under circumstances somewhat similar the Supreme Court has recognized not only
the right of: the cestuii que trust to the: proceeds derived from a sale
of the lands, but also to any revenue derived therefrom while in the
-hands ofthe trustee. -Ash Sheep;;Company v. United States (252,1
-

U. S. 159).

-

:

-

Again, the irrigation systems on the Flathead Reservation do not
constitute a "reclamation project" -per se, as 'contemplated by the
reclamation act'and the'amendments thereto. This remains true even:
though a large part of the irrigable lands under- the Flathead systems
has now passed from Indian ownership and even though the engineering work, as a matter of convenience or otherwise, is being handled
by the Reclamation Service. :Practically all appropriations in behalf
of this work are found in the Indian appropriation acts, while appro- d
priations for our reclamation projects are usually carried in the
sundry civil acts. The item found in the sundry civil act of July 19,
1919, therefore, is to be regarded as relating primarily to " reclamation
projects" rather than to Indianwirrigation projects, unless the intent
to include the latter is clear. Here such an intent is by no means
manifest, and the printed hearings on the sundry civil bill which
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resulted in the act of July 19, 1919, indicate that the committee having charge of this bill did not have in mind that the item 'referred to
included lands within Indian reservations (Uouse Hearings, Sundry
Civil Bill, 192 0,vol.., p.829).
- Turning again to the act of May 18, 1916, supia we find that after,
shifting the burden of the irrigation work from the tribal fund to the
individual landowners benefited Congress 'expressly declared that"The cost of constructing the irrigation systems to irrigate allotted landisof
the Indians on these: reservations shall be reimbursed to the United States as
h~erembefore provided, and no further keinibursements fro~ij the tribal funds
shall be made .on account.of said irrigation works except that all charges against
Indian- allottees or their heirs herein authorized, unless otherwise paid, may be
paid from the individual shares in the tribal funds, when the same is available
for distribution, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior."

If by diversion to the reclamation fund -we forestall an accretion
'that would otherwise go to the Indian tribal fund, we clearly run
counter .to this plain provision of the act of May 18, 1916. From a
practical standpoint it makes but' little difference whether we take
a given sum from the tribal fund and apply it to the irrigation work,
or divert for such purposes a~similar sum to which the Indians are
entitled, before it reaches their hands. 'Congress 'has expressly directed that this should not-be done.. The >9Supreme -Court in the cased
of United States v. Nice (241 U. S., 591), say s that "legislation
affecting the Indians is to be 'o'nstrued in Itheir interests, and a purpose to make a radical departure is' not lightly to be inferred."
Again, " words in a statute, although' general, must be read in the
light of the statute as a whole and with due regard to the situation
in. which they are to be applied.". These views do not lead to the
conclusion that a general provision found in the sundry civil' act of
19 'July
1919, which, although admittedly broad, is to be construed
as depriiving the Indians of a valuable tribal resource. A's previously
shown, the aggregate area within the Flathead Indian Reservation
withdrawn "for reclamation purposes" is large.., 'Some' of' these
lands may contain valuable tribal assets, such as mineral or timber.
Are these resources lost to the Indians' by inclusion of their lands in
power and reservoidr sites, -in the absence of an express declaration
by Congress'to that 'effect? I think not. Again, when we credit the
revenue derived from any of these lands' to " the Flathead Irrigation
Project " :we- not only deplete the tribal fund to that 'extent but we
also relieve the white land owners under the project, in part, from
paying their proportionate share of the costs'of the work. In other.
words, the white man is being benefited at the expense of the Indian.
This is contrary to the intent of the legislation dealing with this
matter, which clearly contemplates that the cost of each system shall
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fall equally on the shoulders ofAthe individual landowners thereunder, both Indian and white.
I find no difficulty, therefore, in holding that the- general item.
found in the sundry civil act of July 19, 19195 supra, does not .include
revenue derived from leasing lands withdrawn. for reclamation. purposes in the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana.
As. t the question of jurisdiction over 'such lands-whether to be
exercised by the Reclamation Servie- or the Indian Service-this is
a. matter of administrative control on. which I see no need for expressing an opinion. Both: bureausf are subject to. the supervision
of the Secretary of the Interior, and in the: absence of some controlling statute, which I do not find, the matter of jurisdiction rests in the
sound discretion of the administrative officers of this Department.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

CHIPPEWA LANDS.
October 29,

.

CH:IPPEWA LANDS-INDIAN- LANDsU-ALTOTIM.ENT-ALIENATION-PA.TENT-WILL'SECRETARY OF. THE INTERIOR.
Approval by the Secretary of the Interior, under authority conferred' by the'
act of February 24,: 1913, of a will by a. Chippewa allottee, devising Indianlands heldtunder a restricted fee patent issued pursuant to the Treaty, of
September, 30, 1854,: does! not remove the restrictions against alienation of
such' lands, imposed by'the provisions of tbat treaty.
CHiIPPEWA: LANDS-INDIAfN LANDs-ALtOTMENT-PATrENT-WILLFEEs- SrCRETARY OF TEE INTERIOM.

'

.:

'

''

:The acts of .May 18, 1916; and February 14, 1920, nuthorize the Secretary of,
the Interior to collect certain. fixed fees-.upon the approval of a, will of an:.
'Indian allottee, and the fees.prescribed by law become due and, collectible
uponS approval of the will of a Chippewa Indian devising lands held under
a restricted fee patent issned pursua'nt to the Treaty of September 30, 1854.
BOOTH, Solicitor:.

Two questions presented Xbyv. the Commissioner: of Indian Affairs;:
relatinlg to wills by allottees of the Chippewa Tribe have been referred to me for opinion, viz:
1. Does the approval of a will by- the Secretary, devising Indian Iefnds held
under the treaty' of September- 30, 1854, entirely remove the restrictions therefrom or does the land-continuc in trust after. such approval the same as- in
,case of a trust patent as provided in the aet of.February 14, 1913 (37 Stat.,
678)?

-2. Where a' will is approved by the Secretary held under a patent issued in
pursuance of the treaty of September 30, 1854, is the office justified in collect-:
ing a fee the same as in case of trust patent lands under existing law?'

'
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.Allotments to these Indians carrv restrictions against alienation
without consent of the President (10 Stat.,, 1110), and fall within
that- class: known as " restricted -fee" as distinguished from "trust
allotments." The essential difference: between these two kinds of allotments was pointed out, in my prior opinion of, September 29, 1921.
(48 .L. D., 455), relating to allottees of the Fort Hall Reservation,
Idaho, wherein it was held that the Secretary of the Interior under
authority found in the-acts of May 27, 1902 (32 Stat.,245, 27),
March 1, 1907 (34 Stat., 1015, 1018) , and. June25,
9 1910 (i SEtat.,
855), has the power to approve sales or to otherwise remove therestrictions against alienation of both. these classes of allotments.
.While my prior opinion did not specifically; mention the'. subject of
wills by Indians, yet under date of October 8, 1921, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs was instructed that the prior ruling, is sufficiently broad. to include the disposal of Indian property. by will as
well. as by any *other form of alienation -Legislation germane to
the subject-matter shows this: conclusively.. Withi the- approval o'F
the Secretary of the Interior and under such rules and regulations
as that offic'er may prescribe, any Indian of the age of twenty-one
years or over was:permitted, by section 2 of the act of'June 25, 1910,
supra,: to6dispose of his. allotment by will "prior to the expiration
of the trust period, and before the. issuance of a fee simple; patent.'r
Experience soon demonstrated that this was not sufficiently : broad.in that it apparently applied to "trust allotments " only but di&'
not include those large number of Indian allotments held under " restrictecl'fee patents.": Again, the power to so convey was confined
: the.testator's: ijdividual allotment: and did not extend to any inherited land, money, or other of his property over which the GoGV-'
ernment retained control. I understand also that it was early ruled,:
administratively that the approval of an Indian's will terminated> the restrictions against alienation-a result not always to be de-sired-although onl what theory that ruling^ was based is not alto-.'
gether clear. True, disposal by will is a form of Ialienation in that
the law recognizes but two primary methods by which real prop-.'
erty can be lost or acquired, namely, "by descent" and "by purchase."' Acquisition under a -will not being by descent-necessarily
it falls within-the only remaining-:class, by purchase. To that! extent at least it constitutes a form: of alienation. This being so, and
the "alienationi" of an Indian's allotment usually carrying with it.'
removal of restrictions against' further alienation, ordinarily it would
*.
follow that property acquired under an Indian will would come into,
the hands of the beneficiary free from the restrictions. Against this,.
however, rests the' fundamental rule of law that an individual can
convey no greater title to property than he himself has. Hence, an
Indian allottee could convey by0 will to his beneficiaryvno greater
title than the Indian testator himself possessed, whether that be a.
,
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Clearly it was within the power of
the approving officer, if he chose to exercise it, to stipulate by regulation or' otherwise that his approval of an Indian's-'will should not
operate to. remove the restrictions or to ripen thef trust or restricted
title into 'an absolute fee. Further discussion along this line; how-s
ever, has become academic, for by the act of February 14, 1913 (37
Stat., 618), Congress'amended section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910,
so fas to read (pertinent parts only reprocuc6dL)
"trust" or a "restricted fee."

That any persons of the age of twenty-one years having any right, title,
or interest in any allotment held under trust or other patent containing reFstrictions on alienation or individual Indian moneys or other property held
in trust by the United States shall have the right prior to the expiration of.
the trust or restrictive period, and before the issuance: of- a fee simple patent

or the removal of restrictions, to dispose of such property by will, id accordance
with 'regUlations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
:kowever; That no will so executed shall be 'valid or have any force or effect
unless and until it shall have been approved by the Secretary 'of the Interior: Provided further,: That the Secretary of the Interior may approve or
disapprove the will either before or after the death of the testator. * * *

Providedi further, That the approval of the will and the. death of the testator
shall not operate to terminate the trust or restrictive. period, but the Secretary
of the Interior may, in his discretion, cause the lands to he sold mid the money
derived therefrom, Or so i much thereof as may ' be necessaly, used0 for the
benefit-'of the heir- or heirs entitled -thereto, -remove the restrictions or cause
patent in fee to be issued to the devisee .or devisees, and pay the moneys to the
legatee or legatees, either in whole or in part fromn time to time as he may
deem advisable, or use it for their benefit.

Analyzingo this inversely, it is clear that the approval of an
Indian's will does not terminate the trust or, restricted period; that
the Secretary of the.Interior has the power to approve or disapprove, j
and that this .power extends to both classes of allotments, whether
held under trust or restricted fee. patents. I am of the opinion, therefore, that the Secretary of the Interior has authority to approve or
disapprove wills by members of the Chippewa Tribe holding allotments under the treaty of September 30, 1854, supra, and that the approval of such wills does not remove the restrictions against alienation.
In passing it may be noted that none of the, supplemental legislation found in the acts of May 27, 1902, March 1, 1907, June 25, 1910,
supra, or in any amendments thereto, in express terms either.curtails
or enlarges any power previously vvsted in the President over matters of this kind, but as more fully pointed out in my prior opinion
these acts do clothe the Secretary of the Interior, with all necessary
authority to act in the premises, thus to some extent at least relieving
an over burdened officer of'detailed duties which have doubtless long
.
since become onerous.
As to the matter of. fees, this is controlled by legislation found in.
'the acts of May 18, 1916. (39 Stat., 123, .127),: and February 1 4, 1920
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(41 Stat., 408, 413), in the latter of which the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to collect certain fixed fees afor determining
"the heirs to,;any trust or restricted Indian property" or don approval by said,,Secretary "of any will covering such trust or re-,
stricted property." Needless of course, to add, on approval by the
tSecretary of the Interior of a Chippewa allottee's will the fees provided by law then become due and collectible.
Approved:
F. M. GOODWIN,
Assistant Secretary.

:.LATHEAD LANDS.
XNovember 15, 1921.

-LATHEAD LANDS-INDIANF LANDS-RECLAMATION-PAYMENTS-SECRETARY
OF
-THE IINTERIOR.The irrigation systems on the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana, do not,
constitute :a " reclamation project" as contemplated by the reclamation
act, and consequently neither section 3 of the act of August 13, 1914, 'the'
Indian appropriation act of February 14, 1920 nor any other act of iConlgress authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to impose.;a money penalty or
obligation to pay interest upon land owners in that reservation who fail
to pay the stated charges as and when due.
COuTRT DECIsIoNS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Morrill v. Jones (106 U. S., 467), Choate v. Trapp (224 U. S., 665),
Swigert v. Baker (2299 U. S., 187), cited and applied.

BOOTfI, Solicitor:

My opinion has been requested on the question whether an interest
or money penalty can be assessed against landowners. under the irri-'
gation systems on the Flathead Indian Reservation,' Montana, where
stated charges are not paid as and when due.
This arises in connection with an ilem fouind in the- Indian appropriation act of February 14, 1920 (4i Stat., 408-, 409), which reads:
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to require
the owners of irrigable land under any irrigation system heretofore or hereafter constructed for the benefit of Indians and to. which water for irrigation
purposes can be delivered to begin partial kreimbursement of the construction
charges, where reimbursement is required by law, at such times and in such
amounts as he may deem best; all payments hereunder to be credited on a Vper
acre basis in favor of the land in behalf of which such payments shall have
beeA made and to be deducted from the total per acre charge assessable against
* said. land.

Tentative regulations covering partial repayment of the construction charge by landowners under the systems on the Flathead Indian
Reservation are before me, wherein after stating the sum per acre to
be paid annually, the following appears:
* en* * band to all charges not paid on the due date there shall be added a
* penalty of one per centum thereof and a like penalty of one per centum on the
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first day of 0 each month thereafter so long as such default shall continue, and
no water shall be delivered to any of said land while any such charge or
portion thereof remains due and unpaid for one year.
All principal sums paid hereunder; excluding penalties, will be credited upon
the construction charge per irrigable acre hereafter to be announced by public
notice.

'It should be noted that the statute referred to does not in specific
terms authorize the addition of interest or the imposition of a money
penalty for failure to promptly pay, hence we must look to such
other legislation as may be germane to the subject matter. The penalties suggested are doubtless founded on section 3 of the act of
August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686), as they are identical with the penalties imposed thereby on delinquent landowners under reclamationpprojects. As pointed out in my opinion of October 22, 1921 (48 Id.
D., 468),. however, the irrigation systems on the Flathead IndianReservation do not constitute a reclamation project as contemplated
by the reclamation act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388), and the:.,.
amendments thereto. The question now before me being of a some-;what different nature, necessitates a further discussion of the situa-p
tion, and particularly as to the essential difference between a reclamation project and an Indian irrigation project.'

A reclamation project is one constructed primarily out of funds
received' from the sale of public lands in certain states, the cost of
each project to be assessed against the property benefited thereby,
which cost as and when paid could again be used for the construction of other works, thus in effect creating a "revolving fund" for
use in constructing works of this kind, which fund was not subject
to diminution for the benefit of any one, pFoject nor to increase by
way of interest. Svwigert v. Baker (229 U. S., 187, 19T). Indian
irrigation projects, however, are on an essentially different basis.
From time to time and beginning at an early date, Congaess has
appropriated comparatively large sums for use in constructing irrigation facilities for the-benefit of Indians. -Frequently these appropriations were of general application, without reference'to the particular place of use and, during earlier times at least, were purely
gratuitous, reimbursement not being required. The act of August
1, 1914 (38' Stat., 582, 583), did chonge this policy at least to the
;X
extent of requiring reimbursement where the Indians have adequate
u'\nds with which to repay. /With these general statutes however,
we are not now directly concerned other than to observe that none
of them provide for the collection of interest on the advancements
rn"made by Congress in behalf of such work.
Other sundry acts dealing with particular tribes or reservations
required reimbursement of the appropriations made for irrigation
work either from, tribal moneys or from the sale of unallotted tribal
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lands, which in the final analysis means the same thing. Among
this class of :" projects " we find the irrigation systems on the Flathead Indian -Reservation, for the construction of which prior to May
18, 1916, Congress advanced 'some $1,875,000.00. Inclusive off and
subsequently to that date additional sums aggregating $2,650;000.00:
were. made available0.for similar use. Before considering the manner of reimbursement,: it may be well' to mention here that the unallotted lands in this reservation having been. opened to public entry
(36 Stat., 2494), we must deal withtwo classes of landowners under
these systems-Indian, and other .than Indian, the latter for the. sake
of brevity being referred to as "whites." ;,The acts in rwbhich the
-various appropriations for this work are to be found are all "Indian
'appropriation acts," hence these systems or projects retain their
essential characteristic as an Ihdian irrigation project" even though a
large part of the irrigabIe area thereunder has passed into private

;

ownership..
Prior to May 18, 1916, reimbursement of the cost of these irri-gation systems assessable against the land in Indian ownership was
'to be had from the tribal fund, and the act of May 29, 1908 (35
'Stat., 444, 449), required white landowners to repay their proper proportionate part of the cost of such work, in addition to paying .thlJ
appraised value of the land itself. lAs observed in my prior opinion,
many allottees within this reservation received no irrigable lands in
allotment, yet their prospective share of the tribal fund was continually being hy pothecated and depleted in order.to 'reimburse the
cost of the irrigation systems, -to the substantial benefit of their more
fortunate brethren who perchance did obtain allotments within the
irrigable areas. Finding this inequitable and possibly for other
good reasons as well,/Congress decided to shift the entire burden to ]
the shoulders of the individuals benefited, both Indian and white
1T
hs was done by the act of May 18, 1916 (39 Stat., 123, 139, et seq.)
which not only directed* that the tribal -funds theretofore covered
into -the Treasury of the United States. in partial. reimbburseme nt
of the cost of this work should again 'be placed to the -credit. of the
Flathead Tribe, but also directed .the Secretary of the Interior to
:apportion the. cost of this work on a per, acre basis against the lands
'benefited in such manner that each acre of irrigable land would
bear its proportionate part of the total: cost of the system through]
which irrigated. It is significant here also to inote 'that none of these
acts relating specifically to the Flathead Reservation requires the
payment of interest on the advancement made in behalf of the irrigation' work, hence, under these acts the ultimate amount to be. repaid
to the Government is the amount actually expended- no more nor
no less.
. am not unmindful of course of the broad powers conferred on
the Secretary of the Interior to require repayment of these expen-
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ditures "at such, times and in such amounts as he may deem best,"
nor -of the familiar rule of construction that in case of doubt, that
doubt is to be resolved in favor of the Government. ' We must
recognize the fact, however, that administrative officers are without
power to alter or amend existing law (Morrill v. Jones,: 106 U. S.
466, 467), and unless the law clearly authorizes the addition of an
interest or money penalty for failure to pay, then such can not be
imposed. As to resolving doubts in favor of the-Government, where
the Indians are concerned, the Supreme Court has said:.
But in the Government's dealings with the Indians the rule is. exactly the
,contrary. The construction, instead of being strict, is liberal; doubtful expressions, instead of being resolved in- favor of the United States, are to be
iresolved in favor of a weak and defenseless, people, who are wards of the
nation, and dependent wholly upon its protection and good faith. This rule
of construction has been recognized, without exception, for more than a'hundred
years and has been applied in tax cases. (Choate v. Trapp, 224 U. S., 665, 675.)

Nor do I find sufficient legal grounds for discriminating between
Indian landowners and -wlhite landowners under this irrigation
project. They stand equally on the same footing, with respect to
repayment, of the cost of this work; each acre of irrigable land,
regardless of ownership to bear its proper proportionate part of
the total cost of the work.
From a practical standpoint, of course, it makes but little difference
to individual landowners whether we term an additional money
charge as " interest " or as a "penalty. " The effect is the same, but
Ias to penalties equity finds these still more abhorrent. Unless clearly
authorized by law they can not be imposed, and where the law fixes
one penalty, the parties concerned even by agreement. can not sub-

*stitute another. As to penalties against the land) in white ownership,, the act of May 29, 1908, supra, subjects the entry and water
right application of such landowners to cancellation for failure to
promptly pay the charges when due, together with a forfeiture of
all sums previously paid. U nder the act of May 18, 1916, delivery
of, water to any tract may be refused where the landowner fails to
,pay the charges as and when due, or, in the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior the amount due can be collected by a suit as for money
aowed.
These, are the penalties provided by law and I find no authority for the substitution of others therefor. If these penalties
are too hard, unjust or unsatisfactory, the matter is one for further
consideration by Congress.
*
It follows of course that -the question presented is answered in
the negative.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
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BIG LAREK.
November 22, 1921.
CROW LANDS-INDIAN LANDS-AmLOTMENT-ACT

OF JuNE 4, 1920.

A member of the Crow Tribe of Indians who was enrolled on June 4,4 1920,
but who died subsequently: thereto, comes within the class entitled- to a
pro rata distribution of the remaining unallotted allotable lands 'of;thc
Crow Reservation, Montana, authorized by the act of that date, regardless of whether or not a selection was made prior to death.
C.ROW LANDS-INDIANS LANDS-ALLOTMiENT-HEiS--DEVISEE-SECRETARY
o(r
THE INTECOBR.
'An "expectancy" consisting of the right to share in the final division of
the unallotted lands in the Crow Reservation, Montana,- is a descendible:
right which in case of intestacy inures to the benefit of the heirs, and may
be devised, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant
!to section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910, as amended 'by the act of February
14, 1918.
BooTH, Solicitor:

Big Lark,
wCrow allotteerNo.t1541, died Octobert 23, 1920, leavin
a will in whichr among other things, she devised the allotment previously made to her on the Crow Reservation, Montana, together with
ball inherited lands of which she died possessed, to her three sons.
equally. To this clause in her will the testatrix appended the following:.
"And this shall include any and all further land which I may be allotted on
this reservation at any future time."
.

; Some question having arisen as to this provision, you have requested my opinion on the questions (1) whether the decedent is entitled to an additional allotment as a member of the Crow Tribe, and
(2) if so, whether she could dispose of such " expectancy;" by will.
For a long time it has been the uniform rule of this Departmeit
that a deceasedV Indian is not ordinarily entitled to an allotment of
land in severalty unless a selection of the lands wanted was made prior
to death (14 L. D.,.463; 17 L. D., 142; 30 L. D., 532; 35 L. D., 145i
40 L. D., 4; 42 L. D., 446 ; and 45 L. D., 568) . The necessity for some,
such rule is apparent. By sundry acts from time to time Congress
has directed that allotments in severalty be made to the Indians of
designated reservations. Those acts usually carry no special provision with reference to allotments to deceased members of the respective tribes. So also the general allotment act of February 8,;
1887 (24 Stat., 388), contains no legislative direction controlling this:
matter. Hence, if we recognize the right to an allotmient of an Indian
who died a -week previous to a fixed event we should recognize a
similar right in one who died a year previously to that event, ten years:
previously, and ad infinituqm. Manifestly no such rule could obtain.
Accordingly, it was administratively determined at an early. date-
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that the right of an Indian to partici ate in a prospective distribution of tribal land is but a mere "float" an inchoate right only, vesting in members of the tribe no such right as would' in case of death,
descend to his' heirs unless a selection of the land wanted was made
prior to death. In other words, in the absence of some controlling
legislation to the contrary, death ipso facto terminated the right unless the conditions stated'had previously been fulfilled. That rule is
not only well founded 'but it has been so recognized and upheld by
the courts. United States v.; La Roque (198 Fed., 645; affirmed 239
U. S., 62).
*With these general observations in mind we take up the situation
With respect to the; Crows. The reservation created originally for
has been
mhese Indians by the treaty of May T, 1868 (15 Stat., 606)
made
under
the
substantial
"
cessions
"7'
successively reduced by three
acts of April 11, 1882 (22 Stat., 42), March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.,'989,
1039), and April 27, 1904- (33 Stat., 352). Each of these provided
for allotments in severalty to the Indians, and a disposal of the
unallotted lands under our public' land laws. Upwards .of 2,500
members of the Crow Tribe have previously been allotted something
Over 500,000 acres of land, but the diminished reserve still contains
over 1,500,000 acres of unallotted tribal land. 'During the Sixty-first
Cong ress bills were introduced looking 'to the opening to p ublic
. entry of this remainder (Senate 3373 and H.IR. 1246). To such
action the Indians were bitterly opposed and their opposition was
finally voiced in such an effective manner that a counter measure
was proposed (Senate 6995, same session). Under~ the latter the
remaining tribal lands, instead of being opened to public settlement,
were; to be prorated among the members of the Crow Tribe substantially similar to the procedure had with respect to the EOsage Indians
in Oklahoma under tlhe act of June 28, 1906 (34 Stat., 539). None
of these bills were enacted, however, but similar measures were- introduced in several subsequent sessions of the Congress.: Without
attempting to trace the legislative history in detail, sufficient to say
that the matter culminated in the act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat., 751),
'by which, among other things, the Secretary of the Interior is
directed to allotlands in severalty to the members of/the Crow Tribe
as follows:
;-*
*0 one hundred and sixty acres to the heirs of every enrolled memafter DecemberM31 1905 and
ber entitled to allotment, who died
before the passage of this Act; next, one hundred and sixty acres 'to everyi

00

t:

;0

-unallotted

allotted member living at: the date of the passage of this Act, who may then

be the head of a family and has not received allotment as such head of a
-family; and thereafter to prorate the remaining unallotted unallotable lands and
allot them so that every enrolled member living on the date- of the passage of
.this Act and: entitled to allotment shall receive in the aggregate an equal share of
the allotable tribal lands for his total allotment-of land of the Crow Tribe."
(Italics supplied.)

-
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aIn apparent effort to facilitate the work, however, sectioi ;3.
of the same act provides:

''

'''''

.

.

That the Secretariy of the Interior shall, 'as speedily as possible, after the
passage of this Act, prepare a complete roll -of-'the 'members of the Grov Trie
uwho died unallotted. after December S1, 1905,'and before the passage .of,_this Act;:
also, a complete roll of the allotted members of the Crow Tribe who six months.
after the date hereofare iiviagand are heads of families but haveyn 6t ,received
fuill allotments as such; 'also, a complete Poll of the' unallotted members of the
tribe living six months after; the approval of th' s Act 'who are entitled to' allotnments.'. Such. rolls when .conipleted' shall be' deenied 'the final 'allo'tment 'rolls
of. the Crow Tribe, on which' allotment .of allitribal lands and 0distribution of:
all, tribal funds existingatsaiddate shall be made."' (Italics, spplied.):

A,:br ief examination, discloses.considerable conflict between these
two provisions, but with a Xbroad understandilg :of ' tl-e :situa'tion on
which the legislation is founded that coniflict largely disappears: For
convenient reference thevarious classes of a]lottees 'will be &dsignateda
by, alphabetical-' symbols, those 'who died. after 'December 31, 1905,
and ibefore' June 4j 19:20; being: referred to as 'class A; tliose -"heads
of families" who have not. previously received full allotments asa.
such, as class B, and the. unallotted' members living six months after
the approval of the act as 'class C.('; '-Doubtless tlhe latter: class ist Iitended' mainly to provide for children' born witthin,' he 'period stated'
to' enrolle members of the tribe. No immediate conflict appears'bDetween sections 1 andj 3 of the actas .o class: . So also the two sections are in accord-.as to class, Bexcept that in section 3 th edate,
on which'their status as "headsj of .families" is to. be. determined.
has 'been advanced from' June, 4 'to December .4, 1920. :(Class C appears.0:in seceti, 3' butnot -i section. 1. The chief difficulty: arises
from, the facththat section- 3apparently coneplates that these three,
rolls, or .classes .will constit-ute .'"the. final' allotment,-rollsN.'of the, Croyw
Tribe" on which.the distribution of all tribal land and money is tol
r be-based.. Anir
alysis of the true situation, however, .discloses, other-,
wise. Confining the
tothese,
tdistribution
three-.§lasses, ,would leave
unprovided 30fo.a- large component part of the tribal membership.
living on ;June 4, 1920, class D, who do not appear either ein.6class N,A.
or C:,and possibly a few onlyofwhom appear in class B3. ,Section ,I
fof th~e: :aet undoubtedly contemplates that those- appearingDin class ID'
'
shall.share injthe final: division.
VWhile:
accurateofigures are not now available. yet, the result caan, be,
foreseen with..'some degree of.acuracy.,.Where.the purpose is illusf: :tr~a~tive
'only., even arbitrary, .figurescan, be
wused
ith, safety. The.
aliotment roll showing the memb'ers.in: class AT has reached the In-;
dian office..- It conitaiins 358 :0names.!, The,.population of the 'Cr ow;
Tribe onl, Juine. ,3,0,. 9,.as shown by the report o,f the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for that year, was 719. of whom 970, were adults
and .7449, minors.,. Births:,for .the, yearappear ,as 61,and t deaths as,
assuming that -one-half thet ad s were 'I ads of .fami
. Even
t
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lies either on June 4 or December 4, 1920, we- must still deduct from:
that number those who have previously received allotments as such.
The resultant figure may be small but placing it even as high as 300,
and assuming that 30 (one-half of 61 disregarding fractions) will
fairly represent the number of children born within the' six months'
But the
period, the total of classes-A, B, and C would tlhenbe..688.
tribal membership on June 4, 1920, plus the estimatedid births bet'weent
that date. and, 'December4,; 1920, approximates 1,800., Hence, if we
confine the final distribution to-:classes A, B, and. C, it'would exclude
from such .distribution somethin: over- 1,000' embers 'of the Cromw
Tribe living on June 4, 1920,; who, under section -1 of the act, clearly
are entitled to share. Again, a distribution so macle would include
in the final division those members appearing-in class A, a proceeding:which section 1 of the act also -contemplates should not obtailln.
Manifestly., therefore,-this construction is untenable.
Proceeding on a different hypothesis we reach. a far more happy
solution. In Peck v. Jenness (7 How. 0612, 623) the Supreme Court
says:.
"But it is among the elementary -principles with regard ato the construction
of statutes, that every section, provision, and clause of a statute shall be expounded by a refeqence to every other;.,and if possible, every clause, and provision shall avail, and have the effect contemplated by the. legislature. One
portion of a statute should not be construed to annul or destroy what has been
clearly granted by another. The most general and absolute termis of one section may be qualified and limited by conditions. and' exceptions contained in
another, so that all may stand together."

Considering the act of June 4, :1920 , as a-whole., therefore, and view6
ing it in the light of: its obvious' poliey,' the 'legislative intent becomes
clear.' The "final rolls of the Crow Tribe" enmbrace:classes A, B ;'C,
and-).
D'After having first satisfied the 'priort rights of classes A andB
by, allotting 160 acres to each member whose- name appears in those
classes, and fulfilling other' requirements' of the act,'such' as adjusting
the school land -grant-to the' State,'reserving the areas needed for 'ad-:
hministrative ppuIposes, etc., the' ":u-nallotted allotable lands " still' u1disposed of are then to be pro-rated among the membners whose names
appear on the re-i-naider of theOfinal rolls-'that is, classes C' and; D.
and D, but if.
hB' members will appear 'in both
True, some of0 those
their rights as class, B allottees are first satisfied,' their inclusion in
class D so asl to receive a, pro ratta-share in the final division- of the
allotable lands but carries out the inte of the act 'Big Lark thO
allottee-;here involved, undoubtedly -appears in' class D. She m'ay
also appear in-class B as "the head of a famil* "but the facts nowbefore me- are not sufficient'to determine that 'issue.' HHer rights, howeveir, as a class D allottee-to'sharedin the final distribution of the allotable tribal lands'can' at leastfnow be determined;
.The situaftion here is strikingly analogous .to that obtaining among:
the Osage 'Indians 'in' Oklahoma. The act of J:une 28, 1906,supr,
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directed that the roll of the Osage Tribe as it 'existed on: June 1' 1906
(with certain additions, including children. born to enrolled members'
between January 1 and July 1, 1906)-, should constitute the finalI roll
of the' Osage Tribe on which the distribution of tribal land and money
should be based. The right of deceased nmembers' who, prior'to death,
failed to receive their distributive share of the tribal lands, has- been'
recognized ' and confirmed. Levindale Lead and Zinc Mining
I
Co. .
Cjolemian (241 'IT. .' 432, 437) ; Kenny.v. Miles et al., (250 U. S., 58,,
64).. The question naturally a'ses, therefore, in the final division of
the Crow lands undei the act of June 4,1920,0 are we to foll6w-'the rule
first herein 'stated, that a- deceased member is not entitled to share
unless a selection of the lands wanted was ma& prior to death, or, ar'e
we to follow the' rule which obtained with respect to the Osages
In attempting to follow the rule'first stated, we encounter seriousdifficulty. A pro 'rata divisioni .an:not well' be mnade 'without havingI
a fixed nutmber who are entitled to share. If that number is subject
to change from 'time to time,' as deaths occur, we have -a" oating
divisor" which yields a 'fluctuating 'quotient. *This renders a7pro
rata division physically'impossible. A sinkle death upsets-the entire
calculation and we must then begin anew. Applying this principle
to the'situation at' Crow, 'with, say 1,800 members 'entitled to share, if
the'right to -participate is then founded on an individual selection of
the lands' wanted, before those s'eleetions' can be made Oand 'recorded
intervening deaths will upset the' entire basis of 'the distribution.
Successive efforts would meet with no"better result.'
Aside from this administrative difficulty, which'admittedly i§ serjous, there are other considerations which.should not be overlooked.
Usually the acts of -Congress relating to matters 'of this kind 'provide
for allotm'ents in given areas, as 40, 80 or' 160 acres, etc., and- it has
been customary to make allotments to children'born to enrolled members of the tribe' as long as the 'allotting crews V
remain- in the field'
Where the tribal membership is' large frequently several' years are
required toxcomplete the allotment'work, during which 'time the allot-.
ment roll is materially increased by virtue of births and selections
in behalf of new-born children. :Heie, however, a different sitiation
obtains, for clearly there is no authority to add to "the final rolls of
the Crow Tribe " any children' born after December'4, 1920. Again¶
under our other acts, the lands remaining after 'completion 'of -the
allotment work either become 'subject'to public'sale and entry', or else
remaiaIn Indian tribal' property- sutbject to future' disposition bvy Congress. Here theoretically at least, no allotable lafnds are to remain,'"as
they must'be prorated in such manner as to give members of the tribe
living on a certain date an equal share.
Administrative, officers being without :power to alter or' amend
cxisting law, we can not change the requirements -of the act in this
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respect, and if we strikelfrom the final rollthe names -of those members .who have died since: the date specified in the act, or accomplish.
the samen result by refusing to make, allothents to such members,
who died without making a
prior to death,"' we would, in
effect, substitute. for the .date' fixed .by' Congres§ a different ;one o f
our own creation..LI, ami satisfied, therefore, that the, legislative intent. of the act of June 4,.1920, is that the enrolled members of the
Crow Tribe living on June 4, 1920, together with the unxaottedimem,*bers living. on December 4; 1920 ,(classes CQand .1D), constitute the:
final rolls.", of the Crow Tribe in. so.. far as. the '.pro rata distribution
of '.' the. remaining unallotted .allotabkle lands," are -concerned, and
that in ,making such distribution each member whose name appears
on that roll is. entitledjto share, regardless of .Yvhether a "selection "
:wasi made prior, to death.. In other worlds, the right so to:share is
a deseendible one which, . in ease- of death intestate,. inures to the
benefit of the heirs. IBig Laik, :as.:an enrolled member of -the .Crow
Tribe living on June 4, 1920,jis entitled to a distributive share of
the final division of the Crow allotable lands.
.
;The second. question -the right to-dispose of a-so-calledi
pectancy .by w il-presents far- less difficulty. If the. expectancy
consists ,of a mere- "float"7 which ceases at death, then there is nothing for a testator to convey by,.will.. If the right, however, is aa
descendible one which in, case, of intestacy inures to the benefit of
his heirs,-the rule is now otherwise.-i As pointed out in my -opinion
of October 29, 1921,(48:L. D. 472), the matter of Indian wills, genqrally, is controlled.-by section-2 of :the act of June 25,. 1910 (36 `
Stat.,. 855), as amended- by the act of February .14, 1913 (37.Stat.,
itedthe power of an
678). In its original form this legislation
Indian to dispbose of his property by will to' his, individual "' trust
allotment,"- only. - Experience demonstrating this to bedtoo 1:narrow
the amendatory legislation broadened the -Indians' testamentary.,
':s~election

-

-ex-

capacityi so as to include,

- -.

-

"Any-.right, title;: or -interest in any allotment held under trust or other patent
containing restrictions on, alienation, or individual Indian moneys or other property held in trunstby the Pnited States." ,
- According to a.familiar rule, statutes.relating to-Indians are to beq;
construed .in their favor. United States q. Nice (241 U. S., 591.)
.additionalalltnient on 'the Crow
BigDLark,j being,, entitlecL taoReservation, and those lands, in effect, being held in trust. by the
Lefit,
I am of the .opii;ion that, subject to the
U
United States' for her
approval. of ,theSecretary of, the Interior, as -reqhired by, the legisl--0
tion herein last referred to,.she ,had the power toQ dispose, ofsuch
additional allotment by will.
,
: ,Approved:
F. M. GoonxWIN,
Assistant Secretary.
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:STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS-ACT OF DECEMBER 29, 1916.-.

[Circular No. 523.]'
-; [InR this reprint changes have been made in paragraphs 6,9, 12(e), a13(d), and
14 of Circular No. 523, approved July 30, 1919 (47 *L. D., 227), which. was
a revision of combined Circulars Nos. 523 and 538, as published. January 27,
1917 (45 L. D., 625). The supplemental instructions amending the above
Denumerated paragraphs have heretofore been published. See Circular No. 660,
October 20, 1919 (47 L.4 D., 248),' Cireular No. 673, lMarch 15, 1920' (47 L. D.,
343),' and, ircular No. 782, October 13,192 (48' L. D., 225). In the'forms of
original and Xadditional applications changes 'have been made' as required by
7
Circular No. 738-of March(7, 1921, unpublished.]
: :1 :f0;::-7
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DEP RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,jL::
iGENrERAL. LAND 'OFFICE,:X

:WaAl.ingto,
aDeeembeF
D. C.,

14, 1921.

REGISTERS AND R-ECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFIES:
The following instfuctions are issued under the provisions. of the
act of December 29, 1916, relatingi to' stock-raising' homesteads as
amended by the act of October 25, 1918,. (40 Stat.,' 1016,), and the act
of September 29, 1919 (41 Stat., 287):
WHAT LANDS SUBJECT TO ACT.
.1. The.Secretary of the Interior is authorized, pursuant to, application. or otherwise, to desigllate unreserved public lands ina anyof

,the public-land St-ate,

but 1not in*Alaska, a$ "stock-raising lands."

This includes ceded Indian lands,. unlesssentries therefor areD limited to a smaller. area by ,he actsgoverning their appropriation;
but it does not include landsiin national forests. From timeto time
lists'of land thus designated will be sent td. the registers and receivers
in the districts wherein the land is 'situated, and they will be advised
of the dates when the designations become, effective..
.2.,.The lands to. be designated are those the surface of which. is, in
khle opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, chiely
Ivaluable for

grazing and raising fora ge crops, which do not, contain merchantable
timber,. are not susceptible of irrigation from 'any kn.own source of
water.suppjly, and are of such characteor.that-640.-acres are reasonably
required to, support' a family,.' l The .classification will be. made, so
far as practicable, to exclude lands that are, not chiefly valuable ,for
'grazing and. raising forage' crops,. either because too valuable for
such use, or to.o poor for such use. Lands which: are c-apable 'o pfroducing valuable crops of grain or other f-ood.'cereal.or fruit are not
ubject to, designation: ,'being,'if otherwise subject to entry, disposable
under the,166-acrie or 320-acre homestead lawaccordin;gto theircharacter. No' tract may ~be, designated which contains a water hole, or
other bkody of.water, needed or used, by th publ.c for watering pur. For interpretative instructions pertaining to the stock-raising homestead act, seeCircular No. 665, December 19, 1919 (47 1. D., 250), Instructions of March 2, 1921',(48
L. D., 28), 'Circular No. 740, March' 18, 1921 (48 L. D., 38), Instructions of May 3,
1921 (48 Ii. D., I107) and Circular No. 810, February-18, 1922 '(48'L. D., 454).
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poses, and. such tracdts. may' be- reserved by the' Presidentl and 'kept
open to the public use under-rules prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior. Whether the land will or wWill not support a family is not
guaranteed in any manner by the designation of the land as subject
to this act. The homesteader himself 'must take the burden of ac:cepting'the land designated as of a characterthatmeets the-requirements of the' law.'
FEES AND COI3IMISSIONS.

3. The fee. and commissions on all entries 'under this act are calciulated on the same'basis 'as other entries. For a tract of less than
81 acres the fee is $5, and for-:that area 'or.more 'it is $10.: The:,commissions, both' on making the entry and on submitting final proof,
amount to 3 per cent on 'the Government price ($1.25 or $2.50 per
acre, as the' case may be) 'of the land, in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming, and to 2 per cent in the other States. For
example, on an entry for 640 'acres in Washington, not. within granted
: V railroad limits, and therefore: $1;25 land, the payment. ori'making
entry would be $34 and on submitting proof would be $24, in addition
to testimony'fees and publication fees payable to 'a newspaper.
-QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTRYlVIEN.

4. (a) Any person qualified under the general laws to makd homestead entry (that is, who -has not exercised his right or who is en-:
titled to restoration of his' right' under general' provisions of law)
may- make -a-stock-raising homestead "entry for not' exceeding 640
acres of unappropriated surveyed land, in reasonably compact form,
which has been designate-dby the Secretary as above indicated. No'
rights can be- acquired by an application' for unsurveyed land;:but
where a tract of-unsurveyed 'land-has been designated, a settlement
right on not-more 'than 640 acres may be established and maintained
if the boundaries are plainly marked 'on the ground.
(6 )A6person, otherwise qualified, who has partially exhausted
his homestead. right, 'securing title to 'a tract of land, 'is entitled to
imake an original entry under the stock raising act for such: an area
as will not, with said tract, make up more, than' 640 acres; and the
distance between the'two tracts involv'ed is immaterial: To illustrate,
if he 'has a patented entry covering 120' acres he may make original
-stock-raising entry for a tract containing as much as 520 acres ; if
'his patented entry' covers 240 ac'res of land designated- under the
enlarged homestead aet;, he' is still- a qualified entry~man under that
act and is, therefore, entitled to enteruiinder the stock raising 'act a
tract containing as much as 400 acres if he has entered 0160 acres'of
"land not designated 'under the' enlarged homestead act, he may'file
petition for its designation thereunder and his right to make original
stock-raising entry will be contingent on designation as indicatedd.
(c)A person who has perfected or has pending, an entry or entries initiated since August 30,' 1890, under the desert land, timber
and stone, or preemption laws for 320 acres in the aggregate is disqualified from making any kind of entry under this act. If he made
entries under said laws for not more-than 160 acres they do not affect

I
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his -right under this act. - If he has.entered under the: desert -land,.
timber and stone,. or preemption laws 'more than 160 -acres but approximately 40 acres less than 320 acres-. he is ,entitled.' to make,.an
original 'or an additional entry under, this act; but the:tract entered
hereunder (which' in -no,case must exceed approximately 640 acres) ,
together -with the land entered: under theother lawvsl mentioned,. and
.histprior uncanceled. -homestead entry or entries, if any, must not
aggregate, more than:800. acres. In other words, :a person who was
qualified to. make-an original or an additional homestead entry under
other laws for as 'much as approximately 40 acres can enter hereunder
such an amount of land as will, with the area theretofore entered
:under :the homestead laws, not exceed. 640(acres, but the total of all
entries: under the agricultural public land laws (i.: e., timber:-and
stone, desert land, preemption, and homestead):must not .exceed 800
acres.
COXPACTNESS OF ENTRY.

5. RWith respect to compactrness, .no entry, nor any claim. comprising an original entry and an additional entryX under: this act, shall
entirely surround an unappropriated tract of public land; nor shall
it have an extreme length of more than 2 'miles 'if .there be available
land of the character described in the act the inclusion of which in
the claim would reduce'. such length! An original entry may hot include two-separate tracts, even though they corner on each- other.-;
-

1
ADDITIONAL ENTRIES WIThIN'20

ILES.

6. Any person otherwise Iqualified who, has 'a. pending. or perfected
homestead entry-for less than 640 acres, of land, which shall be'designated as stock-raising land, may, under the first proviso to section 3
of the act, as amended, make an additional entry fore a tract of designated land within a radius of 20 miles from -the tract originally
entered, and making uj therewith an area of not more than 640 acres.
Any, person otherwise qualified who, when making an original
entrXy under the stock. raising. homestead act, is unable to secure the
v maximum area, permitted . by. reason of adjoining lands or landg
entered being
yoriginally
within a .radius of 20. miles from the lands
reserved or covered by prior filings or, entries, may, if the reservation
be 'vacated, or if the intervening filings and entries' be canceled as
a result of relinquishment, contest, or otherwise, be permitted to enlarge his original entry, through amendment or by the filing of additional entry of designated lands, within ad radius of 20 miles from
the tract originally entered, manking up, with his first entry, an area
of not more than 640 acres.

Such en-tries may include two. incontiguous tracts if one of the

B ut such applicant can not
tracts is contiguous to the original entr.
be allowed to' secure a tract incontiguous .to his first entry unless
he enters all available. lanc&contiguous thereto. If he applies for
land which is incontiguous to the original entry, he must furnish an
affidavit: that there is -no unappropriated, unreserved 'land ontigUous
thereto, of the. character 'described in the,-act, 'other.than that for
-which he applies; however, this affidavit will not be necessaryif your
'records show that there is 'no' other vacant Icontiguous land. The

: 48V-
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same limiati on as to. ccmpactness-of form willI be enforced as' with
respectto original entries. -.Itis immaterial'.whether a'person apply-ing for additional entryo-under'this .provision-of'the law resides upon
or owns the land first entered.- A. person making entry under'this
section must show original :homestead qualifications.
* An additional entry (under any section of the' act) .can be made
onlyras additional to a pending or perfected eentry, not to an unal-.
lowed application however, exceptioniis :made where suspension .of
the original filing has been due only .to theanecessity 7of passing upon
the right 'of ap'licant-to make
k a second -entry,- and the application
therefor was otherwise allowable at the time the' additional application:was~ filed.; In 'all other] cases- you will reject applications. for
addition al entries where the applications for original entrv are niot
allowable at the'itime of filing...
When the land involved is designated and subject to entry under
the stock raising act,- and it is, therefore,- possible to embrace the
entire area desired. under thtat act, one who thereafter elects to make
an entry under ther homestead laws and- an additional. stock-raising
entry will not be granted ;a reduction in. the-requirements of cultivation~in connection vwith the original entry; but. will be held to strict
compliance with.the requiirementsof.the law under which the;origiinal
ientrywas made. Eveli-though a person. has- two -pending or. perfected homestead
entries,-he may;'neverthelessamake.an: additional entry under the proviso to section 3, provided all the other lands involved lie within 20
miles of the tract first entered. Where proof has been submittedAon
the original entry, the person may make an additional entry for land
co'ntiguous thereto,- or within 20 miiles; un-der- section 5 of the:ct,
: provided he stiliowns and resides upon the ori-ginal tract. See-para`
i graph 9-as to method of perfecting title to an entry under saicl section~.
'
person whose right has beenirestored by a second' entry act is in
the position'of never havin Im'adea homestead entry.'
t-Wher6 proof-has'b~een submitted on the original 'entry and there'is
no available vacant:land 'contiguous-thereto, claimant may 'have the
pending-additional entry change-d to-stand underthe stock raisin' act
and-to include vacant land.contiguous thereto. -cThough there be land w
contiguous to the original, and even though the two tracts first entered
be imore than 20 miles apart, hhe may hav'e the ;additional' entry changed
to stand 'as an original under the sto~ck raising act and 'to include
adjoining

land'

.T PROOFS ON ABOVE ENTRIES.

'7.
The entries hereinbefore explained may be perfected by proofs
submitted within five years after- their dates on- a sIowing, of'com-nz
p iance withe provisions of' the three year law'(act';of June 649i123T Stat., 123) ;"except'i that e'ixdiures' "forimprovementsi
must'b e shown in lieu of the6-cultivation 'required by that act. The
entrymn
e
an must show' that he has actually:used 'the land for raising
stock and forage crops 'fornot less than three years' and that he has
made permanent ieprovements. upon the land, having an aggregate
value of not less' than $1.25 per acre, and tending to increa'se the
value of the land for tock-raiding purposes' and at least one-half

48.]
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of the improvements Xmust' be -placed&upon the tract within three
years after the date of the entry.

*As to residence, this must be. continued for three years, subject to
'the privilege of a' five months' absence in each year, divisible into two
periods, if desired, but, credit on the residence period 'on account
of: military, service during time of war will be allowed as on other,
homestead entries;; where- an entry has been made, additional 'to a
-p-ending entry, or to' a perfected entry for a tract, still ownedi by
the claimant, the residence may be .had on either, of, the tracts involved for three years after the -additional is allowed,'- or -becomes
-allowable. In other' cases Isuch residence must be on the land. addii tionally entered. ;It 'must appear' at the time of proof that: there is
then a habitable house on the land; but it will not be counted in
estimating thel value of 'the permanent' improvements required to be
placed on 'the tract, as above stated.
the entry I'comprises two
;
noncontiguous tracts, ;the residence may be' oni either. '
'If

ADDITIONAL ENTRIES BEFORE PROOF.:

& (a.) tnder section4 of the act any person having a homestead' entry for land 'which; shall have- been designated under this act, upon
-whichhe-has not submitted final proof, may make entry of contiguous
designated lands, wvhich, with the area of his original entry,. shall not
exceed 640 lacres; if there is not sufficient vacant unreserved land' of
'the proper character adjoining his pending claim, unappliedi for. by
any other person, he may make up the deficiency by, entering one or
more other tracts lying~within axradius of 20 miles from' saidclaim,
:but he will not be permitted-to take two or'more tracts, while omitting
from his application land adjoining one of them, which land is of the
proper character and is not otherwise applied for.: 'If there is no
available kland contiguous to the original claim, .then the additional
entry may be 'made so as to cover only an incontiguous tract or: tracts.
: ;Thei applicant' is at liberty to file an affidavit corroborated. by two
witnesses to the effect that land, which should otherwise be included
in his application, but which is omitted therefrom, is not of the character contemplated by the act, and stating the facts upon which that

-

:allegation'is' based-.09-0-'c-':':&t:-$':

:

':-'-

(b)' On submission of proof on the additional entry, claimant must
show residence on one of the tracts to the extent ordinarily required,
:t iwill 'be entitled to credit for residence on the original tract before
61' after the date of the additional entry ;'he'must also.show improvements on the additional tract or tracts to the'value of $1.25-for each
acre thereof.' Proof on the additional entry may be submitted within
five years after its allowance, 'when the requisite residence' can:-be
shown, but not before6submission of proof on the originaL. :-Proof on
the -original entry' must be submitted under the provisions of the law
pursuant'to which it was made and within'its life' as limited thereby;
but, subject'to that condition, one proof' may be subm ittedi on the :two
entries-jointly.'

I
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The marriage of a woman does not disqualify-her from making an
additional- entry under this section'; and husband and wife may make
entriesI'thereunder, additional to their respective pending e'ntries,$if
an election as to residence'on one of'the original tracts, as provided
by the act of'zApril 6, 1914 (38 Stat., 312) has been accepted.
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9. (a) Under section 5 of the act, any person who has submitted
final proof on an entry under .the homestead laws for land desiginated un~der this' act, who owns and resides.upon saidjland, may
enter lands so, designated contiguous thereto, which, with the' area
of his :original entry, shall not exceed 640 acres; the entry may be
made to cover land incontiguous to the original claim, in whole or Mi
part, under the same rules as govern entries under section 4, as- set
forth' in paragraph 8 of this circular.
If the applicant does not' own his original entry or owns. same and
does not reside thereon, he -is not qualified to make additional entry
under this section.
One who has made an additional entry under either. section 4.or
section 5 of the act is qualified to make. an additional entry. for such
a quantity of designated, land within :20 miles of the original entry as,
when added to the area formerly acquired, will' not exceed approximately640acres.A married woman may make entry under section 5 of the act.
(b) In order to: acquire title to the land it is necessary only that
claimant show the expenditure on the additional. tracts 'of: $1.25 per
acre for improvements of the kind described in paragraph 7.' At
least half of such expenditures must be made -within three years after
allowance of the .entry. Proof may be submitted at: any:time within
five years after the entry is allowed.
. here, satisfactory proof has' been submitted on the original entry,
the, additional entry may be perfected:'under this section of 'the act'
regardless, of the question -whether it was:three-ryear, five-year, or
commutation proof.
(c) An additional entry made under the first proviso to section 3
of the act by 'one who owns but does not: reside on his original entry
may be amended to stand and be completed under section 5 of the act,
on.proper application and showing of facts, in the-event bona fide
residence is resumed on the original entry before the intervention of
an adverse claim.
ENTRIES IN LIEU OF RELINQUISHED LANDS.

10. (a) Under section 6. of the act, a person, otherwise qualified to
make homestead entry, who has a'perfected or an unperfected homestead entry for less than 640 acres of land which shall have been
designated under this' act, on which he resides and which he has not
sold, and who is unable to make a full additional entry under. the
provisions; of-section 3. thereof, for the reason-that there is.not sufficient available land within the 20-mile limit to afford him .the area
to which he is otherwise entitled (as above indicated), may make an
entry for the.:full area of 640 acres: within the same land district,
provided 'he shall relinquish the original entry, if not perfected, or
reconvey the land to the United States, if final certificate has issued
therefor.
.(b) If proof has not been submitted on the original, entry he
must, with his relinquishment, furnish his affidavit, corroborated,. so
far as possible, by two witnesses, .showing that at the time of filing
application. under this act: he resided upon the land covered by saiA
:entry; thathe has not sold, transferred, or conveyed the land or any
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interest therein, or-madeia' contract or agreement so to do, and that
thereis -not, within: 20 miles of the, land embraced in his, original
entry,. -a- tract of land of' te-character- described in this act of area
'sufflcient'to make up, with such original entry, the area he is entitled
to-enter..,

(c) If final certificate .has issued on the first entry,. itn must be:
shown .by a certificate from. the proper recording offieer of the county
in which. the land is situated, or by satisfactory abstract of title, that
the applicant has not transferred any interest in the land. sought to.
be reconveyed and that there are no 'liens, unpaid taxes, or other incumbrances charged against it..' Moreover, reconveyance of the land
must be made by-deed executed by the entryman, and also by his
wife if he be married,. in accordance, with, the laws governing the
execution:-of' deeds for the conveyance of real estate in the'State in
which the land is'situated. The deed of reconveyance should accom-pany the application,' but should'not be recorded until directed, by
this' office. On' 'acceptance of- an application.of :this. character -the
.deed will, be returned for recording and refiling in your office, before
the entry is allowed.
'
'
. (d) Where' proof has been. submitted, -but final certificate has not
:issued, the relinquishment must be. accompanied by an abstract of
title or certificate of recording' offier, as above specified.
(e) Where the former entry for land Ialready xdesignated under
this;act: has not been -perfected and, is relinquished,: you will allow
-the application for"entry under this act, if no other objection -ap.+pears., Where final :certificate. has. issued- on the former, entry you
;will promptly forward the application and accompanying papers for
consideration by this office.
'(f) 'Where the original entry was pending and is relinquished,_ the
land will be-comesubject to appropriation (if not 'embraced in: a
,withdrawal')when the. new entry is allowed. - VWhere the original
entry was 'patented iand is.rfeconveyed, 'an order for restoration of the
land will be ma~deupon receipt of a report that theosubstitute entry."
has been 'placed of record.
(g) An application' under this. provision of the law mayv.be accompanied by petition for designation under the act of, the land
sought and of the tract covered:by the former entry, as hereinafter
explained... (h) -Proof on an entry allowed under this section is governed by
the same rules as though it were an original entry under this act.
(i) .The fact that an applicant owns more than 160 acress of land,
acquired -otherwise than :through homestead entry,. does not exclude
him from the privileges granted by this section.
'

PETITIONS FOR DESIGNATION.

11., (a) The 'proviso to section 2 of. the act confers a preference
right of entry upon a person pursuant to whose petition land has
been designated.. Any person, qualified -to make an, original tor an
additional entry under this act may file an application to 'enter a
compact body of unappropriated, unreserved, surveyed public land
of the character described, which has not 'already been designated
under:this act, accompanied by petition, in duplicate, for the designation' of such land and of the tract included in a ny former entry.
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1(b)He must when-he files said application, -pay. the regular' fee

and commissions; and if the tract is ceded Indian land he must at
that time pay3that part of. its price ordinarily? required -whon entry
is made. Theentire amIount paid will be carried in -the " Tnearned
money " account, and will be repaid by the receiver if the applicationi
be not allowed.
* (c) All petitions fori the designation, of lands presented on behalf
of individual applicants should be filed in the local land office. 'Individual petitions for Idesignation will~not be considered"Lunless they- are
filed in connection' with applications- to make entry under the act.
*12. (a) The petition must be: iin the form. of .an affidavit, executed
:in duplicate, and corroborated by *at Thast two witnesses who~are 4
.familiar with the character. of the land. :For convenience Iin filing
:it is desired that petitions be..prepared on sheets. not' over. 81: by 1-1
inches in size with margins, of 1 inch' on .the top- and the left-hand
side. The petition must contain.the name and the post-office address
:of the, applicant, a description: by legal subdivisions of sall the lands
involved properly listed by entries 'with- the serial. number .of each
f the application contemplates§Ath6e-making of an.
former entry.
original entry under this:act, or if the application relates'to a contiguous original and additional entry,. only one. petition need be filed.
If, however, the lands which it is' desired to have 2designated are.:
comprised in two noncontiguous4 tracts, an- additional -opy of petition should be filed for each such tract.'
(b) The petition should:'set forth in detail the characteri of£ each
legal subdivision included in an: application to make entry under this
act and in any former homestead entrieslnmade underiother acts.- .The
information called for may be shown by means of -a-map -or diagram
whenever the facts can be advantageously presented thereby. sPhodicating its
tographs of the land, where availablerare useful in
cicharacter :and topography, and when presented should be.-located
vwith reference to the land lines -and to the- directi'on 'in which .they
were taken. aThe'location of corners of the-publicsurvey by which
the applicant has determined the situation or legal description of the
land should be indicated- on the map or stated in-the petition. It is
believed that the requirements of these regulations as to furnishing'a description of the land can properly be met only by a careful examination of the lands by. the applicant, preferably assisted I by a
competent surveyor. Petitions which are deficient will bereturned
to the applicant for correction or ihe may be required to furnish- supplemental affidavits concerning matters not discussed or which have
not been described, in sufficient. detail. -Care should be exercised in
the preparation of petitions,- as inaccuracies and' omissions:-will tend
to retard action, while false or misleading statements may lead to the
rejection of'the application.
(G) In the .preparation of petitions attention should be givent. tothe following considerations:
Surface waer sauppZy.-The relation of the lands to surface streamsf:
or springs rising on or flowing across or along them should'be indicated, and the location of such water supplies should be accurately
described with relation to the lines of the public surveys. If therie
is no surface:water on the land;'the location of such. near-by sources
of water-supply upon which the applicant relies or which he proposes
'
to- use fori stock-watering purposes should becdescribed.
'
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Underground wat-isupply.-The, location' of .any. -well or, wells
Which may be present on the land ;should be . described :and information furnished in eachdinstance concerning the depth of well, present
-depth, of water,-and yield. If there are no wells on the land,. information should be furnished concening any,: wells in the vicinity
which may afford .&n
indication of .the probable dept of .water, -on
the. lands appliedfor..
::
rgabcAlity.-If Any part, or parts of' theJland is irrigated, the loca-0
tion and , source 6of water, supply of such' areas should: be, stated 'and
the area irrigatedind
each legal- subdivision indicated. If zanypor,tion'of ;the land'jsi under constructed or- proposed, irrigaion ditches
-or.canals, iscrssed thereby, or jis; adja entthereto, the relation of.
the lands. to suchwater.conduits and the, possibility, of their irrigation therefromV should .beexplained. .If thelands, are situated. near':
or are crossed by, streams .'hich_ might, afford, aa water, supply for
,their irrigationv,full'p articuilars should be given as to the quantity
:of water ayailable for this purpose and as to: whether or not it can
beapplied to'the lands. IfI£ artesian wells exist on or near the land
or undergroundmwater is found under any part of the land at depths
.of less- than 50 feet;, the.; practicability 'of' irrigating, the' land from
-un.derground sources should be .fully discussed.
<'If the applicant has filed a notice of water appropriation or has
.acquired a right to. use-water for Adomestic, stock-watering, ;or. rn.:gatJQn. purposes .on' the6 lands under the EState law, a copy of such
notice of water, appropriation or water right should be furnished.
Any. attempts ,to irrigate, and', reclaim the. 'land under the provisions
of the desert-land actshould be described and the reasons for lack of
success stated.
.
,
.Tpnbqer~ ad4iJegetqonv.-The character of the surface of the land:d
in both:the original and the .additional-entryas it is at -the time of
application under' this act -and of the -tree and plant growth thereon
should' be described 'and the approximatei area in eachlegal 'subdi'vision which is of -such character. that it,.is included 'in each of the
following general - classes- should be- shown ' "Lands containing: merchantable 'timber'; lands containing timber which is not. merchantkabl; lands coverved, with mesquite 'or similar growth.; lands -covered
Ith .sagebus; open .grass ;lands.; lands covered with greasew6od'
and allied. plants; rocky wvastes; alkali- fiats;' sand dunes;- lands' in
agricultural,- crops or under cltivation.
If none of the above terms
'areq'.applicable to;i.any portion, of, the -land, details of its character'
should be f.urniished. 'Where timber'occurs an estimate'o£fthe amount
of .such'.timber- on: each'le-igal subiv+ision rshiuld. be .made.- :0 -:; ::
Agricitulralvahe..Lie e acreage in-,each legal subdivision which.
is 'capable ofpr6ducing agric-ltural:'or. foragecropsby; cultivation'
should, be stated by the, applicant, as well as the number .of -acres
whichhaveo actually been' cultivated. If the applicant or his-prede-cessors ininterest have made agricultural use of 'the land, in the original entry, the Area planted; the kind- of -crops-raised, the yield; and
the value, should be stated for the last :five seasons, or: 'such'- part:
thereof as may. have been under cultivation.'dr azing vabue.-The applicant should indicate the grazing character of all the, ands involved by 'describing themlas winter, summer,
siring, fall, or permanent, range. 'If the land or any part thereof has
been .used 'for. grazing, the nature and extent of 'such use should
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-bet stated. The applicant should also furnish an estimate of the
number of head of cattle or other live stock which, in his opiiMon,
can be maintained on the land throughout the year.
(d) The applications for entry, if otherwise allowable and accompanied by petitions for designation which are in' all respects regular,
will be suspended by you and 'ret'ained in your office.-' You 'will 'forward the two copies of the petitioan to this office' and to the Geological
Survey respectively. Where6 defects appear in the- petitions-especially (as to- additional entries) failure to refer in thepetition to-the
tract originally entered--yon wilwlcall for supplemental evidence, as
you will forward -all the
in other -cases; . if this is not furnis
papers to this office for: consideration, maig proper recommenda-0
-tions in connection' therewith. If there are defects in an application,
asie from: the accompanying petition, you will' takezaction in the
:same anner as with other defective applications for entry.* (e) No-other:entry of the land will beallowed before the application has been finally disposed of. However, later applications there*for'should be received and suspended. If withdrawal of -an appli:cation under-this act be filed you will promptly notify this office
thereof, inviting speciall.attention to the pendency of the petition for
designation, and will close the case on your records." Prior to final
action on -the application the applicant's homestead, right- will be in
abeyance, and he will not b6 entitled to exercise same-elsewhere, nor
will he be permitted to have: two applications under this act Spending
at the same time.
:When designation of 'all the land involved has 0become effective
you will allow the entry, unless the records0 show that there is possibility of a claim of preferential right for some part of the land under section 8 of the act;-in which case the application will remain sus-pended until the expiration -of the preferential. right.
Where the land has been designated by the Secretary without deception or fraud on the part of the entryman and the entry has been
allowed as a result thereof, it will not be subject to contest on 3a
charge that such designation -wasimproperly or erroneously made.'
-(:f) Ifthe Geological Survey advises this office that it is unable to
classify the .land, or some part thereof, :as-subjectjto designation
this office will, 'through the proper local -land office, furnish the' ap-'
plicant'-with.a copy of the Survey's.-report and willtallow-him 30
days 'within which to 'file response.. At the' applicant's option,' he may
either appeal -from' the finding to the Secretary-6of the Interior,'alleg-A'
ing errors of,law, or he may present u rther owing as to the facts,
.accompanied' by-suck evidence as. is desired, tending to disprove the
adVerse conclusion reached by the urvey'
Such appeal or. showing, .iffiled&will be. forwarded by you to this
office, whence- it'i will:be transmitted, to the Geological "S'urveyjfor
further"-consideration.:, That bureauu:wwill considerf the 'evidence sub-

mitted,and if it warrants such'-;action will: recommend designation'
: ofthe-land, or, if its conclusion' be still adverse, will transmit the
record to the Secretary with report. fThe' case will thereafter be considered as having the status of 'an appea1 pending before: the Secretary's office.
In cases, where the applicant fails to furnish a showing or to ap':
: peal froml:the,:order of this office requiring him to furnish it within
the 30 days prescribed orz W.here6 the 'Secretary' refuses 'designation
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final action will be takenand the case closed- by this office. on the
basis of the designations which may have been theretofore made.1
* (g) It is expressly provided by the act-that the filing of an application for entry of land thereunder, though -accompanied by. petition for its designation, confers upon the sapplicant no right to occupy
the land sought. No settlement -or improvements should therefore
be made until after designation of the land.
PRBFERENTIAL RIGH1TS FOlR ADJOINING LAND.

13. (a) Under section 8 of the act any person who, as. the holder
of a. homestead -entry or as patentee thereunder, is entitled to make
additional entry under this act has -a preferential right to enter lands
lying' contiguous to his original tract and designated
Qassubject
to
the act, said right extending for a period of 90 days after the designation takes effect; it covers such contiguous land as the person
is qualified to enter under section 4 or section 5 of the act. This
right is superiorrtfto the right of entry accorded a person who had.
filed application for entry of. the land under this act&accompanied
by petition for its designation. However, before a designation has
been made the land is subject to settlement and entry underany other
laws applicable thereto unless there is pending such application and
petition. - *,
*
'
I: : I I :.
. I iI I '- : ]- I
'(b) After. the designation of land takes Seffect no application
therefor will be allowed under this-act or under any otherlaw until
90 days shall have elapsed if the: records show that it may conflict
with a- preferential right to be claimed on account' of an entry for
adjoining land., Otherwise an application under this .act' may'be
allowed immediately on the taking-effect of the designation.
'Where there is conflict between an application for 'a tract by a
holder of adjoining land,-claiming a-preferential right, and an application by one asserting no such right, you -will allow the former and
vreject the latter subject to the usual right of appeal.
Where there is -conflict between the applications of two:or more!persons claiming such preferential right of entry, you will, after the
expiration of the 90-day period, notify the various applicants that
iothey: will be -allowed 30-days from receipt of notice within which 'to
agree' 'among themselves upon -the division of the tracts in conflict,
by subdivisions, and that such subdivision will be made, by this office
,in the' absence of'an agreement. Unless an amicable adjustment is
made you will,; pursuant to-this notice, forward all the-papers to -this
office for consideration, making on your:schedules the necessary notattiomns as to the .method- of 'tra'nsmittal. This offlce will .thereup'on
make-an equitable division of'the different subdivisions among the
applicants, so--as to equalize 'as nearly as possible the areas which the
different applicants will have acquired by adding the tracts thu's
allotted to those originally held or owned by them. An appeal will
be allowed from the action of this office.'
(e) -Where there is but one subdivision, adjoining the lands of two
,or more entrymen or -patentees entitled: to exercise preferential right
of entry and"'seeking to assert sa'm'e, said subdivision will b6. awarded
to that person who first fIles application therefor with an assertion
of such: right.:
''

'
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(d)
-A preferential claim can not be recognized unless, on -the date
the designation, of the land in :question- becomes effective, the land:
originally entered by the claimant has been designated under the:act
or there is. pending a petition by such claimant for the -designation
of the land originally entered byhim.:
(:.e)A settlement right-under :any other :applicable law, if initiatedprior to designation or application and petition, will, ifiasser:te1din
time, defeat a claim of preference right hereunder.
(j) The preference right of entry accorded to contestants by the
act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), is in no way affected by any of
the provisions of this aet.
(g) The faact that a person presents, with- his application for entry,
under this: act,' the relinquishment of a former- entry 'covering the
tract sought confers up on-him no preference right for entry of the
land, and such lapplication is subject to the preferential right' given
by section 8 of the stock-raising homestead law.:
eh) An' applicant for additional entry can not assert a preferential
right as' against a claimant&whose application was filed before the
d-ate of the-'original entry 'of the former'.:1---DISPOSAL OF COALALAD OTHER
F

INTERAL IJEPOSITS.-: i

14. (-/'a) Section 9 of the act provides that all entries made and
patents issued under its provisions shall, contain a reservation to the
United States of all coal and other minerals in the lands: so-entered:
and patented, together .with the right to prospect -for, mine, and
remove .the same; also that the coaT' and other mineral deposits in
such lands shall' be subject to disposal by the United States in 'accord: :
ancewith
the provisions of the coalandminerallandlaws inforce
at the time of such disposal.
section.9 also provides -that any personlqualified to locate and
enter the coal or. other m-aineral deposits, or having the right to mine
and remove the samne under the laws of the United States; shall:'have'i
the right' at all times: to enter:upon the lands .:entered or patented
under
'act, forprovided
the purpose
of prospecting
the coalor ordestroyt
other'
not, injure,for
damage,
mineralthetherein,
he shall
the permanent improvements 'of the. entryman: or patentee' and-shall
be.liable t'o andshall compensate the entryman .or patentee' for. all
damages to the crops on the land by reason of 'such prospecting.
It is further provided in'said sectionA9 that any person -whooha
:'Said

acquired from; the United' States- the qcoal or other miner

deposits

in. alny suqckh Znd or the right to mine and' remove the same, may reenter and occupy so, much of. the surf ace thereof asmay be required
for0 all purposes reasonably incidentwto the niinmng.or removal' of the'
"coalfor -other minerals, first, upon' securing the written consent: or
waiver' of." the homestead, entrynan or patentee; jor secondn n
payment of the damages 't. crops or other tangible improvements to
the owner thereof under agreement; or,'.thirdi, inlieuof either of the
foregoing provisions, upon the: execution of 'a good and 'sufficient
: bond or undertaling to the.iUnited States forjthe use -and benofit of.
the; entryman -or. owner' of 'the land, to> secure payment of' such
damages 'to the crops -or tangible improvements of the entryman or
owner as may be determined and fixed in an action' brought uponsthe bond or undertaking in a court. of competent jurisdiction agaanst'

.i
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the principal and sureties thereon. -This bond, -the form whereof
will be found. printed in, the appendix hereto, must be executed :by
the person'.who has acquired from the United States the coal or other
mineral deposits reserved.- as directed in -said section 9, -as principal,

with two competent individual sureties, or a bonding company
which has complied with the requirements of. the, act of August
13, 1894 (28 Stat.,.279), as; amended- by the act of- March 23, 1910
(36 Stat., 241)., and must be in the sum of Kno t less- than $1,000.
Qualified corporate; sureties are preferred and may. be. accepted -as
sole surety. Except in the- ease ofva .bond given by: a qualified corporate surety there-must. be filed- therewith affidavits of' justification
by the sureties .and a certificate: by. a judge or clerk, of a court-of

Irecord, a. United, States district attorney, a United States, commissioner,, or a United States postmaster 'as to the identity, signatures,
and financial competency of the sureties.. . Said bond, with accompanying papers, must be filed with the register and receiver of the
local land office of the district wherein the land is situate, and there'
must also be filed with such boId' evidence 6f service of' a opy of
the bond~upon the homestead entryman' or owner of 'the land.
* If at the expiration of '30 days after receipt of the aforesaid copy
:of , the bond by the' entryman 'or owner of the land no objections are'.
made by. such.entryman or owner, of the. land and filed with the
register and receiver against 'the approval.of the bond..by them,
they may, if all else.bregular,.approvesaid. bond. .HIf, however,
after receipt by the homestead entryman or' owner of the. lands of

copy. of the bond, such homestead. entryiman -or owner' of 'the land

timely objects to the approval, of the bond by said local officers,
they will immediately give consideration to said bond, accompanying papers, and objections filed as aforesaid to the 'approval of the
bond, and if, in consequence of such 'consideration by'them, they
shall find and conclude that the proffered bond ought not to- be, by

them approved, they will render decision accordingly and give due
notice
thereof to the person.'proffering the bond, attthe same time
advising.such person of his right of appeal.to the Commissioner.of
the General Land Offie 'from -their action in disapproving the bond
^so filed and proffered. If, however, said local officers, after full and
complete examination, and consideration of all the papers filed, are
F'
of the opinion that the proffered bond is a good and, sufficient one
and thawi the objections interposed as provided -herein against the
approval thereof by them do not set forth sufficient reasons to justify
them in refusing to approve said proffered bond., they will, in writ-.
ing, duly notify the -homnestead entryman or owner of 'the land of
their decision in this regard'.andi allow such homestead entryman or
-owner of the land 30 days in which to appeal to the Commissioner of
.the General Land Office'. If-appeal' from the'adverse~decision of the
register and receiver be not timely filed by the person proffering the
p bond, the local officers will indorse upon the bond "disapproved"
and other appropriate 'notations and close thietcase. If, on the other
hand, the homestead entryman or owner of the lands fails to timely
appeal from the decision of the register and receiver adverse to the
contentions of said homestead entryman or owners of the lands, said
register -and receiver may, if all else 'be regular,'approve the bond.
The coal and other mineral deposits 'in the lands- entered or patented under the act will become subject to existing laws, as to pur62403 -vOL 48-21
32
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-chase or lease, at any time after allowance of the' homestead entry,
unless the lands or the coal or other mineral deposits are, at the' time
of said allowance, withdrawn or reserved from disposition.
(b) Every application to make . homestead entry under this act
must contain a istatement to-the effect that the entry is made subject
to a reservation to the United States of all the coal or other mineral's in 'the land, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and
remove the same; that no. part of the land, is claimed, occupied, or
being worked under the mining laws; and that the land is unoccupied
and unappropriated'by any person claiming the same under Ithe
public-land laws other than the applicant.: (See -forms 4-016 and
4-7016a, Appendix.) The'face of final certificates issued on every
homestead entry imade under the provisions of this act must bear the
following::
Patent to contain reservation of coal and other minerals, and conditions and
limitations as provided by act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862).

7There will be incorporated in patents issued on homestead entries
-underthis act the following:
Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all the coal and other
minerals in the lands so entered'and patented, and to it, or persons authorized
by it, the right to prospect for,, mine, and remove all the coal and other minerals from the same upon compliance with the conditions, and subject to the
provisions and-limitations,' of the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862).

Mineral applications and coal-declaratory statements and applications under the coal and mining laws for the reserved deposits disposable under_ the act must bear on 'the face of the same, before
being signed by the declarant or applicant and presented to you, the
following notation:
Patents, shallecontain appropriate notations declaring same subject to the
provisions of the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), with reference to
disposition, occupancy, and use of' the landS as permitted to an entryman under
'
said act.

I6ke notation wi'll be made bythe 'register and receiver on final
certificates issued by them ifor the reserved mineral deposits' disposable under and subject'to the provisions of' this act.
DRIVEWAYS FOR STOCK

:

'15. The :reservation of driveways-for, stock, provded for insection 10 of the act, will be considered on application of parties interested, on recommendation of other departments of the Government,
or on the: reports of agents of this department. Lands withdrawn
for driveways for 'stock or in connection with water holes can not
thereafter be entered, and -all' applications.to make entry under this
act for'-land so withdrawn, whether filed' before or after the withdrawal', will be rejected.'
-MISCEL&ANEOUS PROVISIONS.

16. No credit will be given for any expenditure for imnprovements
made prior to the designation of the land under. this' act or for residence prior to designation in connection with entries un~1er section' 3
and original entries under~the. act.

g
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17. Proofs&on -entries under this act' must bje submitted within five
years after the dates of their allowance, and no such entry is subject
to commutation.
18. Every, person .applying for entry:under this act who has heretofore made entry or entries under the homestead laws must furnish
Ia description thereof or such data as will enable this office to identify
it or them.
19. A person who has made entry. under section': 6 of -,one of the
enlarged. homestead acts may make an additional entry under, the
provisos to sectioni: 3 or under section 4 or 5 -of this act, provided all
be designated as stock-raising land; but he must reside on the land
entered under this act or on that originally entered, if contiguous
thereto, to the extent required by the three-year.homestead act.
Very respectfully,
WILLATM SPRY,
f
iComminsaoner.

Approved:
E. C.

FINITEY,

First Assistant-Secretary.

t..X. .f.;

--
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FORM OF APPITCATION FOR ORIGINAL ENTRY.E
4-016.
[Form approved by the Secretary of the Interior, Feb. 18, 1921.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE I1TERIOR.

:

STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ORIGINASI.
Serial No.

-United States Land Office…

;Receipt No.

…________

-------.

APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT.,

I,
__

i

…

X
X
(Give full Christian name.)

-.…(D……>

_

_

___

____ _
(Give post-office address.)

-y t--),
3 i
(Male or female.)

of 2

do hereby
_----------

apply to enter, under the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), subject
to the reservation to the United States of all coal and other minerals ill
the land, together with the right to prospect for, mine, Wand remove the same,
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -section.----- -- --- -_ , _-__-__
range -,
township _ _acres.
_
meridian, containing
I do solemnly swear that I am not the proprietor of more than 160 acres of

-

- _citizen of
-_-_-_
land in any State or Territory; that I -_-_-__
(Applicant must state whether native born, naturalized, or has filed declaration of
of
naturalization or
copy
certified
born,
native
If
not
intention to become a citizen.
declaration of intention, as case may be, must be filed with this application.)
_; that this
the United States; and am -(State whether the head of a. family, married or unmarried, or over 21 years of age
and if not over 21, applicant must set forth the facts which constitute him the head of
a family.)
application is honestly and in good faith made for the purpose of actual settlement, use, and improvement by the applicant, and not for the benefit of any
other person, persons, or corporation; that I will faithfully and honestly en-

deavor to comply with all the requirements of law as to settlement and improvements necessary to acquire title to the land applied for; that I am not

acting as agent for any person, corporation, or syndicate in making this entry,
nor in collusion with any person, corporation, or syndicate to give them the
benefit of the land entered or any part thereof, or the timber thereon; that
I do not apply to enter the same for the purpose of speculation, but in good
faith to obtain a home for myself, and that I have not, directly or indirectly,
made, and will not make, any. agreement or contract, in any way or manner,
with any person or persons, corporation, or syndicate, whatsoever, by which I
the title which I may acquire from the Government of the United States will M
inure in whole or in part to the benefit of any person except myself. I have
not heretofore made any entry under the timber and stone, desert land, or
preemption laws, except as follows:…
I have not heretofore made a homestead entry except as follows: _-___-_

I further state that the land is not occupied and Improved by any Indian;
…
_-_-;
that it does not contain merchantable timber and no timber except

is not susceptible of irrigation fromu any known source of water supply, except
the following areas:
(Here give subdivisions and areas of the land, if any, susceptible of irrigation.)
and does not contain any water hole or other body of water needed or used by
the public for watering purposes, that no part of said land is claimed, occupied, or being worked under the mining laws; that said land is unoccupied
and unappropriated by any person claiming the same under the public-land
laws other than myself; that the land is chiefly valuable for grazing and
raising forage crops.
(Sign here with full Christian name.)
Ndt.-Every person swearing falsely to the above affidavit will be punished as proU.
S. Criminal Code, below.)
125,
sec.
(See
ofense.
such
for
by
law
vided
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I hereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to or by affiant
in my presence before affiant affixed signature thereto; that affiant is to
me personally known (or has been satisfactorily identified before me by
--------------------_
__ _
---- ); that I verily believe
ai to (Give full*name and post-office address.)

afflant to be a qualified applicant and the identical person hereinbefore describedf; and that said affidavit was duly' subscribed and sworn to before- me
ait my office i--------------------tTownm)
(County and State.)'
within the
_…__…___-------land district, this
= day
of __---,

192.
(Official designation of officer.)

We-------------, of
…
and _
I… __ _-----------------, ---Of…
do solemnly swear that -we are well acquainted. with the above-named afflant
and the lands described, and personally know that the statements made- by him
relative to the character of the said lands are true.
:

00

f::: :~d:
0::

2,;

0

~tV

0::

-:

_----

- __ -

-

-

----

--

--

I hereby. certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to or by affiants in
my presence before afflants. affxed signatures -thereto; tthat afflants -are to
me personally known (or have been satisfactorily identified before me by
_--------) ; and that said affidavit was duly subscribed
(Give full name and-post-office address.)
and sworn to before me at

.

-

this -_-_:day of
-

S'

'

:

192_.

-----------

'- - (Official designation of officer.)

UNYSTED STATES LAND OFFIcE AT--

--------------------------

,

192.

I hereby certify that- the foregoing application is for surveyed land of the:
claSs which the applicant is legally entitled to enter under the act of December

29, 19l6; that there jis no prior vailid adverse right -to the same, and has this
day been:'allowed. ' 'l- 000-00;'' 0; 't't' 0 0i- --~
'
--V '-- - -'----

-'

Et

' 'S; Register.

UNITED STATES CRIMINAL CODE.

SRC. 125. Whoever having taken an oath before a competent tribunal, officer, or person,

in jny' case in; which-alaw of the :United States- authorizes an oath to be administered.
that lie will testify, -declare,depose,or
certify truly, or that any written testimony,
declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed, is true, shall willfully and contrary to such oath--state or subscribe any material matter'which he does not believe-to be
true, is guilt-y of perjury, andi shall be fined not more than two thousand dollars-andImprisoned not more than five years. (Act Mar. 4, 1909, 35 Stat., 1111.)
-
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OF APPLICATION FOR ADDITIONAL ENTRY.,

4-016a.
[Form &pproved by the Secretary of the Interior6Dec. is, 1I22.]
DEPAtTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

STOCK-RATSING HoiwsTEmA
United States Land Office

ENTRY-ADDITIONAL.

_'-___- ____-_-_---::'-::

Serial No…___________

Receipt NoAPPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT.

I,
___ _ ______
__ _- , of(Give fullChristianname.)
to enter under section - _

_

_

_

_

_,

(Post-office address.)

, do hereby apply

of the act of De-

(State under which section of act application is filed.)

cember 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), subject to the reservation of the United States
of all coal and other minerals in the land, together with the right to prospect

for, mine, and remove ' the same,…_
section
, township --_-_
, range _-_,-_.-meridian,
containing ------ acres, as additional .to my homestead entry No. -_-_-_-,
made
- ---at
-_
- _____-_-_---_
=land office
for -_
_
----'section ---- - township, range_
meridian,
which I do _-__- now: own and reside upon.
(If the statement is not true, insert "not.")
__
_
__ _

(It under section 3, show qualifications
--------

of an original entryman)
_____________--

____-

_--

_-- _ _-----

-

_

_

-

_

-

--- ------------

----

----------

_
--

I do solemnly..swear that this application, is .made for my exclusive benefit as
an addition to my original homestead entry, and not directly or indirectly for
the use or benefit of. any other person. or persons, whomsoever; that this application is honestly and in good faith made for the purpose of actual settlement,
use, and improvement; that .1 will faithfully and hondstly endeavor to comply
with all the requirements of the law; that I have not heretofore made an entry
under the timber and stone, desert land, or preemption laws, except as follows:
_; …
that I have not heretofore made an entry under the homestead
laws (other than that above described), except - _.
I further state that the land applied for is not occupied and improved by anyO
Indian; that no part of said land is claimed, occupied, or beingLworked under v
the mining laws; that said land, is unoccupied and unappropriated by any person
claiming- the same under the public-land laws other than myself; that the land
now applied for and that embraced in my original entry above described does
not contain merchantable timber and no timber except ' :; is 'not susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water supply, except, the following areas:
(Here give the subdivisions and areas of the land, if any, susceptible of irrigation.)

and does not contain any water hole or other body of water needed or used by
the public for watering purposes; that the land is chiefly, valuable for grazing
and raising forage crops.
(sign here, with full Christian name.)
NorT.-Every person swearing falsely to the above affidavit will be punished as provided p
by law for such offense. (See sec. 125, U. S. Criminal Code, below.)

I hereby certify that
in my presence before
to me personally known
-------

the foregoing affidavit was read to or by affiant
affiant afflxed signature thereto; that affiant is
(or has been satisfactorily identified before me by
I----------…)--------------__- __- ), that I verily believe 1

(Give full name and post-office address.)
affiant to be a qualified applicant and the identical person hereinbefore described; and that said affidavit was duly subscribed and sworn to before me, at
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my office in -_

.(Town.)

within the
day of __

-_I

(County and State.)

- …______

. _ _land district, this
;
192 .

(Official designation of officer.)

--------------Of
of
.
-----We,
of----------------------,
and -------------do solemnly swear that we are well acquainted with the above-named affiant
and the lands described, and nersonally know that the statements made by him
relative to the character of the said lands are true.
j

:

\

X

D

:

~~-e--------------------_--

_____--_

I hereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to or by affiants in
my presence before affiants' affixed signatures .thereto; that affiants''are to

me personally known (or have been satisfactorily identified before me: by
_- _=_- ); and that said affi_----_-----_
(Give full name and post-office address.)
_____
-davit was duly subscribed and sworn to before me at - 10 2-.,
day of…,
_
this
;:

.-- E - :

::

: A::

f

::
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-

-

-

-

(Official

-

- , - -:-- --- -- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

designation of officer.)

UNITED STATES LAND OFFIcE AT---------------------: .. 92 _ .,
- ---------

I hereby certify that:the foregoing application`is for surveyed land of ,the

class which the applicant is legally entitled to enter under the act of December
29, 1916; that there is no prior valid adverse right to the same, and has&this
day been allowed.
Register.
.

UNITED STATES CRIMINAL CoDE.

Srsc. 125. Whoever, having taken an oatb before a competent tribunal, officer, or person,
in any case in which a- law of the United States anthorises an oath to be administered,
tbat he will testify, declare, depose, or certify truly or that any written testimony,
declaration, deposition, or certificate by bim subscribed, is true, shall Willfully and contrary to such oath state or subscribe any material matter which he does not believe to be
true, is guilty of perjUry, and shall be fined not more than two thousand dollars and mprisoned not more than five years. (Act, Mar. 4, 1909; 35 Stat., 1111.)
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-

:Form approved by the Secretary of the Interior

an. 18, 1917X1

~now

all men bythese presents: That I,
…
(Give full name of principal
…
County (or we, …,-- - of: Ounty
and0sue
nd addirdress of each.)
County,
-_ and-, of-_ __,
County,
, as the case may

of

0

be),5 a citizen (or citizens) of the United States, or having declared my (or
our) intention to become a citizen (or citizens)- of the United States, as principal (or principals), and-_ _, of-_C__,
county, _-__, andof
County,
, as sureties, are held and firmly bound .unto the
United States of America, for the use and benefit of the hereinafter-mentioned
entryman or owner of the hereinafter-described land, whereof homestead entry
has been made 'subject to the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), in the
sum of __
_ dollars ($…_
),.lawful money of the United States, for the
payment, of which, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs,
executors, and administrators, successors, and assigns,- and each and every one
of us-and them, jointly and severally, firmly'by these presents.
Signed -with our hands and 'sealed -with ourt seals this --day of
…------' The condition of 'this -obligation 'i -such- that,: whereas the above-bounden
has acquired from the United States the
___ deposits (together
with the right to mine and remove the same) situate, lying, and being within
------_land district,
, range _ ,-township
_
of see.
the
-, and whereas homestead entry, serial No -.
has been made at
land office, of the :surface of said above-described land, under the provisions
of said act of December 29, 1916' by .-----. Now, therefore, if the above-bounden: parties or. either of them,. or the heirs
of either-of them, their executors or administrators, upon demand, shall make
good and sufficiunt recompense,'satisfaction, and payment unto the said entryman or owner, his heirs,- executors or administrators, or:assigns, for all dam ages to the entryman's or owner's crops or tangible improvements upon said
homesteaded land as the said entryman or owner shall suffer or sustain or a
court of competent jurisdiction may determine and fix in an action brought on
this bond or undertaking, by reason of the above-bounden principal's mining q
and removing of the _ deposits from said described land, or occupancy
or use of said surface as permitted to said above-bounden principal under the
provisions of said act of December 29, 1916, then this obligation shall be null
and void; otherwise and in, default of a full and complete compliance with
either or any of said obligations, the same shall remain in full force and effect.
Signed and sealed in--t
-----------------presence of and witnessed

by the undersigned:
Residence

_

Residence…_--------------------------(Witnesses should give full
names and addresses ofeach.)

-

.

Principal.

(The principal should sign first.)
Surety.
Residence.-------Surety.
Residence _-_----(The principal and sureties should
each sign full names and attach
seals.)

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEADS, AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresentativ0s of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That from and after the passage of

this act it shall be lawful for any person qualified to make entry under the
homestead laws of the United States to make a stock-raising -homestead entry
for not exceeding six hundred and forty acres of unappropriated unreserved
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public land in reasonably compact form:' Provided, hotoever., That.the land, so:
entered shall theretofore have been designated by the Secretary of the Interior
as-" stock-raising lands."
SEC., 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, on application- or otherwise, to designate as stock-raising lands subject to entry under
Othis"act lands the surface of, which is, in his opinion, chiefly valuable .for grazing and. raising forage crops, do not contain merchantable timber, are not susceptible of irrigation from any, known source of water supply, and are of such
character,, that :six hundred and forty acres are reasonably required for the
support of a family:, Provided, That where any person qualified to make- original :-or additional- entry under the provisions of this act shall make appli.cation to enter any unappropriated public land which has ;not been designated
as subject to entry (provided' said application is accompanied -and .supported
by; properlyf corroborated affidavit of the applicant, in duplicate, showing
prima facie that the land applied, for is of the character contemplated by this
act),; such application, together with the regular fees- and commissions,- shall.
be received byathe register and receiver of the land district -in which said
land 4is. located and suspended -until it shall have been determined by the
Secretary of the Interior whether said land is actually of that character. That
iduring: such suapension the: land described in the -application shall not be
disposed of-; and if the said: land shall be designated under this aet, then such
application -shall be allowed; otherwise it. shall be rejected, subject to. appeal;
but no right to occupy such lands shall be acquired by reason of said application
untilsaid lands have been designated as stock-raising lands.
ADSEC.
3. Thatany qualified- -homestead entryman may akne entry under the
homestead laws of lands so designated by the Secretary of the Interior, accord-ing -to legal"subdivisions, in areas not exceeding six hundred and forty acres,
and in compact form so far as -may be subject to the provisions 'of this, act,
:and secure title thereto by compliance with' the terms of the homestead: laws:
Provided, That .a former homestead entry of -land of the character described
Ain isection: two hereof- shall not be a bar 1to the entry of a- tract within a radius
miles from -such: former entry under the provisions of this act,
- of -twenty
which, together with the forrner entry, shall not exceed six hundred and forty
acres,- subject to the requirements off law 'as to residence and improvements,
'except that no residence shall 'be required onisuch additional entry if the
Provided further, That the
entryman owns and is residing on his-entry:
entryman shall be required -to. enter all contiguous areas of the character
herein described open to entry prior to the entry of any noncontiguous land:
fther, That instead- of' cultivation as required by the homestead
Povided-l
-laws the entryman shall be :required to make permanent improvements upon:
the land entered before final proof is submitted tending to increase the value
Vof the -same 'for stock-raising purposes, of the; value of not laes than $1.25 per
-. acreL, and at' least one-half of such improvements shall be placed upoifi the
V Band within: thrbe years after'the'dateb of entry thereof. ''
SEc. 4. That any homestead. entryman of lands of 1th character herein described who has not' submitted final pioof'upon his existing entry shall bhave
'theright to enter, subject to the-provisions of this act, such amount of lands
designated for entry under the provisions of,-this act, within a radius of twenty
miles fromisaid existing entry, 'as shall-not, together with the amount embraced
- in his original entry, exceed six hundred and forty acres, and residence upon
must be
the original entry shall be credited on both entries, but -improvements.
:made 'on the' additional entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof: - Provided,
That the' entryman shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the char'acter herein described open to entry priorto thee entry of any noncontiguous
land.
,
SEC, .5. That persons 'who have submitted' final proof 'upon, or received patent
for, lands of the character herein described under the homestead laws, and who
own and reside upon 'the land so acquired, may,' subject to the provisions -of
'this act, make additional entry for ' and obtain patent to lands designated for
entry under the provisions, of this act, within a radius of twenty miles from
- the'lands theretofore acquired under the homestead laws, which, together with
'the area theretoforeiacquired under the 'homestead laws, shall not exceed six
:hundred, and forty acres, on 'proof jof the: expenditure required by this act on
a~count of permanent improvements upon the additional entry Provided That
theT entryman shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character
'herein described:.open to: Ventty prior tothe entry, of tany'.noncontiguousdland.
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SEc. 6. That anyeperson who is the head of a family or who has arrived at
the age of twenty-one years and is a citizen of the United States, who has
entered or acquired under the homestead laws, prior to the passage of this act,
lands of the character described in this act, the area of which is less than six
hundred and forty acres, and who is unable to exercise the right of additional
entry herein conferred because no lands subject to entry under this act adjoin)
the tract so entered or acquired or lie within the twenty-mile limit provided
for in this act, may, upon submitting proof that he resides upon and has not
sold the land so entered or acquired and against which land there are no encumbrances, relinquish or reconvey to the United States the land so occupied,
entered, or acquired, and in lieu thereof, within the same land-office district,
may enter and acquire title to six hundred and forty acres of the land subject
to entry under this act, but must show compliance with all the provisions of
this act respecting the new entry and with all the provisions of existing homestead laws except as modified herein.
SEc. 7. That the commutation provisions of the homestead laws shall not
apply to any entries made under this act.
SEC. 8. That any homestead entrymen or patentees who shall be entitled to
additional entry under this act shall have, for ninety days after the designation of lands subject to entry under the provisions of this act and contiguous
to those entered or owned and occupied by him, the preferential right to make
additional entry as provided in this act: Provided, That where such lands
contiguous to the lands of two or more entrymen or patentees entitled to additional entries under this section are not sufficient in area to enable such entrymen to secure by additional entry the maximum amounts to which they are
entitled, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make an equitable division of the lands among the several entrymen or patentees applying to exercise
preferential rights, such divisions to be in tracts of not less than forty acres,
or other legal subdivision, and so made as to equalize as nearly as possible the
area which such entrymen and patentees will acquire by adding the tracts
embraced in additional entries to the lands originally held or owned by them:
Provided further, That where but one such tract of vacant land may adjoin
the lands of two or more entrymen or patentees entitled to exercise preferential
right hereunder, the tract in question may be entered by the person who first
submits to the local land office his application to exercise said preferential right.
SEC. 9. That all entries made and patents issued under the provisions of this
act shall be subject to and contain a reservation to the United States of all the
coal and other minerals in the lands so entered and patented, together with the
right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same. The coal and other mineral
deposits in such lands shall be subject to disposal by the United States in accordance with the provisions of the coal and mineral land laws in force at the
time of such disposal. Any person qualified to locate and enter the coal or
other mineral deposists, or having the right to mine and remove the same under
the laws of the United States, shall have the right at all times to enter upo
the lands entered or patented, as provided by this act, for the purpose of prospecting for coal or other mineral therein, provided he shall not Injure, damage,
or destroy the permanent improvements of the entryman or patentee, and shall
be liable to and shall compensate the entryffian or patentee for all damages to
the crops on such lands by reason of such prospecting. Any person who has
acquired from the United States the coal or other mineral deposits in any such
land, or the right to mine and remove the same, may reenter and occupy so
much of the surface thereof as may be required for all purposes reasonably
incident to the mining or removal of the coal or other minerals, first, upon
securing the written consent or waiver of the homestead entryman or patentee;
second, upon payment of the damages' to crops or other tangible improvements
to the owner thereof, where agreement may be had as to the amount thereof;
or, third, in lieu of either of the foregoing provisions, upon the execution of a
good and sufficient bond or undertaking to the United States for the use and
benefit of the entryman or owner of the land, to secure the payment of such
damages to the crops or tangible improvements of the entryman or owner, as
may be determined and fixed in an action brought upon the bond or undertaking
in a court of competent jurisdiction against the principal and sureties thereon,
such bond or undertaking to be in form and in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and to be filed with and approved by the register and receiver of the local land office of the district wherein
the land is situate, subj'ect to appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office: Provided, That all patents issued for the coal or other mineral deposits
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herein reserved shall contain appropriate notations declaring them :to be subject
to the provisions of this act with reference to the disposition, occupancy,: and
use of the; land as permittedbto an entryman under this act.
SEC. :10. That lands containing water holes or other. bodies of water needed
or used by the public for Watering purposes shall not be designated under this
t: act but may be reserved under theyprovisions of the act of June: 25, 1910, and
such lands heretofore or hereafter. reserved shall while so reserved, be kept
and'held open to tie public use for such purposes under such general rules
and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided, That
the Secretary may, in his discretion, also withdraw from entry lands necessary to insure access by the public to watering places reserved hereunder and
needed for use in. the movement of stock to summer and winter ranges or to
shipping points, and may prescribe such rules and regulations as may be neces:ary for theproper administration and use of such lands: Provided frther,
That such driveways tshall not be of greater numnber or width than shall be,
clearly necessary for the purpose proposed, andt in no, event shall be more
than one mile in width. for a driveway lass than twenty miles in length, not
more than ' two miles in width for driveways over twenty and not more than
thirty-five miles in length, and not over five miles in width:for driveways over
thirty-five miles in length: Provided further, That all .stock so transported
over such driveways shall be moved an average :of not less than threei miles
per day for sheep and goats and an average of not less than six miles per day
for cattle and horses.
SEC. 11. That the Secretary of. the Interior is hereby authorized 'to make: all
necessary rules and regulations in harmony with the provisions and purposes
of this act for the purpose of carrying the same into effect.

The above is the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), as
amended by the at of October 25, 1918 (40 Stat., 1016) and the act
of Sept-mber29, 1919 (41 Stat., 287).
1

iLEWIS U.,NORTON (ON REHEARING).

Decided; Decemtber 19, 1921.
REsTOnATIOxs-WITHDRAAIAL-HoME5TEADSETTLEM IENT-ENTvY-SECaRETARY OF
- TEINTERIOr.
An Executive order vacating a withdrawal and restoring lands to, the public
domain, does not, in the absence of express terms specifying how and when
the la'ds shall be disposed of as authorized by the act of September 30,
P: 1913, have the effeek of restoring the lands to settlement and. entry, but
the time and method of their disposition under appropriate laws' remain a
matter of determination by the Secretary of-the Interior.
RzsToRATIoNs-SETTLEMEN'-PREFERENcE RIGHe-SECRETARYv OF THE INTERIOR.
Settlement upon public land; not at the time subject to disposition and entry,
: prior to its orderly and formal restoration, can not be invoked as; a basis
*
for a preference right under the act- of May 14, 1880,. and such settlement
will not prevent the Secretary of the Interior from. making disposition of
the land under appropriate law: in a manner which will exclude the, settler
from participation therein.
REsTORATIO6Ns-PREFEERENCE RIGlr-MIALTARY SzRvIcz.
The preference right privilege accorded to discharged soldiers, sailors, and
marines by Public Resolution No. 29, act of February 14, 1920, attaches to
iands restored to entry subsequently to the enactmena of that aet.
I

Petition for exercise of supervisory authority denied April 26, 1922..
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First-Assistant Secretary.
Lewis G. Norton has filed motion for rehearing in the matter of his
claim in and to a tract of land in Dade County, Florida, described in
his. homestead application, filed in the local office at Gainesville,
March 14, 1921, as "the balance of Lot 6, S _c.'2,
T. 53 S., R. 42 E., T.
M., Florida, N. of the 500 ft. strip of land- along the south line reserved by the President for the United States* Coast Guard, which
said balance was restored to the public domains and lies north of the
reserve in said Lot 6, Sec. 2, T. 53 'S., IR. 42 E., T. M.,. containing
approximately 37.10 acres" wherein the Department by decision
dated May 23; 1921, rejected said application for the reason that the
land had not been opened to entry, filing, or -other disposition under
the public land' laWs. ; Counsel for Norton has been heard orally in
the matter and elaborate and. exhaustive written briefs have been
filed.
The President's proclamation of March 11, 1921' reads as follows:
FI2htEY,

-

Whereas, the President of the United States, by Executive Order bearing date
the twenty-eighthc.day of July, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and seventyfive, made a permanent reservat on of 'a tract of land, approximately ten (10)
acres in extent, along theaentire east side of Lot 6, Section 2. Township 53 South,
Range 42 East, Tallahassee Meridian, Florida, for Life Sating purposes, and;
Whereas, the Secretary of the Interior, on the twenty-fifth day of April, A. D.
one thousand eight hundred and-ninety one, made a temporary reservation of
the balance.of said Lot 6, Section 2,.:Township 52 South, Range 42 East, Tallahassee Meridian; pending the procurement of proper description of the tract of
land desired for use in connection with the Biscayne Bay House of Refuge, of
the Life Saving Service, and
Whereas, the Secretary of the Treasury, by letter dated the seventh- day o1
: MaricA. D. one thousand nine hundred and twenty one, has requested that part
of the permanent reservation be continued, part of the temporary reservation be
:made permanent, and the balance of the land, 'within the said reservations, be
restored to the public domain;
.
,
'
*'
;
I
0Noiw
therefore, I, Warren G. Harding, President of the United States, do
hereoy permanently reserve from all forms of disposition for the Coast Guard,
all of thaf tract of land, containing twenty five (25) acres, more or less, within
53. South, Range 42 East, Tallahassee Merilial.
2,
Lot 6, Section 2Township
Florida, *situate, lying andct being between the- south line of said Lot, 6 and a
line five hundred (500) ::feetf directly north thereof and running parallel with.e
the said south line of said Lot 6, and extending from the-Atlantic Ocean on tMe
east to Indian Creek,-pr Biscayne Bay, on the west. I do hereby release from
withdrawal and restore to the public domain, subject to the public land 'laws
of the United States, and to the jurisdiction of the Interior, Department, the
balance of land embraced within saidLot 6,. Section 2, Township 53 South, Range
42 East, Tallahassee Meridian, Florida, outside of the permanent withdrawal
herein created, and within the withdrawals of the twenty eighth day of July,
A. D.-one thousand eight hundred and seventy five and the twenty fifth day of
April, A. D. one thousand eight ihundred and ninety one, which are, in part,,
,
hereby vacated. . A

The record shows that by letter of April 1, 1921, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office transmitted a copy of the aforesaid proc-
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lamation to the local officers at Gainesvilloeadvising them that steps
would be taken to survey and mark upon the ground the land reserved
and the porti6n restored to the public domain,,and they should accept
no entry or filing {forithe restored part until further instructed by
his office.
No segregation survey of the land has been made ortplat constructed. In the gmeantime, however, under date of June 10, 1921,
the President issued an order as follows:
It is hereby ordered that all that portion of Lot Six (6), Section Two (2),
Township Fifty-three .'(53) South. Range Forty-two (42) ID
East, Tallahassee
Meridian, Florida, released from reservation and withdrawal and restored to the
public domain, and to the jurisdiction of the Interior Department by proclamation of the President of the United States, dated March 11, 1921, No. 1589, be
and the same hereby is reserved for townsite purposes under Section 2380, United
States Revised Statutes, to be hereafter disposed of under Section 2381, United
States Revised Statutes.
A copy of this order was transmitted to the local officers with the
Commissioner's letter of July 6, 1921, and they were advised that
steps would lthereafter be taken for the survey of said land into blocks,
streets; and alleys, and for its disposal for town-site purposes and that
in the meantime Ino rights could be acquired to said land or any por-tion thereof by settlement, application, or otherwise.
*Nortonl states in an affidavit that he settled upon' the south half
of Lot 6 in April, 1920, building a house thereon and establishing
residence therein with his family. It is conceded now that this occupation was nothing shortlof trespass inasmuch as the lands were then
in state of reservation for the Coast Guard service, btuthe claims that
after the north half of the lot was restored to the public domain by
the President's order of March 11, 1921, he abandoned the south half
-and removed to. the north half, and that his settlement rights immediately attached; that they must be recognized and cannot be divested
tby subsequent reservation or withdrawal of the lands from. sale and
disposition.
It must be borne in mind that Norton's homestead application
never was allowed, and under no admissible view of the facts could
it have been allowed because the lands: had never been survreyed or
platted, and thrown open to entry, and it remained for the Land
Department, in its administrative capacity under the law, to do
this.
Manifestly, therefore, no rights were acquired by virtue of this
applicatiotn
It is a fundamental principle in the administration
of the public land laws, as old as the system itself, that an ap'plication to enter land wbich is not subject to entry at the time the' appli.cation is made confers no rights upon the applicant. Lansdale v.
Daniels (100 U. S., 11'3) Goodale v. Olney (13 L. D, 498) ; Hall
et al. v. Stone (16 L. D., 199) ;Smith v. Malone (18 L. D., 482).
*
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in substance and -effect that he has

vested rights in the land :by virtue of his settlement pursuant to the
provisions of the6abts of Congress approved May 20, 1862 (12 Stat.,

3X92) and May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), and that the President of theUnited: States has no lawvful warrant to reserve for town site pur-i
poses land in which a homesteader has such rights.
There is no force:in this contention. In the case of a settler the
Government has assuLmed no obligation With respect to the ultimate
disposition :of the land; no promise is extended to him that when
the land.'is finally, brought into market it will be ' disposed of under
the laws recognizing prior settlement as the basis of a right to j
acquire title thereto. As observed by Justice Field in the Yosemite
VATalley case (15 Wall., 77, p.93)

.

.

The whole difficulty in the argument of thef defendant's counsel arises from
his confounding the distinction made in all cases, whenever necessary for their
dlecision, between :the acquisition by the settler of a legal right to the lInd
occupied by h'n as against the oxvner, the' United.States; and the acquisition
by him of a legal right as against other parties to be preferred in its purchase, when the United States have determined to sell. It seems to us little
less than absurd to say that nasettler.or any other person by acquiring a right
to be preferred in Ithe :purchase of property,; provided a sale is made by the
owner, thereby acqu res the right to compel the .owner to. sell, or such an
interest in the property as to deprive the owner of the power to control its
:
:.:
disposition.

So. again in the case of Campbell v. Wade (132 U.
the courtspeaking throughJustic FieI.d said:

S., 34, p.:37),

The, adjudications are, numerous where the .withdrawal from sale by the
government of lands'previously opened to sale has been adjudged to put an end
to: proceedings instituted for their acquisition. Tihus, under the preemption lawVs
of the United States, large portions of the public doiala are opened to settlement andc sale, and parties hdving tle requisite qflalifications are allowed to
acquire the jtitle to tracts of a specific amount by: occupation and improvement,
and their entry at the appropriate land office and payment of the prescribed q
price. But it has always been held that occupation 'ad improvement of the
tracts desired, with a view to preemption, though absolutely essential for that
purpose, do not confer uponl the settler any right in f the' land occupied as
against the United States, which could impair in any respect the power of Congress to withdraw the land fromn sale for the uses of the government, or to
dispose of the-same: to other parties.. This subjectt was fully considered in
Frisbie v. Whitney, 9 -Wall., 187, where this doctrine was annonuced. It was
subsequently affirmed in the Yosemite Valley Case, 15 Wall., 77, 87.

See also Shepley v. Cowan (91 fU. S., 330); Buxton 'a. Traver
(130 U. S.,232); Shiver e.; United States. -(159 U. S., 491) ; Gonzales
'a. French (164 U. S., 338, p. 345); Russian-American PackingCompany '. United States (199 U.:.., 570).; United States 'a.Buchanan
(232 U. S., 72) ; Andrew J. Billan (36 L. D., 334, p. 337); Leslie A.
I
ieinovsky (41I. D.,; 627)..
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* These cases firmly establish the doctrine thatt a settler can not by
mere occupation of the public lands, even though his settlement be
lawful and Sinigood faith, acquire a vested right in the property or
any right whatever as against the owner, the United'States, andin
kview of this fundamental principle it is clear that Norton can not
under the circumstances disclosed be heard to- say that he has acquired a positive legal right to enter the lands in question as a homestead.
There is another ground of objection quite independent of the
foregoing which in itself is fatal to Norton's claim. This goes to
the validitv of his settlement. While the President's order of March
11, 1921, vacated the withdrawal and restored the. lands to the public
domain, this did not have the effect to restore the lands to settlement
or entry without the cooperation of the Land Department or deprive
it-of its administrative functions as to the disposition of said lands
under the law. There was no language in the order specifying Lw
or when the lands should be opened to settlement and entry. IAi fact
the order specifically restored the landslsubject to jurisdiction of the
Interior Department and as heretofore pointed out it remained for
the Land Department in its administrative capacity to survey and
mark the land upon the ground, and show by means of' a plat the
strip reserved for the use of :the Coast Guard, and the portion restored to the public domain; further, to formulate such rules and
regulations for the opening as are needful in the interest of equal
opportunity and for the protection of certain preferential rights conferred by statute. The view can not be entertained that the Presiiaent
intended to deprive theS Land Department of its functions in
khis respect or to restore Ithe lands to the category of public lands
subject to settlement and entry save in an orderly manner and as

directed by law.

V

f

In this connection it should be observed that there are-..certain
statutory provisions bearing upon the opening of lands released from
withdrawal or excluded from reservations or national forests.: The
first of these is found in the act of September 30, 1913 (38 Stat., 113),
authorizing the President, in his discretion, when restoring lands to
the public' domain to specify how they shall be opened and when settlement and entry shall be allowed. It is unnecessary to dwell upon
this because the President did not concern' himself with it: evidently
being content to leave such details to be worked out by the Interior

Department.

.

;

The next provision bearing upon this matter is found fin Public
Resolution No. 29, approved February 14, 1920 (41 Stat., 434) ,which
_gives to discharged soldiers, sailors and marines, for two years following the adoption of the resolution, a preference right of entry for
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60 days where.lands are thereafter restored from withdrawals or
reservations. Section 2 thereof provides: "That the: Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized.to make any and all regulations necessary to carry: into full force and effect the provisions hereof." The
regulations thereunder will beufound printed in Vol. 47 of the Land
Decisions at page 346.
The tract. here involved is subject to the provisions of this public
resolution, and manifestly said tract could become subject to settlement and entry bylthe pfblic generally only after the termination of
the preference right period . accorded those possessing the, requisite
status, as discharged soldiers, sailors or marines, and under: such rules 1
and regulations as might be proper and needful.
The Department finds no reason after careful. consideration of all
that has .been urged to modify its views in this matter, and is firmly
of the opinion that Norton's claim is without merit.' And it is unnecessary to enter into any: discussion. of the purpose to be subserved
as contemplated by the withdrawal of June 10, 1921. It is enough to
say that it was the authorized act of the: Executive and as such prevents, while it is in force, any. appropriation of the land under the
public land laws. Wolseyv. Chapman (101 U. S., 755); Wood V.
Beach (156 U. S., 5:48) ; Spencer v. McDougal (159 U. S., 62); United
States 'v. Midwest Oil Company (236 U. S., 459).
The motion is denied. '4
STATE OF MONTANA.D
Decemiber 27,

1921.

.

ScnrooT, LAND-INDEMNITY-CROW INDIAN LANDS-ACT OF JUNn 4, 1920.
Section 16 of the act of June 4, 1920, which granted to the State of Montana
for common school purposes, two designated sections of nonnifneral and
nontimbered lands in each township in the Crow Indian Reservation, for
which the State had not previously receive-l indemnity, clearly' intended
that where the lands in place, or portions 'thereof; have been allotted or
are mineral or timbered, the State shall be entitled to select 'other unoccupied,-nonmineral and nontimbered, lands in *said reservation to the
extent of such deficiencies, not to exceed, however, two sections in. any
one township.

ScHooL LAiD-INDE3MNITY-CROW INDIAN LANIDS-ACTSS OF FEBRUARY 22, .1889,
AND FEBRUARY 28, 1891.

Where the State of Montana is unable to obtain in any township within the
Crow Indian Reservation, the quantity of land, in place or as indemnity,
granted to it for common school purposes by section 16 of the act of June
4, 1920, it is entitled under the provisions-of the aets of February 22, 1889,
and February 28, 1891, to select other lands subject to selection, outside
of said reservation, in quantity equal to such loss.

4
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COURT DECISIONS CITED: AND A.PPIED.

Cases of Mining Company v. Consolidated Mining Company (102 U. S., .167),
,aUndUlnited

States. v.-Sweet. (245 U. S. 563), cited

nd applied.

'BooTH, Solicitor:: :i
Some question having arisen regardin g the school-land grant. made

to the State of Montanaby section 16 of the act of June 4, 1920 (41
'Stat.; 71)
pat c
l
as) tp mineral aHnXdeti
lands and- the
-right of the State'to indemnity therefor, you have:requ'ested my opinion in. the premises.
The pertinent provisions of the section referred to'read:
That there is hereby 'granted'to the State of Montana for common-school purposes sections sixteen, and thirty-six,' withing the' territory described' herein, or
,such. parts of said: sections as may bel nonmineral or nontimbered, bandfor
which the said State has not heretofore. received indemnity lands under existing
laws; and in case either of said sections or parts thereof is lost to the State
by reason 'of allotment or otherwise, .the
governor of said . State, with the
'approval of the Secretary of the Interior, is hereby authorized to select other,
,:unoccupied, unreserved, nonmineral, nontimbered lands' within said reservation,
,nqot ewxeedjngtwosections il any one towhshjp.
.
While the statuite'in which the above is to 'be found is comprehen"sive in terms and dbubtlessco'ntains within 'itself 'sufficient elements
-on' which arulng mayt be founded,S'yet a consideration of other legi§slation[ germane to the subject matter'will p'rove helpful.' Montana,
and certain other designated Statfes,came intbo the Union pursuant
''to' the act,' of XFel5ruary'22, 1889 '(2-Stit., 676), section '10 of which
-provides:

That upon the admission of each of said States into the 'TIjlon sections numbered sixteen and- thirty-six in every towishi of said.ptpched States,'and
where such 'sections, or any parts thereof, have been 'sold 'or otherwisei'disposediof by or under the authority of any 'act of Congress, other lands
equivalent -thereto, in legal subdivisions of 'not less than' one-qnarter section,
and as contiguous as may be to the section in lieu of which the same is taken,
arem 'iereby granted to !said States 'for the support of common schools, such
indeimnity lands to' be selected within said' States in', such 'manner as the:
legislature may provide, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior:
Provided, That the sixteeflth. and thirty-sixth sections. ebra0ced in permanent
,reservations for national purposes, shall not, at..any time, be subject. to the
,grants nor to the indemnity provisions of this act, nor shall any lands embraced in Indian, military, or other reservations of any character be subject to
'the gradts or to-the indemffity provisions; of this act until the resdrvatid 'shall
"have been extinguiShed and' such lands be restored to, and become a part of,
the public domaai.q (Italics supplied.)
In ex'press terms' this' statute neither includes mineral 'or timber
lands in nor 'excludes such' 'lands from the 'grant to the State, but as
to lands knnown to be mineial at least it it well settled that the righit
'of the'State does not attach. Mining Company iv.Consolidated M 3
62403 0 -vo: 48
. -r- 2!+'i'1 "---'''0""
;
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ing Company (102 U. S., 167), United, States vl. Sweet (245 U. S.,
563).
Lands embraced'within Indian or other reservations for national
purposes, however, were expressly excepted from the grant to the
States, and on admission.to the Union,;Montana .foundwithin0 her
borders several-such reservations, including that for the ;Crow Tribe
:established by teaty dated May 7,. 1868. (15: Stat., 649), but' as -subsequently rednced by the act of April: 11, 1882 (22-Stat., 42).: Remedial legislation applicable to all public land States alike is to be
found in the, actof February.28, 1891 (26 Stat.,;96), amending seetions 2275: and 2276 of the:Revised Statutes, the manifest import of
which,' briefly, is that where, the school lands in, place, are lost, to the
State by reason 'of inclusion within' Indian or' other reservations, or
where such lands have otherwise beeni disposed' of' by :the United
Statest then the, State suffering such loss'may select indemnity lands
within; herf borders in Squantity; equal to 'the loss. Tis is5
f : .elsewvhere'
opitionalwith .the: .State, however, as it may, if it,: so 'elects, .await
: extinguishment of the reservation and restoration of the lands to the.
pui4cqcdoinailand then take its landsin place...
contemporaneous: with. the. statute last
Legislatin .practically
referred tomade a- further reduction in the Crow Indian Reserva-:
tionact of., March 3,, 1891 .(26. Stat.,. 989, 1039). Although.silent
as to a schoolland grant to the, State, yet on extinguishment of the
I ndian reserati~on .to' the extent covered by this act, the right of the
State arose to take its lands in place or to indemnity'elsewhere, in
case of loss, under.the acts of February 22, 1889, andFebruary 28,
as agan reduced (to, its presenit
1891, auspra., This. Neser.
dimensions) ''by agreement. with the Crow! Indians, ratified by .the
act: of- April 27, 1904 (33 Stat., 352), i n which;'sections-16 and 36
not otherwise"' disposed of, in- each- township, are gra'nted to the
State for school purposes, and in case' of loss- to the State,*with the
right of indemny else ere within, the area "ceded," in 4uantiy
equal to the loss..
'Thesei observations but-tend to fortify *the.conclusion that the
intent of 'this 'and' similar legislation is that the State is to, receive
two sections of land inC place, in each township,. in suppot of its
common sclhools, and where suc sections or any part thereof are
to the State then th eright of' indemnity arises. iBut we need
: " :lost.
not long on the question of general or latent intent,,forj as,
7 T;; dwell
previously indicated, in ,so far as the instant case is concerned, the
language; used: in.the 'act-of June 4, 1920, is sufficiently broad and
Tplain 'to remove, any doubt about, its intent.' No lands within, this
existing. Indian reservation. are "to be restored to the, public domain," as commonly'understood by that expression, under and :by
-virtue of this act. With certain exceptions, including the grant to'
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the State of Montana for school purposes; the -remaining unullotted
lands.'within this reservation: are to be prorated among imembers. of
the Crow Tribe living- on a certain date. It is clearr from section
16 of the: act that two designated; ] sections in each' township are
granted to the State for. school purposes, except where such lands
are mineral or timber and except -where the Statehas already re,
ceived indemnity lands elsewhere. . Again quoting- from' the act:
And in case either of said sections or parts thereof is lost fto the State by
feason of allotment or otherwise, the governor of the State with the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior, is hereby authorized to select other unoccupied,
unreserved, nondizneri,; nonti~nbered Slands within said reservation not exceeding two sections in any one township. (Italicsmsupplied.)

"Or otherwise " is a comprehensive term including as it necessaril
must "in other ways" or "in any other manner." Hence, the
'
expression "lost to the State by reason of allotment or otherwise
reason.
When
must of necessity iifclude lands lost to the State for any
-wee.come to examine the definition of the word ;"lost" we find that
it also is in broad compass nmeaning'not alone the loss of something
once possessed but including' also a failure to obtain that -which one
otherwise would rightfully be' entitled to. The statute 'itself indicates clearly the sense int'which this word is thereini used. Lands
allotted to the Indians are " lost " Ato the State although such' lands
have never beenriin its possession. - We are not warranted in putting
tone construction :on this wor(l as applied to land allotted'to the Indians
andaan entirely different construction as to the landsiotherwise",lost"
.to the :0State. '.Where lands are mineral or timber.in character -or have
been reserved for administrative or other reasons these lands are just
as effectually lost to .the State as.are the lands allotted to the Indians,
hbence the right of.. the State to indemnity land s'elsewhere:lclearly
arises Under the statute.
I find no difficulty therefore in concluding that the. State of Montana
is entitled to two sections of land in place, in, each township' within
the diminished Crow Indian Reservation, but if for. any' reason, by
allotment or; otherwise, those sections or- parts thereof are lost to the
State, then the right of indemnity elsewhere " within the reservation"
in. quantity equal to the loss arises 'under the act of June 4, 19,20.
Further, *that-in making its lieu selections the State is confine(d to
unoccupied, unreserved, nonmineral, nontimbered lands within said
reservation, not .'exceeding two 'sections in, any one township, and:
that herein lies thetonlylimitat ion placed on' the'State i' making its
-indemnity seledions within the reservation.: If unable' to find in any
one township within the reservation sufficient lieu lands of the character indicated to satisfy its indemnity .rights' then. and not -until
then is the State forced to the public domain in order to satisfy its
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grant. *Authority-for the'latter procedure, if the need therefor arises,
can be found in-the acts of February022, 1889, and February 28, 1891,
supra; all of. this, of course, with the understanding that the State
has not heretofore exercised its indemnity. rights as to these lands and
previously obtained lieu selections elsewhere.
Approved: December 28, 1:921.
E. C.-FiNsNEY
'Acting Secretary. .
: AXHIMER
I
v. GENERAUX AND WILIIAMS.
Decided ,January 6, 1922.
SECOND IIoESTEAD-CONTE5T-REsIDENCE-NoTICE.

For the purpose of contest, the rule that the six months within whieh residence must be'established begins to run from the date of entry is not ap*
plicable to a second homestead entry. made under the act of September 5,
: 1914, but, as against such entry, the tiime does not.begin to run until the .en. tryian is properly notified of the allowanee.. of the entry.
DEPARTmENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED, APPLIED,. AND DIsTiNGUISHED.

:Case of Farnrell et al. 'v. Brown (21 L. D., 394),, cited and applied;;case of
Gauss v. Phelps, (44. L. D., 180), cited and distinguished.

FINNEY, First Asista'nt Secretary:..
June 5, 1917, Abram A. Generaux filed application Phoenix :03531!7

to make second homestead entry, under the act of September 5, 1914
(38 Stat.,712), forfthe S. 1 NW. 4,'SW.-'4.NE. 4, NW. 4 SE. 4,'Sec. 8
T. 6 S., R. 6E., G. & S. R.- M., Arizona. In this application0 and in
the supporting affidavit he gave his postoffice address as 246 South:
luHill Street, Los Angeles, California.. On February 7, 1918, the, local
,officers received a letter from him wherein be again gave the same address, where he continued to reside.
:The local land office made original entry on the serial register of the
address . 'of the l0applicant as. Casa Grande, Arizona, and later,:on
February 7, :9189 (in lead pencil), noted the address of the applicant,
2,46,S. Hill St., Los Angeles..
In accordance with the instructions of September 26, 1914 (43 L.
D., 408), the local officers suspended the application and forwarded
it to the General Land Office. for determination as to whether. claimant was entitled to make second entry. On July 6; 1918,. the local
officers'allowed the entry in accordance with the previous instruetions of the Commissioner.: The local officers mailed notice of
allowance of-the entry to claimahnt, addressed- to Casa Grande, Arnzona, which- notice of the allowance of the entry. was returned un1claimed :on August 1, 1918.

-
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May 6, 1921, Leonard L. Maxhimer filed a contest against said
entry charging that the entryman had not resided upon or improved
the land, notice of which contest was served on Generaux at his Los
Angeles address on May 9, 1921, as 'evidenced by signed registry
return receipt. In answer the claimant set up that his failure to
timely establish residence was due to the fact that his address was
erroneously noted in the local office as Casa Grande, Arizona, and,
that he did not receive notice of the allowance of his -entry until
May 23, 1921. A certified copy of the portion of the serial register
relating to this entry shows-the following notation:
"`5-20-21. Receipt and allowance notice returned unclaimed from - Casa
Grande, record address, in August 1, 1918, remailed to 246 S. Hill St., Los
Angeles, California."

June. 11, 1921, the local officers recommended the cancellation of
the entry on the ground that the contestee had admitted that he
had not complied with the law. July 11, 1921, the General Land
Office reversed that action and rejected the contest for the reason
that the nonmilitary averment was insufficient, from which action
contestant has appealed.
July 16, 1921, one Chet W. Williams filed the relinquishment of
Generaux and at the same time filed his own application 051687
for the lands in controversy, which application was suspended to
await the final action on the contest' of Maxhimer.
The elimination of the contestee from the case renders the determination of the sufficiency of the contest necessary only for the
purpose of ascertaining the respective rights of. Maxhimer and
Williams.
SSection 2 of the instructions of April 1, 1913 (42 L. D.,. 71),
provides:
"Where it appears of record that the defendant has been served with notice
0* * * it will be 'conclusively presumed as a matter of law and fact that
the relinquishment was the result, of the contest, and the contestant will be
awarded the preference right of entry without necessity for a hearing."

This rule should not apply in a case where the contest is so fatally
defective as to have called for its rejection by the local officers when
it' was presented.
In the case under consideration the record shows that notice of the
allowance of the entry was not mailed to entryman's correct address
(the one given in all the papers theretofore filed) until after notice
of the contest had'been served on him and evidence of such service
filed in the local office.
While it is true, generally 'speaking, that the six months within
which residence; must be established begins to run from the date of
entry, and not from the time notice of allowance is received, as was

'5148
'
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held in Gauss v. Phelps (44' L. iD., 180), such a rule should not be
applied in this case. The decision in. the Gauss case 'was based very
largely on :the fact that- the 'entryman for .6ve'r: two years made.:1no
t0 inquiry
or effort to ascertain :whetherf his a pplication. had* been
: allowed,:but
:
iiithat ~decision it was said.:
"::It isnnnecessary,' in this case, to discuss the effect, UpOn a contest for aban-'
donment, of 'proof that the entryman, without fault or laches on his. part; had
'not received notice that his entry had.been allowed.":

'Furthermore, Phelps admitted that he received notice of the allowance of his application more than three months prior to the filing, of
the contest ;*'
.

.

.

; In cases, such as the one now under consideration, where local officers are not permitted to allow entries on their ownrmotion, and the
; 0 . 'allowance
of the.'entry must await aa decision' by the.General Land
Office, the claimant: is entitled to be notified of that decision when
it is rendered. If the Commissioner. should decide that such an application must be rejected, the applicant would~undoubtedly be entitled
.to 'notiee bof that' action, in order -that he.might protect his interest by
appeal; and there is no good reason why a similar notice should not
*be given in cases where fav'orable' action is taken. If. an entry had been
: 'allowed under this. application, and that entry had been subsequently
:: isuspended, the.:enLtryman' would. not have beeii required to maintain
residence on the land' so long as the, suspension lasted and the entry
could not have been' successfully contested :until after the entryman
had failed to reside on-the land for more than six months after he.had
been "properlyn6ti/ied -of the: revocation of the suspension. Yarnell
et al. v.; Brown (21 L. D., 394). The same rule should'be applied in
.this and similar cases, where applications are formally'"suspended"
to await action by the General Land Office.
The local office records showed that the entryman could: not have
been culpably, absent from the land, because he, had not received
e
'notice of the allowance of! his application. Furthermore, the failure
of the :local officers to note his correct post-office address was in no
w:ay'due to any fault.of his. .The contest should have been dismissed
by. the local officers because of the facts herein stated, and for' .his
reason.'the dismissal: of the- contest of Maxhimer by the Commissioner was correct. In view of these considerations it is not: necessary to discuss the sufficiency or the insufficiency of the. nonmilitary

-averment.
Itfollows, therefore, that the contestant .gained no preference
right of entry. The dismissal of the contest is affirmed and when
:this decision becomes final the case will be returned to the Commissioner for action on 'Williams's application in accordance herewith.

-a
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FREEMAN v. 1AXSON ET AL..
:

Decided Jnuarj 7, 1922.
I DESERT
LAND-ASSIGN-ENT-FINAL

PROOF,-PAYENT-SURVEY.

Where final proof:, is subrmitted,. but final payment andy adjustment to the
plat of survey is not. made; equitable title does not vest in the entrymran and
the assignmen.to.fisuch entry is governed by the regulations relating to as-

signments.
DESERT LAND-ASSIGN:M:ENT-PAYMENT-STJR3EY-CONTEST.

A contest against a desert 'entry based on thhe charges that the absignee was
disqualified to take- by assignment' and. that the entrymaii had--'efaulted
must be sustained where the assigniftiit had been made prior to,final. pay*,: , ment and adjustment to jthe. plat .of survey,and no answer to the contest
allegations -was made after due service of notice.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcisIoNsICOiTED AND AAPPLIED.
Cases of Simeon S. Hobson (29 L. D., 453), .Bone v. Rockwood (38 L. D.,
*'253), and'Watson v.; Barneyet al. (48 L. t., 308) cited and applied.

FFINNEY,: First.Asjstarnt 'Secretary: .

:

July 30, 1901, Dora Laxson made desert land entry;No. 6831 -(nbowv
02204), Helena, Montana, for unsurveyed land described as the' E.
I SE. i and E. : NE. 1, -Sec. 25, T. 13 SR, R. 12 W., M. -M., containing
160 acres.
- Final proof was submitted October 30, 1902, which, was-accepted
as satisfactory but final certificate was withheld because the land was
still at that time unsurveyed. -The plat of survey has been. recently
-

-

filed.

May 9, 1921. James R.:. Freeman' filed contest affidavit against said
entry alleging failure to adjust the,;entry to. the plat of survey and
make the necessary final payment of $1 per acre; also that on October
30,: 1902, the entrywoman, by a duly executed and -recorded -instrument in writing, sold and conveyed her interest in said entry to T. B.'
Cr'aver:; thatfsaid Craver was not qualified to take, an, assignment of
the entry' for the reasond that he had at that time exhausted his 320
-acre right under the agricultural land laws; that said Craver is now
deceased and that his surviving heirs; whose :names were given,- are
likewise disqualified for the 'same' rea son; that the said entry was
-'not in- the first instance 'made' for the use and benefit of the said Dorni
Laxson, but was- made for the use, and benefit of. the said T. B.
Craver, and 'that the` said conveyance was made in, consummation :of
that agreement; that following the execution of- the said conveyance,
thebsaid Laxson abandoned the saidland and has ever'-since continued such abandonment.
.
Under'date of: July 18, 1921, the registeir of the local land-office
'transmitted the record to the General'Land Office withtreport of due
service of: notice''f' the- contest and failure -to' make answer, and it
was recommended that the entry be canceled.
:
-

-

-
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By his decision of 'July.27,'1921,. the Commissioner of the: General
Land :rejected the contest affidavit,,assigning as grounds for
;:0 f; Office
that the allegation of fraud in the making of the entry
action
that
should not be* inquired into on account-of the remoteness.1of .that
transaction and the death of one of the parties; and that even if the .
assignee wore-found to have been' disq alified to-hold by asig ment,
and also his heirs were likewise:disqualified, nevertheless such' con- :
dition would not result in cancellation of the entry;,that in such case
the patent could be issued in the name, of, the original entrywoman,
inasmuch as the assignment had not. been recognized by the Land

-

Department.

An appeal by: the contestant from the action of the Commissioner
has brought the case before the Department for consideration. In
the case of Bone v.iRockwood (38 L D., 253), the Department held
that the charge. of disqualification of. the assignee to take' a desert
land entry by assignment is sufficient basis for a contest, and'that
where the assignment is recognized by the Land Department the
entryman thereby parts with his title to the land, even though, it
be shown on contest that the: assignee is not qualified to hold yby
J
assignment._:.
The regulations governing the assignment of desert, land..entries
contemplate that such assignments will be submitted to the General
Land Office for adjudication as to the. qualifications.0 of the assignee
andlfor recognitionzof the assignment.

'.

,

When this plan is pursued and it is found that the assignment :
can not, be recognized on ,account of the .disqualification of. the assignee, 'the assignment is disallowedn and. the . title is :considered as
retained inthe assig~nor. Butwhere partiesfail to.submit the assignment.to. th~e General Land Office, they. act, at their own risk and
.if the:. fact of assignment. is brought toithe. attention of the Land
:Department. by contest 'alleging disqnualification6f th~e assignee, such
charge constitutes sufficient ground. for a contest and, for, cancellation of: the' entry if. proven .or in case' of failure to make answer.
See Wiatson v. Barney et al.. (48 L. D. 308). .. Innthe case of Simeon
S. Hobson (29 L. D., 453)., it was held .(syllabus),:.
:In the ease.of a desert entry of unsurveyed land, where the entryman prior
to survey, -submits finalproof, and then sells the rand, such sale must be
regarded as an, assignment.of the entry,. proof of which should be furnished
as required in other cases of assignment.';

In the present case ordinary final proof had been submitted prior
.to the conveyance but the final payment of $1 per acre had'not been
-made and thel entry had not.been adjusted to the plat, of survey.
The equitable title had not been earned by the, entrywoman at the
_
,,time :of ,the,,conxveyance; therefore the rules governing; assignments

apply..;

.

.
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: Inasmuch as the eharges' in this case 'were sufficient and default
was made after due notice, no reason is seen why the recommendation Iof the local officers; should not be approved and the entry
canceled.
It is aecordingly directed that the entry be canceled, and in view
of the-default of the-contestees, the:case is hereby declared closed.
The decision appealed from is reversed.

SOUTH BUTTE MINING COMPANY v. THOMAS ET AL.
Decided January 10, 1922..
MINING CLAIM-MINERAL
DEPARTMENT.

LANDS-PATENT-ADVERSE

:
CLAIM-COURTS-LAND

Where it has been determined by a; court of competent jurisdiction in a controverted case that a lode was not a vein or lode known to exist at the date
of a placer application upon which a patent had issued, the, Land Department will not undertake a reinvestigation of the issue, but will adopt that
conclusion and refuse to entertain an application to make mineral entry
under an alleged lode location.
CoU1Tr DECISIONS CITED ANDnAPPLIED.

Cases of Thomas v. South Butte Mining Company (211 Fed., 105; 230 Fed.,
968), and South Butte Mining Company v. Thomas et al. (260; Fed., 814;
253 U." S., 486),; cited and applied.

/ FINNEY, First Assiitant Secretarwy
,This case comes before the Department, upon an informIal appeal
taken by Thomas D. Thomas from -the decision of the Commissioner
0of the General Land Office, dated July 26, 1921, in, which Thomas
et a2. were called upon to show cause why their mineral entry 016649,
made January 7, 1919, for -the ::Resurrection ;Lode. Mining Claim,
Survey No. 9853, Helena, Montana, land district, situated within the
- limits of a: prior patented placer claim,: should not, be canceled because of a final decree in a suit to quiet title favorable to the. South
Butte Mining Company,. successpor in interest to the .placer patentee.
The Resurrection. Lode location is -within the city- of Butte and is
.crossed by a number of tracks of the Great Northern Railroad Company and in the immediate vicinity of that company's depot. The
claim is, 50 feet in width by 1,368 feet in length. ,and covers conflicts
with the patented Pay Streak and Refer Lodes. The remainder of
the area of. the Resurrection Claim is within the Noyes Placer, for
which application: was filed on December 17, 1878, aund-thereafter
mineral entry. No. 511 -was allowed and thereupon patent No. 4124
was issued on July 28, 1880. The record shows that the Resurrection
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Claim- was located-on December 1; 1909, by Thomas D. Thomas, sur-,0
;veyed in.1915 and 1916, and applied for on February -7, 1917. August
i21, 1918, the South Butte Mining Company as owner of the patented
placer-filed a so-called adverse claim, No. 019547, pursuant to which
' suit was instituted September 17, 1918... However, final certificate
-of entry for the Resurrection? Lode was issued. -on January 7,. 1919.
March 11, 1919, the company filed its protest-setting up' as final and
conclusive against the claimants its favorable decree quieting title
dated September 18, 1912, rendered by the United States District
Court for Montana in a suit against Thomas. Pursuant to such protest notices were issued and served and answers on behalf of the lode
claimants were filed.- November 19, 1920, counsel for the company
<filed in-the local office a certified copy of a-judgment of :the Federal
court holding the lode applicants in contempt and moved that their
patent application be dismissed. 'November 20, 1920, the local -officers
held the Resurrection application for rejection. Thomas appealed.
'July 11, 1921, not being then fully advised in the premises, the Cornmissioner ordered action suspended to await the outcome of proceedings in the court. July 18, 1921, a full statement .of. the case was
filed in the General Land Office in connection with which the finality
of the proceedings in court was disclosed. Thereupon the Commissioner rendered his decision of July 26, 1921,lhere challenged.
The Resurrection Lode Claim was early involved in litigation. The
South Butte Mining Company sued Thomas to quiet title and obtained m!
a favorable decree in the United States District Court for Montana.
The main-issue in the'suit was whether the Resurrection Lode was
a vein or lode known to exist at the time 'of the placer' application,
'therefore not covered by the placer patent within the purview of
section 2333, Revised Statutes. The case was taken to the C'iruit
Court of Appeals' for'the Ninth Circuit by Thomas, and that court
on February 2, 1914, affirmed the decree below. South Butte Mining
Company v. Thomas (211 Fed., 105). Later Thomas petitioned for
leave to 'file a bill of review for the purpose of setting aside the decree.I His application was denied by said court of appeals on March
;20, 1916. :Thomas v. South Butte Mining Company (230 Fed., 968).
After the application for patent had been filed the South Butte
Mining Company instituted contempt proceedings against the Resdurrection applicants.
The. district court rendered an opinion and
'dismissed those proceedings The company appealed and the' judgbnent of dismissal was reversed by the Circuit. C'ourt of Appeals on
October 6, 1919. South rButte Mining C(ompany: v. Thomas Vetal.
(260' Fed., 814). Thereupon Thomas filed a petition. for certiorari,
which was denied by the United States Supreme. Court on May 3,
0 .
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The mandate of the Coourt of Appeals went'

down and on October 30, 1920, the lUnited. States District, Court ad-7
judged the applicants to be'in contempt, ordered that each pay a fine
of one dollar and costs and be imprisoned in the county jail until
'they
filed in the local land office a withdrawal 'of their applica-'
tion for patent. A stay of ten days was allowed. DOne of the applicants, Hattie M. Bucher, filed her Withdrawal. The. other three-applicants being outside of the State of Montana,-the company filed
in the local land office a copy of the judgment for contempt and
moved the dismissal of the patent application as above' stated."
The correspondeiie eand papers upon which the Commissioner has
transmitted the record as on appeal 'are most informal and unof service of these papers upon
evidence
-no
satisfactoiy. There is
the jSouth Butte -Mining Company, and the Department might for
that reason decline to consider the case. In view of all the' circumstances, however, the record has bben reviewed and the matter will
be disposed' of as if a perfected appeal; were present.
The contention presented by Thomas, as this Department understands it, is in substance 'that the question whether a vein or lode,
was known'to exist within the boundaries of the -patented placert
'claim at the date of the placer application is one to be determined
primarily and exclusively by the Land Department and 'not 'by the'

courts.
-It may be observed from the 'decisions' of the Department that
the 'land practice with regard to this question has not been entirelya
.uniform. For a considerable period it was held that the Land Department upon issuance of a placer patent retained- no further jurisdiction and had no right 'to entertain an application efor an asserted
known lode, within the placer until the courts had passed upon the'
question.' -See the cases of Pike's Peak Lode (10 L. D., 200; 14
L. D., 47); Rebel Lode (12 L. D., 683); and South' Star Lode (17L. ID., 280). That ruling was changed by the decision in tbe case of
the South Star Lode on review (20 L. D., 204), where it was said:
And it is now held that when it has been ascertained by inquiry instituted
by the Department or determined by a; court of competent jurisdiction that. a ,
lode claim existed within the boundaries of the land covered by a placerpatent, :and that such lode claim was: known to exist at; the date of the applica-tion for such patent, and was not applied for, the land embraced in said lode is reserved from the operation of the conveyance by the terms thereof, and patent
mnay issue for such lode if the-law has been in other respects fully complied
with.

See also Butte and Boston Mining Company (21 L. D., 125);
Cripple Creek Gold Mining'Company v. Mount Rosa Mining, Milling
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C:(26 L. I)., 2622), and: Golden Center of Grass

Valley Mining Company (47'L.RD.,: 25). Where the: question of a
known lode is in issue in the courts and is adjudicated, the Department has. accepted such adjudication and' acted in accordance there-

w ith. In the case of the Alice Mining Company (27 L. D., 661),
the issue as to a known lode was involved in a so-called adverse suit
and determined in favor of the placer patertee.

y It

was there said

The contention of the appellant, the placer patentee, is, curiously enough,
thatt these lodes were known to exist at thee date of its application for the
placer patent, and therefore did not pass under the patent, and that the land:
department still has* jurisdiction of the land embraced in survey No. 6324,
and should issue patent upon its said entry of May 16, 1896.
it is duly ascertained that a lode alleged to have been known
* *
0 * $When
to exist within the ' placer boundaries at* the -date of bhe application for
patent to the placer claim, was- not known so to exist, it must be held that
the title of the United States to such lode passed under the patent and that,
the jurisdiction of the land department was thereby terminated.
Here the court has ascertained and adjudged, in a controverted.
case, that the Resurrection Lode was not a vein or lode; known to exist
at the :date of the: placer application. :A branch of that litigation
was:taken before the United States Supreme :Court by Thomas, as
above. stated. The Department 'does not perceive any necessity for:
undertaking a reinvestigation of the issue determined but will accept
and adopt the conclusion reached by the court. It follows that the.
entry for the Resurrection Lode must be canceled and the applica.
It issoordered.
i tion.for patentrejected.0
For; the reason that'lappellant: is' not represented by counsel and
is not himself a lawyer, the record 'submitted has received very care-.
ful scrutiny.. - The Department has been induced to follow the same'
principle as that which guided the Court of Appeals in its considera-.
court concluded 'its decision of May 20,: 1916 (230 Fed.&.
tions. :That
9.68, 970), with the following language:
.On account of the fact' that the petitioner was without counsel and was himself evidently unskilled in the law,- this court took particular care, on the appeal:
of the cause to this court,' to protect his rights so far as it was authorized to
do so on the case made upon the pleadings and proceedings in the court below;
'and for the same reason this court now examines with scrupulous care the
appellant's petition and the proposed bill of review, to determine whether leave
should be granted to file the latter. The question is in no respect involved in
doubt, and we can, find no ground whatever upon which to predicate such relief, assuming, which we do -not decide, that this court has jurisdiction' of
the petition. In such a caseit is the duty of the appellate court to deny the.
petition..

Nis found to be. correct and the decision
The action taken below

called in question is affirmed.
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REGULATIONS OF APRIL, 15, 1918, GOVERNING INDIAN ALLOT-lENTS UNDER, SECTION 4, ACT OF FEBRUARY 8, 1887,
AXENDED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL .LAND OFFICE,

-;
-hE H6NORABLE

THEr 11NORABLE

:

:

;Washington, D. a., January24, 1922.
D
-::
:
: :-

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:

* The Department:, on September 1, 1921, held that the heirs of a deceased applicant under -the fourth section of the general allotment act
-(24 Stat., 388) should be allowed to show that "the applicant personally settled on the land applied for during his or her: lifetime,
and while the land was open to settlement," and that "upon failure
to submit such proof .within the time allowed, the application -will
:
be finally rejected.'?
The: question arises*as: to the proper disposition of a case in which
the&deceased applicant had made actual settlementisufficient to. show
I.good faith, before, death, but had not completed the two years' use or
occupancy required by ithe regulations..of April 15, 1918 (46 L..I).,
344).
* On the' analogy of the practice prevailing in homestead cases, the
heirs of the deceased Indian applicant would be obliged to complete
the two years of said use or occupancy required of fourth-section
applicants under the regulations. While the Department,. however,
has Iheld (46: L., D., 283), :that the terms_ allotment and homestead
"mean substantially :the same thing so far sas the laws in which
they are found affect the public lands and so' far as the interests of
the Indian claimant are concerned," it has, not held that the same
requirements exacted of a homestead entryman are necessarily laid
upon an Indian applicant for allotment.
while in the case above referred: to it is held that a
For instancee
fourth-section allotment application is sufficiently like a homestead
.entry to justify- its. allowance under the body of the act of June 22,
1910.(36 Stat., 583), for land withdrawn;-or classified as coal, no
requirement has been made that iallotments shall, like homestead entries, be subject, to the specifid-requirements exacted of homestead'
'entrymen under said act.'
The requirements of residence and the amount of cultivation each
.

year and 'the erection of a habitable house, are specific in the said

'.act and differ greatly from the use and oCUpanCy found sufficient in
case of. an' Indian allotment claim.
The conditions are more nearly analogous to the death o£.a claimant under. the preemption law, wherein, under section 2269, Revised
Statutes, the heirs are entitled to offer proof on the death of the,
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-he!~p~iiod allowed such

settler and are not required to'c'ontinue residence (3 L. D., 45).J
In the case of the preemiptor,. section 2269, Revised'Statutes) ,j re-,
quires settlement in person and the ~ere'ction_ of a habitable house but'
no specific time of occupancy. is required. In the case of the Indian
application, 'settlement, onily is required, but the* Department has
ordained7-that two years'. use~ and occupancy are* necessary to show
good faith, -whereas only six months is required of a, preemptor.
As settlement sufficient to show good faith is all that ~is required
'by the allotment act, if death, occurs while good faith is being demonstrated, it' is believed tha't' the: heirs of the Indian applicant should
not be required to dontinue u secand occhpancy after the death of the
applicantt but ,on sgtisfactory' establishment ~of settlement in good
faith, trust 'p~atent should be, issued.:
Itis recommended that the following provisions be added,: toth
regulations at the~end of the section-headed "Seftlemfent" on ,page '6
'thereof (46'L. D.,, 348):
"When it; is! sufficiently s~hown that an applicant was 'at the time ofdeath,
occupying in -good faith the lafid settldd upion, 'patent will he issued 'to his or
her heirs without further "useor occupancy ~on. the ~part~of such heir being
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved: February, 3, 1922..
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.~

.

C. D. MURANE.,
Decided January 28,~1922.
OIL AND

GAS LAkNDS-PROSP~ECTING

PERiMIT-MININIG~ CLA&IM-ADiVFERS

'CLAim.~

An assertion' of prescriptive title can not 'be invoked under~ section ~2332,
Revised Statutes, to defeat the -outstanding interest of record 'of a cotenant,
by a claimant, under an oil placer location with the ~view to obtaining, an
oil, and gas prospecting permit under, section ~19 of. the act ~of, February 25,
1920
whee adiscovery of oil or gas has ~not been made
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PRO SPUCTING PERMIT--MININO CLAIM-ADVEP.5E CLAIMPREFERENCE. RIGIT..
Perf ormiance of ,annual assessment work by a locator of an oil placer claim
in accordance with the provision relating thereto contained in. section 2324,
/Revised
Statutes', can- not be invoked in the absende: 'df a' discovery~of oil
orgs Ooust the interest of a colocator who hats failed ocnrbtb
an applicant' for an' oil~And gas prospecting pemit based: uponl an assertion of preferences right under. sectibn 19~of the act: of February 25, 1920.
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CLAIM-OcdUPANcx-Y7

.

Section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920, presupposes that the occupant or
claimant of an oil placer claim upon which a right to a prospecting permit
is predicated has no. interest in the land that can be otherwise recognized
angd completed under the terms of the mining laws.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENCE RIGI3:-WxrviR.

The right to an oil and gas prospecting permit conferred by section 19 of the
act of February 25, 1920, is in the nature of a preference right or privilege'
which may be exercised, or Waived, at the option of the occupant or claimant, and is, of necessity, waived if'n6t asserted'within the-time and in the
manner prescribed iby the law and applicable regulations.
OIL AND G4S LANDS-PEOSPECTING PkEEMIT-MrINING

:

CLAIM-ADVERSE CLAIM-

PREFtRENCE RIGHT-WAIVER.--REINQUISHMRENT-STATUTES.:
The oi~leasing act'of February 25, 1920, 'contaifs no necessary oreven- reasonable implication' that a claim f or relief under sections '18, 19, and 22,
thereof is to be defeated by the refusal or failure of a coclaimant to join
in an application for a permit, or that one of several coclaimants can by
waiver, relinquishment, or failure to assert his right within thelprescribed
'time,' do more than destroy his personal privilege, or 'prefeence right
to share the benefit granted by said sections; and provision to cover such
c'ontingency isi contained in section 24j1 of. the regulationsaissued pursuant
to said act.

CoURT DEcIsIoNS CITED

AND. APPLIED., .-

Cases of Union, Oil CompAny of California r. Smith 0(249 U. 5., 337), and
cole et a,. v. Ralph (252 U: 5., 286), cited and applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
FiNEx,0
August 23, 1920, C. D. Murane filed applications 026478; 0264:70;
026480, and 026599, under seetion 19 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., ;437-), for permits to prospect for oil and gas upon re7
RNo, 4 placer hmining
speetiveLy the NW. i, Sec. 9, included in the T. R.
No.
3 claim; the'NE. i
the
T.
k.
in
9,
includedI,
Sec.
,elaim; the NE.
SWV. , See. 4, included in the T., . No. 1 claim, and the SE. j, See. 4,
-all in T. 39 N., K. 79 W., 6th P. M. Douglas land district, Wyoming.
The lands in question were withdrawn fromi displosition under
the mining laws by the order; of September 27,'.1909, and with the
excoption of the NW. * of Sec. 9, which was restored June 25, 1910,
were included in Petroleum Reserve No. 8, created by Executive
order of July 2,A919.
The, applicant alleges in each of;said applicati ons that tho saidl
claims were located January 5, 1889; by eight persons; that thereafter by a chain of mesne 'conveyances, and by actual, .exclusive, and
adverse possession thereof, 'maintained since Jan'aary 29, 1899, by
the applicaIt and his predecessor'in interest, Benj aInin Hlertzman,
'all the right, titie''and interests in and 'to each of tIhe claims, 'and
the land covered thereby became 'vested in, and is now held and pos
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'sessed by the applicant; that prior to February 25, 1920,a the applicant and his predecessors in interest expended upon or for the bene'fit of each' of the claims an amount in excess of $250. In support
of each of the' applications' there is filed the affidavit of Hertzmah,
who therein avers that he purchased each-of said claims and through vi
mesne: conveyance from the: locators thereof. obtaixed title thereto
C. W.
Cto
July 29, 1899; that ever since said date, ifitil his conibyance
exnotorious,
open,
in
remained
he
1919,
Murane. on December 4,
1899
from
year
each
that
clusivee, and adverse possession thereof;
to 1919 inclusive he either personally or through his agents per:formed all the necessary' assessment work required by law on said
:claim; said, work consisting of -the digging and drillingof assess-7
ment holes, the construction and&maintenance of reservoirs and the
construction of roads; that, said work was for the joint benefit*of
the -mining claims of the. affiant on the: N. i. Sec. 9,' NW.. , Sec. 10,
'SE.'-i and theNE;i:SW. jSec.4,of the above mentioned township
and fange
' No discovery of oil or gas upon any of the claims 'i question is
shown or~alleged.
.On or about April 6, 1921, the applicant filed a showing consisting
-of an affidavit executed by himself wherein ho avers that-the said
four claims were located January 5, 1889,. by John Merritt, David
Sams,, George DeW-6olfe, Boyd Bradley,. Melvin Kenney, John Phil-'
lips, Patsey Hannigan and Edward H.TFrench; that by a quitclaim 0
:deed dated January 17, 1889, the said Merritt, Sans, Hannigan and;
Phillips conveyed to their colocators 'Kenney, Bradley, and" French,
all of their right, title, and interest in and to said four claims; that
: thereafter, as affiant is informed and believes, Kenney aiid'Bradley
by good and sufficient deed conveyed to French l.ll their right, title2
and" interest in and to 'all the locations, but that the deed was 'never
recorded and has been lost; that by quitclaim deed dated January
'29, 1899,.French, after he had, acquired all the interests of Kenney
Iand Bradley to the claims, conveyed all of his right, title, and interlest therein to Hertzman; that Hertzman immediately entered into.
ahe bhad' acquired the
'possession f the locations in t
entire title .thereto, and that acting.under such belief he maintained
actual, continuous, visible, notorious, and hostile possession of said
docations from the date last mentioned until December 4,31919,
'when, by quitclaim deed he conveyed all of his right, title, and interest therein to the affiant; that the said period of twenty years during
Zwhich the said possession of the claims by Hertzman was maintained is longer than the time prescribed' by the statutes of limita'0
'tions for mining claims in the State of Wyoihing; that by quitelaim
deed'dated December.18, 19.19 George De olfe, oneof 'the locators''
of the said claims, renounced all of his right, title, and interest in
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and to all of the locations; that no claim or-title has 'ever been asserted.-urder the placer mining laws of the United- States or under
-the act 'of February 25, 1920, to said locations by any person, asso.ciation, or corporation adverse to the:said HertzmIn or his successor
-in interest, the affiant.
-hI view of the said showing the aplicant asked that his title to
.the entire interest in the claims-be regarded as established under the
provisions of section 2332 Sof the Revised Statutes, contending that
-sueb secti6n recognized the* doctrine of adverse possessioli- as frnishing sufficient, basis for a patent, and that, there. is nothinng in
section 19 of! the leasing act which requires an applicantt for relief
thereunder to show better title than is required, under the mining

'laws.

-

Upon considering the application the Commissioner of the, General
Land Office by decision of September 22, 1921, found front the
records'of said applications that the claimant had failed to show a
-record title -to more than an unditvided 7/24 interest in any of the
claims named and that section 2332 had no application to asserted
-in'luing claims upon;:which, like those here in question, there had been
no discovery 'of mineral, stating that section 2324 of the Revised
a cotenant can, befcomonly method by which ath.
(Statutes provides
pelled to pay This proportion; of the -expenses of the annual labor, or
have his rights and interests in the claim forfeited, -and that that
method is exclusive. He accordingly directed*that the applicant be
notified that he would be allowed thirty days within which '0(1) to
file a supplementary.application in which the holders of the outstanding recordinterests in the claims are joined; or ,(2) to. supple-ment the present application. by procuring and filing quitclaim,-deeds
in his favor from the holders of the: outstanding interests; or (3) to
'show cause, if any, why the names of the holders of the outstanding
interests should not be inserted in the permit; and that in default or
the absence. of an appeal the cases would be; submitted to the Department with the recommendation that the .permits theretnder, be
issued in the names of all of the fee title holders as shown by the abstract of title on file in the cases..
-From this action the applicant appeals on the stated grounds (1)
section 19 of the leasing actrgrants relief to bonaqfde occupants.
-or claimants under a claim initiated while the land was, not'withdrawn; (2) that the :regulations under section 19 require the claimant to make a relinquishment' of his title to the UniitedEStates; (3);
that' the kind of title which the claimant shows, whether'by recorded
deeds or by adverse possession, is immaterial (4): that title by adverse possession, which under section 2332 of the Revisedf Statutes, all
things being p-roper, would have supported an application: for: -a
-in

-'that
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patent, is equally valid-to support an application for permit under
section- 19 of..the leasing act;. and ,(5)'that since the, applicant has
been found by the Commissioner to have complied with all the:,requirements§ as to work,0etc.,Iand since no adverse :claim has been
asserted, his title by adverse possession, which: is shown' by com.petent evidence, makes hini :a boina' fide occfparit or claimant within
'the meaninyg of said section 19 and, therefore, entitles him- to a
: permit.
*Bysaid section 2332 of the Revised Statutes,;it is provided:that'Where such person orA association, they and their grantors, have held and
worked -their claims' for a period'equal to the time prescribed by the .statute
of limitations for mining claims of the-State or Territory where the same may
be situated, evidenee of such possession and working of the claims for such

period shall be sufficient to establish a right to a patent thereto under this,
:chapter, in the absence of any adverse claim;

*

*

*

Construing the provisions of this section, the' Supreme Court of
the United States in Cole et at. v. Ralph (252 U. S., 286, 305-306),
saidThat the section is a remedial provision and designed to make proof of .holdaingand: working for the prescribed period the legal equivalent of proof of acts
of location, recording and transfer, and thereby to relieve against possible loss
or destruction of the usual, means of establishing such acts, is attested by repeated rulings in:the land department and the courts. But those rulings' give
;.no warrant for thinking that it di'sturbs or qualifies important provisions of
.the mine ral'land laws, such as deal with * 8 * the discovery upon which
a claim must be, founded. * * E Indeed, the rulings have been to the con-

trary.
'The views: entertained by the courts in the mining regions are -shown in
Harris v. Equator Mining Co., 8 Fed. Rep. .863, 866, where the court ruled that
holding and wvorking a. claim for a long period,,"rere the 'equivalent of necessary
acts of location,-but added that "this,, of course, was subject to proof of a
lode in the Ocean Wave ground, of which there was evidence-" *: * *
As respects discovery, thet section itself indicates that. no change was intended. Its words, "have held and iworked their claims," presuppose a dis'covery ; 'for to "work" a mining claim is to do something toward making' it
productive, such as developing or extracting an ore body after 'ithas'bean illscovered. Certainly it was not intended that a right to a patent could be founded
;upon nothing more than holding and prospecting, for that would subject nonmineral land to acquisition as a mining claim., Here, as the verdicts show,
,here was no discovery, so the working relied upon could not have been of the

:haracter contemplated0by Congress.
The, defendant: places some reliance upon the'decisions of this court in Belk

v. Meagher, 104 U. S. 279, and Reavis v., FianW, :215: U. S. 16, but neither contains any statemfent t or suggestion that the; section dispenses with a mineral
discovery or cures its absence. The opinion in the first shows affirmatively
that there was a discovery and that in the other shows that the controversy,
although of recent origin, related to "gold mines" which had been worked'for
many: years.
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Whether in any event the asserted adverse possession :by* Hertzman of the' claims here in question "as against the outstanding interests 6f record of his coclaimants Bradley, Kenney, andDeTolfe
could operate as a transfer to Hertzman of such interests is not necessary to be here decided. Suffice A' to say that the Department is
clearly of opinion that in view of the construction by the* Supreme
'CourtS'of section 2332 in the decision cited the mere continuous,
open, notorious, and adverse possession of an asserted mining location for adperiod equal to the time prescribed by the statutes of
limitations of the State in which'such land is situated, will not 'in
the absence of a discovery operate under said section to confer title
to such claim upon the person so in possession' as would entitle him
to a permit under the said section, and there is nothing in the leasing act 'which by either terms-or implication in anywise modifies the
provisions of said section 2332 so a to make it applicable to cases
earising under said section 19 with respect to claims lacking discovery and which have not been "worked" within the meaning of
the term as defined by the Supreme Court in the decision cited. The
Commissioner, therefore, properly held that said section 2332 could
'not be invoked by the applicant to establish title in himself to the
undivided 17/24 interest outstanding of record in Bradley, Kenney,
and DeWolfe.
The Department, however, does not concur in the suggestion contained in the decision of the Commissioner to the effect that the provisions of section 2324 might have been invoked by Hertzman as a
means of acquiring the interests of the noncontributing coclaimants
with respect to the claims in question. As hereinbefore statdd there
had been no discovery of oil within the limits of any of said claims.
In the case of Union Oil Company of Californiav. Smith (249 U. S.,
337) the Supreme Court at page, 349 qlt seq.. said-And it is :not to be doubted that the terms,," assessments" and "annual'
assessment labor" refer to the annual labor required by section 2324, that being
commonly called by miners, the " annual assessment " or the " assessment work,"
and so described in many judicial opinions and in at least two acts of Congress,
passed respectively November 3, 1893, c: 12, 28 Stat. 6, and July 2. 1898, c. 563,
30 Stat. 651. See El Paso Brick Co. v. McKnight, 233 U. S. 250, 255, 256, 258.
And it is important to observe that in these acts of Congress, as' in the practice of miners, "assessment work " had nothing to do with locating or holding a claim before discovery. On the contrary it was the condition subsequent
prescribed by Congress toube performed in order to-preserve the exclusive right
to the possession of a valid mineral land location upon which discovery had been
made. MeLemore V. Exrpress. 04 Co., 158 California, 559, 563. Hence the
declaration in the Act of 1903 that where oil lands are located as placer mining
claims " the annual assessment labor upon such claims may be done upon any
one of a group of claims lying contiguous and owned by the same person," indi-
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-cates simply the legislative purpose: that the necessary assessment work if done
upon one of the group should have the same effect as if properly distributed
among the several claims; that is to say, the effect of preserving the exclusive
right of possession and enjoyment; conferred by section 2322 with respect to
unpatented claims based upon a preious discovery of oil.

-

It must be held, therefore, that section 2324 would have no application to claims upon Which there had been no discovery of mineral.
Nor does the' Department concur in 'the .Commissioner's holding
that the defect pointed out by'hiu can be cured by the amendment of,
the application by the insertion of the names of the holders of the
'outstanding interests,',or by the insertion of the names of said per*sons in the permits to be issued under the applications for the reason
that none of the persons whose names it is proposed to add to the application or to insert in. the permit, if issued, has 'shown his qualifications to take a permit or otherwise complied with the regulations
Section 19 of the act of February 2a5, 1920, s8upra, presupposes that
the occupant or claimant therein referred to has no interest in the;
land that can otherwise be recognized and completed under the terms
of the mining law; lawful claims are recognized by and may be completed nuder the exception to -section 37 of said act. IThe right conferred by said section 19 is, therefore, in the nature of, a preference
right or privilege which may be exercised or waived, at the option
of the occupant or claimant, and is, of necessity, waived if not asserted
within the time and in the manner prescribed by the law and the
applicable regulations. When so waived, the land becomes subject
to disposition to the public generally or to any other claimant recognized by the law as entitled to priority.
In the preparation of regulations (487 L. D., 437, 456) under the
act. of February 25, 1920, supra, the Department considered the probability that cases would arise in which it would -be impracticable,
if not impossible, for all proper parties to a claim for relief under
sections 18,' 19, and 22 of the act, to join in the application, and
section 24-i, which reads as follows, was incorporated in said regulations to cover such a contingency:.
All 'proper parties -to a claim for relief under section 18, 19,: or 22. of the
act should join in the. application, but, if for any sufficient reason that is irpracticable, any person claiming. a fractional or undivided interest in such
claim may make application for a lease or permit, stating the nature and extent

of his interest, and the' reasons for nonjoinder of his co-owner or co-owners.
.In cases, where two or more, applications are made for the same claim for :part
of a claim, leases or 'Termits will be granted to one br: more of the claimants,
as the law and facts shall wa'rrant and aseshall be deemed just.

The Department is of the opinion that the regulation quoted is in:
entire harmony withithe letter as well as the spirit of those sections of
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the act to which it refers. iIt would be repugnant to sound principles
of construction to hold that there is a necessary or even reasonable im-'
plication in: the law that a party clearly entitled to the benefit of the6:
same and' duly asserting his claim is precluded bv the tefatsal or failure
of -a:coclaim ant to -join in the application.; or to hold that one of several coclaimsants could, hy waiver, relin uishment, or 'failure to assert
his right within th6 time prescribed, do mo'e than'destrby lhit personal
privilege, or preference right to 'share the -benefit of sections 18, 19,
and 22.
Of coUrse it would be competent for parties having a claim prima
0 fadze within the exception to sectionV37 to have waived the same and
invoked th' relief provisions of 'said act of February 25, 1920'; and
Minsuch case a reconVeyance of the outstanding titl& is ,imperative;
but that fact has no application to the situation here presented, wlhero
no right underthbe mining law. exists-and theexercise of the6privilege
conferred by section 19 is barred -by lapse of time.
The -decision appealed from is, therefore, modified to accord vith
the view's herein expressed and the case islremanded for consideration;
under said section 244.i;
CAMPBELL v. 'DE HAVEN.
-

'

Decided.February;S, 1922.

HOMESTEAD - ABANDONMENT - MIIITARY
CONTESTJIJDGMENT-REINSTATEMENT.

SEIvicE -

AFFIDAVIrT

-

To meet. the requirements of the act of July 28, 1917, it is necessary to allege
in a contest affidavit clharging abandonment that the absende "was not
' due" to military or naval seravice, and an fapplication to contest based upon
the charge .that the absence "is not due".to such service is defective and
will not justify the cancellation -of an entry. on a default. judgment iwhere
no evidenee was offered to prove that, the abandonment "was not due" to
military or naval service; and an entry so canceled on such a judgment
should be reinstated.

FFINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

After. service of notice of contest had been given 'by publication
and a default judgment had been rendered by the register andreceiver, the General Land Office on January 17, 1921, canceled the
homestead entry, Miles City 033225,; made by William S. De iHaven
December 6, 1916, which as later amended embraces lots 2 and 3, SE.
I NW. 4', NE. 4'SW. 4, and NW. 4 'SE. 4, Sec. 30 T.I18 N., iR.36 E.,
M. M., -under the contest filed by Charles. Lee Campbell: on August 16,
1920, charging.
That said entryman has wholly abandoned said land; that he has never
established residence upon the same; that said defaults have existed for more

-
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than one year last past. and continue to fdate; and that said alleged absence is:
not due to his employment in any department of the United:States Army, Navy,
Xor Marine Corps, or any bureau in connection therewith.

By its decision of September 3,:1921, the General Land Office consi.dered the application of Stella S. Smith, the entryman'sAmother,
for, the reopening of the case and the reinstatement of the entry,
which contained a number of allegations made by her as to Iier son
having served in the. Army during the. World War, and as to his.
later absence from home and supposed death, which need not be here
set out at length for the reason that the Comlissioner in that decision very properly reinstated that entry .on the 0ground, that the
fapplication to contest ,was fatallyv defective because it did not meet
The requirements of the act of July 28, 1917 (40 tStat., 248), which:
mandatorily declares that'Hereafter; no contest' shall 'be initiated on the ground of abandonment, nor
allegation of abandonment sustained against any such -setler, -eitryman, or
person unless it; shall be alleged. in the preliminary. affldavit or affidavits of
contest and proved-at the hearing in cases hereinafter initiated that the alleged
,labsence from the land was not due to his employment in such military 'or naval
service.

This application to contest alleged that the abandonment "is not"
due to that service, instead of alleging asit should have done, that
it " was not 11due to that service. For that reason it did not meet
the demand of that statute or justify the' cancellation of the entry.
See Instructions of August 2, 1921 (48 L. D., 166).
'Furtheimore, this entry was. improperlycanceled' on a default
judgment. No evidence was offered to prove that the abandonment
was not due to military' or naval' seivice, notwithstanding. the fact
that the act mentioned in express terms declares no entry shall be
canceled on that ground until after it has been "proved at the hearing " that the default was not' due to such service.
The contestant has failed 'to set u'p any sufficient reason why the
iCommissioner's decision should'be reversed, and being entirely correct in his holding that the entry must be reinstated, it is hereby
sustained to that extent; but in view of the' instructions mentioned
above, that deeision is set aside in so far as it' holds that the contest
must be dismissed-, and the case is hereby remanded for further proceedings looking to the amendment of the application to contest and
the issuance of a new notice thereunder,'if: and when that amendment is made. But that: amendment will be made under and subject to -the conditions mentioned in that circular, and the entryman's
mother should be nbotified of any and all' actions hereafter taken inthis case, and be permitted. to appear therein in his absence.

48.J]
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WARNER vi BASHAW'S HEIRS.
Decided Febru'ary 3, 1922.
CONTEST-AFFIDAViT-ABANDONMENT-HOME5TEAD-MIL'ITARY

SERVICE

-

ACTr OF

Jun 28, 191T.
Failure to allege in a contest affidavit that the abandonment of a homestead
entry was, not due to military or naval, service is not'sufficient' ground for.
the dismissal of a contest whea it conclusively appears 'thft the physical
condition of the entryman was such as to incapacitate him ,from such serv-.
thereby ecluding him from the class for whose benefit the act of
:'-"ice,
J'uly. 28,41917, impo§ed 'the 'requirement.
CONTEST-CONTE5TA!NT-HOMESTEA-PBAC¢TICE--JUTDGMENT.

-

Process should not issue on' an 'application to contest a homestead 'entry
after the death of the entryman where the contestant, -having knowledge of
that fact, fails to- set forth. the name and residence of each partyi adversely
interested, together with the age of each heir, as required by Rule 2, Rules
of Practice, and,.if process inadvertently issue, a default judgment directing
canceliation 'of tlthe ent'ry will not be sustained inh the absence of' submi'sJ:sion of prootf of the .charges.
DErP4TMENTAx'rnDtcIsrkISIOs CITED AND rFPOLOWEP.
L:. D., 376), Moody v.' Myers :.:(45
'Cases of Goudylv"i Heirs of' Morgan
!(44

L. D.446),
'Do,
Thomas' v. Richey,
. (48 L. D., 181), Evans 'ix Woodward' (48
'
L.AU.,-232), cited and followed.,
FINNEY, First Assistant Serertary:.

'On February 9, 1920, Joseph Bashaw made homestead entrv Cass
Lake 011759,' for the NW. I SE. I, Sec. 9,'T. 1411N., R. 30 W'.; 5th
P. M., Minnesota, and on November 1, 1920, he 'filed an application
for an extension of time until February' 9 192,1 within which to
establish residence on the land.On Aujgust 11, 1920, Henry K. Warner filed his appiicatioh' to
contest the entry on the ground that the cntryman had failed to
I establish residence prior to that, date, and by its decision of Febru:ary 17, 1921, the (General Land Office- dismissed the' contest and
granted the application for an extension.
On March 28, 1921, Warner filed another applioation to contest
t he entry; on '0the jground~l that residence' had not been established
;up to that time.,
Notice of contest was then given by publication addressed to the
heirs and legal representatives of the entryman, and, no-answer or
other pleading having been filed, the register and' 'receiver rendered
a- default judgment and recommended the cancellation of: the entry
which was reversed' on' September 12, 1921, by the 'General 'Land
Office in 'its decigioh of that date in which' the contest was dismissed
on the' ground thatX the con~teskant had wholly failed 'to charge that
.the' entryman's default was no~t due tohis military or naval service.
This Department can not concur in the (Commissioner'i conclusion
that' this'case must be dismissed on that ground, because-in- his ap-
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plication for' an extension 'of time "the
ventryman stated that he was
a. vaeteran of the Civil War and had, been prevented from establishing residence by 'the fact that he had since making the entry been
physically unable to do so, and it was on that,lground'. that the.
order for 'the extension was based by the General Land Office.
The, voluntaryZdisclosure of these facts by the entryman eured the
'defect in the' application to contest:; See Thomias v. Hichey (48 L D.'
181); Evans v. Wo66dard -(48,L-.- D.,9232')'
-:'Y.' However, t, j1udgmqnt rendered by the local. offic can not be, sustained for other and controlling reasons. In the first place..it.appears .tobemore, than, probable .that the entryman died before*the
second. application to,. contest wwas 'filed, and. no mention .is made; in
'that application of his' death. Furthermore it is clear 'that the conftestant 'knew of the entryran's death0before he' attempted serv;0 t.0by 00'ice'
pubcation btecause in'his 'application'for0that serVice he
disclosed his death, and mentioned "as an heir Sherman Bashaw,"
but he did not in that application, 'or in any other manner, give the"':"name and residence of eaeh:.party-adversely .interested,< including
'the age.of each heir "'of the entryman, as he should. have done in
'order' to;' meet 'the. requirements of Rule 2, Rules of Practice (44
L. D., 395).l Nor did he state what 'effort he had made, if' any
to ascertain the names, ages, and' whereabouts~ of such heirs, or, say
whether thie entrymai' left a widow, or devisees. 'For these reasons
an orderjfor thepublication of notice' of contest should not have been

made. Moody v.' Myers -(4 L. 13., 446).',
Again; the default judgnent was' improperly rendered; for the
Creason
that in such cases it is incumbent on the contestant to:'submit proof to sustain' his 'charges. 'Goudy v.i Heirs of Morgan (44

0;

For these&'reasons' the decision of, the, (Commissionier is-hereby
modified, and' when-This .decision becomes. .final the. contest awill; be
dismissed.
:FOULK:v. NEILSON.:
Decided FebruarV 10, 1922.
'CONTEST-MILITARY 'SERVICE-NAVAL

SErvlcE-AFFIDAVITS-ACT

OF

JuLY 2S,

1917-STATuTEs.

The nOnmilitarY and nonnaval service averment required> by the act of 'July
28, 1917, inust be expressed in the words of the statute or be sufflciently
broad to include both military and naval service, and contest affidavits
which contain expressions as "said default wasnot due to militaryv serv: iceof any kind or service in any organization connected with the military
department 'of the United States," ' and. "absence was not due, to -military

: service of'anyinature" are defective:
: ::See les of Practice, reprint 3uly 13, 1921 (48 L. D., 246).:

I
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JULY 28, 1917-

-The nonmilitary wand-nonnaval aservice averment requirement- of the act of
* ,July 28, 1917, is directory and mandatory, but it is not jurisdictional
where, a contest having been entertained upon a defective affidavit, it is
conclusively shown that the contestee was not of the 'tiass for wvhose
* benefit the legisldtioni was enaeted, notwithstanding 'th'at a departmenrtal
'regr~ulati'on makes it-compulsory that sdch requirement shall be complied
-with in all ,contests thereafter initiated.
. ;
CoNTEsT-MILITARYn

SEEvCrE-AEFiDAvIT-AcT OF JULY 28, 1917.:

-

While the- provisions of the jact 'of July 28, 1917, ivere intended to afford
protection only to those of the class specified ibt the statute, yet, a departw
*mental regulation requiring, the nonmilitary and nonnaval service averment. in. every. contest affidavit thereafter filed is not only a proper, one
but is also necessary in determining whether a contestee was or was not
in the military or naval' service.
CONTEsT-CONTESTANT-MILITART

SERVICE-PRACTICE-,AFFIDAVIT.

The act of July 28, 1917, which was intended to protect those coming within
the class specified in the 'statlte, 'relaites' to the matter of pleading, the
burden being placed on the contestant 'at the outset, but if the contestee
fails to object 'to the 'allowance' ofIa contest-upon a defective affidavit,' and
'it is afterwards conclusively shown that-the latter -is not entitled to the'
protection of the act, advantage can not then be taken by emnployment of
a technicality 'under a depatrtmental regulation to set aside na judgment
-holding-the entry for cancellation for good and sufficient reasons.
CONTEST-REINSTATEMENT-E VIDENCE.
An answer incorporated by a contestee as a part of his niotIon for 'reinstatement of, a contest is to be treated as evidence in the consideration of the
case upon appeal on denial of the motion.
DEFPAITMNrENTAL DEcrsIoNs CITED AND FOLLOWED.
The cases of Thomas' v. Richey (48 L. D., 181) and Evans v. Woodard
(48 L. D., 232) cited and followed.

;
.
:
This is a case which involves a contest initiated February 4,i 1921,
by Arthur W.: Foulk against the second homestead; entry- 026807:
made February 12, 1920, by Andrew Neilson, for lots 1, 2, S. NE I4,
Sec. 6, T. 22 N., 11. 69 W., 6th P. M., Cheyenne, Wyoming, laud ais'
trict. The contestant has appoaled 'from a decision rendered June
17, 1921, by the Commissioner 'of the General Land Ofice, diredting
the dismissal of the contest on the ground that the charge contained
in 'the 'application and corroborating faffidavit was not suffficient to
meet the requirements of theiact- of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat.,' 248).:
The local officers allowed the contest and issued notice for personal
service; which 'was duly had. 'On March 15,- 1921, the contestee, by
his attorney, filed a motion to dismiss, setting forth several reasons
upon which hebased the insufficiency of the charge, among which was

FINNIY, First Assistant Secretary:
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the failure of the contestant-to allege that the contestee's absence was
-notdue to naval as well as military service. On the same day the local
officers'denied -the motion, subject to right of appeal within thirty days,
and submitted the case to the Commissioner of the General Land Office
with a recommendation that the entry be canceled for' failure of the
: ontestee to answer. On March.:29,l1921,, the latter ordered the .entry
and on: March 31,: 1921, the-cancellation was: noted of record?-::anceled,
c
and the case closed. On April 1, 192,1, the local officers notified the
contestant of; his preference right privilege, whereupon he:filed an
application. to enter the lands in question which: was :allowed April.
:22, 1921.
.,On April 11, 1921, the contestee entered an appeal, setting forth
eight assignmentsof error, among which was one urging the insuffi-ciency of the nonmilitary averment portion of the affidavit. ' On'
April 27, 1921, the Commissioner held that the contest) charges and,
the corroborating affidavit were sufficient; that there was no showing
warranting consideration upon equitable grounds; and that the motion and appeal should be dismissed.;;

On May 4, 1921, the contestee filed in the.local office. an application
for permission to submit answer0and with it he filed his answer..
The local officers transmitted the papers to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office with a statement that they had denied the' app-lication for the reason that the case had been closed and the contestant had been allowed to enter the land.
On May 11; 1921, the contestee filed in the'local office a motion to
-have the: contest reinstated, and appended to it a copy of the answer,
referred to as Exhibit "A," with the request that it be considered
*in connection with the motion.
:'The contestee, in his motion to reinstate the contest, referred to
the fact that at the time the local officers' denied his application to
file answer, they advised him thatihe -should either move for. a re-;
-sopening of tthe case or appeal to the Secretary of the Interior. iHe
.called attention to the, fact that the Commissioner had caused the
-case to be closed before the time granted to him to enter an appeal
had expired;- that he had not been given an- opportunity, toS file an
answer;; that he had expected that he would be permitted to file one
-and have a hearing on the merits; that injustice would be done him
-unless he-be permitted to answer; that if such- permission: be granted*0 0 hie will defend the charges on-a date set for a hearing. He requested :
-that the contest be reopened; that his -answer: be given consideration
.
-andthat a hearing be set before the register and receiver. :
: In his deuision of-June 17, 1921, here appealed from, the Commissioner, after reviewing. the various stages of the proceedings, held
that he: had the authority to reconsider Eand correct any; action.:there-w
-
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tofore taken; thatin: view of the holding of the Department in the
unreported case of Mundt and Moore v. LeMaster (D-49267Guthrie 0.6665), decided March 5. '1921, the conclusion reached in his
previous decision of April 27, 1921, wasierroneous. He,, therefore,
-directed that theA case be:'reopened, the contest be dismissed on the
ground that the chargesN were not sufficient to sustaini the proceeding,
and that the cdntestee's entry be- reinstated le quoted from that
portion of said departmental decision which had reference to the
,requirement of the nonmilitary service averment. Followin- is the
quoted portion of the decision:

-

*The requirement that in ale contests hereafter initiated it shall be alleged in
-the preliminary 'affidavit that the defaults alleged are not due to entryman'sX
employment in the mnilitary or naval service is mandatory and jurisdictional.
The statute itself uses 'both terms " military or naval service"' and all affidavits
of contest filed in which abandonmient is alleged must conform to the requirements of the act. - The two terms, are not synonymous. They are entirely separate and distinct and an averment in a contest affidavit that the defaults of the
entrman ate 'not due to 'ivatary service might be proven and yet not make a
'case calling-for the cancellation of thee'entry because the benefitss'of the lawiare
conferred equally upon those employed in the naval service.

In his' appeal the contestant urges that there is no sufficient ground>
warranting the dismissal of the contest; that the contestee has never
'made any claim to having beeh in the military or' Iavalservice during
-'the'period covered in his entry :that the reason giyen''fofr the absence
'from 'the land was that the entryman was engaged in. farm work upon
'his 'farm''three iahd one-half miles distant, 'on which he continued to
reside:; that said statements are fully corroborated by 'witnesses and
irecord evidence.

-

The contestee ha's 'filed a motion to dismiss the 'appeal alle~ging that
it

does not meet the requirements of the 'Rules of Practice; that the

evidence upon which the appellant relies
and that the contest affidavit is

is

ex

pakte

and inadmissible;

defective, which defect is

juri'sdic-

tional.
The decision appealed from considered: only. one point, the' sufficiency of the charge upon which the contest was based.

The first

two contentions made by the appellee need not be' considered'herein,
but in

order to make a proper disposition of the case in

the present

'state of the record thie Departmeit finds it' necessary'to construe the
law 'with reference to three separate issues: (a)

whether or not the

chG~arge in the contest affidavit is sufficient to meet the requirementsof:
the! act of July 28, 1917 ;

(b.)'whether or not the requirement of a

sufficient affidavit: is jurisdictional;

and- (e)

if

'such requirement isi

not jurisdictional,' whether or not the answer filed by the contestee
after he had moved' to, dismiss the contest' on account of the insufficiency of the' charge, constituted a waiver 'of his right'to
issue decided on his demurrer.

have th'6
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The pertinent'.portion of the act of July '28, i917, supra, reads as.
follows:.
, ereafter kno contest' shall be instituted on' the ground of abandonment,
H
nor allegatioi of abandoinment sustained against sueh settler, entryman, or
person unless it shall be. alleged in the preliminary affidavit or affidavits of contest and, proved at the hearing in cases hereafter. initiated .that the, alleged abc;ence from the land was not due to his employment in such military or naval
.'service.

The charge contained in the contestant's application, was set forth
in the following language:
;, : said Andrew Neilson fh~as abandoned the land for more than six months
Thlat
failed to. improve-and cultivate the land according to law.
That absence is not due to military.service of any nature.

last' past and has

The corroborating- affidavit was~similarly, worded.
:The:contestee's 'answer was incorporated by'him as a part of his
motion for reinstatement ,of the contest. He not only invited atten-,,'
tion to it,
requested that itbe considered. It was before th.e:.
commissioner at. the, time that he rendered his decision. , He is:..
chargeable with a lmo wledge of its contents. It is now 'a part of the
record and the Department concludes that it should be treated as
evidence bearing on the issue.
The contestee stated in his-answer that besides, endeavoring to improve his second entry, he was. taking care of 40 acres of. hay land on
a farm three and one-half miles .from. the homestead,, which kept,
him away from his. entry much of the time, but that he had never
abandoned it. While he did not affirmatively make any assertion
to indicate whether or not he was in the, military or naval service at
any time during the period covered' by his entry, yet his accounting for his absence shows that his whereabouts during that -time negatives the conclusion that he was in such service.
In consonance with the holdings of the Department in the. unreported cases of Mundt and Moore v. LeMaster, supra,and 'Wakefield v,.
King (A-1818, Santa Fe 039618), decided March 5, 1921, and November 10, 1921, respectively, a contest affidavit is defective if it does not
contain an averment that the entryman was not engaged in Xthe
naval service as well as in the military service, and such. expressions
as "said default was not due: to military service'of any kind or service
inDany organization connected with the military department;of the
United, States," and "absence was not due to military service of any
nature," do not fulfill the requirement of the act. Those deecisions
are still adhered: to in so far as that point is, in question. The aver]:ment should be expressed in the words of 'the .statute or be sufficiently broad to include both military and naval service. .Advantage
of the defect may be taken by the contestee by demurrer.
.but
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The Commissioner, in holding the contest for dismissal, relied
upon the statement contained in the case of Mundt and Moore v. LeMaster, suprf a, that the requirement- of the nonmilitary and nonnaval
servico averment by the act of July 28, 1917,li;is mandatory 'and jurisdictional." The paragraph in which that expression was :used
was quoted in thelater decision. of Wakefield v. King, supra..
It becomes Inecessary, therefore, to consider what. the intention of
Congress was when it enacted the. statute here in question.. In arriv-'
ing at a correct conclusion as to that point. the portions in pamt. nmtena of Section 1 of the act :must be construed together. The act
granted relief to any isettler upon the public lands of: the United'
States -or. any homestead entryman who, after such settlement or
entry, "enlists or is actually engaged in the military.or naval service
of the United States as a private soldier, offi'cer, seaman, marine,
national guardsman, or member of any other organization- for offense
or defense authorized by Congress during any war in- which the
United States may be engaged." The language used later on in said'
section that " hereafter no contest shall be initiated on the ground, of
abaldonmenf, nor. allegation of abandonment sustained against any
such settler, entryman or person," except where the contest affidavit
contains the nonmilitary service and nonnaval fservice averment,
clearly shows that Congress intended *that such averment should be
made before a; contest proceeding could be. initiated against an entry.e
made by one' coming within the~class specified in the act. 'It was
clearly not intended,, however, that the protection conferred by ic
was to be-accorded to one who was not of the class for whose benefit'
the legislation was enacted.
The Department, as a matter of administration and" in order to
safeguard the. interests of those for whose protection the statute was
enacted, issued a regulation: requiring that the nonmilitary service
averment should be incorporated in all contest affidavits filed there-;
after. The regulation, 4in the opinion of the Department is not only
a proper one, but is absolutely necessary, otherwise 'there, 'Would be
no way of knowing in advance whether any contestee was or was not?
in the military or naval service. But it is broader than the act itself.
Evans v. Woodard (480L. D.,. 232).0 Congress did 'not impose upon
the Land Department the duty to regulate that the requirement
should' .be inserted in every contest affidavit.
-If an entryman whose entry is 'made.the subject of contest is of'
the class for whose benefit Congress legislated, the statute makes the,
requirement to aver that the absence Was not due to military or naval
service both directory and mandatory. It relates to. the matter of
pleading. The contestee is relieved of raising 'the'point by plea and
the burden: is' placed on the contestant at the ontset.- The omission
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of the aver'ment from the affidavit makes it so fatally defective that
process should not be issued thereon, and, should process be inadvertently issued, ia motion to dismiss -or 0demurrer thereto must besustained. The denial of that right to the contestee is ground for
reversible error.
By regulation, however, the Department has made compulsory in
all con'tests-thereafter initiated the filing of-the affidavit described in;
the act of July 28, 1917. In respect to the initiation of contests, therefore, all contestants are required to make-the same preliminary showing irrespective of whether or not the contestee comes within the class;
which the statute protects. ;If a proper affidavit is not submitted
process should not be issued. If process be issued, the contestee,
although not of the class protected by the act, may object to the 'pro-_
ceeding and his objection should be sustained.
Cases have frequently arisen, however, where; contests haveebeen
allowed to proceed to hearing without the proper~affidavits, having;
been filed by the contestants, either on account of the erroneous action
of the local officers in refusing to sustain objections raised by contestees or by reason of the failure of contestees to take advantage of
the defective pleadings. It has been subsequently shown in those
cases that the entrymen were not of the class for whose benefit Congress legislated. The question 'of the jurisdiction of the Land De*partment to try such contests is often raised on -appeal to this'
Department as has been done in the instant case. This appeal, therefore, goes to the power of the Department to hear and determine a
contest initiated upon a defective affidavit where it has been conclu-'
sively shown that the contestee is not of the class for whose protection
the affidavit was required.
The Department has previously held in 'the cases of Thomas d.:
Richey (48 L.. D., 181) ,and Evans"V. Woodard, supra, that where a
contest proceeds to a hearing and it is clearly shown' that the conb the law, the regulation has no"
testee is not of the class protectedby
controlling effect. -In that event the requirement is clearlyvnot juris-X
dictional. The contestee does not come within the protection of the
statute. Yet even inthat event he mary, under the departmental regu-;
lation, take advantage of the defective affidavit by 'motion to dismiss
or demurrer, and such objection sholdZ be sustained. However, he
can not later employ a technicality, placed within his grasp' by a regulation, to set aside a j udgment holding his entry for cancellation for
good and sufficient reasons. While the nonmilitary and nonnaval
averment has, by departmental regulation, been made mandatory in,
every contested case thereafter, arising, yet to hold that it is juris dictional in this class of cases would amount to an interpretation of
the act of July 28, 1917, sitpra, different from that which: Congress
intended. The case of Mundt and Moore v. LeMaster, supra, in
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Wawhich the term " mandatory: and jurisdictional " was used-will not be
-adhered to*wrhenever it is found to be in conflict with the later cases
of Thomas V. Richey and Evans v. Woodard, or with the principle
enunciated herein. 'The case of Wakefield v. King, supra, which was
decided subsequently to the decision in Evans v. Woodard, did not
consider the question of the-jurisdictional effect of the statute and
consequently, by incorporating the paragraph quoted from the LeMaster case, the Department' had no intention of vacating or modifying the,priniciple enunciated in the Richey' and Woodard cases. That
principle is still adhered to.
In the case at bar the contestee pursued the proper course at the
outset. However, instead of adhering .to that course, he later chose
to file an answer. By his answer he' showed that he was not entitled
to the protection of the act of July 28, 1917. His answer places him:
'within the same category as the contestees in the Richey and Woodard cases. The failure on the part of the contestant to insert in his
affidavit the averment required by the departmental regulation is not,
therefore, a fatal defect. This is an entirely different case from;
that in which the contestee is of- the class for whose benefit Congress
legislated.
In view of the foregoing presentment of the law and facts, the
action of the Commissioner in holding the contest for dismissal was
erroneous, the decision of0 June 17, 1921, is reversed, and the case
is remanded that it be reopened and proceed to hearing on the answer
"filed by the contestee.

AROUNI v. VANCE.
Decided February 10, 1922.
Oi.

XANDGAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
PERMIT-SECOND
RELINQUJIS:HMENT-PREPERENCE RIGHT.

HOMESTEAD-ENTRY-

An application for a second homestead entry under the act of September 5
1914, filed by one having the. requisite qualifications, assumes, during the
pendency of action as to the question of its allowance, the status of an
entry within the operation of the oil leasing act of February 25, 1920, irrespective of whether or not he executed a formal relinquishment, and confers upon the applicant a right to prospect the land superior to that of a
prior applicant for a permit without a preference right.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
* After havingn
made homestead entry Glasgow 048793 and attemnpted-•for pa while to comply with the requirements of the law
thereunder, Kaffia Arouni found that adverse conditions would prevent her from acquiring title to the land embraced in that entry and,
consequently., she concluded to abandon; it, and on October 10, 1919,
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filed her application Havre 044262,0 to make a second entry under the
act of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat. 712), for the N. ,Sec. 28, T. 37
0N.,-R.; 15 E., M., M., Montana, under the enlarged homestead law.
No entry' has yet been allowed under that application, which was
suspended'at the time it was presented and forwarded. to the General
Land Office for its approval 'under the' usual course of Procedure
in such cases.
On' January' 8, 1921, and long after; Arouni's' perfected homestead
application iwas -presented,- arry A. Vance filed his application
XHavre 045994, for an. oil and gas prospecting permit' covering the
LE. I and' S: " S'W. ,; Sec. 21, and "the entire tract embraced in
Arouni's homestead application, and' 16 days'later Arouni filed her
'similar application 046035, 'for thle tract covered by her'homestead
application and also the SE. J'NE.'J, E. I SE. -4,and 'SW., SE.'
Sec. 21 same township.
By its decision of November 19, 1921, the' General Land Officeheld that the fact that Vance had filed his application before Arouni
presented her' application for a prospecting' permit gave him the superior right to a permit for the 'reason that Arouni could not claim
a preferred right inasmuch as no entry had been, allowed under; her"
homestead applicationiV
In her appeal from that action Arouni urged in effect that she
should be awarded a preferred right for the reason that her perfected homestead' application 'had, without any fault on her part,'
been pending without action for more than two years and ishould
therefore be treated as an entry for the purposes of this case.
On May 11, 1921, and before, Arouni's 'appeal had been reached
for consideration in this Department, the General Land Office; in letters addressed to her and 'to the register and receiver, called attention
to the fact that its records failed to show that she had filed a relinquishment of her Glasgow entry and directed the register'and receiver
to at once notify her that if she failed to file such a relinquishment
within 30 days her application to make a isecond homestead entry
would be rejected.

In response to that requirement Arouni claimed that she filed her
-relinquishment of the ,Glasgow entry about thetime she, presented
her application to make the second entry, and a controversy hash
arisen as to the correctness of that statement.- She did, however, file
a relinquishment in compliance with that requirement."
In the opinion of the Department the decision in this case (foes not
turn' on the question' as to when the Glasgow entry was relinquished,
-or as to whether it was relinquished at all or not. The' act on which
this application for a second entry was based'gives the right 'to make
-such an entry to any person, otherwise qualified "who through no1
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fa`ult of his owvn, may have lost, forfeited, or abandoned"' his ;former
entry.
It will be observed that- the right of second entryr is -given by"the
:actto one who has- "abandonoed" his fdrmer entry.: ,The. actdoes'
not specify that that -"abatdonment",' must be evidenced iby'a relinquishment or in tany other particular, manner.
In the case ofVWilliam%H. Archer (41I,. D., 336) itwas said that;-The ffact of
eabadonmft'
of a former entry gives benefit of sthtute, twhether
the former entry is forrally conceled on the record or n-ot. Walton v. Monahan
(29 L. U., 108) .; Liberty . Moyer (88 L.-. , 881).; Tuney v. Manthey (32L. D.,
561) ; Lean v. Kendig :(36 L. D.,, 221).

See also Ramage v.Beckworth (41 L. D., 373, 375).
In her application to mOakethe second entry Arouni, sore that as
,to her former entry I.,
relinquishing, the same at
eonde,hate
abandoned it." Andin the affidavit' filed by her in support of' that
application, which 'was corroborated by the- oathsof two other per-.
sons, she swore as to'theland covered'ibyvher. Glasgow entry as fbl-.
lows:
* I have lived qn the, land for two years ezcept in the winterpmonths. ,None
broken-cpuld not break it. * . *-have abandoned the claim since lapt
summer. Have just exeseted a relinquishment on this land and delivered it
to the Glasgow, office.
* *
'
,
This land turned out, to be all,, gumbo and alkali, and it hasbeen impossible
to break it, or have it broken. I have tried a number of times to get it broken,
and no one will even make an attempt at it, and consequently it is impossible to
make a living on this land and I can not complete the entry.

Even if a formal relinsquishment of. the'entry was not filed in the

beginning these declarations could readily have been taken as being
in effect a renunciation of all.: futrther claim. under that entry, a very
positive evidence of .abandonment, and for that. reason they .could
very well have firmed 'the basis of 'an 'order by the General Landr
-Office canceling that entry.
Nor 'can the 'fact that an entry has not been formally allowed under
the oappliqation be sa~id to defeat her p;ireferred right to a prospecting
. :~permit because it; has been long andA verywell settled' that the allowance of an entry'relatesback to 'thei date of the filing of the application 'on: hich it is based and gives all rights that.'wouldi'have
:attached if the entry had been timely allowed.; Ramnmagev uMaloniey
(1 L. D., 461); Wdler v. Keeler -(3 L. D., 28%8); Millsp v.Daiy, (1:7
1. U.D,345); Smith 'v.Malone ;(18 L. I)., 482, 486).0:':X. : ;
:
A-nd this doctrine hgs.been ;so far extended in Gertai jinstances as
,to give an applicant'tha benefit of statutes ,relating onlr. to entries
:allowewd prior to their enactment, in cases where: applications pendipg
at the time of the passage of the statutes were not allow ed until afr
.;; :.,..
52403,-voL:48-21----35
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*the statutes becomejlaws. See 'Charles C. Conrad (39 L. ID., 342), and
other kindred cases. Louis Zuckman (40 L. D., 25).
'.
vRi
And that rule was also lately applied: in the case, of
Snowden .(47 L. D., 321),in which the facts were practically identical
- with those in this case. There Rippy had applied to make 'an enlarged homestead entry under the 'second&entry act of September 5,
1914 (38 Stat., 712) .: Before that entrvy was' allowed Rippy filed his
application to make a stock-raising entryi as, additional. to the land
embraced in his pending0 applicationj and 'later Snowden filed his
similar application and contended that*he had the superior right
- because an entry-had not been allowed under Rippy's enlarfed homestead application.
In deciding that ease this :Department held-:that tinasmuch as
Rippy's rights under his enlarged homestead entry related back to the
ddate of the j presentation of *his application 'therefor Ihis pending
application was a sufficient basis for the application-to make the-addi' 'tional entry, and gave him rights larger than those of Snowden. It
was said in that decision that,To hold otherwise would be to render his (Rippy's) status and his rights
.-dependent upon the delay incident to the transmission to and consideration by
the General Land Office of his application- for second entry.

The holding in, that case is entirely decisive of the controlling qdues-;
-'tion presented in the present case, and the'decision here appealed from
is, accordingly, herebyo reversed.

HE~tERjv. HAIRT
-Decided Februry15, 1922.
AJPPrLCATION-WATER EXPLORATION PERMIT-ACT OF OCTOBER 22, 1919.
Lands within a proven artesian well area in which wells, are-being successfully used for irrigation at a reasonable cost are not of the character that
the 'act of October 22, 1919, contemplated should be designated as' subjeoct
'to ekploratioi and an application for a water exploration permit embracing
'lands within such area must be denied, notwithstanding that it has lOt
been clearly shown that all of the lands described in the application can
:
:
-0.
:
- i
;. ;.
t-00V:V. : be thus irritgated. R. -.NNEY, Firat

os
stPInt Secretary:;

-

On March' 7, 1921, harles Francis Hrt filed his, application,
Carson City 013193,.for a permit.to 'expliore for water on a tract' 'of
S , NW. '4, sw.
00.0:; 00 1 -therein as follows: N. 4.N:.
l0and;.described

W . SE. 4, Sec. 31, T. 32 N R.
NE.: 4,SW.l ,.SW. 4 SE. 4 and NW.T
4
'E: 4,
SW.,
2E
W.
34
N
, N.,IE. IT,SW. '4 NE. 4, SE. I -NW. 4, B. 4W.
SW. 4I,Se.
SW. I SW. 4, Sec. 7, W. NW. 4, Sec. i8SE: 4E
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s. , W. t-,W. J SE. , NW. 0 SW. 4, Sec. 4, N. : N. ., SE.
See.., -S
NE. f, NE. - SE. I, Sec. 8,NW. k,.W. SW., " SE. k SW.:, S.
SE. I, NW.T 1 -SE. I, Sec. 9, N. i., Sec. 16, T. 31- N.,ItR.20 E., SE.
NE. -, Sec. 13, T. 31 N., R. -19 E.., Mount Diablo Meridian, Nevada.:
* On March 21, 1921, Arthur: V. Heller filed his similar application
013194 embracing the SE. 1 SW. J, SWV.I SE., J, Sec. 5 ; .all of Sec.
8, S. : -S. , SW. 14 NW. i, NW. I SE. ', NW. I SW. 4i, Sec. 9 N. I
W SE.t , S.: j NE., NW. I
sec. 15, W.
Sec. 17, N. , Sec-. 16, N. S,
T. N.,.R.. 20 E., Mount Diablo Meridian, Nevada.
NE. j, Sec. 10, T.31
Later, Heller, filed a protest against the allowance of Hart's application asking that itbe .denied because the lands embraced in*it arge
not in a reasonably compact form, and for the further reason that
there are artesianh- ;wells now located on; lot 2 of section 6, SW. -:
NW. i Sec.: 18, T. 31 N., R. 20 E.
SW. i, See. 4, and the N NW.
By its decision of September 20, 1921, the General Land Office sus: tained Heller'ssprotest and held- Hart's application for rejection because there was a great and unjustifiable lack of:compactness in the
tracts mentioned therein, and atjthe same time Heller's application'
-was, suspended .to await such final action as might be takenlon Hart's
0

application.

In his appeal from that action Hart attempts to set up facts which
in his opinion justify the lack of compactness, and bring his application within the rule as to compactness prescribed in the regulations
issued under the act mentioned; but in the opinion of this Department it is not necessary to :here enter 'into a consideration' of that
question at all, because it is apparent that neither of these applications
'.canfbe allowed for the reason that the lands involved are not of the
character prescribed by the statute as being subject to the grantingI0
of such permits.

These applications are both based on the act: of October 22, 191t
(41 Stat., 293), section 1 of -which gives the -Secretary of the Interior
the power to grant to a qualified person-:
a permit, which shall give the exclusive right, for a' period not exceeding two.
*years, to drill or otherwise explore for water 'beneath the,. surface of not ex0 ceeding two; thousand five hundred and sixty acres of unreserved, unappropriated, nonmineral nontimbered public lands of theUnited:States in the State
of Nevada not known tobe susceptible of successful'irrigation at a reasonable
cost from any known source of water supply:. * * * And provided: further,
That said land, shall theretofore have f been designated aby the Secretary of the
Interior as subject to disposal under the provisions of this act.
3From this it will be seen thatibefore suchJpermits' as these applicants
are. seeking can be granted it must not only' appear that the 'lands
applied for are "not known to be susceptible of'successful irrigation
at' a reasonable cost 'from any Known source of' water supp5ly," but
they must also have ben ,designated by the Secretary of, the Interior
"-as subject'to.disposal under the provisions of this act."
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'Now it clearly appears that these lands should not and will not
be designated in that; manner, because there is' with the record a.
communication fromthe Director of the Geological Survey dated
December 12,19219, in which he refers to the lands embraced in Heller's application and says:
Information obtained through recent field examination by I classifier :of
indicates that the land involved in this application is.
located in a proven artesianwell -area where flows from 10 to 300 gallons per

ithe Geological Survey

minute are found at depths of 160 to 300 feet. Several wells in the iminediate.
vicinity that are being successfully used for irrigation of the land involved
ui this case can be obtained at a reasonable cost. The land therefore is known
,to be irrigable and'is not of a character properly subject to designation under0
the ground-water reclamation act.

it is true that the lanids mentioned in the ;Director's letter,
do not include all the land applied'f or by Hart it, must be held that
'his recommendation also fatally affects Hart's 'application as to all
the land he applies for-. This conclusion is: amply supported by' the
i:fact that Hart' states in his aapplication for the permit that "there
are artesian -wells in' the. vicinity Qf the land," and in his appeal he
admits that there are at least two such' wells on tracts applied for.
by him or0 on tracts adjoining them. Not only this, but the Director
refers to the lands applied for by Heller, 'a part of which are in
Hart's application, as being " in a proven' artesian well area," and,
'that'area must, under all the circumistances stated be assumed to include all the lands embraced in both these applications.
For these reasons the decision appealed' from is hereby modified,.
and the case is remanded with directions that these applicantst be:
informed that their applications will be finally rejected if they fail
within thirty days from notice of this' decision to show cause to 'the
contrary.
'While

PLATT vI PARDUN.
Decided Febrtary 18, 1922.
MILLTARY SEBRVICE-CoNTEST-ABANnoNmENT
1917-STArJTES. : ' :

-HOmTsTEAD-ACT

Or

JTTLx
Y28E

The protection afforded by the act of July'28,11917, to those in the military or naval service of the United States, whose entries became subject of attack by contest on the ground of otbandonment,- covers only tbe
be
;period of such service, and after dischargel the homestead laws musthe
with $by them, unless excepted by special statutory provision,
i 0 Xcomplied
to. the same- extent as by those not 'within the class protected by that act..
[ILITARY. SRVrICE-CONTEsT-AFFiDAvIT.HoMEsTEAD-ATiANDONM ENT-RELINQTJTSHMENT-PREFERENCE RIGHT.,;
A contest affidavit. charging abandonment of a homestead entry after the
discharge of the entryman from the 'military- or naval service of the
'United'States is'not defeebive for failure to plead iterally in the terms of

58.]
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* the act'. of July' 28, 1917, and such affidavit,. if otherwise sufflcient, will,
upon .relinquishment of the entry, support a claim of Wpresumptive prefence right as against a subsequent contestant.:
FiNNsDr, First Assistanit Secretary:
-

Roy I. Platt has appealed from a decision rendered by the Com-

imissioner of the General Land Office September 13, 1921, dismissing
ihisf contest'against homestead entry 031052, made by Wilber C.
'Pardun November 1, 1918, for the S. i SW. 0 and SE. i, Sec. 14,
N. j NW. i'and E.
E
, Sec. 23, T. 29 S., iR. '53 W., 6th P. M., Pueblo,'
Colorado, land district, on the ground Ithat the charge containied
in the contest affidavit was defective.
The record discloses that 'on March 9, 1921, Roy I. SPlatt filed an
application to contest the entry of Pardun, setting forthi his 'charge
injthe following language:
:
iThat iclaimant has wholly abandoned said 'entry for more than eleven months
last plast:; that claimant has failed to 'establish or maintain residence thereon;
except claimant did at one time establish residence thereon; but for more than
eleven months past claimant has not maintained residence or 'cultivated same
since his discharge from the United States Army; that said absence is noti due
to any army or military service of any character as an officer, private soldier,
sailor, marine, national guardsman, or any other organization for offense or
defense in any war authorized by Congress in which the United States:may be
engaged.
Due notice of the contest' was served uponthe
'He
Hentryman
failed to answer, however, whereupon the local officers transmitted the
record to the Commissioner of the General Land Office with a recomimendation that the entry be canceled.
On June 1, 1921, LeRoy L. Pilgrim filed' a contest aplication
against the entry of Pardun, -which the local officers suspended to
await the result of the action upon the contest initiated by Platt.
In lthe decision; appealed from, the Commissioner held that' the

affidavit of-contest is vitally defective in that it stated that the ab-sence -of the entrym'anl from the land is not; due 'to service in the mil-itary or naval forces of the United States, instead of following the
words of the act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), namely was not 'due
to such service. Reference was made to 'the depa r tmental',regulations
governing this point.
'
On August 24, 1921, the local officers advised the Commissioner of
the General Land Office that a relinquishment of Pardun's entry had
been filed on August 22, 1921, and that they had 'dismissednthe,
contest initiated by LeRoy L. Pilgrim.
(On? November 12, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office further considered the case and advised the local officers that
the relinquishment had not been 'received in his officee;that the contestant, Platt, could not acquire a: preference right on the presump-
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tion .that the relinquishment was, the. result, of the contest, if the naildavit was so defective that "a contest could not be predicated thereupon.. Paragraph 3 of the instructions of April 1, 1913 (42 L. D.,
71), was cited as in point.. :He ordered that no further action be
taken by them until the Department shall have rendered its decision
upon the appeal of Platt.
The contestant discusses in his appeal the meaning which he intended to convey by the use of is instead of was andcontends that'
the Department should not give to its use a narrow technical construction.. It does not appear necessary, however, to set forth here
the arguments made on behalf of the contestant.
*
Paragraph 2 .of ;the instructions of April 1, 1913 (42 L. D., 71),
reads as follows:
Where it appears of record that the defendant has been served With notiee.
of contest personally or by publication, it will be conclusively presumed Masa
matter.;of law and fact that the relinquishment was the result of the contest,
and the contestant will be awarded the preference right of entry without
necessity for a hearing.

Paragraphl 3 of the regulations of April 1, 1913, supra, provides
that-.
Where a good and sufficient affidavit of contest has been filed against an
entry and no notice of contest has: issued on such affidavit, or, if issued, there
is no evidence of service of such notice upon the contestee, if the entry should
be relinquished you will, as heretofore, immediately note the cancellation of
the entry upon the records of your office. In such iases for %purposes of ad-w.
ministration a presumption will obtain that, the contest induced the relinquishment and you will at once so notify the contestant. and that he will be
:allowed to make entry accordingly. * * *
It

is specifically stated in paragraph 3 thatl the affidavit must be'

ECgood and sufficient one. -:Paragraph 2 is silent das to that Xpoint.
:However, Ithe regulations contemplate that a good and'sufficient
affidavit of contest shall be an essential requirement governing presumptive preference rights in all cases where relinquishments ihave
been procured, irrespective of whether or not noticei of the contest:
shall have been served upon the contestee. It is incumbent :upon
the Department to determine whether or not the charge contained
in Platt's affidavit was sufficient upon which to predicate a contest.,
That is the only issue to be decided in this case.
* The contestant stated in: his affidavit that the entryman had been
in the military service and that he had been discharged: therefrom;
that the contestee failed to return to the land after said discharge
and:that the abandonment of it had continued for more than eleven
months. The:entryman subsequentlyvrelinquished, and the relin-,
quishment was apparently filed in the local office by the contestant.
*In the instant case the contestant alleges that the entryman was
iin the military service and that he was discharged therefrom. No
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attempt was made to charge. 'abandonment' of the entry during the'
fperiodthatthe entrtyhan served in the A'riny. The absence referred
to is the present, 6continuing abandonment that has occurred since
the soldier's discharge. The entryman did not interpose any objec- -L
tion to the dharge, but on the -contrary executed his' relinquishment.
However, if he had not done sothe Department coIcludes that in';
this case the charge was sufficiently* stated to enable it to sustain
the contest, notwithstanding. that the term is not du8
bwas
used.- It
is 'obvious that Congress by requiring that the contest affidavit contain the averment that the absence wcsa nbt duejto military or naval
service, intended to protect entrymen'n who were in such service and
during the period of their service. :- It did not, however, intend that
the p'rotection shourd continue after their discharge. Theyr must
then comply' with the, law to' the same extent: as;Vother entrymen
except where special provisions&have been made for their benefit."
Where, as in this case, the charge is made that the abandonment
had occurred after the discharge from the Army and was continuous".
for more than eleven months up to the time of the initiation of the
contest, the use ofhtehe statement that the absence is 'not due to military or naval servjce, when construed with other portions of the
Charge, does not make-the affidavit defective. The charge correctlyI
sets forth -what the contestant desired to prove and which,' if proven,
is a sufficient ground for cancellation of the entry.
In view of the facts as presented the Department concludes that
the charge in Platt's affidavit was a 'good and sufficient one and that.'
the contestant is entitled to the exercise of the presumptive ptefer- .
tence right described in the i;nstructions of April 1, 1913, ssupra.
Accordingly 'the decision of the GCommissioner is reversed and the
case remanded for further action consistent herewith.:

GARLAND v, CONNOLLY.
Decided February 21, 1922.
HOMESTEAD.
The cancellation of a homestead entry upon contest is not a sufficient ground
upon which to base a subsequent contest against a stock-raising 'homestead

ContES-HOMfEsTEAD-CANCELI.ATION-STOCIc-IIAISING

: .entry
made as additional to the former, even though the latter entry was
allowed during' the pendency of the first contest.'
'
Gon{TksrCowrETsTAn¢T-PaACTIcEF-RnE 8, RUiES OF PrACTICE-NOTICE.

A coutect abates ipso facto if-proof of service is not filed within thirty days
Ifrom date of service; as required by :Rule 8,s:Rules- of Practice, in1casc no
answer is submitted, and a second contest by the :same contestant will not.
be sustained upon substantially the same charges, notwithstan ding that the
entryman was not served with notice of the first contest, unless satisfactory
explanation is made why the irst: contest was not prosecuted.
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Dyxlrn~r~w!,AL DECISIoNS .CITED ~ANDiFoTLLOwED.
Oaaes ;-of Schmnidtcl,.: McCurdy'(44 L. D., 56S), Wickham v. Heir of Uber
(46 L. D., 63), Maiman v. Halff,46.L. D.,6164.), cited and:followed.
FINNEY,Fir8Assatat cretary:

Anthony' .J. Connolly imade homestead entry, The:-Dalles '012298,
for SW. f3;SW. I, Sec., 27 N. iVNW. , NW. iNE. J, Sec. 34,.'.-4 S,4
and on
1B. 14 E., W.. M. Oregon, on December 3, 1913. Thereaf
December, 8, .1914, the said. entryman made additional entry The
: ;Dalles 0.014205, under. the enlarged homestead act, for E. J NE. i,
N. 1 SE.:;,Sec. 33-, same township and range.;
The said entryman filed application, The Dalles 016897, under the
stock-raising homestead act; on July 26, 1917, for SW. I SE.' , E. Jt
SWi ,, Se.."
SE

, NE 14 E:

W.

0

SE

T. 4 S.

Rn,.:14 E., W. M., with.a petition 'for designation of all of ;said' lands,
:and the said entry' was. allowed July 22, 1920.
Robert.0. 'Garland filed application to contest said. stock-raising'
homestead entry, The Dalles;-016897, on.March 26, 11921, and'alleged-.
That said Anthony J. Connolly has not established and maintained residence

thereon for more than six months last past-and that' helhas

placed no improve-

ments whatever upon the land 'and' has wholly failed to comnply with the law;
',
were can-.
that his original entries' Nos.i 011840 (012298) and Q14205. *
celed as the result of contest alleging in substance of failure to, establish and
maintain residence, and final proof~submitted thereon was declared false and
-; untrue as to residenc-: that this entry No. 016897 should haveObeen canceled
.autornatically with his original entry; that said failure of entryman to comply
with the law 'was: 'not due to his services in any branches or in' the:Army or'i
Navy of the United States during the late-wair with Germany or in: any war in,
which the United States is now or has been engaged.,

The contest was 0allowed and notice for personalservice was isssued
on March 26, 1921.' -An affidavit;was' filed onA''ril '28, 1921, from
.which it appears that notice of contest was served upon the entryman
personally on April 26, 1921.
The contestee by his attorney filed a special 'appearance on May 25,
1921, with a motion that the contest be abated on the ground that
notice of contest was not served -within thirty days subsequently to the
date of its issuance, andhon the same day the local officers dismiss'ed
the case Rfor'-want of jurisdiction f and allowed the 'contestant thirty
'
days 'within~Which to appeal.
By decisioi iof September 20, 1921, the, Commissioner held that, the
case being one of simple abatement, there was no right of appeal, but
that, on proper showing, a new application might be filed by the contestant unlessa the said decision should become final and result. in the
cancellation of the entry.
The (Commissioner :further' found that the' contestant, Garland, on
b'December 11, 1918, had'filed application to6 contset said entry 01229,8,
nmade December 3, 1913, and said additional entry 014205; made De--
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entryman had never Itle
resided
cembepr 8, 1914, on the. ground, that
upon -the land but had.visited it only occasionally and that such failure
to. reside on .the land -was not due to, military, or naval service; that
said entries were held for cancellation by decision dated May l7
1920, and that said decision was affirmed by the Department -on November 29, 1920; that, by 'decision of February 25, 1921, the Department denied a petition for a rehearing and, by decision of March 14,
1921: the said entries were canceled and the case closed.
The Commissioner further held that the additional entry should
not have been allowed during the pendency of the contest against the
original entry, as the right to make an additional entry depends upon
the subsistence of an original;- that the additional entry, having
been 'allowed erroneously, should 'have- been held Ifor cancellation
when the original and' first additional entries had been canceled.
Accordingly, the Commissioner directed that' said 'additional stockraising homestead entry 016897 be held for cancellation.
The contestee. appealed fromi that portion of the said. decision of
the' Commissioner dealing with thei status of the*entry on :the ground,.
generally, 'that the' original' entry, even though subject to. cancellation,. might be 'the' basis for the additional entry and .that a second
contest'on the same grounds should not be allowed the contestant.
.Th the case -of Mallman v.- Halff (46 I. D., ::164), it is held. (syllabus):
Afi
original entry of record, althoughX subject to cancellation upon proper proceedings, may nevertheless be basis for an additional entry under section 3

of the enlarged homestead act, and the additional entry may be perfected, even
should the original be, canceled.

:It appears that in the above entitled case as in the .case 'at bar a contest had been initiated againstthe original entry and was pending at
the date' the application was filed .to make the additional entries under
the enlarged and stock-raising homestead acts, respectively, and no.
reason appears why the rule applied in Mallman v. Halff, supra,
should not also be applied in this case.
In the casev of Schmidt.v. McCurdy (44 L. D., 568), cited by the
Commissioner, yit: is held that upon failure to file proof of 'service of
notice of contest within thirty days from the date of . service, the
contest 'abats ipso facto,' in case no answer iis. filed, without the
necessity of action by the adverse' party or the local' officers.'
In the case of Wiclkham v. Heir of Uber (46 L. D., 53), cited by the
Commissioner,' the notice of contest was never served upon the contestee, and it was. held that a second contest upon the same grounds
could not be maintained unless some satisfa-ctoivy explanation were
made why the first contest hadnot been prosecuted.
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It is:believed- that the rule;announced in Wickham v. .Heir of
Uber, supra, was correctly applied by the; Commissioner to the facts
in this case, and the record is remanded for action accordingly.-

RICHARD G. PEEPLES.
Decided February 21, 1922.:
DESERT LAND-EvibEn1CE.

Desert entries will not be allowed in areas where there is no persuasive
geologic, topographic, or other evidence tending to furnish a reasonable assr rance of an existing, sufficient, and economically available water: supply,
and an exception to this rule will not be made on the ground that the
lands are situated in an undeveloped field.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

This' case is up for consideration on Richard G. Peeples's appeal

from theo General Land Office decision of October 20, 1921, which
rejected his application, Phoenix 047804, to make a desert-land entry:
for the NW. 1, Sec. 12, T. 5 S., R. 9 E., G.I:& S. R. M., Arizena, on:
the ground that th& entryman's proposal to :secure water'for irrigation by sinking and pumping from a well about 70 feet deep on the
land does not sufficiently appear to be feasibly possible.
This decision is based on the report of a. special agent's field
examination in which he says that the land is situated on a mesa
.on which there has been no attempt at irrigation; that there are
three wells in that vicinity; one about one and one-half miles distant, 75 feet deep, that furnishes'but a small supply of water for,
domestic uses; and the other two, located within two and a half or
three miles from this land and on the same plan, ihad -been sunk to
:
a depth of 220 and 225 feet before water in pumping quantities
was reached.
The applicant does not, dispute: these 'statements but bases *his
appeal on the ground, mainly, that this is an undeveloped field and
that,- therefore, the Government should permit him to make an effort
to prove the possibility of irrigation in that locality.
This contention would. not, in the opinion of this Department, .
justify the allowance of this application,Iunder the conditions. disclosed. While it is the policy of the:Government to encourage the
reclamation of arid lands. this :Department can not be umnindful
of the, fact that it is also its duty to prevent as far as is reasonably
*possible improvident entrieg.which are more than likely to result in.
failures after large expenditures: of time and money have been un-.
wisely made. It is not intended by the enforcement of the present
stringent regulations :to. shut out all effortW by pioneers in untried
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fields, but entries in such fields can not be sanctioned unless there areat least persuasive geologic or topographic or other evidenticondi* tionsithat*furnish reasonable assurances of an existing, sufficient, and
economically available supply of water; and in this case there is not
;only a lack of such a showing but former efforts in that locality
strongly indicat'e, if they do not positively demonstrate, that there
is almost if not a completei absence of sufficient water that could be
*profitably used.-

The unrestrained allowance of applications of this kind prior to
the. adoption of the present restrictive regulations resulted in so
many entries that should never have been made as to call for an act
of Congress to give relief to entrymen who had found it impossible
to secure water. That act, however, does not afford relief under entries made at this timne, and, that fact furnishes; a stronga reason
why the existing regulations should be strictly enforced.

The decision appealed from is, therefore, affirmed.

SPINDLE TOP OIL ASSOCIATIONXV. DOWNING ET AL.
Decided February 25, 1922.
O.L AND GAS LAuDs-PROsPECTING PERMAIT-NOTTCO-PREFERENCE RIGHT.
The act of February 25, 1920, does not' require the posting of notice on the
land preliminary to the filing of an application for an oil and gas prospecting;permit, and one who posts notice and~applies for a- permit under section 13 of the act after the filing of an application by another under that
section does not acquire a preference right to a permit.s
| Ot AND GAS LANDS-PosrECTrNaG PERAMIT-COMPAOTNESS-ELECTION.
Where an applicant for an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13
of the act of February 25, 1920, in good faith presents an application which
does not conform to the requirements of the statute as to compactness, and
the Land, Department requires an election as to the land to be retained,
the privilege to elect, if exercised withiin the specified time, is not defeated by. an intervening application filed by another under that act.:
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED.

C
Case of Fred Mathews (48 L. D., 239) cited.

FINNrY

First Assistant Secretary:

June 23 M1920, George W. Downing et al. filed prospecting permit
application 04'755, under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437), for Secs. 18 and 26, T. 7 S. R. 10 E., S. B. M., El
Centro land district, California, claiming preference right by virtue
* of posting notice on the land on.May 24 1920. June 25, 1921, the
Commnissioner of the*General Land Off[ic held that-the land selected.
was not in compact form, there being other more compact unappropriated public lands at the time of filing,, and- allowed applicants to
elect which 'tract they*would retain.: Theyf elected to retain sectioni
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26, and. on. September 22, 1921, ,theapplicationv as finally rej ected
ats to section 18.
On 'February 18, 1921, the Spindle Top Oil Associa tion filed prospecting permit aplication. 05155 under section 13 'of the ;act of February 25, 1920, for s.5.,
Secs.14,,:22, 24, and,26, T.
R. 10 E., S. B. M.,
claiming preference right by posting of location notice 'onlFebruary
*0':10,
1921. On. September 22, 1921, the Commissioner ,held the application for rejection as to section 26, on account of conflict with the.
prior application of Downing et. al. From-this decision appeal has.
been taken.
The appeal sets out that appellants made examinations of the land
at various times and found no evidence~ thereon that any claim had
been initiated until the 25th day of September, when notice of Down_
ing's claimr was found some half mile .from the: section ,in fquestion.
:that assuming, from the fact that 0no notice of ,any conlicts had been
.given them for over, eight months after their application was:filed in
the local office, no conflict existed, on the 24th of September they began active work on the property, the work on section 26 being the
erection of a building;.that they have' also entered into various agree:ments and contracts based on the conditions recited. In addition,
it is contended that Downing's claim to noncontiguous tracts could
not be held a. valid claim to. either, and ithat his claim to section 26:
was not perfected until Ihe made his election, five months after the.
filing of appellant's application.
* The application of Downing et al.' was actually filed in the land
office long prior to the posting of notice on the land by the appellant and it is not necessary to invoke the claim of preference right.
.
by virtue of posting. The law does not require the posting of notice
on the land prior to the filing of a permit application, but accords to,
one who actually erects a monument on the land and posts noticeof
his intention to apply for a permit 'therefor a thirty-day preference
right period within which to file his application. The' appellants
could have ascertained, the existence of the prior application 'by inquiry at the local land office at any time. Their assumption that
there 'was no adverse claim because they were not notifed of a conflict for some months after they filed their application was entirely
'
unwarranted. Nor does the fact that they have done some work on
the land and have incurred obligations in connection therewith give
them any right, for they had no' legal riaht to enter upon the land:
and abegin work thereon prior 'to the. allowance of a permit.
The:remaining contention is with respect tomnoncompactness. The
Department has :held that' the requirement of the statute as to compactness is: directory and not mandatory (Fred Mathews, 48 L. D.,
239). The rule'as laid down in the regulations is thatjincontiguous
tracts within a. limited radius may be included in a. permit when
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conditions are such that beciause of prior disposals a reasonable area
-of contiguous land can' not be procured. This is a flexible rule
an1d each case presented. must bee 'considered' in the light of the particular conditions, existing thierein. .W ere an applicant in good faith
presents an application which the Commissioner determines does not
conform to the, requirements of 'compactness, it has been the 'practice
to' allow' him to miake 'an election as to tracts he will retain, and such
right is n'ot tjdefeated' by 'a subseq'uent section 18 application. The
defect 'is considered to be' a curabley defect, and in this case' it was
hcuredwithin the timeaallowed by'the C tommissioner.
0vThe action 'appealed from is affirmed, the case closed, -and the
record'returned to the General Land Office.

WILLIAM WAIRNKE.
Decided 'February 25, 192

:

tRECLAMATION HOMESTEAD-WITHDRAWAL-RELNQUISHMENT-AcTs

;
OF JuE25,

1910, AND: AuGuSTX 13, 1914-.

:.The proviso to section- 10 of. the Act of August 13, 1914, which amended section 5 of the act of June 25, 1910, does not contemplate that lands entered'
prior to June 25, 1910, and relinquished subsequently to the creation of
a second form reclamation withdrawal, shall be subject to' entry before the
establishment of farm units 'and announcement of the availabilit 'of water,
'except by one who had acquired an equity in the relinquished entry.
DEPARTMENTAI. DEcIsIoNs CITED AND FOILOWED.

.

Cases of Elthel L. Catron" (42'L. D., 7), Fredrek Steebner (43 L. D., 263),
and Fred: Anderson (45' i2D., 504), cited "and followed.

FFINNEY, Firstt Assistant Seawetary:

M:arch 28, 1919, ;William. Warke fiedhomeste'ad application for
the. NE. 1, Sec. 29, T. 1 NX, R. '1 E., G. &. S. R- M., hhoenix, Arizona,
land :'district, which was rejected b-y the local officers for the stated
reas6n that theland involved was not subjecit to entry because' it
was under second form withdrawal under the Lreclamation
Iact and
had not acquired- statusffor entry under the provisions of the act of
June 25,1910 (36 Stat., 885), as no farm unitshad been established
and no pu'blic notice had been issued announcing the availability of
water for irrigation of said tract..
'
October 12, 1921, the 'Commissioner of: the General Land Office
reversed the action of' the register ,and receiver and returned the ap.plication for allowance 'under section 10 of .the act of August 3,.
191ig4: (38 4fStat.., ':686)',0 amendzatory; ofxs ection 5' of' the said act of

June' 25, 1910.
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* Byvtelegram of December 3 0,1921, the register and receiver suggested to the Commissioner: that his decision of October 12, 1921, ap-:
peared to- conflict with departmental decision in the Scase of Fred Anderson (45 L. D., 504). ' In response, they were advised to withhold
action on the application pending further instructions.
February 10,:1922, the Commissioner transmitted .the record for departmental consideration.s It lappears that this land was withdrawn
under the second form July 2 1902, and is still so withdrawn;u 'that
nho public notice has8ever issued announcing.that water is available
for its irrigation, and no farm unit has been established including
this land' or' any part thereof; that. the land was, entered by Sidney
Henry July 24, 1907, which entry was relinquished by' him January
22, 1908; that no subsequent entry affecting this land was made and
it Was vacant when Warnke filed the present application on March 28,
: :1919.;
.
,
Section 5 of the act of June 25, 1910, supra, jprovides:
That no entry shall be hereafter made and no entryman shall be permitted to
go upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the Interior
shall have established the unit of acreage and fixed the water charges and the
(datewhen the water can be applied and made public announcement of the same.

That section was amended by the act of'February,18,1911. (36 Stat.,
1917), to read as follows:
:no entry shall be hereafter made and no 'entryman shall be permitted
to go upon lands reserved for irrigation purposes until the Secretary of the
Interior shall have established-the unit of acreage and fixed the water charges
and the date when the water can be appliedSand make :public announcement of
the same: Provided, That where entries made'prior to June twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten, have been or may be relinquished in whole or in part, the
lands so relinquished shall be subject to settlement and-.entry. under the home-,
stead law as amended by an act entitled "An Act appropriating the receipts from:
the sale and disposal of the public lands in certain States and Territories to the
construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands,", approved
June seventeenth, .nineteen hundred and two (Thirty-second Statutes at Large,
page three hundred and eightY-eight).'
'That

Said law was further amended by section 10 of the act of August

13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686),as follows:
That no entry shall be hereafter made and no entryman shall be permitted to
go upon lands reserved for irrigation.purposes until the Secretary of the Interior
shall have established the unit of acreage per entry, and water is ready to be
delivered for the land in 'such unit or some part thereof ad such fact has been
announced by the Secretary of the Interior: -Provided, That where entries made
prior to June twenty-(fifth, nineteen hundre and ten,.have been or may be relinquished, in whole, or in part, -thejlands so reiinquished jshall be subject to settlenment and entry under the reclamation law.
.

It, will be obseryed that the acto.f e 25, 1910, absolutely, cut,'off
the right to make entry of lands 'withdrawn under the reclamation
0 0 ;where
act farm units had not been established, or where public an-
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nouncement had, not been made. of date, when water would be avail.able. This resIulted in hardships upon entrymen who had existing
entries,.because they could not .complete their titles :on account of
lack of. water.for reclamation, and could not dispose of their improvements to otherE prospective entrymen because, -even if they ' relinquished their entries, no further entry could be, allowed while the.
land remained in that condition. It was, to relieve that class of
cases that the amendatory legislation; was enacted. This is -shown
in the report 'of the Department on the bill'when the amendatory
act of 1911 was pending in Congress. It wais stated in said report
in part that'

These settlers, many of them with from one to three years' residence to their
credit, are not permitted under existing law to assign their entries. I This,
results in hardships .in many cases and it is believed that there should be
'some method 'by which such settlers who 'are unable to further maintain residence upon their claims because of the hardship incident thereto,' or of the
fact that. their money has been expendedf should be enabled to relinquish
their 9aims, 'securing from other qualified settlers, who may desire to enter
.the same, compensation for the improvements placed upon the land.
Said bill, No. 9405, will afford relief to this class of entrymen by providing
that the lands so relinquished shall continue to be subject to entry under the
homestead law, subject to the terms and conditions imposed by the reclamation.
act. It is a: measure 'which will afford relief to: settlers, will operate in a
limited number of cases only, and, in the opinion of the department should.
,be enacted into law.

The debate on the bill is to the, same efect as shown by the following excerpts:V
Mr. MANN.WI can see no more reason for letting a man enter a pieceo
ground, unless he has: bought the relinquishment, where it has' already been:
,.entered before than where it has not. been entered before. There is no dis-:
tinction.
Mr. MONDELi. The gentleman is right in his view that an entryman' can,
under 'this act, sell his relinquishment. In some cases the entrymen' havecultivated their lands or improved them quite 'extensively. They ought to be'
given the opportunity to get something. for their improvements.

Mr. Mondelltalso :called attention to the fact that the bill -was.
suggested by the Reclamation Service because of the hardships met
with in the field where homesteaders had spent a number of years.
on the land andlfou'nd it impossible to remain iand were unable to..
secure return for the improvements made. - Hve further said:
This is'simply to cover those cases where the men have gone on the land
before the water was put on, to give them an opportunity to sell their improvements, and let some one else. comply with the law.

This view 'of the law was applied by the Department in. the case of
:Ethel M. Catron' (42 L. I.,' 7), wherein it'was said 'in'efect tha t
the' adt of February 18, 1911t, was inended for 'the, relief of 'those
who were prevented by tthe act of June 25, 1910, from realizing the>0
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value of their improvements: by assigning their entries or by relinquishing them, so that the vendee of 'their improveinents might make
:entry, and that "the act-of 1911 must be construied according' to:'its
-purpose and intenit, iather than its letter."i 0This doetline' was 'reiter*ated in.the case of Fredrek Steebner (43 L. D., 263, 265-266),!wherein
:it was,said that' the act of February18, '1911wvas manifestly intended to apply to all such entrymen who have been or should
he,, by reason of the provisions of said act of June 25, 1910, prohibiting entries
for such lands until public notice of watefr charges, etc.,' should be issued, prevented from realizing the value of 'the; improvements; placed 'by them on their
entriesi by selling such inprovements to others desiring to maike entry for the

lands upon relinquishment of their vendor's entry therefor,.as might have been
done prior to June 25, 1910, but vhich' the act of that date prevented, as above

'
'stated.
supra, the Steebper case was cited
1 case ofFFred
In the
with approval, and substantially the same language wase employed
.in stating: the purpose of the act of -February 18, 1911 . As 'to the
point here involved, there is no material distinction to be drawn between the act of Febfuary 18, 1911eand the later am4endIatory'act of
August :13, 1914, supra.
In the present case there is no suggestion of any: relation between
the former relinquished entry and 'the ::present application.- Indeed,
the mere' lapse of time between them,'.more than 11 years, Practically
precludes any such suggestion. The Henry entry was relinquished
nearly two and one-half years before the law of June 25,: 1910,0:was
enacted. The land was subject to entry during all that time.' 'Even
after the date of .the act of February 18, 1911, more -thaneight years
:elapsed before warnke .applied to enter. If he had' in any manner
00 :iacquired an'equity in tthe former entry of'Henry, doubtle s4 it w1ould
have 'been made known long, before the date when he filed the presnrt
.application. TheDepartment is clearly of opiniion.that then;fkwvas
not designed' to cover such -a' case as here presented. Therefore the
decision of the Commissioner -is vacated and the application- is
rejected..
.Anderson,

UNITED STATES v. STATE: 0F NENW

[XEXIC0.

Decided Februtary, 27, 1922.-'
RuLE 72, RurLEs oF PBACTICE-CoMMIssIoNEm OF THE GENERAL. LAND OFFIcE:
APPEAL.-JURISDICTION..
The principle previously enunciated by the Department that Rule; 72, Rules
of Practice, does not prevent the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
,beore .an appeal is taken, either on his own motion or where, his attention
is called. to an, error or omission, from reconsidering and correcting his
decision in ex parte cases, is not to be construed' as confined to cases of that

.tt class. ' '' iS 'a u'i (i, f ....',.'::.- ''
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SCHOoL LAND-NEW MEXICO.
The grant to the State of New Mexico of certain designated sections .of the:
public lands for school -purposes embodied in the enabling act of June 20,

1910, became effective only upon and by force of the proclamation of admission of the State into the Union on January 6, 1912.
DEPARTMENTAL, DECISIONS CITED AND CONSTRUED.
Cases of Nathan H. Pinkerton (40 L. D., 268), Stewart Campbell (42 L. D.,
55), United States v. State of New Mexico (48 L. D., 11), cited and construed.
FINNE,

FirstAssistantSecretary:

This is an appeal by the State of New Mexico from an order and
.decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, renderedSeptember 2, 1921, correcting and modifying his decision of August
il, 1921, in view of the discovery of a mistake of law applicable to
certain of the controversies adjudicated in said earlier decision, the
correction of which mistake altered said decision as to said controversies.
The appeal challenges the power of thei Commissioner t6- correct
in cases such as this, his decision, prior to an appeal therefrom, and
expressly excludes from its scope any appeal from the Commissioner's
decision on its merits, ";although the right to do so is not waived by
the State."';
The Commissioner's said first decision was on; appeal from the
register's and receiver's decision of October 23, 1920, following a
hearing in adverse proceedings instituted by the United States
against sundry school sections in New Mexico, upon charges that the
lands were of known coal character prior to the date the rights of
said State attached under its school-land grant. The grant of Sections 2 and 32 was made by the enabling act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910 (36 Stat., 557, 561), providing for the admission of
New Mexico as a State, but took effect only upon and by force of'the
proclamation of the admission of said State into the Union, which
occurred January 6, 1912, as was held by departmental decision of
February 15, 1921, in United States Iv. State of New Mexico (48 L.
D., 11). That decision was overlooked in reaching said Commissioner's decision of- August 11, 1921, and consequently certain evidence, in the record of said hearing, tending to show that Sec. 2, T.
18 N., R. 7 W., Sec. 32, T. 20 N., 1.8 W., and NE. and NE. SE.d 1
of Sec. 32,:T. 15 N., R. 9 W., in the Santa Fe land district, were of
known coal character during the period intervening between said
date of approval of said enabling act, June 20, 1910, and the date
of said proclamation of admission, January 6, 1912, was held irrole52403°-voL 48-21
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vant, the State's rights being. held to have attached. June 20, 1910,
instead of January 6, 1912.
e This error and its vital influence upon said decision of August 11,
*1921, having come to notice, the Commissioner of his own motion
entered his decision of September 2, modifying that of August 11 by
holding that said described lands were of known coal character when
the rights of said State under its school-land grant attached, from
which, as above stated, said State has appealed'simply on the question
of the Commissioner's power so to change his earlier unappealed
decision.
It is argued that such a power is discountenanced by Rule 72 of
the Rules of Practice as reprinted with amendments March 19, 19181,
which provides thatNo motion for rehearing of any decision rendered by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office will be allowed.

But this rule is merely intended to do away*with consumption of
time by a litigant in seeking from the Commissioner, change of a
decision of his wh'ich can as well and more speedily be effected through
its review on appeal to the department. It does not stand in the way
of the' Commissioner's correction, on his own motion, of his decision
where an error in it has come to his notice prior to his appeal there*from. This power of correction, on one's own motion, of one's own
errors, before consideration of them by a tribunal -of review has
superseded the jurisdiction, inheres in every tribunal or adjudicating
official, and it aids in arriving at a correct result of a controversy; for
if rightly exercised it clears of possible error the record to be reviewed, while, if wrongly exercised the error will be set right, like
other errors, upon consideration of the case on appeal.
The case of Nathan E. Pinkerton (40 L. D., 268), and Stewart
Campbell (42 L. D., 55), which the appeal of said State cites as
limiting the Commissioner's power of correction of his own decisions
to 'those in- ex parte cases, were ex parte indeed, but the principle
laid down is not limited to such cases, and is clearly applicable to the
situation here presented.
Although this appeal was by its terms confined to consideration of
the Commissioner's jurisdiction to render his modifying decision of
September 2, 1921, yet it brings the whole case before the Department,,
and that decision has also been reviewed upon its merits. The Department is satisfied that said decision is on its merits correct, upon
both the facts and the law. and it is therefore affirmed.
:

1

See Rules of Practice, reprint of July i3, 1921 (48 L. fD., 246).
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APPLICATIONS FOR, LANDS AFFECTED XBY WITHDRAWALS FOR
TRANSMISSION LINES-FEDERAL WATER POWER ACT OF IUNE
10, 1920.
INSTR-UCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
V:Washington, D. a., February 08, 19M22.
Thle COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL ELAND OFFICE:
Your letter of November 21, 1921, adverts to instructions of November 23, 1915 (44 L. D., 412), relative to the acceptance of appli-.
cations to enter lands, part of which have been withdrawn for transmission lines, and requests advise as to the effect which should be
given said instructions, keeping in mind sections 23 and 24 of the
Federal Water Power Act approved June 10, 1920 (41 Stat., 1063),.
in connection with(a) Applications presented prior to the passage of said act for
subdivisions affected by withdrawals for transmission lines, which
applications have not yet been allowed, and
(b) Applications presented subsequent to the passage of said act
for subdivisions affected by withdrawals for transmission lines.
General instructions under section 24 of the Federal Water Power
Act were issued under date of November 20, 1920 (47 L. D., 595),
and in view thereof the Department considers the instructions of
November 23, 1915, obsolete.
Section 3 of the more recent instructions provides:
Where any application is presented which conflicts with a transmission-line
withdrawal of a strip of land crossing the land applied for, you will, if otherwise regular, allow the entry, but will note upon the face of the entry papers,
and upon your records, the following:
Entry made subject to conditions and reservations of section 24, Federal
Water Power Act, approved June 10, 1920, in so far as transmission-line withdrawal No.-,
created by Executive withdrawal of
(or water-power
application heretofore filed under the act of June 10, 1920), ;may affect same.

Advice is also requested respecting the action to be taken upon
isolated tract applications which were presented prior to the passage
of the Federal Water Power Act for lands of like situation, but under which sales have not yet been ordered.
In these cases sale should be authorized in regular course, if otherwise proper, and if the lands are sold the entry papers should be
endorsed in accordance with the regulation hereinbefore quoted.
E. C. FINNEYi
First As8aWtaat Secretary.
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RUBY v. KROKSTROM.
Decided December 12; 1921.:
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-ACT
RESIDENCE-CULTIVATION.

OF APRn,

28,

1904-CoinWMzuTAoW-PTEXr

-

One who makes an additional entry under section 2 of the act of April 28,
1904, based upon a commuted original entry, is not entitled to a patent
upon the strength of* the latter entry, unless he had 'resided upon and
cultivated the original entry for the full period prescribed by law pmreedent
to patent, had it not been commuted; and where such requirement has' not
been met, he must continue to comply with the residence and cultivation
requirement of the law for such period as added to that of the original
entry will make the full period of residence and cultivation required by
the law under which the patented entry was made.
ADDITIONAL HomESTEAD-ACT
R1ESIDENCE-CULTIVATION.

OF APRIL 28,

190&-CoMmVuTATio-PArTfV--

The residence provisions of the three-year homestead law can not be invoked by one who made an additional entry under the act of April 28,
1904, based upon a commuted original homestead entry made under the
preexisting homestead law, but upon which residence had been maintained
for more than three years prior to the submission of commutation proof,
unless all of the requirements of the three-year homestead law precedent
to the issuance of patent had been fulfilled.:
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-ACT OF AFEIL 28, 1904-AaIENATroN.
An entryman who, under the act of July 28, 1904, makes an entry as additional to a patented original entry, does not. forfeit his right to perfect the
former by the subsequent alienation of the latter, if he was at the time
qualified to make the additional entry.CONTEST-AFFIDAVIT-OMEsTEAD-ABANDONMENT-HEARING.
An allegation in a contest affidavit that an entryman had "wholly abandoned
his original and his additional entry," is too general in its terms to warrant
the ordering of a hearing, in that it does not show when the abandonment
began or how long it continued.
DEPARTmnENTAL DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Lyman v. Swick (45 L. D.+ 325), cited and' applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
On May 22, 1914, a patent issued to Johan Emil Krokstrom for
lots 5 and 6, and' SE. 4 SE. 4, Sec. 27, and lot 11, Sec. 34, T. 141 N.,
R. 28 V, 5tih P. M., Minnesota ,under his homestead entry, Cass
Lake 03794, made May 15, 1909, and on commutation final proof made
April 9, 1913, showing residence from June 1, 1909, to the date of:
the proof,: or for a period of three years, ten .months and 'eight,
days; and on April 26, 1916, he made entry for the adjoining lot -12
in said Sec. 34, under section 2 of the act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat.,
527) as additional to the land embraced in his original entry.
FINNEY,
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/ On January 15, 1920, E. H. Roby filed-a contest against this additional entry charging "that said entryman shortly after making:
said additional entry sold and conveyed title to his*original entry.
and removed therefrom and wholly abandoned said original entry
and said additional entry.".
By its decision of August 16, 1921, the General Land Office digmissed this contest on the ground that "'no residence or cultivation
is required on the additional entry where final proof upon the original entry has been made." That conclusion was based on the erro-;
neous finding in that decision, that "five-year final proof was submitted " under the original entry, and in his appeal from that action
the contestant urges that erroneous finding as a reason why the Commissioner's action should Abe reversed.
The act of April 28, 1904, supra,authorizes persons who have made
acceptable final proof under homestead entries embracing less than
1:0 acres to make entries such as the one here involved and declares
that " patent shall issue' (under such zentries)' without further proof."
Section 1. of that act authorized the allowance of second entries
under other ciromunstafices, and required' proof of residence and cultivation thereunder, Xand section 3 says: that commutation "shall not
be allowed of an entry made under this act.":
In construing the effect of this inhibition as to commutation on
section 2:0-of the act this Department in its regulations issued September 11, 1908 (37 L. D., 160)Ysaid that " if the original homestead
entry is commuted, no title will be passed to the entryman for the
additional entry until Jhe submits Proof in' the manner required by
the homestead laws,, showing that he has resided upon anid. cultivated the land: included in the original entry for a period of five
years or that he has resided upon and cultivated the land in the
additional entry for such period as added to that of his residence and:
cultivation of the land in the original entry will make the full period
of five years.
From the facts. already stated it will be 'seen that this entrymani
lacked one year, one month and twenty-two days of having resided
on the land for the required five years, and that, therefore, he cannot,
under the regulation quoted, obtain title to the land. covered by his
additional entry until he furnishes proof that he'has resided on and
cultivated the land covered by it for the time that he lacked of completing his five years of residence under his original entry. A question, however, arises in this connection, as to whether this entryman
can now urge that the provisions of the three-year homestead, law,
enacted prior to the final proof under his original entry, relieve him .
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of -the necessity of residing on the land covered by' his additional
.entry, in view of the fact that he resided more than three. years under
his original entry before he, made proof. It is not believed that this
entryman is in a situation to claim any of the benefits of the three
year homestead law, because his final proof very clearly shows that
he had not met all the requirements of that law and'did not, therefore, attempt to make proof under it because of his lack of cultivation required by it. His final proof showed*that he at no time cultivated more than 8.50 acres, or far less than the required ofie-eighth of
the entire 148.91 acres covered by his original entry.
However, and notwithstanding these facts, it must he. held that the
contest charges are not sufficient to call for a hearing in this case.
The charge that the entryman sold the patented land soon after his
additional entry was made, avers an immaterial fact. While the
entryman was required by the law under which the additional entry
was made to show in support of his application that he was then the
owner of and occupying the patented land,. there is nothing in that
statute which required'him to continue to own and occupy it up to
the time he made final proof under his additional entry, or for any
other length of time after the additional entry is allowed. This Department in construing a similar statute in the case of Lyman D.
Swick (45 L. D., 325) held that continuous ownership of the land
originally entered and owned at the date of the application to enter.
was not essential to the acquisition of title under an additional entry
if the entryman had again acquired the title. A kindred doctrine
has been followed by this Department in numerous cases where it
has been held that one who is qualified to make an entry at the time
his entry is made does not forfeit his right to a patent by later placing himself in a position that would prevent him from making an
entry.
The further allegation that this entryman had, since making the
additional entry, removed from the land covered by the original entry
" and wholly abandoned said original entry i and said 0 additional
entry " does not state when the abandonment began or how long it
had continued and it is too general to warrant a hearing.
From these facts and considerations it must be concluded that this
contest should be 'dismissed, and in so far as the effect of the Com-'
missioner's decision is concerned, it is hereby affirmed.
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MARTHA HEAD ET AL
Decided January 31, 1922.
ALLOTMENT-COAT

LANITDs-WITHDRAWAL-RESERVATIONT-SURFAcE

RIGHTS-ACT

OF FEDRuARY 8, 1887.

Only agricultural and grazinglands are subject to allotment under section 4of the act of February A8,1887, and where the lands embraced within an
allotment application under that act are chiefly valuable- for their coal
contents, the allottee must file an election as prescribed by the act of March
3, 1909, and take with a reservation of the coal to the United -States, as re* quired by the act of June 22, 1910.:
ALLOTMENT-INDIAN

LANDS-PUBLIC LANDS-ACT OFSMARCH. 3, 1909.

-The act of March 3, 1909, which makes provision for allotments in severalty is
confined to such allotments on Indian tribal or reservation lands, and has
no application to allotments on public lands made pursuant to'seetion 4 of
the
i act of February 8, 1887.
ALLOTMENT-CITIZENSHIF-ACTS

OF

FEBRUARY

8,

1887, AND

MAY

8,

1906-

-

STATUTES.

Children of an allottee, born after the parent had made an allotment under
section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887, having received the status' of United
States citizenship by section 6
thereunder,

of that act, were not entitled

and the act- of May 8,

1906, which

former act by postponing the citizenship
trust

to allotments

amended section

6 of the

status until the expiration of the

period, has no retroactive effect upon the children of allottees whose

allotments wete made prior to the enactment of the amendment.
ALLOTMENT-VESTED RIGHT-PUBLIC LANDS.
1887, does not confer upon an Indian a

Section 4 of the act of February 8,

vested right to an allotment of public lands thereunder, and such right can
not be acquired prior to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth in

i-he act.
C!ounT ANDDEPARTME14TAL DEcISIONS CITED AND AIPLIED.
Cases of United States v. Celestine
(232 U.

S., 442), Oliver C.

(215 U.

Keller

(44 L.

S., 278), United States v. Pelican
D., 522),

Bililik Izhi Vt Phelps

46 L. D., 283), cited and applied.

FirstAssistant Secretary:
is filed by Martha Head, a Catawba Indian, in her own
behalf and by Pinkey H. Head on behalf of his minor children,
Nellie A., Helen Katherine, George Willard, Heber, Mary Evelyn,
and Lucy Head, all Catawba Indians, from decision of the (Commissioner of the General Land Office dated June 13, 1921, involving
allotments made by or in behalf of said parties on the public domain
under, the fourth section of the act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat.,
388), as amended for lands in sections 5, 8, 9, 22, and 27, T. 30'N.,
R. 15 W., N. M. P. M., New Mexico.
In all cases exceptethat of Mary Evelyn Head, the appeal is from
an order laid upon allottees requiring them to file election to receive
FINNEY

XAppeal
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patents for the lands embraced in their allotments, reserving the coal
in said lands to the United States under the act of March 3,1909 (35
Stat., 844). In the case of. Mary Evelyn Head, the allotment application filed in her behalf was held for rejection for the reason that
she was born subsequent to the time her father, Pinkey H. Head,
filed allotment application for himself under the fourth section of the
act of 1887, reference being made to decision rendered in the case of
Oliver C. Keller (44- L. D., 520, 522).
'The township in question was withdiawn July 26, 1906, from filing
or entry under the public land laws., This withdrawal was subsequently modified to apply to coal entries only; and was included
in coal land withdrawal by' Executive order of July 2, 1910.
It is uiged in the -appeal among other things that the lands in
question are primarily valuable for their coal deposits; that the act
of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 781, 783), recognizes the right of Indian
allottees to the coal deposits in the lands covered by their allotments;
that the coal land withdrawals in respect to the lands in question,
were made subsequently to the allotment applications and that as-to
Mary Evelyn Head, the rule' laid down in the Keller case as to subsequently born children of allottees is wrong.
' It has been fheld that the fourth section of the act of February
8, 1887, ist in its essential elements a settlement law and that "to make
such act effective to accomplish the purpose in view, it was doubtless intended it should be administered, so far as practicable, likeany other law based upon settlement." Indian lands-Allotments
'(8 L. D., 647, 650). That is, only agricultural and grazing lands
are subject to allotment under that section. The Indian is'required
to state the character of the land applied for under said section, and
at the same time to file a nonmineral affidavit. In other words,
lands to which the mineral laws of the United States apply are not
subject- to allotment under the fourth section of the act of February
8, 1887. Consequently if 'the lands in question are chiefly valuable
for their coal deposits, as alleged on appeal, they are clearly not subect to allotment under that section except upon election being made
mn accordance with the act of March 3,' 1909 '(35 Stat., 844) which
provides-X
That any person who has in good faith- located, selected, or entered under
:the nonmineral land laws of the United States any lands which subsequently
are classified, claimed, or 'reported as being valuable for coal, may, if he shall
f so
elect, and upon making satisfactory proof of compliance with the laws
under which such lands are claimed, receive 'a patent therefor, which shall
contain a reservation to the United States of all coal in said lands, and the
'right to prospect for,, mine, and' remove the same. * * * Provided further,
That nothing herein contained shall be held to affect or abridge the right
of any locator selector, or entryman to a hearing for the purpose of determining the character: of the land located, sdlected, or entered by

him.
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The instructions issued under the above act specifically state that
"it applies alike to locations, selections, and entries made prior to
its passage and those made subsequently thereto." In view of the
allegation and claim that the lands in question are primarily valuable for coal, it is unnecessary to have further evidence `as to their
coal character.
The act -of June 22, 1910 (36. Stat., 583), authorizes agricultural
entries- and surface patents for lands withdrawn or classified as coal
lands. It was held in the case of Bililik Izhi V. Phelps (46 L. D.,
283), that the provisions of that act are applicable to allotments
made under the fourth section of the act of February. 8, 1887.
As to the act of March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 781, 783), cited in the
appeal, the samen refers to allotments in severalty on Indian tribal
or reservation/ nds and has no application to fourth section allotments on'pub'lands.X'
The fourth section of the act of February 8, 1887, provides as

follows:
That where any Indian not residing upon, a reservation, or for whose,
tribe no reservation has. been provided by treaty, act of Congress, or Elxecutive order, shall make settlement upon any surveyed or unsurveyed lands.
of the United States not otherwise appropriated, he or she shall be entitled,.
upon application to the local land office for the 'district in which the lands are

located, to have the same allotted to him or her, and to his or her children,
in quantities and -manner as provided in this act for Indians residing upon.
reservations.

The construction placed upon this section in the regulations issued'
soon after the passage of the act of 1887 (Circular of September 17,,,
1887, unpublished) *wasas follows:
3
The fourth clause above cited,; "To each other single person under eighteen

years now living," etc., will be construed to embrace children who may beborn prior to the date of the parent's application for an allotment.

The same rule was followed in the regulations issued under the
fourth section April 15, 1918X(46 L. D., 344, 348), which read:
An Indian settler on public lands under *the fourth section is also entitled
upon application to have allotments made thereunder to his minor children,.
step-children, or other children to whom he stands in loco parentis, provided,
the natural children are in being at the date of the parent's application, or

the other relationships referred to existed at such date.

Section 6 of the act of February ~, 1887, provides:
*:
*if And every Indian born. within the territorial limits of the United'
States to whom allotments shall have been made under the provisions of thhle
act- * * * is hereby declared to be a citizen of the United States and isentitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities of such citizens. (Italics.
supplied.)

*

It was held in the case of Oliver C. Keller, supre:

'

i

Therefore, at the time the parent applied for an allotment for himself under

said section, he is also entitled to select allotments on behalf of his minor-
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children then in being. He is not entitled to select allotments on behalf of
children that may be born thereafter, and this for the further reason that the
act of 1887 in section 6 thereof declares every Indian to whom an allotment
has been made under the provisions of said act to be a citizen of the United
States. Hence, children born after the parent has been allotted have the
status of citizens and not Indians, and are therefore not entitled to allotments under the fourth section.

Two propositions were involved in this holding, viz-an Indian
parent is not entitled to select an allotment on behalf of a child
born after he applies for an allotment for himself under the fourth
section of the act of 1887 because the law as construed in the regulations was against such a selection. This is sufficient reason of itself.
But the additional reason is stated that as the law declares the parent
to be a citizen upon allotment being made to him, a child there-'
after' born to him has the status of a citizen and not that of an
Indian.. Exception is taken in the appeal to the second proposition on the ground that under the act of May 8, 1906- (34 Stat., 182),
-an Indian allotee does not become a citizen until the issuance to
him of a patent in fee simple.
The act of May 8,1906, s&pra, which was an amendment of section 6 of the act of February 8, 1887, provides:'
00* * * And every Indian born within the territorial limits of the United
States to whom allotments shall have been made and who has received a
patent in fee simple under the provisions of this act * * * is hereby
declared to be a citizen of the*United States, and is entitled to all the rights,
privileges, and immunities of such* citizens, etc. (Italics supplied.)

*The allotment application of Pinkey H. Head for himself was
made March 9, 1906, prior to the: act of May 8, 1906. His child,
Mary Evelyn Head, was born December 26, 1909, and allotment
application was not filed on her behalf by the 'father until May 24,
1910, long after he received trust patent on his own allotment. The
provisions of the act of May 8, 1906, clearly show that it was not
intended to affect allotments applied for prior to its passage. Such
allotments are governed by the provisions of the act of 1887, which
declare that upon the making of allotments under that act the allottees shall become citizens. The purpose of the act of May 8,1906, was
as stated in the case of United States v. Pelican (232 U. S., 442;
450), " distinctly to -postpone to the expiration of the trust period
the subjection' of allottees under that act to State laws." It was
also held in the case of United States v. Celestine (215 U. S., 278,
'291) thatThe act of May 8, 1906, c. 2348, 34 Stat. 182, extending to the expiration of
the trust period the time when the allottees of the act of 1887 shall be subject
to state laws, is worthy of note as suggesting that Congress, in granting full
rights of citizenship to Indians, believed that it had been hasty.
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It is also urged in this appeal that. the: Indian has a vested right
to an allotment under the fourth section of the act of February 8,
1887, and that the allotment right under such section becomes vested
in an Indian child at'the time of its birth, the parent on whom said
act confers authority to make allotment selection for the minor child,
acting only in the capacity of guardian or trustee for the benefit of
the child. An Indian no more has a vested right to an allotment on
the public domain: than' has a homesteader under the general homestead laws prior to the performance of certain required conditions.
An Indian may have a vested right to an allotment in reservation
lands because the' lands being owned by the tribe in common, the
individual member if otherwise qualified, has an inherent interest in
such lands. f But in respect to public lands, the situation is different
as in the absence of such legislation as contained in the Inclian hom'e-E
stead acts of; March 3, 1875 :(18 Stat., 402, 420) , and July 4, 1884
(23' Stat., 76, 96), and the fourth section of the act of February 8,
1887, an Indian':would not be entitled to apply for'public lands.
Besides only those Indians not residing upon a reservation or for
whose tribe no reservation has been provided by treaty, act of Congress, or Executive order are entitled to allotments on the public
domain under the fourth section of the act of 1887.
The requirement as to coal land election and the finding as to after
born children both being in accordance with law, the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office in these cases is hereby,
affirmed.

*

OLE ROSELAND.
Decided February 13, 1922.
ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-SETTLEMENT-ADVERSE

CLAIM-WITHDRAWAL.

X

The rule that a settler upon unsurveyed land subsequently designated under
thq enlarged homestead act is Eentitled to enlarge his claim to the full
extent of 320 acres, is not applicable where an adverse claim intervenes
prior to designation of the land; and an intervening withdrawal is such
an adverse claim as will prevent the extension of the settlement claim to
include more than 160 acres.
DEPARTMZNTAL DECISIONS CITED AND DISTINGUISHED.
Cases of Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. Morton (43 L. D., 60), 'and Fannie
Lipscomb (44 L. D., 414), cited and' distinguished.

FINNEYr First Assistant Secretary;X

On May 10, 1917, Ole Hogeland filed application 013704 under the
enlarged homestead act for lots 1, 2, and 4, S. I NE. :, NW. i SE.i
NE. 4 SW. 1, and SE. 4 NW. i, Sec. 18, T. 9 S.,IR. 9 E., M. P. M.,

i

/

/
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containing 319.31 acres, in the Bozeman, Montana, lani district, with
which he filed a petition for the designation of said lands. Accompanying his application is his affidavit wherein he states, " affiant
further deposes and says that he settled on the land February 1,
I916, with the intention -of claiming the same under the homestead
laws, and that he has fenced (160 acres):, built a house, and made
other improvements, and has made his home thereon since settling
on the land." The lands were designated subject to entry under the
enlarged homestead act on August-05, 1919, and Hogeland's application was passed to entry on September 15, 1919.
By its decision of October 30, 1920, the General Land Office held
that this entry had been erroneously allowed except as to 160 acres,
for the reason that the land was temporarily withdrawn by Executive order of April '16, i917, in aid of legislation. to secure the use of
the land as a game preserve, and rewithdrawn by Executive order of
February 28, 1919. ;From this decision claimant has appealed.
The Executive order of April 16, 1917, excepted from the force
and effect of the withdrawal " all lands covered by valid adverse
claims initiated prior to the date hereof and maintained pursuant
to law." It was further provided that if legislation were not enacted
before the adjournment of the Sixty-fifth Congress, "and no other
direction is given regarding the disposition of. these lands, they will,
on March. 5, 1919, become subject to disposal under any law then
applicable thereto without further notice." For the purpose of
preventing the initiation of further claims to the lands and prior to
March 5, 1919, namely, on February 28, 1919, the lands were again
withdrawn in aid of legislation by Executive order No. 3053. Said
withdrawal is still in effect. It is apparent, therefore, that the lands
have not been subject to settlement or entry since April 16, 1917.
The entryman contends that on February 1, 1916, he settled on
the lands embraced in his entry " and with the intention of taking
all of it.": It is true that the right acquired by settlement upon
public lands: is coextensive with the right of entry conferred by the
homestead laws and that aX settler upon unsurveyed land subsequently designated under the enlarged homestead act is entitled to
make entry of the land embraced in his settlement claim to the full
permitted area of 320 acres. ISee Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. Morton
(43 L. D., 60), and the case of Fannie Lipscomb (44 L. D., 414).
But this right to extend the settlement claim can not become effective
until the lands have been designated' (Instructions of April 16,
1912, 40 L. ID., 578, 579); and of course if an adverse claim intervenes. prior to the designation, the settlement. claim can not be extended. In the Morton case above cited it is shown' that*Morton
marked the 320 acres he claimed prior to the! date of .the filing of the
selection by the railway company, and in the Lipscomb case, Lips-
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comb's claim to the; 80 acres in -excess, of the 160 acres originally
settled upon wag rejected for the reason that the school lands applied
*forby her were surveyed in the field in 1908, prior to the passage of
the enlarged homestead act and prior to the date (May 1, 1909) she
extended her settlement claim.
The withdrawal of April 16, 1917, which was extended by the
withdrawal of February :28,' 1919, and which is still -in force, effectively precluded IHogeland from extending his Isettlement claim
to 320; 4acres at the time the lands were designated. 'The Commissioner's decision requiring the entryman to reduce his entry to 160
acres of contiguous tracts, to indicate the 160 acres he-settled on as
his home and on -which his improvements are situated, and to relinquish the remainder, is correct, and is accordingly hereby affirmed.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAIULWAY COMPANY.Decided January31, 1922.
RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY-MINERAL
FACE RImGnTS.

LANDS-OIL

AND GAS LADS-Sou-

-In expressly: excluding mineral lands from the grant to the' Northern Pacific
Railroad Company by the proviso to section 3 of the act of July 2, 1864,
Congress contemplated that mineral lands, in the absence of special provisions to the contrary, should be considered as entireties or as a single
estate: and the act of -July 17, 1914, did not expressly or by implication
modify or enlarge the provisions of the. grant so as to permit of the selection of the surface of oil lands as indemnity.
FINNEY, First Assistant Seeretary::

The Northern Pacific Railway Company has appealed from the
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated
August 28, 1920, and adhered to on September 14, 1921, holding
for cancellation its mineral'indemnity list No. 511, serial 039592,
filed July 7, 1917, subject to the provisions of the act of July 17,
1914 (38 Stat., 509), for certain odd sections in T. 8 N., R 59 E., M..
M., Miles City, Montana, land district, for the reason that the lands
Ehayving been included in prior place list No. 403, serial 011016 and
1
~in a petroleum withdrawal were not subject to selection pursuant
to the surface act mentioned. In the last decision mentioned it
was, held that the provisions of the act of July .17, 1914, do not
apply either to the grant in place or to the grant of mineral indemn
so as to0 permit af division thereof into an agricultural surface
parcel and a mineral reserve parcel
The lands are within the place limits of the Northern Pacific
grant. 'Upon the fi'lihg of the towvnship plat the company, on November 22, 1910, filed its place list No. 403, serial 011016, for all
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* the odd numbered sections in the township and at different dates
thereafter portions of the land were patented.. The tracts remaining unpatented were included in Petroleum Reserve No. 43 by
Executive order of January 1i, 1916. On July 7, 1917, the indemnity list here involved was filed, in which approved mineral bases
were assigned for the selected tracts.
The contention of: counsel is that it was error to hold that 'the
:
place list. constituted a bar to the filing of the indemnity selection
list, the clear purpose of the company being. to accept the situation
arising from the withdrawal and thereafter to seek limited title
to the tracts by way of indemnity. The decision of the Commissioner was technically correct. The acceptance and filing of the
indemnity list in the face of the still pending place list was irregular, the company not having formally waived or relinquished its.
right under the place list. Buit this feature of the case, may at this
time be passed overland the far larger- and more important question
as to the availability in any event of these tracts under said act
of July 17, 1914, considered.
Section I of said act reads in part .as follows:
That lands withdrawn or classified as phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or
asphaltic minerals, or which are valuable for- those deposits, shall be subject
to appropriation, location, selection, entry, or purchase, if otherwise available,.
dunder the nonmineral land laws of the United States, whenever such location,
selection, entry, or purchase shall be made with a view of obtaining or passing title with a reservation to the. United States of the deposits * * * Provided, That all applications to locate, select, enter, or purchase under this section shall state that the same are made in accordance with and subject to the
provisions and reservations of this Act.

It is.contended on behalf of the company that the provisions of
the
act are very plain and that any nonmineral claim, or elaim
limited to nonmineral lands, can be located under the act on an oil
reserve upon the. conditions indicated. The possible technical objection that these tracts are not agricultural lands, to which class of
lands the indemnity right under the grant is limited, is avoided, so
it is asserted, by said act of 1914, the very purpose. and object of
which is to permit a separation and disposition of the surface as an
agricultural estate distinct and apart from the mineral depositi
thereunder.
This contention calls for a consideration of the terms of~ the com-pany's grant. By section 3 of the act of July 2, 1864 (13 State
0

-

365, 368), the place grant to the Northern Pacific Railway Company

was confined to the odd numbered sections, not mineral, with the,
proviso-

.

:

That all mineral lands be and the same are hereby, excluded from the operations of this Act, and in lieu thereof a like quantity of unoccupied and.

I
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unappropriated agricultural lands, %inodd numbered sections, nearest to the
line of said road may be selected as above -provided.

This section directed that the word "mineral" when used in the
act should not be held to include iron or coal. Under the terms of
the concluding section of the act Congress may at any time, having
due regard for the, rights of the company, add to, alter, amend, or
repeal the act.
Under the joint resolution of January 30, 1865 (13 Stat., 567), it
is provided that no transcontinental railroad grant heretofore made
should "be construed so as to embrace mineral lands, which in all
cases shall be, and are, reserved exclusively to the United States, unless otherwise specially Provided in the act or%acts making the
grant." In the additional indemnity belt established in the resolution of May 31, 1870 (16 Stat., 378), mineral lands were0 excepted
the same as in the granting act. Section 2318, Revised EStatutes,
prescribes that " in all cases lands valuable for minerals shall be reserved from sale, except as otherwise expressly directed by law."
These provisions all deal with mineral lands as entireties or a single
estate; there is no suggestion that the mineral deposits may be reserved and subtracted from the whole estate leaving a remainder of
grant.
"agricultural"?' lands available under theo
The case of Barden v. Northern Pacific Railroad Company (154
U. S., 288) established the doctrine that mineral lands, ascertained
to be such at any time prior to patent, do. not accrue to the company
under its land grant. This applied to indemnity as well as. to place
lands. United States v. Southern Pacific Company et al. (251 U.
S., 1). The Northern Pacific classification act of February 26, 1895
(28 Stat., 683), was a congressional interpretation of the grant and
directed that all lands in certain land districts within both the place
and the indemnity limits ,be examined and classified, and that all
claims or filings theretofore or thereafter made on behalf of the
company for lands classified as mineral should he rejected, canceled,
and disallowed. <Any patent, certificate, or evidence of title issued
in violation of the provisions of the act was to be void. Congress
has since 1914 continued to appropriate for the completion of such
classification. See 38 Stat., 571, 1148; 39 Stat., 817; and 40 Stat., 18.
The Department having- first held that the coal surface act of
March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 844), modified the original grant so as to
require the company to take a limited title, for indemnity on withdrawn coal lands, on rehearing receded from that view and held in
Northern Pacific Railway Company (45 L. D., 155, 166), as follows:
The act of March 3, 1909, was general in character and can not be construed as indicating the purpose of Congress to modify or alter a grant made
by former special acts. The act of March 3, 1909, has no operation upon
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Northern Pacific indemnity selections, since the railroad company has a right
to make such selection, whether the land is coal in character or not.
The previous decision of the Department is, accordingly, vacated and recalled, the Commissioner's decision reversed, and the selection will be approved
in the absenceb of other objection, as directed in the administrative order of
even date herewith (45 L. D., 152).

October 26, 1916, in the case of the Central Pacific Railway Company (unreported), involving Carson City list 05539, after citing
the above holding, the Department said:
In harmony with the reasoning contained in the case of the Northern Pacific
Railway Company, supra, the general act of July 17, 1914, supra, can not be construed as indicating the purpose of Congress to modify or alter the grant made
by the former special acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864.

November 13, 1917, in the unreported case of the Seaboard Air
Line Railway Company, successor to the Florida Central and Peninsular Railroad Company, Iwith reference to the availability and applicability of the act of July 17, 1914, to the railroad grant therein
involved it was said:
Land within the primary limits of a grant to aid in the construction of a

railroad, as is that here in question, is within neither the terms nor the intent
of the above quoted provisions of the act. Hence the said rule, which is expressly limited to cases falling within the purposes of the .act, has no appli-

cation to a tract within such limits, in so far as the-grantee or its successor in
interest is concerned.

The Department has held that the act of July 17, 1914, does not

-

apply to claims or selections arising under the swamp land: grant.

See State of Florida (47 L. D., 92,. 93). The administrative order
of April 23, 1921 (48 L. D., 98), concludes as follows:
-This order will not affect the disposition of the question of the mineral
character of 'land claimed under the railroad land grants, either within the

place or the indemnity limits, or under the, swamp land; grants.

The well

established practice and procedure now prevailing as to such lands will continue to be followed. -

In instructions of August 4, 1921 (48 L. D., 172, 173), the Department said:
Field investigations and hearings with respect to minerals will proceed as
heretofore in connection with railroad and wagon-road place and indemnity
lands and with-lands claimed by States as swamp and overflowed in character.'

*

0 0

.,In -the late case of Payne t. Central Pacific Railway CompanyX
(255 U. S., 228, 235-6), the Supreme Court said:
And speaking specially of the right to indemnity lands under such a grant,-

It was said in United States v. Southern Pacific R. R. CO., 223 U. S. 565, 570:
"What a railroad is to be indemnified for may be. fixed as of the moment of
the grant, but what it may elect when its right to indemnity is determined
depends on the state of the lands selected at the moment of choice. Of course
the railroad is limited in choosing by the terms of the indemnity grant, but the

:45.']
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so-called grant is, rather to be described as a power. Ordinarily no; color of
title is gained until the power is exercised. When it is exercised- .in satisfaction of a meritorious claim which the Government created upon valuable
consideration and which it must be taken to have 'i'tended to satinsfy (so far as
it may be. satisfied within the territorial; limits laid' down), it seems to u1t
that lands within those limits should not be excluded simp]y because- in a
different event, they would have been subject to a paramount claim."C4
The ultimate obligation' of the Government in respect of .the indemnity lands
is on the same 7plane as that respecting the -lands in place. The only difference is in the mode of identification. 'Those
in. place are identified. by filing
the map of definite location, and the indemnity lands by selections' made in
lieu, of losses in the place limits. * * * But of course 'it does^ 'not clothe
him with any discretion to enlarge or curtail the rights of the grantee, nor to
substitute his judgment for the will of Congressmas manifested in the grant-

The railway company by its contention here presented necessarily
concedes that these tra'cts do not inure to it under the place grant,'
but it is urged that they can be selected under the indemnity provisions of the grant as. aided and supplemented by the act of July
17, 1914. Under this view the act 'of 1914 brings about an. am'endment, and' modification of the limitations and conditions' of the 'indemnity grant and extends such grant to land theretofore inhibited,
thereby very materially'enlarging the scope of thee company's indemnity. If thi's be sound, the result will be that the surface estate in

many tracts0 which contain the specified minerals, and for that reason
'are inhibited as place lands, will pass by limited patent asjindemnity
lands. The indemnity right' will thus be broadened and widely dif
ferentiated from the place grant, the prohibition as to mineral lands
contained in the original grant being in; so far avoided.

As has been stated, 'Congress 'excluded all mineral lands from the
grant- 'It provided that the. grant should not be construed to embrace
mineral lands which were reserved exclusively to the United States
unless otherwise specijqll provided . Mineral lands are reserved from
sale except as: otherwv-is-expressly directed by law.
In view of these clear and emphatic provisions the question arises
as to whether Congress
by the act
of JuIy
17, 1914,
evinced an intent
r
i
i S t 0y
X
l.,
.1 A
1914,vne
and purpo~pse tmoidfy the company's.grant and enlarge the scope of
the provisions relating to indemnity. The railroad grant was by a
special act, of particular lands within a defined belt, and to .a specified
single grantee. The act of :1914 is couched in general terms and
provides for 'agricultural entries on certain mineral areas where'
limited title is, sought under the nonmineral land laws of the United
'States. Railroad grants or grantees are not in terms mentioned.
Such grants and claims are comprehended, if at all, within the
language "'the nonmineral land laws of the United States and "ap52403°-voL 48--21
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propriation" or "selection," which latter are limited by Vthe phrase
"if otherwise available."'
'The company 'concedes that the surface act warrants no modification or enlargement of its place land:grant, but does: contend that it
*aids and. extends the scope of the grant of indemnity lands. 2 The
Department is far fromnbeing persuaded that this is so. In the case
''of 'Burke, v. Southern Pacific Railway Company (234 U. S., 669
680), the court with reference to the railroad grant there being considered, said: ""Ofcourse, any ambiguity or .uncertainty in the terms
employed should be resolved in favor of the Government, but the
grant should not be- treated 'as a gift." The Department is unable
to read in the act of July 17, 1914, that Congress has "specially provided" or has "expressly directed by law" the disposition of the
surface of these mineral lands to the company in part satisfaction
of its claim 'to indemnity. That Congress could enlarge and extend
the grant' is not to be' denied. But that it has done so by the act: of
"July '17, 1914, does not appear. It is hardly a. 'matter of doubt or
un'certainty,' but rather a situation where Coongress has 'not specificDally-provi'ded and directed by law with reference to railroad land
grant. 'The' Department, however, is not unaware that in the 'case
of United'Statest ei rel. Southern P acific Railroad Company v. Lane
(46 Appeals, D. C., 74), the court held that the' expression "under
'any of the land laws 'of the United States'" used' in the proviso relating to ditches and canals in the act of August 30, 1890 (26Stat.,
3t1, 391), compre'ended the company's indemnity rights thereafter

exercised, followiing the holding of theIDepartment in 42 L. D., 396,
and also that in section 20. of the leasing' act of February 25, 1920
(41: Stat.,437),' te 'phrase "not including lands, claimed under iny
railroad'grat'" suggests the inference that a surface title to oil and
gas land can accrue under a-railway grant.. Furthermore, the'act
of February 28, 1919 (40 Stat., 1204), provides that the company in
making adjustment selections based on certain Indian lands shall
take a' restricted 'title on coal tracts. Nevertheless, these things do
not justify' the "Department in' undertaking to. read into said act ofl
July' 17, 1914, by implication andd inference a power and right in the
company to select the surface of. oil land as indemnity when such
.power and right< is not specially and, epressly conferred or granted
by'the terms of that act.
The contentions of the Northern Pacific Railway Company are not
'sustained.' Indemnity list No. 511, serial 00395'92,. Miles City, as to
lands in the. petroleum' reserve was 'properly 'held for cancellation.
The-decision of the Co!mm~nissioner is affirmed.
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NORTHERN, PACIFIC
GRAILWAY:

COxPANY.;

Motion for rehearingiof departmental, decision of January 31,
1922 (48&L.. D., 573), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
February 27,'1922.
ANSON T. LINDLEY.
Decided March 4, 1922.
STOcxi-RAISING HOMfESTEAU-ALIENATION-ESIDENCE.
A stock-raising homestead entry made as additional to an original -homestead
: entry that was previously perfected and sold, while in all respects an original entry as to the requirements of residence, yet being governed iby the
first proviso to section 3 of the stock-raising homestead act, it can not be
* enlarged by the addition of incontiguous tracts.
STOCK-RAISiNaG HOMfESTEAD-EVIDENCE.
The stock-raising homestead act does not require one who makes an entry
thereunder as additional to an original entry, to show that he was not the
owner of more than 160 acres of land in the United States, acquired under
other than the homestead law.STOOK-RAISING HOMESTEAn--AAMEDnMENT-EVIDENCE.-,
One who having made an entry under the stock-raising homestead act as ad* ditional to an :original entry, applies to have the former entry chaiig6d to
*an original entry under that act for the purpose of including incontiguous
tracts, must show that he is not the owner of more.than 160 aeres of
:land in the United States acquired under other than the homestead law.
:
FINNEY, FirstkAssistant SecetaryJ:

-At The Dalles, Oregon, land office ton A: gust':21, 1919,'Anson T.
Lindley applied to miake -entry unddr thestock-'raising homestead
act for NW. I NW. 47, Sec. 8, and NE. I NE. 4, Sec. 7, T. 5 S.,-R. 15
* E., W. M., as additional to his homestead entry for SW. 41SE. 47, See.
3, N. 1 NE. I and SW. 1. NE. 7, Sec. 10, said township. In his application he stated that there wvas no vacant public land adjoining.
his original entry, which. he 'had sold since submitting final iproof
* thereon. The application was allowed November 13, 1920.
* On January -24, 1921, Lindley applied to amend his stock-raising
gutry so as too embrace therein lot. 4, S. 42SE..4,:
NW. 47,Sec. 1, SE..
See. 2, NW. 47NE. 4, Sec. .11, NW.
N
7NW. 4, Sec. 12, E. 1 SW. 4, Sec.
14, W. 1 NW. , Sec. 24, T.05 S., R. 14 E., W. M., NE. 47NE. 4, Sec. 7,
and NW.4 NW. 4, Sec. 8, T.5 S., R. 15 E., W. M.
The (Commissioner of the General Land Office, by 'decision dated
'October 4, 1921, denied the application tohamend for the reason that
Ditseeks to add to the entry six incontiguous tracts. Said decision
further required- entryman to show wshether he was tthe owner of
more than- 160 acres of land in the United States acquired uncder
'
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other than the homestead law, or, suffer: the cancellation of his entry.
Entryman has appealed, contending that his application to amend
He
* is allowable under section 4 ,of the stock-raising homestead act.
from.
appealed
decision
the
by
required
showing
the
has not made
Having perfected the original entry and sold the land, the entry
*:f: t
in question is: governed by the first proviso to section 3 of the stockraising homestead act-that is, it is subject to the requirements of
law as. to residence and'improvements. It, is in all respects an original entry under the act, so far as the requirements of law are concerned. But itrcan:.not be enlarged by the addition of incontiguous
tracts, as said proviso limits entries thereunder to "a tract within a
radius of twenty miles from such former entry."
Thet'Commissioner'erred in requiring entryman to show that he was
the ow..ner Vofmore, than 160 acres of land~in the Un-itedUStates
:':;:not;
acquired under other than the homestea~d law if he desired the entry
as made to stand. Such a showing is necessary in 'connection with
* f t: original entries, but is not required in making additional entries
under any section of the act.
Prior tothe&perfecting of the present entry, entryman can not acquire under the stock-raising homestead act any incontiguous tract,
'unless he requests that the entry be changed in character to an original entry, whichcan only be done upon ashowifig that he is not the
owner of more than 160 acres in the;United' States acquired' under
other than the homestead lawY 1If the entry: should be changed to
an original entry after showing the. qualifiations referred' to, entryman would then-be qualified to make an additional entry for one or
more designated tracts lying within a radius of 20 'miles from the
land embraced in the changed entry.
The, decision appealed from is modified to agree withjthe foregoing.

AMERMAN v. MACKENZIE.
Decided March 8, 1922.
. It

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTINGO

PERMIT-ENTRY-WORDS

AND

PHRASES-

STATUTES.

An oil and gas prospecting permit is not an "entry" within the meaning of
that term as it is used :in the, statutes relating to the public lands.
OL

AND' GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

PERMIT-CONTESTANT-HOMESTEAD-PREF-

ERENCE RIGHT.

The preference right accorded by the act, of May 14, 1880, as amended by the
act of July 26, 1892,9 to a contestant who procures the cancellation of a
homestead entry as the result of his contest, is not, applicable with respect
to an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920,.
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DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED.

Case of Braucht et at. v. Northern Pacific Railway Company et al. (43 L. D.,
* 536), cited.

First 2ssistantSedretary:
Xt
Thomas G. Amerman has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of July 28, 1921, holding for rejectioni his prospecting permit application 052367, filed May 25; 1927,
under sectioni'13 of theact of February 25,:1920 (41 Stati, 437), for'
the SI. g SW.
Sec. 15, E. EW. , Sec. 22, T. 35 N-.,R. 3 W., Great:
Falls land district, Montana, because of conflict with similar application 052154 filed March 18, 1921, by Roscoe D. Mackenzie.'
It appears from the record that the land described Was included in
renlargred homestead entry 043847, filed June 19, ;1917, by Walter
McKay. On February 4, 1921, Amerman contested McKay's entry,
and procured the cancellation thereof May 10, 1921. On May 251,
1921, he paid the cancellation fee, and filed prospecting permit application 052367 at 1:47 p. mi., and enlarged homestead application
052368 at1 :50 p. n., the latter being -suspended on account of the
prior permit applications. In his application to contest Amerlnan
stated that lhe desired and intended to acquire title to the land under
tLe homestead law.
The Commissioner held that Amerman was not entitled to a
preference right as the act of May 14, 1880- (21 Stat., 140, 141),
is not applicable to applications under the leasing act.dThe act of May 14, 1880, as amended by. the act of July 26, 1892
(27 Stat., 270) provides that where a person has contested, paid the
land office fees. and procured the cancellation of any preemption,
homestead, or timber culture entry, he shall be allowed. thirty days
from notice of cancellation to enter said lands. The Department
has construed the act liberally, and has held that it contemplates
that a contestant may exercise such right by. any form- of appropriation which he may use in acquiiring title to the land. Braucht
et al. i. Northern Pacific Railway Company et al. (43 L. D.,
536). But the act .of 1880 can not be held to have contemplated
'the entry of mineral lands in the exercise of the preference right
granted thereby, for it was inapplicable to conditions under the
mining laws. 0 The act of February 25' 1920, supersedes the provisions of the mining laws in so far as the*minerals named therein
are concerned and it makes specific provision for various classes of
preference rights. Furthermore, a permit under the leasing act
ist not an entry, or an appropriation of the land with a view to the
atcquisition of title thereto. Considering all of these circumstances
the conclusion is reached that an application under the, leasingfact
is not entitled to preference by virtue of the, provisions of the act
of May 14, 1880, as amended.
FINNBYs
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In this case Mackenzie filed .the first section 13 application, and
there being no one entitled to a preference right under the provisions of the act, he is entitled to the allowance of his application.
Amerman's intention, -as showE by his swQorn statement in his contest affidavit, was -to enter the land as a.homestead,.and the allowance
of such entry, under the application heretofore filed, will secure
him the reward which he sought by his -contest, and,, in conformity
-with the -act: of May 14, 1880., His application -must be made subject to the provisions of the act Of July 17, .1914 (38 Stat.,o509),
and subject to the rights of the permit applicant under section .29
of the leasing act.
The~action of the Commissioner is affirmed, the case closed, and
the record returned to the General Land Office.
-

PROTECTION OF TRANSFEREES AND MORTGAGEES UNDER THE
HOMESTEAD LAWS.'.
:

-

0

: 0:S;
j :

dlarch
M
11, 1922..

M0IORTiAGEE-TRANsFEREE-ALIENAlTION-HOMESTEAD-PATENT-EQUITY-SECTION
2296, REVIs6E -STATUTES.

* A homestead entryman is not precluded from mortgaging his entry -prior
to the perfection of his equitable title, and the provision contained in section 2296, Revised Statutes, to the effect that no homestead shall in any,
event become liable to the .satisfaction of any debt eontracted prior to
the issuance' of patent, does not invalids te a mortgage
on an uhperfected entry.
MOETGAGEE-T1R-ANSFER EE--ALIENATIOIN-HOM ESTIEAD--FINAL
0EVIDENCE EQUITY-SzcTIon 2291, REVISED' STATUTES.

*

voluntarily given
PROOF-OrFcFIEs---

While section 2291, Revised Statutes, contemplates that a homestead entry'man shall; upon the' submissiqn of final proof, >appear personally before -the
0 D-proof-taking officer, yet an eexception to that. requiremient -vili
-be Lmade
where'the testimony of the entryman -can not be obtained, and in: such cases
- equitable consideration xvill be given to evidence submitted by a mortgagee
showing thati all of the conditions precedent to patent have been performed
by' the entryman.
*
.
-

MORTGAGE-MORTGAGE---- HOMESTEADRULES Or PRACTICE.

NOTICE-RELINQUISHMIENT-

RULE 98.

-

'A mortgagee who has filed notice of his mortgage interest in an unperfeeted
homestead entry as provided by Rule 98, Rules of Practice, must be given
notice of any relinquishment filed, and no 'relinquishment
be accepted.
by the Land Department unless he joins therein or until he has had reasonable opportunity to make a showing.

~vill

SECRETARY OF THRE INTERIOR-SUPERvISoRY

AUTHORITY-EQUITY-PUBLIC

LANDS.

In

the, administration of the public lands, the Secretary of the Interior may,

-

unless limited- by special statutory provision, take cognizance of equities
acquired in good faith by claimants, without an act of Congress expressly
conferring -that authority.
:
:

1

See Circular No. 819, approved Marcel

31, 1922 (48 L. D. 613).

-
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FINWEY, First Assistant Secretary:The Department has considered your [Commissioner ofthe G
eral Land Officej request of January 7, 1922, for insrtructions as to
the extent to which the officers of the Land Department may legal-ly.
go in the protection of transferees or incumbrancers against the'
action of the entryman under the homestead law -who has ' incumbered the land covered by his entry for the benefit of creditors.
The decisions of the Department and the courts have' dealt with
certain phases of this subject, but as stated in your communication
other. important aspects of the matter have not*been thoroughly
examined into, and for this reason it seems desirable to establish
some definite administrative regulations in the premises.
It is idifficult to establish a fixed rule that shall gov'ern in every
case that may arise. The controlling provisions of the law relatingo
to homesteads found in sections 2290, 2291, and 2296; Revised Statutes, will first be examined. In his application for a homestead entry
the applicant must make affidavit that his-

7en-

Application is made for his exclusive use and benefit, and that his entry is
made for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivation,- and not either directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person,

and, at time of final proof, or before' issuance of final certificate. or
patent, he must Make affidavit "that no part of such land has been
alienated, except as providod in section 2288." That sectioni refers
to the 'transfer forc'6hurcll, cemetery, or' school purposes, or for' the
right of way: of railroads. Section 2296 provides thatNo lands acquired -under the provisions of this chapter shi'all 'in any event
become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted prior to the
issuing of then patent therefor.

Under these provisions it has uniformly been held by the Department and the. courts that a contract to conveyvthe whole -or any part
of the land prior to the perfection of his equitable .right by' one'
' di
'seeking a homeskad is yoid and' will not and can not be enforced, 1and'
if known to the Departmfentvwill defeat theb entry. 0Hawker v.
Fowlks (2 L. D., 53) ; La Bolt v. Robinson (3 L. D., 488); Tagg v.
Jensen (16 L. D., .113) 'Walker v. Clayton (24 L. B., 79) ; Mealv Donahue (Ibid., 155); Swaze V. Supre-nant (Ibid., 33T) ; Myers 'vt
Croft (13 Wall.; 291) ; Andersdn '. Catkins (185 IU. S., 483).
This is not true with* respect to a mortgage or deed of trust executed under like circumstances, upon land the title to which is in
process of iacquisition.d All the decisions of the Departmuent since
the incumbency of Secretary Teller have been to the effect that such'
mortgage ;or deed of trust is not an alienation within the scope of the
homestead statute or forbidden by the spirit of the -law. Larson v.
Weisbeckert (1 L. D., 409) ; Mudgett v. Dubuque and Sioux (City
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Railroad Company ($ L. D., 243); Kezar v. Horde (27L. D.,:148).
It is true that the' case of Larson v. Weisbecker, supra, decided 'by

Secretary Teller, arose under the preemption law., and involved the
construction of section 2262, Revised' Statutes, but the spirit and:
intent of the preemption and homestead laws in this respect are the
same, and section 2290, Revised Statutes, as amended by section 5
of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), was made substantially'
to conform to the language of section 2262.

The courts have not always been harmonious in their views upon
this. subject, many-of the earlier decisions holding that a mortgage
given while title to the land was still in the United States was voids
But the great weight of opinion is to the contrary, and it must now'
be accepted as definitely settled by the highest authority that a
;mortgage or deed of trust given by one seeking or holding an entry
under the- homestead laws of the United States, prior to the perfection of his equitable title is valid. Fuller and Company v. Hunt
et al. (48 Iowa, 163); Kirkaldie v. Larrabee. (31 Calif., 456) ; Weber
v., Laidler et' al.' (Wash.), (66 Pacific 400); Worthington v. Tipton
et ail (New Mexico), (172 Pacific, 1048); Adam et al. v. McClintock
:et al. (North Dakota), (131 N. W., 394); Guaranty Savings Bankev.
Bladow (176 U. S., 448) ; Hafemann v. Qross (199 U. S., 342).
And the rule that a bona fide entryman, seeking to appropriate
public land to his own use may mortgage his inchoate title for any
purpose not inconsistent with good faith, is expressly recognized by
rule 98 of Practice (44 L. D., 395, 411),' which provides:.
Transferees and incumbrancers of land the title: to which is claimed or is in
process of acquisition under any public-land law shall, upon filing notice of
tihe transfer or incumbrance in the district. land office, become entitled to receive
and be given the same notice of any contest or other proceeding thereafter had
affecting; such land' which is required to be given the original entryman or
claimant. Every' such notice of a transfer or incumbrance must be forthwith
:noted upon the records of the 'district. land office and be promptly reported to
the General Land Office, where like notation thereof will be made. Thereafter
such transferee or incumbrancer, as well as btheentryman, must be made a
party defendant to any proceeding against the entry.

So also in the circular " Suggestibns to Homesteaders" (44 L. D.,
91, 108),2 wherein it is stated:
A mortgage by the entryman prior to final proof for the purpose of securing
money for improvements, or for any other purpose'not inconsistent with good
faith, is not considered such an alienation of the land as will prevent him from
submitting satisfactory proof. In such a case, however, should the entry be
canceled for any reason prior to patent, the mortgagee. would have no claim on
the land or against the United States for the money loaned.

Here is an interpretation of the policy of the law: which the courts
have held is in accord with the fair and natural meaning of its lanSee Rules of Practice, reprint July 13, 1921 (48 L. D., 246).
2 See Circular No. 541, approved January 16, 1922 (48 L. D., 389, 406)..
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guage, recognizing the legal right of the. homesteader to mortgage
his equitable interest in the land, his inceptive, his:conditional title.
The entryinan has a contract with the Government whereby he- is to
receive a patent upon compliance with certain conditions precedent.
But in the very nature of things this is a precarious and unstable
security, and manifestly if the homesteader should for any reason
not beyond his control abandon his occupation, neglect his obligations, fail in his compliance with the law, and fall short of earning
title to the land, he has violated his agreement, not only with .the
Government, but with his debtor, and wrongfully shorn the encumbrancer of his security:
The purpose and scope of the law is very convincingly expounded
by the Supreme Court of Iowa in the case of Fuller and Company v.
Hunt, supra, and the decision there so clearly and forcefully discusses the proposition that the Department feels justified. in quoting
from it at length, as follows:
The first question presented is, as, to whether a person who has entered upon
land under the homestead act can make a valid mortgage upon the same prior
to the time when he is entitled to make final proof. It is claimed by the appellant that he cannot, because it -is provided in the homestead act that the land
shall not become liable to the satisfaction offany debts contracted prior to the
issuance of the-patent. The debt sought to be enforced was contracted prior to
the issuance of the patent. It is abundantly evident that the land could not
have been reached by general execution. If the land is liable at all, it is by
virtue of the act by which the debtor undertook to create a special lien upon
it, and we have to say that we think that the debtor's act had that effect.
Mere exemptions from execution do not prevent the debtor -from creating such
lien. Exemptions are provided merely for the debtor's protection. Such is
the general rule, and such, it appears to us, is the intention of the homestead
act. The only reason suggested why the claimant under the homestead act

should not be allowed to mortgage his homestead is, that it would be against
public interest.
uBut
the fact that the act provides against alienation by the
claimant, and does not provide against mortgaging unless alienation 'includes
mortgaging (a point which will be hereafter considered) .: indicates that it was'*:
not deemed to be against the public interest that the claimant should mortgage
his homestead. In N'ycTam V. McAllister, 33 Iowa, 374. it was substantially so
held. It is true that in that case the five years had expired when the mortgage
was executed, but a patent had not issued. The decision upholding the mortgage was based upon the idea that the provision of the statute that the land
shall not be liable for debts contracted prior to the issuance of the patent did
not prevent the debtor from creating by contract a special lien. Mr. Justice
Beck, in delivering the opinion, said: " The provision is intended as a shield
for the debtor's protection." The debts, then, from which the land is exempted
by statute must be considered those which are enforceable against it only by
general execution. We'regard the case above cited as decisive of the question
in this case. The fact that in that case the five years had expired'does not
render it inapplicable: as an authority. The land was held liable, for a debt
contracted before the issuance of a patent. This necessitated a construction
of the statute, which excluded from its provision debts charged upon the land
by the debtor's own contract. The question of the expiration or non-expira-
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tion of the five years affects merelyV the character of the mortgagor's interest.
But it is not claimed by defendant's counsel that the invalidity of the mortgage
results from a want of a mortgageable interest, but simply from a disability
imposed by statute upon the mortgagor.
Anothevobjectio '-is urged' by the d'efendaht's counsel, upon the ground that
the claimant in making final proof must show by affidavit that he has not alienated the land. The execution of the mortgage, it is said, is an alienation within
the meaning of the statutes. But we think this is not so. The giving of a mortgage may result in alienation, but it is not such of itself, nor can it be said that
the mortgage is given with such purposed Land is often' mortgaged with the
view of obviating the necessity of alienation. The office of a mortgage is simply
to create a lien. Under our statute the legal title remains in the mortgagor,
though the case would probably not be different if it passed to the mortgagee.
A conveyance made merely to create a lien lacks the essential element of alienation. This has been repeatedly held in the law of insurance. Rollins v. Columnbian ins. Co., 5 Foster, 200; Conover v. Mutual Ins. Co., 1 Com., 290; Jackson
v.. M11ass. Mat. Fire Ins. Co., 23 Pick., 418; Hubbard & Spencer v. Hartford Fire
I its. Co., 33 Iowa, 333. So, also, it has been held that an inhibition upon selling
is not an inhibition upon mortgaging. Middletona Savings Bank v. Dubuque, C
15 Iowa, 394; *Kriderv. Trustees of Western College, 31 Iowa,' 547. In Nyourn
v. McAllister, as we have seen, a mortgage executed by a, claimant under the
homestead act, before the issuance of a patent, was sustained. Yet by, the act
no patent could issue, except upon proof by affidavit of the claimant that he:
had not alienated the land. And the fact that such affidavit is required renders. void an attempted alienation. Oaks v. Heaton, 44JIowa, 11. We cannot,
then, regard a mortgage as an alienation.

The Department finds nothing in the case of Ruddy v. Rossi (248
pposition to' the doctrine of the cases hereinabove
cited.; In the latter case, which was decided December 9, 1918, the
court merely held that the exemption created by section 2296, Revised'.
Statutes, wvas valid', and within the constitutional power of Congress and that a judgment upon a debt contracted prior to the jissu
ance of patent under the homestead law was unenforceable. This
states; the obvious purpose of thet law. The prohibition is: clear
and direct and Manifestly the homestead can not be reached by general execution or levied upon' to enforce the 'payment of a debt contracted prior to patent, by" the ordinary process of, the courts. The
land can 'and may. become~liable only by virtue of the voluntary
act of the party in executing the mortgage and creating a lien. As
said in the Iowa case. above iquoted: "Mere exemptions from execution do not prevent the debtor from creating such lien. Exemptions
are providd merely for the debtor's protection.' Such is the general'
rule, and such, it appears to us, is Ithe intention of the homestead
act."' The Department very recently had occasion to consider this
question'in the case of Lockwood v. Lounsbury et al., decided January 17, 1922 (48 L. D., 637), where it waslheld 'that the case of
p
decided nothing' to cast any doubt onIthe
Ruddy v. Rossi, supnt,
previous rulin'gs of the court to the effect that 'section 2296,' Revised
Statutes, does not invalidate a mortgage or incumbrance given by a I
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homesteader to,-.secure money with which to improve his land, "or
for.any other purpose' not in -itself tending to imnpeach his
fides.*Now with respect to the rights of .transferees and mortgagees to
show that title to the land has been earned by the entryrnanhor to:
submit supplemental final proof for the protection of their interests.
It goes without saying. that a' transferee prior to patent or an incumbrancer, prior to the submission of final proof . acquires nao greater
estate or right than existed in the; homesteader; he h asno better
Standing before the Department; he is charged with. knowledge of
the law and with knowledge that he purchases or loans hi's money
upon an equitable interest merely,. or a title sub Jzdice, and that the
issuance of patent is dependent upon the, action of the Land Department and its future finding that the. entryman has complied with
all. the prerequisites prescribed by law to the rightful acquisition of
the public'land he claims. In: other words, he takes the risk of the
elntryman's failing to perfect his claim. Hawley v.' Diller (178 U. S.

tbona

4:76).;

.

'-

.

:

But while this is true, the rule is now definitely established by the.
Supreme Court that where a final certificate has been issued and subsequently canceled, without notice to the entryman's transferee, or
mortgagee, that the cancellation, though it be binding and conclusive upon the entryman, if upon notice to him, is not conclusive 'upon
such trahsferee or mortgagee, so as to bar him from showing the
aalidity 'of the enttry, either by: a proper'proceeding in the Land'Department before the issuance of a patent, or'before a judicial tribunal against one to whom' a patent has been issued; 'but such 'can-'
cellation, binding upon the entrynan, destroys the 'effect of the can-:
celed certificate as urima jacie evidence of the' right to a patent. He
is, however, permitted to show the validity of the 'ehnry by other l
evidence. 'iuaranty Savings 'Bank" .xBladow, sutpra; Thayer ' v.
Spratt- (189t.h S., 346)'. I the case'last cited the court said l(pago'i
It has been held in this' court, in Guaranty Savings Ba-7c v. Bladow,' 176
U; S., 448, and Hawley v. D.uler, 178 U. S., 476,: 488,;' that a cancellations of' a
certificate of entry was not conclusive as against a transfere6 who had no;
notice and no opportunity to be heard upon the question of t he'original validity
of the entry, but that it' left the transferee without the right to use the entry
certificate as primva facie evidence of the validity of the entry- or of his subsequent claim. The transferee is, however, left free to prove the validity of the
entry by any means other than the certificate. Although the assignment or
conveyance of the certificates did not transfer the legal title to the lands 'deseribed therein, yet the transferee or grantee thereby became possessed of an
equitable interest in the lands which could not be taken from him without some
notice. The character of the certificates as a mere means of evidence could be
auId w1as destroyed, but the transferee was nevertheless not thereby deprived
of his right to show the validity of the former entry.
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And in/that case a defendant holding under a certificate transferred
before its cancellation, who had not been notified of Sthe proceeding
to cancel it, was held entitled to a decree declaring that the plaintiffs, holding under a patent issued upon a subsequent entry, held the
legal title in trust for the defendant, the evidence offered by the trans-t
feree being held sufficient to 'show the validity of the original entry.,
The right of a mortgagee without notice :of the proceeding in the.; :Land. Department was considered, in Guaranty Savings Bank vw
Bladow supira, and the court held that, althofigh conclusive as to they
entryman*upon all questions of fact, if made after notice to him, the
cancellation would not be conclusive upon a mortgagee, if made without notice to him, with no opportunity on his part to be heard.
That is, it would not prevent the mortgagee, before the issuing of a patent,
from taking proceedings in the land department, and therein showing the validity
of the entry, or from proceedings before-a judicial tribunal, against the patentee,
if a patent had, already issued, and therein showing the validity of the entry;
such proof in each case would, however, have to benmade by evidence other than
the certificate Which had been canceled. Had the mortgagee taken either' of
these courses, it might have denanded in the one case, upon proving the validity
of the:entry, that a patent should be issued to the mortgagor or his grantees,
leaving the land subject to the lien of the mortgage, or if a patent had been
issued, the mortgagee might then have demanded relief against 'the patentee
upon proof of the validity of the entry, in a proceeding in court to hold him as
trustee.

:*;:

The Department has in numerous instances recognized the rule that
an incumbrancer or transferee is entitled to. avail himself of every

*

C

right that his debtor had to perfect title to property on which he has
:.a
security, to show the validitt of the entry, that there has been full
compliance with law, and that a patent has been rightfully earned by
the claimant, In the case of Charles Lehman (8 L. D., 486), it was,
held (syllabus);
If the pre-emptorhas Jin fact complied with the law up to the time 'of making
;proof, and can, at that time, truthfully make the requisite final affidavit, a sale
thereafter, without such affidavit having been made, and prior to the issuance
of final certificate, will not of necessity defeat the right to a patent.
Equitable consideration will be given to: evidence that may be submitted
by a transferee, where the testimony of the entryman can not be secured,
showing that the entryman had complied with the law during the time covered
by his final proof, and had not prior to the submission thereof, disqualified
himself for the execution of the necessary proof of non-alienation.

In this case Lehman, the transferee of the entryman DeWitt, had
; :submitted supplemental proof in support of the entry, which the''

Commissioner of the General Land Office had rejected. In deciding
the case on appeal, First Assistant Secretary Chandler said (page
489)
There is nothing appearing in this case which shows that Lehman has not,
equlties which may be fully protected under the. statute cited (Sec. 2450-2457,

:
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R,4evised Statutes), and if he can satisfactorily establish the factl of such
equities by showing the validity; of DeWitt's entry, it: should not be canceled.
He. may be unable to procure the usual final preemption affidavit, and' yet be
'-able to satisfactorily show that De Witt settled upon said tract intending "in
good faith to appropriate it to his own exclusive use,' and not with the in;-tention of selling the same on speculation; 'and that up to the time of making
final proof he bad not "directly or indirectly made any agreement or contract,
in any way or manner, with any person whatever, by which the title which he
might acquire from the Government of the United States should inure in whole
or in part to the benefit of any person except himself." These facts are peculiarly within the knowledge-of the settler'and his testimony in relation thereto
is very desirable in all cases, but where it, can not be obtained, as in' cases of
death or insanity, other testimony of necessity is resorted to; and, in my opinion
other testimony may be resorted, to where the settler through .perverseness
and a desire to injure the real party in interest refuses to testify. - .No greater
necessity exists in. cases of death or -insanity for allowing 'the facts' which' are
usually' shown by the entryman's final affidavit to be shown by other evidence
than exists in the case at bar if the allegations made by appellant be true.
He should therefore, be allowed an opportunity to fully show the facts affect-Ing the validity, of said entry and that DeWitt refuses to testify in' the case
solely through ill will and a desire to defraud and injure him, and not because
he could not have conscientiously made the usual affidavit on making final
proof.

In the case of Addison W. EHastie (8 L. D., 618), it was held
(syllabus)
'A relinquishment made by the 'entryman; after' mortgaging thei land'covered
by; his. final proof, will not defeat: the right .of the; mortgagee to show that the'
entryman had in fact complied with the law, and.was entitled to patent..

And in the case of Daniel R. McIntosh: (8 L. ID., 641, 643), the
Departtnent said:
This proof is: not satisfactory. The improvements are very snjall although
the value placed upon *them-is large. 'From the facts, set forth'in the proof
lit can not be determined that the entryman ever in good faith established his
residence on this land. No statements are made as to the. kind or amount of
furniture he placed in the housi The indefinite character of the final proof
taken in connection with the character of the land and the further fact that
he sold the land three days after making. his final proof are ,sufficient to
.create a suspicion as to Lane's good faith'in this matter. 'Since, however, bad
;faith
:;
is not -positively, shown thevtransferee will, in the absence of an adverse
claim, be allowed to submit supplemental proof in support of said entry. This
proof must be submitted within ninety days after notice of this decision and'
should show with particularity all that Lane did on or in connection with
said land 'up to the date of his final proof. This proof should. show what

improvements were made there, giving the value of each separate item.

Likeewise, in the case of Alpheus R. Barringer (12 L. ID.; 623,
syllabus)
:
On requirement of new final proof a mortgagee may be permitted to show

due compliance with 'law, on the part of the entryman, prior to the submission of the original proof, where such entryinan fails or refuses to comply withsaid requirement.
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A' number of the decisions above referred to are cited in the case
of (Chad~ek v. Turcotte et at., decided in the United States District
Court for Montana, October 25, 1921 (275 Fed., 874). In that case
-'the court said (page 8.75):
*The homestead statutes are in the nature of an offer to convey public lands
got the United States to qualified persons who will reside upon, cultivate, and not
alienate the lands for a term of years, and then submit their affidavits and
evidence thereof, their final proof that they have performed the conditions
precedent to patent. The lands are earned by performance of the conditions
precedent, and the affidavits :and evidence, or final proof, is but a method of
. * * If the conditions. preceinformation of the fact to the United States.
:dent have been performed, that final proofs in some particulars xnay be defective, and require supplement, does not impair this vested right. It is not a
matter of substance, but of form only.

: It is true that this whole line' of decisions is founded primaril y on
theproposition that if theentryman has fully complied with the law
*and received final certificate, the equitable title had vested:in him
so tthat he might sell, incumber, or deal with the land in every respect
as iif it were his own, and that parties dealing with him under these0ircumstances were 'entitled to the protection of the Department.
But, it is likewise true that the Department holds out to the public
a nderf the homestead aws has a inort2that an .ntryrmaniy
: X X gene-rally
gageable interest in the proprty."; This linte~rest, this inceptiveltitfe,
this expectancy,; this promise of a patent is a valuable right.

It

is

property in the highest sense, and the courts as well as the Department have ruled that it may.be pledged as security for a loan without-violating any law, or contravening public policy. Inasmuch,
therefore, as the right is expressly recognized, it would' not be in
accord with the principles of justice and fair dealing to strike' down
and destroy suchfright without affording the mortgagee an opportuPity to appear and protect his interests by showing a proper compliance with law on the part of the entryman which would entitle
him to patent.:' The rules' and regulations of the Department, as
above pointed out, provide for this special notice.- where knowledge
of the. incumbrance or transfers is in possession of the Department.
tand.the. validity of the entry is' Ibrought in question. and require
that such transferee or incunmbrancer shall beTmade a party defendant to any proceeding against the entry.. But manifestly in case~s
where the en'rymanhad not theretofore submitted proof of his. compliance. with the law, it would be a vain:andh:utterly futile thing. for:
an incumbrancer to :appear0and defend the validity of :an entry
under attackl -where the entryman has absconded or refuses to testify, unless, upon showing the validity of the entry, that the law had
been fully complied with and title earned lhe could be permitted to
make the proof rauired by law. The absurdity of the proposition
is at once apparent.
,
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'It is true that the law with respect to the submission of final pro f
(section 2291, Revised Statutes), as amended by the act, of June. 6,
1912 (37 :Stat.,123); contemplates that the entryman shall appear
personally before the proof-taking officer and prove by his own.testimony and that of two credible witnesses that he has a habitable house
:upon the land and that he has actually resided upon and cultivated
the same for a 'period of three years' succeeding the time of filing'the
affidavit provided for in section 2290, Revised Statutes; that he'shall
*make affidavit that he has not alienated the land except as .provided
for in section 2288, -Revised Statutes, and; shall subscribe to an oath
of allegiance, whereupon he becomes entitled to a patent.-' But this
requirement of the: testimoony andy affidavit of the. entryman has
never,. for obvious reasons, beeni held applicable to cases where the
right to make finial proof has been recognized as existent in :another
whether widow, deserted wife, heir, personal representative, guardian, or mortgagee.' Unquestionably in cases where the testimony of
the. entryman can not be obtained, either because of, the act of God or
of his.owvn contumacy or fraudulent design, other agencies of proof
must be utilized for equity will not permit a right to be without a
remedy. The Department recognizes, and when occasion d'enands,
applies equitable6 principles, and-to do justice can affordreediesd
for
rights
would otherwise be unprovided for. The extent and
quality of this power has been as. clearly recognized as its existence
has been- established. Williams v. United States (138 U. 5., 5.14,
.which

523).tV -

:

-

:

:
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:

;:

:

So if the settler made the entry in good faith, has done nothing inconsistent with the terms of the law, has. performed all the esselltial acts upon the land, Land fully earned 'the fright to a patent, he
should not be permitted' wrongfully 'and in open fraud of his' credoitors to calmly abando and forfeit the right acquired by a perverse
or malicious refusal to'stibmit the proper proofs of his claim to the:
Land Department. This is the se'uence of the decision..of the DOpartment in the case of Charles iehman, supra, and a necessary applicat'ion of the doctrine, laid cdown by' the Supreme Court 'in Guaranty Savings Bank I. Bladow, and Thayer v. Spratt, s'4ra. Manifestly the homesteader can not be restrained from abandoning his
occupation or enjoined to subinmit his proof. The officers 'of the Land
Department have no power to do ,this. They' can not compel specific
performance, but no court of equity would deny the right 'of the purchaser proceeding in good faith or that of the incumbrancer actuated
by good motiyes, to show the validiy of the entry, that all "essential ret
quirements of the law ]have been met and equitable title earned. TIe
Departhient 'deems it not inapproopriate in this' connection to repeati

):
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what the Supreme (Court said in United States v., Detroit Lumber
Company (200 U. S., 321, 339):
It is a mistake to suppose that 'for the determination of equities and equitable
r ghts wve must look only to the statutes of Congress. The principles tof equity
exist independently of and anterior to all Congressional legislation, and the
statutes are either annunciations of those principles or limitations upon their
application in particular cases. In passing upon transactions between the
.Government and its vendees we must bear in mind the general principles of
equity and determine rights upon those principles except as they are limited
by Special statutory provisions. 'And clearly upon those principles a party
purchasing an equitable righttis entitledcto be protectedin his purchase so far as
it can be done without trespassing upon the rights: of other parties.

Of much the same tenor were the observations of the court in the
earlier case of United States v. Maedaniel (7 Peters 1, 13), from which
the following isltaken:
A practical knowledge of the action of any one of the great departments of the
government, must convince every person, tha t the head of a departmient; in the
distribution of its duties and responsibilities, is often compelled to exercise his
discretion. He is limited in the exercise of his powers by the law; but it does
not follow, that he must show statutory provision for everything he does.: No
governmuent could be administered on such principles. To attempt to regulate,
by law, the minute movements of every part of the complicated -machinery of
*government, would evince a most unpardonable ignorance on the subject.
WhiN1lstethe great outlines of its movements mayhbe marked Out, and limitations
:imposed -on ithe-exercis-eof its powers. there are numberless things which must
be done, that can: neither he anticipated nor tlefl,
and which: are essential
to the proper action of the government. Hence, of necessity, usages have been
established in every department of the government, which have become a kind
of common law, and regulate the rights and duties of those who act within their
respective limits.
It would be, of course, violative of the plain provisions of the blawt ;
and contrary to its whole purpose and policy to permit, an agent,
transferee or incumbrancer to perform any; provision of the homestead law which is required to be 'the -personal act of. the entryman
himself. The incIumbrancer or transferee, in the case: of a defaulting
debtor, may, however, submit evidence probative of the fact that
th.e ntryman has personally met such requirement of the statute.
In a. number of adjudicated cases to which attention is invited,
Xwhere jan entryman has incumbered the land for the benefit of creditors to enable him to make improvements, or for other purposes not
inconsistent with good faith, and relinquished his claim, another
entryman japplying for the land, the Department has ruled that the
subsequent applicant should satisfy the mortgage debt upon penalty
of disallowance of his application or cancellation of his entry. In
most, if not all these cases, it was apparent that there was a plan or
conspiracy to defraud the creditor; that the subsequent, entryman
had notice or knowledge of the outstanding mortgage; that the loan
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had been used for betterments or improvements upon .the land and
that its value had been, correspondingly increased. These cases do
not proceed, upon the theory that the Secretary of the Interior has
the p-ower to hold thedland forever chargaed with the payment of the
loan advanced by thej 'mortgagee. The holding is based upon the
proposition: that good faith must characterize e-ery attempt to acquire title to public lands of the United States, and that under no
circumstances will the Department lend itself or permit itself knowingly to, be made an instrument to further the fraudulent designs of
an individual who is seeking to acquire title to public lands. Of
course there is no intention or purpose in every case and under any:
and all circumstances to guarantee the' inc~umbrancer's claim. Nor is
there any purpose to aid and encourage the land speculator. The
underlying thought was expressed, by First Assistant Secretary
Chandler in the case of Addison W. Hastie (8 L. D., 618, 621)
If the facts set up in said affidavit are true the government: will not be a
party to such an unconscionable wrong, nor permit the entryman by such a
fraudulent practice to defeat the rights, of the mortgagee who has confided in
what he supposed to:be the integrity of Nicholas in connection with this entry
and loan. 'Let honesty and fair dealing characterize the acts of the entryinan
both: towards the government'and those with whom he deals in making his entry:

Upon mature reflection the Department is convinced that it would
be helpf'l of good administration and conducive to; justice andi fair'
dealing to establish a rule that where notice of a mortagae intrest is
filed as provided in Rule 98 of Practice,'such mortgagee must lbe
-given notice of any relinquishment filed and no relinquishment will
be accepted unless he joins therein or until he has had reasonable
opportunity to make such showing in the matter as he may be advised.'0
It is directed that a regulation of this nature be framed and submitted-for departmental approval.'

WITTE v. SEIBERT.
-DecidedMarch 13, 1922.
PRACTICE-SUPErvrsory

AUTHORITY-CONTEsT-JTJDGMENT-FEARING.

'Supervisory authority is not designed to enforce technicalities and refusal oE
the register and receiver to render: a default judgment in a contest becauseI
the answer of contestee was filed, and served after the expiration of thirty
days from notice of contest, and the ordering of a hearing thereupon are not
sufficient grounds for invoking its exercise.

FINN±Y, First

Assistant Se&etaory:X

Gilbert R. Witte has filed petition for exercise of the supervisory
authority of the Department in the above entitled case, involving his
1

See Circular No'. 819, approved March 31, 1922 (48 L. D., 613).
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contest against the homestead entries of John P. Seibert for the tEl,
Sec. 18, T. 13 N., R. 12 E., and lots 1 and 2, E.4 NW. and NE. -,
Sec. 19, said township, ESanta Fe, New Mexico; land district.
The point at issue is the action of the register and receiver in authorizing a hearing upon answer filed and served by the corntestee
after the expiration of thirty days from notice of contest, it being contended by Witte that he is entitled to judgment as upon default.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office by decision of January 30, 1922, declined to disturb the action of the local office, and the
matter is now brought here upon further petition.
This does not present a case calling for the unusual remedy sought,
as the question can be determined in regular order of procedure upon
appeal if action adverse to the contestant be taken by the officers below in final decision upon the whole case after hearing. Supervisory
power is not designed to enforce technicalities of procedure, but looks
to the equities and substantial merits of the case. Without reciting,
*thedetails contained in the present record, it is sufficient to say that
an examination of the case so far as disclosed indicates that the merits
can best be determined for final disposition after a hearing.
The petition is accordingly. denied.
PROOF OF NONMILITARY AND NONNAVAL SERVICE IN CONTESTS
AGAINST HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
Instructions.
[Circular No. 815.3
DEPARTME NT OF. THE INTERIOR,
QENERAL. LAND OFFICE,

iVashingto'n, D. C., March 22,1922.
REoISTERS AND REcEIvERs,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICEs::
Tile act of July 28, 1917 (40 Stat., 248), provides among other
things thathereafter no contest shall he initiated on the ground of abandonment, nor. allegation of abandonment sustained against any such settler, entryman, or person
unless it: shall be alleged in the preliminary affidavit or affidavits of contest
and proved at the hearing that the alleged absence from the land xvas not due
to his employment in such military or naval service.

*

Under the foregoing it is not only necessary that the contest
affidavit' contain such allegation, but that it must be proved at a
hearing.
Therefore, it the contestee fails to answer after due service. of
notice of the contest, you will fix a date for 'a hearing for the sole.
purpose of submission of evidence relating to the allegation of -non-
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mi1itary, and nonnaval- services giVing the partieh' notice:,thereof by:
rekisteredmail not less ithan 20 days in adqnce of the dateifixed.'.
Notice to; the contestee should be addressed to his last-knowno address
and, if. personal, service of. notice of the contest -was not made,. to
the post office nearest the; land.
If the contestee fails to appear at the hearing, the contestant may
submit affidavits by -not less than two persons who have personal
knowledge as to whether the absence of contestee was due to military
or naval service under a~iienlistment antedating March 3, 1921.
.

TnLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
*Approved:
.
E. CFINNEY
C.
First Assistant Secretary.
ACT OF JANUARY 27, 1922, AMENIi1NG SECTION 2372, REVISED
STATUTES, RELATING TO CHANGE OF ENTRIES.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 817.]

-

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington,D. C., Mqareh £2, 1922.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

* An act approved January 27 1922 (Public No. 131, 67th .Conoress),
aamended section 2372, Revised Statutes, by adding thereto the following:
In all cases where; a final entry of publiclands has been or may be hereafter
ceanceled, and such entry is held by the Land Department or by a court of
competent jurisdiction to have been confirmed under the proviso to section 7
of the Act of March 3, 1891 (Twenty-sixth Statutes, page 1099.),; if the land has
been disposed of to or appropriated by a claimant under the homestead or desertland lawys, or patented to a claimant under other public-land laws,-the. Secretary
of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, and under rules to be. prescribed
by him, to change the entry and transfer the payment to any other tract
of surveyed public land nonmineral ini character, free from lawful
claim, and otherWise subject to general disposition: Provided, That the entry7
man, his heirs, or assigns shall file a relinquishment of all right, title, and
interest in and to the land originally entered: Provided further, That no right
of this paragraph shall be.assignable or transor claimunder the .provisions
ferable.

* 2. An applicationtfor0the benefits of this act should describe fa
Xspecific tract .of nonmineral sufveyed public' land free .from lafvfui.
claim and subject to6 general 'disposition,'and should be accompanied
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by the formal :reliniquishment by the entryman, his heirs, or assigns:
of all iight, title, and interest inl and to the land in the entry on .
which the right is; based. Where application is made by heirs. satisfactory proof of heirship is- required. This-must be* the best evi-dence that can be obtained, and must show that .the. parties applying'
are the heirs and the only, heirs of the deceased entryman. 'Where
* applications are made by assignees,: the0 applicants must show* theirinterest in the land linder the original entryman by furnishing prop* erly authenticated -abstracts of title, and 'they must show, by affi-'
davits or otherwise, that they' have not been 'indemnified by their
grantors for the. failure of title. The application should also state
whether action has been'einstituted. in the courts to have 'a subsequent
entryman of the land in the former entry declared a trustee, and, if
so, the status of the litigation.
.3. Credit for payments made in connectioh with the relinquishedE
entry will be allowed, but a tender of any additional sums: due for the
land applied for must accompany the application.
'
4. No rights under the act: are assignable or transferable.'
5 Applications should be suspended and transmitted to the General
Land Office with the current monthly returns, and the applicants
should be notified of such' suspension. After consideration of the
application, it will be submitted to the Secretary of the Interior:
with
w
appropriate recommendations.
6. Applicants for the benefit of the act will be required to begin,
within 30 days after notice of allowance, publication of a notice in
0a :newspaper to be designated by the regintei" as of general. circulation in the vicinity of the land, which notice should be substan-I
tially as follows::
NOT1CE OF CLAIM I1NDEE SFCTION 2372, R. S., AS AMENDED BY THE ACT 'OF:
JANUARY: 27, 1922.

* ;; ;:

X:

; FX
-X
: : -

:
;?

z UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

?

:-
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-

g

-

f

:
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,
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Notice is hiereby givefn that

…
has filed in this office an
applicationi under section 2372, L;ReVised Statutes, as 7amehded by the .act of
January 27, 1022,'fof
fo-,
Sec.
, T._
R.
ad that the same
an__
has been allowed by. the Secretary of the IJnterior.
: All p-ersons claiming the land adversely'or desiring. to show it to be mnineral
in eharacter will be allowed until '2…
, '19,
to file in 'this 'office
their objections to the issuance of patent 'under the aforesaid application.'

Be ister.
If the notice is published in a daily paper, the publication must be
inserted in 30 consecutive issues; if daily except Sunday, in 26; if
weekly, in 5, and if semiweekly, in 9. I)uring the period of publication, the notice;as pDublisbed must be postedin-the local land office.
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If nowobjections appear,' the registerfwill,; immediately after the
date named in the notice, issue final certificate, using- Form 4-196 if
the former entry was a
1homestead, or Form 4 200 if a' desert-lahd
entry, noting thereon references to the act of January 27, 1922, and
to the letter allowing the 'application.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Comnmissioner.
Approved':
E. C. FINNEY,
First Asszstant, Secretary.
REGULATIONS OF JULY 19, 1916, CIRCULARXNO. 491, RELATING TO
COAL MINING!PERMITS UNIDER SECTION 10, ACT OF OCTOBER
20, 1914, AMENDED.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
TV -aslirtqit, D.C.,March-24,1022.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,.UNITED STATES LAND) OFFICES IN ALASKA:
Reference is had to Circular No. 491 (45 L. D., 227), "Relating to
the acquisition of title topublic lands.;in the Territory of Alaska " in
the matter of coal mining permits under section 10 of the act of
'October 20, 1914J(38 Stat.,741)f.
The last paragraph on page 84 of Circulari No. 491 (45 L. D., 227,
310-311), under "action by register", provides:
"The register wvill keep a proper record of all applications received and all
actions taken thereon in a book provided for that purpose. If there appear ino
reasons why the application should not be allowed,' the -register' will issue ai permit on the form provided for that purpose. Should any objection appear either
as to the qualifications of the applieanf or applicants, or in the sbfstance or

sufficiency of the application, the register may reject the application or suspend
it for correction or ;supplementail showing under the usnal rules of procedure
subject to appeal, to the Cpommissioner of the General Land Office. Upon the
issuance of a permit, the register will' promptly forward' to: the' Commissioner of

theGeneral; Land Ofice, by' special letter, the original application and a. copy of
the pernit, and transmit copies thereof, to the Chief,. of the Alaskan Field Division, and -to the: local representative of the.United:-States* Bureau of Mines, for;
their information.".

aAs stated in the circular these regulations were intended merely as
temporary arrangement to meet immnediate 0'neessities, and since
operations under the coal leasing provisions of the said act of October
20,0 1914,; are being extended, it now-seems inadvisable to grant free
mining permits. in fields where mines are being operated under leases,
since 'to do so. would appear to be unfair; to the 1essees who, must,
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- .whileburdened' ith more onerous: requirements and with -payment
of royalties, compete with one holding a free permit.
The instructionsz; as to-action by the register (Circular No. 491,
page 84) are, therefore Imodified as follows:
When there shall be filed in your office an: application for free permit; or for'
renewalof an existing free permit under section 10 of the act of October 20, 1914,
involving land within a field- in which there are umines being operated;u nder
the leasing provisions of the said act, the register shall transmit such application
to the' Commissioner of the General Land Office without action, -but Nvith appropriate recommendation, calling special attention to the possibility of'its competition with existing gtvernment leases.: 'IShould' there be6 applications for free
permit in'fields where there are no leases, such permits may be issued by the
register as§ heretofore.
WILLIAM SPRY,:
:
~~~~~~~~~~Corn
issioner.;
;

Approved::
E. C. FINNEY,
Fi:-rst Assistant Secretary.
UNITED STATES Vv. BUNKER HILL AND SULLIVAN MINING AND
CONCENTRATING COMPANY.Decided March 24, 1922.
MINIfG OLAIm-DISCOVERY.

A discovery 'of a vein or lode of rock- in place bearing- valuable mineral is
necessary to sustain a lode location, but an actual disclosure' of commercial
ore is not essential to effect an adequate discovery.
MINING'CLAIME-RECORDS--EVflEN-CE-DISCOVERY.;

A recital of discovery in a recorded notice of location of: a lode claim does not
constitute evidence of discovery.
MINING OLAIM-EVIDENCE-DISCOVEIY.-

*

The .principle, with respect to a rule of property set forth in the Rough; Rider
case ,(42 L. D.,,1584) will not be applied where the .claimant's title was ac.,quired and application for patent was filedisubsequently to the issuance of
the departmental regulations of May. 21, .1909,- which require ,that the
evidjence must specifically lshow thatithe claim contains a valuable minerali
: deposit. "

MINING CLAI --EXPEN;DITUBES-TUNNEL.

The sufficiency and availability of patent expenditures is satisfactorily established when the evidence' shows that the claimant has been working ad- joining mining ground owned by' him by means of' aan extensive system connected with a main tunnel; that a number of the workings directed toward
t he ~claim are within a reasonable distance; and that the logical, and practical way to develop the claim at depth is, by the extension of those
workings.
MINING CLAIML-DISCOvEBY-NO+CONTIGruITY.:

The fact that the elimination from a mineral entry of :claims upon which
satisfactory discvery'had not been'shownwillrender theuncanceledclaims
incontiguous, is not alone sufficient to cause tlhe cancellation of such in
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contiguous* claims, where the claims as originally located and held formed
a contiguous body of land, and will occupy that status -after the elimination of the claims upon which discovery had. not been made.
3MINING CLAIM-DISCo0ERY-CONTIGUITY.

The Land Department will not enforce the cancellation of claims embraced
within a mineral entry upon which discovery. was not made until after
*thefiling of the application to make. entry, where discovery had 'been ade
upon certain other claims,:and the group, including those upon which, discovery, was afterwards made,; is held in common ownership and forms a
contiguous body upon the ground.

FrtiAssistantSecretary.
..
The Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Colm-';
pany. which on September 19, 1911, filed -its mineral application
079220 and oh~February 6, 1913, made mineral entry for the Yreka
group, consisting fof 37 lodel mining claims, mineral survey No.
2587, -situate in .T. 48 N., Rs. 2' and 3 E., B.iM., Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, land district, has appealed fromi the decision of the Comissioner of' the General Land'Office: dated July-21, 1921,. in which
the entry was held: for, cancellation because. of nondiscovery ' and:
noncontiguity, as to all the claims except the Drew; Ilode which'wasi
patented' November'18, 1916, and
4the adjoining'fractional Sliver
location .as to which, the Government presented no evidence.'
According to the -recor'd these claim!s were 'located in the year
1906 withi the exception of: one located in.l908, and two l6cated 'in
1910. All were conveyed to the applicant company in 1910. That
portion* of the group iii R. 3 El. is within the' Coeur d'Alene National
Forest. Pursuant to 'a report:0 from the Field Service the Commissioner, on 'October- 7, 1915, directed that adverse proceedings
be 'instituted upon charges that0 there' had been" no 'discovery of,
-mineral in rock rin"place 'and that as 'much as t$500 had' not een
expended'upon or for the 'benefit of any of the 33'lode claims specifiically' named "in each .charge, four 'claims, 'the Drew, B, Yreka No. 12,
and Yreka No. 14,.not 'being included. An answer' was filed and a:
hearing requtested which w'as had inMay, 1918.
'
'
The local officers in their opihioin of January 29, 1919, held that
the Isecond, charge as to insufficient expenIditures had not been proven
and should be dismissed and' that t'he nondiscovery charge should
be dismissed :as to the Drew, Sliver, and 14 other named claiims
but that as to the balance of the claims the mineral entry should
be canceled. The company, appealed 'and 'counsel submitted an
elaborate brief. The Commissioner reviewed the evidence at considerable length and found that the requisite discovery of mineral had
n.n'ot beeniimade at all upon the Foster, Lilly, Missing Link, Penfield.
Peak, SnoW- Line, A, , E ,Yreka No. 10 and iYreka Nos. 15 toi:
0.
.7
2
,;
i
,
FINNEEY,
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25i inclusive (21 clai mis)'; that discovery was
n' upon the
tshow
Edna,
Emily Grace, K-40, Medium, C. F, and Nos. 1 and 2 (8 claims);,
but~only after entry, and that at the date of application there
were sufficient disclosures upon none; of the locations except the
Drew, Sliver, B, Yreka Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 26 (8 claims).: As
:but one of the claims, the ( Sliver, of the last mentioned eight .was
contigous to the Drew location, upon which the:application notice:
was posted, the Commissioner held'the entry. for cancellation to
the extent of all the claims save said Drew and Sliver locations in
accordance with the ruling of the Department of August 23, 1916,
herein, as .to: contiguity and in harmony with thec decision 'in' the
:case of William' Dawson (40 L. D., 17). Because of the foregoing
disposition of the matter, the question of the sufficiency . of: the
improvements was 'not considered 'in the Commissioner's opinion.
In the present, appeal it is in. substance .asserted that the evidence
isiinsufficient to justify the findings and conclusion 'as to n'ondiscovery
and that it was: error for; the Commissioner to hold that it was incumbent upon the company to prove -a valid discovery by other evidence than the location affidavits themselves, to rejectxcertain claims
because of noncontiguity and to decide that the principle of .the Rough
Rider case (42 L. D.; 584), with .respect to the. rule of properfty'-doc
trine was not controlling. The case is submitted here :upoin 'the brief
filed on behalf of the applicant company before the Geneial Land
Office.
The claims in question cover an area of about 673 acres iand are
situated approximately two miles southerly from the town of Kellogg,
and a somewhat lesser, distance from T
Wardner, Idaho, in the:Coeurki
d'Alene, mining region. They include the mountain ridge 'and high
Ipeaks (KelloggPeak, 63.96 feet elevation, and West.Kellogg Peak, 6206
feet elevation) of the vicinity. The, surface is mountainous,, 'rough,
and broken and the claims areireached only by means -of, mountain
trails. The' applicant company has ]operated its mining properties at
Kellogg and Wardner since 1886 and, it is stated, has produced ore g
of a gross yalue of over $80,0OO0,090, and' its net 'earnings have exceeded;$26,000,000. The comnpany. is a large producer,. of lead 'and
silver. :Its ores are taken from.the formation known'as the ,War.dner:
lode or fault zone. There are, other htrge producing mines in the-near
vicinity whose output has been many millions. Within a radius of
two miles from the Yreka group there are many claims producing and
shipping ore. - The land in question has no agricultural value and
there is no timber or grazing of substantial value upon the. surface.
The principal witness for the Government wvassE.' D. Gardner, a
mineral examiner. He had investigated the claims on October 30, 31:
and November 1, 1915, and again on May 14 and 15, 1918, just a week
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before the hearing was; had.: He testified in detail with respect to
what he observed and found disclosed at the time of his two examinationrs upon the several claims.: His evidence is set forth with substantial accuracy in the Commissioner's 'opinion. In 1915 ;he .found
the discovery cuts and openings on very many. of the claims to be in
slide rock, soil, or wash, with no evidence that rock in place had been
reached . : The workings. were then more or less caved. 'He did not
investigate the.Sliver location, a small -fractional claim to the north
-of the Drew. His evidence shows an adequate discovery upon the
Yreka Nos. 11, 13 and 26, according to. his examination in 1915', in
addition. 'to the Sliver tlocation arid the four: claims not protested.
Upon a number of the northern claims of the group the company did
considerable additional work in 1917.:rS As a result of this new work,
Gardner in 1918 observed disclosures of mineral sufficient to justify
further development work:upon eight other claims, namely' the Edna,
Emily Grace, K-40, Medium, ; F, No.1, and No. 2, locations.
It was stipulatedtlhat two other (Government:witnesses who had
examined the- claims would .testify substantially the same; as thei
witness, Gardner.. Mining engineer, S. L. Shonts, a witnessjfor the
company, testified as follows:-'
Iwill state now'that my observation as to the facts will conform practically
with those stated by 'Mr-.'Gardner. yesterday.

T.
The witnesses -for the :'company, mining engineers and geologists,
asserted that valuable ores: existed and would be found at depth upon.
these claims, It was stated'that the Wardhnr lode would, as it
extended on its strike to the 'southeast,carry 'its dip which was about'
450 to the southwest beneath these claims and that the ~ground could
be explored and developed by: projecting difts and crosscuts
into
the groundjfrom.tlhe company's main workings upon the lode to the
north and northwest much better and more economically than by
doing development .work on. the surface of the locations. Some of
the company's drifts and
fcrosscuts
weresat the 'time of the' hearing-;
within 1,600 to, 2,000 feet from. the nQrth boundary of the group.
iMining.i Geologist Hershey ,'who'
had examined the region and
made a geologic map of ithe various formations testified in part'as:
follows:
So far as I know, none of the claims show any commercial ore, if that is what
you mean by valuable mineral. * e
A number of the claims show limolnite
and other evidences such as we find, at the outcrops of veins in the Coeur d'Alene
district.
.* 0
N
My opinion as to the mineral character of that claim is based
1largely upon the fact that I am confidept that. the large Wardner lode,. on which
the Bunker Hill and Sullivan Company has been mining, extends under that
ground.

Hie stated that the group was traversed by: a number: of faults and
that certain of .the claims were crossed by the Milo, Mountain King,.
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and Jackass faults. He kn6w;of no fault or break. that would cut
off the Wardner lode on its course..toward the southeast.
This witness: stated that the broad Wardner lode at a vertical
depth of about 2,000 feet below level No 15 of the company's mine
would enter under a portion of the Yreka group. Level No. 15 was
about 1,200 feet above: sea 1evel.

If

the altitude of the northern and

lowest portion of the surface of the Yreka group was approximatelyl
5,000 feet above; sea, level, the Wardner lode would pass beneath
the north end of the Yreka group at addepth of about 5,800 feet below,
the surface. .If the dip continued uniform -and did not flatten and
was not faulted, the lowestidepth,.of thelIode: would be 14,00 feet
below the surface of the Yreka group and;probablyv a little greater.The witness stated that in the. deepest workings of. the company's
mine they werelminitg lead ore at a depth of about 4,000 feet below
the highest point on the outcrop of the lode.
The witnesses for the- company testified lthat with but few exceptions the pro4ucing mines of. .the. Wardner district had, no showing
of ore atthe surface and that many. claims in theregion had~ been
passed to patent, with; no better or, different showing with respect to
mineral than that found upon these claims.
*The vital question in this case is as .to discovery. The requirementwith respect to discovery is statutory. See section,2320, Revised
Statutes. .Ihn Cole v. Ralph (252 U.:SS.>,.286, 295, 296, 299);,the SupremegCourt of the, United States, very recently said:
0 ' *,* .*-But to sustain a lode location the discovery .must be of a vein or
lode of rock in place bearing valuable- mineral., * * *
Location is the act or series of acts whereby the boundaries of the claim are
:marked, etc., butit confe-rs'rno right in the absence of discovery, both being
essential to a valid claim.
- *

*.

*

*

**

*

,,

The evidence bearing upon the presence or absence of lode discoveries was
conflicting. That for the plaintiffs tended persuasively to: show the absence of
any such discovery before the' placer claims were located, while that for the,
defendant tended the other way. Separately considered, some' portions Of the
latter *were
persuasive, but it was not, without noticeable infirmities,:.:among
them -the following: The. defendant testified that .no, ore, was ever, mined upon
:any of the lode claims, and that there was no mineral exposed to the best of
my (his) knowledge which would stand the cost of mining, transportation and
reduction at a commercial profit." In' the circumstances this tended to discredit the asserted discoveries, 'and of like tendency was his unexplained statement, referring to the claims grouped in this patent application, that "'some
of them have not a smell of ore, but they can be located and held on the principle of being contigous to adjacent claims"-an obviously' mistaken view of
the law-and: his further statement,0 referring to vein material. particularly
relied upon as a discovery, that he "would hate to try to mine it and ship it."

See also the- decision of the Supreme Court:in the case of;Chris:man v. Miller

(197 U.

5., 313).
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U1ponthe record submittedsthe Department is of the opinion' that
no error was committed in the concurring conclusiofis reached below
to the effect that at the date of the hearing adeqtuate discoveries of
mineral were shown only with respect to 16 of the locations anddthat
the remainder of the claims were lacking in discovery. That con-l
clusion is'reached only- by considering with liberality the testimony
adduced and the showingo made in the record. ;
With regard todthe charge that sufficient patent expenditures had
not- been m ade the Commnissioner made no finding. The local officers
held that such charge had not been proven and 'that it lshould be
dismissed. X 'The;
evidence 'shows that the company has 'beeni working
its mining ground to the north and northwest by means of an extensive system o'f drifts,' crosscuts,; inclines and levels conntedt with its
long Kellogg tunnel.; A number of these' workingsr
'Sc directed
.toward the Yreka group and are within a reasonable, distance of
northern boundary of 'the claims. The logical and practical way to
develop the Yrek'a ground at depth is'by the extension of the present
workings into that area. The, Department is satisfied 'with regard
to the 'sufficiency and aviilabilty of the patent expenditures 'claimedc
on behalf of the company.
'The contention that the affi'davit required by the Idaho statute in;
connection with the 'recorded location notice is good and primd
'fai4He evidence -of a discovery isnot well founded. The State statute l
does not ,require any direct and specific averment as to discovery o
mineral. In the Nevada case of Clole it Ralph (252 U. S.,-286, 303),
upon this precise question the court said:
The further objection is made. that no probative force was given to recitals
of discovery in the recorded notices of location:of the lode claims. The notices
were admitted in 'evidence and ino instruction was asked or given respectiig the0
-rncitals. ' In one nothing is' said about discovery, and' what is. said in the, other
two, is 'meager. But, passing this, the objection' is not tenable.; The general
rule •is that such recitals are mere. ex parte, self-serving declarations on the
pait of the locators, and not evidence of discovery.. Creede4&*Cripple Creek
Mining Co. v. Uinta Tunnel Mining Co., 196 U. S. 337, 352; Lindley on Mines,
:3d ed., section 392; Mutchmor 'v. McCarty, 149 California, 603, e07; Strepey v:
Stark, 7 Colorado, 614, 619; Magruder v. Oregon & California H. R. Co., 28
L.. D. 174. This- rule is recognized- and applied in i Nevada. Fox 'v.: ;Myers,. 29
Nevada,: :169, 186, RoundaMountain Minirng :Co. v. Round Mountain Sphinx
Mining Co., :36qNevada, 543, 560.

It is argued that other claims in the region have been 'passed to
patent where the surf ace disclosures and claimedl discoveries have
been no better than those here found, and that the so-called rule.of.
property invoked in the, Rough Rider case (42 L. D., 584) is here
applicable and that patent-should issue. In this connection it may be
noted that the mining circular of 'March 29,1909 (37 L. D., 728j ,'T)j,;
in paragraph 41,, provided that in the application for patent-
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The vein or lode must be fully described, the description to include a statement as to the kind and character: of mineral, the extent thereof, whether ore
has been extracted and of what amount and value and such other facts as will

Support the applicant's allegation that the claim contains a valuable mineral
deposit.'

:This requirement w-as made prior to the applicant company's: pur.chase of these.claims and considerably before its application fot
patent. In view of the mandate of the Federal statute, the requirementeof the mining circular, the holding of the Supreme C'urt
herein above cited, and the facts, this* Department does. not regard
the0: present case as within the rule of: property referred to;0 in.ithe
Rqughl Rider. decision.
In connection with the matter -of discovery it must not be understood that an actual disclosure of commercial ore is essential to ,a
sufficient and adequate discovery. The principle laid down in the
case of Castle v. Womble (19 L. D., 455)3,. which, has. been many times
cited, is authoritative. See also the case of Jefferson-MonltanalCopper Mines Co. (41 L. D., 320), Cataract Gold, Mining Co. (43 L. D.,
248), Chrisman V. Miller (197 U. S., 313),,and Cole v. Ralph (252'
U. S. 286).
was proven
As' to.the eight claims, upon which discoyvery.after ent
at the hearing, the Department seesno'good' purpose in cancelingthe
entry to that extent, as suggested by the Commissioner, and requirig
the applicant company to institute new proceedings for< the entry and
patent of said locations. Due notice hias been given by* publication
and posting, as required by'.the law and regulations, the purchase

money thereupon has been 'paid, and it is evident that the locations
are such as are now, subject' to applidation, entry, and patent under
the 'general mining laws., The 'spirit and intent of the jmining laws
has been fulfilled and it would be overtechnical to require the appli-.
cant to go through the form ofI a new proceeding to accomplish aresult which :may be attained by allowing the entry to remain, intact
as to said locations. It is so ordered.
With reference to the fact.that the elimination from the entry of
claims: upon which .a satisfactory' discovery haIs not been shown:will-'
render other' claims noncontiguous,. the Department. is not disposed
to: Scancel such noncontiguous -claims, in view of the fact that the
.claims as located and held by applicant: companyform a contiguous
body of land helLt and worked -under the general mining laws, and:,
will occup~y that':status after the cancellation.of the entry to the extent.
of the claims on which discovery has not been made.
As stated above, with reference to the question of discovery after'
application, no good purpose would be served in a: case: like this by
cancellation of the said locations and the subjecting of 'the company
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'to newproceedings.- The law is met, in my judgment, by the-fact
tabove stated that the group of claims forms a contiguous body, held
and workdcl 'in common ownership-contiguous in fact-upon the
,ground, and which presuumably will tbe made contiguous upon. the

records by subseqiuent proceedings by the applicant/after discovery
shall have been established upon the. claims now held, for cancellation
because of nondiscovery.
' Accordingly, the Commissioner's decision is affirmed as to those
claims held for cancellation because up tothe present time Po discovery; of mineral has been shown to have been made thereupon, and
modified so as to hold the entry intact as to the other'claims embraced
therein, upon which satisfactory discovery has been made.

CHARLES EDMUND BEMIS.
Decided Mlarch 25, 1922.
0DESERT LAND-CULTIVATION.

The mere planting of a crop does not fulfill the requirement of the desert-land
; 'law,'and while it is not always necessary to show that the crop was
remunerative, yet it is incumbent upon the- entryman to, show that some
sort of 4a crop: was raised by irrigation or that a bona fide effort was nmade
with that end in view.
DESERT LAND-CULTIVATION-FTNAL PROOF-COMAMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL
LAND OFFICE--ACT OF MARcH 3, 1891.
Good faith is a controlling element in determining the question of compliance
with the requirement of the desert-land law as to cultivation, and in administering the law, the Commissioner of the Generai Land Office is not onlyauthorized, but it is his imperative duty under section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, to requiire such additional proofs to be6 made within the period
prescribed by law as may be, necessary to show the character- and extent
of the cultivation.
DEPARTMENTAL DECTSION CITED AND DIsTiNotISHE 'D."
Case ,of Nancy A. Kough (47 L.i D., 621) cited and distinguished.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Charles Edmund.Bemis has appealed from a decision rendered by
the Commissionper of the General Land Office October 6, 1921,'requirino a supplemental showing in connection with the finale proof submitted by tlhe former July 15, 1921, upon' his desert land entry 01456,
made January 8, 1913, for the S. I- SW. ;, Sec. 13, N.' NW. 1, Sec.24, T. 11 S., R. 6 E., S. B. M., El Centr6, California,' land district.
The Commissioner found that twenty acres of the entry had been
tilled, cleared, plowed, disked and leveled, but considered- as insufficient hthe showing as to cultivation which he set forth from the following quoted portions of the proof:
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.Furrowed: out part 'of it and ridged part of it, ditched, irrigating and:
planting; its object. was to produce an agricultural crop; planted 0.to milo
maize:;.part of this is up but unable to harvest a crop yet. All of this land has.
been irrigated 0 * *
planted forepart of June, 1921; this is up now in most
places; but not ready: for harvesting; this should be ready for harvesting In
about three months.

as sufficient time after the
maturation of the crop; toA
submit an affidavit,: properly corroborated, preferably by the two
proof witnesses, showing the result of the crop; whether it matured
and was harvested; if so, the number of pounds, tons, or bushels
realized.
The entryman failed to make the required showing, but entered
an appeal, contending as a general assignment of error that the law
does not require a showing that a remunerative crop 'was produced.
The cases of Margaret A;.Hlodgkinson (Los Angeles 0211,77, D-49645,
unpublished) and Nancy M. Hough 4(47 L. D., 621) were cited as
sustaining that contention.
There is only one point at issue in this case, that is, whether or
not the Commissionr hasL authority under the law to require such
a. supplemental showing to be made by an; entryman as that imposed
upon the appellant herein.
In the concluding paragraph of the decision appealed from the
Commissioner stated that the purpose of the requirement *vas to
determine whether or not satisfactory cultivation of the land had
been made; also to test the practical sufficieney of the water supply
and the efficiency of the method of reclamation.i
The act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), amending the act of
March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 377), contains among others, the provision
that' before a patent shall be issued, proof must be made showing
cultivation of one-eilghth of the land within the. entry.
Th6e method and' scope of cultivation required under. the desertand laws tare treated in paragraphs 24 and 25 of the regulations of
May 18, 1916 (450L. D., 345,360, 36,1), the pertinent portions of
which are as follows:
The entryman was required, inasmuch
submission' of the proof had elapsed for

24. While it is not required that all of the land shall have been actually irrigated at the time final proof is made, it is necessary that the one-eiglhth portion which 'is required to -be cultivated shall also have been irrigated in a
manner calculated to: produce profitable results, considering the character .of
the land, the climnate,- and the kind of crops being grown. * *
25. As a rule,, actual tillage of one-eighth of the land must be shown. It
is not sufficient to show only that there has been a marked increase in thei
growth of grass, or that grass sufficient to support stock has been produced on
the land, Ias a result of irrigation. If, 'however, on account of some peculiar
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climatic or soil: conditions, no. crops except grass can be successfully produced,
'thesoil,
iori if'actual tillage will destroy or injure the 'productive quality of
the actual production of a crop of hay, of merchantable value, will be accepted
as sufficient compliance with the requiremnents as to cultivation (32 L. D.,-456).
In such cases, however, the facts miust be stated, :and the extent and value of
the crop of hay must be shown,'and, as before stated, that saine was produced
as a result of actual irrigation.

In the opinion of the Department, the desert'-land law contemplated
that one-eighth of the Iland must be irrigated and, that irrigation
should be proven -or verified by the production of a crop. 'While, 'as
stated in the case of Nancy M. 'Hough, supracit is not always' necessary to 'show that the crop was remunerative, yet it is' incumbent upon
the ehltryman to show:'that some sort of a crop was raised by irrigation or that a bona jfde effort was 'made with that encl in view. The
mere planting of a- 'crop does -not fulfill the' requirement.
It is- impossible to lay down a fixed rule' as toi' what constitutes
satisfactory cultivation.} Costello v. Jansen' (10 L. D.,' 10). 'However, the character and extent of cultivation upon a desert land entry
'goes far toward determining the good or bad faith of an entryman.
Good faith is a controlling element and Congress specifically declared
in section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, suprc, after enumerating the
showings that must be made, " that additional proofs may be required
:
at any time within the period prescribed by law."
At the time that the entryman submitted his proof he had nearly
two full cropping seasons within which to comply with the requirements of the law before the'expiration of the time for submission of
proof. Notwithstanding that fact he, without disclosing any reason
for doing so, made proof of his attempted cultivation- before the crop
had all germinated 'and begun to grow.- Such action should not bel
passed unnoticed, especially since the law~calls for convincing evidence of his good 'faith.
The facts :upon which thd decisibos in the cases cited by thbe appel'lant were rendered are dissimilar to those' in the instant case. In
the reported case of Nancy M. Hough, the entrywoman had exhibited
an honest endeavor to comply with the law. ;Ditches had 'been con'tstructed which: made possible the practical irrigation of the entire;
entry. One-eighth of the land, had been irrigated and cultivated
and the crops had 'matured before the proof was submitted The sufficiency of the proof was placed in issue upon a charge that poor crops
had been raised on account of insufficient applicationuof. water; that
if more water had. been applied better crops would have been raised..,
The Department held in that case that it-was knot incumbent upon' the
claimant under the circumstances to show thatthe crop was reason,ably remunerative in order to establish good faith- that the proof
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showed compliance with the law as to cultivation and Vshould have
been; accepted.'
From a comparison of the cases it is obvious that the case of Nancy
M.,lHough, relied' upon by the appellant, is ,not in. point. In the
instant case only fone crop, had been planted, and sufficient time had
-not elapsed for its maturity. Proof of irrigation by the; production
of a crop could not then have been verified. It remained to be. seen
what further effort was made by the claimant in order that his good
faith could be determined. The requirement of supplemental proof
imposed by the Commissioner was for the purpose of enabling him to
'ascertain to what extent the entryman had tried to comply with the
law. While successful or remunerative cultivation is not absolutely
- fnecessary, yet thle degtee of good faith displayed by a claimant must
necessarily be measured by the extent to which he tried to produce
a productive and profitable crop. The requirement'was, therefore,
not: only reasonable, but also imperative under the law, and the
departmental regulations. The question of whether or not the law
had -been complied with would have to be determined after the submission of the supplemental proof.
Accordingly the action of the Commissioner is affirmed.

RIGHT TO CUT TIMBER IN THE -STATE OF ARIZONA GRANTED TO
CITIZENS OF WASHINGTON AND KANE COUNTIES, UTAH.
INSTRUCTIONS.
00

: :

00
0 00

0

0 0

:- [Circular No. 818.]
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DEPARTMENT Or THE

INTERIOR, 0
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
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f
0
:
. .Wzaklngton, D. C0., March 28, 1933.
(HIEFS OF ;FIILD DIVISIONS':
C.
* On February.;27, i922; there was approved an act of Congress
(Public No. 157) which provides as follows:
That section 8 of an act entitled '"An act to repeal the timber :culture laws;
and for other purposes," approved Ma rch 3,,1591, as amended by an act approved
March 3, 1891,. chapter 559, page 1093, volume 26, United States Statutes at
Large, be, and the same is hereby amended by adding thereto the following:
"That it shall be lawvful for thle Secretary of the Interior to grant permits,
under the provisiois of section 8 of the act of Alarch 3, 1891, to citizens of
Washington County and of Kane County, Utah, to cut timber on the public
-lands of the counties of Mohave and Cocouino, Arizona, for a&ricultural. mining,
and other domestic purposes, and remove the timber, so cut to said Washington
Countyaand Kvane County, Utah.".
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i-,The cuwttii
of'tinber under the provisions of this acb must he done
in conformity with' the rulesiand regulations issued Marchi25; 1913-e.
Cirdulatrs Nos. 222 andi 22& (42-IL. D.,430 an& 22).R- -:
W.If
LmIA' SPRY,

ConmiwszOner.
Approved:.
E. C. FTINNE

-,

Z,

4Firt
-S&ecretary.
As:a'zUt

;TONY BLACKBIRX.
i.arh

-29, I922.-

fINDIAN:0 LANDS-PUBLIC L ANiDS-PATENT- -EIRS,
-AND PB:ASES-STATUTES.

DEvIsEsES, ASSIGNES ----

S

"public lands" as used in'the'act of May 20, 1836, later emboaied
substantially in section 244&8, Revised Statutes, declaring ltha t where; a
.patent is issued,,mn pursuance of. any law .of the U nited. States,. in the
name of a deceased person, the title to the. land designated' therein shall
inure to the helrs, devisees, or assignees of the patentee, is to be construed
to include "Indian lands."

,The term

INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT--PATENT-SECRETARY
JUBISDICTION:

OF THE INTERIOR-COITRTs5.-

The Secrtary ;of the Interior is wi jthout power to cause the cancellation of a
patent in fee which has been placed'of record in the General Land Office,
though never delivered, and where sufcha patent has been inadvertently
issueduunder authority of the act of May 8, 1906, on the ground 'of' corpetency, to a deceased allotee, even prior to the expiration of the trut
period, the function of lvacating the same rests 'exclusively'in the courts.

BooTH,

Solictor:

You have requese myopiion astothe validity of a patent in fee
issued to anIndianwherethe, all6ttee died prior, to the.issuance, of
such patent, and,.inferentially, ,as to the power of the Secretary of
tt~heInterior to'cancel sucei patent.
,;,Briefly th~e, facts in the case are: Tony.Blackbird, a SIOux Indian of
the-Lower Brili e Reservation,.SouthDakota, received an allotment of
326.44 acres for whichlthe usuai 25-yea rtrust patent issued Decem
ber .31, 1903,,pursuant to the aact of March,2, 1889 (25 Stat., 888, 891),
and the general allotment, act, of February-8, 1887 (24 Stat.,1388).
Theoriginal trust period on :this. allotment would not have expired
until Decem :berY1928, but~in Marc~h, 1913,
9- the
t~e allot:
allotteef aE~plied. .f
patent in fee, on the ground of "'Competency".; aiithority for the isst ance of such patent in cass of thiskind.being found. in.the act of
May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. , 82). B
ased
on favorable recommendations
*2403.

0
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the Indian Serrvice a finai or fee patent issued to this Indian on

;October 7, 1913, which patent was duly reeordedion'the records of the
0General Land Offlce.: Inthe: meantime, vhowever, on May. 30,' 1913,
the allottee died, which fact it appears was not brought to the attention of the Indian Office or of the Department prior to the actual is.:
suance of :patent. On ascertaining that fact, however, the fee patent
was not." delivered" but was retained in the Indian Office` 1 Interested persons obtained a certified copy of the pate l,had the same
recorded and conveyances to third parties now also appear of record
from the widow and two children of the deceased allottee, these ap-

pearing to be the only heirs at law, of- the- decedent.

Mortgages or

other incumbrances 'are now of- record against the land involved.
Fundamentally a patentL'or other iixstrument of conveyance to a*
grantee not in being, .as to a fictitous person,; is void and conveys, no
title. (112:I. S., 24, 31; 199 U. S., 62, 63, 80; 217 Fed., 11.) Thisrule
0has
0 been invoked at times as authority for canceling or otherwise
:etting aside instruments issued in the name of fictitious. persons. To
state the rule another way: There must be a grantee capable of taking
:title uness the common la'w' rule has been altered by statute. Corpus
Juris,'vol. 18, p. 1'$. 'Asto this'the act of May"20, 1836 (5 Stat; 31),

embodied substantially din the Revised Statutes as' section 2448 provides.
"Where patents
of any law o the

for public lands haveF .been or may be issued,

in prsuapee
who ha didcrlo
eefe
dies,- before the date of such patent, the titefto the land designated therein
shall inure to and become vested in the heirs, devisees, or assignees of such deceased patentee as if the patent had issued to the deceased person
g life."

~United States, 'to, a. person

;While, in both~instances the: statute literally reads "public lands "I
and at times a sharp distinction is to :be' drawn between ."' public
: :lands "and " Indian lands" (227 U. S., 355, 367; 239 U. S., 62, 63; 252
UTS.,
'159);yet
the Supreme Court' itself hasheld' that the statute
'above'quoted is''ap'plicable 'to'lands allotted' to 'Indiahs.lS (Crews v'.
BSurchamn (1-Black, 66 U'.' 'S.,0 352 356); United State's v. iChase (245
U. S., 90, 101). See also Kenny v.-'Mil's"(260 U.' 5., 60,footnote)-.;
Th :reason forso' holding is apparent. DIoubtless many certificates of
allotment, trust patents, and -other' forms of, 'paper..evidence of title
-have been "issued to' Indian. allottees who -were
at 'the time'of
bdea
the issuance of such instruments. To' hold these 'instruments void
would' necessitate cancellation and the issuance of ne'w instrumentts'
innmany; cases to the heirs of the decedent. Maanifestly, at proceeding

of this kind;'would be useless. H1ow'much better, theiefore, to hold
:that the title so acquired inures to the benefit of the heirs of "the
patentee or grantee. This the courts have done.
'
' A, s 'to the authority 'of the Secretary of-'the'Tnterior to cancel pat-.
ents in fee -after issuance,, even though never "delivered," 'We have

i
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no statute. which spebifically clothes; that offiber with; such authority.
we 'findJ manyp-decisions by, the courts showing
a lackof such-authority. Extracts from: a few of theseappear belqow0:

rOn the 'other handy

"Title -by ::patent from 'the United States is' title by rcord, and the: delive
of the inustruinent tob the' patenfee is not, as'int eo'nveyanee- by a private person, essenti-al topass the title."
'
United States v. ,Schurz (102 U. S.,8378).
*"After the, issuance
e of. the patent the matter, becoomes subject to inquiry
only.in the courts and by judicial proeeedings."
i:Michigan tand and Lumber Company . Rust (168 U. 5., 589, 593).
"Thepower of supervision and correction vested. ib the Secre'tarySofthe
Interior over Indiandallotment's is nOt unlimited and.:arbitrary;,it can nodt be
exercised to deprive any person of land the" title to which has lawfully vested.":
-'Ballingerv. FrostL(216, U.,5., 240).
,

The true'situation, as I see it, is possibly best summed !up'in Steel
V. Smelting'
opany' (106 U. S., 447), wherein the court 'said,
page 454:
l";So vw-ith a patent for land from the United States ' "8, 0. . It can not be
vacated or limited in proeeedings wh&re it comes collaterally in question. It
can not be vacated or limited by the officers'themselves';' 'thei'r -power over the
land is ended when :the patent is issued and placed on the records of the department.': This can be'accomplished only by .regular judicial:proeedings, taken in
the name of the Government. for that special purpose.",

These views are .set forth- at somei iength , because .Secretaries of
this 'Department, of theirowna

volititon'lha.ve-had I.oecasiofnt at times to

resortto the c'ancellation 6f patehts jufee' afthrissuance: SeeUiited
States v. Caster- (271 Fed& 615),: and United States cx: rdl. Prettybull
vs. 'Lane(47
'App.
C., 134). .uperficially,
p.
these two decisions are
'not in harmony;. .In the' former it-was held~in effect, that the Secrel
tary of -the Interior is without povet to recall the title'after issuance
of a :patent in fee: simply. by canceling 'the patent and: correcting the
records'of -his Department accordingly. In the latter case the court:
:refused a writ 6fmandamusi to icompel the Secretary to deliver .the
patent where,
v
ifts appeared that such patent. was procured though
Ifalseandfraudulentt representations..,'This 2 but. illustrates the doctrine that "he .whol comes it
equity mst
u ,comre. with clean hands."
While mandamus will lie upon a proper showing to compel the performance of a purely ministerial act (92 U. S., 531, 541; 211 U. 5., 249'
.216 U. S., 240-1), yet such writ will be refused. where the 6object to
be sought promotes or aids a wrong (222 U. S., 2'04; 245 U. S., 308,
311). The latter principle is reflected in the 'Prettybull case but it

still remains: to be seen whether the cancelation of the patent in fee
in that instance by the Secretaryvof the Interior reinvested the\fee

I
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to'' those '-lands ii' the t
'Stats 4o'r thati te counts would not
iupholdaconveyance& by th patentee of those lands.
: 'Theessential difference between a void patent and a; voidable:
patent lies in. the fact that the formeris a complete nullity and. con-:
veys; no title. Hence,. on cancellation, no one- can be heard to com-plain. With a- voidable patent, however, the rule is otherwise an&
whether the -fee-in such cases is to be recalled- is: a: judicial question:
and 'one for' determination by the courts. - Such is the situation, as IT
see it, with. reference to the case at hand. Sufficient grounds may
exist 'for voiding the patent in this instance. as the, record before 'me
indicates; that misrepresentations may have. been- made- as *to the

-

:"c 'epetency-"

of, Tony Blackbird.

Even;if

this

is true,

-

-however,

that would not justify an administrative officer in arbitrarily canceling the patent, and-this
A is particularly true where the rights of third
parties . have intervened. The
is solely one for the courts
to determine. :
I am not unmindful of the fact that the patent in fee in this case
issued. prior to the expiration of the, trust period, in thoe nanme of the
original-allottee, under authority of the act of Ma 8, 1906, sup'ra, on
the alleged ground of ",competency,7 and, it-might be argued, that a
dead. Indian certainlyv is -not a competent Indian.- Thus it might be
said that the foundation or authority 'for the issuance of this- patent
in the first instance
lacking, and while there may
somne force
to that argument, yet -:hether. that fact- renders the patent
or
voidable- is a :question for judicial determination -by the courts.: in
:thi' .domiection, however it may-bepointedout that-matter

-

-was

-

-be

-void

-

:
"*
$ * :every patent for public or Idian lands carries with it an implied
affirmation or finding.of eveiy- fact! -madeia-prerequisite.
to its issue. *8
Dickson v. Luck Land-Company (242 U. S., 371,;374).
- :
.- -

See also United Statesv.- Wildcat (244U. S., 111).-'
Needless to addI ami of the opinion-that the Secretary of the In.terioris' withoutpower to cancel.a patent-in- feeponee issued andplaced
of record inthe' General Land Office but-that this is a function resting
exclusively in the courts. To hold otherwise would shake the veryfoundations upon which'the title-to most of our public and' Indian:
-:

-

lands rest. -''

-

-

-

Approved:,-

0f

F.

M. GOODWIN,

::;: uA&ssstaynt &ceretaxry/.;

0f
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[Circular No. 819.]
DEPARTMEI[NT OF THE INTERIOR,
FFI
GENERAL LAND

Wqaslhngton, D. 0 .,

arhA 31,19g.9L

,REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS ,
tTNITED- SATAES LANn OFFICES:
Your attention -is

directed to:Rule 98 of Practice (4L.

D., 411),

which provides:
Transferees and incumbrancers of land, the title to which, is claimed; or is
in process of acquisition, under any public land. law shall, upon filing notice of
the transfer or fincumbrance. in the district land. office, become entitled. to receive and. be given the same notice of any contest or other proceeding thereafter had, affecting such: land which is required, to be given the original entry-

man' or claimant.

Every such notice of a transfer or incumbrance must be

forthwith no'ted upon the records of the district land'office and be promptly reported to the General Land Office. where a like notation thereof will be made.:
T'hereafter, such' transferee 'or 'incumbrancer, as well-'as the entryman, must be
made, a party defendant to any proceeding against theentry."
For the purpose of rendering this rule imore effective

in 'the ppro-

tection
'existing
-of. equities you will see that in all cases wh'ere notice

of .a mortgage interest in-land enibraeed within a subsisting'entry,' is

filed, as provided in the above Rule of Practice, such mortgagee is
given notice of any relinquishmeoentoftheientry that may be 'filed;t andl:
such case uunless' the mortgagee

you. will accept no relinquishnient in

joins 'therein, or' is' given opportunity to make such showing 'in the
riom notice'of the relinquish;matter as he may desire, and'30 days

Lwhiiehl~to :ex~press' his 'assent to
meuit- -may 'be' allowedte mortggee
the relinquishment, or submit such statement or showing as'he may
desire. 'thIfle mortg~agee 'fails to respond to the notice, or objects to
'the relinquishment of the entry, you will suspend action thereon and
:report thematter in full to t:his office, with your recommendation.,
.in

WILLIAMf SPRY,
Coqnlmrsioner.

Approved:
E. !C. FINNEY,
:First. A4ssistant Secretary.
I

See opinion ofMarch 11, 1922;(48 L4D., f5f2).

2 See Rules of Practice, reprint July 13, 1921 (48 Li. D., 246).
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA .AND OVERAND TRUST AND _REALTY
CPIPANY (ON.PETITION).
Decided September 1s, 1921.
LANDS-WITH-

LAND-INDEMNITY-AMENDMfENT-SEtECTION-FOEEST

SCHOOL

DRAWAL.:

'Defects in an indemnity school sielection may be'cured by an amendatory;
selection prior'to the intervening of adverse rights, and where the defects
are cured .before the lands are included within a forest withdrawal, the
selection is to be treated as within the purview of a proviso. which excepts
from the operation of the withdrawal " any lawful entry, filing, selection or
settlement" .made and maintained in' compliance with law, notwithstandhing that the filings had been suspended because' of a controversy with the
State concerning the validity of its indemnity base.
SCOOoL LANTD-INDEMNITY-SELECTIONrRECLAMATION.-WITHDRAWAL.;

A first form withdrawaLunder 'the reclamation act does not defeat the equiftable title of the selector acquired under an indemnity school selection if th6
Xselection was legal-and completed prior to the withdrtiwa].

:

CouRT DEcISIONs

GITED AND APPLIED.

ailwayodCases of 0qPayne, Secretary of the Interior v. Central Pacifi
pany (255 U. S., 228), Payne, Secretary of Ithe Interior v. State of New
(255 U. S., 367),; Stateof Wyog v. United States (255U. 5.,489),
;; ;Mexico
,
cited iand applied.
FINNEY, First.

Secretary:

Assistant
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June: 24, 1912 'said. sections were' included ia'
in
S

firs' form' with

dra*al under' the ieclamation act'-Ior!66nstruction purposes? in .con:
nection with the Truckee-Carson reclamation p'roject.
3By decision of March 14; '1914, the Commissioner of the General
Land-'Officei held th' said selections '401 and 402 for cancellation for
two reasons; first, because' they were not considered lawful pending
'selecti6ns at the time of the withdrawal for' forest purposes, due to
the fact' that 'they -Were- filed, while the prior selectioh 316 was stillt
subsistinh 6of record' and bared' the way to' subsequent "filings until
finallyeanceled; 'andaseeond', 4because of "the unconditional- withdrawal for conlstruct-ion ' purposes under the reclamation 'at whi l,
under the'rule at that' time applied in the Land Department;. affected
all lands so withdraw; title to which' had:' not pa-ssed out of 'the

Government.'

'

'

'

'

-That action was, affirmied by 'thelDepartment'Decemnber.'30, 1914- t
i
'
and i'motion 'for rehe'aring'Was denied AprilI,0; 19154.
This petition seeks a reopening of the case and challenges'the-cor-rectness of thb 'aeti'o'n iaken as to each of the ig-roundsu on which'the
hdverse action ivas' predicated. As to' the 'latter ground,' th&, inter-r

thening, reclanaation 'witfidrawal, recent Supreme Court decisions' are
invoke'd' to; the effeict that such' withdrawal vwould not destroy the
:equitable title o-f the State unider its selections, provided it had' done
all that the law required of it to perfect.title'prlior to the'withdrawual.
'This point is conceded.
The second contention is a reiteration of' the argument presented
at the time of the formef 'adjudiatioin-!hnamely,Athat these latter
selections were amendatory of- thehprior selection 316, and- that even
if not so considered they should be given effect as new selections prior
to the date of the forest withdrawal and treated"'as l'wiil fiihgs
existing. of record at that tilne. It is pointeid'otthat':there
treated. as lawful .filin s for many years
tte .int-ered.paraand
rt
ties'were repeatedly advised during that period that they weie com-

pleted filings but were suspended because of a controversy

'with-the

State concerning its'indemnity iselections in general,. it having' been

held that the State 'had made selections in excess of its inderhuity
'
base.
; :Uypon
review* of

'

'the: record' the Department is impressed with the
suggestion. contained in the petition that the basic. reasont for.F; therejection of these selections in the fo'rmer adjudication was the reclamation 1withdrawal which was made in .1912j, and that the other
o bjection wasE not really yital or sub'stantial. If the selections, were
legal: and completed prior to the reclamation withdrawal, they were
not affected thereby, under the. recent. rulings of the Supreme Court.
See Cases.of Payne, Secretary of the.Interiorv.-Central Pacific Railway Company (255 U. S., 228) ;TPayne, Secretary of the Interior v.
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State of 'New Mexico (2S f. 5., 367); ;arn& StateV of Wyoming. 'V.
United, States (255. U. S., 489.); decided, F.ebruary 28, March' 7, andl.
March 28, 1921, respectively..;
The Department
I
has repeatedly allowed claimants to filed amenda:tory applications to cure. defects in. prior' claimst still pending of
record, where no adverse .rights have intervened.
. As.
now 'advised the Department is of the opinion 'that'these later
selections should be considered as amendatory of thel old selections,
asmnoted of record, as they were without doubt intended toAcomplete
and perfect the- claim of the
-toa the, same lands. The tracts
selected'are the same, and ;the base lands offered' are' partly the same
as-contained in 'the old selection. It isf urged that-the State, sold the
selected ,.tracts,.in 1899, and. was, therefore, under obligation to. take
all necessary precaution to perfect title in protection of its transferee.
The .amendatory selections -were pending prior to,0 anq were unaffected. by, the forest withdrawal, if predicated on valid base (47
L. D.,398).-...
''The former action is recalled and vacated, and the case is remanded for readjudication by. the Commissioner, in harmony with
this decision, and if .'the selections are found to have been .complete
and proper for approval' at the. date of the reclamation withdrawal,
they will be reinstated and allowed, in the 'absence of: other suffient
objection not heree-considered..
.State

-FRAN ANDEBRSON.
Decided ern4cah 27, 1922. -'

'

SURVEY-MINING CLAIM.

The relation between a mineral survey and a conflicting public land survey
is sufficiently shown by the tie of the-inifig claim:-tio one .of..e coiner's
:of the public land survey and by the courses and distances given in the
respective surveys.
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATION REVOKED.
Section :15 of the. Manual of Instructions for Survey- of the Mineral Lands

of the United States, approved October 6, 1908, revoked.
FINNEY' First Assistant Secretary:.
Frank Anderson, United States mineral surveyor, has appealedI
from the'.,decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
dated November 1,. 1921, affirming the action of. the United States
surveyor general for Arizona, which required Anderson to retrace
the: section line of the public land fsurvey between Secs. 31 and, 6,
Tps. 22 and 23 S'., R.-16 E., G. andSS. R. .lM1, Arizona, which- was.
.intersected in surveying Blue;RockL No. '6Lode of mineral survey No.
3689. The controversy arises undcer section 15. of the'Manual -of In-
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9f approved OctoMineral Lands (1909),
structions for the Suryey
hber 6,1908, which reads as follows:
15. 'When a boundary line 'of a mieral ciaim_ intersects a section line, give
courses .and ;distances from, the. points' of intersection to the corners of thc
public -surveys at each end of. the. half mile of section lines; so intersected.

K

The appellant states that in makling the mineral survey he first lo-cated 'on the ground the: southiwest corner of. Sec. 31, and by actual
survey tied corner No. 1 of the m ineral survey to it; that the compltations to determine the point of intersection between line 4-5 of said,
lode and the south line of Sec. 31 are based upon said tie, made by
actual- measurement,:'and the calls for the 'course and distance -of
said section line as given in the :official field notes of the public land
survey for said section.
He further states that there' has been no question as to the accuracy of the course and distance ;of the section' line -as officially returned
*in the public land survey,' and that it is not incumbent on him in sur'veying a .mineral claim. to resurvey the section 'lines of the public
land survey intersected. He contends that he has fulfilled the requirements of the survey, manualin making an actual tie to:the
nearest section corner and in 'giving intersected'distances with the
section line from the 'corners according to the public land surveys.
Unless. section 15"of the manual is to be given the ' construction
placed upon it by- the Commiissioner,it should be .eliminated .altogether, because otherwise it.would not serve to give any inf~ormation
in addition to that alreacly shown by the returns of the public land
survey. That construction harmonizes with sections 98and '11 of the
manual and accords with the fundamentl principle that a return
showing courses, and distances presupposes an- actual survey. This
leads the Department inevitably to the, alternative of enforcing the
regulation as construed by the Commissioner or of its revocatiOn
-

tot.

'

-.

Upon 'due 'consideration, I Iam unable to see any sufficient reason
which would justify its enforcement. The sur vey of the 'mining
claim is' governed by' its own monuments just as the ~public land survey is controlled by the corners of the public- land survey. The relation between the two is shown by the tie of the mining claim to one
of 'the corners of the public land survey and the courses and' distances given in the' respective surveys. The importance of finding
the relation of one survey to the other arises in constructing a segregation plat-to show the area of land left for disposal under the. agricultural land laws.: Such areas .are always calculated -from the
courses and distances given in the returns, and' not-from the actual
monuments as they may yexist on the pground.;; 0If; the rturned courses
and distances be: accurate, the calculated areas will be exact. It is
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mnit incumbent onAthe'mineral:claimant to bear the expense of erI'ficationwof the~courses. and distande'sgiven int hefpiblic'lsurvey
by making a resurvey.thereof. If this* were .enforced he would in
:many cases be requiredto survey four.one-half mile lines-in-order to
give the required information.!: This is an' undue burden and should
not be imposed.'
'The decision appealed from is accordingl vacated and section 15
of the manual is thereby revoked.
RECLAMATION PROJECTS-RELIEF TO WATER. USERS-EXTEN:SION ACT OF MARCH 31, 1922.
REGULATIONS.
DEPARTMENNT OF THE INTERIOR,

RECLAMATION SERVICE,
-:

;Washinigton, .
TO ALL FDOFFICERS:
The'act of Marc 31, 1922

., April'3' 1992.

85), reads as follfows:-'

An Act To authorize the Secretary ,of the Interior to extend the time for paymhent of charges due on reclamation projects, and for other, purposes.
Be it enacted by the Atenate and 'House,ofRepresentatfives of the United 'States
of Ameri'd in Congress assenbted, That whdrd' an individual
watetuser 'or
individual applicant .for. a water right under -a ^Federal irrigation project con-4
structed ,under the Act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second. Statutes, page 38g), or
any Act amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, is, unable ,to pay .any
construction charge due and payable in the year 1922 or prior thereto, the Sect :
retary
of the Interior is hereby authorizeA, in his discretion, toi extend the date
of pdyment of' any 'such charge for a' period not to exceed one year from Decembeer' 31, 1922: iProvided, .That the applicant foi the extension shall first ^show
,tothesatisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior by a detailed verified statement of his assets and liabilities, an actual inability to make payment at the t'me
the application is made and an apparent'ability to meet the deferred charge
* her thbe,extension expires; also, in cases d'liere water for irrigation is available,
that the applieant is a landowner or entryman whose land against which i the
charge has ac'crued is being' actually cultivated.: Protided further, That similar
relief inj'whole or. in part.may be extended by the 'Secretary offthe Interior to a
legally organized. group of, water users .of a .project, upon presentatiofi of a
sufficient number of individual showings, made in accordance with the foregoing proviso- to satisfy the Secretary of the Interior' that such extension is
:: :
necessary:
And provided further, That each charge sd extended shaallr'aw interest at the rate of 6 peri centum per annuin from' it's due' date in lieu of any
penalty that maynow be provided by law,'but -in case such -charge is not paid at
the. end of such extension. period,any penalty that. would have obeen applicable
save for such extension, shall attach from the date the charge was originally
due the same as if no extension had been granted.
CSa. That the Secretary of the Interior i§s hereby authorized, in:his discretion,^after due investigation, to furnish irrigation water on Federal irriga-'
tion projects during the irrigation season of 1922 to 'landowners or entrymen

L
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any
who are in arrears. for>.morge.- than one. calendar year Iin thepaymen tof
operation and maintenance or construction, chsjrges, notwithst*anding the, pro,visions; of. section: 6,of theAct oftAu gust. 13, 19i4' (Thity eighth. Statutes,'-page,
686): Provided, That nothing in this section shall be construed to relieve
any benefciary hereunder from payments: due or penalties thereon required by
said Act: Provided further, That the relief provided' by' this section. shall be,
extended only to a landowner or entryman whose land against which the charges.
have accrued is actually being cultivated.

to all:'Federal irrigration
projects constructed or being constructed under the ;reclamation law,
including the Mesa Division of the Yuma Project'in Arizonia',. but it
:does not'-apply to-projects ~being constructed" by the. Reclamation
Service f6r the Bureau of Indian Affairs. -It is a temporary meastire
necessitated by the present financial stringency and the~low price of
:agricultural products, and permits two classes of relief; to' wit : ((a)
Extension of time of payiment of construction chargesl due-in' 1922 or
2. 'Scope of the act.-his

act*iapplies

':prior thereto; for 'not to-exceed one year fr6m' lDeeember 31,. 1922,
:and'(b) the :furnishing of irrigation 'water-iauring 'thOe season of

;: E 1922
notwithstanding a deliency 'of 'more thanJ one year in tha
-payment of any operation: and' maintenance' 0:or construction eharges.
3. Gentrci policy.-I he contnuance of the. presentil'der'al 'rec-:
- lanation yxplan is cependent- upon the collection.of' water"chargest

under the'liberal 'termsof i'th'e reclamation law. '.Good.'polilcy'nd
"good -faith-both require that so far as possible repayments to the (joy'breminent 'be not unreasonably' postponed. 'Those water users' who
:have credits andifassets makingit' posible for -them to payalI :'o'r:
part -of their obligations due the- United' States .will-be 'expected to.
will beI applied sympathetiWmeasure
,do so. At the same time, thi
cally for the' benefit of .those not now able to pay, but who are exerting themselves to reclaim' their lands and to carry out their contracts
'with the United Staies, and who, with the relief authorized -by the
-measure, imay be expected to become' successful f armers. The measure does not contemplate the 'indiserimtlinate igranting of. relief, but
care' will b'e used to. treat fairly all deserving cases... The question of
leniency will be considered from a practical business' standpoint and
for'the best interests both-of the .Governnient andt of the' water users.
4.-' Relief underi' section 1.-Under' this section 'the-"ecretary'. is
authorized, in his discretion, and under 'certain conditions and limita* tions'as set forth below to extend the date, or datesi, of payment' of
'construction charges due in 1922 or prior years. 'No' such ::charge can
be extended beyond December 31,:1923, and all such:charges-extended
will draw interest, at Ithe rate of 36per centum .per annum from the
time they originally' become due .and payable. Ifitunpaid at the end
'of the extension period, any.and all penalties'as. provided

vbythe

reclamation law will.attach from the: original due date.- Operation
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and& aintenance charges cani-not be extended, norc-ean -penalties
. ' -thereon:be remitted or reduced.under "gectin &.-S~ecti'on 6 of the act of 'August 13,
5.
0 cRelief
(38 Stat.,686) ,provides that 'no water shall be delivered'to tle
1914
l
lands of any water-right applicant or entryman who shall be in arrears formore.than.ne caLiendayearn - the,.payment of.;any 'reciamation charges, and the effect of section 2 of the present: act is to authorhis discretion, to waive -such inhibition, for -the.
ize the Secrietaryin'r
during the season- of 1922, the. Secretary:
words,
other
In
year 1922.
to -furnish water 'to those in arrears
discretion,
ihis
in
is authorized,
as defined Iby departmental decision
year:
calendar
one
than
for more
Circular Letter 564). No exService
of-May 24, 1916 (Reclamation
for, under this section, and:
provided
is
in
payment
time
tension of
the reclamation law, con-in
as
recited
the penalties-for nonpayment,
.
paid. ,
are.
due.
or-sums
sum
the
until,
.*:.tinueito-run
of the
terms.
liberal
relief.-The.
for
apply
to
6. Who are ualifed
live
who
persons
for
homes
provide
to
intended
are
reclamation law
charges
the
which,
.against:
lands,
whose
those
only
and
by farining,
have `ccrued are. actually fbeing cultivated are eligible for relief.
:This, however, does not mean that every irrigable acre' of each farm A
;must 'be'cultivated,:but that ina general way the farm.must be under
c qultivation.. No' relief will be'*granted to nonresidents and as, to
-lands held in, tenancy. An exception to the rule as to cultivation is
made inl the:case.o f lands in Part I of the Mesa Division of the Yuma
Project ina Arizona, -for .which water -is not yet available ; the con:struction charges: against- these 'lands may be extended but not thepurchase price for the lands.-.: A further exception to the rules as to
.residence. and cultivation may also be proper where serious illness
.or death in a family, or some other exigency, has compelled some relaxing of effort orithe' part of the owner. Each application which:
'# 0 0feietsubn 'such a <claim' *should becarefully 'and personally; investigated by the project manager and full report made thereon.JIn
Dsome such cases it may be preferable for the;owner to arrange to sell. :
:his land, in-'which case the, Reclamation Service, upon request, will
assist him to sell at a stipulated and: reasonable price. s:The requirefments of this paragraph apply 'to both classes of relief under the act.
7. Who are entitled to relief.- The Secretary is authorized to ex-.
tend construction'charges only-upon ,a satisfactory showing by the::,
;applicant that he is actually unable to make payment 'at the time the
application is made and that there is a. reasonable likelihood, of his,
being' able to make payment when the eixtensions expire. !Both: elements must be present in order to satisfy the requirements of.the act.
,In other words, relief may be given to an. applicant w.ho shows he is
unable to now pay a past-due .construction charge, only in the event;
.

-
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;'of h~isb'e'in'aet'o' estajblishia ,reasona~s~,ble--expe
eatiof p~ayi~ng'the
charge at a later 'specified"date. A.s aigenergi rule- eitensions of'con-'
structi6n 'charges should be arranged.sobthat each.'separat6 charge
will fall due on a 'different date, such dates§ not being. restriofed to
Dnecember 1.' This will make 'it easier for' the .water. user to pay the
charges 'wheni the 'extensions: expire. 'However, ;efforts, :should.be
made in every reasonable way-toreduce the 'number of construction
charge 'installments ,extendedin
'any 'individual case. The, general
principles stated in this paragraph; will 'be 'applied 'in: determining
whether an applicant under section,, 2 of the act is entitled to irrigation water in 1922.
8. S older&'of ~ewcess landasEvery effort should be made to reduce
00
6excess holdings within projects.
'9.' Sale of land througA the Reclamation Service.In furtherance
of the suggestions made in paragraphs 6 and'8 as to the saleof iandsj
each project manager is authorized tolmake, available the services.of
the Reclamationi Service,'and 'the owiner.m~ay:list the lanid ihe is willing to sell, stating the' price and terms at which'he6is willing-to dispose of.it. The price and terms named will beq given consideration in
'determining' what' 'action should be taken upon his application for.
'relief.'. '.When the price and ter 'Msat 'which the land' is' offered for
sale are reasonable, a formal instrument authorizing the project'man-.
ager to sell, may be executed by the landowner. A formlfor this purpose will be provided upon requisition-by the project marager.
10. Procedure by appiant.
ery person who desires to' obtain
any of the benefits of this act must file an application'with'the project
manager on the form (7-298a) provided for-that purpose. This form
.hasR ,been prepared for' the purpose of assisting the applicant to
'.present essential facts upon which'the Secretary may exercise the discretion 'demanded by the act. A full and ,fraik answer to each question propounded sruld-beanmade. The application may -be.-upplem::D'ented 'byr' any0 additional-'showiNng,- providled -s'ame is; submittl 4in
the form of an affidavit. This form may be used by land purchasers
under' Part .I of the'Msa
ODvision
of the Yuma Project in Arizona,
questions not applicable being. modified or ,deleted. A isupply of
printed-form of application will' be.provided upon requisition by the
project manager.-11. Procedure by Vnited States&.-Uponh receipt of an application
for relief under either section 1 or section 2 of the 'act, the'project
manager shall promptly compile in'the form of a statement all'infori-'mation practically, available to' him' bearing on the asset'-nd lia-an
bilities, of the' ap4plicant,'the extent to which he has cultivated his
farm, and ,his personal and actual, ability or 'inability, to ,pay the

charges due, and also his probable ability to pay same-at a later.date.
The statement should also show. where thea:applicant is .residig andg
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what,' if any,; other business he may be ;conducting, and! with'-what
success. -Each application; i with the statement of, the project' manager,'will'beV submitted to thehboard'; of directors of 'thelocal'water
users? association; or 'irrigation district; for its investigation, consid-S
oeration, and'recommendation.' Followingis action- by such.. board, the'
aplication:
,
willbe forwarded immediately t o the' Director, (with
copy. to the Chief . Engineer) <with recommendation of the project
manager. ":In cases where the Director fully. approves- the request of
the applicant, his' decision shall be final; in all other cases the applic'ation' shall fbe. referred to 'the Secretary of the 'Interior for final
decision.
12. Relief to orrganized gr'oup of water users.- IRelief as to con-

struction charges may be granted' to a dg'ally' 'otganize.d
-group
of,
water. users, such a an irrigation district-or a water "users' association. . This provision is intended to apply only to-those organizations
which' have contracts with the United States covering the group pay-,
'm6nt of water chairges. The necessity' for sich relief must' appear
from individual showings 'made upon the kregular application blafik.
However,: a special application imust first be made by the organized
group of' Water users through 'the project manager, chief' engineer,
and director -and each such-case. will be handled by itself as'differing
circumstances warrant. s
'
'MORRIS

Approved:,.
ALBERT

.BIEN,

ActingXDirector,.
B. FAIL
Secretary.
OTRIN v.-HAWKINS.
Decided Aprril 5, 1922.

OILNAkND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-HoMEsTEAD-PREFERENCE RioTnADVERSE AIM.
:The right of a third party to file-an application for an oil and gas prospecting permlitfor a tract covered hy' the unrestricted 'homestead entry of
another-is expressly-recogrized by section 12 (c) of the>departmental iregu-,
lations 'of March 11, 1920, but 'the granting of a permit is dependent upon
a future amendment of the entry reserving the mineral contents to the

United States, and the exercise by the entryman of a preference right, if
any, to a permit, pursuant to section 20 of the leasing act.

OIn AND GAS

LA NDS-PROSPECTINGi PERMIT-HOMESTRAD-REUNQUISHM

ENT-

ADvERSE CLAIM.;
Immediately upon- the cancellation, by voluntary relinquishment or otherwise,:
of an unrestricted homestead entry during the pendency of an oil and gas
permit application adversely to the entryman, the rights of the permit ap-a
.-plicant 'allelse being regular, attach an-d become superior to those' of a
junior homestead applicant.

At -,':
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OF THE INmIrort. of 'the,
:The discretona autorityo
e
ar of the Interior to. allow sur,face homestead entries upon ands, coviered by an oil and gas prospecting
permit is expressly recognized in section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920,
such allowance being subject, howeVer; it the 'rights of the permittee to us
so much of the surface of the iand as is necessary in extracting and remo-ving the mineral deposits without compensation to the nonmineral
SECSET

'entryman.

'

FIwNEY, First Assistdht'Seeretary;:

F'ebruary. 4, 1921, Leo(3
Otrin' filed' application '045377, 'undr section: 13 of the act of'Febriuary 2-, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a permit
to prospect for`oil and gas on the' S.'0NE.4and N.: SE.A,'Sec. 17;
T. 13 N.,R. 26.E.;.M.P. M'.,@
Lwistdwn'vnIah&.AdistictC

Moitania, the

land at that tim6 being embraced in the unrestricted homeistead entry;
:024150,made Januaiy 13 1914, b Henry
1
S. Andrews.
March'24, 1921, Ryal H. Haw kins filed application 045'533 to
make unrestricted'homestead :entry -of the above described land under
the provisions of section 7 of the enlarged Shmestead law as an addition to his hotmestead entry 09660, covering the SW. j, Sec. .28, of the
same township and range, said application being accompanied bhy
the relinquishmentzof Antdrews'of0 all of his right, title, and interest
under his entry.
'By decisibon 'of June 11, 1921, the Cnommissioner 'of the General
Land Office required Otrin to show' cause, 0within 30 das4 fronm notice,
'why Hawkins's application to' enter should nott be'allowed, provided he sh ould' conse6nt to the amenidment of the same so as, to make
the entry 'subject to the provisions and reservations :of the act of
July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 09), and. to whatever rights 'Otrin might
bave under his permii application.
From that action:'Hawkins appealed on the. stated grounds that
the' Comrmissioner erred- in 'no't, rejecting the application of C0trin
:; for
the reasons (1) 'that.' a't the tim'it was fild the land' was not subject to a perrit because icluded in 'the unrestricted homesteadc entry
of Andrews, and (2) inn'ot allowing'the homestead'htry
of app ci
lant, as applied for subjec only to thefuture.classifi"ation of the land,
as valuable for oil and gas deposits.'
July1i8, 1921,' Otrin responded- with a protest against the application of Hlawkins,; alleging in"substance ;and effect that the tracts in
question are probably valua.ble 'for the oil and gas deosits cottined
therein; that an alowance of an entry on that application, suject to
the conditions nam
in the* C(ommissioner's decision, would interfere with the prospecting of "the land for oil* and gas' and with'the
successful development and extraction of such dposi ts if foundup on
the land ;- and thatiin the presence of development operations the lind
would be valueless for agricultural purposes.

-

;,
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::-:The-3ep-r.tment-Dis .u~nabl to 'concedthe corr~ectness
Sof
the cobn-'
tentioni of Hawkins that the permit applieation of; Otrin was"errone:otsly received because at the Idate; of its p'resentation -the land was
covered 'by the unrestricted h6mesteadaapplication' of Andfrews; for,
by,
12(c) of the6regulations ofMarch 11,- 1920, ret
as
amended to. October,.29, 1920 (47 L. D., 437, 444, 445),issued under
the leasing act, the right of a person to file a prospecting: permit application for a tract covered by the unrestricted homestead entry of
another is expressly recognized, subject, however, to' a future amendment. of the entry to be obtained inthe manner provided. for in said
section, and to, the exercise. by the entryman of. a' preference right, if
any, to a permit under the -provisions of section 20 of the act. It is
clear,.therefore, .that immediatelyupon the cancellation, by voluntary
relinquishment or otherwise, of such an entry. 'peniding a permit application for the land adverse toZ.the entryman, the rights' of the per: mit- applicant., all else. being.. regular, would .be&
superior and paramount to' those of a junior- homiestead applicant for, the same tract.
0On fthe iother hand neither, a permit application, nor a permit
granted thereon, would; of- necessity. preclude the allowance of a
lihomestea4 entry upon the land, for by section 29 of the leasing act
ita it,
expressly provided that the Secretary of the Interior, in making
a lease (with a view to which a permit application is filed) under
said act, may in his discretion reserve to the United States the right
to sell or otherwise dispose of the surface of the -lands embraced
wivthin such lease under existing laws, in so far as the surfa'e is not
Pecessary for use of 'the lessee in extra4 ting an removing deposits
thereon. And by departmental instructions-of October 6, .1920 (47
L. Ds.
,4 474), it is. directed .that application t make nonmineral entry
of lands outside' of areas which have been designated as within the
geological structnres of producing oil andidgas-fields, shall be reccZived
by loeal officers, and if in any
n onineral
1case
entry.-shall-be. allowed
on instructions' from tlhe
ommissioner, the, same ,will be with" a
reservation of the oll,,or gas to the Umted States: and.subject to the
rightis, of the permittee, or, lessee, ,as
case may b, to use so much
of the surface of the land as is necessary in extracting and removing
:the mineral deposits without compensation ,to'the nonmineral entryman for such use. But while the' right of -a nonmineral claimant
to make entry, of Iand covered by, the prior prospecting permit application-of another is thus clearly, recognized both, by the provisions
of the leasing actand the regulations thereunder, such an entry could
no~t ffect, the unrestricted and unhampered use of ,the land for prospecting and developing purposes under a permit or lease.
:For the: reasons stated the protest of the, permit applicant is disMissed and the decision of the Comm issioner affirmed.
.section
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A
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SETTLERS--13OMESTEAD-WIDOW,, HEIRS, DIEVISEE-SECTION 2291, REVISEDL STAT-'
TUTES-STATTUTES.
A life convict who is declated civilly dead by State statute, is not dead within
theepurview -of section 2291, Revised -Statutes, which gives the rightof
entry-:to
a settler's widow,or if she be dead, to his' heirs, "if he be dead.?
HfOMESTEA}-SRTTIRRS-ENTRY.
Gonvictin f cm anin
t
t li:f
i oime and sentence to lie: imprisonment therefor do not take
away' the statutory qualifications of a settler onf public land to make a
homestead entry.
'
OduiT

DECISIoNS CITED AND APPLIED.

^

Cases-'of Davis v. Lanning (19 S. W., 846), Avery v. Everett'(6 An. St. ReP.,
Y368y),Stiith v. Beciker et al.
(64Pa,70), cite4 and applied
'.'

First~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Asft'

FIN:N1Y, Fist Assistqn Secretary:.

*Jhe lands in 3?. 20 N., R1.41 E., M..XM-, then unsurveyed, were designated for entry under the enlarged homestead.law idn 1909, '-~and later,
on:April 8-, 1918, the-plat of the surveyvthereof. w.as aled in the local
land office:.
;
O
6September 4, 1917, and iwhile-he- was confined in the Montana
Penitentiary-iuider halife sentenee for murder3 James E.llHarr-y claimin4 as' a settler filed in' the local officee a notite -of his intentiot to be
ahsent from the NWL. i-NE. and NE.7 NW.
9
J' Sec.' 21,and& ther
land din thati township, "' for as lon; a time as '(he); may -be held in

the Montaga` State'-risonF'

-

-

:

-

-

:

''On March'6, 1919, he filed a sifular notice, and on July 17, 1919, he
filed' his -applicatioh,:Miles City 0411; 'to e'nter the land under- the
' nlarge'd homestad law. This applicationi, which' was supported by
-his claim' tf slettlement on May 1, 19l4, was' -rejected by the local'office
for 'the reasohn that 'it wask not executed' within the lan'd district or
county in which the land is located.
(3Octobber ii91;,
0h'
,
and;h'after the reiectioi of' Harry's application,
Maigus' Hoel filted his petitidn'' foithe designation of ahd his application 047019 to e rteith9 said NW: l NW ' and NE. -jNW. ' and also
tr: Sacts
not in' cnflict, under' 'the sitok-raising hom6etead law.
Late'r' the: 'Gener'al 'Land Office notifi'ed Harry's attorney and the
.local oce that inasmuch as h6ewas civilly dead under
d the lawsrof
M ontana' his'hei'r would be permitted to make an entry under ,his
settlement claim upon furnishing a proper showing as to the facts
essential to"the allowance of the entry by'them.
O April 26, 1920, Lillian J. Rose-,on'behalf of herself and other
:heirs
off
Iary,
filed an application to enter the land mentioned,
52403°-VOL 485-21-::--40
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which entry was allowed by the local -office on July 27, 1920. This
application was supported by a showing as to all the essential facts
except that it did not show that Harry's settlementhad been maintained after his conviction in 1917,D either by himself, by another person in his interest, or by any of the heirs in their own behalf.
On March 28, 1921, Hoel filed a protest'against Rose's entry on
the ground that settlement had-not been maintained, and 'by its decision of October 29, 1921, the General Land Office sustained that contention and held the entry for cancellation, not only as to the tracts
in conflict but also as to all other tracts embraced therein, on 'the
ground that all the rights secured by HarryIs settlement had lapsed
before that entry was applied for, for the reason that the settlement;
had not been maintained.
In her appeal fromthat action Rose contends that.the law did not
require the heirs to either reside on or cultivate any part of the; land
at any time until after the entry was allowed'; and 'she further
strongly' urges that if canceled at all it should be canceled only as

to the tracts in conflict.

'

:

In the opinion of this Department it is not necessary to here consider the questions thus raised, because the entry must be canceled:
for the further and. more. fundamental reason that its ;allowance,
was not warranted by the law. Mrs. Rose, being a married woman,
was not qualified to make the entry in her own right, and she could
not have -properly. amde it as Harry's heir because he was notCdead
within, the meaning of section 2291, Revised Statutes, on which her
application was based. That section has been .held to give the right
of entry fto a settler's widow, or if she .be dead to his, heirs, "if .he be
dead; ".but the fact that section 1240 of the Penal Code of Montana
declares that " a person sentenced to imprisonment in the state, prison
for life is thereafter deemed civilly 4pad"does not, create a situation, that brings his wife or heirs Within, the provisions of section
2291.
Harry's conviction and sentence did not operate to divest ihim of
title to his property under either the common law or the statute; and,
in fact, section 1244 of the Penal Code of Montana so declared, while
section 1241 specifically- provided that convicts such as he should not be deemed incapable of disposing of and conveying their, property,
and sections 1242 and 1243 declare that such convicts shall be competent to testify as witnesses in court, and that their persons shall be
under the protection of the law.
It has long been: well settled under the common law' of both this
country and England that one 'declared civilly dead does not so far
cease to exist as to authorize the appointment of, an 'administrator
for his estate, or the. distribution of 'his property among his heirs,
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and further' that his heirs take- no interest in -his property until after

his natural death. See9.Cyc. 878; Davis v. Ianing (19S. "W., 846)0;
and, the exhaustive note to Avery '!v.Everett (6 Am. St. Rep.,
34;8, 379)-.
; at-;.;
- i X . -i XS : t
X .. . A C X -:
In discussing this question the author of the note just mentioned
after . a! copious - Citation: .oT[ many -authorities, 'both -English 'and
American, very aptly*and correctly remarked' (page 383, note):

:

We 'deduce, therefore, that in those4 states where' there is a statutory pros
lision that one imprisoned: for life shall be deemed civilly dead, the legislature
could not have intended that such convict should labor: under greater disabilities than those entailed by the common-law decisions; and if the. strict
rule of the common law is not to be followed, it must be assumed-and especially so in view of our institutions and tenures here, and also in view of the,
fact that such; convict, may be pardoned-th'at one .ilite'r mor'tus under the
statutes ought not to' be deemed naturally dead so- far as retaining 'his tlet
:
'to -property' and. protecting: it. is, concerned, and'that it4f ught' ;lot &6 lnrtainy
'to
devolve upon his successors or heirs simply because of the disability of
imprisonment. This construction of those statutes&would, it..:seems to us, be
founded 'in greater justie' and 'more in consonance with the reason of the
law, and more in keeping with:the--spirit' of our' institutions, than a conelusion to the contra.

The laws of Montana not only protect the property rights of life
convicts, and continue 'their domi non over them, but theydo ;not
authorize the appointment of' administrators or provide for the control of their estates, as' do the laws of some other States,'and even
if they: did it 'would be doubtful if the heirs of 'sueh persons could
claim' their property, because- so strongly! and well established is
the doctrine that such property does not pass -by inheritance that
the Supreme Court of Kansas refused t6 recognize the claims0 of
such heirs Under the laws of that-State which not only say that 'a
life convict "shall be deemed 'civilly dead," but further' declare that
"his- estate,. property, anda effects shall- be administered -and dis-posed,of in all respects as if he were naturally' dead."' Smith v.
Becker et 'at. (64L Pac. 70)'.
In construing that statute the court said in that 'case:
We think that 'by the use of the word "administered" in' this provision.
relating to the estate of convicts it was the intention of the lawmakers to
restrict the administratoy to the control and disposition of personal- property
for the benefltf of creditors, to the end 'that all, debts of the convict may -be
speedily paid. The words "disposed of" are not, in our judgment, broad and
comprehensive enough to reach to and' embrace that act of the law which
vests the ownership of property'in an heir by inheritance.
The conclusion ;reached in this case that Congress did not have
in mind entrymen who were civilly dead, or intend to transfer their
rights :to their heirs when it enacted 'section 2291, Revised. Statutes,
is in a. measure strongly sustained by' the decision in the leading
and often cited case of Avery v. Everett, supra, which involved- a

X
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~providing*- that life, convicts should be "deemed civilly
s f00 0 $tatutedead." It was heldithat such:a death was not contemplated.by[a
testator who directed that property he willed, to his son .should pass
to others at the son's "death," and that the property remained in
theson notwithst nding the-fact that he was civilly, dead.'
Furthermore, it iss a fa'te .that while the Land. Department might
through the exereise.of its supervisory power- refuse to allow Harry
to make an, entry on the groqund that he would not be. able to meet the
requirements of tlhe law as ,to., residence, that fact does not take

away from him his statutory qualifications, to make .the entry, .and
it can not be' said- that his heirs could:avat the same time have a
tright to enter the land- in their own excilusive interests.
i
For these reasohs', if not for th(se assigned by the Commissioner,
thereis
action
his
and
this entry, must be canceled iin its entirety,
fore affirmed.
OILt PROSPECTING,PERITS1 IN POWER SITE RESERVES-SBDIVISION 10 OF PERMITr FORA, O1IFIED.
INSTRUCTIONS.

.PALR

F.:ENT, OF THE NTERIOR
'ri7,1~969.
Wahigon 1.CA
THE COMMISSIONER Or THE IENERAL.LAND OFFICE:
On August 30, 1921, you; supbmitted application for oiltandsgas
prospecting permit, Salt.. Lake City 028589, filed by . Alvina, L.
Kamen, involving lands withdrawnfor, pow ersite, purposes, ,rec;0 :ommending that, the, permit be issued. on the standard form, without
reference. to. proposed amendment thereto suggested -by thie Federal
Power Commission. ,.
I now transmit. herewith for your information a. copy of :the
opinion of the.,olicitor,, dAted September 30, .1921 (48 L. TD., 459),
and approved by' the 'Secretary, holding that ,the sole authorty to
determine what, if any, provisions shou~ld be. Inserted in a$prospecting
orjlease afectinng power site lands~ rests.with the Secretary of
.: ,Xpermit

:the Interior.

. .

.

..

.

Int accordance with the suggestion of the Solicitor, on the last-page
'of his opinion, in all 'permits involving, power site lands you will' add
ho'ftheepermit formthe' following:
to subdivision '
"He further agrees. that in the.event of discovery of oil or gas within the
permit area appropriate conditions for the protection of the power development
and Quse may- be incorporated: ini any lease or leases to be issued to him or his
'successors."
0

fKamen's permit is returned for action in accordance with the above.
E. C. F-NNEY,
FistAssistant'Sert'.
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EFFECT YOFLEASING.LAW IN CERTAIN STATES, RESPECTING
NONMINERAL CLAIMANTS.
SHOWING TO BE MADE WBY
$;

.

S

A;00000 00

INSTRUCTIONS.; - 2 0f:X000:V-:S0........................;
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

TWa§AingctonA,D.X,

Apr8,1922.-

THEE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

The piroposqd instructions, requiringia nonmineral showing with
:'respect to potash,'coal, phosphate,'oil shale, gas, and sodium, in conD nectionj with the:-disposition'of pbic lands in Alabama,' Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, 'Missouri, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin, submittedi
by your office for departmental approval, have had careful consider-t-o-.

While the Department entertains no doubt that Congress intended
to make and did, make, by the a'cts of October'2, 1917T(40 Stat..,; 97);
and February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), all of the minerals named,
owned by the United States, subject to disposition as provided in
said acts, it is not believed that the situation is such as to call 'for any
change; in the existing. forms or practice, as to the 'States referred to.
If, in any case arising in those States, there is a claim, classification
or report that the lanids are valuable for the: minerals in question,
the nonmineral claimant should be required to make such:showing
or waiver as the facts may warrant.
Thejinstructions are returned herewith, without approval.
E. C. FINNEY,i

First Assistant Secretary.

REPAYMENT BASED UPON RELINQUISHMENT-PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONWMODIFIED.
INSTRrIJONS.

- [CircularNo. 820.]
DEPARTMENT OF 'THE
GENERAL

INTERIR,

LANW OFFIC]

:

Wash ington, D. 0.April 19,19929..
; ZREGISTERs AND RECEIVERS,
-

UN.
>ITED
0 .
STATES. LAND ()FFICES:

In departmental instructions 'of March 30, 1922 (unpublished),it is
directed that a relinquishment filed in support of. an application for..
repayment,. pursuantjto the provisions of the act of. June 16, 1880

(21 Stat., 287), and :'theV regulations thereunder (45 L. D., 520),.
should: be treated as absolute and the entry canceled thereupon I and
the land involved opened to settlement and entry' without fu^irther

6030'
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action, in chifohrmity -withthe rule-h as enunciated' in'iInstructioisoof
January 31, 1912 (40 -- l , 37J), 'regardless of whether' or,-ot the;
repayment claim should be subsequently allowed or denied, thereby
overruling the decision in the case of Peter A. C. Hausman (37 L. DT.,
352), so far as it conflicts with said instructions.
'It is to be noted that departmental instructions of March 30, 1922,
apply oniy to cases whereiin the entry shall have been relinquished in
its entirety. Said instructions in nowise modify paragraph iS of the
repayment regulations of October 25, 1916 (45 L. Dl., 20, 522), which
paragraph relates solely 'to applications for repayment 0of moneys
paid in. connection with. commutation entries, final homestead entries,
final; desert-land Entries, and other final certificates where, it is the
intention of the applicant for repayment to merely sufrer cancellation
of the final entry, leaving the basic entry intact subject, to future
compliance .with the public land laws.
WILLIf SPRY,

Commissiooner.

I

Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

ISAAC P. CLARK ET AL. AND OHIO OIL COMPANY.
DectdcZ -April 19, 1922.
OIL AND GAS- LANDS-MININi CLAIM-OCCUIPANCY-ADVERSE

CLAIM.

Mere possession and occupancy of a mining claim, unaccompanied by diligent
prosecution of work leading to the discovery of mineral are, in the absence
of discovery, insufficient grounds for a 'lawfuli exclusion from theland of
others who seek to make mineral discovery and development thereon.
OIL AND GAs LAmDS=-PROSPECTING PERaMIT-MINI-NG CLAIM-ADVESEs CLAIM.

As between two. conalicting.,claimants- for au oil and. gas prospecting permit
under section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920, both relying upon asserted
placer locations for the same land on which the character of the work
performed by- each was substantially the same, a superior right to a permit
will be accorded to the junior claimant upon a showing of exercise of due
diligence, where the senior claimant, having failed to exercise due diligence
in the prosecution, of work looking to a discovery of oil or gas, forcibly
prevented the junior claimant from proceeding actively with the performance of discovery and development; work with a view to perfecting the
location.
40our

DECIsIoNs4

CITED AND APPLiED.

Cases of Whiting et al. v.. Straup et al. (95 Pac., 849), Union Oil Company of.
California v. Smith (249 U. S., 337), Cole et al. v. Ralph (252 U. :S.,28),
cited and applied.'

:
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:OnA Mar~ch.29, 1.920 Isaac P Clarrk, on -behalf -of ;himself and a
iiumber of associates, filed application 028226, under section-19 of the
act: of February 25,' 1920 :(41 Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect
for oil and gas upon, together with another tract, the N. 4 and SE. i,
4
:Sec. 26, T. 19 N., R.78 W., 6th P. M.,..Cheyenne land district, ymto
alleged
claims
mining
placer
oil
ing, based upon,.four asserted
belocations
said
March,..1919,
and
February
in
have been located
inng denominated the Lucky Strike Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, aifd. embracing
respectively the S. i SE. 4, N. i SE. 4, NE. 4, .and NW. 4 of saidsection.
The applicant, who was one of the locators of said claims, alleges
that aslessee of the locators he entered in possession of the claims in
June, 1919, for the purpose of making mineral discoveries, thereon
and was in possession of the claims under the above-named locations
on 'October 1,. 1919; that prior to February 25, 1920,,he expended
upon or for the benefit of each of the locations a suin in excess of
$250. Attached to the application is an itemized statement by Clark
of expenditures aggregating $8,849.52, alleged to have been made for
,the benefit of the four claims named and another one situated in the
same section. In a supplemental statement, however, the following
expenditures are alleged: For the Lucky Strike Nos.. 2 and 3, for
locating, stakes, and validating wells, $200; one cellar 10 by 10 by 6
'feet and two cellars 10 by 10 by 1 feet (incompleted because the men
performing the work were driven off by-force), $150; rig timbers,
:$236.20. . Lucky Strike- No. 4, locating,: stakes, and validating well,
$100; one cellar -10 by 6 by 6 feet (incompleted), $100; rig timbers,
$185. Lucky Strike No. 5, locating, stakes, and validating well,
$100; cellar 10 by l10by 12 feet, $150; tools and equipment, $190.
'The applicant alleges that there were three oil placer mining claims
in conflict -with those relied upon-by him, namely, the Eureka No.; 3
covering the NW. 4 of the section, the Eureka No. 4, covering the
NE. 4, and the Eureka No. 5, covering the SE. 4, but charges that said
claims were fraudulent as against both himself and, the Govern-,
ment of the United States;Jthat'said claims were located by persons
who were merely qdummies; that neither the locators nor their. as
signs, nor any' of them, have complied with the law; that said claims
:have been abandoned; that the locators and their assigns' "have been
guilty of various fraudulent devices, and that particularly, among
other. things, they converted the- timber of this claimant amounting
to more than 12,500 feet, board measure, and otherwise hindered and
:preventedby force and arms this claimant from proceedingto actual:
discovery of oil in commercial paying quantities"; that neither the
said locators of the Eureka claims nor their assigns, nor any of them,
have bona fide expended $250 for the benefit of any of said claims;
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That upon Ithe Northeast Quarter of said, section there was erected a little
cabin at a cost not to exceed *90.00, and there was placed upon the ground
in the: year 1918 six letigths of ten jinchcasing and' some lengths of-timber;
yet since&that time theyhave6 done ,nothing, and that said material was placed
there .merely for- the purpose of 'doing alleged annual labor for the purpose of
fraudulently securing title to said land.
,:
:That .upon' the Northwest Quarter of said section, there was. 'placed in the
year 19318 two lengths of timber and five lengths of casing, all for the puri'ose
of doing alleged annual labor, designed' to secure by fraud a tile to' said lands'
without actual discovery or other right.
T.That upon. the Southeast Quarter of said' Section said claimantsC erected al:
cabin 'of a value not, to exceed $90.00, and placed thereon certain timber and
lengths of casing for the purpose of doing alleged annual labor to secure ,title
fraudulently.
-hat
aside from the things herein' stated, if any of said things -have been
for 'the''benefit of said 'claims, nothingjhas been done. by any other than this
applicant.

August'

'1920,
12, the' Ohio Oil Cromjpiny filed application 029685,

lmider the above'-imentionied' act and s'ction thereof, for a'pormit'to
un0
prospect for oil and -gas upon the above-described tracts based upon
tie Eureka Nos. 3; 4, and 5 oil placer mining claimnis emsbracing the
NE.
N,
and SE. I of said section. The said application wasd
a,
N W.
f iledby the'Coompany as' a lessee of the locators of the claims named
but' is' joined in by the parties shown by the abstract to possess the
record 'title thie'reto. The expenditures relied::ipon by ths aplicant in fulfillment 'of the requirements of the statute 'are as follows:
On the Eureka No. 3, cellar 9 by 9'by 10 'feet, $100; tvwo timbers
10 by 12'i'nces, 20 feet in length, $40; 120 linear feet Jof '10-inc
casing, $3606;total,' $500. 'Eureka No. 4, cellar 9 by 9 by 10 feet,
$100;, '1:4 timbers 10 by 12 inches, 20 feet in length, $280; 120'feet
-of 10-inch casiig, '$360; cabin 10 by 12 by,7 feet, $100; total, $785.
by- 9 by 10 feet, $100; 4 timbers' 10 by. 12
Eureka N9
No. 5, cellar
inches, 20 'feet' in leingth, $80- 200 linear feet of 10-inch casing,
$600; cabin, $100; total, $B80. The comp'any alleges' that 'the 'said
claims were located September 7, 1917, and that ever since that
date they have been claimed and possessed continuously by, the applicant and its'predecessors in interest,' and that it 'and all interested
parties, were claiuants and 'occupants of. the land on October 1,
S 1919;
that'the applicant "andIthe:interested parties have performed
all actsi under the p'reexisting laws necessary to valid locations 'except to make discoveries.
Upon' considering 'the conflicting applications of Clark and the
Ohio Oil' Company the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
-by decision of August 22, 1921, after, quoting from reports'of special
agents of that office upon said applications, found and held as follows:
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. It seems clear that the prior claims
Cnompany orrthe originallocators.
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were never abandoned, by the, Ohio Oil

The prior locations on which the Ohio Oil ,ompany and its lessbrs base their
claim for permit may have been invalid for lack of-discovery. So far as that
is coneerned the same. may: be- said of the. subseqiienti relaims -located by :Clarkand his associates, but whether .the prior claims were invalid or not-for-lack of-,
discovery the original locators and,.their lessees and .assignees had .it appears,
complied in all other respects, and the claims were being imaintained in accordance with a l0ng established custom having the sanction of the mining laws
and until the prior' claims were canceled in a proper proceeding tthek originalr locators and their lessees 'were -legally 'entitled to maintain possession. Clark's
application, is rejected to the extent of the conflict with- jthe-application of the
Ohio Oil Company to wit: as to the NE.:, ,NW. J, and the MS.j. of said See. 26, .

subject to the usual right of ampeaIL

,

-

-Appeal.by .Clark from this action -brings' the case to the Depart-0
ment.:

:

.:::. -

:
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-
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The:Department is not. persuaded that the facts disclosed by the
-records of the conflicting- applications under consideration warrant
the Commissioner's conclusion that the claiins upon which , the Ohio,
Oil Company's application is based were being maintained in accord-ance with. a long-established custom having the sanction of thei mI1-m
inglaws, or thatthe locators of said claims and-their lessees were
legally entitled to maintain possession ithereof as against Clark andhis coclaimants under the Lucky, Strike claims. !The company concedes in ;it application tht allt: of the three Eureka claims lack discoveries.
is true that the.company alleges, and Clark, in 'fact,
admits that there were cabins upon each of two -of the -claims and
that a small .quantity of casing and timbers had been placed upon
each 'of ;the three. Clark avers fin his application that theX cabin
upon one -of-the claims- and the casing-i and -tiimbers uponl two of
them, were placed there! inl 19 18.' The company 'alleges 'also, 'and'
this- Clark does not deny, that upon each. of the three claims :a cellar
-had been !excavated-by the company..,- It does -not appear from the
company's application when: :the swork: last mentioned:;was;performed, but a special agent reports'that the cellars 'were undoubtedly
upont the landh in 1918. It nowhere appears from the records. that
any further steps -were :taken byeither the locators of the Eureka
claims or 'the Ohio- Oil Company, looking to the development of oil
upon any pdrtion of the land, while on the other hand a special agent
reports: that in Juine, 1921, when he- examined the claims there was
nothing upon any portion thereof'in-the
shape of' ining im-

-

-

-It

provements save the cellars.,

-

The; Ohio Oil:Company alleges that it and its, lessors-have claimed
and :possessed the land tver since the -dat-c of the Eureka locations, but
what said alleged posses'sion consisted of,. aside from- the.,cabinis'
material, and cellars on the land, is not shown. Mere possession and
-

-
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occup-o~f a mining. claim,---howedter, 'upon which there has-beeli
no discovery of mineral are insufficient 'gi ouads for the lawful exclusion from the land. of others who seek to make mineral discoveries
and development thereon. It is o.nly when such occupancy and possession are accompanied.rby diligent prosecution' of work leading to'
the discovery of mineral'that the exclusion of' others from the land
is justified. 'As was said by'the Supreme Court in Union Oil:Company of California v. 'Smith; (249 U S., 337, 346,:348): "It is held
that upon the public domain a miner may hold the, place in which
he may be working against all others having no better right, and
-while he remains in possession, diligently working towards' discovery, is entitled-at ;least for:a X'reasonable time-to- be protected'
against forcible, fraudulent, and clandestine intrusions upon his possession," but " whatever the nature and Sextent of a possessory right
before discovery, all authorities agree that such possession may be
f maintained only-. by continued actual occupancy by a qualified locator
or-his representI'ttives" engaged'i hpersistent and diligent prosecution
of work looking to the discovery of mineral," and the same court in.
Cole et al. v. Ralph (2521U. S., 286, 294) said:
In advance of diseovery~an explorer in actual occupation and diligently searching for mineral is treated .as a licensee or tenant at will, and no right can be
initiated or 'acquired through a forcible, fraudulent or clandestine intrusion
upon his, possession. 'But if his occupancy be relaxed, or be. merely incidental to
something other -than a diligent search for mineral, and another enters peaceably,..and not fraudulently or clandestinely, and makes a mineral discovery and
location, the location so made is valid and must be respected accordingly.
0

Referring to the same principle the Supreme Court of Wyoming,
in Whiting et al. av Straup etal. (95 Pac., 849), at page

855

said:

hiested by'the above rules, it is clear that at the time the predecessors in interest of the defendant company, through their agents Bijur and Straup, entered
upon the land, erected the drilling machinery thereon, and thereby made the
mainttaining, and for some time at least
:discoveryof gas, the plaintiffs 'were.notm
had' not maintained, such a possession'as, unaided by a valid location, would
exclude other bona fide locators or prospectors. They were neither in the actual
possession, nor occupany of thef land, nor engaged in prospecting or exploring
'the sime for mineral. Although they acquired whatever rights they had, under
the conveyances aforesaid,. in August, 1902, the only 'actual work done by them
upon the premises was the digging the: hole above mentioned' in November of
that year, which' confessedly was not expected to uncover a deposit of oil or
other mineral, but dwas intended chiefly, as it seems, to show their claim of
possession, and also to serve as preliminary to, the erection of a drilling machine,
But, whatever the reason for the delay, more than a year elapsed after digging
the hole before they took a machine upon the premises and commenced the
actual work of exploration, and, in the meantime, the parties under whom the
defendants claim had peaceably gone upon the land, and made their discovery
and location ; and when they went upon the land, it is conceded 'and indeed
alleged by the plaintiffs,; that the latter and their employes were. absent therefrom.
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* I-f,. threfope, as
iu fWct
c gGlark,
, thealocatorsi ofthe Eureka,
Nos.: a;4, arnd`: claims and their. suecessors inrfinterest, hwueilfailing.
to exercise due diligence in 'the prosecution of work upon 'said claim,
looking: to the discovery pf mineral, have removed from the land
the materials, placed :thereon by (Clark and his 'coclaimants of.the-:
Lucky Strikl Nos. 2, 3, 4,. and 5 claims, and otherwise forcibly prevented the last mentioned' claimants from proceeding actively'withthe performance of discovery and development work upon the land,
with a view to perfecting their locations, the superior right to a
permit for the tracts in" conflict would, as between'the Eureka and:
the Lilcky Strike claimants, appear to be in the latter if, as he claims
he' exercised due diligence, the character of the work relied upon, by
the two sets of conflicting claimants being substantially the same,
and apparently sufficient,' in: the absence of the conflict; to suppPort a
section 19 permit application. 'The present records, however, do not
afford a sufficientitbasis for :adetermination of -the respective.rights
of the conflicting claiitants, 'and a hearing will therefore be ordered'
for the purpose of affording them an opportunity to substantiate
their' claims. The decision appealed from is accordingly: so modified'.'
!

LIMITATIONS RESPECTING THE LEASING OF OIL SHALE DEPOSITS.

.April 21, 1922.
OIL AN¢D GAS LANDS-OIL SUIALE LEASE-SECTION 21, ACT oF-FEBruRARY 25;1920.
The limitation contained in Section 21 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to the leasing of deposits of oil shale belonging to the United States,
prevents a lessee thereunder from taking and holding directly more than
oneone
lease, irrespective of whether the leased area is in -ne State' or
another.
O: iAND GAS LA1NDS-DO1

SALE LEASE-SEcTION 27, ACT OF FERUARY 25,: 1920.

TRe limitations contained in section 27. of the act of' February- 25,' 1920,: in

respect to any kind of mihrula leased uunder that act, are applicable to' an
oil shale lease, and consequently no person or corporation can take and
hold, either directly or indirectly, any interest. or interests in oil shale
deposits in an area or areas exceeding in the aggregate the equivalent of
:5,120 acres.

BoOT, Solicitor:
'There was: submitted on April 14, 1922, for my opinion the question as to the number of oil shale leases and the interests'thereunder
that might be held by the lessee pursuant to the provisions of:the
leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437). 'The, question arises
upon a; letter dated April 13, 19222,'and a memorandum from the
Bureau of Mines.

) .:
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By'section 21of the leasing-'act, spra,-the Secretary is, authorized
to''lease to any qualifi&person or corporation' the deposits of oil shale
and 'needed surface grounds. .That section prescribes:
hundred and;
''* '* that no lease hereunder shallexceed five thousand3 one
: *'
isubdivisionS' of the publictwenty acres of land; to be described by the' legal
United States, *: *
the
by.
or if unsurveyed,. to be surveyed

land: surveys,
this
:Provided further, That cot more. than one:lease shall be granted under,
corporation.
or
association,
section to any one person,

The section.: also contains a provision entitling a person;

hohad

shale 'claims on January 1, 191'9, to a lease for, such area-as
valid 1oil
area
he.should -relinquish, which "shall not exceed the maximum
authorized'by this section to be leased.":.
one
Section 27 of the act in general restricts a lessee to, one coal,
gas
or
oil
one
to
State;
one
any
in
lease:
. X phosph~ate, or; one sodium:
than
more
not
to
and
structure;
geologic
lease within a producing
three oil or-gas leases in any one State. The section then continues
as0follows:

corpora-No corporation shall hold any interest as a stockholder of another
shall
tion in more than, suchnumber. of'leases;. and no person or corporation
associaor
association
an
of
member
a
take or hold any interest or interests
under
tions or as a stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding a lease
direct
any
in
embraced
area
the
with
together
the .provisions hereof, which,
'or
holding 'of a lease under this act, 'or which; together with any other interest
ai
of
stockholder
a
as
or
associations
or
association
an
. interests as a member of
t' corporation or corporations holding a lease under the provisions hereof for
any kindF of mineral leased hereunder, exceeds'Jinf the.. aggregate an amount
equivalent to the maximum number of acres of the respective kinds of minerals
of
to any gone lessee under this act. Any interests held in violation'
:0
allowed
this act shall be forfeited to the United States..

The limitations of the above excerpt in respect to any kind of
leased Plunder the act are general and are applicable 0toan
0 0 mineral
oil shale leases Itt'will be observed that the maximum area subject
to oil shale leasing is twice 'the maximum prescribed for the; other
single lease.
X deposits-subject to lease under the act, in a
The regulations'concerning oil shale leases (47 L.;D., 424, et seq.),
:provide that the application for'lease, among other things, shall
:contai the. following:'
of
3 (c). A statement that the applicant has no lease under the provisions
that
ahd
pending,
thereunder
lease
for
application
other
this section, nor any
the land
:ihe does not hold' interests in such. leases or applications which, with
applied, for; will exceed 5,120 acres.

Section 4 (i) of the form of lease reads as follows:

Interest in leases.-To observe faithfully' the provisions of section twentyheld; or
seven of the act,'definingfthe interest or interests that may be taken,
exercised under leases authorized by the act.

the
In the memorandum submitted it is suggested that apparently
words "oil'shale" have been omitted from the first clause contained
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in section. 27 of ,the leasing- act. t. is true -that oil shale' deposits
are'.not! there mentioned.'.; Such-deposits are properly - ited-from
-the limitations' there 'specified because of. the specific restriction of
one 'oil:shale- lease to one.:lessee:found in the'preceding section 21
to the
of the act. The *further.,observvation in the
effect that after application for lease there are no provisions to*pre'iude6 an individual or an association from acquiring an interest in,
or even control of a number of other oilshale leases at a later date,
is not well-founded.
i
that no lease shall- be. assigned or
.Section 30 of the act pirovides
-sublet except with: the consent tof£ the Secretary .of the, Interior.
Section 4 (f) of the form of oil shale lease-contains the lessee's
covenant not to assign or sublet without the ,written consent of .the
lessor. Consent to an .assignment or a subletting to a disqualified
.memorandumb

assignee would.-not be, given.

Furthermore the .provisions found in

the latter part of section 27 are directed against monopolistic- con-

tr'acts or :understandingssas to holdings of lands in excess -of tho
aomunts provided, in the act.
It:is my opinion that under the terms of.section 21 of the leasing
act.a lessee ,can take and hold directly oinly one oil shale lease covering: an area not exceeding 5, 120 ,acres._ This iiitation is general:
and it is immaterial w1ether the. leased area- is in ,one State or another. No. person or corporation can take and ,hold, any interest or
-i iterests as a member of an .:association or, as a stockholder of a
corporation holding an oil shale lease, which interest, together with
*the area- directly: eld by. lease, or which, together :with.: any othel'
interest, or, interests- indirectly held, exceeds in the aggregate the
:
equivalent of,120, acres.,
Approved:.
:
E. C. FIINEY,:
.

.

,

:irst- Assistant Secreta'ry.
LOCKWOOD v. LOUNSBUY ET AL.t'
DeqiqdeaJanuary..17,- 1922.
MOBTGAGE-HOMESTEAu--FINAL FPBOOF-PATEN-LIENATION-SECTION1K

2296,.

REVIS)ED STATUTES.

A mortgage given upon a homestead entry prior ,to the submission of final
proof ,for .the purpose of -securing -money for improvements or for any
other. purpose not inconsistent with good faith, does- not constitute ,an
of the land,: or violate the purpose and intent of section. 2296,
- alienation
Revised StatuteA, which specifically declares that lands embraced within
-a homestead4 entry shall not be :taken in, satisfaction. of, any, debt incurred
, priortopatent.-,
1

See decision on motion for rehearing, dpage 642.
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:ORTGkGE- OMESTEAD-C0N
TESN0TICE-RTJL
2 AND 98, RUnES OF. PR aTICE.
:::A mortgagee who' has filedlnoticee.of his mortgage interest in an unperfected
homestead entry .is: entitled to protection, and, by Rules 2 and :98, Rules
of Practice, must le made a party. defendant in any contest or other proceeding adversely affecting such entry.
COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED, DISTINGUISHED

AND APPLIED.

Case of Ruddy v. Rossi (248 U. S., 104), cited and distinguished; eases of
Guaranty Savings Bank v. Bladow (176 U. S., 448), Thayer v. Spratt (189
U. S., 346), Hafemaun v. Gross (199 U. S., 342), Daniel R.; McIntosh (8
L. D., 641), Henry Gimbel et al. (38 L. D., 198), cited and applied.
Editor's Note.-For a more detailed discussion of the subject relating- to
the protection of transferees and mortgagees under the homestead law, see'
48 L. D., 582.

FiNNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:.

:. L.
V. Lockwood has appealed from the decision of the General,

Landl Office' of JU. 22, 19:21" holdiig a's' senior the contest brought
by: Willie Doxie Burke against the homestead entry (Glasgow
*: f \Q035707) made by' John H. Lounsbury on February 8, 1916, embraoing the N. 4, Sec. 11, T. 36 N., R. 56 E., M. M., Glasgow, Montana;,
*land district, and holding as junior the contest of said Lockwood
against said homestead entry. The action of the Commissioner in
directing that a imortgagee, and a lien; holder of record be made par*: :
ties to the'procedings is also "assigned as error.
-It appears from the record that 'Marion Lounsbury, wife of the
entryman, on December 26, 1919, filed application to make, final
proof'on the entry, in connection with which she filed *an affidavit that

on September 6, 1918, -the entr'yman deserted her, since which date
his whereabouts has been unknoIwn. Final eproof was not submitted.
March 11, 1919, there was filed in the local office notice of.Ca, mortgage on the land, held by the Otto M. Christinson Land Company.
TheiB~oundnry Lumber Cgipany- on"Sep.tem'ber 29, '1920, 'filed notice
of a lien in its favor for supplying building material to the entryman.
February 20,:1920, the chief of field division filed protest against
acceptance of final proof pending an investigation on behalf of the
United States.
August 6, 1920, Willie Doxie, Burke filed application to contest
the entry, in which application it was charged:
That said entryman has wholly abandoned said land for more- than oneo
year last past, and has never established a bona fide residence on said:land.
and never did 'any cultivation on said land 'and no improvements except

small shack.

*a

Said abandonment has fnot been caused nor is not now due: to'

:'his employment as set forth under the act of July 28, 1917, nor due to. military

'service rendered in connection with operations in Mexico or along the borders.
'thereof, or mobilization' camps 'elsewhere, Whether such:service be in military
or naval organizations of the United States or the national guards- of the
'several 'States. ]Entryman was not a citizen of the United States and not eligi-
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ble to become a citizen and desertedfrom the.United States Army in September, 1918, at Vancouver Barracks and 'has, never:,been. heard from since saidl:
:time and, never returned to his homestead.

Counsel for Mrs. Lounsbury moved to dismiss the contest upon
the ground-'that she,hadnot been named a party defendant. The
allegations of the contest affidavit were. also denied. The motion

,was sustained.

March 5, 1921, L. V. Lockwood filed the following affidavit of
.
contest:
-That said entryman has wholly abandoned said land since September, 1918.
That Marion Lounsbury, the deserted wife of 'entryman has wholly abandoned
said land for more than one year last past; that neither said entryman 'or the
deserted wife of said entryman have cultivated said entry. in compliance with
the homestead law;' that such abandonment or failure to cultivate is not due
to military services rendered in connection with operations in Mexico, or along
the borders thereof, or inmobilization 'camps ,elsewhere, twnthe military ormnaval
organization 'of 'the: Unit'ed"Statedor the-National 'Guard: or militia of any 'of
the several' States,- or during the War with Germany and its allies. They have
failed: to cultivate any part of entry since date of entry.

Five days later, Burke filed an amended application to contest,. as
follows:
That entryman John H. Lounsbury never established a bona fide'residence
on the land nor did Marion Lounsbury his deserted wife establish a bona fide
residence and reside upon the land. And that both entryman- John H. Louns`bury-and his deserted wife abandoned said land before third year of entry'had
: elapsedAnd at no time before orMsince date of entry did entryman or his deserted 'wife do or' have~done any. cultivation on, said land, the only himprovements in' compliance with homestead law was building a .small shack on said
land. That said entryman was not a citizen of the United States and eligible
,to become a citizen of the United States, that he deserted from the United States
Army* In September, 1918, at Van Couver Barracks and has never been heard
from since said date and never returned to the land. That deserted wife Marion
Lounsbury is not a United States citizen and resides in Canada and that she
has 'not:.'resided 'ulpon t'he.'rlandS~sihcee hing 'dese~rte~d or'ahandifondi 'by">John Hl.t
Lounsbury nor has she complied with the homestead laws. Nor has her attorneys .of record, Hill & Christensen, complied with homestead laws in her in-,
terest nor had any improvements done. Nor'has the mortgagee of record complied: with ' homestead laws -as re to perfecting entry in their interest. None
of the above abandonments set forth and alleged have been caused nor are they
due to the employment as set forth in the act of July 28, 1917.

The local'oficers rejected this amended application, stating:
You can not now be permitted 'to amend your affidavit so asC to include a'
strictly new charge, in they face of ani intervening contest, contest No. 9466, filed
March 5, 1921, by L. V. Lockwood. The. junior contest now becomes senior as
'to the new issues raised relative to abandonment by the deserted wife.

Burke appealed, and the General Land Office overruled .the local
officers, holding, in effect, that Burke's earlier, contest was sufficient
and should not have been rejected. : Action was directed as follows:
Burke will be allowed to proceed with his contest. The papers are herewith
returned and you' are directed to order a hearing on the issues' as made by the
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charges -and the~answer of the mortgaigems. Since no one had authority to- appear-ifort Mrs. Lounsbury the answer nade in her behalf
;iii
be disregarded.'
The application of Lockwood to contest' will'be held as a.junior contest; -

From this decision, Lockwood0thas appealed to the Department.
-From anhexaminationi-of the- contest affidavit's filed (that of Lockwood; as well as thosc of Burke'), it appers that not one of theappli-cants to contest names as parties adversely interested the Christinson
Land- CSompany and :the B'oundary L]umber Company, both' of which,
as stated above, had filed timely notice as incumbrancers. In Rule'
98 of -Practice, it is provided:
-

:Transferees and incumbran'cers of land the title to which is claimed or is
In-.process, of, acquisition und~er -any -public-land law -shall, upon filing notice
of -the tra~nsfer or, incunbrance in the district land offlce, become entitled to
:,receive and be given -the same notice of any contest or other proceeding thereafter had affectingIsuch land which is required -to be given the original eitryman:.or ;claimant.;- Every such noticeof
transfer or, incumbrance must be
forthwith- noted upon the records of .the.,districtland office and ,be promptly
reported: to the General Land-Office, wlwre like notation' thereof will be made.
Thereafter such transferee or incumbrancer, as well as the entryman, must
be made a party 'defndanttoany 'lir&eeding against theeentry.
'

And Rule 2 of Practice provides:
Any person desiring. to institute contest must file in duplicate with the
register and receiver, application in that behalf, togetherwith statementLunder
,oath containing: (a) Name and residence of each party adversely interested,
:including the ageof each heir of any deceased entryman.. .
- It is cdntended by counsel for tockwood; in their brief filed 'on
appeal, that the above-mdntioned companies are not proper pa;ties
t:0 i qp- :I. ' '
. l ',
:. :' , ; ' ':::.1 ., :: r9
in interest, and, 9therefore,
not :-.,0
enitled
-to
notide an in support 1,-:of
-this, section :2296, :Revised S
$tatuntes, and Ruddy ix Rossi (248 U. S.,'
104) :are cited., Section 2296 reads as follows:

No' lands acq'uired 'undei the provisions of this chapter (the hlmestead laws)
shall in any .event b6come. liable to the satisfaction of :any ,debt' contracted
prior to the issuing of the patent therefor.
-

In Ruddy v. Rossi, decided.December 9, 1918, the Supreme Court,
-in
this statute, held, that lands embraced in :a homesteadentr3 could not be taken
satisfaction of a debt jncurred prior
to the issuance of patent, and this regardlss 'of' whethe'r the 'debt
was contracted before or after;thez-issuance of ifinal certificate.
Section 2296, Revised Statutes, -has been quite' generallyS held by
the courts, as well as 'by the6 Land Department, not to invalidate -a
mortgage or other incumbrance of his land, given bya 6homesteader,
to secure money with which to improve his land, or for any other
purpose not in itself tending- to impeach his bona fides," even though
the debt was dontracted before the issuance of patent 'to the hpmestead. :-The court decisions so holdinig are' collated in Volume 16 of
-construing

-in
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the Decennial edition of the American Digest, title," Public Lands,"
section 36, subtitle, "Mortgages."
In the case of Hafemann v. Gross (199 U. S., 342, at p. 347), it
is stated:
Obviously, the trend of the authorities is strongly in favor of the proposition
that a mortgage nor deed of trust by one seeking an entry under the preemption or homestead laws of the United, States, made prior to the'perfection
of his equitable right,: is valid. These authorities would fully sustain the
decision of the Supreme Court of Minnesota in the present case.

Elsewhere in the decision (pp. 345, 346), the following appears:.
With respect to a mortgage or deed .of trust. executed under like circumstances, the decisions of the Land Department have been all to the effect that
such mortgage or deed of trust is not an alienation within the scope of the
homestead statute or forbidden by the preemption law, especially where, in the,;
ease of a preemption, the mortgage is given; to secure money borrowed to complete the purchase. of the land. See, in reference to preemptors, Larson v.
-Weisbecker, 1 L. D. 422, Opinion of Secretary Teller; in .re Williaub H. -Ray,;
6 L. D., 340, Opinion of Acting Secretary Muldrow; Halting v. Eddyj 9 L. D. 337,
Opinion of Secretary Noble; Murdock v. Ferguson, 13 L.,D., 198, Opinion of
Assistant Secretary Chandler., With reference to a , homestead entryfan, see
-Mudgett
v. Dubuque : Sioux City B. R. Co., 8 L. D '243, Opinion of Secretary
Vilas; Da'wson v. Higgins, 22 L. D. 544, Opinion-of Secretary Smith; Kezar v.
Horde, 27 L. D. 148, Opinion of Secretary Bliss.

Accordingly, in " Suggestions to Homesteaders," issuedi'by the
Land Department (48 L. D.; 389,; 406); the following is included:.
A mortgage by the entryman prior to final proof for the purpose of securing
money-for improvements, or for any other purpose not inconsistent with good
faith, is not considered such an alienation of the land as will pre6entbhim from
submitting satisfactory proof. In such a case, however, should the entry be
canceled for any reason prior to patent, the mortgagee would have no claim
on the land or against the United States for the money loaned.

The Land Department, following well recognized principles of
equitylhas long extended some measure of protection to transferees
or incumbrancers as against the action of homestead entrymen who
have incumbered or transferred their entries. Thus, in case of the
entryman's relinquishment, the mortgagee who ,has given notice of
his mortgage on the land is permitted to submit supplemental evidence to show that the entryman had in fact earned title to the land;,
and other rights of third parties in like situation have- been recoqgnized. Daniel R. McIntosh (81 L. D., 641);; Henry Gimbel et al.
(38 L. D., 198).
This practice has received the approval of the Supreme Court.e
In Guaranty Savings;Bank v. Bladow (176 U. S., 448, 454), which
*:involved cancellation of an entry without notice to the transferee, the
court. said:
But the cancellation, although conclusive as to the- entryman, upon' all questions of fact, if made after notice to, him, would not be conclusive upon the
52403 0-voL 48-21---41
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mortgagee, if made without notice to such mortgagee and with no opportunity
on his part to be heard. 'That is, it would not prevent the mortgagee, before
the issuing of a patent, from taking' proceedings in the land department, 'and
therein showing the validity of the entry, or from proceeding before a judicial
tribunal, 'against the patentee, if a patent had already issued, and therein
showing the validity of the entry;
* *

'See also Thayer v. Spratt (189 U. S., 346, at p. 351).
The action of the Commissioner. in directing that the ChristinsonLand Company and the Boundary Lumber Company be made parties
in' any adverse proceedings taken in the case was undoubtedly
correct, and is hereby approved.
It appearing that the contest affidavits of Burke and Lockwood are
alike defective' in that they fail to name the Christinson 'Land Company and Boundary Lumber Company as parties, said affidavits are
both hereby rejected, with the 'right accorded to Burke, as senior
contestant, to. amend his contest application, in default of .which the
same right will be extended to Lockwood!

LOCKWOOD v. LOUNSBURY ET AL. (ON REHEARING).
Decided April 22, 1922..
CONTEST-AFFIDAvIT-AMENDMENT.
Where .two contest applications are defective, a Junior applicant is not entitled to a preference to amend his application over a senior applicant, solely
on the ground that the former's application was less defective than that of
the latter's.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:,
Motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of L. V. Lockwood,
in the case, wherein the Department by decision rendered on appeal
Januray 17, '1922 (48 L. D., 637), held that the contest affidavits
of Lockwood and' 'Willie Doxie Burke filed against the homestead'
entry of Lounsbury (03570T) allowed February 8, 1916, for the
N. i, Sec. 11, T. 36 N., IR. 36-E., M. M., Glasgow land district,
Montana, were both defective for the reason' that they failed to
name the Christinson Land Company and Boundary Lumber Company, incunbrancers of record, as parties thereto. - In disposing
of the case upon its merits, opportunity was afforded Burke, the first
contestant in point of time, to amend his contest application, as
senior contestant, and in the event of Burke's failure to so amend,
the right of amendment Was to be thereafter extended Lockwood, as
junior contestant.
The Department, notwithstanding the contentions advanced, in
support of the motion to the contrary, is clearly of the opinion that
the mortgagee and lien holder, as incumibrancers, ,are entitled to pro-,
: 9:fi

: .\0

,-
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tection of their interests under the governing laws, and necessary
parties to the contest,. as provided by Rules. 2 and 98, Rules, of
Practice. f The Department can not doncur in the contention that
Lounsbury, the subsequ6nt contestant, is entitled to amend his contest affidavit in preference to Burke; for the reason that Lounsbury-s
affidavit of, contest, originally filed, was in a measure more perfect
than that of the senior contestant Burke.
The affidavit of contest Bled by Lounsbury was defective, and it is
not a question of in what degree it was lacking as compared with
the: prior affidavit of contest filed b§ Burke.
No' good and sufficient reason appearing that would warrant a.*
modification or reversal of the prior action taken herein, the motion
for rehearing is denied, and the case remanded for appropriate
action upon the amended affidavit of contest now with the record
and filed pursuant to the Department's ruling upon appeal.

IN-DIAN TRUST ALLOTMENTS.
April 27, 1922;
INDIAN LANns-ALnLTMENT-PATENT-SECRETARY
TION.

OF THE INTERIOR-JURISfTC-

The jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior over Indian trust allotments
ceases automatically on expiration' of the trust period and thereafter .he is
'without authority to exercise any control thereover other than to issue a
patent in fee to the allottee, or to his heirs, as the case may be.
INDIAN LANDs=-ALLOTMENT-ALLOTTEE--P.ATENT--HEIRS.'

Fee patents predicated upon 'trust allotments

*of deceased, Indian allottees
should -be issued to the heirs generally without naming them or attempting
*:to set up their respective interests, regardless of whether or not the heirs
'have been determined by the Department or by the courts.

INDIAN LANDS-ALorrNT-JJURISDICTION

:

:

X

Under provisions contained in the acts of February 8, 1887, and June 21,
*1906, authorizing the President, in his discretion, to extend the period of
the trust on Indian allotments such authority, if exercised at all, must be
invoked prior to the expiration of the trust period.
INDIAN LANDs-ALLOTMENT-ALIENATIoN-PATENT--JURIsDIcioN--CoIJRTs.:

Questions relating to the validity of conveyances made by, an Indian trust
:allottee or: his heirs during the iinterval between the expiration of the
trust period and the issuance of a fee patent are cognizable primarily by
. the courts.

BooT, Solicitor:;
You have requested my* opinion on several questions relating to the
, status of Indian "trust allotments:" after the expiration of the trust
: period but prior to the issuance: of final or fee patents therefor, and
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as to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior over such allot:ments. The questions presented maybe briefly stated thus.;
1. Can the Secretary of the Interior sell the land and issue a patent in fee to
the purchaser?
:
2,. Can the land be partitioned and patents in fee be issued to adult heirs
and new trust patents issued to minor heirs?
3.; Can a patent in fee be issued to the heirs in common, including minor
heirs?

4. Can the trust period be,. extended, with or without further action by
Congress?

5. Of what validity is a deed executed by the,. allottee or his heirs prior to
actual issuance of the fee patent?

It is essential to bear in mind that we are here dealing only with
: those Indian allotments on which the trust period has expired by operation of law, i. e., lapse of time, and for which' the final- or fee
patent has not issued. The term "trust allotment" as applied tot
Indian lands allotted in severalty is so well understood that an ex:tended discussion here is doubtless:.unnecessary. The original or
"trust patents " for all such allotments provide 'for a definite period
of trust, usually twenty-five years, at the expiration of which the
United States agrees to convey the fee, by patent, to the allottee or
to his heirs, discharged of the trust and free of all charge or incun-T
brance whatsoever. See seceion 5 of the general allotment act of
:Februiary 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388), on which most of our Indian trust
allotments are founded, and from which, for convenient reference, I

quote:
; *" * * * which patents shall be of the legal effect, and declare that the
USited States does and will hold the land thus allotted, for the period of twentyfire years, in trust for the sole use and benefit of the Indian to Whom such allotment shall have been made, or, in case of his decease, of heirs according to the:
laws of the State or Territory, where such land is located, and that at the expiration of said period the United States will convey the same by patent to said Indian or his heirs as aforesaid, in fee, discharged of said tpust and free of all
.charge or incumbrance.whatsoever: Provided, That the President of the United
States may in any case in his discretion extend the period. And if any conveyance shall be. made of the lands set apart and allotted as herein provided, or any,
contract made touching the same, beforle the expiration 'of the time above.
mentioned, such conveyance or contract shall be :absolutely null,.and void."

(Italics supplied.)

Manifestly this legislation contemplates that when the trust has
expired the: allottee or his heirs then become entitled, as a matter of:
right,- to a final or fee patent. True, the act contains a provision by
which the trust 'may be extended, in the 'discretion of the President,
and while this act, in itself, is silent as to whether the authority so
conferred, if exercised at all, is to be invoked only during the trust
period, yet in the act of June 21,1906 (34 Stat., 325, 326), we find:
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"That prior to the expiration of 'the trust period of any Indian allottee- to
whom a trust or other patent containing restrictions upon alienation has been
or shall be issued under any law or treaty the President may in his discretion
continue such restrictions on -alienation for such periods as he may deem best."
(Italics supplied.),

viewing this provision as a legislative interpretation of prior acts
relating to the sam esubject matter (221 U. 5., 286, 309; 41 Sup. Ct.-

Rep., 561), it follows that if the trust is to be extended,-such action
must be had prior to its expiration. Otherwise action of this kind
would virtually amount to a reimposition of restrictions against
alienation, or the creation of a new trust, rather than jan extension of
the former period. Congress, of course, can, reimpose' restrictions
even after they have once expired (Brader v. James, 246 U. S., 88),
but where vested rights have intervened, the rule even there may be

.

otherwise. With these, however, we are not now concerned other
than to observe that in the absence of express legislation by Congress,
which I do not find, it is beyond the power of administrative officers
to extend the period of the trust after that period has once expired.
This answers the fourth question.
.
' . .
When -we come to consider the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the
Interior over Indian trust allotments, his powers and duties in connection therewith, and particularly such matters as a determination
of the heirs of deceased allottees, a sale or partition of the allotment,

issuance ,of patents in fee to the heirs or to purchasers, etc., these
rest largely on the .act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855), which, in
termS, gives the said Secretary exclusive jurisdiction over the estates
of deceased allottees. Hallowell v. Commons (239 U. S.. .506); Lane
v. Mickadiet (241 U. 5., 201). When we examine that statute, how-

ever, even section 1 of which is quite lengthy, we find therein, certain
limitations, as the following, taken from that act will disclose (pertinent provisions only reproduced):
"When any Indian to whom an allotment of land has been made, or may
hereafter benmade, dies before the expiration of the trust period and before
the issuance of' a fee simple patent, *'*
the Secretary of the Interior,
*
*
xt
shall ascertain the legal heirs of such decedent, and his decision
thereon shall be final and conclusive. If the Secretary of the Interior decides
the heir or heirs of such decedent competent to manage their own affairs, he.
shall issue to such heir or heirs a patent in fee * * *; if he shall decide
one or more of the heirs to be incompetent he may, in his discretion, cause
such lands to be sold: Provided, That if the Secretary of the Interior shall find
that the lands of the decedent are capable of partition to the advantage of the
heirs, he may cause the shares of such as are competent,
* * to be set
aside and patents in fee to he issued to them therefor. * * * Provided,
That the proceeds of the sale of inherited lands shall be paid to such heiri or
heirs as may be competent and held in trust subject to use -and expenditure
during the trust period for -such heir or heirs as may be incompetent, as their
respective interests shall appear." (Italics supplied).

.
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Standing alone and read literally, the expression, "before the
issuance of a fee simple patent," would imply jurisdiction in the
Secretary of the Interior to do those things provided for in the act
at any time prior to actual issuance of the final patent, but'when
construed in conjunction with the language immediately preceding,
" before the expiration of the trust period,'. it becomes manifest that
these two elements are essential and must be coexistent. The conjunction used is*" and" not "or." In'other words, and'to state the
proposition negatively, the trust period must not have expired and
a fee simple patent must not have issued. Absence, of either results
in a loss of jurisdiction. It could not successfully be contended that
jurisdiction remains in the Secretary after the issuance of a patent
- in fee where such patent issues prior to the expiration of -the trust
period, as to which see the act of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat., 182). On
the issuance of a patent of this kind'the trust is thereby terminated,
iand likewise, when that period expires by operation of law the trust
also terminates. Either contingency terminates the jurisdiction of
the Secretary;of the Interior over the subject matter. This is measTirably reflected by the proviso last reproduced above from the act
of 1910, which directs that the proceeds derived from a sale of inherited Indian lands shall be paid to competent heirs and held in
trust during the trust period for such heirs as may be incompetent.
If any doubt remains about the matter we need only return to the
"organic acts under which these allotments are made and' observe,
therein the plain congressional direction'that the lands so allotted
are to be held in trust for a definite period, at the expiration of which
thelfee is to be conveyed by patent to the allottee or to his heirs. Of
* what avail is a fixed period of trust, if on expiration of that period
the administrative officers extend'such trust indefinitely simply by
declining to issue final patent, continuing in the meantime to' exercise
supervision and control? In: Lane v. Mickadiet, .supra,the Supreme
Court says, (page 207):
"It is undoubted that the fee simple title to the land embraced by the allotpassed from the United States and that as expressly stated in the
granting act, the land, was held in trust by the United States for the benefit of
the allottees to await the expiration of the trust. period fixed by law when the
duty on the part of the United States of conveying the fee to the land would
arise.,,
ment had not

V
:

Again, in several syllabi of H-allowell v. Commons, suprc, holding
that the Secretary has exclusive jurisdiction to determine the heirs
of deceased Indian allottees, we find such expressions as "dying during the period iniwhichian allotment *'
* was held in trust";'
"dying during the trust period"; "dying within the- trust period";
all illustrative of 'the true intent.

.
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I am of the opinion,7 therefore, that on expiration of the ,trust
period provided by law the jurisdiction previously resting in the
Secretary of the Interior over such Indian allotments ceases, and that
there then remains nothing to be done but the purely ministerial duty
dfocasting the legal title 'on the person or persons to whom such title
belongs. Accordingly the first and second questions are answered
in the negative and the third question in the affirmative. In fact,
;in regard to the latter, this appears the logical thing to doi. e., issue
final patent to the heirs generally without naming them or attempting to set up their respective interests in the estate. Otherwise,
"newly discovered heirs" may arise after issuance of such patent,
and it would then prove embarrassing to find that the outstanding fee
patent issued by the Government had named the heirs and specifically
set forth their respective interests in the estate. I regard the former
as the safe rule to follow in practically all cases, regardless of whether
the heirs have previously been determined by this Department, by the
local courts, or remain undetermined. The trust having expired by'
operation of law and our jurisdiction over the land having terminated, issuance of the final patent to " Heirs of
"would leave
the matter open for any adjustment that subsequent developments
might require.,
As to the fifth question, this is a matter cognizable primarily by
the courts, for, finding as we have that jurisdiction over these allotfments terminates automatically on expiration of the trust period,
whether the allottee or his heirs then have power to make, a valid conveyance of the land so allotted prior to actual issuance of the final
patent, is a matter for determination by the courts rather than by
administrative officers of the Government. In this connection, however, it may be said that the fee to lands so allotted does not pass
eo instacnfi on expiration of the trust, as the law does not so provide.
Necessarily, therefore, actual' passage of the fee must await issuance
of the' final patent. The right to such patent, 'however, has been
fully earned, become vested, so to speak, on expiration of the trust
period and whether the courts will or will not uphold conveyances
executed- in the interim between the expiration of the trust and the
issuance of 'final 'patent is purely speculative. They (the -courts)
may uphold such transactions by applying the doctrine of relation, as.

to which see Lomax v. Pickering (173 U. S., 26); Barnett v. Kunkel
(259 Fed., 394); and Anchor Oil Company v. Grey (41 'Sup. 0Ct.
Rep., 544): Not being 'a matter primarily for departmental determination, however, it is one regarding which I express no definite
conclusion. We are concerned here only with'theiissuance of final
patent, and having performed that duty wenmaytwell leave to the
courts controversies involving the title between the patentee's and
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* their grantoes. Should it develop prior to issuance of final patent,
thaik the allotment was founded on fraud or mistake in the first instance;, administrative officers may then be justified in withholding
* final patent, for, as observed by the Supreme Court in Knight v.
United States Land Association (142 U. S., 161, 178), it would, be
useless for the Secretary of the Interior to issue final patent and immediately thereafter to request the Attorney General to institutqe
proceedings to set the, patent, aside. In the absence of some controlling: reason', however, onii the expiration of the trust period
nothing then remains to be done but to cast the, fee on the allottee,
*or onhisheirs, as the case maybb.
My prior opinions, of July 14 and August 8, 1921 (unreported),
regarding this matter are hereby overruled.
Approved:
:E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

FISCUS v. MINER.
Decided,April 29, 1922. .
CONTEST-HOMESTEAD-OFFICERs-LAND

DEPARTMENT.

Action of one of the local officers allowing a contest during the temporary
absence of the other, in a case in which it nowhere appears that such
action was not acquiesced in by such other officer upon his return, is to be
construed to have been the joint action of both officers.
COURT

AND 'DEPARTMENTAL

DECISIONS

CITED

AND

APPLIED.

Cases of Potter v. United 'States (107 U. S., 126), and Broadbrooks v. Kyle
(28 L. D., 8), cited and' applied.

FINNEY 'First

Assistant Secretary:

Arthur E. Fiscus has appealed from. a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated IJanuary 4, 1922, wherein
the Commissioner dismissed his application to contest the homestead
entry of Harold'Ed. Miner for 320 acres in Secs. 2, 10, and l1, T.
23 S., R. 72 W., 6th P..M., -within the Pueblo,. Colorado, land district.

-

The entry was made on May 10, 1916, and on August 31, 1921,
Fiscus filed, application to contest same which was'rejected b the
local officers for the reason that' the corroborating affidavit did not
contain the requisite nonmilitary averments. On September 23,
1921, applicant filed an amended application to contest, which was
rejected by the local officers because the allegations in same and in
the prior application were in conflict as to the military service of
entryman. 'On motion to reconsider, said rejection was vacated and
revoked, and notices for personal service were issued on October 14,
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1921, which were signed by the receiver only, the register being
absent from the office at the time. On November 16, 1921, contestant
filed affidavit for service of notice by publication, which was rejected by the. local officers because it was not filed within 30 days
from October, 14, 1921, the date of allowance of cqontest, :as- required
by Rule 9, Rules of Practice. Fifteen days were allowed from receipt of rejection notice, which appears to have been received on
November 22, 1921, within which to appeal from said rejection. On
November 23, 1921, contestant filed a motion for the issuance of
new -notices of contest, contending that the' former notices issued
October 14, 1921, were illegal and invalid because not signed by
both the register and receiver. Such motion was denied and contestant appealed. Upon appeal the action of the local officers was
sustained by the Commissioner and the contest dismissed.
It appears from the record that on September 14, 1921, one :Smith
filed contest against this entry which was held suspended by the
local officers pending final disposition of the contest of Fiscus.
'The old Rules of Practice provided that the notice of contest.
must be signed by the register and receiver or one of them. See 31
L. D., 528, Rule 8. This provision was not embraced in the' present
Rules. of Practice (48 L. D., 246), but it is provided therein that. the
register and receiver may allow any application to contest without
reference thereof to the Commissioner, and that they shall act
promptly upon all applications to contest. See Rules 4 and 5. Under the old Rules it has been- held that a desert-land entry is not
invalid because allowed by the receiver in the absence. of the register
where both offices are filled' at such time and. the register on his
return approves the action of thereceiver. Broadbrooks v. Kyle (28
L. D., 8) ;
that the register and receiver were not required to
sit at the same time and concurrently pass upon the sufficiency ofthe. proof of settlement and improvements by preemptors. Potter v.
United States (107 U. S., 126).
In the instant case it appears that the contest was allowed by the
receiver during the temporary absence of the register from the office.
While the present Rules of Practice make no specific provision for
action by one of such officers during the temporary absence of the
other, no express inhibition of such action is contained in said Rules
In the proper administration of the public business it is believed
that the allowance of a contest by one of.the local officers during the
temporary absence of the other, in a case in which it nowhere ap* pears that such action was not acquiesced in by such other officer
'upon his return to the office, must be construed to have been made
on behalf of the other officer and is clearly warranted und'r the
samexrule of construction as set forth in the eases cited.
.also

.
:
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Contestant evidently considered the notice of allowance of the
contest, signed only by the receiver, sufficient, as 32 days thereafter,
acting under such allowance, he filed affidavit for notice by publication. In this he failed to comply with Rule 9 of the Rules of Practice
0and the action of the Commissioner and the local officers for such
-reason was clearly correct.
'The decision appealed from is affirmed.
MILITARY SERVICE--COMPENSATION AWARD-CREDIT FOR
PERI6D OF HOSPITALIZATION-ACT OF APRIL 6,: 1922.
INSTRUCTIONS.

[Circular No. 821.1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington, D. C., A pril 9, 1922..
REGISTERIS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

The act of April 6, 1922 (Public No. 187), provides:
*

That the provisions of section 2305, Revised Statutes of the United States,
as amended by the act of February 25, 1919 (Fortieth Statutes, page 1161), so
far as applicable to those discharged from the military or naval service because.
of wounds received or disability incurred therein, be, and the same are hereby,,
extended to those regularly, discharged from such service and subsequently
awarded compensation by the Government for wounds received or disability
incurred in the line of duty.,
Sec. 2. That the provisions of the act of September 29, 1919 (Forty-first
Statutes, page 288), entitled "An Act to authorize absence' by homestead settlers
and entrymen, and for other purposes," be, and they are hereby, extended to
those who, after discharge from the military or naval service of the United
States, are furnished treatment by the Government for wounds received or dis-

ability incurred in line of duty.

Under the provisions of section 1, a person who served for not l&ss
than 90 days in the United States Army, Navy orMarine Corps;
during the Mexican Boider operations or the War with Germany,
was honorably discharged, and who subsequently was awarded comsensation by the Government for wounds received or disabilities incurred4in line of duty, in accordance with the. act of October 6, 1917
(40 Stat., 398, 405), as' amended by the act of August 9,'1921 (42
Stat., 147, 153), is entitled to the same credit for such service in connection with a homestead entry made by him, under section, 2305,
United States Revised Statutes, as amended by the act' of February
*25,1919 (40 Stat, 1161), as though he had actually been discharged
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from the'service by reason of disability incurred in line -of duty.
In such cases credit is given for the full period of enlistment, subject to the requirement that residence on the homestead for at least
one year must be shown, as .set forth and explained in Circular No.
302 (unpublished).
Section 2 of the act extends the benefits of the act of September
29, 1919 (41 Stat., 288), to those persons who, after discharge from,
the military or naval' service of the United States during the War
-with Germany, are furnished treatment by the Government for
wounds received or disability incurred in line of duty under the terms
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of June 2T, 1918 (40 Stat., 617),,
and its amendments, upon the ground that they come within article
* of the' act of October 6, 1917, .9upra. Its effect is to grant to settlers,
applicants or entrymen under-the homestead laws who,' after such.
settlement, application or entry, are given hospital treatment by the
Government under the conditions just stated, credit for constructive
residence during the period of such treatment, subject to the requirement that residence on the homestead for at least one year must be
shown.

The administration of this provision of the act will be governed'
by the regulations under the act of September 29, 1919, which will be
found on page 7 of said Circular No. 302.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

Commissioner.

/
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only to a'judgment as to the correctness ofthe
rejection, and any question as to the validity
ofthe existing entry is not to be considered.... 193
2. An entry for national forest lands under
the act of June 11, 1900, allowed upon anappjlcation prematurely filed, and defective because not executed before a qualified officer,
is not void, but merely voidable, and ail defects are cured by the oubsequent fling of a
properly executed supplemental application. 199
1. Where two or more conflicting applica-.'
tions to make entry are received in the same
mail, theapplicatihnfirsttakenup, numbered,
and entered'on the records, in the regular
course of business, is entitled to precedince,
notwithstanding the fact that it may not have
beenthefirsttohavebeenexecuted
-.
269

Approximation.
See Homestead (Additional), 14.
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Assignment.

Page.
See Desert Laand, 1, 7,9,10; 'Homnestead (RecIsamation), 27, 28, 29; Oil and Gas Lends, 26,
37, 45.

Bonds.
See Coal Lands, 2,3, 5; Oil and GasLands, 15.

Boundaries.
See Homestead (Stock-raising), 62; Oil and
Gas Lands, 35; Susiey, 4, 5.

Burden of Proof.
See Contest, 14, 22; Homestead, 5, 7; Oil ancd
Gas Lands, 2; Swamp Land, 4; Timber and
Stone, 1; Withdrawal,4,7.

California.
See School Land, 18,19.

Camp McGarry Lands.
See Reservations, 2.,

Canals: and Ditches.
See Rightfof Way, 2,3.

Carey Act.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 55.
1. The listing of lands under a Carey Act
selection, although amounting to a segregation
does not confer the status of vested equitable
title and until the right to title is fully earned,
the lands may be withdrawn or the mineral
deposits therein may be disposed of by the
i... 160
UnitedStates ...........................

Cheyenne River and Standing
Roek Lands.
See Indian Lands, 3, 19.

Chippewa Lands.
See IndiansLacsds, 24, 25; Swamp Land, 5, 6.

Circulars and Instructions.
See Table of, pages XXII and XXIII.

Citizenship.

Page.

Citizenship-continuea.

zenship until formally restored, is not a bar
to the malking of a homestead, entry, inasmuch as Congress has never declared it to be'
a disqualification under the homestead laws. 199
4. An alien 'Who, after declaring his intention to become a citizen of the United States,
made a homestead entry, did not forfeit his
citizenship qualification as an entryman by
claiming exemption from military service as
an alien under the selective service act of
July 9, 1918, if he was a-citizen of a country
neither neutral nor enemy and, therefore, not
exempted by the act, where, although having subsequently been denied citizenship, his
declaration had not been withdrawn or can............. 287
celed .......................
5. The fact that a declaration of intention
to become a citizen of the United States, because of its age and certain errors contained
therein, was not sufficient upon which to
predicate final citizenship, does not disqualify
the declarant as a homestead entryinan,
where the declaration was prima facie good
at the time of making entry and a new declaration had been died after the petition for
287
citizenship had been denied ..............

Claims.
See Florida, 1; Survey, 1.

*

Coal Lands.
See Alaska, 2, 5; Indian Lands, 17, 18, 32;
Military Service, 11; Oil and Gas Lands, 7;
Repayment, 3, 5, 6; Right of Way, 4-7; Scheos
- Land, 3, 4.
1. Regulations of March 30, 1921, relative
5
to coal prospecting permits in Alaska
2. Instructions of August 16, 1921, amending Circular No. 679 of April 1, 1920, in regard
to bonds with coal-landleases. (Circular No.
175
773)
3. Instructions of October-31, 1921, relating
to bonds with coal-land leases. (Circular No.
243
* 789) ...................................
4. Instructions of November 17, 1921, construing the word "coal" as used in act OG

See Indian Lands, 31; Oil and Gas Lands, 25;
Reclamatitn, 1; 3.
1. A child born in the United States of
Canadian parents domiciled here becomes at
birtha "citizen" of the United States under
'0
.... ;.
February 25, 1920 ...........the first clause of the fourteenth amendment
5. Instructions of February 15, 1922, relatto the Constitution, and one thus born an
ing to bonds with coal-land leases, amending
American citizen retains his citizenship, notregulations and lease. (Circular No. 809)....'439
withstanding that he moves, during his mi6. Instructions of March 24, 1922, relative
nority, with his parents, to the country of
to coal-mining permits in Alaska under sectheir nativity, unless he voluntarily expatrition 10, act, of October 20, 1914; Circular No.
ates himself subsequently to his attaining
. 597
491, amended ..........................
his majority ................... I8.............. 66
7.' A claim of priority under an application
2. A Canadian woman, married to a citizen
* for a coal prospecting permit over a subseof the United States, domiciled in the Dovqent application for a lease, will not preclude
minion. of Canada, becomes herself a citizen
the Secretary of the Interior from determinof the United States, although not residing
ing, in his discretionary authority under the
here, and as such is entitled to submit proof
act of February 25, 1920, that exploration is
under the enlarged homestead act of Febunnecessary, and proclaiming the land subruary 19, 1909, as heir and next of kin of ani
jest to lease in the first instance ........ ... 29
intestate deceased entryman, who prior to his
8. The provisions of the act of February 25,
death had declared his intention to become a
1920, which authorize the Secretary of the
66
citizen..
Interior, when awarding leases for coal lands
3. Conviction of the crime of manslaughter
thereunder, to recognize equitable rights acwhich, by a State statute, suspends the enquired prior to the act by claimants who had
joyment bfthe rights and privileges of citi-
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in good faith improved and occupied or
claimed the lands under the coal-land laws,
do not confer any preference right that attaches to or extends over an area outside of
the tracts embraced within the original;
claims-............
.
....
122
9. Under sections 2348-2352, Revised Statutes, the opening and improving of a mine of
coal upon unreserved public lands by a qualified person in actual possession thereof, confers a preference right to purchase for a total
period of substantially 14 months; that is, for
60 days absolutely, and for a further period
of t year from the filing of a declaratory statement, if filed within the 60 days, and such
preference right to purchase is not defeated
or abridged by the intervening passage of the
leasing act of February 25, 1920 .....-. ...
176
10. In determining the time that the leasingactof February 25, 1920, becameeffective,
the general statutory rule bfconstruction that
an act is in force and operation during the
entire day on which it was approved by the
President, is to be applied, subject to the
privilege of any one having a substantial
right that would be affected by the application of said rule to prove; if he can, the exact
time ofthe approval- ................ 188
11. An application to purchase coal land
under section 2347, Revised Statutes,in order
to be entitled to consideration a's a valid
claim existent at the date of the passage of
the act of February 25, 1920, within the purview ofthe saving clause of section 37 thereof,
must thereafter be maintained in compliance
with the preexisting law under which it was
initiated; and wherethe application was filed
on the day that the leasing act was approved,
the applicant will not be permitted to prove
that it was filed prior to the time of actual
approval; if he has failed to comply with the
conditions of the act under which the claim
was initiated and ofthe departmental regulations thereunder relating to its maintenance. 188
12. Where a conflictarises between a coalland application filedpursuant tosection 2347,
Revised Statutes,and an oilplacer-mining location previously initiated, involving a tract
of classified coal land, it must be held that
said land is not subject to disposition under
that statute as "vacant coal land of the
United States not otherwise appropriated,"
if it is shown that the land was at the date of
the filing of said application and continuously thereafter in the possession and occupancy of the mining locator, and that work
-thereon was prosecuted to a sufficient discovery of oil -....................
226
13. The leasing act of February 25, 1920,
contemplates that the word "coal," as used
therein, shall be construed according to its
generally accepted sense; that is, a natural
product used for fuel, a deposit of the character subject to disposition under the coal-iand
laws, and not to include asphalt, gilsonite,
: zocerite, and other kindred substances .... 300

Coal Lands-Continued.
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14. The purchase of coal land under the
belief that an adjoining tract of public coal
land, control of which is alleged to be essential to the continued practical operation of
the purchased property, could he secured,'
is neta basis for the assertion of such an equitable right as-may be-recognized in awarding
a preferential lease under the proviso to
section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920 ..... 332
15. Where at the date of the enactment of
the act of February 25, 1920, there were- no
surface or subsurface improvements of a
mining character upon a tract of public coal
land tending in any substantial degree to the
development of the coal deposits thereunder,
or essential to such development sufficient to
estiblish an assertion of constructive occupancy, a claim of preference right to a lease
ofthattractmustberejected ...............
2
16. One who, on and prior to the approval
of the act of February 25, 1920, was, as transferee, in good faith occupying and claiming
public coal land theretofore improved by
him, for which his transferor had initiated a
claim under the preexisting coal-land laws,
without, however, having taken the requisite
steps to perfect the same, is entitled to equitable consideration in the award of a lease
under the first proviso to section 2 of that act. 332i
17. The action of Congress in authorizing
the construction and operation by the United
States of the Alaskan Railroad in effect created a legal easement with a corresponding
servitude imposed on the-adjoining land held
by the grantor for support of the surface with
the superimposed structures, and the road is
entitled to lateral or adjacent support as well
as to vertical or subiacent support from one
who leases coal lands pursuant to the act of
October 20, 1914- ..........
443
18. A railroad company having a right of
way over mineral lands is entitled, to the
support of its easement, roadbed, and rolling
stock, and the right to take ore underneath
the surface thereof must yield, if, in order to
take it, the support of the roadbed will be
impaired..................I..-----,,,,, U
19. A coal lease granted under the provisions of the leasing act of October 20, 1914
which is in terms restricted to the Territory
of Alaska, is subject to the reservations contained in the act of March 12, 1914,'authorizingthe construction and operation of railroads
by the United States in that Territory ....
443
20 Section 13 of the Alaskan coal-leasing
act of October 20, 1914, provides that the possession of the lessee-shall be deemed the possession of the United States for all purposes
involving adverse claims to the leased property, and where questions arise as to the
conflict of rights between a right of way'
grantee and the coal lessee, said disputes
should be-arbitrated in accordance with Artiole VII of the mining lease
.....-......
443

Colville Lands.
See Indsin Lands, 5..
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Commissionerofthe General Land'

Contest-Continued.

Office.
See Contest, 13; Desert-Land, 13; Officers, 1;
Practice, 4.

Commutation.,
See Homestead (Additional), 15,16.

Compactness.
See Homesteadf (Enlarged), 20, 42; Oil and
Gas Lands, 38.

Contest.
See Citizenship, 4, 5; Desert Land, 9; PFinal
Proof, 4; Homestead, 10,_28, 29, 44; Milfitary
Sereice,' 3, 13, 19; Oil and Gas Lands, 22, 44;
Practice, 6; Residence, g; Suspervisory Autliority, 2; Swamp Lacnd, 5.
1Instructions of August-2, 1921, pertaining to the amendment of defective contest
'affidavits in relation to military service.
(Circular No. 767) ........... ....-........
2. instructions of February 18, 1922, relative to contests alleging fraud in securing
stock-raising homestead designation. (Circular No. 810)-464.......................
3. Instructions of March 22, 1922, reating
to proof of nonmilitary and nonnaval service
.
m contest cases. (Circular No. 815) ..
4.t Rule 3' Rules of Practice, requiring that
the facts must be set forth in the corroborating affidavit, is complied with where the contestant alleges facts which, if proven, warrant
cancellation of the entry, and the corroborating witness adopts these statements by alleging that, from his personal knowledge and
observation,,they are true ..................
5. The heirs of a deceased entryman under
the enlarged homestead act, whose death
occurs more than 12 months from the date of
entry, without his having established residence, the default not being due to military
or naval service, succeed to no right whatever
in the land, and the question of military or
naval service of the heirs of such entryman is
immaterial in a contest proceeding, charging
failure to establish residence and: abandonment

-

166

454

596

83

119

6. An oil and' gas prospecting permit is not
subject to a contest by a third party and an.
application therefor can not be entertained. - 158
7. A charge of fraud, connivance, or conspiracy is not sustained where it is shown that
the conservator or the administrator of the
estate of an insane or of a deceased homestead
entryman, acting in good faith and with the
approval of a court of competent jurisdiction,
for a valuable consideration to the enrichment
of the estate, fails to submit final proof or
make 'defense to a contest under the belief
that it would be futile to do so on account of
doubtful right by reason, of noncompliance
with the statutory requirements as to residence and cultivation on the part of the entryman1...................................67
8. In a contest proceeding against a stockraising homestead entry in which failure to
establish residence and abandonment are

,alleged, it is not necessary for an entryman,
who was in- the military service at' the time
that the land was designated, to prove the
establishment of actual residence, in order
to be entitled to credit for constructive restdence for time engaged in the performance of
farm labor under the act of December 20, 1917- 179
9. An entry, voidable because prematurely
allowed on san imperfectly executed application, is not subject to contest on such grounds,
under Rule 1, Rules of Practice .............. 199
10. A departmental regulation directing,
that no contest against a homestead entry
charging abandonment be entertained during
the periods covered by 'the act of July 28,
1917, unless accompanied by a. nonmilitary
service, affidavit, is broader than the act
itself, which requires such affidavits to be
furnished only in contests against those specdfied in the act; and the practice based upon
such regulation need not have controlling
weight where, a contest having been entertained, it is clearly shown that the entrynian
was not of the class which Congress intended
232
to protect......2..........I.........1.....'
II. The granting of an application for leave
of absence under the act of 'July 24, 1919, will
not defeat a contest, based upon the charge
of abandonment, where it is proven that
abandonment actually occurred long prior to
297
the filing of the application for relief .
contest does not become an adverse
12.
right or intervening interest unless and until
it results in the cancellation of the entry, and
prior to the final determination thereof the
contestee is entitled to the remedial benefits
of a statute enacted after the initiation of the
328
contest ...
13. The failure of the receiver to join with
the register in an opinion rendered in a contest case does not affect the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to
render his decision in the case ............... 353
14. Where the question arises, after a
relinquishment of a homestead entry is filed
subsequently to the initiation of a contest,
as to which of two applicants is entitled to
enter the land, one basing his claim upon the
contest, the other upon the filing of the relinquishment, the presumption will obtain
that the contest induced the relinquishment,
and the contestant will be recogniced as entitled to a preference right which can-only be
avoided on a showing that the contest charge
was not true, or that the contestant is not a
qualified applicant, or that the land is not
subject to his application ..................... 395
15. An application to contest a homestead
entry, the relinquishment of which was procured by a third party after the initiation of
the contest, will not be rejected for failure to
comply with the nonmilitary and nonnaval
averment requirement of the act of July 28,
1917, where abandonment of the entry is
charged and it is clearly established by evi-
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deuce that the entryunan's absence was not
.-.-.65
due to silitary or naval service 16. For the purpose of contest, the rule that
the six months within which residence must
be established begins to run from the date of
entry is not applicable to a second homestead
entry made under the act of September 3,
1914, but, as against such entry, the time does
not begin to run umtil the entrysnan is properly notified of the allowance of the entry. -. 516
17. To meet the requirements of the act of
July 28,1917, it is necessary to allege in a contest affidavit charging abandonment that the
absence "was not due" to military or naval
service, and an application to contest based
upon the charge that the absence-"is not due"
to such service is defective and will not justify the cancellation of an entry on a default
judgment where no evidence was offered to
prove that the abandonment "was not due"
to mihltary or naval service; and an entry so
canceled on such a judgment should be
. 533
.....................
reinstated18. Failure to allege in a contest affidavit
that the abandonment of a homestead entry
was not due to military or naval service is
not sufficient ground for the disuissal of a
contest when it conclusively applears that the
physical condition of the entryman was suchas to incapacitate him from such service,
thereby excluding hire from the class for
whose benefit the act of July 28, 1917, imposed the requirement .....................
535
19. Process should not issue on an application to contest a homestead entry after the
death of the entryman where the contestant,
having knowledge of that fact, falls to set
forth the name and residence of each party
adversely interested, together with the age
of each heir, as required by Rule 2, Rules of
-Practice, and, if process inadvertently issue,
a default judgment directing cancellation of
the entry will not be sustained in the absence
of submission of proof of the charges
-.
35
20. The nonmilitary and nounaval service
averment required by the act of July 28,
1917, must be expressed in the words of the
statute or be sufficiently broad to include
both military and naval service, and contest
affidavits which contain expressions as "said
default was not due to military service of any
kind or service in any organication connected
with the military department of the United
States," and "absence was not due to military service of any nature" are defective.... 536
21. The nonmilitary and noonaval service
averment -requirement of the act of July 28,
1917, is directory and mandatory, but it is
not jurisdictional where, a contest having
been entertained upon a defective affidavit,
it is conclusively shown that the contestee
was not of the class for whose benefit the legislation was enacted, notwithstanding that
a departmental regulation makes it compulsory that such requirement shali be complied
with in all contests thereafter initiated 537

524038-VoL 48-21 -
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Page.
22. While the provisions of the act of July
28, 1917, were intended to afford protection
only to those of the class specified in the
statute, yet a departmental regulation. requiringthe nonmilitary and nonnaval service
averment in every contest affidavit thereafter filed istnt only a proper one but is also
necessary in determining whether a contestee
was or was not in the military or naval
service&-1.....-......
..........
537
23. The act of July 28, 1917; which was intended to protect those coming within the
class specified in the statute, relates to the
matter of pleading, the burden being placed
on. the contestant at the outset, but if the
contestee fails to object to the allowance of a
contest upon a defective affidavit, and it is
afterwards conclusively shown that the latter is not entitled to the protection of the act,
advantage can not then be taken by employment of a technicality under a departmental
regulation to set aside a judgment holdink
the entry for cancellation for good and sufficient reasons- .3..........7
i-.
I.
587
24. An answer incorporated by a contestee
as a part of his motion for reinstatement of a
contest is to be treated as evidence in the consideration of the case upon appeal on desi-al
of the motion.
. 53?
25. A contest affidavit charging abandon-'
ment ofa homestead entryafterthe discharge
of the entryman from the military or naval
service of the United States is not defective
for failure to plead literally in the terms of
the act of July 28, 1917, and such affidavit,if
otherwise sufficient, will, upon relinquishment of the entry, support a claim of presumptive preference right as against a subsequent contestant
........- i-----.
--- 548
26 The cancellation of a homestead entry
upon contest is not a sufficient ground upon
which to base a subsequent contest against
a stock-raising homestead entry made as
additional to the former, even though the
latter entry was allowed during the pendency
............
..
55
ofthe first contest27. A contest-abates ipso facto if proof of
service is notifiled within thirty days from
date of service, as required by Rule 8, Rules
of Practice, in case no answer is submitted,
and a second contest by the same contestant
will not be sustained upon substantially the
same charges, notwithstanding that the
entryman was not served with notice of the
first contest, unless satisfactory explanation
is made why the first contest was not prosecuted ...........
-....................
551
28. An allegation in a contest affidavit that
an entryman had "wholly abandoned his
original and his additional entry," is too
general in its terms to warrant the ordering
of a hearing, in that it does not show when
the abandonment began or how long it continued- ......
.
561
29. Where two contest applications are defective, a junior applicant is not entitled to a
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preference to amend his application over a
senior applicant, solely on the ground that
the former's application was less defective
that that of the latter's
642
30. Action of one of the local officers allowing a contest during the temporary absence
of the other, in a case in which it nowhere
appears that such action was not acquiesced
in by such other officer upon his return, is to
be construed to have been the joint-action
of both officers .................
. 648
6.:.

Contestant.
See Contest, 14, 19, 23, 25, 27; Military :
Service, 7; Oil and Gas Lands, 44; Practice,

2, 3.-

*

1. The act of March 8, 1918, relieving publicland claimants from penalty for forfeiture for
failure to perform any material acts required
by law under which the claims were asserted,
during the period of their military service,
suspends the running of the time within
which preference right must be exercised,
where a successful contestant enters the military service prior to the expiration of the
preference right period, without having exercised his right; but the time commences to
run again immediately upon his discharge.. 39
2. The mailing of a letter to a successful
contestant, who has not changed his record
address and who holds himself in readiness
to receive all notices sent to him, notifying
him of his preference right, does not charge
him with constructive notice thereof, if,
* through no fault of his, the letter is not delivered to him and he has no knowledge of
its having been sent; and where there has
been no negligence or lack of diligence on his
part he is entitled to exercise the right within'
the statutory period from the time that he
comes into possession of knowledge that the
contested entry has been canceled-......... 267

Contiguity.
*

See Homestead (Stock-raising), 45, 46, 58,
64, 65; Mining Claim, 8, 9.

Continuance.
See Practice, 2, 3.

Courts.
;

lSeeContest, 7; Indian Lands, 34; Jesrisdiction, 2; -dining Claim, 3; Oil and Gas
Lands, 11; School Land, 13, 14; Selection, 3.

Crow Lands.
See Indian Lands, 7, 27, 28; School Lands,
20, 21.

Cultivation.
See Contest, 7; Desert Land 6, 12,13; Homestead (Additional), 15, 16; Mititary Servicc,
10, 15, 17, 18.
1. The act of July 28, 1917, allowing credit
for military service does not waive the cultivation requiremenets of the statute; it merely
reduces them .........-.-.-.-.-.
.. -. *-..--.107
*

'Descent and Distribution.
See Homestead (Widow; Heirs; Devisee):
Allotment, 2; Contest, 5, 19; Desert Land, 2;
Homestead, 10, 11; Indian Lands, 11, 12, 27,
28, 313.

Desert Land.

Page.
See Entry, 1; Hsmestead, 6;MfitaryService, 5; Oil and Gfs Lands, 26; Repayment, 3,
5, 6; School Land, 5.
1. Instructions of October 26, 1921, relating to desert land assignments under the acts
of March 4, 1915, and March 21, 1918 ......... 241
2. An unperfected desert land entry is personal property which, upon the death of the
entryman, passes to the executor or administrator of the decedent's estate, and a relinquishment executed by an executor, or
administrator must be in strict accord with
the rules governing the adininistration of
estates of deceased persons ...................
26
3. A claimant who in good faith reclaims,
under authority of the act of March 28, 1908,
a tract of unsurveyed desert land which, upon
survey, falls within a section designated under
the school land grant to the State of Montana
acquires, by reason of its indemnity provision, a, right to make entry superior to any
claim of the State under said grant .......... 103
4. The act of February 27, 1917, validates a
desert land entry for 160 acres made prior
thereto by one, who at the time was holding
an entry for 320 acres under the enlarged
homestead act, where no attempt was made
to conceal the existence of the previous
entry ............
.....
... I..
. 135
5. In the construction of section 5 of the act
of March 4, 1915, the'good faith of a desert
land entryman will not be held to have been
negatived by the fact that but a small portion of the land is practically susceptible of
irrigation and that he has used, and apparently intended to use the land for grazing
purposes in connection with his homestead
entry for an adjoining tract
... 1r5
6. A desert land entryman who applies to
purchase the land under the relief provisions
of the act of March 4, 1915, need not show that
he continued cultivation after the privilege
of making the purchase was granted, if he
has in good faith used the land for agricultural purposes for at least three years at any
time since maling his original entry, and has
upon the tract permanent improvements conducive to the agricultural 0 development
thereof, of the value of at least $1.25 per acre.. 145
7 Under the first of the last three paragraphs of section 5 of the act of March 4, 1915,
the assignee oifa desert land entry of the class
specified therein was entitled to the same
benefits as the original entryman, regardless
of the date of assignment, and Congress did
not intend that the proviso to the amendatory
act of March 21, 1918, should place any re-,
striction with respect to limitation of assignment upon entries of that class.. ....
.. 21
8. A desert land entryman who elects to
acquire title under the relief provisions of
the art of March 4, 1915, by complying with
the requirements of the homestead law as to
residence, cultivation, and improvements in
accordance with the provisions of the third
paragraph of section 5 of that act, is entitled
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to credit for residence maintained by him
on the landat any time, either before or
after the relief has been granted
353
9. A contest against a desert entry based
on thecharges that the assignee was dis-c
qualified to take by assignment and that
the entryman had defaulted, must be sustamied where the assignment had been made'
prior to final payment and adjustment to the
plat of survey, and no answer to the contest
allegations was made after due service of
notice ........
.....-....
-....
, ...... . 519
10. Where final proof is submitted, but
final payment and adjustment to the plat
of survey is not made, equitable title does
not vest in the entryman and the assignment
of such entry is governed by the regulations
relating to assignments .
-'
519
11. Desert entries will not be aliowed in areas where there is no persuasive geologic,
topographic, or other evidence tending to
furnish a reasonable assurance of an exist-;
ing, sufficient and economically available
water supply, and an exception to this rule
will not be made on the ground that the
* lands are situated in an undeveloped field.... 554
12. The mere planting of a crop does not
fulfill the requirement of the desert-land law,
and-while it is not always necessary to show
that the crop was remunerative; yet it is incumbent upon the entryman to show that
some sort of a crop was raised by irrigation
or that atboss fide effort was made with that
end in view-...-....,. ,,,,,,,,,,.
,,.. 605
13. Good faith is a controlling element in
determining the question of-compliance with
the requirement of the desert-land law as to
cultivation, and in administering the law,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office
is not only authorized, but it is his imperative duty under section 7 of the act of March
3, 1891, to require such additional proofs to
be made within the period prescribed by lawv
as may be necessary to show the character
and extent of the cultivation ............... 605

Deserted Wife.
See Hesnestead, 3, 4.
1. A wife is deserted within the meaning of
the act of October 22,1914, if desertion actually
* exists, irrespective of the fact that she obtained
a divorce as the result of proceedings predicated upon other grounds .................. 274

Divorce.
See Deserted Wife, 1.

Duress.
See Land Department 1.

Entry.

-

Sec Heomestead/ Desert Lands Applicatfion,
1;! Contesf, 4, 9; Homestead, 6;, Oil and Gas
Lands, 27, 28, 62; .teclamation,1; Restorations,
I; Water ExplorationPermit, 1.
1. Instructions of March 22, 1922, re change
of entries 'pursuant to the act of January 27,
1922. (Circular No. 817) .............
594
i

Entry-Continued.

Page.
2. The word "entry," when used in the
statutes and departmental regulations relating to amendments, is to be construed in its
generic sense and treated as signifying an
appropriation of public lands generally ...... 380

Equity...
See Coal Lands, 16; Mortgage, 2.

Estoppel.See School Land, 17;: Selection, 4.

Evidence.
See Contest, 3, 17, 24; Desert Land, 11;
Homestead (Stock-Raising), 64, 66; Military
Service, 4, 5; Mining Claim, 5, 6, 7; Oil and Gas
Lands,' 7, 9; Sseamp Land, 7, 8; Timber and
Stone, 1, 2.

Farm Labor.
See Contest, 8.

Federal Power Commission.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 14.

Fees.
See Indian Lands, 24.'

Final Proof.
See Citieenship, 2; Contest, 7; Desert Land,
7,10, 13; Homestead, 2, 3, 5, 43, 59, 61; Military
*Se-rvie,1, 5, 17, 18; Mortgage, 1; Jfertgagee, 2;
Oil' and Gas Lands, 1, 2; Timber and Stone,
1, 2; Withdrawal, 7.
1. Instructions of April 2, 1921; proofs on
homesteads by incapacitated soldiers; act of
March 4, 1921 .......-.....................
2. Instructions of February 3, 1922; proofs
by incapacitated soldiers, act of December
15, 1921
... ..
..........
3. Instructions of February 9, 1922; stockraising homestead final proof forms
.
4. Where the statutory period within which
final proof upon a homestead entry may be
submitted has not terminated, the Land Department may, upon the withdrawal of a contest predicated on the charge of abandonment,
treat the matter as ex parte and permit the
entryman to perfect the claim if the requirements of law have been satisfactorily fulfilled,
even though such compliance was subsequent
to the initiation of the contest ..........-.....

54

427
438

232

Flathead Lands.
See Indian Lands, 9, 10, 21, 22, 23, 26.

Florida.
See Srneey, 1.
1 Regulations of August 12, 1921, relative
to adjustment of claims .........- ....... 195

Forest Lands.
See Applicalion, 2; Indian Lands, 13; Schoesl
Land, 23.

Forest Lieu Selection.
See Reservation, 6, 7; Selection, 2.,

Fort Assinniboine Lands.See Reservation, 1.

Fort Barthold Lands.
See Indian Lands, 18..

Fort Buford Military

Reservation.

See lsoldfed Tracts, 1; Reservation, 4.

660
Fort Rall Lands.
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See Indian.Landsd,20.

Fort Lairamie Wood Reservation.
See Reservation, 8, 9.

Fort Peck Lands.
See IndianLands, 17; Repayment, 14.

Fort Sabine Military Reservation.
See Reservation, 5.

Fraud.
See Contest, 2, 7; Jlomestead (Stock-raising),
44, 52; Repayment, 8; Settlement, 2.

Gig Harbor Lands.
See Reservation, 3.

Hearing.
See Contest, 28; Homestead (Steck-raising),
52; Oil and Gas Lands, 9; Practice, 2, 3; Schoole
Land, 6; Supervisory Authority, 2; Sswamp
Land, 8; Timber and Stone, 2.

Homestead.
GENEsALLY:.

See Application, 1; Cufizenship, 2, 3, 4, 5;
Coanest, 4, 7, 8, 10, 14-19, 25, 26, 28, 30;
Entry, 1; Final Proof, 1, 2, 4; Indian Lands,
0, 10, 19; Marriage, 1, 3; Military Service, 1,
7,8, 14-19; Morlgage, 1, 2; Mortgagee, 1, 2; Oil
and Gas Lands, 1, 2, 8, 10, 29, 30, 31, 37, 44, 49,
62; Practice, 5, 6; Repayment, 1, 2; Residence,
2, 3; Restorations; 1; Swamp Land, 6; Withdrawal, 4.
1. Amended suggestions to homesteaders,
January 16, 1922. (Circular No. 541)-...... 389
2. An equitable title in land does not accrue
to a homestead claimant until he has done all
that the law and the authoritative regulations
prescribe, and one submitting final proof,
after the creation of a petroleum reserve, upon
lands entered under the homestead laws prior
to their withdrawal, must, unless he proves
that the lands are in fact nonmineral, apply
for a restricted patent as provided by the act
of July 17, 1914, or suffer cancellation of his
entry-18
....
..-3. The act of October 22, 1914, confers upon
a deserted wife, after desertion has continued
for more than one year, the right to submit
final proof and complete the entry of her husband in lieu of entering the land as afeme sele, but it neither deals with the protection of nor
does it diminish her rights in the entry in the
interim---/. .. .-----274
4. The act of October 22, 1914, does not abrogate the departmental ruling enunciated prior
tbereto that a homestead entryman can not
deprive his wife, who is residing upon the
land, of the right after her desertion, to make
entry in her own behalf as a deserted wife,
upon the filing by another of a relinquishment
executed by her husband with the view to
deserting and dispossessing her, but it permits
her to perfect the existing entry instead of
making a new entry in her own name.
. 274
5. Where the character of land embraced
within a homestead entry is placed in issue,
that question must be determined as of the
time of the submission of final proof, and if
the land at that time would be properly re-
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garded, in the absence of any proof whatever,
as of known mineral character, the burden
of proving it not then known to be mineral
rests with the entryman, otherwise the Government smust assume the burden of proof... 280
6. The character of the landis the test which
determines whether or not an entry is "lawful" within the meaning of that term as used
in the exception clause of the act of June 25,
1910, which declares that lands included within a lawful homestead or desert land entry
previously to their withdrawal are not to be
affected by a withdrawal made thereunder. - 280
7. A complete equitable title does not vest
in a homestead entryman prior to submission
of satisfactory final proof,and where thelands
therein are withdrawn and included within a
petroleum reserve before the submission of
such proof, the patent therefor must contain
a reservation to the United States of the oil
and gas contents as provided for by the act of
July 17, 1914, unless the entryman, upon
whom is placed the burden of proof, shows
that the lands are in fact nonmineral in
character ...... :.. ......
......
281
8. The so-called drought act of July 24, 1919,
while in the nature of remedial legislation,
obviously intended that an entryman, claiming credit for constructive residence thereunder should have the requisite quslifications
tomake the entry and be able to show satisfactory complianee with the law under which
the entry was made up to the conunencement
of the absence period ....
...
,......
297
9. Conviction of crime and sentence to life
imprisonment therefor do not take away the
statutory qualifications of a settler on public
land to make a homestead entry...........625
WIDOW; aEmLs;
DEVISEE.
See Descent and Distributionis Citizenship,
2; Contest, 5, 7, 19.
10. The heirs of a deceased entryman under
the enlarged homestead act, whose death
occurs more than twelve months from the date
of entry, without his having established residence, the default not being due to military
or naval service, succeed to no right whatever
in the land, and the question of military or
naval service of the heirs of such entrymau is
immaterialin a contest proceeding, charging
failure to establish residence and abandonment- .-...
.. -119
11. A life convict who is declared civilly
dead by State statute, is not dead within the
purview of section 2291, Revised Statutes,
which gives the right of entry to a settler's
widow, or if she be dead, to his heirs, "if he be
dead" .-.......
,.I.,,,,,,,
....
625
ADDITIONAL.
See Contest, 11, 28; Homestead (Enlarged),
19; Homestead (Reclamation), 24; Homestead
(Stock-raising), 36, 37, 45, 47, 48, 50, 51, 14, 58,
64, 65, 66; Reservation, 9.
12. Instructions of July 301,1921, re payment
for excess acreage in additional entries caused
by-excess in the originalentires-............. 163
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*13. Only one exercise of the right to make
an additional entry is authorized by section 6.
of the act of March 2, 1889, notwithstanding
that the entryman does not secure. by such
entry sufficient land to complete the maximum quantity of 160 acres - .
- -.144
14. The term "one quarter section," as used
in sections 2289 and 2298, Revised Statutes,
means a subdivision Of 160 acres, and where an
original entry contains more than that
amount, for the excess of which payment is
made, such excess is to be disregarded in applying the rule of approximation and in computing the area that the entryman may
embrace in an additional entry under either
the enlarged or the stock-raising homestead
act. .
163
15. One who makes an additional entry
under section 2 of the act of April 28, 1904,
based upon a commuted original entry, is not
entitled to a patent upon the strength of the
latter entry, unless he had resided upon and
cultivated the original entry for the full period
prescribed by law precedent to patent, had it
not been commuted; and where such requirement has not been met, he must continue to
comply with the residence and cultivation
requirement of the law for such period as
added to that of the original entry will make
the full period of residence and cultivation
required by the law under which the patented
entrywasmade- ................ .
564
16. The residence provisions of the threeyear homestead law can not be invoked by
one who made an additional entry under the
act of April 28, 1904, based upon a commuted
original homestead entry made under the preexisting homestead law, but upon which residence had been maintained for more thanr
three years prior to the submission of commutation. proof, unless all of the requirements of the three-year homestead law precedent to the issuance of patent had been
fulfilled -...
.......
.... 564
1
17. An entryman who, under the act: of
April 28, 1904, makes an entry as additionalto
a patented original entry, does not forfeit his
right to perfect the former by the subsequent
alienation of the latter, if he was at the time
qualified to make the additional entry ........ 564
ENLAkGxEDu
See Ciffzenship, 2; Contest, 5;fDesert Land,
4; Homestead. (Addditiosial), 14; Homestead:
(Widow; Iezirs; Devisee), 10; Hsomestead
(Stock-raifsisg), 61; Oil and Gas Lssds, 62.
18. Instructions of April 4, 1921; validation
of enlarged homestead entries; act of March
4,1921. (Circular No. 746)-. --.- 57
19. Circular of August 6, 1921, amending
paragraph 6 of the regulations of July 8, 1916,
relative to additional entries under enlarged
homestead act. (Circular No. 770)--------174
20. An original entry may be allowed under
the act of February 19, 1909, as amended by
the act of July 3, 1916, for lands exceeding 13
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miles in extreme length, provided that they
are located in as compact a body as the availability of the public lands, subject to entry,
will permit; but the general rule as to limit
of length must be adhered to where sucficient
lands remain subject to entry
36
21. An application to make. an enlarged
homestead entry for land subject thereto,
accompanied by the required showing and
payment, filed prior to the designation of the
land, has, by express provision of the act of
March 4, 1915, the segregative effect of an
entry, pending designation, and upon its
allowance becomes an entry by relation as of
the date of the filing of the application, in
so far as rights under the oil leasing act of
February 25, 1920, are concerned .
-.. . 350
22 An applicant who has applied to enter
and have designated lands under the stockraising homestead act acquires a right off entry, when the land is designated, superior
to that of a subsequent appliacnt under the
enlarged homestead act, who is asserting a
preferential claim by reason of prior settlement, as to the lands outside of the particular
legal subdivision or subdivisions upon which
the improvements of the latter are situated,
unless the exterior boundaries of the asserted
settlement claim had been plainly marked. - 451
23. The role that a settler upon unsurveyed
land subsequently designated under the en- i
larged homestead act is entitled to onlarge his
claim to the foll extent of 320 acres, is not applicable where an adverse claim intervenes
priortodesignationofthe land; andan intervening withdrawal is such an adverse claim
as will prevent the extension of the settlement
claim to include more than 160 acres . .
71
IMAN.i.

See Indian Lands, 13, 14; Rteservatsoi,

2.

RECLAMATION.se

24. Instructions of May 16, 1921, relative to
additional reclamation entries; amending
paragraph 23 and vacating paragraph 24,
of the Reclamation Circular of May 18, 1916,
(Circular No. 756) .........-................
:
113
25. Circular of June 18, 1921, amending
paragraphs 13, 14, and 16 and revoklug paragraph 15, of the General Reclamation Circular
(Circular No. 759) ............... ............ 153
26. Under the act of June 25, 1910, as subsequently amended, lands reserved for irrigation purposes are not subject to settlement or
entry until the Secretary of the Interior shall
have established the unit of acreage per entry
and announced that water is ready to Ibedelivered, and no exception to the rule can ber
made in favor of an applicant who seeks to
make an additional entry of such lands in the
exercise of a preference right acquired by

contest-I..............-............
27. The act of Juie 23, 1910, which authorties the assignment of a reclamation homestead, does not require that an assignee shall
have the qualifications of a homesteader, nor

\ 662
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does it contemplate that the assignment shall
in any sense be considered as a "homestead
entry.," and consequently a transfer thereunder is not invalid for the reason that it
embraces .twoincontiguous tracts ......
....... 295
28. A homestead entry, within a reclamation project, upon which the ordinary requilements of the homestead laws have. been completed, is a property subject to mortgage
which can not be defeated by acts of the entryman or his assignee, and such entry can not
be canceled uposs contest in derogation of the
right of the mortgagee to comply with the'
further provisions of the law looking to completion of title ........
...-..
325
29. The departmental regulations relating
to an assignment of a homestead entry,
within a reclamation project, contemplate
that such assignment shall be submitted to
the General Land Office for its acceptance or
denial and where a party chooses, with the
view to effecting a transfer in derogation of
law, to preceed contrary to the regulations,
he must abide by the consequence of such
attempted evasion when the transaction is
brought to the attention of the Land Department by contest; and a breach of the law can
not be excused on the ground that recognition
of the transfer had not been sought .......... 325
30 The proviso to section 10 of the act of
August 13, 1914, which amended section 5 ofthe act of June 25, 1910, does, not contemplate
that lands entered prior to June 25, 1910, and;
relinquished subsequently to the creation of
a second form reclamation withdrawal1 shall
be subject to entry before the establishment
of farm units and announcement of the availability of water, except by one who had
acquired an equity in the relinquished entry. 357
SECOND.
See Contest, 16; Oil and Gas Lands, 27.
31. Instructions of April 12,1921; validation
of second homestead entries by act of March
4, 1921 ........................................ 69
SoLDIEBs' ADDITIONAL.
:
32. An Executive withdrawal under authority of the act of June 23, 1910, does not affect a
prior valid application to make a soldiers'
additional entry, provided that the applicant
has complied with all applicable laws and departmentalregulations ........
-0.............. 94
33. The rights of an applicant who has complied fully with the regulations pertaining to
the making of soldiers' additional homestead
entries in Alaska and made timely proof of
such requirements, relate back to the date of
the application and are not affected by a subsequent withdrawal .....-........ ..........
168
34. An entry canceled upon a ruling of the
Land Department holding thatit was invalid
because erroneously allowed, although by a
subsequent interpretationt of the law entries of
that character were held valid, does not cotsstitute a good base for an additional right
under section 2306, Revised Statutes, where,
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SOLDcEis' ADDIrIONcAL-Continued.
after cancellation, the entryman impliedly
acquiesced in such action by the filing of a
formal relinquiishment,tthereby being restored
to his full homestead right---..
. 317
35. The date of muster-in, not enrollment,
marks the commencement of military service
in the army of the United States, for which
credit may be accepted as a basis for a claim
for an additional right under section 2306, Revised Statutes ............
'
. ....... 318
STOCK-BAISING.

See Conesste,2, 8, 26; Final Proof, 3; Homestead (Additional), 14;: Homsestead (Enlarged),
22; Marriage, 2; Mfifitary Service, 9, 12; Water
Power, 2, 3.
36. Instructions of March 2,1921; additional
stock-raising entries; effect of prior additional
entries under sections 4 or 5 of stock-raising
act; preference right of one who made entry
under section 7 of enlarged homestead aqt.- .- 28
37. Instructions of March 16, 1921, relating
to additional entries under sections 4 and 3 of
the stock-raising homestead act
38
38. Instructions of May 3, 1921, relative to
improvements on stock-raising homesteads- 107
39. Instructions of October 8, 1921, relative
to prior settlements on lands in stock driveway withdrawals ............................. 220
40. Circular of October 13, 1921, relative to
preferential claims under section 8 of the act
of December 29, 1916. (Circular'No. 782). - . 223
41. Instructions of November 4, 1921, relative to improvements, residence, etc., on
stock-raising homesteads priorto designation. 293
42. Stock-raising homestead circular, (Reprint December 14, 1921, of Circular No. 323). 485
43. Instructions of February 9, 1922; stockraising homestead final proof forms. (Circular No. 807) ......-...-..-..........
438
44. Instructions of February 18, 1922, relative to contests alleging fraud in securing
designation
......
'
454
43. Under section 8 of the act of December
29,1916, equitable division of designatedlands
between two or more applicants entitled to
preferential rights to make additional entries
is not limited to an equal division of the subdivisions in conilict, but all the tracts applied.
for contiguous to the original entry of either of
the parties must be taken into consideration. 23
46. In making equitable division between
two or moreapplicants entitled to preferential
rights under section 8 of the act of December
29,1916, the area of incontiguous tracts applied
for by either party is not to be computed .- . 23
47. Where one of two claimants for the same
tract of land applies to make an additional
entry of land contiguous to his patented entry,
under section s of the act of December 29,1916,
and asserts a preference right under section 8'
of that act, he must show that he owned and
resided upon the patented lands at the time
that he applied to make the additional and
that he was qualified to make entry during the
preference right perod .24
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48. The exercise of the preferential right
that is a complete dominion over the property,
privilege under section 8 of the act of Decemand not merely an undivided interest therein. 270
her 29, 1916, is limited thereby to lands con58. An undivided interest in a patented
tiguous to the original entry and can not be
original homestead entry does not constitute
such an ownership thereof as will afford a
extended to include lands contiguous to an
additional entry- which does not adjoin the
valid basis upon which to predicate a claim of
. .,.
32
original entry-..preference right under section 8 of the act of
49. The terms "former entry" and "exist->
December 29, 1916, to make an additional
ing entry," as used in the proviso to section 3,
entry of contiguous lands under section 5 of
'...... I
... 271
that act ...-.-.
and in section .4, respectively, of the stockraising homestead act, mean an original or
59. Credit for residence maintained or im32
first entry, and not merely a prior entry
provements made prior to designation upon
50. One who has made an additional entry
'lands entered under the stock-raising home' under either section 4 or section 5 of the act is
stead act of December 29, 1916, can not be
qualified to make an additional entry for such
allowed as partial fulfillment of the statutory
a quantity of designated land within 20 miles
requirements of that act and final proof in
of the original entry as, when added to the
support of such an entry must be rejected as
area formerly acquired, will not exceed appremature if submitted before the lapse of
39
proximately 640 acres ...............-...
three years from the date of the effective
area
of
51. An original entry the controlling
289
........
....
designation of the lands
which can be irrigated is not to be designated
60- Congress clearly intended by the' langunder the stock-raising homestead laws, nor
uage which it used in sections 1, 2, and 3 of the
used as a basis for an additional entry...... 104
steck-raising homestead act of December 29,
52. When an, issue is raised between rival
1916, that notright whatever should bet acapplicants, either of them is entitled to a
quired thereunder by, for credit allowed for,
hearing for the puipose of showing that his
occupancy of land, or consideration given to
adversary secured the designation necessary
improvements made thereupon, prior to its
to his-entry by making a false or fraudulent
293
designation-................. .
reprzsentation as to the character of the land. 104
61. The rule based uponthe provision of the
53. The act of July 28, 1917, allowing credit
act of May 14, 1880, that the right of a homefor military service, does not excuse either the
steader shall relate back to the date of settleplacing of a habitable house upon an entry
ment, whereunder an entryman, on submadeunder theact of JuneS6, 1912, orunderthe
mission of final proof, is given credit for the
act of February 19, 1909, or the required
entire period of his occupancy regardless of the
permanent improvements upon a stock-rais' date of his entry, is not applicable to stock.............. In..... 107
ing homestead entry-.
raising homestead entries-.................. 294
54. An entry under section 6 of the act of
62. An applicant who has appliedlto enter'
March 2,1889, is to all intents and purposes an
and have designated lands under the stockoriginal entry within the meaning of section 4
raising
homestead act acquires a right of entry,
of the stock-raising homestead act, and is a
when the land is designated, superior to that
proper basis for the assertion of a preferential
of a subsequent applicant under the enlarged
right under section 8 of the latter act ........ 118
' homestead act, who is asserting a preferential
55. A preference right based upon an appliclaim by reason of prior settlement, as to the
cation to enter, and petition for designation
lands; outside of the particular legal subfiled under the stock-raising homestead act is
division or subdivisions upon which the imforfeited upon the execution of a relinquishprovements of the latter are situated, unless
ment priorto designation of the land, and said
the exterior boundaries of the asserted settleright will not inure to the benefit of one proment claim had been plainly marked .-... 451
curing such relinquishment as against a
63. An applicant under the stock-raising
claimant, asserting a preference right as the
homestead act of December 29, 1916, does not
holder of adjacent land, who had his appleas
acquire a preference right of entry before
tion of record prior to designation ............ 137
designation of the land, either by reason of his
*56. A stock-raising homestead entryman is
prior settlement or by purchase of the possesentitled, by virtue of the provisions of the act
sory rights and improvements of another who
of July 28, 1917, to have his military service
had previously made settlement thereupon- 451
construed as equivalent to the establishment
64. One who having made an entry under
of residence eo isstsati as of the date of the
the stock-raising homestead act as additional
designation of the land where, after the filing
to an original entry, applies to have the former
of-his application, he entered the service and
entry changed to an original entry'under that
remained -therein until after the land was
act for the purpose of including incontiguous
179
n
designated ...... I
tracts, must show that he is not the owner of
57. The terms "own" and "owned,"' as
more than 160 acres of land in the United
' used in sections 5 and 8 of the stock-raising
States, acquired under other than the homehomestead act of December 29, 1916, are to be
579
stead law ...........
construed as meaning an absolute ownership,
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65. A stock-raising homestead entry made
as additional to an original homestead entry
that was previously perfected and sold, while
in all respects an original entry as to the requirements of residence, yet being governed
by the first proviso to section 3 of the stockraising homestead act, it can not be enlarged
by the addition of ineontiguous tracts ........ 579
66. The stock-raising homestead act does
not require one who makes an entry thereunder as additional to an original entry, to
show that he was not the owner of more than
160 acres of land in the United States, acquired
under other than the homestead law ........ 579

Improvements.
See Coal Lands, 8, 9, 15; Desert Land, 6;
(Enlarged), 22; Homestead (Stockraising), 38, 41, 53, 59, 60, 62; Military Service,
9; Mortgage, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 47, 48.
IHomestead

Indemnity.
See SchoolLand: Desert Land, 3; Mineral
Lands, 5; Raifroad Grant, 2.

Indian Lands.
SeeAlaska,3; Allotment,1,2; Jsrisdictisn,
1, 2; Repayment, 1, 2; School Land, 20, 21;
Swamp Land, 5, 6.
1. Regulations of March 3, 1921, metalliferous minerals on unallotted lands- ....
. 263
2. Instructions of April 16,1921; allotments
to Indians and Eskimos in Alaska; act of
May 17, 1906. (Cicular No. 749)
-............
.70
3. Instructions of April 20, 1921; extension
of time for payments on Cheyenne River and
Standing Rock lands. (Circular No. 751)...
80
4.- Instructions of April 23, 1921, amending
regulations of March 3, 1921; metalliferous
minerals on umallotted lands
-...............
266
5. Instructions of July 23, 1921, relative to
surplus lands in south half of Colville Indian
Reservation -------161
6. Instructions of September 1, 1921, amending regulations of March 3, 1921; metalliferous
minerals on unallotted lands .
- ...... 266
-.
7 RegulationsofDecemberl9,1921,govern"ng leasing of minerals on Crow Indian Reservation:...........
-..
368
8. Instructions of January 24, 1922, relative
to Indian allotments under section 4, act of
February 8, 1887.......... --...... 525
9. Section 29 of the act of June 25, 1910, authoriZing the Secretary of the Interior to classify andapptaisethevacant, unalioted and unreserved lands in the former Flathead Indian
Reservation, not theretofore classified, and
appraised, did not contemplate that there
should be any departure from the classifica-'
ticn and appraisals of lands of the same class,
previously made by the commission appointed under authority of the act of April 23,
1904..
I
59
10. One who, prior to-restoration, settled
upon unclassified and unappraised lands of
the former Flathead Indian Reservation at
the invitation of the Government and with
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the assurance of the Iscal land officials that
he would not be required to pay more than
the prico'charged others for appraised lands
of the same class is entitled to enter them at
the price fixed for lsads of like character by
the original commission, notwithstanding
that'another commission had subsequently
appraised them at a higher price ........60
11. It was clearly intended by the terms of
section 6 of the act of August 7, 1882, which
provided for the allotment of lands in the
Omaha Reservation, Nebraska,: that the
determination of questions of descent in the
event of the death of an allottee should be
controlled entirely by the statutes of that
State fromthetime oftheissuance ofithetrust
patent, and consequently the common law
rule of descent has no application to cases
arising under that act ..................
.221
12. The interests of a deceased allottee under a trust patent issued for lands in the4
Omaha Reservation, Nebraska, allotted by
the act of August 7, 1882, descend in accordance with the laws of that State to the surviving husband or wife and sons and daughters of the decedent, and upon the death of all
of the children, without issue, the entire estate
inures to the surviving parent..
.. 222
13. Actual occupancy and continuous use
of a tract of land by an Alaskan native prior
to its inclusion within a national forest confers
upon the occupant a preference right to an
allotment homestead under the act of May 1i,
1906, which is not affected by the withdrawal,
although the application for the allotment
was died sudsequently to the issuance of the
proclamation creating the reservation.
362
14. A right of way granted under the act of
May 14, 1898j is not adversely affected by the
allowance pursuant to the act of May 17, 1906,
of an allotment homestead to-an Alaskan native upon an application predicated upon
prior occupancy and continuous use of the'
land, where the map of definite location of the
right of way wasapproved priorto thepassage
of the act which authorized the allotment -- 362
15 An allotment granted to an Alaskan native under the act of May 17, 1906%constitutes
a "vested right" that should be construed in
the ordinary significance of that term, that is,
as including "an immediate and fixed right
to present and future enjoyment" ........-. :_435
16. Thel approval by- the Secretary of the
Interior of an allotment homestead to an
Alaskan native pursuant to the act of May 17,
1906, for a tract of unsurveyed land; subject to
adjustment to the lines of survey, confers spon the allottee a vested right in theland which
is not affected by the subsequent issuance of
an Executive order reserving that tract together with other lands for the common use of:
a native Alaskan village-...................... 435
17. The surplus coal lands within the Fort
Peck Indian Reservation, Montana, the disposal of which after allotment was authorised
by thespecial act of May 30, 1908, are not "pub-
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he lands" or lands "owned by the, United
States" within the meaning of thetgeneral
leasing act of Febrpary 25, 1920, and are not,
therefore, subject to the operation of the latter
act, but are still to be disposed of undker the
prosisions of the coal land laws, sections 2347e 440
.
-.
2352, Revised Statutes .
18. Congress, when it provided in section 2 \
of the act of August 3, 1914, that the surplus
coal lands in that portion of the Fort B erthold
Indian Reservation, North Dakota, which
was openedto dispositionby theact of June 1,
1910, should be "subject to disposal by the
LUnited Statesin accordance with the coalland
laws in force at the time of such disposal" and
specified how the proceeds from their disposal,
or from the "leasing" thereof, should be deposited, had in definite contemplation, that
the coal land laws then in force might be, or
would be superseded by a leasing law; conse-:
quently, the general leasing act of February
25,1920, upon its enactment, became operative
as to the undisposed of surplus coal lands
448
therein .. . . . . .. . . . . I ...............
19. An entryman whose invalid homestead
entry for ceded Cheyenne River Indian lands
was validated by the act of January 27, 1921,
is not relieved by that act, either expressly or
by implication, from payment of the unpaid
installments of the purchase pricef in the form
and manner specified in the act of May 29,
1908, as subsequently amended, under which
453
the entry was made
20. The acts of May 27, 1902, March 1, 1907,
and June 25, 11910, granting authority to the
Secretary of the Interior to approve sales of
lands allotted to Indians and to otherwise remove restrictions against alienation by the
issuance of certificates of competency, are
applicable to lands allotted to the Indians of
the Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho,-thus removing the requirement of approval by the
President imposed by the act of February
23,1889, with respect to the alienation of lands
allotted in severalty within that reservation . 455
21. Congressintended bytheactofApril23,
1904, to impress a trust upon the proceeds derived from the sale of unallotted lands in the
Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana, and
the generalprovisions contained in the sundry
civil act of July 19, 1919, directing that the
proceeds derived from a lease of lands withdrawn under the reclamation law shall be
covered into the reclamation fund, has no
application to moneys derived from the leasing of lands for agricu tural and grazing purposes in-that reservation, withdrawn as power
and reservoir sites under authority pf section
22 of the act of March 3, 1909 -468
22. The irrigation systems-on the Flathead
Indian Reservation, Montana, constructed
underithe act of April23,1904, do not constitute
a "reclamation project" as contemplated by
the reclamation act and amendments thereto,
although a large part of the irrigable lands
have passed from Indian ownership and the
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engineering work is performed by the Recla468
mation Service
23. The provision contained in the sundry
civil act of July 19, 1919, directing that the
proceeds derived from a lease of lands withdrawn under the reclamation law shall be
covered into the reclamation fund, is to be regarded as relating primarily to "reclamation
projects," and not to Indian irrigation projects, in the absence of a clear intent to include
4688
projects of the latter character
24. The acts of May 18, 1916, and February
14, 1920, authorize the Secretary of the Interior to collect certain fixed fees upon the
approval of a will of an Indian allottes, and
th6?fees prescribed by law become due and
collectible upon approval of the will of a Chippewa Indian devising lands held under a restricted fee patent issued pursuant to the
472
treaty of September 10, 1854
25. Approval by the Secretary of the Interior, under authority conferred by the act of
February 24, 1913, of a will by a Chippewa
allottee, devising Indian lands held under a
restricted fee patent issued pursuant to the
treaty of September 30,1854, does niot remove
the restrictions against alienation of such
lands,imposed bythe provisions ofthattreaty 472
26. The irrigation systems on the Flathead
Indian Reservation, Montana, do not constitute a "reclamotion project" as contemplated by- the reclamation act, and consequently neither section 3 of the act Cof
August 13, 1914, the Indian appropriation
act of February 14, 1920, nor any other act
of Congress authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to impose a money penalty or obligation to pay interest upon landowners
in that reservation who fail to pay the stated
475
-.
charges as and when due ..
27. A member of the Crow Tribe of Indians
who was enrolled on June 4, 1920, but who
died subsequently thereto, comes within the
class entitled to a pro rata distribution of the
remaining unallotted allotable lands of the
Crow Reservation, Montana, authorized by,
the act of that date, regardless of whether or
479
not a selection was made prior to death
28. An "expectancy" consistingof the right
of
the
unalloted
to share in the final division
lands in the Crow Reservation, Montana, is a.
descendible right which in case of intestacy
inures to the benefit of the heirs, and may be
devised, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the-Interior, pursuant to-section 2 of
the act of June 25, 1910, as amended by the act
479
4..9A
-- of February 14, 19131
29. The act of March 3, 1909, which makes
provision for allotments in severalty is confined to such allotments on Indian tribal.
or reservation lands, and has no application
to allotments on public lands made pursuant
tosection4 of the act of February 8, 1887 -- 567
30. Section 4 of the act of February 8j 1807,
- does not confer upon an Indian a vested right
to an allotment of public lands thereunder,
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and such right can not be acquired prior to
the fulfilment of all of the conditions set forth
inthe act:.
567
31. Children of an allottee, born after the
parent had made an allotment under section
4 of the act of February 8, 1887, having received the status of United States citizenship
by section 6 of that act, were not entitled to
allotments thereunder, and the act of May 8,
1906, which amended section 6 of the former
act by postponing the citizenship status until
the expiration of the trust period, has no retroactive effect upon the children of allottees
whose allotments were made prior to the
enactment of the amendment
..
8.567
32. Only agricultural and grazing lands are
subject to allotment under section 4 of the act
of February 8, 1887, and where the lands embraced within an allotment application under
that act are chiefly valuable for their coal contents, the allottee must file an election as preserfbed by the act of March 3, 1909, and take
with a reservation of the coal to the United
States, as required by the act of June 22, 1910- 567
33. Thetterma"publiclands" asusedinthe
act of May 20, 1836, later embodied substantiallyinsection 2448, R(evised Statutes, declaringthat where a patent is issued, in pursuance
of any law of the United States, in the name
of a deceased person, the title to the land designated therein shall inure to the heirs, devisees,
or assignees of the patentee, is to be construed
to include "Indian lands
609
* 34. The Secretary of the Interior is without
power to cause the cancellation of a patent
in fee Which has been placed of record in the
General Land Office, though never delivered,
and where such a patent has been inadvertently issued, under authority of the act of May
8, 1906, on the ground of competency, to a deceased allottee, even prior to the expiration of
the trust period, the function of vacating the
same rests exclusively in the courts .........
609

Insanity.
See Contest, 7.

Instructions and Cireulars.
-

\

See Table of, pages XXII and XXIII.

Isolated Tracts.
See iReservation, 4.
1. Instructions of November 8, 1921; isolated tracts on Fort Buford Military Reservation
.-...................................
297

Iurisdicti'on.
See Alfotsment, 1; Coal Lands, 7; Contest,
13, 21; Indian Lands, 34; Mining Claim, 1;
Oil and Gas Lasds, 4, 11, 14; Practice, 4;
School Land, 9; Swamp Land, 1, 7.
1. The jurisdiction of the Secretary of the
Interior over Indian trust allotments ceases
automatically on expiration of the trust
period and thereafter he is without authority
to exercise any control thereover other than to
issue a patent in fee to the alottee, or to his
heirs, astheeasemaybe ....................
643

Jurisdiction-Continned:

Page.
2. Questions relating to the validity of conveyances made by an Indian trust allotted or
his heirs during the interval between the expiration of the trust period and the issuance
of a fee patent are cognizable primarily by
the courts ................................... 643

Laches.
See School Land, 14.

Lake.

I I
0
See Oil and Gas Lands, 20, 21; Survey, 6.

Land Department.
See Contest, 6,13, 30; Pinal Proof, 4; oesme-'
stead (Soldiers' addilienal), 34; Military
Service, 13; .MineralLands, 1; Mining Claim,
1, 3, 9; Officers, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 4, 11,
24, 2?542,46; Repayment, 4; Scheol Land, 9,13;
Survey, 2; Swamp Land, 1,.7.
1. In adjudicating cases in connection with
presidential withdrawals expressly authorized by Congress and in applying the controlling statutes and authoritative regulations
and decisions thereunder, officials of the Land
Department cannot be properly charged with
exercising duress or coercion against claimants .-..............-.......-.-.
184

Lease.
See Coal Lands, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8,9,14,15, 16,17,
19, 20; Indian Lands, 7j 21, 23; Military Service, 11; Oil and Gas Lands, 46, 57-60, 64, 65.

Lieu Selection.
See Railroad Land, 1; Reservation, 6, 7;
-Scheol Land, 1, 18, 19; Selection, 2; Withdrawal, 2.

Louisiana.
See Swamp Land, 1, 2, 3, 4.

Marriage.
See Citizenship, 2; Residence, 2. .
1. Instructions of May 2, 1921, relative to
intermarriage of homesteaders; acts of April
6,1914, and March l, 1921. (Circular No. 753). 106
2. The election requirement contained in
the act of April 6, 1914, as modified by the act
of March 1, 1921, to the effect that both parties
must have complied with the homestead law
for one year next preceding marriage, is.satisfied with respect to the husband, if he had, for
a period of one year prior to marriage, resided
upon land covered by his application to-make
a stock-raising homestead entry which was
subsequently allowed, Hotwithstanding the
fact that credit can not be given for such
residence in the submission of final proof.... 141
3 The amendatory act of March 1, 1921,
which extended the provisions of the act of
April 6, 1914, to permit homesteaders who
intermarry to perfect under certain conditions
settlement claims as well as entries of record at
the time of marriage,-is to be construed in connection with the adjudication of pending
claims of homesteaders who interinarried,
prior to the enactment of the amendment as
though it were incorporated in the original
act.
.
328
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under the general homestead laws, and the
period of absence-from a stook-raising homeMilitary Service.
stead entry under authority of the so-called
See Citizenship, 4; Contest, 1, 3, 5, 8, 10. 15,
drought act of July 24, 1919, may be credited
17, 18; 20, 21, 22, 23, 25; Contestant, 1; Cultisain making up the aggregate of one year retian, 1; Homestead, 10, 35, 53, 56; Preference
quired bylaw ........ .......................
-..
125
Right, 1; Residence, 1.
13. While the Land Department, in order to
1. Instructions of April 2, 1921; proofs on
further safeguard the interests of those prohomesteads by ineapaeitated soldiers, etc.,
tected by the military service statutes, has react of March 4, 1921 .............- :.......... 54
fused to entertain all contests based upon the
2. Instructions of April 16, 1921; termina'
charge of abandonment during the periods
tion of the war with Germany, under Pub.
covered thereby, in the absence of an allegares. No.64 (41 Stat.,1359). (Circular No.750). 78
tionthat the default wasnot due to such serv3. Instructions of August 2, 1921, relative
ice, yet that practice need not have controlling
to the amendment of defective contest affidaweight where, a contest having been entervits in relation to military service ........-... 166
tained, it is clearly shown that the entryman
4. Instructions of November 18, 1921, relawas not of the class protected by the law .... 181
tive to showing as to military service; prefer14. There is no law under which service inenee right, act of February 14, 1920. (Circular
No. 791)
the Regular Army in time of peace excuses or
302
5. .Instructions of February 3, 1922; proofs
constitutes compliance with the homestead
law, nor does one who, after making homeon desert-land entries by incapacitated soldiers; act of December 15, 1921. (Circular No.
stead entry, enlists in the Regular Army for
800)
such service, come within the class contem427
-6. Instructions of April 29, 1922; military
plated by Publie resolution No. 32, act of
service; credit for period of hospitalization
August 29,1916, and an entry-which has been
under the act of April 6, 1922. (Circular No.
canceled because of failure to mnake settlement
821) ............
... 650
will not be reinstated to the prejudice of a
7. The act of March 8, 1918; relieving publicthirdpartywhohas enteredthelandandcomland claimants from penalty for forfeiture
plied with the law ..
181
for failure to perform any material acts re15. A homestead entryman, who after
quired by law under which the claims were
making entry, enlisted or was actually enasserted, during the period of their military
gaged in the military or naval service of the
service, suspends the running of the time
United States during the war against Gerwithin which preference right must be exermany, and who after discharge is furnished a
soed, where a successful contestant enters the
course of vocational rehabilitation is entitled
military service prior to the expiration of the
to credit under the acts of July 28, 1917, and
preference right period, without having exerSeptember 29, 1919, for residence to the extent
cised his right; but the time commences to
of the dombined periods-of his service and of
run again immediately upon his discharge. .. 39
his vocationaltraining; but he mustfulfilthe
8. The benefits of the act of July 28, 1917,
requirements of the homestead law as to resiare conferred only upon those settlers and
dence and cultivation for a period of at least
homestead entrymen who initiated homeone year- ..............................
203
stead claims, by filing applications or making
16. Attendants at officers' training ceamps settlements on public land, prior to entering
during the recent war with Germany were not
the military or naval service
.............. 56- I a part of the military establishment of the
9. The act of July 28, 1917, allowing credit
United States, and time spent therein was not
for military service, does not excuse either the
such "miilitaryservice" within theptirview of
placing of a habitable house upon an entry
the act of July 28, 1917, as entitles one to credit
made under the act of June 6, 1912, or under
for residence under the homestead laws :
204
the act of February 19, 1909, or the required
17. A homestead settler or entryman who,
permanent improvements upon .a stockafter settlement or entry and prior to Novemraising homestead entry ....
........ 107
ber 11, 1918, enlisted or was actually engaged
o1.The act of Jily 28, 1917, allowing credit
in the United States Army, Navy, or Marine,
for military service does not waive the resiCorps during the war with Germany, and has
dence and cultivation requirements of the
been honorably discharged, is by the act of
statute; it merely reduces them
I.......
107
March 1, 1921, entitled to make proof without
11. The act of February 25; 1920, does not
further residence, improvement, or cultivaaward any preference right for military or
tion and to receive patent, if, because of phynaval service, and preferential consideration
sical incapaeities due to service, he is unable
can not be given to applicants, as ex-service
to return to the land ............
207
men with honorable discharges, in the grant18. In applying credit for military service
ing of coal land leases thereunder-......
in connection with fdal proofs on homestead
... 122
12. In fulfilling the one year minimum resientries, such credit is to be accepted as condence requirement under the act of July 28,
structive residence and cultivation for the
1917, a soldier is entitled to the same absence
third~year of the entry where the entryman is
privilege as is enjoyed by other entrymen
entitled to one year for service and for the
See Reservation; Isolated Tracts, I.
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See Coal,Lands, 12; Oil and Gas Lands, 9,
second and third years where he is entitled to
23 0............
49, 60, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57, 63; Oregon & Califortwo years for service .............nia Railroad Lands, 1, 2; Repayment, 8; Sur.
19. The protection afforded by the act of
vey, 7
July 28, 1917, to those in the military or naval
1. The Land Department, as a specially
service of the-United States, whose entries beconstituted tribunal, has jurisdiction to detercame subject of attack by contest on the
mine in accordance with the facts and the
ground of abandonment, covers only the
appropriatelaw after due notice and hearing,
period of such service, and after discharge the
- the validity or invalidity of mininglocations -6
homestead laws must be complied with by
2. A valid subsisting mining location antethem, unless excepted by special statutory
dating the act of October 2, 1917, which auprovision, to the same extent as by those not
thorizes exploration for- and disposition of
548
within the class protected by that act
potassium reserved under the act of July 17,
Mill Site.
1914, vested the claimant with a substantial
See Oil and Gas Lands, 3.
property right and the beneficial ownership
and control of the land, such as to constitute
Mineral Lands.
a bar to the granting of a lease for the potash
See Carey Ad, 1; Coal Lands, 19; Home6
deposits .....................................
stead, 5; Indian Lands, 1, 4, 6, 7; Mining
3. Whereit has been determined by a epurt
Claim, 3; Oil and Gas Lands, 1, 4, 26; Oregon
ofecompetent jurisdiction in a controverted
& California Railroad Lands, 1, 2; Railroad
case that a lode was not a vein or lode known
Grant, 2; Right of Way, 5; School Land, 3, 4,
to exist at the date of a placer application
6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 18, 19; Swamp Land, 3; Withupon which a patent had issued, the Land
drasal,4, 7.
Departmeit will not undertake a reinvesti-.
1. Section 2319, Revised Statutes, progation of the issue, but' will adopt that conclaimed that all valuable mineral deposits in
clusion and refuse to entertain an application
the public lands were free and open toexplorato make mineral entry under an alleged lode
tion and purchase, and classification or desig521
location-1.......................
nation of lands as mineral by the Land De4. A discovery of a vein or lode of rock in
partment was not a prerequisite to the right
place bearing valuable mineral is necessary
6
to make a mining location ..................
to sustain a lode location, but an actual dis2. The act of July 17,1914, did not repeal the
closure of commercial ore is not essential to,
provisions of the mining laws and after the
9-8I
...... 598
effect an adequate discovery ...---passage of said act, lands of the open public
5. A recital of discovery in a recorded notice
domain containing the minerals named thereof location of a lode claim does not constitute
in, not covered -by Executive withdrawals or
evidence of discovery -598
reservations, were subject-to exploitation and
6. The principle with respect to a rule of
location under the same conditions as theretoproperty set forth in the Rough Rider case
5
..................
'
fore-.........
(42 L. D., 584) will not be applied where the
3. The term "such deposits," as usedin see' claimant's title was acquired and application
tion 2 of the act of July 17, 1914, has reference
for patent was filed subsequently to the issuonly to those deposits that are reserved in a
ance of the departmental regulations of May
nonmineralpatant issued pirsuant to that act
21,1909, which require that the evidence must
and not to all deposits of the named minerals
specifically show that the claim contains a
6
wherever found upon the public domain-.valuable mineral deposit ...............- ..... 598
4. Sineetitle toknown mineral lands cannot
7. The sufficiency and availability of patbe earned orsecuredunderthehomesteadlaws,
-ent expenditures is satisfactorily established
section 2302, Revised Statutes, section 3 of the
when the evidence shows that the claimant
actofJulyl7,1914,isapphcabletoentriesmade
has been working adjoining mining ground
prior to the date of the act where equitable
owned by him by means of an extensive systitle has not vested before withdrawal or distem connected with a main tunnel; that a
covery of mineral, and said section is not void
number of the workings directed toward the
because broader than the title to the act for the
claim are within a reasonable distance; and
reason that it is not required that the title to
that the logical and practical way to develop
an act of Congress shall indicate the scope of
the claim at depth is by the extension o
........ ..... 18
the statute-................
59&
those workings .........'
5. In expressly excluding mineral lands
8. The Land Department will not enforce
from the grant to the Northern Pacific Railthe cancellation of claims embraced within a
road Co. by the proviso to section 3 of the act
mineral entry upon which discovery was not
of July 2, 1864, Congress, contemplated that
made until after the filing of the application
mineral lands, in the absence of special provito make entry, where discovery had been
sions to the contrary, should be considered as
made upon certain other claims, and the
entireties or as a single estate; and the act of
group, including those upon which discovery:July 17;'1914, did not expressly or by implicawas afterwards made, is held in common owntion modify or enlarge the provisions of the 9
ership and forms a contiguous body upon the ;
grant so as to permit of the: selection of the
........................ :599
ground .........
surface of oil lands as indemnity ... ........ 573
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9. The fact thattheeliminationfrom amineral entry of claims upon which satisfactory
discovery had not been shown will render the
uncanceled claims incontiguous, is not alone
sufficient to cause the cancellation of such incontiguous claims, where the claims as originally located and held formed a contiguous
body of land, and will occupy that status after
the elimination of the claims upon which discovery had not been made .
-.
598
10. Mere possession and occupancy of a
mining claim, unaccompanied by diligent
prosecution of work leading to the discovery
of mineral are, in the absence of discovery, insufficient grounds for a lawful exclusion from
the land of others who seek to make mineral
discovery- and development thereon ......... 630

-Minnesota.

See Desert Land, 3; Indian Lands, 17, 21, 22,
23, 26, 27, 28; School Land, 5, 20, 21.
-

See Hoimestead (Reclamation), 28;; Mortgagee, 1; Practice,5, 6.
1. A mortgage given upon a homestead entry prior to the submission of final proof for
the purpose of securing money for improvements or for any other purpose not inconsistent with good faith, does not constitute an
alienation of the land, or violate the purpose,
and intent of section 2296, Revised Statutes,
which specifically declares that lands embraced within a homestead entry shall not be
taken in satisfaction of any debt incurredprior
to patent ..................... 637
2. A homestead entryman is not precluded
from mortgaging his entry prior to the perfection of his equitable title, and the provision
contained in section 2236, Revised Statutes,
to the effect that no homestead shall in any
event become liable to the satisfaction of any
debt contracted prior to the issuance of patent, does not invalidate a mortgage voluntarily given on an unperfected entry.
. 582
-

See Application, 2; Indian Lands, 13; Reservation, 6, 7; School Lands, 2.

Naval Service.
See Mielitary Sereice.

Nebraska.
See Indian Lands, 11, 12.

'See Centeet, 16, 27; Contestant, 2; .Mlning
Claim, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 19, 34, 43; Prac.
lice; 5, 6; Relingqishment, 1; School Land, 4;
Timber and Stone, 2.

:

Montana.

Mortgagee.

National Forests.

Notice.

Mississippi.

Mortgage.

Page.
pear personally before the proof-tsking offlcer, yet an exception to that- requirement
will be made where the testimony of the entryman can not be obtained, and in such
cases equitable consideration wilt he given
to evidence submitted by a mortgagee showing that all of the conditions precedent to
patent have been performed by the entryman ..................................
582

See School Land, 3, 4, 22.

-

See GCitizenvship, 1.
See Swamp Land, 7.

Mortgagee-(Continued..

New Mexico.

* See Swam.p Land, 5, 6.

,Minor.

669

-

See Homestead.(Reclamation), 28, 29; Prac-.
tice, 5; Relinquishment, 1.
- 1. A mortgagee who has filed notice of his.
mortgage interest in- an unperfected homestead entry as provided by Rule 98, Rules of
Practice, must be given notice of any reline
quishment filed, and no relinquishment will
be accepted by the Land Department unless
hejoins therein or until he has had reasonableopportunity to make a showing .........
582
2. While section 2291, Revised Statutes,
contemplates that a homestead entryman
shall, upon the submission of final proof, ap-

Occupancy.
See Coal Lands, 8, 12, 15, 16; Hemestead
(Stock-raising), 60; Indian Lands, 13; Mining
Claim, 10; Oil and Gae Lands, 53.

Officers.
See Application, 2; Contest, 30; Practice,2.1. Under the rules Applicable to matters
pending before the Commissioner of the General Land Office, registers and receivers have
no authority to take action or to make any
notation upon their records until specifically
directed to do so by him, other than to file,
note, and transmit such papers as may be
filed in connection therewith, or to report at
theproper time that no actionhas beentaken,
if that be the fact ............
M215

Oil and Gas Lands.
GEwERAnY.
See Alaska, 1; Coal Lands, 12; Contest, 6;
Homestead, 2, 5, 7, 21; Mineral Land, 4, 5;
Mining Claim, 10; Railroad Grant, 2; Repayment, 8; School Land, 15, 16. 17; Swamp Land,
4; Timber and Stone, 1, 2; Withdrawal, 4, 7.
1. Section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910, expressly excepting homestead entries from the
effects of a subsequent' withdrawal, intends
that such entries may be perfected only on
condition that the lands are nonmineral and
subject to disposition under the agricultural
land laws, and a petroleum withdrawal made
prior to submission of final proof impresses the
land with a prima facie mineral character
which makes it incumbent upon the clainant
either to prove that it is of the character subject to his claim, or to accept a restricted
patent under the act of July 17,1914 ...-..
. 126
2. The rdle of law that a withdrawal is ineffective as against one who prior thereto had
done everything necessary to vest in him a

I
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GENERALLY-Continued.
complete equitable title, can not be invoked
by a homesteatler who made entry of lands be:
'fore but did not submit final proof until after
theirinclusionwithin a petroleum reserve, and
a patentissued upon such entry must contain
a reservation to the United States of the oil
and gas unless the entryman assumes theS
burden of proof and shows that the lands are
in fact nonmineral in character .
15Z
3. The operation of the mill site law, section
2337, Revised Statutes, is in terms limited to
nonmineral land and the Land Department
has no authority to issue a limited patent
thereunder for surface lands within a petroletum reserve 243
4. The Land Department, to which is committed exclusively the determination of the
character of the public lands, may, in the exercise of that jurisdiction, select its owninstrumentalities and methods, and an executive
withdrawal and inclusion within a petroleum
reserve of public lands upon a recommendation of the Geological Survey is one mode of
classification which presumptively fixes
their mineral character, provisionally, however, and subject to revocation upon further _
investigation or upon sufficient showing by
anonnineral claimant ..... .......... ...... 281
LnEASG Aur OF FEtriuAsY 25, 1920.
GENERALLY.

5. Circular of June 15, 1921, adding paragraph 8 (a) to oil and gas regulations; reward
for discovery. (Circular No. 761) ............. 152
6. Regulations of December 8, 1921, governing payment of annual rental under oil and
gasleases. (Circularlo.795)
340
7. Instrgctions of April 8, 19223showing required of nonmnineral claimants in certain
Statesunderleasinglaw
629
8. Land thatis not within a designated oil
or gas structure is nevertheless to be treated
as valuable for oil and gas when embraced
within a prospecting permit, and a homestead
entry made subordinate thereto must be subject to the provisions and reservations of the
act of July 17, 1914. ............ 108
9. Aprotestbyanollplacerminingelaimant
against the allowance of a prospecting permit,
containing no allegation which, if substantiated by evidence adduced at a hearing,
shows that the protestant is entitled to complete his claim under the placer mining laws
or to use the samhe as a basis for a permit or
lease under any of the relief provisions of the
act of February 25, 1920, is not sufficient to
defeat a permit application filed under section
13 of that act .......... 147
10. The provisions of the surface act of July
17, 1914, and those contained in the leasing
act. of February 25, 1920, are not in
conflict, but are a complement of each
other, to the extent that by the former,
mineral rights and all incidents essential
thereto are excluded from homestead entries,
while by the latter, the rights pertaining to

Oil and Gas Lands-Continued. Page.
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the estate of the surface claimant are duly re150
..
....
,spected and protected ...
1L. The courts, not the Land Department,
have direct jurisdiction to determine questions pertaining to actual physical possession
of lands in cases arising from conflicts between
claimants under the acts of July 17,1914, and
February 25,1920, respectively ....... 150
12. The general leasing act of February 25,
1920, is applicable tot oil or gas bearing lands
of. the United States, if there be any, in the
bed of Red River, Oklahoma, adjacent to the
Texas boundary, irrespective of the fact that
the preexisting mining laws were not in'operation in the former State, and an' application
to acquire such areas by Valentine scrip, unsupported by nonoccupancy and nonimineral
affidavits, must be denied, inasmuch as such
scrip is locatable only on unoccupied, nonmineral public land........- ....... ....... 277
* 13. An oil and gas prospecting permit or a
lease consequent thereon, granted pursuant
to the act of February 25, 1920, does not constitute an "entry," "location," or "other
disposal" of the land included therein, within
the meaning of those terms as contemplated
by section 24 of the water-power act of June
10, 1920 .9...........
. 459
14. The authority conferred upon the Fedoral Power Commission by subdivision (h) of
section'4 of the act of Jume 10, 1920, to make
such rules and regulations not: inconsistent
with the purposes of the act as may be necessary and proper for the purpose of carrying
out its provisions, does not clothe that commission with jurisdiction to require the insertion of restrictions in oil and gas prospecting
permits and leases consequent thereon, issued
by the Searetary of the Interior pursuant to
the act of February 25, 1920, for lands in power
site withdrawals and reserves for power purposes:-.459
PROSrECTING PERMvTS.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 8, 9,13,14.
15. Instructions of May 11, 1921, amending
paragraph 4 (h) of oil and gas regulations of
March 1,1920, relative to filing of bonds with
applications for prospecting permits. (Cir112
cular No. 754)
16. Instructions of October 14, 1921; procedure as to noncompliance with terms of oil and
234
gaspermit. (CircularNo.785)
17. Instructions of April 7, 1922, relative to
oil prospecting permits- in power site reserves; Circular No,672, amended-.....8.... 628
18. Upon the granting of an oil prospecting
permit, rights thereunder attach as of the
date of the filing of the applications ...
. 10
19. The general Rules of Practice relating
to service of notice are applicable to oil prospecting permit cases in which the question of
preferred right is involved with respect toutnperfected and patented entries containing reservation of the minerals to the United States,
and the. regulation which requires personal

I)
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- service is to be construed to include actual
f ' ;service
by registered mail, when possible, or
by publication when proper showing can be
made that the person to be served can not be
found-10...
......
.............
20., Lands beneath the waters of a navigable lake which is surrounded ,by tracts that
have been patented by the Government or
are embraced within existing claims or pending applications are not subject, apart from
the abutting uplands, to the oil prospecting
permit or lease provisions of the act of February 25, 1920 ........-.....
.
......... 129
* 21. Ownership by the Government of lands
abutting upon a meandered nonnavigable
lake carries with it the same rights with respect
to the adjacent submerged land that private
ownership does, and where the title to such
land is vest6d in the United States, an oil prospecting permit granted under the act of February 25,;1920, embracing the Governmentowned shore lands includes the right to prospact the submerged lands...........
...... 129
1,
22. An oil and gas prospecting permit is not
subject-to a contest by a third party- and an
l;,application therefor cannot be entertained. . - 158
*:0
021. As between two conflicting applications
Gi
tor~
f an oil and gas prospecting permit, no such
aS;prefere~nce right is acquired by the second ap--tit1plicant by reason of his previous locatign of
the land and posting of notice thereupon as
wrnl defeat a proper application med prior
thereto.1............
8
24. The filing of an appeal and showing of
naturalization in the department, instead of
the local office, in a case involving an application for an oil and gas prospecting permit, is
irregular, but it is merely such an irregularity
as ntay be waived by the department in the
absence ofan adverse claim to the land ........ 215
25. While an oil and gas prospecting permit
can not be issued under the -act of February
25, 1920, to an alien, yet there is nothing in the
law or the practice'of the Land Department
that forbids thq issuance thereof to a citizen
who is naturalized after-the filing oftbe application but beforethe granting ofthe permit .. 216
26. Section 20 of the act of February 25,
1920, did not modify, or limit the right of assignment of a desert-land entry authorized
by preexisting law or deprive an assignee of
any rights or privileges conferred upon the
original entryman, and the recognized assignee
of one who made a desert-and entry of lands
not withdrawn or classified as mineral at the time of entry is entitled to a preference right
to prospect for oil and gas, notwithstanding
that the assignment was iade subsequent to
January 1, 1918 .........-.................... 237
27,. An application for a second homestead
entry under the act of September 5, 1914,
fied by one having the requisite qualifications
assumes, during the pendency of action as to
the question of its allowance, the status of an
entry within the operation of the oilleasing
2:S:PsiosexerCT
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act of February 25, 1920, irrespective of
whether or not he executed a formal relinquishment, and confers upon the applicant
a right to prospect the land superior to thatof a prior applicant for a permit without a
preference right.
.
-143
28. An oil and gas prospecting permit is not
an "entry" within the-meaning of that term
as it is used in the statutes relating to the
public lands .... I.....
..........
.... 580
29. Immediately upon the cancellation by
voluntary relinquishment or otherwise, of an
unrestricted homestead entry during the
pendency of an oil and gas -permit application
adversely to the entryman, the rights of the
permit applicant, all else being regular, attach
and become superior to those of a junior homestead applicant.
.........
... 622
30. Therightofathirdpartytofileanapplication for an oil and gas prospecting permit
for a tract covered by the unrestricted homestead entry of another is expressly recognized
by section 12 (c) of the departmental regulations of March 11, 1920, but the granting of a
permit is dependent upon a future amendment of the entry reserving the mineral contentsato the United States, and the exercise by
the entryman, of a preference right, if any, to a
permit pursuant to section 20 of the leasing
act
622
31. The discretionary authority of the Secretary of the Intenor to allow surface home-stead entries upon lands covered by an oil
and gas prospecting permit is expressly recog- nized in section 29 of the act of February 25,
1920, such allowance being subject, however,
to the rights of the permittee to use so much
of the surface of the land as is necessary in
extracting and removing the mineral deposits
without compensation to the nonmineral
entryman.
....
.....................
623
ALAsix.
'
32. Instructions of March 28, 1921, relative to
oil prospecting permits in Alaska; section 10
(a) oil and gas regulations modified ......
..... 46
SECTION 13 PEemrrs. See Section 19 Permits, 47, 49.
33. Instructions of April 23, 1921, relative to
applications for section 13 oil prospecting permits for lands subsequently included in designated producing structures ..
.
98
34. An applicant for a prospecting permit
under section 13 of the act of February 25,
1920, is 'not required to serve notice on the
owner of lands patented to a railroad comr pany with reservation of the oil and gas under
the act of July 17, 1914, inasmuch as claimants of railroad grant lands are excepted by
section 20 of the former act from the preference right to permits therein-..-.
...
175
351 The act of February 25, 1920, contemplates-that the right to an oil and gas prospecting permit may beinitiated by filing an application therefor, and it is clear that it was not
the intention of Congress by the insertion of
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the condition in section 13 thereof that "the
applicant shall, prior to filing his application
for permit, locate such lands," when construed in parimateria with other provisions of
said section, to require a demarcation of the
boundaries on the ground as a condition precedent to the validity of such application
185
3.2 Prospecting permits can not be granted
within the geological structure of a producing
oil or gas field, and the Land Department did
notintend by itsinstructions of April23,1921,
to recognize any right in an applicant who
applied under section 13 of the actof February
25, 1920, to prospect lands which, because of
delay in action upon the application, are subsequently designated as within such a field,
although not designated, yet so known and
existing at and prior to the filing of the application ..
213
37. Where a homestead entry, patented
with reservation of the oil and gas by the
United States, has been sold or transferred
subsequently to Tannary 1, 1918, the transferee does not acquire a preference right under
section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, to
prospect for oil or gas upon the patinted land,
but having become the sole owner of the land,
subject to the reservation contained in the
patent, he may, in the absence of other sufficient objection, be granted a prospecting permit under section 13 of the leasing act ...
.
214
38. The provision in section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, relating to the limitation of
length of a tract of land that may be included
in an oil and gas prospecting permit, is directory, not mandatory, and a permit may be
granted under that section for the prospecting
of a tract, the length of which exceeds two and
one half times its width, where the conditions
are such that, because of prior, disposals, a
reasonable-area of land in compact form as
prescribed by the act is not available...
239
39. The denial of an application for an oil
and gas prospecting permit under section 13
of the act of February 25, 1920,is a proper exercise of the discretionary authority under that
act, if the lands to be prospected were at the
time of the filing of the application within a
known geological structure, although not designated as such until subsequently thereto.. 355
40. When the limits of a producing oil and
gas fieldare determined bythe Geological Survey, and the same designated by it as such,
the designation relates back to the time that
the production began, and the filing of an application for a prospecting permit for lands
then known to be within a producing oil field,
although not yet designated, does not confer;
opon the applicant any vested right or constitute a ground upon which the granting of a
permit under section 13 of the act of February
25, 1920, can be enforced by hids.
355
41. An application for a prospecting permit
under section 13 of the leasing act, once denied
in connection with favorable action upon con-
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fieting applications under section 19 of that
act, will not be reinstated to thb prejudice of
the competing applicants, if the defeated applicant did not first seek his remedy under the
original application by appeal or otherwise. - 356
42. Where an applicant for an oil and gas
prospecting permit under section 13 of the act
of February 25, 1920, in good.faith presents an
application which does not conform-to the requirembnts of the statute as to compactness,
and the Land Department requires an eleOtion as to the land to be retained, the privilege
to elect, if exercised-within the specifiedtitme,
is not defeated by an intervening application
filed by another under that act555
43. The act of February .25, 1920, does not
require the posting of notice on the land preliminary to the filing of an application for an
oil and gas prospecting permit; and one who
posts notice and applies for a permit under
section 13 of the act after the filing of an application by another under that section does not
acquire a preferesjge right to a permit555
44. The prefereeee right accorded'by'the act
of May 14, 1880, as amended by the act of -July'
26, 1892, to a contestant who procures the cani
cellation of a homestead entry as the result of
his contest, is not applicable with respect to,
an oil and gas prospecting permit under settion 13 of the act of February 25, 1920: .;: . .550
SECTION 19 PEroTs.
See Nectiosu 1f Permits, 41.
45. Instructions of April 23, 1921, modifying
instructions as to acreage under section 19
permits which may be acquired by transfer or
assignment .
t ....I--..-..
96
46. The purpose and intent of the provision
of section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920,
which specifies that "all permits or leases
thereunder shall inure to the benefit of the
claimant and all persons claiming through or
iunder
him by lease, contract, or othersej, as E
their interests may appear," is obviously to
permit the Land Department to deal with the
holder or holders of the record mining title,
and a priori the mere lessee of such claimant,
not being himself in a position to surrender to
the. United States the mining title, is not entitled to a lease in his own name under said
,section
...-. :.
.
210
47. Anapplicantforanoilandgasprospectingpermit under section 19of the act of February 25j 1920, who is unable to show sufficient
fulfillment of the expenditure requirement of
that section necessary to entitle him to a permit thereunder, can not be allowed to amend.
his application and take a permit under section 13 of the act in tWe presence of an adverses
claim existing by reason of the pendency of
an application previously filed by another
under the latter section.....
218
48. Expenditures incident to the examining, surveying and staking of an oil or gas location, and the recording of notices thereof can -not be accreditedin making up the aggregate'
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of $250 required to be -exended by section 19

tto'aa25;preference
1920, in order
to en-a
tof thet act cclaimant
of February
right-to
-..
.. 218
prospecting-perniti
49. An attempted oil placer location upon
lands within an unrestricted homestead entry
which remained intact at the time of the pas-sage of the act of February 25, 1920, lacks the
element of basic validity requisite as a conditionprecedent to the granting of al oil and gas
prospecting permit under section 19 of that
act and constitutes no bar to the allowance of
a junior permit application in favor of the
... 337
homesteader ... ........
-... . .
50. Anassertionof prescriptivetitlecannot
be invoked under section 2332, Revised Statutes, to defeat the outstanding interest of reeord of a cotenant, by a claimant under an oil
placer location with the view to obtaining an
oil and gas prospecting permit under section
1,9of tlhe act of February 25, 1920, where a dis528
covery of oil or gas has not been made51. Performance of annual assessment Work
by alocator of an oilplacerclaiminaccordance
with the provision relating thereto contained
in
section 2324, Revised Statntes, can not be
invoked, in the absence of a discovery of oilor
gas, to oust the interest of a colocator who has
failed to contribute, by an applicant for an oil
andagas prospecting permit based upon an
- asseronof preference right under section 19
526
X of the act of February 25, 1920
52. The right to an oil and gas prospecting
permit conferred by section 19 of the act of
February 25, 1920, is in the nature of a preference right or privilege which may be exercised, or waived, at the option of the occupant
or claimant, and is, of necessity, waived if not
asserted within the time and in the manner
prescribed by the law and applicable regulations.527
53. Section l9 of the act of February 25,1920,
presupposes that the occupant or claimant of
an oil placer claim upon which'a -right to a
prospecting permit is predicated has no interest in the land that can be -otherwise recognized and completed under the terms of the
nmininglaws
.
527
54. As between two conflicting claimants
for an oil and gas prospecting permit under
section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920, both
relying upon asserted placer locations for the
same land on which the character ofthe worki
performed by each was substantially the
same, a superior right to a' pernit will be recorded to the junior claimant upon a showing
' of exercise of due diligence, where the senior,
- 'claimant, having failed to exercise due diligence in the prosecution of work looking to a
discovery of oil or gas, forcibly prevented the
junior claimant ' from proceeding activelyA
with the performance of discovery and development work'with a view to perfecting the
630
locationDtitle-the
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59. Neither section 18 of the act of February
.25, 1920, which provides that under certain
stated conditions a claimant of oil and gas
bearing lands may be granted a lease; nor any
other provision of the leasing act authorizes
either expressly or by implication the collection of payment of royalty on oil and gas produced by the lease applicant from any land
313
other than that in the relinquished area.
60. Upon the division of attract of oil and gas
bearing land as the result of the settlement of
a controversy involving the question of title,
whereunder the claimant receives a patent for
a portion of the land and is granted the right
to acquire a lease for the remainder under. section 18 of the act of February 25, 1920, upon,
fulfillment of the conditions set forth in that
section, the Government is entitled to receive
payment of only an amount equal tot oneeighth of the value of the oil or gas produced
from the relinquished area, notwithstauding
thefactthat a controetto a different effecthad
previously been entered into with respect to
the distribution of proceeds impounded under
an operating agreement.
.
'313
6L An entryman whdse'entry has been allowedunder the enlArgbd homestead aet;'ucpon'
an applications accompanied by'the'rsquired
. .E.

-i-- At-
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PREFERENCE RiGonT TO LEASES AND PERM-Ts.-SECTIONS 18, 19AD 20.
'
55. Instructions of July 30%1921, relative to
conditions under which Carey Act entrymen
are entitled to preference rights under section
20, act of February 25,1920.-When election
104
under act of July 17, 1914, is required
56. Where a claimant, -who is asserting
rights under the placer mining laws to withdrawn oil and gas bearing lands, files concurrently an application for at preferential lease,
together with a quit-claimr deed,'pursuant toe
the provisions of section 18 of the act of February 25, 1020, and a request for a patent it will
be held that the claimant elected to accept
the benefits conferred by the leasing act303
57. Congress, when it incorporatedinthe act
of February 25, 1920, the relief provision contained in section 18 thereof, authorizing the
issuance of preferential leases to oil placer minisng claimants for lands withdrawn September
27, 1909, upon fulfillment of the conditionss
specified therein, intended that such claimants should either pursue patents under the
placer mining laws, or leases under that section, not both concurrently ---.
. '03
58. The granting of an oil and gas lease under section 18 of the act of February 25, 1920,
is a matter wholly independent of any contract that may have been entered into'pursuant to the act of August 25, 1914, between the
Government and the lease applicant or his
predecessor in interest with respect to the
land, but controversies giving rise to such contracts, aewell as suits, must be settled and adjustedinharmony with the provisions of that

.
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Page.PREFERENcr RiGsuT TOLEASES AND PER-MITS-SECTiONs 18, 19 AND 20-Contd. showing and payment, filed previously to the
- inclusion by Executive order of the land
within a petroleum reserve, is entitled to the
exercise of the preference right privilege to an
oil and gas prospecting permit accorded by
*section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, notwithstanding that the withdrawal was made
prior to the allowance of the entry, and that the entry was allowed subject to the reserva350
of the act of July 27, 1914--: tions
:
62.. A homestead entryman, whose entry was made subsequently to the enactment of
the act of February 25, 1920,. does not acquire
- thereby a preference right to a prospecting
356
._.
permit under section 20 of that act 63. The oil leasing act of February 25, -1920,
contains no necessary or even reasonable implication that a claim for relief under sections
18, 19,:and 22, thereof is to be defeated by .the
refusal or failure of a coclaimnant to join in an
application for a permit, or that one of several
coclaimants can by waiver, relinquishment,
or failure to assert his right within the prescribed time, do more than destroy his personal privilege, or preference right to share the
benefit granted by said sections; and pro-,
vision to cover such contingency is contained
in section 24q of the regulations issued pursu527
-..........
ant to said act-.
V
:
241.
rSECTIoN
See Preference Riiht to Leases and Permits,
63.

Oct SAIALE, SECTIONS 21 AND 27. . :
64. The limitation. contained in section 21
of the act of February 5, 1920, relating to the
leasing of deposits of oil shale belonging to the
United States, prevents a lessee thereunder
from taking and holding directly more than
one lease, irrespective of whether the leased
635
area is in one State or another - 65. The limitations contained in section 27
of the act of February 25, 1920, in respect to
any kind of mineral leased under that act, are
*applicable to an oil shale lease, and consequently no person or corporation can take and
hold, either direcly or indirectly, any interest
or interests in oil shale deposits in an area or.
areas exceeding in the aggregate the eauiva635
--....-...............
lent of 5,120 acres

Oklahoma.
o See Oil and Gas Lands, 12.

Omaha Lands.

C

See Indian Lands, 11, 12.

*Oregon

8
&
California

Railroad

Lands.
1. Lands within the forfeited grant tothe
Oregon & California Railroad Co., that have
been classified as "power site lands" under
the authority conferred by section 2 of the act
of June 9, 1916,'and included within a power
site reserve by Exiecutive order issued pursue
ant to the act of June 25, 1910, as amended by

Oregon & California.Railroad. Page.
Lands-Continued.S

the act of August 24i 1912, are open-toaxpldration, discovery, and purchase underthe
United States mininglaws onlysofarasihose i.
*laws apply to metalliferous shinerals, and-are
not, therefore, subject to location of a claim
based upon discovery of deposits of fire clay
:- 429
....
or kaolin--...
2. An attempted location of a mining claim:
forlands within the forfeited grant to the Oregon &California Railroad Co., prior to their
classification, but which were later classified
as "power site lands" under the authority
conferred by section 2 of the act of June 9,
1916, is void ab initio and no rights are acquired thereby which prevent a subsequent
withdrawal of the lands for water-power pur'431
'
poses:- .....

Patent.See Allotment, 2; Florida, 1; Homestead, 2,
7, 15, 16; Indian Lends, 11, 12, 24, 21, 33, 34;
hJurisdiction, 1, 2; Military Service, 17; Msrt-gage, 1, 2; Oil and Gas Lands, 1, 2, 3, 56, 157;
Railroad Grant, 1; Reclamation, 3; Repayment, 3; School Land, 15, 16; Survey, 2;
-Swamp Land, 4; Timber Q d Stone, 1; With,.;
- drawal, 4.

Payment.
See Accousnts, 1; Desert Land, 9, 10; Entry,`,1; Bomestead (Additional), 12; Indian Lands, ,,
3,19,21,26; Oil and Gas Lands, 6, 59,61; Rteclamatisn, 2; Reservation, 1.

Per Diem.
See Accousns,L.

Phosphate, Etc., Land.
See Oil and Gas Lands, Potash Lands.

Possession.
*See CoalLands, 9,12, 20; Mining Claim, 10;
,Oil and Gas Lands, 11; Right of Way, 7.

Potash Land.
See Mining claim, 2.
1. Instructions of October 10,1921, relative,tn-bonds with potash leases; (Circular No.
221
.
781) -

Power Sites. ,
See Oil and Gas Lands, 17; Oregon & CaliforniaRailroad Lands, 1, 2.

Practice. .
See Contcst, 4,_9,19,,23,27; MilitaryService,
13; Mortgagee, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 19, 24, 41.- ... 246
1. Revised rules of July 13, 1921
2. Personal attendance of a contestant at
the hearing is presumptively essential to the
properpresentation of a contest, and a motion
for continuance and change hi place, while a
matter within the discretion of the local officers, should be considered from the standpoint of the ability of the contestant to attend under the circumstances, where he
makes showing that, owing to sickness or
some other unavoidable happening, he will415be unable to be present at the hearing .

i
--
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3. Action on a motion for continuance ofta
hearing on the ground that the contestant
will be unable to attend on acedunt of sickness or some other unavoidable circumstance
is not to be governed by the general provisions
contained in the Rules of Practice relating
to continuance on account of absent witnesses,
which are inapplicable, but should be dependent upon the facts in each case.1 ....
45
4. The principle previously enunciated by
the department that Rule 72, Rules of Prac'
tice, does not prevent-the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, before an appeal is
taken, either on his own motion or where his
attention is called to an error or omission,
from reconsiderin g and correcting his decision
in ex parte cases, is not to be construed as confined to cases of that class .-.
- . 560
5. A mortgagee who has filed notice of his
mortgage interest in an unperfected homestead entry as provided by Rule 98, Rules of
Practice, must be given notice of any relinquishmlent filed, and no relinquishment wvill
be accepted by the Land Department uliess
hejoins therbin or untilhebhashad reasonable
opportunity to make a showing -582
6. A mortgagee who has filed notice of his
mortgage interest in an unperfected homestead entry is entitled to protection, and by
Rules 2-and 98, Rules of Practice, must be
made a party defendant in any contest or
other proceeding adversely affecting such en' try- .
::
638

Preference Right.

-

SeeApplication, 3; CofalLands, 7, 8, 9,14,15,
6; Contesfi, 14, 25, 29; Contestant, 1, 2; Desert
Land, 3; osmcestead, 22, 26, 36, 40, 45-48, 54, 55,
58, 59, 62, 63, Indian Lands, 13; Military
Service, 4, 7, 11; Oil and GCs Laands, 19, 23, 26,
27, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 40, 43, 44, 48, 51, 62, 54,;55,
56, 57, 61, 62, 63; Sclsool' Land, 5; Settlement; 2;
luater Pswer, 2.
'
'
1. The preference right privilege accorded to
-disebarged- soldiers, sailors, and marines -by
!
Public resolution No: 29, act of FPbruary 14,
1920, attaches to lands restored to entry sub- sequently to the enactment of that act...
507
2. Settlement upon public land, not at the
time subject to disposition and entry, prior to
its orderly and formal restoration, can not be
invoked as a basis for a preference right under
the act of May 14, 1880, and such settlement
will not prevent the Secretary of the Interior
from making disposition of the land under
appropriate law in a manner which will exclude the settler from participation therein. . 507

Private Claim.
See-Survey, 4, 5.'

-

Prospecting Permits
Mining Permits.

-

E

and

Public Lands.
See Indian Lands, 17, 29, 30, 22; Repayment,
7; Selection, 2; Snpervisory Authority, 2;

:
-:
See Indian Lands, 19; Reservation, 8, 9.

Railroad Grant.

Page;

-

See Mineral Lands, 5; Oil and GasLands, 34.
1. Instructions of April 5, 1921, modifying
instructions of March 8,-1900 (29 L. D.,589), as
to issuance of patents for Central Pacific
grant lands,-58
2. In expressly excluding mineral lands
from the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. by the proviso to section 3 of the act
of July 2, 1864, Congress contemplated thatmineral lands, in the absence of special provisions to the contrary, should be considered
as entireties or as a single estate; and the act of
July 17, 1914, did not expressly or by implication modify or enlarge the provisions of the
grant so as to permit of the selection of the surface of oil lands as indemnity;............
573
1....

Railroad Land.

-

i.

See Coal Lands, 17,18, 19; Ofiand Gas Lands,
234;Oregon & CaliforniaRailroad Lands, 1, 2;Selection, 2, 3,4; Withdrawsal, 2.
1. Instructions of August 4, 1921, under
:Administrative Order of Apsil 23, 1921, withk
reference to State, railroad, and lieu selections .........................
.172
Reclamation.
.
See Homestead (Reclamation);Indian Lands,
21, 22, 23, 26; School Land, 24.
1, instructions of October 18, 1921; Yuma auxiliary project; citizenship -....222
2. Instructions of April 23, 1922; reclamation projects; relief to water users under extension act of March 31, 1922- ..
..
-. 6i8
3. Section 2 of the act of January 25, 1917
which imposes'the qualification of citizenship
upon "any purchaser or patentee' of lands
within the Yuma auxiliary project, Arizona, did not contemplate' the'restriction of the
right of original entry or purchase to native bom or to those who had theretofordsberome
citizens, but' the consditions of the statute as to
elcitizenship are sufficiently met if, at the time
of the issuance of patent, the patentee is. a
citizen of the United States ...........
...... 235
Records.
. -'
See Application, 3; Homestead. (Stock-raisinsg), 55; Indian Lands, 34; Mining Claizn, 5;
Officers 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 46, 48, 50; Schoos Land, 15. .
1. Instructions of September 22, 1921, relative to requests for certified copies of records. (Circular No. M)..
<
:...................
212

Reinstatement.

-

.

See Contest, 17, 24; Military Service, 14; Oil
and Gas Lands, 41; School Land, 19; Selection,
3, 4.

Relation.

Coal

See Coal Lands; Oil and Gas Lands: Alask1a,
1, 2, 5; Coal Lands,1, 6, 7; Contest, 6.

Purchaser;.

-

See Homestead, 21, 33, 56; Oil and Gas Lands,
18, 40. '
i
-

Relinquishment.
See Contest, 14,18, 25; DesertLand, 2; Entry,
1; Homestead, 4,230, 34, 55;. Oil and Gas Lands,
27, 29, 56, 98, 59, 63; Practice, 5; Reyaysmeat,
2, 6.
--
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pursuant to the requirements of the placer
mining laws, where it does not appear that
he or his legal representatives were guilty of
any frauduilent action oreitherbad knowledge
or were chargeable with knowledge that fraud
had been perpetrated by his predecessor in
367
interet -:.................................

Relinquishment-Continued. - Page.c.Instructions of March 31', 1922; relinquish-

Repayment-Continued.

Repayment.

Reservation.

ment of incumbered lands; notice to mort613
.........
gagee. (Circular No. 819)2. Instructions of April 12, 1922; effect of
relinquishment filed in support of application
for repayment; Circular No; 5131 obsolete.
* (Circular No. 820) .629

See Indian Lands, 32; Oil and Gas Lands, 2;
See Relinquishment, 2.
Schoolands 12,14.
1. The forfeiture clause, as contained in sec1. Instructions of March 11, 1921; Fort
tion 9 of the act of May 30, 1908, is a complete
Assinniboine lands, extension of time for paybar to repayment of moneys paid for Fort
35
ment. (Pub. res. No. 292, 41 Stat, 1086)Peck Indian lands entered pursuant to section
2. Instrnctions of March 24, 1921, relative to
8 of that act and subsequently relinquished,
allotment under section 4 of the act of Febexcept as to that class of irrigablelands speciruary 8, 1887, on Camp Mfclarry abandoned
14
fied in section 2 of said act
41
-.................
military reservation2. The repayment provision contained in
3. Instructions of April 29, 1921;, disposal of
paragraph 6, section 2, is alintitation upon the
lands in Gig Harbor abandoned military resgeneral forfeiture clause of section 9 of the act
10
.
ervation. (Circular No. 752)
of May 30, 1908, and pertains exclusively to
4. Instructions of November 8,1921, relative
such entered lands as are found to be irrigato isolated tracts on abandoned Fort Buford
ble by any system constructed pursuant to
297
.
. 14
Military Reservationsaid act and that are thereafter resold .
S. Instructions of February 6, 1922; aban3. An application for repayment based upon
doned Fort Sabine Military Reservation.
*abandonment and relinquishment of a desert
. 432
-.. .....
land entry after the inclusion of the land in a
(Circular No. 806) .
6. A selection under the exchange provicoal withdrawal, on the ground that the entryman did not desire to accept a limited or sursions of the act of June 4,1897, which was valid
face patent, must be denied where he reenwhen made by reason of the selector having
the
of
tered the land subject to a reservation
complied with all of the departmental reguilainasmuch
States,
tions in connection therewith, is not affected
coal conitents to the United
abandonan
to
amount
not
does
as such action
by the subsequent inclusion of the selected
132
ment, but merely a-voluntary relinquishment
-.-.. .
land in a national forest .
291
entry.....
of the first
7. A valid selection under the act of June 4,
sanction
not
can
Department
Land
The
by
4.
1897, of unsurveyed lands; is not defeated
an improper and unauthorized repayment
reason of their subsequent survey as a part of
knowledge
of
lack
through
it,
merely because
a section granted to the State of Washington
132
or by oversight, erroneously allowed-a similar
for the support of public schools.'
... 291
- application under kindred'facts ..
* 8. The qualification of a homesteader on the
desert
the
under
entered
land
5 XWhere
abandoned Fort Laramie Wood Reservation
land laws is subsequently included within a
to purchase under the act of May 31, 1902, not
the
has
entryman
the
coal land withdrawal,
exceeding one quarter section of pasture or
or
estate
limited
a
right to elect either to take
grazing land within that reservation on the
292
. ....
condition that the aggregate area of the lands
to apply for repayment ..
having
who,
0. A desert land entryman
previously entered together with, the lands
sought to be purchased shall not exceed 320
made entry prior to the inclusion of the
land within a coal withdrawal, subsequently
acres, is to be determined as otthe date of the
321
filing of the psurchase application ..-.
relinquishes a portion of the entry and elects
9. Theright ofana pplicant,qualifiedat-the.
to take a surface patent for the balance and
date of the filing of his application, to perfect
thenrelinquishes the latter tract, must be held
the purchase of pasture or grazing land within
to have voluntarily abandoned the entry and,
the abandoned Fort Laramnie Wood Reservatherefore, not to be entitled to repayment.... 292
7. A claim for repayment of the amount in
tion under the act of May 31, 1902, is not
excess of lawfulrequirements charged forlands
vitiated by, subsequently making an addientered iunder the preemption or homestead
tional entry under. section 3 of the enlarged
laws, erroneously classified as double minihomestead act, even though the applicant
mum, and for which payment was made by
may have'exceeded his rights by making the
X
additional entry in acquiring more than 320
certificates of deposit to cover costs of surveys,
3211;..
issued under and governed by sections 2401,
acres'under the publicland laws.12 .........
2402 and 2403, Revised Statutes, is allowable
Residence.
*
.341
under the act of March 26, 1908 ..............
Gsnfcst, 5, 7, 8, 16; Desert 'Land, 8;
4 See
-8. A transferee of a placerfil claim, to whom
Homestead, 8, 15, 16, 41, 47, 56, 59, 60, 61, 65;
a patent is denied for the reason that the preMarriage, 2; Military Sereice, 6i 10, 12, 15Z8.:
linlinary location *as fraudulently made, is
1. The act of July 28, 1917, allowing credit
entitled to repayment under the act of March
for military service does not waive the resi26, 1908, of the moneys deposited by him -
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Page.
as to vertical or subjacent support from one
who leases coal lands pursuant to the act of
October 20i 1914-............-. 's
443
5. A railroad company having a right of
way over mineral lands is entitled to the support of its easement, roadbed and rolling
stock,, and the right to take ore underneath
the surface thereof must yield,.if, in order to
take, it, the support of the roadbed will be
.. .443
impaired ....................................
6. A coal lease granted under the provisions
of the leasing act of betober 20, 1914, which is
in terms restricted to the Territory of Alaska,
is subject to the reservations pontained in the
act of March 12, 1914, authorizing the construction and operation of railroads by the
ry ...........
. 443
United States in that Terrto
7. Section 13 of the Alaskan coal leasing act
of October 20, 1914, provides that the possessi*n of the lessee shall be deemed the posses-.
sion of the United States for all purposes involving adverse claims to the leased property,
and where questions arise as to the conflict of
rights between a right of way grantee and the
coal lessee, said disputes should be arbitrated'
in accordance with Article VII of the mining
i lease..
....
.
443

dance and cultivation requirements of the
107
.-...
-.
statute; itrmerely reduces them .
2. An. entrywdman who marries, subsequently to the making of her entrisentitled i i
to credit under the act of December 20, 1917,
for constructive residence for the time she
spends in performing farm labor upon land
154
owned or controlled by her husband-...
3. Failure timely to establish residence
upon a homestead entry can not be excused;
on the ground of poverty and a personal injury subsequently incurred while at work
elsewhere in gaining a livelihood, especially
where the poverty existed at the date of the
entry and the entryman had no reasonable
assurance that it would not continue ........ 361

Res Judieata.

.

See Homestead (Soldiers' additional), 34;
School Land, 13, 17; Selection, 3, 4.

Restorations.
See Indifan Lands, 10; PreferenceRiglht, 1, 2;
Water Fewer, 3; Withdrawal, 6.'
1. An Executive order vacating a withdrawal and restoring lands to -thepublic
domain, does not, in the absence of express
terms specifying how and when the-lands
shall be disposed of as authorized by the act
of September 30,1913,have the effect of restoring the lands to settlement and entry, but
the time and methods of their disposition under appropriate laws remain a matter of determination by the Secretary of the Interior. 507

Revised Statutes. ,
See

of, page XXXI.
oable

Right of Way.
See Coal Lands, 17,18, 19, 20; Indian Lands,

14.
1. Instructions of May 16, 1921; easements,,
for ditch rider stations. (Circular No. 757).. 113
2. A pernit to appropriate public waters
under State authority does not ofitself, confer
upon the user any interest in public lands,
and consequently no vested right of way easement for canals and reservoir sites is obtained
as an incident to the appropriation of waters
under the statutes of the State of Wyoming. 278
3. No such vested right to the use otpublic
watersis obtained by the mere approval of an
appropriation permit under a State statute,
prior to beneficial use, as will entitle the permittee to a right of way for the construction
of ditches and canals under sections 2319 and
2340, Revised Statutes, and a withdrawal of
public lands prior to such beneficial use will
prevent the' granting of an application of a
right of way under the act of March 3, 1891... 278
4. The action of Congress in authorizing the
construction and operation by the United;
States of the Alaskan Railroad in effect oreated a legal easement with a corresponding
servitude imposed on the adjoining land held
by the grantor for support of the surface with
the superimposed structures, and the road is.
entitled to lateral or adjacent support as well,

Riparian Rights.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 20, 21; Survey 6.

School Land.
See Desert Land, 3; Reservstion, 7; Sele&-

tion, 2.
-

1. instructions of August 4, 1921, under
Administrative Order of April 23, 1921, with:
reference to State, 'railroad, and lieu selections-17
tions
.. .. .. .I.. .. .. '''......j ...'.....71721
2. Administrative Order of April 23, 1921,
modifying adriinistrative ruling of July 15,
1914, and overruling departmental decision in
conflict with Supreme Court decision in certain cases involving withdrawaIs of lands in'
school indemnity selections-97
...................
3. The grant to New Mexico of additional
school lands, sections 2 and 32, by section 6 of
the act of June 20, 1910, took effect on January
6, 1912, the date on which the State was admitted into the Union, and to except lands
therefrom, on account of their known valuefor coal, the determination of their character
must be made as of the latter date .......... II
4. It is not essential in order to declare a
trabt of land to be mineral in character that
actual notice of the existence of mineral depiosits be brought home to the interested
party, if the physical facts are sufficient-to
*charge the public generally with the knowl11
edge of the presence of minerals-........
5. A claimant who in good faith reclaims,
under authority of the act of March 28,1908, a
tract of unsurveyed desertland which, upon
-survey, falls within a section designated umder the school land grant to the State of Montana, acquires, by reason of its indemnity
provision, a right to make entry superior to:
any claim of the State under said grant- .... 103
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Page.
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6.' A mineral claimant who does not assert
13. The final adjudication of a case by the
any discovery by him of mineral, at or prior
Land Department adversely to a claimant
to the approval of a Government survey, on
in accordance with the governing rule then
land granted to a State for school purposes, is
in force renders the question involved therein
not entitled to a hearing to prove the character
-res adjusdicfta between the parties thereto,
of the land upon a mere showing that casual
and a subsequent change in the interpretation
prospecting had been done by others from
of the law either by the department or by the
time to time prior to and since its survey... 114
courts as the result of diligent prosecution of
a similar claim by another in a separate and
7;: The presumption arises that lands
distinct proceeding will not entitle the former
granted to a- State for school purposes are of
to have the matter relitigated to the detrithe character contemplated by the grant, in
ment of the property rights of a third party.. 192
so far as minerals are concerned if at the time
14. The right initiated by the filing of a
of their' identification byv the lines of an apState indemnity school selection must be
proved public survey there were no mining
treated as an abandoned right, and one not
claims of record and the returns of the sursubject -to reinstatement or amendment, if,
veyor did not show the lands to be mineraliin
after cancellation of the selection for reason
character......
.... ..
114
of some defect, the State, through its laches
8. An act of the State of California permitby failure to avail itself of the privilege acting mineral prospecting and location under
corded by the governing regulations, perthe United States mining laws upon granted
mitted an adverse claim to intervene, not- school lands in place, after acquirement of
- withstanding the fact that by a subsequent
title by the State, does not constitute a waiver
opinion of the United States Supreme Court
of the right of the State to claim the benefit of
in a similar but separate and distinct case, it
the presumption that the land was nonmin'might have acquired an equitable right or
eral in character at the time that the grant
title tinder its original selection ..-.... - 192
took efect .........
.......
.....
114
15. A proceeding relating to the reformation
9. An act of the State of California declaring
of title papers is governed by principles of
that granted school lands in place, in which
equity, and a iselector of -indemnity school
after acquirement of title by the State valualand, who, after having done everythingble mineral deposits are found, shall be free
:
necessary to acquire title, afterwards files a
.and, open to prospecting and acquisition
waiver of the oil and gas deposits in accord- "
under the United States mining laws, does not.
ance with a requiremint of the Land Departrevest title in the United States or confer
ment then in force and accepts a restricted
jurisdiction upon the Land Department to
patent, will not be granted an unrestricted
dispose of them; prior to the approval of a
patent after it has been judicially determined selection of other lands in lieu thereof filed byin an action involving similar facts, but to,
the State upon a tender of the base....
.. 114 which the patentee was not "a party, that the
10; The grant of sections 16 and 36 to the ruling under which the requirement was made
State-of Washington for school purposes does
was erroneous- ' .
..
1'384
not attach until, the; survey thereof has been
16. A vested right attaches under a State
approved by the Corrmmissioner of the General
indemnity school selection as soon as the
Land Office
................
-.....
. 132
selector has done everything required of him
X0
11. A State is not- entitled under sections
prieliminary to the passing of title, and where
2275 and 2276, Revised Statutes, as amended the question of the mineral or nonmineral
by the act of February 28, 1891, which authorcharacter of the land ssibsequently becomes
ize selections to compensate deficiencies in
involved; the adjudication of that issue is to school -sections, to select indemnity for an
-be governed by the known character of the
alleged' loss or deficiency of school lands in
land as of the date of the completion of the
i
afractional unsurveyed township ... 138
selection t
....'.......
394
S
12. In the adjustment of the school land
17. Where the possible mineral deposits,
grants of the several States, the provision of
oil or gas, in public lands embraced in an
section 2275, Revised Statutes, as amended,
indemnity school selection, have been waived
which imposes the duty upon the Secretary
by the selector and a restricted certifiocte of
of the Interior to ascertain by protraction or
title has been accepted under the provisions
otherwise,' without waiting the e-tension of
of the act of July 17,1914, the State is estopped
the publid surveys, the number of townships
from further claim and the case is ne adjudssi- that will be included within an Indian, milicata, notwithstanding that the Imineral value
tary, or other reservation in order that indemof the land as of the date when the selection
nity may be allowed for the specified school
was completed was not established prior to
sections embraced therein, doesriot -confer
the waiver and election to take a restricted
any authority to make protractions for the
patent .. e
....
. . 387
pturpose of determning an alleged loss of
18. Neither the act of February 28, 1891,
school lands in an unsurveyed township
which granted to the State of California the
situated within the unreserved and utnpprooptito to waive its right to such school see- priated public domain ................
........ 139
tions in place as should~be discovered subseSchool Land-Continued.
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Page.
quently to the approval of the official survey
to be of mineral character, and take lands in
lieu thereof, nor the legislative act of that.
State of April 1, 1897,; permitting mineral
1
prospecting and location of mining claims
thereupon, revested the United States with
title to thbse:lands, but merely authorized a
right of exchange, prior- to the exercise and
acceptance of which the Government is without authority to make disposition thereof. --. 418
19. Lands- within a school section in the
State of California, which were found to be of
mineral character subsequently to the approval of the official survey, are not subject
to mineral entry under the United States
mining laws unless and until exchange thereof
for other lands has been' perfected pursuant
to the act of February-28, 1891, and where a
mineral entry for such lands has been canceled.
because invalid when made, a reinstatement
thereof after an exchange of thelands hasbeen
approved will not be permitted to the prejudice of an intervening adverse' claim, if the
claimant-submitted without protest to the
cancellation of the entry-and failed to renews
his claim after title revested in the United
'States'.......
...
:.. 418
20. Section 10 of the act of June 4, 1920;
which granted to: the State of Montana for
common school purposes, two designated sections of neinmineral and nontimbered lands,
in each' township in the Crow Indian R~servation, for which the State had not previously
received indemnity, clearly intended- that
where the lands in place, or portions thereof,
have been allotted or are mineral or timbered,
the State shall be entitled to select other unoccupied, nonmineral and nontimbered lands
in said reservation to the extent of such
defieiencies, not to exceed, however, two sections in any one township
112
21. Where the State of Montana is unabie
to obtain in any township within the Crow
Indian Reservation, the quantity of land, in
place or as indemnity, granted to it for common school purposes'by section 16 of the act
of June 4, 1920, it is.entitied under the provisions df'the acts of February-22; 1889, and
.February 28, 1891, to select other lands subject
to selection, ioutside of said reservation, in
quantity'equal to-such loss ...
. :612
22.- The grant to the State of New Mexico of
certain designated sections of the public lands
for school purposes embodied in the enabling:
act of Juno 20, 1910,.became effective only '
upon and by force of the proclamation of admission of the DState into the Union 'on Jtnu'ary 6, 1912-'.1.
..
..:..t
561
23. Defects in an indemnity school selection
may be cured by an amendatory selection
prior-to the intervening of adverse rights, and
where the defects are cured before the lands
are included within a forest withdrawal, the
selectionisito be treated as within the purview.i
of aproviso which excepts from the operation
of the withdrawal "any lawful entry, filing,

School Land-Continued.'

Page.'
selection or settlement" made and mailltaimed in compliance withlaw, notwithstanding that thedfilings had been suspended because of a controversy veith the State concernIng the validity of its indemnity base614
24. A first form withdrawal under the reclamation act does not defeat the equitable title
of the selector acquired under an indemnity
school selection if the selection was legal and
completed prior to the withdrawal
'....
614

Scrip.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 12.

Secretary of the Interior.
See Amendment, 1; Coal Lands, 7, 8, 14;
:Homestead (Reclamation), 26; Indian Lends,
16, 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 34; .oJurtsdfrtion, 1; Oil and
Gas Lands, 31, 39; PrcferinceBlight, 2; Besto-e
rations, 1; Ssipervisory Authority, 1; Rater
Fxploration Permit, 1.

Selection.
See Indian Lands, 27; Bailroad Land, 1;
School Land, 1, 23, 24; Swamp Land, 5. 6;
i 1Withdrawal, 1, 2.
1. Instructions of April 23, 1921, modifying:
administrative ruling of July 15, 1914, relative
to selections of subsequently withdrawn
lands--

....... -- 97

2. Instructions of, August 4,. 1921, rmuider
Administrative Order of April 23, 1921, with
reference to State railroad, and lieu selections
(Circular No. 768)..172
3. The reinstatement of a selection for the
exchange oflands under the act of July 1, 1888,
which was finally rejected by the Land Department in accordance with the then existing
interpretation of the governing laws, will not
be allowed on the ground that a different construction was subsequently placed thereupon
by the Supreme Court of the United States
in a separate and distinct -proceeding, involvlug similar issues, to which the selector waa
note party-..,.
.
:
......
343
4. A plea alleging that by a clerical inadvertence base tendered in support of a selection for the exchange of lands under the act of,
July 1,1898, was, tothe detriment ofthetrans- :;
force of the selector, erroneouslyused as base in
support of another selection which had passed
to patent, is not a sufficient ground for the
allowance of the substitution of new base with
theview to thereinstatement of theoriginal selection where the selector has become estopped
from demanding the reopening of the proceedingsoby reason of the doctrine of res adjudicata .........
......
. .61.........
43

Settlement.
See aomestead, 22, 23, 39, 59, 61, 62,*63;
Indian Landsj 10;
_4farriage, 3;
Military
Service, 8, 14; Preference Riyht, 2; Restorations, 1; Surmey, 2, 3; Swamp Land, 6; Withdrawcal, 31. Instructions of October 8, I921, relative
to prior settlements on lands in stock-driveway withdrawals. (CircularNo. 783) ........ 202

A:
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Pagei
2. Only unoccupied and unimproved public lands are subject to Settlement and entry
under the homesteadlaws, and one who, without the consent of the owner of the adjoining
surveyed lands, settles upon and, occupies
unsurveyed lands that were erroneously or
fraudulently omitted from survey, and which,
at date of said settlement, were in the possession of the latter, does not acquire any preferecue right of entry; the fact that the initiation'
ottheclaimwaspeacefulandwithoutforceis
I
immaterial ..................................
Settlers.
C
See Haonestead, 9, 11; Marriage, 3; Military
Servire, 8, 17; surveys 2.

Soldiers and Sailors.
See Military Service; Homestead (Soldiers'
additional),32-35; Final Proof, 1,2.

Soldiers' Additional.
See Hosmestead, 32-35; Withdrawalf, .

Standing Rock Lands.
See Indian Lands, 3.

-

-

Statutes.

-See Acts of' Congress and Iesised Statutes
cited and construed,pages XXVII-XXXI.

See Amendment,e

; 'Coal Lands, 10, 13,14,19;

Contest, 12, 20, 21; Hfomestead, 6, 8,11, 27, 34,
60; Indian'Lands, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 31, 33;
Marriage, 3; Military Service, 19; Mineral
Lands, 4; Oil and Gas Lands, 13, 28, 35, 38, 46,
53, 57, 59, 63; Reservation, 8, 9; Right of Way,
6; School Land, 13, 18; Selection, 3.

-

Stock-Raising Romesteads.
See

somestead,36-66.

Supervisory Authority.

-

See Amendment, 1; Coal Lands, 7; Oil and
-Gas Lands, 31, 39; Water Exploration Per-snt, 1.
1. Inthe administration ofthe public lands,
the Secretary of the Interior may, unless lim ited by special statutory provision, take cognizance of equities acquired in good faith by
claimants, without an act of Congress ex.... 582
pressly conferring that authority ......
2. Supervisory authority is not designed to
enforce technicalities and. refusal of the register and receiver to render a default judgment
in a contest because the answer of bontestee
was'filed and served after the -expiration of
thirty days from notice of contest and the or- dering of a hearing thereupon, are not suffi. 593
cient grounds for invoking its exercise
3. Under a rule of administration adopted'
by the Land Department, based upon an
agreement with the State of Minnesota, the,
character of ceded Chippewa Indian lands:
selected by the State under the swamp land
grant of March 12, 1860, is to be determined by
an examination in the field, and where the
selected lands, as the result of such examina- tion, have been Classified as swamp, the right
of an adverse claimant to contest the classiftcation does not exist .............
.. 359

Page.
Supervisory Authflrity--Con;
4. A selection by the State of Minnesota of
ceded Chippewa Indian lands, which a field
examination shows are swamp in character,
segregates -the lands and precludes the allowance of a homestead application based upon
-prior settlement, cmniess the settlement was in-.
tiated before the filing of the selection list in
.
......
359
the local office- ..
I. An agreement between the State of Mississippi and the United States whereby the
character of specifictracts of land as of the date
of the swamp act of September 28, 1850,should be determined by the showing of the
field notes and plats of the Government survey does nor preclude the tand Department
in the exercise of its judicial function in determining whether or norlands were of-the character that passed under that grant, from- ad-mitting evidence to show their true condition
at the time that the grant became operative,
where the official survey was made prior to the
passage of the act and there was no reason for'
the surveyor to make particular note of the
swamp or nonswarp character ofthe lands--- 421
6. Whereit becomes necessary to determine
by a hearing whether or not lands were of the
character that were granted by the swamp
act of September 28,- 1850, expert testimony
of Government witnesses,, based upon evidence now available, from which the inference
may be reached that the soil environment
and the former forest conditions were such as
tonegative thepossibility thatthelandscould
ever have been of a swamp character, is not
sufficient to counteract the'direct testimony
of witnesses familiar with the land at the date
ofthepassageofthe act ..................... 421

Surface Rights.
See Homestead; 7; Indian Lands, 32;,Mineral
Lands, 5; ti2f and Gas Lands; 1, 2,3,8, 1O, 12,
19, 31, 34, 37, 15, 82; Railroad Grant, 2, Repayment, 5; School Land,? 15, 17; Timber and
°If
Stone, a.

Survey.
See Arcessnts, 1; Desert Lend, 0, N(; Floridai,
1; Oil and Gas Lands, 48;- esepaygnest, 7;
Schosl Lands, 6, 7, 10, 12, le 19; &Swamp
Land, 7.

-

-

1. Regulations of August 12, 12, relative
to adjustment of cl aims in certain townships
in Florida; act of October31, 1919 .-. 195'
2. When a patentee acquiecesin an adjustment made by the ILand- Depoartment incidental to the resurvey of a township, a settler
who has not acquired any vested interest in
the lands affected by the resurvey is not in a
position to raise an objection that the tract
shown by said resurvey as having been patented is not, in fact, the identical tract that
48
-.
waspatented ........
I3.Where lands are withdrawn from entry
anddispositionpendingiheresurvey of atownship, the proviso to the act of March 3, 190D9,
does not except from the -operation of the
statute a settlement made subsequently to
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-Page.
withdrawal, but the right to initiate the
cclaim, which must conform to the plat of resurvey, is postponed until vacation of the
withdrawal order4 ................ ....
488
4. nitheinterpretationofapatentforaMexican private land grant, in which a mountain
range is designated as one of the boundaries,
the rule will be applied that where a call is
from one point in a continuous object, natural
orartificial,toanotherpointin thesameobject
the line between and connecting the two points follows the sinuosities of sich object,
rather than a straight line connecting those
points
...............X
87
-5. The call for coursesand distances of a protracted Government survey made subsequent
to a Mexican private land grant, which is at
variance with the sinuositigs of a mountainrange described in the patent as one of the
boundaries of the grant, must yield, in case
of doubt, to the superior call for the natural
monuments referred to as constituting the

boundary of the claim
6.- When the meander line and the water

88

line of a lake do not coincide, the water line is
the boundary of a Government grant of lands
abutting thereupon, and in a State in which
the statutes containno specific provision asto
ripariali rights with reference to a nonnavigable lake, but in which the common law prevails, the title to the bed of such lake is vested
inthe owners of the adjoiningshorelands -----. 128
7. The relation between a mineral survey
and a conflicting public land survey is suffidiently shown by the tie of the mining claim
to one of th ecorners of the public land survey
and by the courses and distances given in the
respective sqrveys.=..............
. 616

Swamp Land.

i

1. Neither the act of March 2, 1849, granting
swamp and overflowed lands to Louisiana,
nor the general swamp act of September 28,
1850, creates of its own force a present grant
of complete title in the State, and prior to
approval by the Secretary of the Interior under the former or the issuance of a patent
under the latter, the authority of the Land
Departnment to inquire into and determine all
rights and equities claimed as against the
Government does not cease-.... .-.-.-...
201
2. The State of Louisiana does not require
a complete and perfected interest equivalent
to full equitable title under either of the
swamp acts of March 2, 1849, and September
-28, 1850, to any tract until it has been finally
identified as of the class and condition coni-y
templated by the granting act .........---.
201
3. Mineral lands, not being expressly ineluded within the terms of either of the
swamp acts of March 2, 1849, and Septemmber
28, 1850, do not inure to the State of Louisiana, and prior to the Secretary's approval
under the former or the issuance of a patent
ender the latter act, the character of claimed
swamp land is open for investigation and adjudication .................................. 201
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VPage.

4. A subsisting petroleum withdrawal impresses the lands therein with a prims facie
mineral character, and where the State of
Louisiana seeks to acquire title to claimed
'swamp landx within such withdrawn area,
it is incumbent upon the State to prove that
the lands are in fact nonmineral .201

Timber and Stone.
1. A complete equitable title becomes
vested upon the claimant's full compliance
with the law and the final certificate upon a
stone entry is prima facie evidence of that
title, and thereafter such entryman can not be
cdmpelled to accepfalimited patent pursuant
to the act of July 17, 1914, because of a subsequent report that the land is valuable for oil
or gas, unless the Government makes ,'the
charge and shows upon assuimiption of the
burden of proof that the land was of known
mineral character at the date of the perfection
of the claim -.
411
2. A report by a field agent, after the issu-.
ance of a final certificate upon a stone entry,
charging that the land contains oil and gas and
wasso known at the date of finalprbof, may be
used as a basis for Government proceedings
against the claim, but it is not competent
evidence upon which final action adverse to
the claimant may be taken, without charges,
notice and an opportunity for a hearing ..412

Timber Cautting.
1. Instructions of February 21, 1921, timber
cutting by corporations organized in one State
and conducting business in another. (Circular No. 737)-......
17
2. Instructions of March 28, 1922, relative
to free use of timber by citizens of Washington:-and Kane counties, Utah. (Circular
No.818) ..................................
608

Town Site. See Aleske, 4. 1. Instructions of December 22, 1921; restoring Talkeetoa town site, Alaska. (Circular No. 797)-................................ 382

Transferee.
flee Coal Lands, 16; Mertgage,, 2; MortgaS
gee, 2; Oil end Gas Lands,:37; fepaeyment, 8;:
Selection, 4.

Ifnsurveyed Lands.

-

-

See Indian Lends, 16; Oil sad Gas lands,
20, 21; Reserceftion, 6; School, Lends, 5; Settle-ment, 2.
:
:

Utah.

X

-

-

See Timber Cutling, 2.

Vested Rights.

-

See. Cerey Act, 1; Desert Lend, 10; Romestead, 2, 7; Indian Lands, 15, 16, 30; Minereal
Lends, 4; Mining Claim, 2; Oil snd Gas .
Lends, 40; Scheool Leand, 16.
i
:

Waiver.
SeeaSchool Land, 8, 17, 52, 63.
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Page.

1. The Secretary of the Interior may,
through the exercise of his supervisory
power, sanction the amendment of a permit
to explore for water granted under the act of
October 22, 1919, inasmuch as such a permit
is an "entry" in the sense in which that term
is used in the administration of the public
land laws relating to the amendment of
entries
...... 380
2. Lands within a proved artesian well
area in which wells are being successfully
used for irrigation at a reasonable cost are not
of the character that the act of October 22,
1919, contemplated should be designated as
subject to exploration and an application for'
a water exploration permit embracing lands
within such area must be denied, notwith; standing that it has not been clearly shown
that all of the lands described in the application can be thus irrigated.................. 546

Widow; Heirs; Devisee.

Page.

Sep Descent and Dfsfribufiom; #omesfcad,i
1l, 11; Deseit Land, 2; Indian Lands, 28, 33.

Withdrawal.

See Carey Act, 1; Homestead, 2, 6, 7, 23, 30,
32, 33, 39; Indian Lands, 13, 16, 21, 23, 32;
Land Department, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 1,
2, 4, 14, 49, 56, 57, 61; Oregon & Califernis
Railread Lands,-1,l2; Repayment, 3, 9,6; Resereation, *6, 7; Restorafions, 1;, School Land,
23, 24; Selection, 1; Settfement, 1; Survey, 3;
Swamp Land, 1; Water Power, 1, 2, 3.
1. Administrative Order of April 23, 1921,
modifying administrative ruling of July 15,
1914, and overruling departmental decision
in conflict with Supreme Court: decisions in
certain cases involving withdrawals of lands
in school indemnity selections..
...... ;--- 997
2. Instructions of August 4, 1921, under
Administrative Order of April 23, 1921; with
reference to State, railroad, and lien selec172
Water Power.
:
tions See Oil and Gas Lands, 13; Oregon & Cali3. itstructions of October 8, 1921, relative
to prior settlements on lands in stock drivefornia Railroad Lends, 1, 2.
..........
....
220
1. Instructions of February 8, 1922, relatway withdrawals.
4. An oil withdrawal is deemed primafacie
ing to applications for lands affected by withevidence of the mineral character of the land,
drawals for transmission lines under the Fedand one who seeks to obtain an unrestricted
eral water power act; Circular No., 447, obsopatent under the homestead laws for lands
-4
..
563
3......................
lete
...
within a petroleum reserve created prior to
2. The proviso to section 24 of the Federal
submission of proof, must sustain the burwater power act of June 10, 1920, which auden of proving that the land is in fact non-thorizes the approving or patenting, subject
to the limitations and conditions of the act,
:;
.
...
.. 18.
mineral ...........
of locations, entries, selections, or filings
9. An Executive withdrawal under autheretofore made for lands reserved as waterthority of the act of June 251 1910, does not
affect a prior valid application to make a
power sites, has reference only to such locations, entries, selections, or filings as were
soldiers' additional entry, provided that the
applicant has compled 'with all applicable
made prior to the passage of the act, and does
laws and departmental regulations .
94
not protect a stock-raising homestead application filed' thereafter for lands previously
6. A withdrawal of public lands cinder the
act of June 25, 1910, made in aid of pending
withdrawn and included within a Federal
power-site reserve .184
legislation does not become inoperative by
reason of the failure of Congress to enact the
3. Favorable action upon a petition filed
proposed legislation, but it remains in force
by an applicant -who has been denied the
right to make a stock-raising homestead enuntil revoked by the President or by an act
try, resulting in the restoration of lands withof Congress ....
........................... 278
drawn under the provisions of the Federal
7. A withdrawal and inclusion in a petrowater-power act of June 10, 1920, does not
leum. reserve of public land embraced within
confer any preferential right upon the petia nomnineral entry in support of which final
proof had not been previously submitted
tioner to make entry.
.................
184
4. The act of June 10, 1920, section 24 of
stamps the land with a presumptive mineral
which expressly provides that Slands of the
character sufficient to cast upon the entryUnited States included in any project under
man the burden of showing the contrary as
of the date of submission of final proof
281
the provisions of the act shali from the date
of filing of application therefor be reserved
Words
'and
Phrases.
from entry, location, or other disposal under
1. "Coal'," see Coal Lands, 4.
the public-land laws until otherwise directed
2. "Vacant coal land of the United States
by the Federal Power Commission or by
not otherwise appropriated," as used in secCongress, does not contemplate, that lands
tion 2347, Revised Statutes, see Coal Lands,
thus reserved shall be subject to suspended
12.
filings or applications while they remain
3. "Coal," as construed in the leasing act
197
*reserved
of February 25, 1920, see, CoaleLands, 13.
Water Right.
4. "Such deposits," as used in section 2 of
the act of July 17, 1914, see Mineral Lands, 3.
See Reclamation, 2; Righf of Way, 2, 3.
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Words and Phrases-Contd.

Page.

Page.
12. "Military service," see Military Service, 16.
13. "One quarter section," see Homestead
(Additional), 14.
14. "Own" and "owned," as construed in
the stock-raising homestead act, see: Homestead (Stock-raising), 57.
15. "Owned by the United States," see
Indian Lands, 17.
16. "All persn~s or leases thereunder shall
inure to the ben~fit of the claimant and all
persons claiming through or under him by
lease, contract, or otherwise, as their interests may appear" in section 19 of the leasing
act, see Oil and Gas Lands, 46.
17. "Public Lands," see Indian Lands, 17.
18. "Public lands," as used in the act of
May 20, 1836, later embodied in section 2446,
Revised Statutes, see Indian Lands, 33.
:
19. "Vested Tight," see Indian Lands, 15.

5. The word "entry," when used in the
statutes and departmental regulations relating to amendments, is to be construed in its
generic sense and treated as signifying an
appropriation of public lands generally ...... 380
6. An oil and gas prospecting permit or a
lease consequent thereon, granted pursuant
to the act of February 25, 1920, does not constitute an "entry," "location," or '"other
disposal" of the land included therein,
within the meaning of those terms as contemplated by section 24 of the water-power act
of June 10, 1920. See Oil and Gas Lands, 13.
7. An oil and gas prospecting permit is not
an "entry" within the meaning of that term
as it is used in the statutes relating to the
public lands. See Oil and Gas Lands, 28.
8. "Fisting entry," see Honsestead (Stockraising), 49.
9. "Former entry," see Hemestead (Stockraising), 49.
10. "Homestead: entry," see Homestead
(Reclamation), 27.
11. "Indian lands," see Indian Laands, 33.-

Wyoming.

a 2
See Righit ef:Way, :2, 3.

Yuma Auxiliary Project.
See Reclametion, 1, 3.
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